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THE SPIRIT OF VANCOUVER
I would like to thank everyone who took the time, effort, and money to attend the Seventh
International Conference on Cold Fusion in Vancouver on April 19-24, 1998. The substantial
preparation and advanced work of all oral and poster presenters, combined with active
audience participation, created a spontaneously constructive environment for discussion. I
hope all participants returned from Vancouver with a renewed sense of purpose, a deeper
insight to guide their research, and new perspectives to broaden their thinking.
The congenial atmosphere at ICCF-7 was a unique and rewarding experience. Perhaps the
enlightened spirit was a result of the spectacular Vancouver scenery; or the realization, after
nine years, that unity and cooperation among pioneering researchers may be more productive
than competition. Over 200 people from 20 countries and all scientific disciplines gathered in
Vancouver to share ideas in an attempt to understand the mechanisms responsible for the
unequivocal laboratory results many have witnessed firsthand. Across cultural, linguistic and
disciplinarian boundaries, scientists from widely divergent backgrounds worked together to
pursue a common goal of trying to perfect a potentially new, clean, economical, and abundant
energy source for the 21st century.
I believe ICCF-7 marked a crucial milestone of maturation of the field from the viewpoint
of science, finance, and human resources that will support and sustain growth for a strong
new generation.
The diversity and quality of the data presented at ICCF-7 has grown more compelling.
A plethora of new, diverse results from a wide variety of second generation experiments
help move the field closer to a better understanding of reaction mechanisms, and virtually
eliminate the possibility that early electrochemical experiments were just some
transient mistake.
Although most research activities are still critically undercapitalized, as evidenced by
approximately two-thirds of ICCF-7 participants paying for their own attendance, decentralized
self-funded research leads to highly focused lab activities. The self-supported fervor and
dedication of current researchers provides a grass-roots resiliency and enthusiasm that can not
be easily extinguished by adverse, external events.
Approximately one-third of the ICCF-7 audience was new. Nine students were present, some
of whom gave their very first presentation at an ICCF conference. One new student was elected
as a ''Top Ten" presenter. New and younger persons entering the field provide vital fresh
perspectives that are crucial to continuation and growth. An entire second generation of
scientists and managers are now carrying on the bulk of the work that was formerly performed
by early pioneers.
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In closing, I would like to thank the International Advisory Committee for providing the
opportunity for me to help organize ICCF-7. It was very satisfying to be able to help contribute
to the growth and advancement of this important new field of research.
Until we meet again at ICCF-8 in Italy, best wishes to all and good luck with your pursuits.
Sincerely,

Fred Jaeger
Organizing Chairman
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DEDICATION
T his publication is dedicated to all ICCF-7 participants, their predecessors and colleagues,
whose hard work and perseverance made the Vancouver conference possible.
T he enclosed papers provide a collective state-of-the-art glimpse of a new and emerging
field of energy research known as low energy induced nuclear reactions in solids. Each
participant makes a unique and valuable contribution to the collective effort to better
understand these new phenomena. Hopefully, history will judge these manuscripts and the
ICCF-7 conference as an important step to future success.
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T hanks to all International Advisory and Local Organizing Committee members for their
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IN MEMORIAM
Special dedication in memory of Professor Okamoto who died on May 4, 1998, at age 60.
Professor Okamoto was the Organization Chairman of ICCF-6, and a world renown leader
in the research field for cold fusion. He obtained his Ph.D from the Tokyo Institute of
Technology, and was a professor of graduate engineering at Tohoku University in Sendai,
Japan. He constantly strove to improve the quality and rigor of experimental design and
data interpretation for this emerging field. His knowledgeable encouragement, contribution,
cooperation, and friendship will be sorely missed by the entire international cold
fusion community. Our deepest and most sincere condolences go to his family and
close colleagues.
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MATERIAL BEHAVIOR OFillGHLY DEUlERATED PALIADIUM
N. Asami, T. Senjuh, T. Uehara, M. Sumi, H. Kamimura, S. Mi�hita and K Matsui
R&D Center for New Hydrogen Energy, Toe Institute of Applied Energy
14-2, Nishishinbashi 1-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan

Abstract
We have presumed that achieving high reproducibility of the anomalous effect may depend upon
reproducible high loading ratios of deuterium in the Palladium. By modification of the working proces.s,
heat treatment, surface treatment, and the electrolysis conditions, the deuterium loading up to 0.9-----0.96
was achieved with relatively high reproduCibility. Detail features of the loading and deloading process
were observed by gas chromatographic (GC) analysis and by in-situ optical micrographs during electrolysis.
Crystal phase and lattice parameter changes were also measured to find any new phase by the in-situ X
ray diffraction system which was newly developed at the NHE-Lab. Toe phase transition of a{:} {3 during
the loading and unloading process was well identified, however no new phase was observed up to a loading
ratio of about 0.90.
lntroductioo
It has been proposed that the reproducibility of the NHE phenomena is dependent mainly upon
achieving control of the cathode material properties as well as the electrolysis environment Several
observers have pointed out that attaining a deuterium loading ratio greater than -----0.85 might be a
prerequisite for observing the excess heat generation phenomena. Material developments and analyses of
cathode materials in this project has proceeded according to these postulate[l ], [2], [3]. Numerous
observations of the microstructures of palladium during deuterium loading and deloading has been carried
out to determine the conditions for high loading. To clarify relationships between the loading characteristics
and the defects formation, studies on the unelasticity of deuterated palladium were performed on various
sources of palladium including pure polycrystals, single crystals, and alloys. Many kinds of crystal defects
such as slip bands, micro-cracks, blistering, dislocations, etc. were observed (1], [4] .
Our objectives for material development are, 1) to modify the material processing and treatment to
attain high loading, 2) to find the suitable electrolysis conditions, and 3) to study the loading and deloading
mechanism. For these purposes, the following experimental technologies, namely, 1) Deuterium loading
experiment using electrical resistance measurement cells and GC analysis, 2) In-situ observation of the Pd
surface during electrolysis, and 3) In-situ X-ray diffraction experiment, have been developed and applied.
Toe investigated loading characteristics of deuterated palladium will be summarized and discussed.
1. Deuterium Loading Experiments
1-1) Dependent on Pd Purity and �ing
Toe objectives of this developments are material improvement by grain size control, purity control and
surface treatment. Grain size control is in generally available to introduce forging and homogenizing
process during reduction of area process. Table-1 shows a example of the working procedure of 4-nine Pd
material which we actually applied to manufacturing process. Grain sizes depend on the temperature of the
final heat treatment process. In the case of 4-nine material, homogeneous small size grains(<100 µ, m) are
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formed at 650'C, middle size grains("-'200 J.1 m) at 100:>'C, and large size grains(>200 J.1 m) at llOO'C,
by heating each sample for 1 hr in a high varuum condition. The microstructures of grain controlled Pd of
medium size grains are shown in Photo-I for3-nine and 4-nine Pd
Fig.I shows the resistance change with the deuterium loading cycles stages for 4-nine Pd Obviously, it
can be found the some differences depending on the grain sizes. Fig.2 is the case of 3-nine Pd The
differences in the attained loading ratio are less than 4-nine Pd cases.
Cooclusions ofltem 1-1)
a. Forging and annealing p� is effective in attaining uniform grain size Pd Material.
b. Grain size is easier to control for purity of3-nine than 4-nine Pd
c. Final maximum attained loading ratios (-----0.96 by R/RO with SRI scale) is similar for both 4-nine
and3-nine.
d Smaller the grain size for 4-nine Pd, larger loading is attained , but no clear effective for3-nine Pd
1-2) Effect of heat treatment, suriace treatment and electrolysis conditions.
The objectives of these experiments are; (1) to optimize heat treatment temperature and treatment
method and, (2) to optimize electrolysis cycles. Fig.3 shows the effect of surface treatments in the case of 4
nine Pd , such as buff polish, etching by aqua-regia, etc. Fig.4 figures show the relation between attained
D/Pd ratios and final heat treatment temperatures for the 2nd and3rd electrolysis steps of pre-etched Pd
Coodusions ofltem 1-2)
a High vacuum annealing at 900-100:>'C is suitable for attaining high loading.
b. Pre-etching by aqua-regia for short time (<lOmin.) is effective for removing surface impurities.
c. Step up current cycles up to3 stages are effective, 1st stage only is not enough to attain high loading.
d Anodic treatment between each cycles is also effective for higher loading.
2. Behavior during deuteriwn loading as observed by gas chromatography
The objectives of this experiments are to clarify the behavior of deuterium loading during temperature
change, to determine the temperature coefficient of the Pd-D system and to investigate the correlation
between R/RO and GC method for D/Pd determination. Fig.5 shows the schematic diagram of loading
experiments using SRI type cells. The loading ratio is measured by the R/RO method and by the integration
of the oxygen concentration of the sampled gas. Fig.6 shows the results of a loading experiments.
Generation of excess oxygen correspond to loading, and the generation of hydrogen correspond to the
deloading of deuterium. Anodic treatment is applied to each stage of electrolysis cycle. During anodic
treatments, hydrogen is generated Loading and deloading behaviors are well illustrated by this figure.
Fig.7 shows the effect of the electrolyte temperature on loading. The loading ratio decreases with
temperature. The loading ratio is unstable at higher temperature, near -80'C. The decrease in the rate of
loading is about 0.002/C.
Conclusions of Item 2
a Loading ratio measured by GC analysis agreed well with those measured by R/RO method.
b. Detail structure of loading and deloading behavior are observable by GC analysis.
c. The loading ratio of Pd decreased with the rise of temperature, & increased with drop of temperature.
d. Despite heat input at high loading state (>0.95), loading ratio decreased
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3. High presmire and high temperature� loading (Hf/HP loading)
High pressure and high temperature gas loading was investigated as a means to reduce lattice defects
formation and to attain high loading by subsequent electrolysis. This method was originally proposed by
Dr.Violante et al of ENEA. Designed allowable pressure and temperature of the HT/HP furnace are 50atms,
and 400°C respectively. Deuterium loading path is performed through without the a+ (3 two phase
region in the Pd/02 isotherms diagram. After this gas loading, the loading ratio is measured by the
weighing method. Attained loading ratios by HT/HP gas loading are about 0.65'"'--0.68. Fig.8 shows the
loading curve for both pre-loading by the HP;HT method and by electrochemical loading only. Toe loading
features are very similar in both cases up to 4th stage of the loading cycle stages. Toe higher loading stage, of
the HT/HP pre-loading specimen shows slightly better features. Fig.9 shows a excess heat measurement
using SRI type flow calorimetry system with HT/HP pre-loading specimen. No excess heat was observed.
Conclusions ofItem 3
a The loading ratios(D/Pd) which were loaded in HT/HP D2 gas are approximately 0.65'"'--0.68.
b. Even after electrolysis of those specimen, they keep their straight shape and surface smoothness.
c. D-loading behavior and attained maximum loading ratio (0.94'"'--0.96), however, were similar to that
of ordinary well controlled electrolysis (no previous gas loading treatment) cases.
4. In-situ obsen-atioo of the Pd during electrolysis
Toe In-situ observation of the Pd during electrolysis was to observe the Pd surface phenomena
during electrolysis, such as phase growth, D2 bubble formation and absorption, and slip band or other
defect formations. It can be seen the (3 phase as it nucleates and grows on the inter-granular surface by the
photo-2. taken after the start of electrolysis. After 5 hours, most of the surface is occupied by the (3 phase,
and many slip bands are observable. At this stage of loading, the averaged loading ratio is about 0.18.
Conclusions ofltem 4
a (3 phase nucleates and grows at intergranular surface crystal grains during the initial stage of loading.
b. After most of the surface of bulk Pd changes to {3 phase, then propagates to the inside of rod
c. Grain boundaries may act as diffusion paths for hydrogen entry into bulk of Pd
d. Slip bands of the surface are formed during {3 phase growth as a result of stress release mechanism.
Therefore, slip bands are able to form at relatively initial stage of loading by electrolysis.
5. In-situ X-ray diffraction experiments
In-situ X-ray diffraction experiments have been conducted to observe crystal changes during
electrolysis. Fig.10 shows the schematic figure of the X-ray diffraction measurement system. X-ray is Mo
K a spectrum to attain intense X-ray beams. Toe cross sectional view of cell arrangement is also shown in
this figure. Toe closed cell with 9 atms. to avoid large bubble growth, and with a catalyst for recombination
and with a Be window for X-ray transmission was used . Fig.11 figures show examples of diffraction
pattern of deuterated specimen before and after the start of electrolysis. It can be easily seen that the Pd
peaks decrease and at the same time PdD peaks growing during electrolysis.
Fig.12 show the results of x-ray diffraction measurements. Toe top figure shows the loading a.uve and the
applied current density. Toe 3rd figure shows the lattice constant change of the {3 phase with the loading
ratio. It is very interesting that the lattice parameter of (3 phase remain constant with loading up to D/Pd
05, and then increased linearly with loading. Fig. 13a and Fig. 13b show the diffraction patterns of /3 phase
17
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PdD peaks at 059 and 0.91 of loading ratio respectively. No new phase (,?)could be found up to loading
ratios of 0.91.
Conclusions ofltem 5
a Direct obseivation method of crystal structure by X-ray diffraction during electrolysis was developed.
b. The /3 phase growth and a phase decrement during electrolysis are clearly obseived.
c. lattice constant of PdD is almost constant up to a D/Pd ratio of 0.5, and linear increase of lattice
constant of /3 phase is obsetved for loading ratio over 05.
d No new phase appearance was obsetved up to a loading ratio of 0.91 during electrolysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the photothermal techniques have been successfully applied to investigate
the thermal properties of solid samples subjected to a surface treatment [1]. In many cases the
treatment causes a microstructural change and, consequently, a change of the surface thermal
properties. In the palladium-hydrogen compounds the loading process generates both a high
hydrogen concentration and a high concentration gradient at the surface which creates a stress
field [2]. Such a situation could inhibit the heat conduction and diffusion because of the
production of defects and dislocations [3]. In this sense the thermal diffusivity may be
correlated to the hydrogen concentration providing a supplementary information about the
quality of the loading processes.
In this paper we introduce two different photothermal techniques which allow the non
destructive evaluation of the sample thermal diffusivity during a loading process [4-6].
Basically photothermal techniques consist of heating the sample surface (some degrees) by the
means of a pump laser whose intensity is modulated periodically in time at the frequency f
Such heating induces a periodical temperature distribution well-known as thennal wave [7].
The properties of propagation for such a wave are driven by the thermal diffusivity which may
be worked out starting from the measurement of the temperature rise at the surface. To
improve the accuracy, the measurement is performed, contactless, by using a remote detection
system instead of the standard thermal sensors (i.e. thermocouple). In this way even small
temperature rises at the surface (<10-6 K) can be precisely detected, by measuring some related
physical effects, far from the surface, such as the infrared emission by the sample surface
(photothermal radiometry [8]) or the mirage effect (photothermal deflection [9]). This last one
is the basic principle responsible of mirages in the desert. A light beam in air crossing a zone
where thermal gradients take place, bends towards the colder air. The photothennal deflection
technique uses this effect sending a probe laser beam in air close to the heated sample surface.
The beam deviation, detected by a remote position sensor, is proportional to the surface
temperature rise. In the next section we report the results of thermal diffusivity for palladium
hydrogen compounds by using both mirage and radiometric techniques and by applying two
different methods: the lateral scan method and the frequency scan method.
2. THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENTS
a) Lateral scan. The idea for measuring the thermal diffusivity of samples with periodical
methods immediately comes out looking at the formula of the temperature rise in case of point
like heating. A pump laser beam modulated at the frequency ro/21t and focused in one point of
the sample surface produces an oscillating temperature rise T as follows (see Fig. I b) [4-7]
T(r ,t) = __!__e-r/ e co�cot - r/ e)
2rckr
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(1)
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where P is the absorbed power, k the sample thermal conductivity, r the distance from the
heating point and f the sample thermal diffusion length defined by e = .J2D/ro , where D is
the sample thermal diffusivity. Eq.(1) clarifies that the temperature rise is a wave damped with
the distance from the source (spherical thermal wave). The thermal diffusion length f
represents the extinction length of such undulatory process. Note that the phase of the
temperature rise, which may be connected to the delay time of the heat diffusion process, is
proportional to the distance from the source r (see Eq. l). This suggests a way to perform an
accurate measurement of f by measuring the phase vs r. Looking at the phase plot one finds a
straight line and from its slope (that is equal to -1Ie ), the thermal diffusion length and hence
the thermal diffusivity are obtained (phase method) [5,6]. This consideration, valid for the
surface temperature rise, may be also extended to the photothermal deflection signal. In this
case a probe laser beam used to detect the surface temperature field, travels in air skimming the
sample surface at a distance y (lateral offset) from the centre of the pump beam (see Fig. I b).
Since the light bends towards the colder air, when thermal gradients exist (mirage effect), the
surface temperature causes a weak deflection of the probe beam generally less than one
millionth of radiant. The angular deviation is in a plane orthogonal to the probe beam
propagation direction, and can be decomposed into two components one lateral (<l>t) and the
other one vertical (<I>n) (see fig. lb). Generally <l>t is used for thermal diffusivity measurement,
being sensitive mostly to the sample thermal diffusion length f, as follows [4-7]

=-;;(:;)J

ar

(2)
dx =A(y)co{rot- y /f+<p)
fy
where the third member of Eq.(2) has been obtained for the temperature T of Eq. l, and dnldT
is the optothermal coefficient (in air it is about -10-6 K·1), n the air refractive index, A is the
deflection amplitude and <I> an unessential phase factor. The analogy between Eqs.(l) and (2)
justifies the use of the phase method also for photothermal signals in order to calculate the
sample thermal diffusivity. This procedure has been applied to several palladium-hydrogen thin
sheets to measure the thermal diffusivity. In fig. la the phase of the photothermal deflection
signal is reported as a function of the lateral offset y for two different samples; the first one
(+)150 µm thick, untreated, and a second one (0) 160 µm thick, subjected to the electrolysis
process (loaded). Note that both phases are linear in y but with different slopes. This leads to
different values of the thermal diffusion length and consequently thermal diffusivity. The result
is that for unloaded samples the diffusivity is D=0.25cm21s while for a loaded sample the
diffusivity generally decreases depending on the loading ratio; in this case 0.2 cm2/s is found.
<I>1

«i

path
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.!2 120
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Fig. la: Phase of <1)1 vs y: palladium unloaded (+) and loaded (◊).
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Lateral deflection

Fig. lb: photothermal deflection scheme.

b) Frequency scan. A different way to measure the sample thermal diffusivity may be given
by applying the theory of thermal wave interferometry [10, 11]. The pump laser beam,
modulated at the frequency f, here illuminates homogenoeusly the front surface. A plane
thermal wave is produced at the surface, propagates inside the sample and, when approaches
the rear surface, is reflected back giving rise to an interference phenomenon. The thermal
interference may be observed by looking at the surface oscillating temperature described by
the complex quantity Ts [11]
l+r
. e -2L(I+J).J1tf ID
Ts =T.r -where
(3)
r
_
r
s/mr
1-r
being Tr the surface temperature when the interference does not take place (bulk sample), L
the sample thickness, I'slair the thermal reflectivity at the rear surface which may be put equal
to 1. Therefore the thermal interference is governed by the thermal reflectivity r which
contains information on the sample diffusivity D (see Eq.3). D may be worked out according
to the following procedure: photothermal radiometry allows to measure experimentally the
surface temperature Ts and the reference temperature Tr on a bulk sample (see Fig.2b). The
thermal reflectivity r is obtained directly starting from the experimental data as follows [11]

I's-T,.
r =I's+T,.

(4)

Since r has the complex exponential behaviour described in Eq.(3), a more sens1t1ve
quantity is the logarithm of the amplitude of R . Therefore if one plots the quantity ln(IT I) as a
function of the square root of the modulation frequency
for homogeneous layers, a

Jl ,

straight line is found (see Eq.4), and from its slope, that is -2L ✓n/D, once the thickness is
known, the sample diffusivity is immediately obtained. This procedure has been applied on a
palladium-hydrogen layer, 170 µm thick, to measure the changes of the thermal diffusivity
during the electrochemical loading process. The photothermal measurements have been
performed in different times together with the standard measurement of the electrical resistance
ratio RIR0 to control the loading ratio. In fig.2a the amplitude of the thermal reflectivity is
reported in logarithmic scale vs
for five different loading ratios corresponding to RIRo=
1.02 (0), 1.34 (+), 1.52 (0), 1.69,(,1) 1.82 (x). All curves behave as straight lines, as expected,
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Fig.2b: photothermal radiometry scheme
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in a wide range of frequencies (1-100 Hz). The different slopes are due to the change of the
sample thermal diffusivity which may be easily worked out (se�: Eq.4). As a result, by
increasing RIRo from 1.02 to 1.82 the thermal diffusivity decreases from D=0.25cm2/s to
D = 0.08cm2ls, as if the loading process could inhibit the heat diffusion. In order to compare
appropriately electrical with thermal properties, we have introduced the quantity 1/D, which is
in practice a thermal resistance, and we have compared it with the electrical resistance. Of
course both these quantities have been normalized to their initial values respectively D0 and R0,
before starting the loading process. As a result in fig.3 the quantity D/D is plotted vs R/Ro
and a clear correlation between thermal and electrical properties is found. By looking at the
different scales of D/D and RIRa one could conclude that the thermal diffusivity measurements
is very sensitive to the loading process, more than the electrical ones.

0

2.5

0

-�

·;;:

"<ii

2

0

1.5

1.5

Resistance ratio, R/R 0

1.9

Fig.3: correlation curve between the diffusivity ratio and the electrical resistance ratio: (□) Exp. Points

3. DIFFUSIVITY DEPTH PROFILE
In the previous paragraph we have introduced two photothermal procedures to measure the
thermal diffusivity, and we have applied them to some palladium layers as they were
homogeneous and could be described by a global thermal diffusivity. In reality the loading
process causes an inhomogenous hydrogen concentration in the palladium which changes with
the depth z. As a result we may assume that also the thermal diffusivity is a function of the
depth D(z). The question is now: how should we interpret the thermal diffusivity values D
found by using the lateral scan method and the frequency scan method if the sample is
inhomogeneous? For both methods Dis found by using thermal waves and consequently plays
the role of the average diffusivity in the scale of the extinction length for such waves.
According to this consideration D represents respectively the surfa,;e diffusivity in the lateral
scan method and the diffusivity averaged over the whole volume in the frequency scan
method; in fact in the first case a surface thermal wave is excited and detected, while in the
second case the thermal wave interference occurs between a forward and a backward thermal
wave propagating inside the material. The evidence of the inhomogeneity in the diffusivity of
loaded palladium layers immediately comes out by looking at the thermal reflectivity in the
frequency scan method (see fig.2a). In fact according to the theory for homogeneous samples
(see Eq.4), a straight line should result in the plot lnnr U vs ,fl as happens for the unloaded
sample (D fig.2a). All the other curves corresponding to a real loading process, show a clear
distortion from linearity due to a different internal diffusivity D(z). Such distortions in the
thermal reflectivity data are studied to reconstruct the original thermal diffusivity profile
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D(z) [ 12-14]. In fact thermal reflectivity contains not only the information of the rear surface
(see Eq.4) where a thermal wave reflection occurs, but also the information of the local
diffusivity changes which act as scattering centers and produce a thermal wave back scattering
phenomenon. In fig.4 the diffusivity depth profile inside the palladium layer is plotted from the
data in Fig.2a according to the theory of thermal wave back scattering depth profiling [14,15).
The asymmetric behaviour of the diffusivity depth profiles could be explained by considering
that in the experimental cell the primary currents distribution was asymmetric.
0.3-r----------------------,
Pure Palladium
0.2

0.1

0

50

100

Depth, µm

150

Fig.4: Thermal diffusivity depth profile for a palladium sample, 170 µm thick, subjected to electrolysis. The
depth profiles, obtained from the data of thermal reflectivity in fig.2a, refer to different values of the electrical
resistance ratio RJR0 1.34 (+), 1.52 (0), 1.69, (.1). The cont. line refers to an homogeneous unloaded sample.
:

4. CONCLUSIONS
We presented two photothermal techniques to determine the thermal diffusivity changes of
palladium samples when subjected to an electrolysis process. The correlation between thermal
diffusivity and electrical resistance is also found.
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ELECTROLYSIS OF LaAI03 SINGLE CRYSTALS ANJ[) CERAMICS IN A
DEUTERIATED ATMOSPHERE:
Jean-Paul Biberian, Georges Lonchampt, Lucien Bonnetain and Jean Delepine
Equipe Mixte de Recherche, ENSEEG-INPG, BP 75, 38402 Saint Martin d'Heres, France
Abstract:
We have measured excess heat in solid state electrolytes, namely Lao_9sAlO3, in deuterium
gas atmospheres. We have shown that an excess heat of 50 mW is observed at 550°C, with an
input power of 2 mW. However, at 620 C, a temperature decrease has been observed. Those
results have been obtained with ceramics, and attempts to do the same with single crystals
have fai]ed so far. We believe that both positive and negative temp,erature changes cannot be
explained by a chemical reaction within the crystal.
1 - Introduction
Following the discovery of "Cold Fusion" in 1989 by Fleischmann and Pons ( 1 ), numerous
techniques have been proposed to duplicate this original work. In particular Forrat (2),
proposed the use of metal oxides proton conductors as electrolytes, assuming that the reaction
will occur in the electrolyte instead of the metal electrode. Following Forrat's idea, several
groups (3-6) have performed experiments with solid state electrolytes. The details of the
operation of the system employed here have been described at the ICCF5 conference (3).
Therefore, we will only recall briefly in the next two sections the main important features of
this approach.
2 - Theoretical approach
Lanthanum aluminate has a perovskyte structure with aluminum and lanthanum atoms
surrounded by oxygen atoms (3). When stoechiometric, the crystal is white, and behaves as a
semiconductor, which conductibility increases with temperature. When there are lanthanum
vacancies, (for example with the composition Lao_9sAlO3, the crystal becomes red, and an
electron type "n" conductor. Figure I shows the conductivity of a single crystal of lanthanum
aluminate with lanthanum vacancies (of unknown quantities) at 567 C, and 640 C in an argon
atmosphere. When those vacancies are filled with deuterium (or hydrogen), in principle three
deuterons (or protons) can fill every three valent lanthanum vacancy, the crystal becomes
white, and intrinsic. In this case, the conduction will only be protonic, and therefore as the
mobility of the protons is less than the one of the electrons, the overall resistivity should be
higher. However, when an electric field is applied through the crystal, there is diffusion of
deuterons towards the cathode, and there can be more than three deuterons in a single
lanthanum vacancy. This region of the crystal becomes blue, and it is equivalent to a "p" type
conductor. The total conductibility of such a device in a deuterium atmosphere becomes
complex. Figure 2 shows the current versus temperature of the same crystal where about 10%
deuterium has been added to the argon.
It is interesting to note that in argon (figure 1), i.e. without deuterium in the lattice, the
current increases with temperature as expected in the case of a se:mi conductor. However in
deuterium, at similar temperatures, the conductibility is lower. In addition, the current
decreases with increasing temperature, an indication that at higher temperature, more
deuterium is dissolved in the lattice. At 640 °C and 710 °C, we were limited in voltage by
sparking between the electrodes, and the ceramic heater. However at 742 °C, we could go to
higher voltages, namely 300 V, and at this higher temperaturn and voltage, the current
behavior is no more linear with voltage. The overall conductivity being electronic and
protonic, at higher voltages, the protonic conductivity becomes more important.
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When the crystal vacancies are filled with deuterium, the deuterium ions are close to each
other. It is then possible that native atoms are formed when an electron encounters a deuteron,
creating for a short period of time an unstable atom. Its main characteristics being that the
electron could spin around the nucleus closer to the nucleus as in the muonic atom. In this
case, the effective mass of the electron is larger than its rest mass, because of the high density
of electrons surrounding it. A reaction might occur that will produce 4He. This model is quite
speculative, but other mechanisms might actually be involved.
Experiments have been conducted with single crystals made with AhO3 and La2O3 using the
Verneuil methoda and with ceramics made starting with nitrates. In both cases, the starting
materials were lanthanum with 5% atomic less than aluminum. They were both of brown
color, indicating the presence of vacancies. However it was not possible to measure the actual
amount of vacancies. We tried to weight the samples after absorption of deuterium at 800 °C
in a deuterium atmosphere for 10 hours, but in spite of the fact that the samples turned white,
showing that the vacancies have been filled with deuterium, no significant weight increase
was measured. Therefore we assume that there are in fact less than 1% vacancies.
We typically operate the system with two identical samples of same dimensions: 3 mm
thick, 15 mm in diameter. After mechanical polishing a 1 µm layer of platinum is sputtered on
both sides of the samples. They are then sandwiched between one central cathode, and two
symmetrical anodes made of palladium foil (see figure 3). This attachment is placed inside a
35 mm diameter vacuum tube (stainless steel for the first experiments with ceramics, then
quartz for the single crystal experiments), at the center of which we have positioned a furnace.
After evacuating the chamber at a pressure of 2x10·2 Torr, the chamber is filled with gases:
either pure deuterium, or pure argon, or a mixture of argon, and 10% deuterium. This last
combination allows us to run blank experiments in argon, then to continue in a similar
atmosphere with deuterium. The deuterium gas having a different conductivity than argon, at
a given furnace power, the crystal temperature will be different. By adding only 10 %
deuterium, the thermal conditions are similar in both cases.
Temperatures are measured by a thermocouple positioned near the sample in the gas phase,
and by the resistance of the furnace. We calibrate its resistance with the thermocouple, and
afterwards we utilize it as a temperature sensor. The advantage of this method being that it is
an integration of the heat flux through the walls of the furnace, whereas the thermocouple
gives only local temperatures. We have shown by calibration that about 80% of the heat
produced in the samples is collected by the furnace. The total pressure being one atmosphere
at room temperature.
In order to obtain precise temperature measurements, we operate at constant input power in
the furnace, typically between 50 and 100 W, and we calculate the temperature by the
calibrated resistance of the furnace. In order to get good stability, the reaction chamber is
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placed inside an enclosure which temperature is regulated at 90°C, ±0.1°C. Also all the
electronics and the computer interface are placed inside another temperature regulated
chamber at 50°C, ±1°C . We therefore are capable of regulating the input power at better than
±100 µW, and therefore to measure relative temperatures with a precision of a few hundreds
of a degree. Figure 4 shows a diagram of the experimental system.
Ht,mO!ia1ed Chamb&I
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Figure 3 : Schematic of the experimental
Set up

Figure 4 : Details of the chamber containing
the samples.

4 - Experimental procedure
After evacuation of the vacuum chamber, and introduction of gases (argon, deuterium or a
mixture of both), the furnace is heated at a constant input power, in the 50 to 100 W range.
When temperature has reached equilibrium, current is passed through the samples, and this
input power is measured by the computer. We operate in DC modi� or in pulse mode. In this
latter case, we have used one second pulses every 60 or 120 seconds. The temperature
deduced from the resistivity measurement is recorded continuously. Increases of this
temperature is then compared to the expected temperature rise due to Joule heating.
5 - Experimental results
5.1 - Calibration
Figure 5 shows the temperature versus time at 100 W. At time 40 minutes, the input power
is raised to 101 Watts. With an excess power of 1 Watt, the temperature rises 2.9 °C.
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Figure 5 : Furnace temperature when power is
changed from 100 Watts to 101 Watts
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In order to check the validity of the temperature measurement, we apply a current through
the crystal, and measure the temperature rise as a function of this extra input power in the
crystals. Figure 6, shows that this increase is linear, with a slope of 2.47 °C per Watt. This
number has to be compared to value 2.9 °C per Watt obtained in the previous calibration
where the extra heating power is directly put in the furnace. This indicates that 85 % of the
heat generated in the crystal is collected and measured by the resistor ofthe furnace.
5.2 - Experiments with ceramics
Figure 7 shows the temperature increase when a current of900 Volts and 145 µA, is passed
though the ceramics. The theoretical temperature rise should be 0.4 °C. Upon observation of
this curve, it is apparent that there is first a fast increase of temperature, with a time constant
of a few minutes comparable to the one observed at the calibration (figure 5), then a slow
increase. When the current is stopped, the reverse phenomenon occurs: there is a fast decrease
followed by a slow decrease.
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Figure 7: Temperature rise when a DC power of135 mW is put through the samples.
In order to eliminate the contribution ofthe Joule effect, we have performed an experiment
using pulsed current. Figure 8 shows results obtained with 900 Volts and pulses of1 second
every 60 seconds. The input power is about 60 times less, and therefore should produce a
negligible temperature rise due to Joule heating. However, temperature rises slowly by an
amount of0. l 7°C, that corresponds to an excess energy of50 mW.
In order to study the influence ofthe various parameters on this effect, experiments have been
performed at 900 Volts, with pulses of 1/120, and at 400 Volts with pulses of 1/60 with no
significant change in the actual temperature rise. However at 620 C, we have observed a
temperature decrease of the same magnitude as the temperature rise. This surprising result
casts some doubts on our results. The low level of excess heat we observe cannot be caused
by an artifact in our measurement techniques. We have done experiments under argon that do
not show such an effect at any temperature, therefore we exclude this possibility. Also, when
using a DC voltage, there is first a temperature rise corresponding to the Joule heating,
followed by a temperature drop. Therefore this cannot be analyzed as an anomalous heat
dissipation. We also exclude chemical reactions, since this phenomenon lasted in a one ofthe
runs, 24 hours, and the total energy consumed is too large to be chemical.
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corresponds to 2 mW) are applied to the samples.
5.3 - Experiments with single crystals
Similar experiments with single crystals have shown no effect under any circumstances. We
have varied the temperature, the voltage, DC or pulse, and have never seen any effect. This is
in contradiction with previous results with single crystals that we had obtained(3 ), but the
samples were not the same, and the old batch seems to have worked better than the new one.
6 - Conclusion
We have shown that excess heat is produced when a current is passed through a lanthanum
aluminate ceramic. The temperature decrease result observed at higher temperature is
unexplained yet. More work is in progress in order to amplify the phenomenon and to resolve
this surprising result. The key to this approach of Cold Fusion is most likeley the
manufacturing of samples with large quantities of vacancies;
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Nuclear Physics Aspects of Cold Fusion
Experiments
Scientific Summary after ICCF-7
T. Bressani
Dipartimento di Fisica Sperimentale
dell'Universita degli Studi di Torino
I-10125 Torino (Italy)

1

Introduction

The circumstance that I made the scientific summary on Nuclear Products in
Cold Fusion Experiments also after ICCF-6 [l] gives to me the opportunity of
combining the comparison of the results from two subsequent conferences and of
discussing globally the impressive achievements gained in these last three years.
The major achievement at ICCF-6 was, to my opinion, the evidence of the corre
lation between Excess Heat, when measured, and the production of 4 He, observed
in quantities of the same order of magnitude of what expected form the hypothe
sis that the reaction d + d � 4H e + (energy) is the main source of energy in Cold
Fusion experiments. This conclusion was reached by several experiments.
At ICCF-7, besides the confirmation of this fact, a further striking experi
mental result was presented, sheding light on one of the two (or three) "miracles"
that were often referred to as necessary to explain the Cold Fusion Experiments.
The "miracles" are:
- a lowering of the Coulomb Barrier between two deuterons, able to give a
fusion rate at quasi-zero kinetic energy of~ 10- 20 fusions/sec ·(dd) pair;
- a pattern of branching ratios for the channels leading to different nuclear
final states completely different from that known for the free (d + d) fusion.
In addition, and that fact is not referring specifically to the (d + d) fu
sion but to other processes (transmutations), the preference of producing final
nuclei that are stable and not radioactive (also sometimes referred to as the third
miracle).
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2

The first "miracle" of Cold Fusion observed
in a typical Nuclear Physics Experiment.

Since some years, Kasagi et al. have approached the scientific problem of the
(d+ d) fusion in a way completely different from that of using Cells of various
kinds (electrolytic, gas loaded, ... ) . They tried to put in evidence anomalies in the
(d+ d) fusion when dis embedded in a particular lattice by means of a deuteron
beam from a high current ( ~ 1 mA) electrostatic generator, and by detecting the
reaction products with well accepted techniques of particle identification. In a
first series of experiments they reported the observation [2] of final products not
expected from the single (d+ d) fusion, but maybe related to more complicated
and unexpected processes. At ICCF-6 they reported that the cross section for
( d + d) at ~ 3 KeV was a factor 1.4 higher when d is embedded in a Yb lattice
than for a pure Pd lattice [3]. The data could be explained by assuming that an
electron screening potential of 60 eV was affecting the (d + d) reaction in Yb.
At ICCF-7 a spectacular result was reported [4]. The (d+d) cross section,
measured down to 2.5 KeV, is 50 times larger when dis embedded in PdO than
when in pure Pd or Ti ! The electron screening potential necessary to fit the data
is now as large as 600 eV. By extrapolating the data at near zero kinetic energy
with such an electron screening potential, a fusion rate fully compatible with that
necessary to explain the Fleischmann-Pons excess energy as due to cold fusion is
obtained.
This experiment is very important for at least two aspects. The first one,
quite obvious, is that it is a dramatic proof of the influence that condensed mat
ter effects may have on nuclear observables. The "Condensed Matter Nuclear
Physics", whose first milestone is the Mossbauer Effect, may consider this ex
periment as the second milestone. The second aspect is that the enhancement
of the cross section for (d + d), as measured following the method of Kasagi et
al., could be considered as one of the quality parameters needed in the choice of
metals/compounds/alloys best suited to reach reproducible results in Cold Fusion
Experiments.
Another interesting result obtained using similar techniques (a~ 150 KeV
deuteron beam and typical Nuclear Physics detection systems) was reported by
A. Takahashi [5]. Peaks observed in the 3 He and 3 H spectra were attributed to
the fusion of three deuterons in the initial state, at a rate 10 26 times larger than
that expected for the traditional theory of the ( d + d) fusion reaction.

3

Nuclear Products in Cold Fusion Experiments

It is well known from more than hundred experiments that neutron emission from
Cold Fusion Cells is very low, if present at all. In case of positive results, the signal
for neutron emission hardly exceeds a statistical significance of a few standard
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deviations. In this framework, two quite interesting results were presented at
ICCF-7.
The first one was presented by Matsui [6], in summarizing the results of
the "New Hydrogen Energy" project in Japan. He reported that the neutron
energy spectra measured by 40 experiments are peaked at 2.5 MeV, as expected
from the d + d ➔ n + 3 He reaction.
The second one, by Oya et al. [7] is the first observation, to my knowledge,
of a clear correlation between the excess power from a (Pd--LiOD) electrolytic cell
and the neutron emission. The correlation coefficient is nearly constant for the
three different experiments that were discussed in detail at ICCF-7.
3
H is another nuclear ash that was often observed in Cold Fusion experi
ments, at a rate higher than that of neutrons, but in any case not sufficient, by at
least 5 orders of magnitude, to explain the reported Excess Heat. Claytor et al.
[8] reported the final results of a careful study of 3 H production by Plasma excita
tion of Deuterium loaded Pd and Pd-alloys. The 3 H content was measured in real
time, in situ, by a clever experimental procedure. Energy spectra and half-time
measurements agreed with the assumption that the observed radioactive nucleus
was 3 H. The statistical significance of the data exceeds 10 /J. The experiment of
Claytor et al. is, to my opinion, very convincing; the only drawback, common to
nearly all Cold Fusion experiments, is that the phenomenon was observed only
in a limited amount of runs. The question of the reproducibility still has to be
solved.
Let me now turn on 4 He measurements. Following my comments at ICCF 6 , by the experimental facts 4 He seems to be the only nuclear ash produced in
Cold Fusion experiments that may account quantitatively for the reported Excess
Power. Three experiments presented at I CCF-7 confirmed this hypothesis. one
not, but with some caveat.
At ICCF-6 the Osaka Group presented the first results on 4 He-Excess
Heat correlation with their closed electrolytic cells. The correlation was not
clear, due probably to calibration problems of the Spectrometer [9]. At ICCF-7
more positive results were reported. In some cases, a significant increase of 4 He
was observed, exceeding by a factor even 15 the number of 4 He atoms present in
the cell before the electrolysis.
Matsui [6] showed a quite remarkable result obtained at NHE Laboratory
at Sapporo. They examined the 4 He content from a Pd wire that produced
Excess Heat in the experiment of Celani et al. [10] at Frascati. A nice signal
due to 4 He, well resolved from the neighbouring peak due to D2 was observed,
corresponding to a quite high fusion rate.
Finally Quiav et al. [11] reported a measured 4 He excess from a D2/Pd gas
loading experiment, lasting one year. The ratio He/Ne, particularly important
for monitoring possible contamination from the atmosphere was measured before
and after the experiment and found to be a factor 1.8 larger at the end of the
experiment than at the beginning.
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So far about the experiments reporting positive results on 4 He detection.
Let me now briefly recall the experiment with a negative result. It was reported
by Yamaguchi and Sigiura [12], and is an upgraded version of the previous ex
periment by Yamaguchi and Nishioka [13). It is based on a heterostructure of Pd
deuterated in gas phase. The Pd sample is prepared with a quite sophisticated
system of magnetic transfer rods that enables one to perform all the necessary
manipulations "in vacuo". The full apparatus is built in stainless steel, in order
to avoid possible contaminations from atmosphere. Quite surprisingly, this new
set-up, of global quality much superior than the previous one, is equipped with a
Q-mass spectrometer (Bolzers QMA410) with a mass resolution worse by more
than a factor two than that reached in the previous experiment.
The peak excess power observed with such a type of samples was up to 8
W for and input power of 0.1 W, with a 100% reproducibility. No clear evidence
was found for the presence of 4 He and the authors conclude that the 4 He peak
observed in the previous experiment may be an artifact, however with the caveat
that the poor mass resolution in the present experiment could also be a reason
for not observing 4 He.
For this reason I put this last experimental result of Yamaguchi and Sigiura
under the class "unclear results" in Fig. 1, which is an updated version of the
time evolution of experiments aiming to measure 4 He from Cold Fusion cells.
A final remark is that the experiments confirm that 4 He is the more con
vincing candidate of nuclear ash released in the energy producing reactions in
volved in Cold Fusion cells, when they provide Excess Heat. 4 He is expected not
only from (d + d) fusions, but also from other nuclear reactions that may release
energy, like (d, a) on 10 B contained in the Pd rods [14).

4

Transmutations ?

I have always been absolutely skeptic about the possible existence of transmu
tations in Cold Fusion experiments. My attitude was determined both by the
scarce quality of the experiments, suffering from low statistics and/or lack of
complete control of the parameters and/or several other drawbacks, and by the
extreme difficulty in finding a plausible explanation for such phenomena. The
experiment of Iwamura et al. [15] however is quite different from the previous
ones. Their cell, in which deuterium atoms are flowing through a Pd plate sep
arating an electrolytic solution of D2 0/LiOD from a vacuum chamber, showed
quite strange phenomena, like the production of Ti in quantities larger than the
maximum contamination present in the samples and an isotope shift of the Fe
atoms after the run.
The experiment is very well done and analysed. If other experiments of
this class will be performed, I feel that I will be obliged to review my attitude
towards transmutations.
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5

Conclusions

I feel that ICCF-7 has represented a quite important turning point in the evolu
tion of Cold Fusion. Concerning the two "miracles" mentioned in the Introduc
tion, my impression is that the first one ( the lowering of he Coulomb Barrier
and the consequent increase of the fusion rate) is nomore a miracle but a physical
effect, as demostrated by Kasagi et al. [4]. The second one (the inversion of the
branching ratios for the final state products of (d+d) fusion in a lattice compared
to the free case) is still a miracle, in the sense that it hap ens sometimes, due
to the lack of reproducibility. But when it happens, it seems to show the same
features: very few neutrons, a little bit more 3 H, abundant 4 He, the latter in the
same order of magnitude of the Excess Heat in the hypothesis that it is due to
nuclear fusion reactions.
These facts have and will influence the scientific attitude of the Cold Fusion
community. The lack of reproducibility has a negative impact on the engineering
efforts towards the realization of a power demonstration device. On the contrary
scientific efforts performed mostly by Cniversity groups and oriented towards
a physical comprehension of the effect seem to be more constructive and could
lead, maybe at ICCF-8, to a comprehension even of the second "miracle" of Cold
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Fusion.
I am grateful to Dr. E. Botta for useful discussion and comments.
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METHODS OF GENERATING EXCESS HEAT WITH THE PONS AND
FLEISCHMANN EFFECT: RIGOROUS AND COST EFFECTIVE CALORIMETRY
NUCLEAR PRODUCTS ANALYSIS OF THE CATHODE AND HELIUM ANALYsis.
Ben Bush and J. J. Lagowski
.
.
Umvers1ty of Texas, Dept of Chern., Austin, TX 78712 - A5300, USA
Abstract:
T�e results from a growing number of laboratories suggest that the Pons and
Fleischmann effect (th.e production of "excess heat" during the electrolysis of D20at
palladium electrodes) 1s real. More over data from these laborato1ies indicate that excess
heat events are accompanied by 4He production. Excess heat generation appears to
depend on a number of factors: the quality --nature-- of the cathode, chemical species
present in the D 20 / LiOD electrolyte, the conditions surrounding the electrolysis process
-- current density, potential, time, and the previous history of the cathode. Methods for
obtaining useful cathodes will be described.
Calorimetric problems have dominated the excess heat measurements. There is little
standardization of methods employed by different laboratories ancil the performance
characteristics of the various methods are obscure. We have settled upon high
performance Calvet calorimetry as a cost effective, but highly reliable method for
measuring excess heat. A 3 X 3 X 9cm device provides a dynamic range from milliwatts
to hundreds of watts (depending on water bath capacity). Conceptually, the high
performance Calvet calorimeter is a box with each of the six walls being a thermal flux
transducer. Thus, the series sum voltage of the thermal flux transducers represents all the
heat flow that occurs during an experiment. Thermal homogeneity (the isoperibolic
assumption) is unimportant as long as the water bath temperature is stable. With
multiplexed computer data acquisition high performance Calvet calorimetry (AKA
Seebeck™; Thermonetics, San Diego) is very labor efficient. The Calvet devices can be
made in any size or shape, and they combine the fastest time response and largest dynamic
range with the most fundamental method of calorimetry known.
We entered the field with concurrent heat versus helium analyses. Subsequent
quantitative helium analyses showed that the excess heat appeared to be generated by the
D + D --> 4He + 23.82MeV(heat) reaction pathway. The helium was found in the
electrolysis off-gas indicating a surface reaction. As the electrolysis proceeds a non
conductive film of oxyhydroxides builds up on the cathode surface. This film acts as a
temperature sensitive activity step up transformer; in the Pons and Fleischmann type
isoperibolic calorimeter excess heat causes the cell temperature to rise which decreases the
degree of hydration (hence decreases deuteron mobility) so fewer cleuterons carry the
current and their activity increases which increases the excess heat...in a cycle that goes to
thermal run-away and boil down. In highly active cathodes one should expect multiple
nuclear reaction pathways, hence the nuclear products analysis of the cathode will shed
light on the reaction mechanism. Secondary ion mass spec. is a non-ideal method due to
ion fractionation of the light isotopes, and sensitivity is dependent on the ionizability of the
elements. Neutron activation analysis is sensitive to a few elements, but renders the
sample radioactive. Prompt gamma activation analysis using a cryogenic neutron beam is
ideal because of reasonable sensitivity, analyzes the entire sample and doesn't render it
excessively radioactive.
Introduction:
Many laboratories have reported generating excess heat during deuterium oxide
electrolysis at palladium cathodes, many of these reports being extremely convincing. The
major difficulty with the topic of excess heat generation is not reproducibility, but rather
control. The ability to control the circumstances of the electerolysis so that the excess heat
can be "turned on, and turned up or down" has eluded us as yet. Generally, generating
excess heat remains unpredictable.
Discussion, Cathode preparation:
Perhaps 50% of our experiments generate excess heat, depending on the quality of the
palladium metal. Begin with palladium as a rod of 3mm or larger diameter (we commonly
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use a 2cm X 3mm cathode). Cut the rod with a common plumbers' tubing cutter, so that
the rolling blade overworks the metal at both ends of the cathode. Chuck the cathode in a
Dremel moto-tool and round both ends of the cathode to a hemispherical configuration
using coarse sandpaper, and sand the cylindrical body to remove perhaps 0.001 inch of
the surface. Polish the cathode using longitudinal strokes (with the Dremel not rotating)
before switching to the next finer grit of sandpaper, as this levels the cathode surface. By
polishing with successively finer grits of sandpaper (from ~240 to 400 to 600 to 1200
grits) one removes the surface layer of smeared (amorphous) palladium which results from
the swaging and drawing operations used to fabricate the rod. We are careful to wear
rubber gloves during the polishing operation to avoid contaminating the surface with skin
oil. The final step is to polish the cathode with cerric oxide (lens polish) on a wet lens
tissue, until a mirror finish is achieved. The purpose of the successively finer grits is to
thin the smeared surface layer of metal without adding more to its depth.
The purpose of deliberately overworking the hemispherical ends of the cathode with
the tubing cutter is to render the damage layer so thick at the cathode ends, that one won't
polish through it. The purpose of removing the damage layer from the cylindrical sides of
the cathcxle is to enhance its ability to absorb deuterium. By deliberately damaging the
surface of the hemispherical ends of the cathode one hopes to prevent the egress of
deuterium where the electrolysis current density is lowest; further, by cutting the ends to
hemispherical configuration instead of leaving the ends flat, one increases the current
density at the middle of the hemispherical end to ~90% that of the cylindrical side, instead
of the ~50% current density for the middle of a flat end (also one avoids a bubble clinging
to the bottom end of the cathode by cutting the end hemispherical, bubble cling will reduce
the current density to 0% under the bubble).
Once the cathode is polished a lead is carefully spot welded to one end. We use 1/32"
stainless steel welding rod as the lead, because it is cheap, corrosion resistant, and
available. Once the lead is spotwelded to the cathode, we anneal the cathode under argon at
85()<> C for 3 hours. If the palladium comes out specular (like a mirror) there is a very
good chance of getting excess heat. We attach our voltage measurement wire as close to
the calorimetric envelope as possible using 96% Sn 4% Ag solder with acid flux (wash off
the flux with scxlium bicarbonate in H2O after soldering).
The uncontrolled variable in cathode preparation is the quality of the metal itself.
Unless one has the resources to fabricate palladium from the sponge to a billet to the
cathode; off the shelf rcxls must suffice. Simply be prepared to try several different
suppliers until you find a workable material. After the electrolysis, the palladium can be
carefully polished down one side and the metal examined under a microscope. If a
profusion of pores are found in the polished surface, the metal isn't as good as it could be
due to the presence of dissolved palladium oxide.
Because the palladium is deformed and stressed on loading with deuterium during the
electrolysis, control of the electrolysis current is important. Loading at around lmA/cm 2
current density is sufficiently gentle that the cathode should not crack, after a day or so at
lmA/cm2 the current can be increased to 10 mA/cm2, and from thc�re to higher current
densities. Excess heat will commonly be observed in the 10-30 mA/cm2 range, after the
initial exotherm caused by the formation of deuterium pallide. The electrolyte solution
used is typically 0.3M LiOD with 200ppm worth of aluminum deliberately dissolved in it
(along with the adventitious silicates and borates leached out of glass that the D2O comes
in contact with).
Most methods of calorimetry used to date are not adequate to observe excess heat
when the current densities are so small. It is the need to poise the calorimeter (typically,
an isoperibolic calorimeter) by inputting large electrolysis heating that results in the myth
that current densities over 1OOmA/cm2 are necessary to induce excess heat. The reason we
are able to obtain such a high percentage of successful excess heat generating experiments
(~50%) is because our calorimetry allows us to operate in the low current range.
Calorimetry:
A remedy to the limitations imposed by isoperibolic calorimetry was effected by
developing high performance Calvet calorimetry. The chief attribute of high performance
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Calvet calorimetry is that it measures essentially all the heat flow in such a manner that
temperature homogeneity is irrelevant, thus one escapes the isopcribolic requirement for
thermal homogeneity. The device is, in effect a box wherein each of the six walls of the
box are thermal flux transducers. Thus, the heat flows out of the box from the electrolysis
cell to the thermostatic water bath by passing through a contiguous envelope of thermal
flux transducers. If, by some means, all the heat flowed through the bottom thermal flux
transducer the response of the device would be the same as if an equal fraction of the same
amount of heat flowed through each of the six thermal flux transducers; because the
electrical response of the thermal flux transducers are linear. (Note: recombination of D2
and Oi to from D20 is routinely checked by measuring gas evolution rate; recombination
is not the source of excess heat.)

3 X 3 X 9 CM DEVICE
DYNAMIC RANGE:
-10 mW - hundreds of Watts

1bennocouples

ACCURACY:+/- 10 mW or 0.5%

Wa�r

TIM� CONSTANT (lie): __
DIFFERENTIAL
o to eqwbbrate
/
THERMOCOUPLES -5 rmn => 1 2 h ur
IN SERIES

Figure 1: Schematic of high performance Calvet calorimeter. The device consists
of a contiguous thermal flux transducer envelope. The thermal flux transducers
sense thermal flux as the sum of the voltages set up across differential mode
thermOCGuples, as shown. The thermocouples are placed across a thermally
insulative layer so that heat flowing through the thermal flux transducer creates a
difference in the emf's (voltage) of the inside and outside thermocouples of each
differential pair. There are over a hundred differential thennocouple pairs per
square inch of the Seebeck™ thermal flux transducers, so that the series sum
voltage of all the differential mode thermocouples in the contiguous thermal flux
transducer envelope give a very good linear representation of all the thermal flux;
as a single voltage.
High performance Calvet calorimetry effects an integrating thermal flux transducer
envelope calorimeter , its' fundamental advantage over isoperibolic calorimetry is that there
is no need to worry with temperature measurement accuracy because the Calvet method
measures the sum total of the thermal flux as a single voltage. This makes the method
particularly amenable to computer data acquisition. High performance Calvet calorimeters
are marketed under the trade name "Seebeck" by Thermonetics Corp., ( Reachable at
(619) 453-5483 ), Box 9112, San Diego, CA 92169. A major difficulty in calorimetry
which must operate for thousands of hours at a time is corrosion, particularly with regard
to the environment associated with an electrolytic cell. Recent testing has shown that our
anti-corrosion technology is effective. The ruggedized Thermonetics Seebeck calorimeter
is very reliable. High performance Calvet calorimetry is the method of the future; it is
extremely adaptable because they can be made in any reasonable size or shape, has an
enormous dynamic range; and because it measures essentially all the thermal flux all the
time it is the most fundamental and rigorous method known. Further, the response speed
of Seebeck calorimeters is very fast because they are not heavily insulated like isoperibolic
calorimeters. Versions of this technology are available which will operate at over 8()()<>C
(glowing red hot in a furnace!). Warning: thermal flux calorimeters based on
Peltier devices (e.g. Melcor refrigichips) will fail in the miost insidious fashion
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possible; several man years have been wasted on Peltier devices between the Navy and
ourselves.
We prefer to operate with the calorimeters submerged in a water bath, because this
provides for reliable long term temperature stability. Further, because we are concerned
with the helium produced by the excess heat generating reaction, we find it particularly
useful to submerge the calorimeters in water, because helium is less soluble in water than
in air and we can sparge the helium out of the water by bubbling liquid nitrogen boil-off
gas through the enclosed water continuously to keep atmospheric contamination out.
Circulator/controllers providing± 0.01 °C temperature stability are available for about
$1,000, and provide years of dependable trouble free service. Submersion in the water
bath largely circumvents the need for room temperature stabilization (a temperature
stabilized room costs about $250K to install); all that is necessary is that the room
temperature fluctuate slowly so as to not "upset" the circulator/controller.
Helium analysis:
We entered this field by performing helium analysis as a nuclear products analysis. I
Our first effort was qualitative: 8 times during the generation of excess heat, helium was
detectable in the electrolysis off-gas; 6 times when no excess heat was being generated, no
helium was detectable in the electrolysis off-gas. This qualitative finding showed that the
Pons and Fleischmann effect is a nuclear process occurring at the surface of the cathode.
Subsequent quantitative helium versus energy analysis performed by ourselves,2 and
Dr. M. H. Miles working independently indicated that the excess heat and helium was
produced via the D+ D -->4He+ 23.82 MeV(heat) reaction pathway. The conversion
factor: 1 Watt= 6.24 X I01 2MeV/s was used and the data was normalized for 2
dimensional plotting by removing the influence of sample volume: and electrolysis current.
The data with error bars is our data, taken from a rigorously helium leak tight system; the
data without error bars is Dr. Miles data.3 Notice how the data points congregate around
the theoretical 24MeV /:!He line in Figure 2; this indicates that the excess heat is generated
by the D + D -->:!He+ 23.82MeV(heat) reaction pathway: 2
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Figure 2: Heat versus helium data plotted at constant sample volume and
electrolysis current to render the plot 2-dimensional. 1 Watt= 6.24 X 101 2MeV /s.

Contemporary helium analyses have focused on the helium and neon isotope ratios to
identify atmospheric contamination, should it occur. Helium analysis of Pd cathode
materials supplied by Pons and Fleischmann showed no helium-4 compared to virgin
control "G": G= 1.295 X 109 4He/mg , A= 1.22 X 109 4He/mg, B= 1.44 X 109 4He/mg,
D= 1.19 X 109 4He/mg. The finding of no helium in the cathode material is expected;4
because the Pons and Fleischmann effect is induced at the surface of the cathode, the
helium leaves with the electrolysis off-gas. I The only reason people persist in analyzing
the cathodes for helium is that sampling is trivial, one merely cuts off a piece of metal and
melts it in the mass spec. analysis system.
The hard part of the helium analysis is completely removing D2 from the electrolysis
off-gas. This is conveniently accomplished, by oxidizing the D2 to D2O using copper
oxide heated to 450 oC, the D2O being trapped at liquid nitrogen temperature:
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Once the Di is removed there is virtually no gas left in the system, so the 3He:4He:Ne
analysis proceeds easily. All metal sampling and shipping flasks are used with Cajon
VCR fittings to preclude diffusion as a vector of atmospheric contamination. The sample
flasks are baked out at ~100 °C under vacuum (~10µ) and flushed repeatedly with liquid
nitrogen boil-off gas to preclude contamination by helium adsorbed in the surface of the
metal (i.e. virtual leakage is precluded). Air contains 5.22 ppm (parts per million) 4He;
our system background is routinely below 100 ppt (parts per trillion) 4He.
Theoretically: suppose the excess heat generating reaction of the Pons and
Fleischmann effect is predominantly D + D --> 4He + 23.82 MeV(heat); one would expect
the H + D --> 3He + 5.395 MeV(heat) reaction owing to the 0.5% proton impurity in the
I)iO. Hence because the nuclear reactions are due to electromagnetic interaction (personal
communication Prof. Peter Hagelstein/MIT) the nuclear reaction matrix elements cancel to
a coefficient of 5, [the coefficient would be 4.7 if the nuclear reactions were due to weak
force interaction], (personal communication Dr. Tom Ward/DoE). At the cathode surface,
the reactants (D + D and D + H) are driven to react via the electrolysis current and they
deliver their energy into the cathode via coherence effects (e.g. see Smimov, et. al.5). By
whatever mechanism, the reactants ascend the activation barrier and react to form
products, or reverse to reform reactants (via the principal of micmscopic reversibility).
The relative rates of the nuclear reactions thus depends on how exothennic they are,
because the more exothermic a reaction is the faster it will react. Thus, we should be able
to calculate the 3He: 4He isotope ratio expected from theory, knowing the approximate
proton impurity (0.5% =0.005, or less), the exothermic release 1(5.395 MeV and 23.82
MeV) and the fact that the reactions are electromagnetic interactions so that both of their
reaction coefficients are 5. Calculating as suggested by Dr. Tom Ward:
3He/4He = 0.005 X (5.395 MeV)S / (23.82 MeV)S = 2.98 X lQ-6

(1)

Hard-won experimental results for 3He:4He analysis of excess heat from an NHE
palladium cathode shows that the 3He does not scale as it would for tritium decay; the
22Ne:4He isotope ratio indicates that the helium is not of atmospheric origin. Preliminary
data follows:
4He/~30mL
3He: 4He
Sample
Electrolysis 4He/22Ne
mA
(air=3.26)
(atoms)
(2.98E-6 predicted (1))
12/04/97, 1:20am
29.3
16.754
5.9Ell
2.14E-6
12/16/97, 1:30am 9.8
6.056
2.0E12
2.41E-6
12/23/97, 11:35am
10.2
7.397
4.lElO
3.l7E-6
Hence, the data is again consistent with the D + D -->· 4He + 23.82 MeV
(heat) reaction as being the origin of the excess generated by the Pons and
Fleischmann effect.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

II.

ELECTROLYTIC CELL DESIGN AND OPERATION

Investigations to analyze the cathodic loading of hydrogen and deuterium in palladium
thin-films, using a Fleischmann-Pons (Fleischmann/1989, Fleischmann/1990) type open cell
system, have demonstrated the production of significant thermal power using an electrolyte of
concentrated lithium hydroxide in heavy water. Power levels exceeding 200 watts over a 20 hour
period have been observed, although this large thermal response was obtained in only 4 out of16
experiment runs, each using a new Pd cathode and electrolyte solution. In most cases, thermal
power began after loading the Pd films followed by temperature cyding of the cell from room
temperature to near 60 °C. However one run showed a large thermal output without electrolytic
loading of the cathode, indicating the possibility of a catalyzed chemical reaction between the
electrolyte, the Pd cathode and Pt anode, and the air cover over the cell. Indeed all power
producing runs were accompanied by a precipitated formation oflithilum carbonate, indicating a
strong coupling of the reaction with CO2 in the air.
The cell design is shown in Figure 1, along with relevant instrumentation. The
configuration is a flow calorimeter system (Storms/1993) which measures the temperature change
ofHP coolant pumped through the 2 liter tempering beaker walls, along with Teflon retainers
to fix the cathode, anode, Tceu RTD's, and a Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The cathodes were
made from 5 micron thick Pd sputter coated on alumina substrates (2.5 cm x 5 cm x .127 cm
thick), while the anode was a (5 cm x 7.5 cm) Pt gauze welded to a Pt-Ru(5%) alloy frame. The
cathode was centrally located in the electrolyte with the anode radially offset about 4 cm. A
central feature ofthis arrangement is the 4-wire measurement ofthe cathode film resistance which
provides an in-situ estimate of the Pd loading and an indication of resistance changes due to
thermal and mechanical stresses in the cathode film(McKubre/1994, DeNinno/199 7). Connection
to the cathode was made by a friction fitting ofPt wires at each comer ofthe rectangular film top
surface. The fittings were concealed from the solution using a Teflon frame bolted around the
cathode film, leaving an exposed film area of 7.5 cm2 •
The calorimeter flow rate is variable from 0.5 to 4.01pm, allowing for system temperature
control from 5 - 70 °C. For all the experiment runs discussed below, the flow rate was either 0.4
or 1.6 1pm, giving a power sensitivity of 40 - 75 °C/k:W which was calibrated using a Teflon
coated immersion heater over the range 50 - 450 watts while maintaining the system at a 60 °C
setpoint. Due to a simple on-off heater controller in the pumping system, the system temperature
stability was only ± 0.5°C, producing a nominal uncertainty in the Jc>ower calculation of ± 25
watts. During operation the tempering beaker was surrounded by a 5 cm thick insulated dry-ice
box. Calibration runs showed a calorimeter efficiency of 90-94%. All the system RTD's were
calibrated against a NIST traceable thermistor in a constant temperature bath over the range 25-70
°C, providing temperature uncertainties of± 0.1 °C.
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Electrolysis cell design and instrumentation.

For operation during the runs, the cell was filled using 1200 ml ofa 2.5 molal LiOH·H2O
in D2O electrolyte. During electrolysis to load the cathode, the cell power supply was run in a
constant-current mode with an on-off duty cycle of18 s on, 12 s off. As indicated in the results
section, the current density at the cathode (measured across a 0.5 ohm resistor) was varied from
0.0 to 0.5 A/cm2, giving a total electrical power input ofno more than 14 watts at the highest
current level. During the 12 s off cycle, the cathode resistance and various cell potentials were
measured. Over the lengthy time periods ofmost runs (12 - 36 hours), the system temperature
was varied over a 10- 60 °C range to attempt forcing non-equilibrium conditions (Storms/1996)
and changes in chemical reactivity. Data collection was done using LABVIEW software to
control and sample 7 GPIB instruments.
PALLADIUM THIN FILMS
The palladium coatings were prepared by DC magnetron sputtering ofa palladium target
(99.95%) in an argon working gas at 5 mTorr, with substrate cooling to keep deposition
temperatures below 70 °C. Films were deposited onto 2.5 cm x 5 cm x 0.127 cm (thick) conductor
grade aluminum oxide (99.67%) during 45 minute runs which produc1!d film thicknesses ofabout
5 microns. Both the alumina substrates and the Pd target were sputter cleaned at several hundred
watts using an argon discharge before opening shutters to begin the deposition. Several samples
were then annealed at 700, 800, and 1000 °C for one hour to allow for recrystallization and grain
evolution.
The as-deposited films exhibited typical microcrystalline structure with randomly
oriented and elongated grains of maximum size nominally 1-2 microns. The films had good
uniformity with porosity less than 1%. Results ofSEM analysis showed essentially log-normal
grain-size distributions with some evidence ofabnormal grain growth during artnea_ling. Average

III.
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grain sizes were .5, .7, 1.1, and 2.5 microns for the as-deposited, 700,800, and 1000 °C anneals,
respectively. Figure 2 is a typical SEM photo of the as-deposited Pd film, both before and after
electrolysis. The white material after electrolysis is typical for runs which produced power and
the concomitant formation of lithium carbonate. XPS and Auger analysis of this surface found
0, C, Si, Pd, and Li with trace amounts ofPb and Ca. To visual observation after electrolysis and
power production, the Pd film appeared charcoal black. These post electrolysis surfaces are
probably a PdO (Pd black) with a lithium carbonate and/or lithium oxide deposits.

Figure 2.

Palladium as-deposited film SEM showing (left) polycrystalline surface
before electrolysis (20,000 X), and (right) surface after electrolysis with
carbonate deposits (10,000 X).

Another SEM example from an annealed Pd film is shown in Figure 3. These grains show
considerable lateral growth (considering the thickness is only 5 microns) and typical grain-size
evolution. The post electrolysis sample in Figure 3 has much less carbonate deposits and
significantly less blackening due to a 1 minute "reverse bias" current near the end of the run. This
bias reversal, when applied with current densities over 0.1 A/cm2 , usually resulted in a cracked
film with a loss of resistance data. This particular cathode was from a run which produced about
100 watts over an 8 hour period. All the cathodically loaded films exhibited bulk swelling and
embrittlement, typical of hydrogen loaded palladium (Oriani/1994).

Figure 3.

Annealed palladium film (1 hr at 1000 oC) showing large grain structure (left)
before and (right) after electrolysis and brief "revers1! bias" (3,000 X).
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RESULTS
Typical results of power vs time required cathodic charging (with Pd film resistance
increases ofabout 70%) followed by a forced temperature change from 20-60 °C. The appearance
of heat was accompanied by the evolution of gases at the cathode and anode (even after charging
current was turned off) and the formation of a silty white lithium carbonate precipitate which
formed in the bulk solution and drifted to accumulate in the bottom of the cell. The carbonate
formation was the result of using an "open cell" configuration, allowing electrolyte interaction
with CO2 in the air.
A typical power producing run is shown in Figure 4 which shows the first 20 hours
producing no power as the cell temperature was first increased, followed by charging of the
cathode beginning at about 3 hours into the run. The Pd resistance (R4Cm) increased about 65%
as the input electrical power was stair-stepped up to about 9 watts. The cell was then slowly
cooled to 30 °C, then forced to about 8 °C with charging current on.. Then following a warmup
back to room temperature, the cell current was turned of at about 18 hours. At 21 hours, the cell
temperature was ramped back up to the 60 °C setpoint, and during this increase the cell began
producing power. Note that before 21 hours, the cell power (Po1) was below zero, indicating the
calorimeter power required to keep the cell at temperature. For example at 5 hours, Pol is about
-80 watts keeping the cell at 60 °C, while at 14 hours Po1 is only -10 watts (within the calorimeter
resolution of± 25 watts) when the cell is near room temperature. An important feature from 21 24 hours in the run is that the 100 watt thermal output occurred wiithout any charging current.
This phenomenon was typical of all energy producing runs. This particular run was terminated
following a cathode 'reverse bias" at 31 hours which cracked the calthode film.

IV.
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V.

DISCUSSION
Post run analysis of the clarified bulk electrolytes (after filtering out the crystallized
carbonate) showed that less than 5% of the Li in the electrolyte had converted to the carbonate
form. A simple energy balance on the integrated power curves showed that the energy released
during the runs "could have" been produced by the exothermic carbonate formation, but only if
"all" the lithium had converted to the carbonate form. Since nearly 95% of the lithium was still
in solution (presumably as Lt), then a large amount ofenergy was produced in excess ofchemical
heat of formation. However this assessment is complicated by the nature of electro-catalytic
chemistry (Bockris/1993, Tsuji/1995), as other catalyzed exothermic intermediates and products
(such as carbonic acid, bicarbonate, acetates, benzoates, and acetylsalicylates - to name a few)
may also have formed and still be dissolved in the clarified solution. Further chemical assay is
required to establish all the details of possible energy sources in these runs.
CONCLUSIONS
Significant thermal power was obtained in several runs using a F-P style flow calorimeter
system, although many runs showed no excess heat within the calorirnc!ter • s resolution. Important
features of our system included a large (1200 ml) electrolyte volume, a concentrated LiOH based
solute in D2O (2.5 molal), the use of thin-film Pd cathodes, and an open cell arrangement which
apparently allowed considerable "CO2 in air" interaction with our electrolyte and subsequent
exothermic lithium carbonate formation. Initial analysis showed that the large power and energy
evolution from this cell is well above that expected from obvious chemical processes alone,
however additional electrolyte assay is needed to refute (or confirm) the presence of other
catalyzed exothermic products which may account for the heat. Catalysis of CO2 was clearly a
major factor in our results, which is understandable considering the presence of reactive alkali
ions (Lt) with efficient catalytic surfaces such as Pd and Pt. The use of a closed cell system
would be required to eliminate the apparently dominant catalytic efliects observed in our work.
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CA TA LYT IC FUS I ON OF T)""!JT�Rnm INTO HELIUM-4
by L. C. Gase, Sc. D.
Fusion Power Inc.
Newfi ,�lds, NH
Long empirical study has defined one spE!Cific set of
experimental conditi ons unner which D 2 reproducibly undergoes
nuclear fusion under mild laboratory conditions.
Gaseous D 2 is contacted with a sup ported metallic
catalyst at superatmospheric pressure, and al�ut 130-300 ° C.
The catalyst is a platinum-group metal, at about 1/2% to 1% by
weight, on activated carbon.

Pd, Pt, Ir and Rh all work, and

Ru has not been carefully s tudiAd yet.

(Pd 1.s preferred).

This

type of PGM on activ ated ca�bon is one of the standard hetero
geneous catalysts employed in the chemical industry, but the
useful range of PGM content is much narrower than is known to
be generally useful.

Also, many othAr types of supports are

sometimes useful in general catalytic applications, but none of
the others--such as silica, alumina, cAramics, kieselguhr, etc.-
appear to be useful for D2 fusion.
This fusion process does not produce neutrons, helium-3,
tritium (or, presumably, hydrogen), but instead produces only
helium-4.

The fuAl gas from long-term runs has been analyzed

by a large, magnetic-sector, mass spectrograph to contain very
roughly 100 ppm of helium-4, which was not present in the
research-grade D 2 fuel.
The reaction is:

2D

-?

He-4

+ 24 m,�v.

The energy thus produced is enorrrous, and because deuterium
is very cheap in the forrr of heavy water (less than $1/grn.),
the fuel cost for this process is very low iruieed (much less
than 1 cent per KWH).
This process has promise for low cost production of heat
and power on a large commercial scale, and thE� oceans contain
enough deuterium, as heavy water, to satisfy the earth's energy
needs for many millions of years.

An international pa tent

application, Serial No. WO 97/43768, was publlshed Novem ber 20,
19970nce scale-up is successful, the bottlenfick obviously will
be the enormous amount of PGM needed for a working, commercial
scale powi:>r plant, and the ensuing impact on the PGMmarkets.
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(Very roughly, one commercial power plant will require 1%
of the world's annual production of Pd).
The mechanism of this fusion reaction is not known.
Obviously, it is v ery specific, and quite differPnt from those
of the usual heterogeneous catalysis.
must be explained by

Important facts, which

any successful mechanism are:

a) Only the reaction

D + D

.....:;. He-4 occurs

b) The only generally successful catalysts are about
1/2% to 1% PG� on activated carbon
i) Other substrates do not appear uspful
11) Pd, Pt, Rh, and Ir all work
c) The reaction occurs only in the ra!'l;e of about 130300

0

C., with activity peaking at about 250 °
d) The effect of pressure on

c ..

reaction rate is small.

Some of the previously positive rAsults of other investigators
in thP field of deuterium fusion may have depended on this
particular mechanism, or may not.

Clearly, any other study which

produced neutrons, tritium, or He-3, reveals some other mechanism.
And there seem to b e instances of such in the literatuT"e.
It seems too early to speculate on just how many different such
fusion mechanisms have beeri reliably determined, and indeed how
many are in fact catalytic in natu�e, and if not catalytic,
then what?
The actual equipment employed is shown in the exhibited
photograph.

The reaction vessel is a 1.6 liter WW II

oxygen bottle, modified by welding to include:

304 SS

a) a half-collar loading-unloading port
b) a pressure gauge with inlet- outlet valve
c) a thermowell reaching near the bottom of the reactor
d) a heating mantle
e) a steam tube tn the form of an internal
In operation, about 5o to

11

V 11•

100 g. of the candidate catalyst

is loaded into the vessel, and the loading port sealed with pipe
dope.

The reactor is then evacuated, and loaded with hydrogen

to about 30 to 50 psig.

Then the reactor is heated (with

constant v oltage on the heating mantle) to about 200 to 225 ° C.
for a period of several hours.

The reactor is then VPnted and

evacuated, and the process repeated, until a constant temperature
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is reached in the thermowell. Then, the vessel is vented and
evacuated, and the process is repeated with deuterium gas in
place of the hydrogen, and then repeated once �ore with deuterium.
If the temperature reached with deuterium is at least about 5° C.
more than with hydrogen, thP catalyst is deemed specifically
active for D 2 fusion. In fact, temperature diffprentials
b etween D 2 and H 2 of greater than 20 ° C. have b�en sometimes
reached.
Fusion Power Inc. offers two products to assist others
in the laboratory fusion of deuterium:
1) A Pd on activated carbon catalyst optimized for
greatest activity.
2) Electrodes developed for large effects in the
electrolytic fusion of heavy water (Pons-Fleishman process).
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NEW ENERGY PARTNERS
Daniel J. Cavicchio, Jr.
8 Sound Shore Drive, Suite 100
Greenwich, Connecticut, USA
New Energy Partners (NEP) invests in early stage companies that have developed
revolutionary new energy technologies. Examples of technologies of interest include new
hydrogen energy, cavitation devices, electromagnetic devices, radioactive remediation
devices, and other technologies, such as fuel cells.
NEP was started up in December, 1997 and through March, 1998 had invested in two
companies commercializing energy cells utilizing new hydrogen energy. It is currently
investing and negotiating with other promising companies.
Generally speaking, NEP seeks companies that have working prototypes that demon
strate at least 50% over-unity and have prospects for being able to develop a product for
commercial sale within the next two years. NEP will invest in an existing company for
which management is in-place and a sound business plan exists, or alternatively, NEP will
license the technology and establish a commercialization company that will develop
commercial products. These commercialization companies may also be appropriate when
the inventor of the technologies and products does not have the desire or experience to run
a start-up company. In some cases, the inventor may also receive equity in the commer
cialization company as part of the technology-licensing arrangement.
NEP is in the process of raising an investment fund of approximately $15 million. It
expects to invest in 7 to 10 companies, making an average investment of $1.0 to $1.5 mil
lion in each company. These companies should have good prospects of going public in 3
to 5 years. In addition, the products and business plan of the company should show po
tential for serving a large segment of the entire energy industry.
The following sections describe some of the markets of interest to NEP.
MARKET- ENERGY
The market for environmentally friendly, energy-efficient devices is growing rapidly.
Industrial and commercial facilities in the United States are constantly looking for ways to
reduce energy costs, and air pollution restrictions continue to put pressure on conventional
energy production technologies. In developing countries the demand for energy effi
ciency is even greater due to more severe pollution problems and growing gaps between
energy needs and production capacity.
The energy industry in the U. S. is over $500+ billion dollars with the biggest segments
being electricity ($200 billion), motor gasoline ($130 billion), and gas ($90 billion). The
successful commercialization of these new types of energy cells could potentially displace
significant segments of that industry. Coupling the high energy gain with the extremely
beneficial environmental impact may create government regulations or incentives that will
speed the acceptance of this new technology even more by further burdening the current
environmentally polluting technologies and driving up their costs. Because the cost of the
fuel for these new technologies could be extremely low, the market that develops may
primarily be that of equipment sales for these highly efficient energy cells, along with
whatever maintenance and repair components would need to go along with them. Related
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industries such as turbine electric generators and electric motors for automobiles will also
benefit.
One initial application for this new technology is in the hot water heating market. Over
$17 billion annually is spent in the U.S. heating hot water, with over half being spent for
electric hot water heating. Manufacturers of hot water heaters are currently spending mil
lions of dollars on R & D each year to try to gain efficiencies of 5 to 10 percent since this
puts them at a competitive advantage in selling their products. Energy gains from these
new energy technologies should be many times this.
Electrically driven new hydrogen energy cells would be a natural addition to electric hot
water heaters. With full penetration, the U.S. could reduce electricity consumption by
$5-$10 billion in this small segment alone.
Electricity production is another promising area. Currently, companies such as United
Technologies and Allied Signal are selling onsite electric generating units that compete
favorably with the utility charges in high-cost areas. One unit to serve a small business
sells for $15,000. As volume increases, cost should come down and, in particular, the
cost of the electrical generators. It would be a normal progression for the new energy
technology cells to replace conventional fossil fuel combustion as the energy source for
these units. Although deregulation is also expected to reduce the cost of electricity in the
United States, deregulation is not expected to greatly impact the cost of electrical trans
mission and distribution, which typically comprises two-thirds of the cost of delivering
electricity to a facility. Eventually, these distribution and transmission facilities would
become obsolete when large centralized power generation facilities become uneconom
ical.
The automotive market could eventually become the largest opportunity. Currently,
electrical cars are being sold primarily due to regulations (primarily in California) that re
quire them. However, wide acceptance is currently limited by high purchase costs, driven
by the huge battery content of such vehicles, and limited range. Lack of widespread re
charging facilities currently limit electrical vehicles to commuting and other short-range
applications. In contrast, these new energy cells could propel the growth of hybrid, ex
tremely efficient electric vehicles with driving ranges measured in the thousands of miles.
Toyota recently introduced a hybrid car using a gasoline engine. Substituting this gas en
gine with the new energy cells would be a normal progression with tremendous economic
and environmental benefits.
The favorable air-quality impact of these new technologies will be phenomenal. As
these energy cells increase their market penetration, demand for fossil fuels will drop pre
cipitously. Given the availability of clean and efficient technologies, the time may come
when governments may begin to ban fossil fuel burning applications. Given their short
economic life, conventional automobile engines may be the first applications so banned.
As the demand for electricity distributed by utilities through a grid decreases, the less ef
ficient and more highly polluting power plants will be shut down further improving air
quality. As a side benefit oil rich and oil poor countries will become more equal, and en
ergy resources will cease to be a basis for waging war.
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MARKET - NUCLEAR WASTE REMEDIATION
One offshoot ofthe "cold fusion" work has been the claims by a number ofcompanies
that this technology can be used to reduce or eliminate the radioactivity ofspent nuclear
materials by transmuting these materials into other non-radioactive materials. Verifica
tion ofthese claims is on going with some initial positive results. Ifthis technology
works and can be scaled up, it can produce a cost-effective method for solving the nuclear
waste problem that has plagued many governments over the past decades.
The Department ofEnergy estimates that it will cost over $100 billion dollars to clean
up nuclear waste in the United States and the figure could be many times that in other
countries where nuclear power plants are used more extensively. The only currently ac
ceptable methodology for handling nuclear waste is to store it or bury it. Only one State,
Nevada, has been judged to be acceptable to government with respect to storage ofspent
nuclear waste. The government is under increased pressure, because by law, they are ob
ligated to deal with the nuclear waste from nuclear power plants. In addition, nuclear
power plant operators have been required to contribute to a trust fund to handle this waste.
This $10 billion trust fund has yet to be spent on appropriate waste-handling methodolo
gies.
There is increasing political pressure to do something now. As may be expected, there
is strong resistance by the State ofNevada, while there is strong pressure from Congress
and the Presidency to solve the problem. Therefore, we expect to be seeing increased in
terest on the part ofthe government with respect to this new technology that is evolving.
Because ofthe political pressure, companies developing this technology could see in
creased support in funding by the government or related agencies to commercialize the
technology.
Commercialization will probably take the form ofbuilding a small chemical plant to
process the waste. Handling costs could be significant due to the material being proc
essed. However, the political benefits oftotally eliminating the waste versus storing it or
burying it could mandate this technology over other alternatives. Furthermore, it could
tum out that this technology is much more cost-effective than the existing techniques,
which would then provide a broader market in other countries ofthe world.
MANAGEMENT
Daniel J. Cavicchio, Jr., manages the General Partner ofNEP. He devotes a majority of
his time to NEP's operation and he makes all final investment decisions.
Mr. Cavicchio earned his B.A. degree in mathematics (minor in physics) at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute in 1966, where he graduated first in his class. He received a full
fellowship to pursue graduate studies at the University of Michigan, where he earned an
M.S. degree in mathematics, an M.S. degree in Communication Sciences, and a Ph.D. in
Computer and Communication Sciences.
In 1970, Mr. Cavicchio joined the technical staff ofthe Aerospace Corporation. In 1973,
he joined the management-consulting firm ofMcKinsey and Company. At McKinsey he
became an Engagement Manager and consulted for technology-based companies in such
areas as new product and new business development, management ofR & D, acquisitions,
product/market strategies and profit improvement. In this capacity, he served a number of
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Fortune 500 companies, including AT&T, Western Electric (now Lucent Technologies),
General Electric, CBS, Coming Glass, and Hooker Chemicals and Plastics, a subsidiary of
Occidental Petroleum.
In 1978, Mr. Cavicchio joined American Can Company as Director, Business Develop
ment. He was responsible for directing the efforts of internal business development and
acquisition programs, initially in the Packaging Sector and later as head of the acquisi
tions department for the Distribution/Specialty Retailing Sector.
In 1984, Mr. Cavicchio co-founded Greenwich Venture Partners, Inc., a buyout firm
specializing in turnarounds of technology-based companies. This firm was funded with
the partners' own capital. As Chairman, he personally conducted all aspects of the acqui
sition process, including identification, negotiation, due diligence and closing. After
closing, he personally operated each company through its transition to profitability. Ma
jor portfolio companies include the following:
Commonwealth Sprague, a power capacitor business was acquired in 1986 from Sprague
Electric. In the year prior to the acquisition, the business lost $700,000. Over the past ten
years, sales have been increased from $10 million to $20 million with pretax return on
capital employed averaging 50%. Results were accomplished by accelerating commer
cialization of new technology, renegotiating union work rules, upgrading management
and financial reporting, establishing joint ventures in Brazil and India, and introducing
new products. One of the new products established market leadership in one year against
major Fortune 500 competitors. With a current estimated valuation of $13 million, in
vestors have achieved an unrealized internal rate of return (IRR) of 54% on their initial
investment in Commonwealth Sprague.
Spectra Optics Incorporated, a defense electronics company, was acquired in 1993.
Sales were increased from $1 million to $3.3 million and operating profit was increased
from a $300,000 loss to a 13% pretax margin. Instrument costs were reduced dramati
cally and strategic alliances with other defense contractors were established. The com
pany is now positioned for rapid growth in chemical warfare detection, environmental
monitoring, and drug detection applications. With an estimated valuation of $2 million,
investors have an unrealized IRR of 82%. Each of these companies is now being run by a
new management team, with Mr. Cavicchio serving on the Board of Directors.
In addition, NEP is in the process of assembling an advisory board of scientific and en
gineering experts who will assist and evaluate in the technology and commercial pros
pects associated with each proposed new investment. The Chairman of this Advisory
Board is Dr. Eugene Mallove, who has been associated with new energy technology for
the past 9 years.
Dr. Mallove has a Master of Science Degree (SM, 1970) and Bachelor of Science De
gree (SB, 1969) in Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and a Science Doctorate in Environmental Health Sciences (Air
Pollution Control Engineering) from Harvard University (1975).
With broad experience in high technology engineering at companies including Hughes
Research laboratories, TASC (The Analytic Science Corporation), and MIT Lincoln
Laboratory, Dr. Mallove has also had extensive hands-on experience in laboratory settings
more recently in new hydrogen energy. He has taught science journalism at MIT and at
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Boston University, and he was ChiefScience Writer at the MIT News Office. Since
1991, he has worked as a consultant to U.S. corporations doing and planning R & D in
new hydrogen energy. Since 1995, Dr. Mallove has been the Editor-in-Chief, Publisher
and part owner of the bimonthly magazine Infinite Energy: Cold Fusion and New Energy
Technology based in Concord, New Hampshire. He is the author of three science books
for the general public, including the Pulitzer-nominated book on cold fusion Fire from
Ice: Searching for the Truth Behind the Cold Fusion Furor (John Wiley & Sons, 1991).
For further information, please contact Daniel J. Cavicchia, Jr. at telephone 203-6294447, fax 203-629-4848, or visit our WebPage at www.new-energy.com.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS WITH "CINCINNATI GROUP CELL" ON
THORIUM "TRANSMUTATION" UNDER 50 Hz AC EXCITATION.
F.Celani 1 , M.Achilli, A.Battaglia, C.Cattaneo, C.Buzzanca2, P.G.Sona3, A.Mancini4
(1) INFN-LNF, via E.Fermi, 00044 Frascati (Roma) - Italy
<2) CISE spa, via Reggio Emilia 39, 20090 Segrate (Ml) - Italy
(3) via S.Carlo 12, 20090 Segrate (Ml) - Italy
4
< ) ORIM srl, via Concordia 65, 62100 Piediripa (MC) - Italy

ABSTRACT
We give the procedure and the results of experiments performed with a standard "Cincinnati
Group Cell", aimed to observe possible "transmutation" of Th in other elements via an AC
electrolytic process. Three techniques have been used to avoid bias due to spurious effects: a.
radiometry, ICP/MS and ICP/optical, looking at difference between initial and final solution and
between blank (no Th) and black (with Th) processed solutions. We found deficit of Th after
process and new elements produced. The results are still not conclusive on transmutation and we
discuss arguments in favour and against the transmutation hypothesis. We clarify the critical
points of the measurement techniques, adding some suggestions to improve the reliability of
results in future measurements.
PROCEDURE AND MEASUREMENTS
We performed, at the CISE Nuclear Laboratory, from February 1998, four experiments with
the so called "Cincinnati Group Cell" (CG), consisting of Zr-Zr electrodes cell using the 50 Hz
AC line found in Italy. The aim was to verify possible "transmutation" phenomena claimed on
tests performed elsewhere(O. We followed as far as possible the protocol suggested in Infinite
Energy Vol.3 No.13-14 (1997), trying to reproduce the voltage vs time plot, apart from the
frequency (50 Hz instead of 60 Hz). We used for the four experiments the same cell "standard
LENT-1 type" with the addition of a mechanical line to insert a manometer and a safety valve by
a stainless steel tube screwed in the cylindrical Zr vessel and vertically (radially) oriented upward
(Fig. 1).
The test was performed under aspiration chamber with some mechanical protection in a
radiochemical laboratory. The cell was vented with a steady air flux concentrated on the upper
part of the cylindrical vessel (kept with axis horizontal). The temperature was monitored by a
thermocouple (electrically insulated) in contact with the bottom part and thermally insulated from
the ambient.
The first two experiments were "blank" control runs that where mainly aimed to understand
the intrinsic peculiarity of this type of AC electrolysis.
In experiment #1, we used a solution 80 mM of NaNO3 in deionized water (25 ml). We
followed as close as possible the 1-V-T (current-voltage-temperature) protocol developed by
CG. We experienced abrupt temperature and pressure increases which broke the safety valve.
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Before the experiment, we analysed a Zr disk (inner electrode) at SEM, confirming the purity of
Zr. After the experiment we analysed the material inside the cell (ICP/MS); nothing "strange"
was observed: only Zr, Hf (a common impurity of Zr) and Na. The cell was then mechanically
cleaned by removing =0.1 mm of the surface to closely restore the "virgin cell" condition before
this experiment .
Experiment #2 was similar to #1 except that the electrolyte was a 20 mM solution of HCl
in deionized water and we modified the 1-V-T protocol to avoid a large pressure build-up, i.e.
starting electrolysis from as low as 10 V (not 50 V minimum according to CG protocol): we
waited to increase the voltage further until the current "naturally" decreased. Using this method,
we reached voltage as high as 220 V instead of maximum 177 V specified in the CG procedure.
and the pressure was =1 bar.
Maximum current was 2.4 A; maximum temperature was <100
The processing time was =35 minutes (see Fig. 2). After the final cooling we extracted the
suspension using a syringe; we performed washing first with 25 ml, 20 mM HCl and then with
10 ml of deionized water. After dismounting, all the part of the cell have been washed with the
solution previously collected, adding to it also the gel of Zr hydroxide adhering to the inner and
outer electrode. SEM analysis of a fraction of particulate showed the presence of Zr, 0, Cl.
ICP/MS analysis showed: Zr, Hf, Cl.
Experiment #3 was made using 25 ml of electrolyte taken from 100 ml of a solution 20
mM HCl in deionized water containing 1 g of Th(NO3)4•4H2O. This Th salt was taken from a
CISE stock with radioactive 232Th chain in equilibrium. Radiometric intensities showed an
activity ratio 230ThJ232Th =12.5, showing that the starting ore contained a lot of 234u in
equilibrium with 230Th. The traces of 230Th was therefore quite large for a-radiometry,

°c

although very small in atomic percentage.
The experiment was run for 55 minutes with Imax=2.6 A, Vmax=220 V, Pmax= 30 psi (Fig.
3). At the end (after cooling and dismounting the cell), washings first with 20 mM HCl and later
with mixed HNO3 + HCl were performed, collecting =48.7 g of gel present on various part of

the cell. From weight loss, it is estimated in ==0.245 g the total quantity of Zr removed by the
process and washing corrosion. SEM analysis of a fraction of the particulate showed presence
of Zr, Th, 0, Cl, probably in form of oxychlorides and oxyhydrates of Zr and Th.
Qualitative analysis ICP/MS revealed B, Cs, Hg, Na, Al, V, Cr, Ni, Zn, Pb and Mn. A
chemical balance indicated that =18% of the original Th was missing and a radiometric balance
(a+P) showed a =12% Th deficit.
The (a+�) measurements by scintillation counting were made after two weeks, a time sufficient
to recovery the equilibrium in the radioactivity chain of 232Th, so counteracting possible
distortions of this equilibrium due to the chemical process. The analysis of a-spectra on samples
of the processed and unprocessed solution (good resolution technique: thin deposited samples in
front of silicon solid-state detector) did not show any difference in the ratio 232Th/228Th
between two solutions (this is true also for the ratio 232Thf230rh).
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The contribution of the particulate phase to the mass balance was particularly high (>60% both
chemically and radiometrically); this contribution may have been underestimated in experiments
made elsewhere.
Experiment #4 was made after removing possible residuals of the exp.#3: the cell was
exposed for 2 minutes to a solution HNO3 (6.5 M) + HF (1.25 M), removing 0.55 g of material
(mainly Zr =0.025 mm) including the residual oxides of the previous test. We used 25 ml of the
same solution as exp.#3, following the protocol in Fig. 4, with a maximum current of 4.8 A and
a maximum pressure of 190 psi. The cooling air flux was kept "low" both in the first 40 minutes
period and in the last 10 minutes period, intensified between 40 and 45 minutes. At the end,
after cooling, the over-pressure disappeared.
After extraction of the suspension and washing with H 2O (25 ml), a first chemical treatment was
made with 25 ml of nitric-fluoridric solution and repeated water washing. Since other solid
phase remained into the cell, a second treatment for 2 minutes with the same acid solution was
performed to perfectly polish the cell. From weight loss, the quantity of Zr totally removed by
the electrolysis and washing procedure was estimated to be =1.370 g. The chemical balance of
Th and the elements seen in significant quantities after processing are quoted (in mg) in Table 1.
Th
lOB+l lB

78 (deficit =24%)
3.2

Cu
133cs

1.0+1.5

Hg

0.15

0.2

Tab. l. Quantity of elements present in the final solution, corresponding to the 250 mg
of Th(NO3)4•4H 2O (or 102 mg of Th) in the initial solution. The figures for
each element are indicated as (mg)/(25 ml of original solution)
The elements in Tab. I were not present in the blank solution and so we can suppose they are
formed during the process. The measured Th deficit should not be due to the massive losses
during manipulation needed for solubilization. However, these conclusions should be taken with
some caution, since internal standards (like 229Th or other chemical elements like potassium)
have not been used. Isotopic ratios for B and Hg are the natural ones. For Cu the isotopic ratio
is very significantly different from the natural one. Cs has only one stable isotope.
All the four elements have been quantified accurately also at the low concentration in Tab. 1: it is
difficult to ascribe their presence to cross-contamination. The analysis have been made both with
ICP/MS and ICP/optical. As consequence some masses (apparently Sc, Ti, Ag, Sn) have been
recognised as instrumental effects or due to the formation of molecular ions ZrO, HfO or simply
double charged Zr.
Traces of other elements have been observed: Na, Al, V, Cr, Ni, Zn, Pb, Mn. These elements,
although seen by the instrumentation, could be due to contamination by reagents or to the
material present in the cell; they have not been analysed quantitatively until now.
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The radiometric tests (a+� by scintillation) gave a Th deficit of ::::14% (recall the presence of
230Th with an activity of ::::12.6 times that of 232Th when comparing the radiometric balance
with the chemical balance).
The a-spectrometry gave, as in exp.#3, no differences in Th isotopic ratios between
unprocessed and processed solutions.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
From our experimental results we can deduce arguments both in favour and against the reality
of transmutation of thorium in other elements in the course of our a.c. electrolytic process.
The argument in favour are essentially:
- The mass balance of Th, both chemical and radiometric, is well below 100% (not however
with deficit of ::::50% or larger claimed in other experiments).
- Detection of various elements in significant quantities not detected in blank run (B, Cu, Cs,
Hg).
- Detection of traces of various elements not seen in blank run.
- Isotopic ratio for Cu different from natural one.
The arguments against are essentially:
- The high contribution to mass balance of the particulate phase, very difficult to be
completely collected and solubilized, which can give systematic errors not studied by
repeating the test. Recall that the ratio: [Zr stripped by electrodes in the process]/[total
deficit of Th] is ::::70 in mass terms and"" 150 in atomic term, at least.
- The hard solubility of the particulate phase may imply introduction of impurities by
concentrated reagents, so explaining traces of various elements found. Note that the hard
chemical process on the particulate phase has not been exactly the same for the blank run
and for the black run.
- The relatively abundant elements B, Hg have natural isotopic ratios (but not the Cu; Cs has
only one stable isotope).
- In the mass region of Cu many peaks are present in ICP/MS measurements.
- Th isotopic ratios are roughly equal for processed and unprocessed solution. However, due
to the not very large Th mass deficit, this is not a very sensitive index.
The global output is in our opinion that these preliminary measurements are not still conclusive
for the transmutation issue.
We cannot anyway discard the arguments in favour of transmutations and, in view of the
importance of potential applications, we suggest that this type of experiment should be repeated
with still better attention to the critical points of the technique involved. In particular:
- We maintain the importance of using a-radiometric technique together with ICP/MS and
ICP/optical technique.
- It is important to do the same chemical treatment for blank (no Th) and black runs and, as
far as it is possible, the same voltage-time protocol and cooling system.
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- To improve discrimination between effects and artefacts, it may be very useful to follow
this procedure (we already tested it):
i) perform first on a processed blank (without Th) quantitative measurement of the
dominant elements (mainly Zr, Cl and those present in reagents) seen with the double
technique ICP/MS and ICP/optical;
ii) prepare a new blank solution containing in the same quantities the dominant elements;
iii) perform on this new (unprocessed) blank a complete elements analysis of the solution
with the same techniques. In this way it is possible to correct for "matrix" effects
(essentially interference effects due to dominant elements) the lower signals from ICP
methods.
- Since it seems that the frequency of current may have some relevance (50 Hz may work
worse than 60 Hz) we suggest the use of a frequency doubler (100+120 Hz) in the hope of
reducing the ratio [mass of particulate]/[mass deficit of Th].
- In our opinion, the y-radiometry may have some usefulness both on-line and after the
process but it cannot give clear information since y-rays are due to the other elements in the
radioactivity chain of 232Th which can have a very different electrochemical (and perhaps
transmutation)history in the process.
- For the ex-radiometry it should be useful to start with a Th salt having lower content of
23�h than our one. It depends essentially on the ratio U/Th in the original ore.
Reference
[1] Letters by R.R.Liversage - Infinite Energy .3,, No 13-14 pag. 20 (1997)
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Fig. 1 - The "Cincinnati Cell": inner cell and disk are Zr.
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The effect of y-p phase on H(D)/Pd overloading
F. Celani1 , A. Spallone 1, P. Tripodi l . 4 , D. Di Gioacchino l , S.Pace l , G.Selvaggi l ,
P.Marini2 , V.Di Stefano2 , M. Nakamura2 , A. Mancini3.
(1) INFN-LNF, Via Enrico Fermi, 00044 Frascati (Roma), Italy.
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(3) ORIM srl, Via Concordia 65, 62100 Piediripa (MC), Italy.
(4) NEDO-NHE, 3-5 Techno Park 2-Chome, Shimonopporo Atsubetsu-ku, Sapporo, Japan.
ABSTRACT
It will be shown, using long and thin wires of Pd, that the Electromigration is a powerful tool
to increase the H(D) loading in Pd only, and only if, some proper experimental set-up and
conditions are fulfilled. Some of key interrelated parameters are: wire diameter, effective wire
temperature, strong barriers at most and less cathodic side, anode-cathode and intercathodic
voltages, current densities, proper impurities on the Pd surface, ageing effects.
INTRODUCTION
Since 1993 we have used the electromigration effect in order to increase the Deuterium (D)
loading in Pd (plates 25x25x lmm, thin wires from 1994)0, and to promote, after overloading,
some strong non-equilibrium conditions. The final aim is to "generate" anomalous excess heat.
***The electromigration relation is:

C(x)=Co*e {[-e*Z"*V(x)]/(KB *T)} (Eq.1)

where:
Co=initial concentration of H(D); e=electron charge, l .6*I0-19c; V(x)=Voltage drop along
Pd wire supposed completely homogeneous, Z"= effective charge of H (D) in Pd [it is 1 at low
concentration ( <0.6) and room temperature; it drops to 0.1 at larger concentration or
temperature]; Ka=Boltzman constant, l .38*1Q-23 J/K; T=Temperature (K).
***The intrinsic resistivity Po of Pd, at 2 0"C, is 10.5 µfkm and, to get the voltage drop of
1 V/cm, it is necessary to feed a current density as high as 95200 A/cm2 , supposing no self
heating effect due to current flowing . It can be easily calculated that, with V=1V, T=300K,
Z"= l the ratio C(x)/Co (then pressure) can reach values as high as e39 : speculatively, it is
possible to think to any kind of nuclear fusion.
We recall that the resistivity of Pd increases, according to loading increase, up to a factor of 2
with D (1.8 with H) and decreases afterward on very large loading conditions. Data allowable
from open literature show that the maximum of resistance is at H(or D)/Pd=0.75 and the
maximum loading ratio of about 0.97 for both H and D: the R/Ro is respectively 1.43 for H and
1.60 for D. Unfortunately, almost no data are allowable about Tritium.
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***Another, strange, peculiarity of H(D)/Pd system is that the diffusion speed of H(D) changes
in a remarkable way upon loading, according to the following Tab. 1
Concentration
Diffusion speed (cm2 /s)
<0.1
10-5___10-6
0.1--0.75
10-6___ 10-7
�
0.75--1.0
10-4___ 10-3
'Y
super-y
>1
>10-3 (only indication)
Tab. l Diffusion speed of a, �. y, super-y, H(D)-Pd phases.
***According to the electromigration formula, it is necessary to maximise the ratio vrr in order
to increase the concentration gradient of H(D) in Pd.
The voltage drop (V), according to the Ohm law, is:
Phase
a

V=l*R=l*p*l/s=l*p*l/(1t*r2) (Eq.2)

The Effective Wire Temperature (T_ew) depends on the ratio between the total surface area (S)
and the volume (Vol.); if l>>r, we get Eq.3:
T_we= 1/('t*SNol.)~l/['t*(2*1t*r*l)/(1t*r2*I)]=r/(2*'t) (Eq.3)
As final result, the ratio Vrr as the following expression, Eq.4:

Vff=[l*p*l/(1t*r2)]/(r/2)=(2*l*p*'t*l/1t)*(l/r3) (Eq.4)

where:

p=resistivity; l=length; s=surface of cross section; r=radius; 't=heat exchange constant.
It results that, given some material resistivity p and heat exchanging constant
('t) of the bath where the wire is immersed, the ratio depends only on: Vr3 .
**In Fig.l it is shown the behaviour of ratio vrr versus current flowing inside pure Pd wire
(r=25µm), in pure water at 20"C.
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The vrr ratio, after increasing up to 0.lA, decreased up to lA and later increased again only
when the local temperature around wire reached the boiling point of the water (Fig.2) Because
the enthalpy of evaporation is as large as 2258.7J/g, as final effect , the heat exchange constant
of water -"increases" of the ratio 2258.7/4.2, then improving the vrr ratio. It is ease to predict
that the minimum current necessary to enter into the "positive derivative" region decreases
increasing H(D) loading (the resistance increases) and/or increasing the bath temperature.
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SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS AND PRESENT EXPERIMENTS
The main information we get during the previous 6 years of experimental activity on the
"generation " and the detection of anomalous excess heat, can be summarised as following:
**PULSED ELECTROLYSIS: quite reproducible excess heat; poor understanding;
**DC ELECTROLYSIS: poor excess heat; good understanding;
**when the loading ratio at Less Cathodic (LK) side of the wire reached a value larger than at
Most Cathodic (MK) one, the excess heat always disappeared (Fig. 3);
R/Ro
2

Fig.3 Loading ratio,
vs. time (log. scale),
at MK and LK sides
of the wire.

I.S

10

100

Timc(hours)
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** exist a "natural" (almost not stable over time) barrier at the ends of the wire due to the
soldering (Pb-Sn alloy) with the Cu wire used, in our experimental set-up, to feed current;
**it is possible to build a stable, reproducible barrier at the end of the wire and its behaviour
depends mainly on the T_we : its temperature can be quite different from the other section of the
wire (Fig. 4);
Fig.4 Temperature increasing
of a Pd wire (r=25µm),

1

0

200

400

600

I_Tot(mA)

800

1000

1200

immersed in water (20"C)
in 3 different conditions:
A) bare;
B) covered by "electronic"
thermal-conducting paste
and surrounded by
shrinking tube;
C) surrounded only by
shrinking tube.

**the value of loading on the whole wire, because combined effects of thermal diffusion
(uncontrollable) and the electromigration-enhanced diffusion (controllable) depends, in a
significant way, on the phase and temperature of the ends of the wire;
**the electrolysis at "high voltage" gives a final value of loading larger than that at high
current;
**it exists a maximum value of electrolytic current density (-0.4A/cm 2), if it is overcame the
loading saturates and over 0.6A/cm2 even decreases;
**the excess heat (in one of our best experimental result)2) appeared only during fast non
equilibrium conditions at large loading ratio: because of large power value (even over lO0W),
large energy gain (up to 2.5), long time lasting (over 13 hours with the Researcher present
during the event) it was not an experimental error and it was impossible to be explained by only
chemical reactions or energy stored in the Pd lattice (wire, r=0.05mrn, l=160cm);
** it is possible, with thin wires at very large current density flowing (>60000A/cm2), to get
local boiling of the water around the wire even with a mean bath temperature as low as 20"C.
This effect can simply explain the reason because, in some "promising" experiments with D2 0,
the Researchers detected, by accurate flow-calorimetry, a negative balance of power and, at the
same time, an excessive D2 0 consumption. The calculations are performed, simply, with

4.2J/g of cooling system neglecting the (giant) value of -22601/g of evaporated heavy water!!
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**it is possible, with a bare, virgin wire (r=25µm) immersed in water, to dissipate a power
density as large as 76KW/cm3 , for several hours, without apparent damage. Experiment at:
bath temperature = 20"C, I_electromigration=l.5A, R/Ro =1.33 (self heating), dV=l V/cm.
INVERSION OF LOADING AT LESS-MOST CATHODIC SIDE.
a)**At the beginning of experiments, with new wires just assembled, the MK side of the wire
has loading speed higher than LK one. Moreover, the maximum value of loading, after some
hours, is larger at MK side (Fig. 3).
a')**This kind of behaviour is what expected according to: dV Electromigration formula, J
(Ncm2) Tafel law (the electrode "OverVoltage", then the loading, is proportional to log. of J).
b)**Some times later from the start-up of the experiment, (several hours or days, sometimes
never happened), the LK side gets a loading value larger than the MK.
b')**The previous phenomenological effect is completely in disagreement with what expected
and is common both with any Hor D loading experiments.
c)**There is some correlation between the anomalous excess heat, under D loading, and the
behaviour qualitatively shown in Fig.3: when the LK side of the wire gets the loading larger
than the MK, the excess heat always disappears.
We realised that these kinds of unexpected results, in comparison whit the usual Coehn effect
(the Electromigration formula), arise from the real situation of the wire in our experiments.
At the beginning of the experiment, according to our experimental procedure, the Pd is
connected to the Ag-Cu wire (for electrical connections) by Sn-Pb solder (Fig.5). Later on, the
connection points are electrical (and, as a consequence, thermal) insulated from the electrolyte
by several drops of cyanoacrylic glue. The real effect of glue isn't only for electrical insulation:
it leaks some cm around the Pd wire and makes some thermal insulation, avoiding at the same
time the D (or H) is taken. After the long time operation the glue can be partially dissolved in
the solution, weakening the effect of "barrier". Moreover, the high pressure of H(D) has the
disbinding effect on the glue and the soldering in itself: the effect is stronger at MK.
c')**The previous combined effects seem to be the key points for explanation of "reverse"
electromigration effects

It'
4 r.:--;-r-------+-+--

LK-__..

connection

s' B
-------=-�

'-f"--"....ll"'°':--------++---------,£-.l.:.::J,.:I
pure Palladium

Fig.5 Overwiew of Pd wire at edges and central sections.
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PHYSICAL EXPLANATION and CONCLUSIONS
During loading there are 2 different sections of the wire, Fig.5:
a) A'-B' Area free from glue that can reach, in proper conditions, high loading and enter
"y' phase having very high diffusion speed coefficient (>10-5 cm2/s);
b) A-A' and B-B' where, because the combined effects of soldering and glue, the wire is in
the "a" or (better) "�" phase, i.e. at the lower diffusion speed (as before quoted).
**Both sections of the wire have similar lattice constants, because the lattice increasing due to
loading happens mainly during a phase nucleation.
The H(D) moves along the A'-B' section at high speed oo-5 cm2 /s) and is slowed down at
A-A' or B-B'section 00-6--10-7 cm2/s). This condition enables large accumulation of H(D) at
the border lines of A' or B' area.
As final effect:

the

f3 phase promotes increasing of

y phase

if, and only if the electromigration effect is properly used, i.e. taking into account also the
always effective, but uncontrollable, thermal diffusion (Fick law).
**The best results that we get in our recent experiments (99.9% JIM Pd, 1=30cm, r=25µm) in a
250 µM LiOH solution in deionized H2O (Vol.=2400 cm3), were the following:
a) both wire ends bare, just connection for soldering, (A type in Fig.4), R/Ro=1.58;
b) both wire ends covered for 2.5cm with "hot covering" (C type in Fig.4), R/Ro=l.64;
c) both wire ends covered for 2.5cm with "cold covering" (B type in Fig.4), R/Ro<l.4.
As conclusions, we remember that, with D2O, if the concentration is large enough and it is
possible to promote some kinds of fast dynamic condition, we can get anomalous excess heat
**The pulsed operation is more successful, in respect to the DC, to "fall" into these kinds of
operating conditions, but it seems less easy, for Researchers, to identify clearly (because of
large electromagnetic noise emitted) each parameter for final repetition in a technological
environment : both studies are necessaries.
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Observations of Cell Temperature Drops and High Vapor Temperatures in H20
Electrolysis of Ni and in D20 Electrolysis of Pd
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Abstract
After the announcement of Pons-Fleischmann experiment, scientists have repeated
the same experiment and have improved their experiment as well as have innovated
many other experiments related to the cold nuclear fusion and nuclear transmutation
phenomena. In all the above experiments only the D2O electrolyte temperature rises
(e.g., excess heat) have been recorded, while little has reported on the electrolyte
temperature drops and/or on the vapor temperature rises in cell during electrolysis.
This experiment shows phenomena of angmalous heat absorption, rather than heat
generation, in electrolysis, and how vapor temperature changes in electrolysis cell. In
this experiment the electrolyte temperature can decrease from higher than to lower than
the reference temperature, e.g., 19°C in 3 minutes, in a cell containing 350 c.c. D2O and
0.5 c.-e. Pd electrode. On the other hand, the highest vapor temperature can reach ca.
160°C, while the lowest can touch that below the reference temperature in Ni cell. The
anomalous heat absorption may be explained as an effect of a reverse D(d,y) 4He
reaction.
Introduction
For past years since 1989 researchers have investigated many systems to examine
the cold fusion effeets 1' . Nt/Pt/H2OIK CO3 and Pd/Pt/D2O/LiOD systems are two
typical ones. Excess heat, nuclear transmutation3 and other related effects are
demonstrated in these two systems. In this experiment we do not intend to prove the
nuclear effects occurring in these two systems but rather to stress on the heat
measuring observations. However the other related effects have still been checked
constantly in our laboratory, though no decisive results are reached.
One can easily see from published papers that almost researchers have reported and
discussed the excess heat effect in related fields. Little is for details of heat absorption
during electrolysis4 • Just as the heat generation is probably the most important matter in
investigating the cold fusion effects, the heat absorption is important for studying the
mechanisms of cold fusion. On the other hand, rare does one touch the study of vapor
temperature in the air space of cell during electrolysis. In our study, although the cell is
stirred by a magnet during electrolysis, heterogeneous distribution in temperature can
still be observed. Strangely is that the temperature is not always the higher for place the
nearer to the electrode in electrolyte or outside electrolyte.
2

2

Experimental design and procedure
The whole system (Fig. 1) is operated in a hood with 3-inch thick boron-containing
acrylic plates surrounding the cell. A double-layered tube cell with an inside electrolysis
quartz tube of 2 mm thick (t), 60 mm diameter (q,) and 130 mm length (I) and an
outside cooling Pyrex tube of 2 t x 100 q, x 140 1 is used. The quartz tube and the Pyrex
tube are sealed with silicone gel. Inside the space between these two tubes circulates
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5,000 c.c. cooling bath deionized water to cool and to monitor the cell temperature.
The circulating system is connected to a NESLAB Endocal RTE-110 Thermal Bath/
Circulator with a circulating capacity of 10,000 c.c./rnin.
The electrolytes are a 350 c.c. 0.1 M K2CO3 and deionized water solution and a 350
c.c. 0.1 M LiOD and heavy water solution for Ni/Pt/ H2O /K2CO3 and Pd/Pt/D2O/LiOD
systems., respectively. An auto-switched water supply system and a level sensor control
the electrolyte level of the cell. The level height of the electrolyte is controlled at 17.8
± 0.1 cm, i.e., ca. ± 2 c.c. in volume change.
Before electrolysis Ni and Pd electrodes are vacuum-annealed at 850 °C for 3 hours,
electropolished in a solution with 33 wt. % sulfuric acid, 33 wt. % orthophosphoric
acid, and 34 wt. % nitric acid under a current density of 1 Ncm2 at 25 °C for 30
minutes. Cathode size is a 3.2 mm round (diameter) and 20mm long (length) rod. Pt
anode wire (0.4 mm in diameter) is wounded in a quartz frame with diameter of 50 mm
around the cathode.
The reference temperature, Treference, is defined as the set temperature of the cooling
bath. In this experiment Treference is set to be that higher than 50 °C. The refrigerating
function of the bath is not used, i.e., only the 'nature' cooling mode being used. The
maximum heating power (AC) for Treferenc e is measured to be 800 watts. All the heating
powers for keeping a specific Treference are measured as relative power (%) to 800 watts.
Temperature is measured by Pt thermal resistor (to ± 0.01 °C precision) and a
computerized recorder with an M.P. amplifier and an AC-to-DC switch to take data
once every minute (to ± 0.1 °C precision). Temperatures at different places on the
surface of the cathode, near the electrode and far away the electrode in the electrolyte
(Tel ectrolyte), and outside the electrolyte but in the electrolysis cell (Tvapor) are registered.
Usually the temperature at different place is different. For example temperatures near
(T-(mid)) and far away (T-(low)) the electrode in the electrolyte may or may not be the
same from time to time, and appear so for those in the air space, outside the electrolyte
but inside the cell, i.e., T-(1-l)side and T-(l -2)mid, respectively. In electrolysis a
magnet stirrer is used to get a more uniform temperature distribution inside the cell.
Controlled constant direct voltage is applied in electrolysis. In order to have a stable
DC power supply UPS system is used in the experiment. For past years since 1989
when the experiment started, all the signals have been monitored carefully to prevent
the data from interference of noise. For the sake of understanding the results for
temperature measurement are registered chronologically in figures and listed in tables.
In figures and tables of this study T-(bath) means Treference • T-(rnid) and T-(low) stand
for Te1ectrolyte at middle and lower portions in the cell, and T-(1-l)side and T-(1-2)rnid
for TvaporResults

Typical results are shown in Figs. 2-4 and Table I. From the start of electrolysis as
the input current is low, T-(bath) is the highest. When the applied voltage is set at 4 V
(abruptly from 2.5 V, near Time# 1440), vapor temperature, T-(l -2)mid, decreases
abruptly about 3 °C. At Time # 3600, T-(l-2)mid upon decreasing about 0.5 °C
increases instantly from 50 to 57 °C afterwards when giving an abruptly increasing
voltage from 4 V to 11 V. At Time# 4320 T-(1-2)rnid and T-(1- l )side suffer a large
decrease when no change in electrolysis condition can be observed. After Time# 4320
to# 5400 as T reference is decreased 0.5 °C only the whole level has little decrease. At
Time# 6000 as the applied voltage is increased from 4 to 6.6 V, vapor temperature can
rise abruptly about 20 °C without any decreasing in advance. The effect of decreasing
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the reference temperature seems to not have any obvious effect on the system, e.g., at
Time# 14240. Vapor temperature far away the cathode, i.e., T-(1- l )side, appears to be
higher than that of the near, i.e., T-(l -2)mid. But there is a chance for an inverse case,
e.g., from Time# 22680 to# 23400 T-(l -2)mid is higher than T-(1-l )side. At Time#
23400 both (15 °C drop) and electrolyte temperature (2 °C drop) have drops upon
rapidly increasing the voltage from 4 to 6.6 V. At Time# 24800 as the applied voltage
is at 8.5 V the highest T-(1- l )side can reach about 160 °C. Pd/Pt/02O/LiOD system can
be seen in Fig. 5. Similar to Ni/Pt/H2O/K2CO3 system is obtained, the electrolyte
temperature can decrease from higher than to lower than the reference temperature, i.e.,
l 9°C in 3 minutes, in a cell containing 350 c.c. D2O and 0.5 c.c. Pd electrode. It has
also seen that vapor temperature can drop abruptly from high temperature to that
below the reference one upon increasing the input voltage in Pd case.
Discussion
Temperature drops in electrolyte and vapor are neither a result of water supply nor
a noise interference (because a UPS system is used) in this study. Should it be a result
of water supply, the drops must occur periodically. None of such periodical events can
be found. Each temperature drop usually follows after a controlled (input) voltage
increase. However not each voltage increase can always have such a temperature drop.
It appears that two kinds of energy response exist in the electrode after a controlled
voltage increase. One is energy-assisted "energy storage" (temperature drop) in the
electrode, the other energy-assisted "energy release" (temperature increase).
Vapor temperature near the electrode has a more close response with the energy
release and absorption of the electrode. However the highest vapor temperature comes
out of the far side of the air space in the quartz cell. Like temperature drops in
electrolyte usually following after a controlled voltage increase, vapor temperature
drops near the electrode usually occur simultaneously. This means that the equilibrium
HID loading state in the Ni/Pd cathode is destroyed upon suddenly changing the
applied voltage. A new equilibrium state sets up immediately after that changing event.
Under some specific "selected" conditions the state may jump into a higher one and
may have no temperature drop in this case. If the changing condition does not fulfill the
"selected" one, then temperature drop follows.
Since upon increasing the input voltage the temperature drops in vapor and
electrolyte are large and usually down to below the reference temperature, one can
believe that this drop phenomenon really accompanies with energy absorption.
Otherwise the temperature would keep the same as that before. One of the reasonable
explanation for temperature drop is the reverse reaction of F-P excess effect, which is
characterized by the large heat and nuclear nature. As Arata et al. 5 and Kasagi6 have
demonstrated the reaction of D(d,y) 4He in Pd/Pt/02O/LiOD system, the anomalous
heat absorption may be explained as an effect of a reverse D(d,y) 4He. In our isotope
abundance examination of some specific elements (e.g., Ca and Fe) it was found that
there are shifts from their nature ones. However, the ratio changes from batch to batch.
Elaborate study is needed for this.
The existing high vapor temperature suggests that in counting the heat generation
of the cell one should consider this vapor heat. One sometimes should also concern the
heat hysteresis effect in calorimetry in this kind of experiment7.
Conclusion
Vapor temperature right upper the level of the electrolyte can reach ca. 100 °C
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higher than that of the average one in the electrolyte for a cell containing 350 c.c. H2O
electrolyte. The higher input voltage and the longer electrolysis duration the higher
vapor temperature for both Ni/Pt/H2OIK2CO3 and Pd/Pt/D2O/LiOD systems. On
increasing the input voltage there are two kinds of temperature response of both
electrolyte and vapor for both of the above systems, i.e., drops and rises of
temperatures in the cell and/or vapor. This means that there are (a) energy-assisted
"energy storage" and (b) energy-assisted "energy release" in the electrodes. Should
temperature rise be a consequence of excess energy in F-P cold fusion experiment,
temperature drop may be a consequence of reverse reaction of excess energy
although the probability for this reverse reaction to occur is a key factor thereof
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Table I. Typical results for Ni/Pt/ H2O IK2CO3 system electrolysis.
Time(initial-end) Voltage(V)
0-5
# 1-# 3240
6.6
# 3241-# 6480
6.6
# 6481-# 9720
6.6
# 9721-# 12960
6.6
# 12961-# 16200
6.6
# 16261-# 19440
4
# 22681-# 25960
6.6
# 22681-# 25960
8.5
# 22681-# 25960
# 30881-# 32400
6.6
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50
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50
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50
50
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PERIODIC ORDER, SYMMETRY, AND COHERENCE IN COLD FUSION
Scott R. Chubb, Talbot A. Chubb, Oakton International Corporation, Arlington, VA, USA
Abstract-- Solids, at room temperature, are periodically ordered. High temperature plasma's
(HTP's) are disordered. Because of this fact, collisions in solids and HTP's are very different.
Specifically, because solids have periodic order, they can coherently absorb momentum, all at
once at a point, discontinuously, and through recoil processes in which the solid, as a whole,
moves in response to a collision at an isolated location. As a result, in ordered solids, very often,
the initial momentum of "colliding" particles is not conserved by the particles during "collisions."
At low/intermediate temperatures, these kinds of "collisions" play a dominant role in the
following important effects: 1. the conduction of heat and electricity (Ashkroft and Merrnin,
1976A), 2. diffraction of neutrons, electrons and X-rays (Ashkroft and Mermin, 1976B), and 3.
the Mossbauer effect (Schwinger, 1990; Schwinger, 1994). Because the idealized limit of
stoichiometric PdD is periodically ordered, not only is there reason to believe that further D
loading will result in the occupation of ion band states by D-nuclei, it is probable that the
potential nuclear reactions and transport of ion band state D (Chubb and Chubb, 1991) will be
dominated by these kinds of interactions. When these non-momentum conserving processes
involve indistinguishable particles (as in the case of D) and occur completely elastically,
distinctly quantum mechanical forms of coherent interaction become possible in which periodic
order is preserved, and it can become "virtually" impossible to identify both the location of the
interaction and the participating entities involved with the resulting release of energy [Chubb and
Chubb, 1991; Chubb and Chubb, 1993; and Chubb and Chubb, 1997A). The paper provides a
brief tutorial that summarizes the origin of this interaction, using well-known examples cited
from solid state physics, and an overview of the importance of this interaction in the associated
Lattice Induced Nuclear Chemistry (LINC) theory of Cold Fusion [Chubb and Chubb, 1991].
Introduction
Symmetry plays a special role in Quantum Mechanics (QM). This is because when
symmetry is present, it is possible to alter the environment of a particular QM system without
changing its energy. As a result, frequently, when symmetry is present, the ground state of a
particular QM system possesses a degeneracy, and when the system is perturbed, the rules of
degenerate perturbation theory apply. Another way of stating this result is that when symmetry
is present, frequently, it is not possible to determine, in advance, which of the various allowed
states is being occupied until the underlying symmetry is broken, and when this occurs, each of
the allowed, degenerate states provides a contribution to the resulting interaction.
In solids, periodic order (PO) provides a special form of symmetry that is known to have a
significant impact on the transfer of charge and heat at low/intermediate temperatures. An
important reason for this is that in the presence of PO, electrons occupy band states; and these
states share a common degeneracy with respect to changes that do not alter the underlying
periodic order of the ground state. When H and D are allowed to occupy ion band states, they
share this degeneracy, and their interaction with each other and with the outside world must be
treated using degenerate perturbation theory. The resulting description leads to a form of
coherence that is distinctively Quantum Mechanical.
Previously, we have examined the implications of PO and the occupation of H+ and D+ ion
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band states on potential nuclear reactions (Chubb and Chubb, 1991; Chubb and Chubb, 1993;
Chubb and Chubb, 1997A and 1997B). In these papers, we have focused on specific
consequences of the underlying theory without providing details associated with the presence of
degeneracy and the resulting coherent behavior. In the present paper we address this deficiency
using known examples from Condensed Matter physics. The next section summarizes these
results and their relationship to the Cold Fusion case. The final section provides an overview
of how these results apply to PdD.
Lattice Induced Coherence through Periodic Order
The starting point of the IBS theory is energy minimization as it applies to a fully-loaded,
periodic PdD lattice. In particular, at room temperature, it can be expected that in PdD, large,
local stresses (resulting from a small overcharging of the lattice) occur. As a result, through
energy minimization, it is assumed that ion band state occupation by a macroscopically
infinitesimal (but microscopically large) number of o+ takes place (Chubb and Chubb, 1991).
It is also assumed that each o + IBS is suitably screened so that charge neutrality is maintained
within each PdD unit cell. The final assumption of the theory (Chubb and Chubb, 1997B) is that
two-particle correlations between o + in IBS's are accounted for within a framework in which a
cusp is present at each location where potential o+-o+ overlap is appreciable (and Coulombic
repulsion is singular).
Using these assumptions, it has been shown (Chubb and Chubb, 1997B) that appreciable
overlap between o + becomes possible through an energy minimization condition, provided the
number of unit cells Nceu>~ 104 . It is also shown that in this limit effects from correlation are
proportional to (Ncenf 1. As a result for sufficiently large crystals, the many-body ground state
wave function 'P is constructed (as in Chubb and Chubb, 1991) from the symmetrized product
of uncorrelated wave functions, associated with non-interacting Nd IBS o + single particle wave
functions <!> band :
'P=( :
N !

ND

)

112

�!]<l>band(£(km ) , rm ) '

(1)

where the sum over {rm } includes exchange of each coordinate rm with the remaining Nd-1
coordinates, ensuring that 'P is Bose symmetric. Also, each <!> band is a Bloch state:
<l>banic(k),r+R0)=e<ik*l\il<j>(E(k),r), and c(k) is the energy of one of the (N d) band states.
This representation follows from a straightforward application of the rules of QM as they apply
to bosons on a lattice. Implicit in it, however, is a form of coherence that seems to have not
been appreciated (Lindley, 1990; Chechin et al, 1994). In particular, each band state energy and
wave function is derived from a Schrodinger equation defined by the single-particle, periodic
electrostatic potential velec>

(2),
where Rn is any of the (Bravais) lattice vectors (through which the lattice is defined). An
immediate consequence of Eq. 2 is that the fourier transform of V,1 ,c involves a countably
denumerable set of fourier components, each labelled by a reciprocal lattice vector G;
{i=l,....NceuL defined by the quantization condition,
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G; • Rn = 2 n x integer

Because the product of Yi. (Planck's constant divided by 2 n) with a reciprocal lattice vector G;
defines an arbitrary amount of momentum that can be given to an individual particle, an
immediate consequence of Eqs. 2 and 3 is that the momentum of a specific particle within a solid
is not conserved over any time scale. This is because the momentum of the particle may be
shifted (reflecting the ability of the solid as a whole to coherently absorb momentum) by the
arbitrary amount, h G;, without altering the fourier transform of Veiec Also, as a consequence of
Eqs. 2 and 3, each band state energy E(k) is a periodic function with respect to translations by
any arbitrary reciprocal lattice vector: i.e.,

(4a)

c(k+G; )=c(k)

for all reciprocal lattice vectors G; and
<1> band ( f, ( k+G) , r )

=<)> band ( f,

( k) , r)

(4b)

Eq. 4a implies that a potentially huge degeneracy, resulting from translations involving
reciprocal lattice vectors, is present in any periodically ordered system; while Eqs. 5 and 1 imply
that the associated many-body wave functions are invariant with respect to these translations.
These two effects are responsible for the coherent phenomena, described above.
For concreteness, consider a finite but large (Ncen~ 109 unit cells) crystal. The associated
Bravais lattice possesses 109 vectors, and the associated Reciprocal lattice, defined by Eq. 3, also
possesses at least 109 vectors. Consider an arbitrary perturbation of the system � V. As a
consequence of Eq.4a, degenerate perturbation theory must be applied. The changes in energy,
�£, resulting from the perturbation are derived from a secular equation constructed from matrix
elements of the form
(5)

In particular, the values of �£ are derived by diagonalizing a matrix possessing elements, given
by
(6)

where 8t, is the Kronecker 8 function (8t, = 1 for k=k'and vanishes, otherwise). But as a
consequence of Eq. 4b,
(7)
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Using the relationship determinant(A)=exp(Trace ln(A)), and substituting Eq. 7 into Eq. 5, it can
be shown that the determinant of the matrix given by Eq. 5 can be evaluated from a matrix that
is restricted to those k-values that are found in the first Brillouin zone (Ashkroft and Mermin,
1976C) but with each matrix element multiplied by Nceu; i.e.,
det(Matrixfrom Eq. 5)=(!:!.£/det(!:!.£-Nc,u !:!.V)

(8)

where l=(Ncell-1 )nk, nk equals the dimension of the matrix on the right-side of Eq. 8, and it is
understood that this matrix is constructed using k-values that are confined to the first Brillouin
zone. The secular equation is derived by equating the right sides of Eqs. 8 and 5 with zero. It
is apparent by comparing Eqs. 8 and 5 that as a result of Eq. 4b, a coherent effect has been
introduced through Eq. 7. As a result of this effect, each value of!:!. V in Eq. (8) is multiplied
by Nce1i· For the case in which !:!.V(r) is periodic, !:!.Vk, k " oc 8t., and a small perturbation (e.g. 10-2
eV) can lead to a huge (107 eV) change in total energy. Important points are the following:
1. Horizontal transitions defined by E(k)=E(k+G) provide a coherent form of coupling through
which perturbations can be amplified.
2. These coherent effects are the result of degeneracy (through Eq. 4a) and constructive phase
interference (as in Eq. 6).
3. When a perturbation !:!.V does not exceed the minimal excitation energy of any of the band
state particles, the degenerate state perturbative scheme outlined above becomes rigorous.
4. The coherent behavior that is responsible for the amplification of the perturbation occurs as
a result of periodic order and degeneracy.
Coherence in Lattice Induced Nuclear Chemistry (LINC)
The analysis presented in the last section applies not only to band state systems but also to
phonons and other quasi-particles (for example, excitons and polarons). In the Cold Fusion
(LINC theory) problem, !:!.£ is the energy released from the nuclear reaction; while !:!.V is the
perturbation. For this case,!:!.V(r) has been modelled previously (Chubb and Chubb [1991, 1993,
1997]) by changing the zero of kinetic energy in the bulk regions while maintaining Born
Oppenheimer separability between the electrostatic band state functions and the nuclear (band
state) functions. In particular, Fermi Golden rule calculations have been performed, based on a
particular model, which we have referred to as "coalescence fluctuations" (CF). Associated with
these is a very specific, microscopic picture. In place of the conventional picture in which nuclear
by-products are released with high energy at an isolated location, it is assumed, by construction,
that since no energy is released through the process, the process is completely reversible, occurs
with equal probability throughout the bulk region and maintains periodic order. Energy release,
in tum, occurs through changes in the boundary region either through lattice recoil or a
redefinition of the boundaries of the crystal.
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REALLY COLD, COLD FUSION
Scott R. Chubb, Talbot A. Chubb, Oakton International Corporation, Arlington, VA, USA
Abstract-- We argue that much of the debate concerning "Cold Fusion" (CF) has resulted
from the misguided assumption that CF somehow must mimic a colder version of
conventional fusion. Instead we suggest that CF is the result of phenomena that are most
intense at absolute temperature T equal to zero, and that these effects persist at room
temperature.
This alternative approach makes good physical sense because it is
unreasonable to believe that particle-particle collisions can provide a mechanism for over
coming the conventional "Coulomb Barrier" at room temperature as many have assumed
(Lindley, 1990; Chechin et al, 1994). Instead, we suggest that the possible avenues to fusion
are the result of coherent, many-body effects that are tied to the underlying, well-known
rules of solid-state physics as they apply to periodically ordered lattices. In the paper, we
provide an overview of the logic associated with this alternative framework and suggest a
number of new, lower T experiments in which pronounced anomalous behavior could result
from D+D->4He reactions.
Introduction
Solids are distinctly different from plasma's or high temperature environments that are
usually associated with conventional fusion. Solids, at room temperature, "do not like"
disruption. High temperature plasma's (HTP's) "like" disruption. This is because energy
minimization (EM) allows for disruption at high T; while at low T, EM can require a
complete absence of disruption. An important reason for this is that at low T, periodically
ordered solids can remain periodically ordered by coherently absorbing momentum, all at
once at a point, discontinuously, and through recoil processes in which the solid, as a whole,
moves in response to a collision at an isolated location. As a result, in ordered solids, very
often the initial momentum of "colliding" particles is not conserved by the particles during
"collisions."
At low/intermediate temperatures, these kinds of "collisions" play a dominant role in a
number of processes, including, 1. conduction of heat and electricity (Ashkroft and Mermin,
1976a), 2. diffraction of neutrons, electrons and X-rays (Ashkroft and Mermin, 1976b), and
3. the Mossbauer effect (Schwinger, 1990, 1994). When these rules are applied to the PdD
environments present in Pons-Fleischmann Cold Fusion (PCFC) experiments, a number of
results can be understood, within a framework (Chubb and Chubb [1991, 1993]) that we
have previously named Lattice Induced Nuclear Chemistry (LINC).
Many of these LINC theory results (Chubb and Chubb, 1993) become rigorous(Chubb and
Chubb, 1997 A) in the limit of absolute zero temperature (T=0). These include: I. the
bosons-in and bosons-out rule (Chubb and Chubb, 1993) and its generalization (Chubb and
Chubb, 1997 A) (which states that in PFCF only ground-state to ground-state nuclear
transitions are allowed), and 2. the requirement that energy and by-product release occur at
the crystal boundaries.
Although considerable modification in the design of PFCF types of experiments is
necessary as T->0, a number of potentially important, additional coherent effects are
predicted by LINC that should be observable in this regime. To prove the reality of PFCF-
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related phenomena, as a consequence, it may be useful to consider conducting modified,
PFCF-like experiments at low T. In particular, the many-body ion band state D and 4He
populations, which are both bosonic, could both exhibit coherent effects associated with the
required super-conducting (SC) behavior that occurs at T=0. Because the concentrations of
these species are small, it may not be possible to identify direct effects on conductivity from
the SC phases of these species. (It should be noted, however, as discussed below, that these
kinds of effects could explain the known isotopic anomaly that occurs when D is substituted
for H in PdH and the SC transition temperature Tc increases from 9.5 °K to 11.5 ° K [Wicke
and Brodowski, 1978].) On the other hand, SC-induced magnetic phenomena (Meissner and
Josephson effects) could be pronounced. Optimal crystal sizes (involving ~109 unit cells)
for supporting coherent effects are predicted by the theory (Chubb and Chubb, 1997 A). As
discussed in a second paper (Chubb and Chubb, 1997B), it is also possible for coherent
interaction to extend beyond the boundaries of individual crystals. These results suggest that
optimal geometries consisting of arrays of small crystallites could be used to enhance the
magnetic effects, and because D is magnetic, magnetic effects from SC behavior could be
anisotropic.
A potentially important result of the analysis is that energy release through known rules
of quantum mechanics can become non-local, while maintaining periodic order in a T=0
environment. This result is examined in the next section. In the final section an overview
of the other "really Cold, Cold Fusion effects" is presented.
Non-Local Energy Release and Coherence at T=0
At T=0, ion band state occupation and subsequent overlap can result in non-local
interaction in which energy from nuclear reaction is released directly to the boundaries of
the lattice and subsequent heating of boundary region electrons. As a result, whether or not
heating occurs in the bulk, or predominantly at crystal boundaries depends upon the manner
in which the environment is prepared. At very low temperatures, in small crystals
(possessing Ncen<~ 109 unit cells), heating should proceed coherently in surface regions or
at boundaries where lattice imperfections are present. In larger crystals at higher
temperatures, bulk-like heating through phonons originating from surface heating come into
play.
An understanding of the origin of this T=0 behavior follows from an analysis of the
effects of a coherent interaction in which the lattice either recoils or its boundary region is
changed suddenly. As discussed previously (Chubb and Chubb, 1997 A), this may come
about because at low temperature periodic order is required. As a consequence the dominant
processes involving transport of heat and charge can be expected (as in the case of electrons)
to be through elastic, Umklapp-like processes (Peierls, 1932) in which the energy of each
bulk region wave function remains constant while its momentum changes discretely (by ti
x G, G=arbitrary reciprocal lattice vector ). This result was obtained for a perfect solid that
extends throughout space. In a finite solid, the same result can be shown to apply (as
outlined below) provided the energy of the state is allowed to change through a shift of its
bulk-like value through a non-local interaction, defined by discontinuous changes in the
derivatives of the many-body wave functions <l>. Specifically, momentum conservation
requires that when the bulk-like portion of the solid (which mimics the perfect solid
envisioned by Peierls) under-goes an Umklapp process, its momentum changes
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discontinuously relative to the momentum of the boundary regions where periodic order is
lost. When this happens, the requirement of global momentum conservation is that the
momentum of some wave function associated with the bulk portion of the solid changes
discontinuously relative to its value in non-bulk regions. This, in tum, means that the
derivative of at least one of the ion band state wave functions V<l>ion and/or electron band
state wave functions V<l>e must become discontinuous in the boundary region.
In response to these changes, the ground state energy of the system changes, but only in
a manner that does not disrupt the periodic order within the bulk region. It is only in this
way that the true (lowest entropy configuration) is maintained within the bulk. A more
quantitative understanding of the resulting behavior follows from an analysis, based on the
calculus of variations, as it applies to the many-body energy functional £(<I>), given by

f

Jd3r1 ...d3rN�
I V <l>J 2+U(<l>)
MD r,=1 r'
f {<I>}=
jd3r1 · .. d3rN J<l>(r1... rN) 12

(1)

In particular, when energy is minimized, formally, each many-body wave function <I> is
assumed to satisfy a Schroedinger equation (which in general is highly non-linear), defined
by the condition that
(2)

where V is determined from
(3)

In fact, Eqs. 2 and 3 minimize f provided a particular surface integration (required by the
boundary conditions of the problem) vanishes. When a sudden disruption in periodic order
occurs in which the momentum of the bulk solid is altered relative to the non-bulk region,
this term, which normally vanishes, has non-vanishing value. When this disruption does not
excite the ground state in bulk regions, the net change in f is given by these non-vanishing
surface terms:

Here, c)Q denotes all of the boundary regions (aappropriately incorporating jump
discontinuities in V<l>) where either periodic order is lost or V<l> becomes discontinuous, or
both. Also, here, %n=n;·V is the normal derivative (defined by the normal nJ In particular,
I
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as discussed elsewhere (Chubb and Chubb, 1997B), it is possible for significant overlap to
occur between same charge ions in band states when each ion band state possesses a cusp
in its wave function at each periodically equivalent location where the overlap occurs. Each
of these cusps introduces a discontinuity in v'<I> that contributes to the integral in Eq. 4.
Previously (Chubb and Chubb, 1997A), we have also shown how near T=0, through a
minimal shift in the zero of kinetic energy of the solid, and Umklapp processes, it is possible
for energy from a nuclear reaction to be coupled to discontinuities in the ion band state wave
functions at the boundaries of the lattice. This in tum coherently alters the charge
distribution in the surface region, which results in the spontaneous generation of phonons.
A second source of phonon coupling comes about from the possibility that the gradients of
some of the electron band state wave functions also become discontinuous. Both
possibilities can be viewed as resulting from a shift in the chemical potentials of the
electrons and ions relative to each other.
The total energy liberated is c&c; where c=N/Ncen is the ion band state concentration.
Provided this quantity remains sufficiently small, energy can be transferred by nuclear
reaction without altering the underlying periodic order within the bulk solid. In the limit
of one reaction per crystal, the requirement for this to occur is that &c/Ncen< smallest phonon
excitation energy. This condition, in tum, defines an energy gap �0=23.8MeV/Ncen ~.024
meV for the case in which a single nuclear reaction occurs within a crystal containing 109
unit cells.
Magnetic Effects at T=0
Conventional D+D->4He fusion occurs through hyperfine interaction. This is true also in
the ion band state (IBS) case. An important difference is that the conventional case involves
two-particle collisions; while in the IBS situation, the collisions are many body in nature.
As a result, rather than fusion occurring through a second order spin-spin, hyperfine coupling
(as required in conventional fusion), in the IBS situation, the interaction proceeds directly
through a two particle process provided the composite spin function of the two particles has
appreciable overlap with a state possessing the spin zero symmetry of the 4He spin.
Operationally, of all the spin configurations available to two spin one deuterons only 1
(out of 9) possesses this configuration. However at low T, there does exist a procedure,
involving an applied external magnetic field, for enhancing the occupation of this
configuration. Specifically, it is well-known from super-conductivity measurements that it
is relatively easy to obtain high (x-> 1) loadings of D in PdDx at low temperature. This can
be accomplished by performing low temperature electrolysis of acids (Harper, 1974; Miller
and Satterthwaite, 1975), ion implantation (Skoskiewicz, 1972), or gas-loading (Schirber,
1973). Taken in isolation, explicitly, none of these techniques preferentially orders the
magnetic moments of the injected D-nuclei. This can be accomplished by applying an
external magnetic field H. At temperatures greater than the super-conducting temperature,
this results in spin states being populated that point opposite to the applied field. This in
tum also tends to lower the temperature because of the increased order (and lower entropy)
that is associated with the configuration in which spins share a common alignment. Because
overlap with a spin 0 configuration is required for nuclear reaction to occur, it is necessary
for this common alignment to be altered. This may be accomplished by applying a resonant
(microwave) field perpendicular to the applied magnetic field. This procedure, which is
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analogous to the problem of obtaining a nuclear magnetic resonant condition, provides an
experimental method for enhancing the overlap between initial state D+ ion band states and
the spin 0, 4He final state. As a result, if one attempts to measure the various hyperfine
splittings of D + ions at sufficiently low temperature, coupling to the spin O state becomes
possible, leading to excess heat.
A second experiment involves the super-conducting (SC) phase of PdD. Here,
conventional diamagnetism expels external H-fields (Meissner effect), which means that at
sufficiently low temperature, the net spin of the many-body n+ ion band states should be
zero. This in turn also leads to enhanced overlap with the 4He by-product and excess heat,
in which both the He and heat are expelled at the boundaries of the SC phase. As a result,
when the critical temperature Tc is measured by monitoring the behavior of the 4He bath that
surrounds the electrode, it is to be expected that the value of Tc will be larger than the value
within the interior of the electrode, and there should be a temperature gradient. This
predicted behavior may account for the anomalous increase (from 9.5° to 11.5°) in Tc that
has been observed when D is substituted for H in PdH.
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DEUI'ERIDE-INDUCED STRONG FORCE REACTIONS
Talbot Chubb A. and Scott Chubb R.
Oakton International Corporation, Oakton, VA, USA
No band state D+ ions are treated as a sum over pairs. The wave functions of a D+ pair is
assumed to be a product of a Bloch function in lattice space times a Bloch function in separation
space. Overlap allows a strong force fusion reaction to 4He++. A coupling between the nucelar
change and the ion charge distribution in the lattice is described. The change in ion charge
distribution scatters Bloch electrons in a multistep nuclear de-excitation process.
The question as to whether radiationless fusion of the Fleischmann and Pons (1989) type can
be explained by solid state physics depends on the answers to a number of questions. How
does the symmetry of an external environment affect an embedded physical system? How
perfect does the external symmetry have to be to have an effect on a system embedded in a metal
crystal? At what point does a transition from a molecularly configured ion to a periodically
configured ion occur? How strong does the self-repulsion between ions in a many-body state
have to be to destroy the many-body configuration? Over how large a volume can a periodically
configured ion maintain coherence? More particularly, can a deuteron in a periodic
configuration maintain coherence over a volume of 20 x 20 x 20 unit cells, i.e. over nanometer
scales? How different are the thermodynamic properties of PdDx crystals of nanometer size
from those of the bulk deuteride? Can there be a coupling between a nuclear process with a
Planck time of 10-22 s and an electron process with a Planck time of I0-13 s? What dissipation
modes exist inside an electron fermi sea that do not exist in free space?
Individual physicists have presented their opinions about some of these questions. Leggett
and Baym (1989) have stated "Possible intrinsic sources of enhancement of the fusion rate
include ...... an exotic mechanism relying on coherence between fusion processes involving
different deuteron pairs". After calculating a fusion rate based on tunneling they say "For the
case of many deuterons at T=0 our result shows that the necessary (reaction rate) enhancement
(for fusion) .....would require at a minimum very exotic long-range influences on the tunneling
process."
Anderson (1972) has said "The behavior of large and complex aggregates of
elementary particles, it turns out, is not to be understood in terms of a simple extrapolation of
the properties of a few particles. 11 This statement is applied to the broken periodic symmetry
that distinguishes chemistry from the solid state physics of lattice systems. Joannopoulos
(1998) in reviewing a paper says "Bloch's theorem for an interacting "many"-body system does
not imply periodicity in r12". Here, r 12 is the separation between 2 deuterons in center-of
mass, separation coordinates. Periodicity with respect to r12 must exist if radiationless fusion is
to occur by solid state physics. Schwinger (1994) has said "in very low energy cold fusion
one deals essentially with a single state, or wave function, all parts of which are coherent." He
also said 11 • .in contrast with the vacuum, the lattice is a dynamical system, capable of storing
and exchanging energy." Arata and Zhang (1995) have said "Especially, it is well known that
[D*]=l should instantaneously be achieved in the "cluster" (<100 A in diameter)9.
Consequently, characteristics of the deuterium absorption and its variation with pressure are
greatly dependent on S*". Here [D*] is D/Pd , and S* is surface area/volume. Arata and
Zhang's Reference 9 is to Fujita (1994). Of the above, only statement (Joannopoulos, 1998) is
incompatible with theory presented in this paper.
The opinions expressed above are worth serious consideration. However, the ultimate arbiter
is an appeal to nature by experiment.
Radiationless fusion of deut erium into 4He is understandable within the structure of ion band
state theory (Chubb and Chubb, 1991, 1996a, 1996b; Sada, 1997), in which some of the
deuterons present in the metal assume the periodic symmetry of the lattice. They become Bloch
function-deuterons. The theory assumes that:
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1. Atom-cluster-size ordered volumes in a metal become occupied by a small number of
coherent Bloch deuterons at elevated deuterium chemical potential.
2. At low band state concentration the many-body wave function (Chubb and Chubb, 1991)
can be treated as a sum over a set of paired deuterons, which we call di-deuterons.
3. The 2-particle wave equation for the di-deuterons is a 6-dimension version of the
Schroedinger equation, and has periodic symmetry in both physical space and separation
space. The point character of each of the 2 deuterons is partitioned into Ncei1 unit cells in
separation space.
4. The delocalized deuterium occupies physical space already filled with the delocalized
electron matter of the partially filled conduction band, so that
• The band state deuterons are dressed, i.e. neutralized in each unit cell
• Any sudden change in the di-deuteron charge distribution excites electron transitions
in the partially filled conduction band
Visualization of Di-deuteron Wave Function <Il(ran,I'!2) =,Pcm(ran) gi2(l'I2)
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space

Coulomb singularity is cancelled by momentum
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Figure 1

In Figure 1 we focus on an atom cluster of the Fujita type in which there are several Bloch
deuterons occupying a common band state. These deuterons see primarily the periodic
electrostatic potential established by the metal atoms. They form a many-body system
analogous to that formed by electrons in the metal. This system can be approximately modeled
as a sum over paired deuterons. The paired deuterons see both the periodic lattice and a mutual
dd Coulomb repulsion. If the self-interaction repulsion is neglected, they have complete wave
function overlap. If the repulsion is gradually turned on, the 2-particle wave function develops
cusps in separation space. It is our view that these cusps in separation space must have the
same periodic symmetry that characterizes all Bloch functions. As illustrated in the picture, the
2-particle wave function is a function of 6 dimensions, 3 dimensions of physical space and 3
dimensions of separation space. The full implementation of Bloch symmetry requires that there
be Nceu cusps in separation space.
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The2-particle wave equation that produces the above type of wave function is the following:
h2
J•\2
{- 4m v7c m2+ (2e)U1a1ticcCrcnJ -

m '\/ 1i

+

Nccll

L

j=I

e2/(Ncell2 (r12 - R12))} <I>(rc m,r,2)

coherent
volume

( cm) is the lattice potential per unit charge, rem is the position vector in physical space,
where Ur
and r12 is a vector separation parameter in separation space. rem andr 12 are related to vectors r 1
.
12 andr = r r12 , and ""
. a
and r2 0f conf.1gurat1on space byr, = rem +rT
'¥(rcm,r1 2) IS
2 em - 2
6-dimension "Bloch function" with independent lattice vectors RemI- and R 12. such that
J

Note that <l>( rcm,rd has Ncell singularities in separation space. The normal treatment of
correlation assigns only one singularity to separation space (Joannolpoulos, 1998). When there
are Ncell singularities, the Coulombic repulsion disappears at large Ncell· This reduction in
Coulombic repulsion allows singlet deuteron pairs to coalescence into a Bloch function 4He
configuration. The reaction is D+Bloch + D+Bloch � 4He++ + 23.8 MeV. Coalescence
fluctuations are a requirement for the cold fusion reaction. The existence of cold fusion heat is a
test of the applicability of full Bloch symmetry to the corelation interaction in periodic systems.
"Sketched" Ion Charge Distributions for 2-D+ and 4He++
• In a harmonic well the D+ charge distribution is broader than the 4He++ charge distribution

D+
• In an "atom cluster" region the 2-D+ charge distribution falls off more slowly at the boundaries than
the •He++ charge distribution
2-D

+

•He++

__i\Af\A/\JV\J\_/\A_
_A;'\_f\Af\J\J\J\J\Jl_

• Change in charge distribution excites transitions in many-body electron fermi sea
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Coalescence fluctuations, which occur on the 10·22 s timescale, do not necessarily lead to
fusion reactions. There must also be a coherent coupling between the nuclear change and the
electrostatics of the lattice system. This coupling occurs because the distribution of ion charge
is affected by the nucleus mass through a change in zero point motion. The top line in Fig. 2
shows the difference in charge distribution for D+ and 4He++ which would occur for the
unphysical case of coalescence of 2 interstitial D+ in an isolated harmonic well. The
distributions show the effect of a change from mass 2, charge 1 to mass-4, charge 2. The
pertinent case of coherent Bloch-function ions in an atom cluster is shown at the bottom of the
figure. The charge distribution in the interior of the cluster is unchanged by the fluctuation.
Instead the change occurs in the boundary region beyond the classical turning point (shaded
region) where ion coherence is lost
Ion Band State Nuclear Reaction inside an Electron Fermi Sea
• Excitations of the many-body electron fermi sea de-excite Bloch function ion pairs
e--1

billion fluctuations ---12-0+1

e----100

e
j2'.g

Excess-energy virtual state of 4He++
Energy-deficient virtual state of 2-D+

flucluations----12-D+I

///e--§3-e-- \\\
�e--��

4He ++

2-D+

• Lifetime 6.1 of virtual 2-D+ - h/ 6E1 where 6E1 is reaction energy already transferred to the electron
fermi sea.
• Lifetime 6i:2 of virtual 4He ++ - h/ 6E2 where .iE2 is reaction energy not yet transferred to the electron
fermi sea

Figure 3
Fig. 3 shows how the band state ion plus the electrons of the partially filled conduction band
respond. The electrostatic change is small, but it is capable of exciting a few transitions in the
electron fenni sea It seems impossible that a single fluctuation could remove 23.8 MeV from
the nuclear system. However, if even a fraction of an eV is transferred to the electron system,
conservation of energy means that the nuclear system cannot permanently return to the 2deuteron state. It can only return to a virtual state limited by its Planck time. A sequence of
fluctuations and associated electron excitations must then occur until the entire 23.8 MeV of
reaction energy is transferred to the electrons. The typical single-step nuclear reaction is
replaced with a high order sequential relaxation, as illustrated in this sketch. The 6(Ei - Er)
factor in the development of the Fermi Golden Rule allows an interval during which
conservation of energy is violated in accord with the uncertainty principle. During this pericxi
of energy transfer back and forth fluctuations as in Fig. 3 occur.
The physical processes described above are allowed by conventional quantum theory. The
assumption that the di-deuteron wave function is a Bloch function in separation space is novel,
but consistent with the typically used configuration co-ordinate representation of 2 independent
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Bloch deuterons in that the assumed expression transitions into the latter seamlessly as the
interaction potential is reduced. The reaction process which includes transfer of energy to
electrons is also novel in that it is a very high order process, but one that violates no quantum
mechanical principle. The whole process is radiationless and produces 4He as observed by
Arata and Zhang (1996,1997) and by Miles and Bush (1993)

Figure 4
Figure 4 is a Fujita (1994) electron microscope photo of an amorphous solid containing
ordered atom clusters 1000 - lCXXXX) unit cells in volume. The Arata and Zhang OS-cathode
studies have used Pd powders of 0.04 and 0.4 micron size. We think that Fujita type atom
clusters may be able to form in these powders in the same manner as in amorphous solids.
Fusion energy release in ion coherent regions as small as the Fujita clusters would be expected
to destroy the cluster. However,the Ion Band State Theory says that the nuclear energy goes
into the Bloch electrons,not the ions. Since the Bloch electrons have larger coherent volumes
than the Bloch ions,the lower limit to useful ion coherence volume may be set by the
requirement for wave function overlap.
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ABSTRACT
A number of palladium alloys have been loaded with deuterium or hydrogen under low
energy plasma bombardment in a system that allows the continuous measurement of tritium.
Long run times (up to 200 h) result in an integration of the tritium and this, coupled with the
high intrinsic sensitivity of the system (~ 0.lnCi/1), enables the significance of the tritium
measurement to be many sigma (>10). We will show the difference in tritium generation rates
between batches of palladium alloys (Rh, Co, Cu, Cr, Ni, Be, B, Li, Hf, Hg and Fe) of various
concentrations to illustrate that tritium generation rate is dependent on alloy type as well as
within a specific alloy, dependent on concentration.
1. INTRODUCTION
We report on a continuation of our tritium generation results from palladium wire-plate,
and foil-wire configurations subjected to pulsed deuterium or hydrogen plasmas 1• As in other
work in this area2•3 , it has been found that the tritium output is very batch dependent and
sensitive to material or gas impurities that prevent hydriding. These factors are not universally
acknowledged and this has seemingly led many to believe that the experiments are not
reproducbile, however it is very likely that many hidden variables exist in the materials and it
may be that only certain small areas of the material are active.
Based on our previous work 1 ' , it was apparent that the plasma-gas loading method to
produce tritium in dueterided palladium was sufficiently well developed to initiate an alloy
study. Some variability in the method still exists mainly due to several factors, primarily the
inability to measure the insitu hydriding or temperature of the foil or wire and secondarily, the
mechanical stability of the system (the wire as it hydrides sometimes bends away from the
plate).
As before, due to the subtle and weak nature of the signals observed, we have taken many
precautions and checks to prevent contamination and to confirm the tritium is not due to an
artifact5 •
4

2. MATERIALS
For this work we used Cryogenic Rare Gases deuterium 99.995% that has 90 pCi/1 of
tritium, and research grade hydrogen with no detectable tritium (< 25 pCi/1). The major
impurity in the deuterium is H2 (0.005%) (He <1ppm). A total of 7.3g of palladium wire/foil
was used in plasma experiments described in this paper. Of that amount, 0.73g was used in
various hydrogen or deuterium control experiments.
Most of the alloys described in this paper were made by a melt spinning (produces a tape)
process. A boron nitride crucible was used to contain the molten palladium alloys and it cannot
be excluded that nearly all the melt spun alloys contain some boron as an unintentional
impurity. Several of the alloys were made in a batch process by arc melting powder on a cooled
copper block then homogenizing the alloys and subsequently rolling them into thin (220
microns) foils without intermediate annealing. Alloy concentrations are all given in weight
percent.
Since these alloys were prepared from the same batch of palladium powder (Englehard) it
is unlikely that tritium variation in any significant quantity would be found from melt spun
batch to batch. One would expect either a uniform concentration or none at all. If, however, after
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the alloys were made, the alloys had been exposed to airborne tritium, one would expect the
samples to show a prompt tritium signal upon hydriding with deuterium. The method used to
test for contamination was to electrically heat the palladium to red-hot (>800 C) in deuterium or
hydrogen and monitor the gas for tritium. In this way, no evidence of tritium (to within
experimental error - 0.3 nCi) contamination was found. It should be noted that this method of
removing hydrogen from tapes, foils and wire is very effective (as measured by sample
resistivity).
3. APPARATUS
The two stainless steel gas analysis loops containing a 1.8 liter ion gauge and a 310.9 cc
calibration volume have been described previously1 .4. The atmospheric, ion gauge and sample
pressure (0.2% ), Femtotech and room temperatures (0.1° C) are recorded on a computer log at
60s intervals. Both loops have a heater to maintain the Femtotech (-0.045 nCi/1 °C) at a constant
temperature and there are valves that allow the pressurization of the cell independent of the loop.
A two-micron filter is installed at the inlet of the ion gauge and at the outlet of the cell to
eliminate spurious responses due to particulates. To eliminate the possibility of oil
contamination, a molecular drag and diaphragm pump is used to evacuate the system.
A hydrogen oxidation system was built as a verification test for tritium using a scintillation
counter (Packard 1600). Calibration D2 gas with 25 nCi/1 of tritium was used to test the two
Femtotechs and the oxidation system. The two ionization systems agree to within 5% of each
other while the scintillation results are within the experimental error (0.3nCi) of the
Femtotechs.
The typical arrangement of the cell allows a tape or rectangular foil to sit perpendicular to
and a few millimeters above a circular plate or a wire loop. In operation, the plasma is adjusted
so that it envelopes about two thirds of the tape (or foil) and contacts the plate (or wire loop) at a
small spot. Typically, the plasma is light blue (D2+) with areas of pink (D3+ or D/) and
extends up about 15mm from the tip of the tape or foil at currents of 2.5 to 4 A peak. Initially,
the Pd sample is 25 to 30 mm in length and about one mm from the plate.
4. PROCEDURE
The procedure for a plasma run was to first fill the 3.1 liter loop with deuterium gas at 600
torr and obtain a measure of the initial background tritium concentration. Coincident with this,
the cell would be pressureized with D 2 to pressures of 800 to 1000 torr to assist with a rapid
hydrinding. With the loop drift rate measured, and the sample hydrided, the sample could be
opened to the loop and the deuterium circulated through the cell and loop. The pressure in the
cell and the loop was then lowered to the operating pressure by pumping the excess deuterium
out.
The tape (or foil) was pulsed negatively, at 20 µs at 50 Hz, with currents between 2 and 5
A, voltages that varied from 1500 to 2500 V, and cell pressure of 280-350 torr. These
conditions reduced the heating in the cell (foil temp -75 to 125° C) and maintained a cell to
ambient temperature difference of less than 25° C to avoid gross dehydriding of the wire and
plate. It appeared important to avoid a plasma condition that resulted in either a bright pink
electron channel or arcing at the tip of the wire.
At the end of a run the pressure was increased to 600 torr, the gas was circulated, and the
system allowed to equilibrate for about 8 hours. The system was then pumped out, the cell
closed off, and fresh deuterium added to the system after one or two flushes with either fresh
deuterium or air. The difference between the fresh deuterium and the deuterium reading after
exposure to the plasma was used as the measure of the tritium content as well as the rate of
tritium generation during plasma operation. Generally these two measurements agree unless
another gas had been admitted to the loop.
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5. RESULTS

A summary of the alloys and the tritium results are given in Table 1. The alloys were in the
shape of small rectangular parallel sections usually 25-30 mm in length 2-3 mm wide and 25 to
220 microns thick. The opposing anode was a Goodfellow batch of wire 250 microns in
diameter by 6 cm in length. Other metals can be used as the anode with little change in the
results.
allov comoosition
PdRhCoB (5%,3%)
PdRhCoB (5%,3%)
PdRhCoB (5%,3%)
PdRhCoB (5%,3%)
PdRh (10%)
PdRh(5%)
PdRh (0.5%)
PdRh (0.1%)
PdCu (10%)
PdCu (1%)
PdH2 (0.1%)
PdB (0.03%)
PdB (0.06%)
PdAl (0.1%)
PdFe (10%)
PdNi (2.8%)
PdCo (1.1%)
PdW (0.1%)
PdRhCr (5%,5%)
PdLi (0.3%)
PdBe (0.4%)
PdBe (0.1%)
PdHf (0.1%)
PdCr (I.I%)
PdNi (1.1%)

allov tvoe
melt soun batch 1
melt soun batch 2
melt soun batch 3
melt soun batch 4
melt spun
melt spun
rolled alloy
homo11:enized, rolled allov
melt soun
rolled allov
homogenized, rolled alloy
melt spun
melt spun
rolled alloy
melt spun
melt soun
melt sPun
rolled allov
melt spun
rolled alloy
rolled alloy
homogenized, rolled alloy
homogenized rolled alloy
melt spun
melt soun

runs
25

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
2

hfa:hest tritium rate, nCi/h
+0.080
+0.0062
+0.0051
+0.0017
-0.00073
-0.0024
-0.00017
+0.0048
+0.0062
+0.0014
+0.0038
+0.0001
+0.0011
+0.0010.
+0.00062
+0.00053
+0.00025
+0.00028
+0.00021
-0.0028
-0.0028
-0.0054
-0.00088
-0.00052
-0.0023

Table 1. Palladium alloys and highest tritium rates observed during the plasma experiments
Most of the alloys did not produce tritium, only the PdRhCoB, PdCu, PdRh (0.1% ) and
PdB gave significant upward slopes. Surprisingly, several of the alloys, PdLi, PdBe, and PdHf
produced distinctly negative slopes. It is unknown, at present, if this is due to actual tritium
removal or a suppression of the background ion current. Note that the Rhodium series of alloys
gives a negative slope at high concentrations and a positive slope at lower concentrations. This
same effect was found before in technical grade palladium, in that increasing the amount of
impurities in the palladium is likely to suppress the tritium output. However, it appears that the
copper and boron alloys at higher concentrations produced higher tritium output rates. More
data should be collected in these two alloy systems to confirm these interesting results.
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Figure 1. Tritium generation rates for various samples of PdRhCoB alloys and one PdNi
sample using plasma loading/excitation.
Finally, we present the results from the PdRhCoB (5%3%-1%) alloy. This alloy was the
most interesting alloy and the most prolific producer of tritium of any of the alloys investigated
although not quite as good as some of the pure palladium batches investigated and reported on
previously4. Shown in Figure 1 are the results of several different runs, three runs meant to be
similar and one diverging downward from the others due to overheating by running the plasma
duty cycle at 0.4% rather than the usual 0.1% starting at hour 39. There is also a run with
hydrogen, that surprisingly is not identical to zero as is the PdNi 2.8% with deuterium. The
spikes on the upper curve are due to pressure changes in the system that increase the sensitivity
by increasing the pressure in the Femtotech. The very most upper curve has the highest rate of
tritium output seen with any alloy and also shows a rare effect that has been noticed in one other
plasma cell run with the same batch of material. This is the appearance of an additional
ionization current. We attribute this to ionization in the cell because it rapidly disappears and
then reappears if the flow is shunted away from the cell and then reestablished. A similar ion
current can be produced if a collimated 25 mCi 241 Am source is placed next to the cell. However
during the ion current excursion, no x-ray emission was noted over background outside the cell.

6. DISCUSSION
In our previous papers we have given a number of reasons for the fact that the detected
ionizing material is tritium rather than an artifact of the instrument or some other isotope. Here
we will not repeat the litany but merely refer back to those papers for details i ,4 _
In addition to the arguments cited above we can add that the apparent tritium signal is
material dependent and that certain palladium alloys exhibit a greater or less tritium production.
Also, some of our older tritiated samples have been aged for about 18 months, long enough to
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measure the half-life and the spectrum. The results of these measurements are consistent with
the half-life of tritium, 12.3y.
We previously4 found that the tritium output was sensitive to metallurgical condition and
impurity concentration of the palladium. Similarly, four batches of PdRhCoB made from the
same initial batch of powder but were processed in a slightly different way such that batch 1
exhibited segregation, batch 2 and 3 were more completely homogenized and batch 4 was
segregation free. Another complicating factor is that the boron concentration in the four
PdRhCoB alloys is slightly different.
Since a short anneal will stress relieve the material but will not promote grain growth, it
may be said that grain boundaries are important to the effect. Since impurities seem to play a
role, it would appear that decorated grain boundaries are very important. The dislocation density
in the material seems not to be critical since a high dislocation density is grown in to the
material when it is hydrided.
It is very interesting to note that the Palladium Li alloys were inert in relation to producing
tritium yet they hydrided very quickly and to reasonable level. In large part, the failure of most
electrochemical loading experiments to produce tritium may be due to the ingress of lithium
into the surface of the palladium from the LiOD used as the electrolyte. It should also be noted
that tritium was produced (seemly reproducibly) by F. Will6 using a D2SO4 electrolyte.
The fact that several impurities produce tritium weighs heavily against the hypothesis
that these impurities take part directly in reactions since these reactions would all be energetic at
the MeV level and thus generate high energy tritons that would interact with the deuterons to
produce neutrons via the efficient dt reaction. If the reactions were simply dd, pt reactions
assisted in some way by distortions of the lattice then one is still left with the problem of the
excess energy of the triton from the dd reaction generating neutrons even if the dd n3He branch
is completely suppressed.
All of the samples and particularly the PdRhCoB samples were counted with a sensitive
(-30 % eff) Ge-Li (aluminum encased) gamma detector but no lines over background were
found in any samples.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The critical factor in the tritium yield is the purity and metallurgical condition of palladium.
Alloys have been discovered that gave much enhanced tritium output over randomly selected
materials. Unfortunately, not all the conditions necessary for a completely reproducible
experiment are known at this time. The results presented here are encouraging in that it appears
that designed materials may be fabricated that will reproducibly generate tritium and perhaps
show other anomalous effects at measurable levels.
In summary, to achieve a measurable effect, the starting material must be free of tritium
inhibitors, such as Li, or Be, the material has to have the proper level of enabling impurities at
the grain boundaries, then the material has to be loaded to a modest stoichiometery and then
subject to an excitation source such as electromigration or pulsed plasma discharge.
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ENSAP SOFTWARE TOOL TO ANALYSE NUCLEAR REACTIONS.

W. J. M. F. Collis, HEIDI Ltd., Sottopiazzo 18, 14056 Boglietto (AT), ITALY
collis@netcity.it

ABSTRACT
Over the last few years some progress has been made in demonstrating
reproducible heat production in so called Cold Fusion experiments. T his has not
been matched by theoretical understanding as to the mechanism of heat production.
It is important to establish which nuclear reactions, if any, are the source of excess
heat before speculating on reaction mechanisms. Unfortunately experiment has not
clearly demonstrated the consumption of any nuclear fuel nor production of nuclear
ash. So any analysis must be able to cope with incomplete data. A computer is an
ideal tool to cope with this problem.
ENSAP is a PC based program able to analyse reactions of the form:
A + B -> C + D
A , B, C and D are (possibly incomplete) isotope specifications for the reaction
products and reactants. Using a database containing nuclear data for all known
isotopes, the program finds all reactions satisfying user specified criteria or
conditions. Such criteria include:1) Energy conservation (reaction should be exothermic).
2) Spin and / or parity conservation.
3) Gamow suppression factors.
4) Optional energy transfer from environment.
In this paper we will use ENSAP to analyse transmutation data. Other example
use has been presented at previous conferences 1• 2 .
The Nickel Hydrogen System
Nickel is a stable element in nuclear terms. It has a magic number of protons and
its isotopes are close to maximum stability. Possible exothermic nuclear reactions
are therefore limited and may be conveniently analysed. Table 1 shows all
exothermic reactions between nickel and protons and Table 2, between all natural
nickel isotopes.
T hese two tables show that the only possible products are He, Fe , Co, (Ni) , Cu,
Zn. As this is in contrast to claims3 that a vast spectrum of elements are produced
one is obliged to reconsider other more exotic reaction schemes (other than A + B
- > C + D). T he inclusion of deuterium in the system does not alter this
conclusion.
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Table 1 - All exothermic p / Ni Reactions.
58
Ni(68.1%)
60

+ p->
Ni(26.2%) + p ->
61
Ni(l.14%) + p ->
61
Ni(l.14%) + p ->
62
Ni(3.64%) + p ->
62
Ni(3.64%) + p ->
64
Ni(0.93%) + p ->
64
Ni(0.93%) + p ->

59

Cu(beta+)
Cu(beta+)
62
Cu(beta+)
58
Co(beta-) + a
63
Cu(69.2%)
59
Co(100%) + a
65
Cu(30.8%)
61
Co(beta-) + a
61

+3.417MeV
+4.801MeV
+5.867MeV
+0.489MeV
+6.123MeV
+0.345MeV
+7.452MeV
+0.663MeV

Table 2 - All exothermic Ni / Ni Reactions.
58

Ni(68.1%)+ 61Ni(l.14%)->
Ni(68.l%)+ 62Ni(3.64%)->
58
Ni(68.1%)+ 64Ni(0.93%)->
58
Ni(68.l%)+ 64Ni(0.93%)->
58
Ni(68.l%)+ 64Ni(0.93%)->
58
Ni(68.l%)+ 64Ni(0.93%)->
58
Ni(68.l%)+ 64Ni(0.93%)->
60
Ni(26.2%)+ 64Ni(0.93%)->
61
Ni(l.14%)+ 61Ni(l.14%)->
61
Ni(l.14%)+ 61Ni(l.14%)->
61
Ni(l.14%)+ 64Ni(0.93%)->
58

59

Ni(beta+)+ 60Ni(26.2%)
Ni(26.2%)+ 60Ni(26.2%)
56
Fe(91.8%)+ 66Zn(27.9%)
58
Fe(0.28%)+ 64Zn(48.6%)
59
Co( 100%)+ 63Cu(69.2%)
60Ni(26.2%)+ 62Ni(3.64%)
61
Ni(l.14%)+ 61 Ni(l.14%)
62
Ni(3.64%)+ 62Ni(3.64%)
56
Fe(91.8%)+ 66Zn(27.9%)
60
Ni(26.2%)+ 62Ni(3.64%)
62
Ni(3.64%)+ 63Ni(beta-)
60

+l.179MeV
+l.971MeV
+2.178MeV
+0.830MeV
+0.481MeV
+3.892MeV
+l.115MeV
+l.921MeV
+l.064MeV
+2.777MeV
+0.939MeV

Application of ENSAP to Rifex Theory
According toMiley's Rifex theory5 the yield of transmutation products resembles
a fission curve. ENSAP is able to estimate probabilities for fission based on a
simple Gamow suppression factor for the separation of the charged daughters.
Although such a calculation is only part of the overall calculation of absolute
reaction rate, it nevertheless provides a satisfactory estimate for relative rates as
many of the systematic errors cancel. For example, the neutron stimulated fission
yields of the actinides such as 235U is estimated satisfactorily. In particular, the
observation of a mass peak around 132 (corresponding to the doubly magic 132Sn) as
a major fission product of the actinides is consistently predicted.
Rifex theory suggests that the heaviest fissioning parent nucleus has atomic weight
310 and it is tempting to assign this unknown nucleus atomic number 126 (ie doubly
magic). Such a super-heavy nucleus would decay rapidly by spontaneous fission.
Such a nucleus would have spin O in its ground state, but as it is formed only
transiently, we cannot assume this is the case. In the following analysis we shall not
require that spin and parity be conserved. The effect of this assumption makes the
yield curve smoother. A further unknown is the mass (energy) of the parent
nucleus. Once again, for relative yield purposes, this parameter is irrelevant.
Consequently we may be confident that the fission yield (Fig. 1) will be sufficiently
accurate.
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Four peaks near Ru 104, Ba 138, Yb 162 , Pb206 are evident. These, like most
daughters, are stable! As is observed for actinide fission, the most probable
daughters have magic numbers of nucleons (ie Ba and Pb) as discussed by Hora4 • A
fine serrated structure is also evident due to the odd / even effect.

Fig 1. Relative Fission Yield for 310X.
Mass Number
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Discussion
This particular fission does match Miley' s transmutation data well though it is
possible that by choosing a different parent and perhaps imposing different
constraints and assumptions it could be made to do so. For example, if we assume
that stable silver isotopes (odd mass numbers) as detected by Miley are a major
fission product, we require that the parent nucleus also have an odd mass. The odd
mass number in turn implies non zero spin which imposes quite severe constraints
on possible products if spin is to be conserved. Further work is required.
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Thermal Imaging during Electrolysis of Heavy Water with a Ti Cathode
M.F Klopfenstein and J. Dash
Physics Dept., Portland State University
Box 751, Portland, OR 97207

Abstract

Two closed cells in series, one with a titanium cathode and one control, both with
D2O-H2 SO4 electrolyte, were electrolyzed. A thermal imaging device (Agema 900
series) was used to determine the temperature distribution from top to bottom of
each cell. A videotape shows the thermal images as a function of time, as well as the
temperatures at the top and bottom of each cell.
The average temperature of the experimental and control cells was nearly the
same for the first 50 minutes of the experiment. After this, the temperature in the
upper part of the control cell, where the recombination catalyst was located,
increased rapidly compared with the experimental cell.
SEM and EDS characterized the titanium cathode before and after electrolysis.
Changes in surface topography and microcomposition were determined. Changes in
isotopic abundance were determined by high resolution (Micromass Plasma Trace
1) ICP/MS. The ratio of Ti isotope of mass 50 to each of the other stable isotopes
was 5-10% less after electrolysis compared with the same titanium sample before
electrolysis.

Introduction

Previous experiments [1] reported unexpected elements during the electrolysis of
heavy water with a titanium cathode. A replicate experiment was performed and
the samples were analyzed using inductively coupled plasma/ mass spectrometer
(ICP/MS). The electrodes were examined before and after using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) and energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS).

Experimental Methods

Pure titanium foil, 0.96 cm2 (99.99+%Ti), was spotwelded to a platinum lead wire
and made into the cathode of an electrolytic cell with a platinum anode in an
electrolyte with the ratio of 0.01 mol H2 SO4 to 0.99 mol D2O (99.9%D). A
recombination catalyst (platinized A)zO3) was suspended above the electrolyte and
the cell was sealed. (Fig 1) An identical cell was constructed with a 410 stainless
steel cathode, 0.96cm2 and .1 mm thick) with a platinum anode. The cells were
connected in series.
A thermal imaging camera (Agema 900LW series) was used to monitor overall
temperature of the system and background. The camera used a false color map to
convey temperature differences with selected pixels giving quantitative numerical
data. The temperature accuracy of the imaging system is +/- lC with a sensitivity of
0.1 C at 30C. The system uses a mercury cadmium telluride detector. (Fig 2)
The experiment was run under constant current conditions. The cathode was
masked off using Teflon tape to control the active area during the electrolysis. The
constant current of 0.6 A yielded a current density of about 2 Amps/cm2 to the
exposed area of the cathode. The experiment was run over a period of over 24
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hours. The experiment was stopped due to the dissolution of the Ti cathode along
the boundary of the active area and Teflon mask. The experimental electrode was
analyzed before and after on a Leo 440 SEM system with a Link systems EDS
detector for morphology changes and gross elemental differences (>0.5%). The
sample electrode, sample electrolyte and reference standard were then analyzed with
an ICP/MS (Micromass Plasma Trace 1, resolution: 4000), which was sensitive
enough to rule out potential interference with the titanium peaks. The data was
then analyzed to determine if there were any changes in isotopic ratios.

Results

Before SEM examination, the electrode was cleaned ultrasonically several times,
each time for 5min using deionized water. Fig (3) and Fig (4) shows changes in
surface topography. The changes include both pits and "bubble" eruptions on the
chemically altered surface Fig 5&6. Fig (8) shows an EDS of the Fig (7) spot of
interesting elemental concentrations with elements falling above and below Ti. Also
note the platelet formation that suggests a form of titanium hydride [2) in Fig (7).
The temperature data is given in Fig (9). The temperature differences between the
recombination catalysts is consistent with corrosion related excess hydrogen
production from the stainless steel cathode.
After microscopy inspection the samples were studied with an ICP/MS. The mass
spectroscopy data was analyzed and a slight isotope shift was observed when the
data was normalized to mass 50. As shown in Fig (10) there is a slight shifting in the
ratio with respect to mass 50 for the Ti cathode before and after electrolysis. The
same results were obtained for the electrolyte after electrolysis compared with a Ti
standard. The Y-axis is in normalized counts with respect to mass 50.

Discussion of Results

The EDS spectra from Fig (8) shows some interesting elements above (Fe) and
below (Ca) the base material titanium (Ti). The ICP/MS data also shows evidence
of ratios shifting towards the lighter isotopes in the experimental electrode with
respect to the titanium control.
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Material science studies aimed at improving the reproducibility of the heat
excess experiments
A De Ninno, M. Vittori Antisari, C. Giangiordano
ENEA, Dipartimento Energia, Divisione Fusione, C.R.E. Frascati
C.P. 65 - 00044 Frascati, Rome, Italy
Abstract
We have studied the influence of the microstructure of Pd samples on the features of the
Hydrogen(Deuterium) loading process in order to improve the reproducibility of excess heat
experiments.
We have found that the Pd grain size is a significative parameter affecting in a strong way
both the loading kinetics and the maximum concentration. A careful check of the
microstructure appears thus necessary in order to obtain high loading ratios. We make the
hypothesis that this can be related to the role of the grain size both on the density of short
circuit paths for fast diffusion and on the mechanical properties of the material, which influence
the metal ability in relaxing the stress field generated at the sample surface by the solute
concentration gradient.
We started also the investigation on thin Pd films.
Our main goal is to prepare, in a reproducible way, D/Pd samples with a very high loading
ratio (greater than 0.9) in order to systematically approach the main experimental problems of
the excess heat production,others goals are the calorimetric system improvement and the
detection of possible nuclear ashes production.
Introduction
The present study is based on the hypothesis that the main constraint to the obtainment of
high Hydrogen loading in palladium is the stress gradient due to the lattice expansion induced
by the hydride formation . During an experiment where H or D is diffusing into the Pd lattice
from the free surface, a stress gradient is generated by the solute concentration gradient
generated by the diffusion kinetics, owing to the increase of the lattice parameter from 3. 890 A
in pure palladium to 4.094A in Pd-H 1 [ 1]. It results, from experimental evidence and from a
theoretical analysis, that the presence of the stress field strongly affects the reaction kinetics
through the chemical potential at the sample surface The overall effect can stop the loading
reaction far from what one can expect only on the basis of chemical and thermodynamical
considerations [2,3,4).
In order to overcome such a limitation, essentially two strategies can be envisaged: (a) to
modify the loading dynamics avoiding the growth of an eccessive strain field during the
Hydrogen uptake [5], (b) to prepare a material with intrinsic characteristics such as to minimize
the solute concentration gradient and experimentally check if higher loading ratios can be
obtained for such material.
We have studied the influence of the concentration of short circuit paths (dislocations and
grain boundaries) in the diffusive process. In fact, since the Hydrogen diffusion coefficient is
order of magnitude higher in the grain boundaries than in the bulk, by increasing the grain
boundary density ( i.e. small average grain size) the diffusive process can possibly take place in
two steps. Firstly, Hydrogen is incorporated in the grain boundary network where the
diffusivity is higher, permeating the material bulk without generating a substantial strain owing
to the small volume fraction involved. In a second step Hydrogen can be incorporated into the
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grain bulk by a diffusion process where the grain boundary acts as a source. So that the H or D
concentration in the sample can be increased through a diffusion process where a large density
of sources is present in the material. By comparison with the classical situation where the only
source is represented by the sample free surface we can expect a noticeable reduction of the
concentration gradient and of the associated stress field at the surface; we can so expect a faster
kinetics and smaller effects on the chemical potential gradient which could allow the storage of
a higher concentration of H into the Pd lattice.
The same mechanism must be active in thin films enhanced by the low dimensionality.
In a thin metallic layer we don't expect the growth of high stress fields because of the small
volume involved, moreover the stress relief can be directed towards the substrate lattice in
comparison not distorted.
Experimental procedure
Thermo-mechanical treatments and in particular cold working followed by thermal
treatment have been used to induce different grain size in Pd samples, in order to study the
effect of this microstructural feature on the capability to absorb hydrogen and its isotopes.
Three different batches of Pd sheets were prepared by cold rolling the same foil 0.7 mm
thick. The original foil was presumably in the annealed state. The samples were prepared by
reducing the foil thickness from 0.700 to 0.450, 0.150 and 0.100 mm respectively. Small pieces
of 16 x 5 mm cut from each foil, were annealed under vacuum (lo-6 Torr) at temperatures
ranging from 800 °C to 1200 °C for 15 minutes, following the same temperature ramp.
The resulting microstructure was characterized by scanning electron microscopy, and in
particular the grain size was measured on backscattered electron images showing channeling
contrast. To this purpose the SEM was operated at 6 KV and an annular solid state
backscattered electron detector was used. This procedure allows the measurement of the grain
size without the need of metallographic etching, preserving so the surface for all the subsequent
experiments. Each sample was electrolytically loaded with hydrogen or deuterium in a O. lM
LiOH (D) solution using a maximum current of 100 mA (approx. 2 5 mA/cm2 ). The electrolysis
time was limited to a few days (3 to 5 ) to avoid the excessive contamination of the cathode
surface by impurities. Hydrogen content was measured " in situ" during the electrolysis by the
electrical resistivity change with a method already described [5].
Pd films were thermally evaporated directly on Nickel substrate in 10-5 Torr vacuum after
a soft (aceton) cleaning. The evaporation rate is quite high (10-2 0 Als) to improve the adhesion
to the substrate.Thickness ranges from 1000 to 2000 A.The X-Ray Diffraction analysis allowed
to study both the structure of the film and the substrate: from the spectra it is possible to
obtain the average grain size and the residual stress of both. The grain size value was obtained
using the Sherrer formula:which states a link between the peak (h,l, m) half height width and the
average grain size along the (h,l,m) direction. We found grain size from 150 to 350 A.From the
peak shift it is possible to obtain the uniform strain by differentiating the Bragg formula.
Scanning Auger Microscopy and Secondary Electron Microscopy have been used to see
that the Pd coverage on Ni is uniform.
Nickel seems, at a glance, the best metallic substrate in Pd hydride preparation because Pd and
Ni have both the fee structure; they both expand their lattice by dissolving n Hydrogen atoms
in the volume V; the difference between strains can help in reducing the stress at the
boundary between film and substrate. The relative volume change due to an atomic fraction
c=n/N, where N are metal atoms, is !:,. VN=c(!:,.v/D.), where D. is the mean atomic volume of
the metal atom and !:,.v is the additional volume needed to an interstitial. !:,.v/D. is related with
the quantities used to describe the distortion field.
The Nickel distortion field is higher than Palladium's at the same hydrogen concentration c:
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�v/0=0.28 for Ni and �v/0=0.19 for Pd., however hydrogen solubility is higher in Pd than in
Ni, thus the thin Pd layer can rela"< its internal stress towards a lattice less distorted.
Experimental results
In fig.1 , we report the grain size resulting from the thermal treatment of the samples
submitted to different cold rolling as a function of the annealing temperature; three Pd batches
were obtained from the same sample reducing its thickness (in origin 700 microns) by cold
working. We obtained three series with different reductions: 450, 150 and 100 microns, the
annealing time was always of 15 min. This time was selected after a preliminar set of tests in
which the time was changed mantaining the same operative temperature. Longer time doesn't
lead to significative changes. In agreement with the classical observations, the grain size
depends both on the entity of cold working and on the temperature of thermal treatment, so
that the same grain size can be obtained combining different temperatures and cold rolling
procedures. In fig. 2 the grain size is related to the maximum hydrogen (or deuterium) content
reach�d during the electrolysis.
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FIG. I Grain size vs. thermal treatment temperature. FIG. 2 Effect of the machining on
the maximum loading ratio achievable Samples were loaded in electrolysis at maximum
current of 25 ma/cm2
It must be underlined that, when recristallization occur, the grain size become
comparable with the sample size, i.e. in the batch 450 µm thick we observed grain size
greather than 300 µm. in such a case, the electrical resistance measurement tecnique used to
evaluate the hydrogen concentration can be misleading due to the possible short circuit path
among grains with different concentration, and then resistivity. The overall resulting resistivity
can be, in principle, quite far from the mean value in the bulk. For the sake of semplicity we
don't report here the measured loading ratios corresponding to grain size comparable with
sample size
It can be observed, for each value of thickness reduction by cold rolling, the presence of a
maximum; a comparison with fig 1 shows that this occurs at about the same value of the grain
size. We attribute this effect to the presence of two factors which enhance the H diffusion into
the material and show an opposite trend with the grain size. In fact a smaller grain size will
reduce the strength of the stress field at the sample surface since it can activate an unusual
diffusion path in which the grain boundary network plays a leading role acting as a fast H (D)
transporter trough the sample bulk . On the other hand the softening of the mechanical
properties induced by a larger grain size can activate stress relief mechanisms based on the
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plastic deformation Traces of this effect can be found in the morphology of the sample surface
after the H (D) charging procedure.
A further effect, whose nature is still under investigation, can be evidenced by the
comparison of micrographs taken before and after the H charging procedure. In fact. fig-I
shows that the grain size after the electrolysis is enhanced, by a factor ranging from I. 5 to 2,
relative to the same sample before electrolysis This shows that the sequence of metallurgical
steps leading to the transformation from Pd to high concentration PdH(D) is very complicated
and requires further investigation �[oreover the combination of all the effects we have reported
in this short paper can easily explain the lack of reproducibility which is characteristic of this
kind of experiments aiming to introduce a large amount of H or D onto the Pd lattice.

FIG. 3 SEM pictures of the same sample before and after deuterium loading in electrolysis
(max. loading ~ 0 9 D/Pd) The enhancement of grain size is a factor in between 1.5 and 2
starting from a mean size of 50 microns.
The investigation on thin films is just at the beginning, characterizations are in progress to
qualify samples to be used in electrolysis.
The Pd coating on Ni doesn't seem to affect the capability of adsorb deuterium, in fact, the
R/R0 measured during the electrolysis versus the cell current shows a sligh increase in case of
Ni plated with 1000 A of Pd.(see FIG4) It can be said that the Pd coverage on Ni surface
doesn't affect the D adsorbtion.
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FIG -1 Deuterium adsorbtion in elect�olysis .1 �ickel plated with 1000 A Pd O :\ickel bulk
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Conclusions
We have shown that the microstructure of the palladium and in particular its average grain
size strongly affects its capability of absorbing Hydrogen: H concentration versus the average
grain size shows a maximum for grain size of about 50 µm, which appears so to be the best
value to obtain high loading ratios. On the basis of the afore mentioned considerations, the
presence of a ma'<imum instead of the expected monotonic behaviour (the density of short
circuit paths decreases monotonically with the average grain size increase) points to the
presence of a second mechanism which enhances diffusivity for higher values of the grain size.
In this picture the material microstructure affects in an effective way the H(D) distribution
inside the sample during the charging experiment, as well as the Pd ability to stress relief by
plastic deformations. It is well known that the mechanical properties of a material are enhanced
by a small value of the average grain size as stated by the Hall-Petch relationships; a softer
sample, with a coarse grain structure can then relax a stress field more easily by plastic
deformation. We make the hypothesis that the combination of two mechanism, enhanced
diffusivity through short circuit paths and stress relaxation by plastic deformation, is responsible
for the-behaviour of Pd samples with different grain size, when submitted to H or D charging
by electrolysis.
On the other hand we have shown that the process is quite complex and not completely
understood. Consequentely the lack of definition of the metallurgical parameters controlling the
material behaviour in this kind of experiments, as well as a not sufficiently careful analysis of
the material microstructure can be responsible of the well known problem of reproducibility of
the heat excess experiments that requires high concentrations.We obtained, with satisfactory
reproducibility, concentrations greather than 0.95 of Hydrogen and greather than 0.9 of
Deuterium in palladium with samples of approximately 50 microns of grain size
Also thin films can be used to improve the number of H(D) atoms per Pd atom; however,
some technical problems as film adhesion to substrate and its behaviour in electrolysis must be
yet solved.
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Cold Fusion at ENEA Frascati: Progress Report

A. De Ninno, A. Frattolillo, V. Violante, F. Scaramuzzi
ENEA/ERG/FUS, Via E. Fermi, 27, 00044 Frascati, Roma (Italy)
Abstract
The resources dedicated by ENEA to Cold Fusion research in the last two years have been
strongly reduced. Nevertheless, a fruitful activity has been performed following two main lines.
The first line attains to the effort for reaching high values ofD/Pd ratio in Pd in order to
obtain the best conditions for cold fusion phenomena, in particular power excess production in
electrolytic cells. The outcome ofthis research is the definition ofthe starting characteristic of
Pd (metallurgy), and the procedure for its loading with Deuterium. The calorimetry by now
assessed at ENEA Frascati has been used for the detection ofpower excess.
The second line concerns the attempt to detect in a clear way the production of4He during
the power excess episodes. A system aimed to the analysis ofthe gases evolving from the
electrolytic cell is being realised and will be briefly described.
Introduction
The literature on cold fusion has indicated the existence ofa threshold in the concentration
ofDeuterium in Palladium, above which it is possible to observe an anomalous heat released
from deuterated samples (1,2). Therefore, research in Cold Fusion at the ENEA Frascati
laboratory in recent years has focused on studies ofmaterial science aimed to qualify Pd
samples to be used in the electrolytic experiments. The main goal was to find those
characteristics that lead to high loading ratios (x>0.9 D/Pd) with a high grade of
reproducibility. The flow mass calorimetry discussed in previous papers (3) could then be used
to look for the heat excess produced during electrolysis with a precision of20 mW in a range
from Oto 20 W.
It is well known that hydrogen dissolves in many metals and occupies interstitial sites in the
host lattice. It expands the Pd lattice parameter up to 10%: this process generates stress fields
when substantial concentration differences (strong gradients or coexistence of different phases)
are created. The stress field can inhibit the hydrogen (deuterium) diffusion process (4). In order
to overcome such limitations two strategies can be tested: first, to modify the loading dynamics
avoiding the growth ofhigh gradients; second, to prepare a material with a suitable
microstructure to minimise the solute concentration gradient. Therefore, we studied the
influence of dynamics on the loading process and found that different mechanisms ofloading
can be activated according to the sequence ofthermodynamic states ofthe system during the
loading itself. Moreover we tested the relevance ofthe material microstructure (i.e., grain size,
dislocations) on the capability ofthe lattice to absorb hydrogen (and deuterium) and came to
the definition ofa grain size range in which the maximum loading ratio achievable is
reproducibly greater than 0.9 D/Pd . Such studies and the analysis ofthe modifications induced
by the loading on the Pd lattice showed that the sequence ofsteps leading to the transformation
from Pd to high concentration PdH(D) is very complex and can easily explain the lack of
reproducibility that commonly occurs in cold fusion experiments.
We also studied thin films ofPd, deposited on both metallic and polymeric substrates, to
obtain a uniform distribution ofsolute into the lattice. The Pd films have been characterised via
Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-Ray Diffraction. Several configurations, such as Pd on
Ni, Pd-Ni multilayer, Pd on polymers have been tested to optimise the deuterium absorption.
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The substrates were chosen in order to minimise the mechanical stress due to lattice expansion
during the hydride/deuteride formation.
We are interested as well to investigate the nature of the heat excess produced in deuteride
samples. The most common idea is that a 4He atom formation from the D+D reaction releases
about 24 MeV to the lattice and is responsible for the excess heat measured. We designed and
built a system able to detect 4He atoms present in the gases evolving from an electrolytic cell.
The system is based on high resolution mass spectroscopy. However, because of the intrinsic
difficulty due to the high level of 4He contamination in the normal air (5 ppm), we built a
system in which all gases except the nobles are pumped out before reaching the mass
spectroscope quadrupole. This feature together with a static mode of operation in which gases
evolving from the cell are accumulated and analysed once per day, will allow us to make an
estimate of the 4He atoms contained in each sample and to correlate that with the heat excess
measured.
Experimental Procedure
We envisaged two possible approaches to avoid inhibiting the diffusion process.
First, concentration gradients (and adverse stresses) can be minimised during the loading
sequence. During the hydride formation the higher concentration p phase (D/Pd > 0.67 at
20°C) grows into a lattice together with a very dispersed concentration of H(D) atoms called
a phase. This corresponds to regions with a very different lattice parameter (from 3.894 A to
4.025 A). At the borders of the different phases a very high strain is accumulated, its intensity
comparable with the yield stress of the material. Thus, samples loaded passing through or
avoiding the two phase coexistence region show very different metallurgical properties, i.e., the
yield stress can be reduced of about 50% if a+p region is skipped during the loading (4). The
second approach is to relieve the stresses generated in the metal through dislocation slipping,
i.e., anodic stripping during electrolysis. Both procedures lead to a small increase in
concentration (5).
These results can't be considered conclusive, but they show that the stress field inside the
Pd lattice is largely responsible for the inhibition of the diffusion process.
We then went on to study the influence of the concentration of short circuit paths
( dislocations and grain boundaries) on the diffusive process. The hydrogen diffusion coefficient
is an order of magnitude higher in the grain boundaries than in the bulk. Thus, by increasing the
grain boundary density ( i.e., small average grain size) the diffusive process may take place in
two steps: first, hydrogen is incorporated in the grain boundary network where the diffusivity
is higher, permeating the material bulk without generating substantial strain, owing to the small
volume fraction involved. In a second step it can be incorporated into the grain bulk by a
diffusion process where the grain boundary acts as a source.
A maximum loading ratio is observed in a certain range of the grain size, around 50-60
microns. We attribute this effect to the presence of two factors that enhance the H diffusion
into the material and show an opposite trend with grain size: a smaller grain size reduces the
strength of the stress field at the sample surface since the grain boundary network plays a
leading role as a fast H (D) transporter through the sample bulk; the softening of the
mechanical properties induced by a larger grain size can activate stress relief mechanisms based
on plastic deformation. Traces of this effect can be found in the morphology of the sample
surface after the H (D) charging procedure.
Even though the statistics are quite poor, there is an increase of the successful experiments
if the correct grain size of the Palladium is selected (see Fig. 1). The effect observed was very
small, but it is quite clear and outside the error of the calorimeter.
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Electrodes prepared in Frascati have operated in an SRI calorimeter following the above
described loading protocols and results similar to ours have been obtained (6).
We then started an investigation of Pd thin films (1000-2000 A), to test whether lower
dimensions can help in relieving the stress. Nickel seems, at a glance, the best metallic substrate
in Pd hydride preparation for the following reasons: Pd and Ni have both the fee structure; they
both expand their lattice by dissolving Hydrogen atoms in the volume; the difference between
strains can help in reducing the stress at the boundary between film and substrate.
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FIG. I Reproducibility of heat excess experiments for samples with average grain size 5060 microns.
We also tested different substrates such as polymers, but the data interpretation is
complicated in this case by the modification of the polymer physical-chemical characteristics
during the electrolysis. Thus we will report only the results obtained on Nickel substrates.
We prepared Nickel plates (100 µm thick) coated with thin (1000-2000 A) Palladium film
by thermal deposition in vacuum. Because of the difference in the thickness of the two metals
and their similar resistivity, it is impossible in this case to distinguish between the Pd and the Ni
resistance and hence to monitor the loading ratio in real time during the experiment. However,
it can be said that the presence of Pd on the Ni surface increases the Hydrogen absorption (see
Fig.2).
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We also measured the behaviour of heat excess versus the total RfRo and found always a
similar trend in all the experiments done (see Fig.3). We always measured an exponential
behaviour of the heat excess versus the RfRo parameter (i.e. the concentration).
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A new test of thin film behaviour in electrolysis in heavy water has been done. We built a
multiple cathode cell in order to test whether the excess power measured is a multiple of the
one measured in a simple cell. The scale up of the system is probably the best way to persuade
the skeptics of the reality of the heat excess production.
The first configuration used is a set of parallel electrodes: anode-cathode-anode-cathode
anode. This geometry is very complex from an electrochemical point of view, because we don't
know exactly the primary current distribution, the electric field configuration and the boundary
field effect. Further, there are still unsolved problems with the film adhesion on the substrates
that limits the electrolysis time to few days.
At first glance parallel electrodes work in parallel with the same voltage and almost equal
currents, but this is correct only if all electrodes behave the same way. The comparison between
double and single cathode cells shows an increase of the excess heat measured (see Fig. 4).
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Traces of 4He are searched for in gases evolving from the electrochemical cell.
The method chosen consists in: accumulating the gases evolving from the cell in a small
volume containing a catalyst for a time of the order of a day, expanding it into a volume
containing activated charcoal at 77 K, thus eliminating water vapour, oxygen and other
condensables, expanding once more the remaining gas in a stainless steel UlN chamber
equipped with a high resolution mass spectrometer, pumping with a getter pump which
eliminates all but noble gases. When steady state is reached, the signal of the spectrometer gives
a measure of the number of 4He atoms collected. The piping connecting the electrolytic cell
and the detecting system has been tested against pollution from the 4He contained in the
atmosphere, giving an upper limit of 10 13 atoms per sample due to air pollution.
The first tests aimed to calibrate the system have been made, with satisfactory results.
The first measurements will be made on the gases evolving from the electrolytic cells;
further developments will allow the detection of the gases embedded in the electrodes through
the metal dissolution.
Conclusions
Summing up the results reported above, it is possible to state that there has been a steady,
even if not fast, progress in pursuing the main aims of the ENEA-Frascati program, which are
the realisation of reproducible experimental conditions for the production of heat excess and
the subsequent search for nuclear ashes. The study of both the dynamic of the absorption and
the metallurgy of Pd (4,5), has allowed the reaching of reproducible high loading (>0.9 D/Pd)
and the quasi-reproducibility of heat excess production. The use of thin Pd films, just started,
seems very promising both for obtaining high loading ratios and testin/i the scalability of the
phenomenon. The use of a static measure of the possible presence of He, intended as a nuclear
ash of the D+D nuclear reaction, is in phase of assessment, and faces this problem in an original
fashion, very promising for the neatness of its results.
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FORMATION AND PROPERTIES OF HYDREX AND DEUTEX

Jacques J. DUFOUR, Jacques H. FOOS, Xavier J.C. DUFOUR
Laboratoire des Sciences Nucleaires, CNAM - 2 rue Conte, 75003 PARIS - FRANCE
Abstract:
Simple experiments have been carried out that show the possibility of transmuting
elements in systems where hydrogen or its isotopes are contacted with metals able to give a
metallic hydride, this metallic hydride being submitted to the action of a magnetic field. These
transmutations can be explained by a new class of nuclear reactions : nucleon capture by
HYDREX, a metastable state of hydrogen.
Introduction
The origin of the unusual phenomena (excess energy, transmuted products) observed when
an hydrogen isotope is contacted with a metal lattice yielding a metallic type hydride, is still a
subject of debate. Several explanations have been proposed, such as fusion reactions between
the protons confined in the hydride lattice 1 or formation of a shrunken hydrogen atom in the
constraining environment of the hydride lattice. The presenting author had put forward in
1993 2, the concept of the virtual neutron (a very short living association between a proton
and an electron) and made this concept evoluate towards the HYDREX concept 3,4. The
(hopefully) final evolution of this concept is presented in this article. It is based on
experiments that are simple and easy to reproduce and from which arises the description of
HYDREX as an activated metastable state of hydrogen. This state is able to trigger a very
specific class of nuclear reactions : the nucleon capture by HYDREX.
Experimental
A first series of experiments were run, using Uranium metal (N 0071) from the shelf,
containing 99.3 % of 2::u. Two samples of Uranium (sample A : 715 mg and sample
B: 765 mg) were hydrided in 2 identical small reactors, using N 55 hydrogen (conditions:
temperature 150°C and pressure 15bars). The two identical small reactors (Fig.I) consists of a
10 mm diameter stainless steel tube, 1mm thick 50mm long. The tube is coated at the bottom
part, by a 1mm thick Teflon tube. Uranium metal (as 2 or 3mm
Steel
Stam
· Iess
pieces) was introduced at the bottom of the reactor, which was
,:,
0 Rl·ng
"
steel tube
then closed by a steel cylinder. The loaded reactor was then
"'"""'==---Heia
placed in a bigger reactor, which was filled with hydrogen
Teflon
(15 bars) and heated at 150 °C for 30', resulting in
stoechiometric UH3 • The big reactor was then allowed to cool
FIG. 1
: to room temperature and the small reactor was unloaded and
then sealed by two O Rings to prevent any oxidation.
The uranium hydride (which was in the form of a powder) was then compacted at high
pressure by placing the small reactor in a screw-press acting on the steel cylinder closing it.
The reactor containing sample A was then placed between two permanent magnets (1.2 T),
and connected, according to figure 2, to a pulse generator device (Pulses of 80 A, 20 µs
duration, frequency 4,000 Hz). The resulting assembly was placed in a sample holder,
allowing its precise and repeatable positioning in front of the beryllium window of a
germanium gamma photons detector (SEPh ORTEC, detection range 15 keV to 2 MeV).
�
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The reactor containing sample B was directly
positioned
in a similar sample holder as the one
4Hl
CURRENT PULSES THROUGH
used for sample A, but with no magnets and no
HYDRIDE (80A - 20µs)
connection to the pulse generator.
680
Each sample holders were then alternatively
positioned in front of the gamma photons
detector and the corresponding counts were
registered for periods of 24h (86,400 s). The
overall experiment was conducted over a total
period of 30 days.
Figure 3 shows the evolution with time of the
47 µF
counts per day of both samples. It can be seen
10 n
60V
that, whereas sample B exhibits a constant
FIG 2
'------- 2 A
number of counts per day over the whole period
(with a standard deviation characteristic
,8E+5
Counts per I day
of the repeatability of the positioning of
,._ _ 4... ,.._ _6,,1; � _
.._ 6
FIG. 3
the sample holder), sample A shows a
A
A "..., 6 6 D
5,7E+5
C
clear decrease of this number. The linear
765 mg Uranium
5,6E+5
regression of the counts per day with
AC11VITY Willi 11ME OF URANIUM
HYDRIDE W/111AND WJ11IOUT
time, yields an average decrease of
,5E+5
MAGNETIC F1EW
6 Without magnet
activity of 250 counts/day, every day of
With magnet
◊
5,4E+5
the
experiment. The initial counts of
- - Without magnet(reg)
◊
--With magnet (reg)
sample
A being 531,000 counts per day,
715
mg
Uranium
0
5,3E+5
the decrease of activity of sample A,
�
o
B
Time (day)
induced by the action of the magnets and
s,2E+s
o
2
10
40
1
4s
20
5
50
30
3
the current pulses, can thus be estimated
to be 1.2 % in 30 days.
In order to check that this decrease of activity was not apparent and due for instance to the
action of the magnets or the pulses of current on the detector, a second series of experiments
were carried out on samples A and B. Both samples were oxidised (air 800°C during S'),
resulting in stoechiometric Up8 • Sample A yielded 845 mg and sample B, 901 mg of Up8 .
Both samples were then alternatively counted on the same gamma photons detector, according
to a procedure which is now described. The totality of sample A was stored in flask FA and
the totality of sample B in flask F8. A sub-sample A of about 300mg was taken from flask FA•
placed on the sample holder and compacted by the action of a screw-press.
The sample holder was then positioned in
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The plot of the counts for each sample as a function of their weights is presented on
figure 4 which clearly shows a decrease of activity of sample A compared to sample B. This
decrease amounts to 1% of the initial activity for the treated sample, to be compared to 1.2 %
found in the first series of experiments. The grey filling on figure 4 shows that the difference
between samples is better than 3 sigmas.

Interpretation of this result
The gamma activity of 2g:u, results essentially from the activity of its two daughters
nuclei, 2;4/'h and 234;i'Pa according to the well known chain :
(1)
The 2g:u gamma spectrum consist mainly of a few sharp y rays characteristic of 2;4/'h and
23
��'Pa and (for the majority) of the brehmstrallung y rays induced by the�- emission of both
nuclei (maximum energy for 2;4J'h : 273 keV and for 23��'Pa : 2.29 MeV)

A first interpretation of the measured decrease of the activity of the treated 2g:u, would be
to invoke an increase of its alpha emission during the period of treatment, resulting after the
treatment in a net decrease of the 2i28U content and thus of its alpha emission. To assess this
hypothesis, an estimation of the required increase of the alpha emission during treatment can
1
be simply obtained by writing: A= dN ,- -, with A being the time constant, dN = 0.012 and

N �

N

dT = 30 days = 2.592xl06 s. Thus the required time constant is A= 4.3xl0-9 s- 1 (corresponding
to a half life of 4.8 years) to be compared to the equivalent value for 2g:u, A't:u = 5,1o-is s- 1•

Such an increase of the usual alpha emission of 2g:u, should thus induce, according to (1) a
tremendous increase of the y photons emission. As this is not observed, another mechanism
must be invoke to explain the results.

The HYDREX concept
The stability of the Hydrogen atom and the order of magnitude of its dimensions can be
understood by searching the distance r0 between the electron and the proton, at which the total
energy of the electron V + T (potential + kinetic), is minimum. Taking into account the
Coulomb potential and the basic Heisenberg uncertainty relation p!).x � n between the
electron position and its momentum, one easily finds that V + T is minimum and negative for
r0 = a0 (Bohr radius), dimension corresponding to a stable bound state, formed with the
emission of photons of total energy 13.6 eV.
One can thus wonder if, in the constrained environment of the hydride lattice, another
stable bound state of smaller dimension could be formed and thus with the emission of higher
energy photons explaining the excess energy observed. If only the Coulomb interaction is
taken into account, the answer is clearly no (unless it is accepted that the basic Heisenberg
uncertainty principle is violated, which has been proposed 5, but which is totally
unacceptable). The addition of a second potential has been proposed to justify such a
"shrunken hydrogen atom": the magnetic interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment of
the proton and the magnetic moment of the electron 6. This potential is third order compared
to the Coulomb potential. So it must be first supposed that only in the confined environment
of the hydride lattice, can it yield a different proton/electron recombination scheme than the
one yielding the normal hydrogen atom observed in free space. Under this preliminary
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assumption, a stability search (similar to the one applying to the normal hydrogen atom, but
slightly more complicated) can be done, taking into account the hyperfine magnetic
interaction, in the case where the magnetic moments of the proton and the electron are parallel
and have the same direction. It can indeed be shown, that at short distance from the proton (a
few fm) the total energy V + T of the electron became negative, but no minimum is found.
This is due to the fact that the classical hyperfine magnetic hamiltonian do not describe
properly the electron/proton interaction at close distance (less than 100 fm). Indeed it is
accepted that the most recent theories can only explain the 4 or 5 first figures of the hydrogen
hyperfine structure constant 7.
To arrive at the HYDREX concept, the following hypothesis are thus put forward:
- at short distance from the proton, the electron/proton interaction must take into
account the action of the electron on the quarks of the proton (polarisability of the proton). It
is assumed that this interaction creates a repulsive potential and thus the total energy of the
electron exhibits a minimum at a few fm from the proton.
- this minimum energy is positive, which means that the bound state created is a
metastable bound state, with no emission of photons, in agreement with experimental
observations. After a time (which can be evaluated in days, from experimental evidence), this
metastable state reverts to normal hydrogen atom, with the emission of photons of total
energy equal to 13.6 eV.
The proposed HYDREX can thus be described as
- a very small (5 to 10 frn) metastable bound state of hydrogen, formed without
emission of photons, with life time estimated in the range of days, after which it reverts to
normal hydrogen with the emission of 13.6 eV photons.
- a linear oscillator and thus a permanent electric and magnetic dipole.
It will now be shown that HYDREX, thus defined, can trigger a completely new class of
nuclear reactions : the nucleon capture by HYDREX and that its properties can account for all
experimental observations in the field.
Nucleon capture by HYDREX
HYDREX (which we note ;fl) being a small and permanent electric dipole, can reach the
very close (few fm) vicinity of a "PARTNER NUCLEUS" (which we note "PN").
is
oriented so that its electron is in contact with "PN". This results in a local decrease of the
Coulomb barrier and in a local overlapping of the nuclear wave functions of
and "PN".
The detailed characteristics of this close contact will depend upon the characteristics of "PN"
such as its nuclear magnetic moment and its quadrupolar (or higher) electric moment. If ;FI
can combine exothermically with a few nucleons of "PN" (those that are close to 11 H), a
nucleon capture by HYDREX will take place. This will be first illustrated with "PN" being an
actinide : 2g:u used in the experiments.

if!

if!

238
92

U+

H--> 23290Th + 37Li

1
I

+ 4 •29 MeV

(2)

in this reaction, ;FI picks-up 2 protons and 4 neutrons from "PN". This is different from alpha
emission and the resulting formation of 2!2;fh, which has an half life time of 1.41x10 10 years,
explains the absence of increase of activity during the treatment of 2;:u as reported above.
Mass spectrometry analysis and calorimetric measurements are planed to check (2).
Let us now consider the case of "PN" being an isotope of platinum.
194p
2H190
6L·
--) 76 0S + 3 l + 2 · 9 Me
+
7
8

f

y

l
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In this reaction, DEUTEX captures 2 protons and 2 neutrons from platinum to yield lithium 6,
platinum being transmuted into osmium. This reaction could explain results reported in 4,
where platinum disappears and lithium appears in a treated cathode compared to a virgin one
(osmium was not measured).
If "PN" is a small nucleus (lithium/beryllium) interesting nucleon capture reactions can
occur, for instance the 3 following ones.

iii--► ;He+ ;He + 17.4MeV
;u+ :ii--► !He+ ;He--► tHe+ �n+ ;He + 15.1 MeV
!Be+ �ii--► :Be+ �H---► 2x;He+ �H + 4.7 MeV

;Li+

(4)
(5)
(6)

In reaction (4), HYDREX captures one proton and two neutrons to give ;He (captured
nucleus "CN"), ;Li (partner nucleus "PN") being transmuted into ;He (transmuted nucleus
"TN").
In reaction (5), DEUTEX captures one proton and one neutron to give ;He ("CN"), ;Li
("PN") being transmuted into }He ("TN") which immediatly gives a neutron and ;He.
In reaction (6), DEUTEX captures one neutron to yield �H ("CN"), !Be being transmuted
into :se ("TN") which immediatly gives ;He+;He.
These reaction could explain the production of helium 4, tritium and neutrons observed in
many experiments.
More generally, the following types of nucleon capture could be observed:
A PN+ 1fl------ A-arN + a+lcN

Z

I

nucleon capture

Z-z' •

z+l

+

A PN+ 2fl______ A-aTM a+2cN
Z
I
nucleoncapture
Z-z''' z+I

with "PN" being the partner nucleus, "TN" the transmuted nucleus and "CN" the captured
nucleus.
The occurrence and the extent of these reactions will depend, among others, on following
parameters
- the exothermicity
- the magnetic properties of "PN"
- the spins of the reaction products "TN" and "CN"
- the Fermi levels of "PN", "TN" and "CN".
How HYDREX deactivates ?
Being a metastable state, HYDREX should deactivate after a time that can be estimated,
from experimental evidences, to be in the order of days. First experimental data, that will be
discuss now, suggest that this deactivation yields a normal hydrogen atom, with the emission
of photons of total energy 13.6 eV.
Titanium powder (100 mesh), has been partly loaded with hydrogen (20 bars, 200 ° C) under
a strong magnetic field (permanent magnet, 1.2 T), in a stainless steel reactor completely tight
to light. This gave rise to an emission of photons, detectable by a photovoltaic cell, connected
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to a 20,000 n resistor by means of insulated connections through the reactor). This emission
lasted for two months after loading, when the sample of titanium was kept in the dark in the
reactor, under magnetic field and at room temperature. This was shown by the voltage on the
20,000 Q resistor, staying at a value of 100 mV during this period (The total energy produced
was thus some 60 J). It has been shown that this effect exhibits a threshold on the value of the
magnetic field, which must be higher than 0.5 T. It has been checked that this emission is not
due to the effect of hydrogen on the photovoltaic cell. It is not yet clear whether this emission
is due to the upgrading of thermal energy of low temperature level into electricity or to the
generation of energy by the recombination of a proton and an electron, which have be
generated (through an exothermal reaction) by loading the titanium with hydrogen.

Conclusion
The HYDREX concept, supported by simple experiments, can explain all the experimental
observations that have been made in the field :
- the excess energy can have two origins, which can coexist in the same experiment.
Either a nuclear origin by nucleon capture byHYDREX, or a chemical origin by deactivation
ofHYDREX.
- loss of hydrogen can be explained by the very small size of HYDREX, which allows it
to diffuse through the walls of the reactors.
- heat after death can be explained by deactivation ofHYDREX that can last longer than
the end of an experiment. Another possibility is nuclear activity of transmuted nuclei, but this
could be negligible because nucleon capture reactions often yield stable transmuted nuclei.
- the time needed before observing excess heat can be explained by the need to build a
sufficient stock ofHYDREX before nucleon capture can take place.
- the production of helium 4, tritium and neutrons can be explained by nucleon capture
reactions by HYDREX, where the partner nucleus is a small one (lithium or beryllium). The
amounts produced depend on the concentration of these small nuclei in the host metal lattice.
All this opens very interesting perspectives in the field of energy, such as : management of
nuclear wastes, generation of energy from nucleon capture reactions, upgrading of low
temperature energy sources and increase of the efficiency of photovoltaic cells.
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COLD FUSION; PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE.
Martin Fleischmann, Bury Lodge, Duck Street, Tisbury, Salisbury, Wilts SP3 6Ll.
In reviewing first of all some of the early history of research into the nuclear
reactions ofD + compressed into host lattices we need to consider the applicability
(or otherwise) ofexisting paradigms:

3

Paradigm

Feasibility ofCold Fusion?

Classical Mechanics, C.M.

Question not relevant.

Quantum Mechanics, Q.M.

Not feasible without special assumptions.

Quantum Field Theory, Q. F. T. Feasible.

Here, we should reserve our judgement: it might turn out, for example, that some
special assumptions are justified. However, it is best to observe initially the
principles of"Occum's Razor" and this points us to interpretations in terms of
Q.F.T. The key question we need to pose is: do the ground states defined by the
many body problem make the nuclear states accessible at low temperatures? Here,
we have to admit that the application ofQ.F.T. to condensed matter (for a summary
see (I)) is not genera11y understood (readers may find the formulation in terms of
the Hamiltonian (2) more accessible than that in terms ofthe Lagrangian coupled to
the use ofpath integrals (I)). It follows, therefore that those relying on Q.M. will
judge research in this field to be mistaken (especially ifthey will not countenance
special assumptions!)
Our initiation ofresearch in this field was strongly influenced by our conclusion
in the late 1960's that the behaviour ofH+ and D+ electrochemically compressed
into Pd-host lattices (3) could only be understood in terms ofQ.F.T. This led us
in 1983 to pose the following two questions:
(i)would the nuclear reactions ofD+ compressed into host lattices be different to
the reactions in a dilute plasma?
(ii)could such effects be observed?
We expected the answer to (i) to be "Yes" and the answer to (ii) to be "No".
Nevertheless, we started a limited investigation and considered experiments based
on the following options:
A Electrodiffusion;
B. Electrochemical charging; plasma excitation;
C. Highly reducing/ superbasic media;
,

D. Highly oxidising/ superacid media; the link to "Hot Fusion";
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Although our primary objective was A, we started with B (as a preliminary to A)
because we believed that such systems are closest to the dictates ofQ.F.T.
Discussion ofthe possible influence ofplasma excitation is beyond the scope of the
present report although it should be noted that fragmentory evidence points to its
possible importance. It should be noted though that consideration ofthis aspect led
to the topic now known as Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy, SERS.
As is well-�wn, we opted initial�y for calorimetry as the primary "catch-all"
_
methodolo&t{]Moreover, the calonmetnc method chosen had to meet a number of
important criteria which included: conformation to "ideal behaviour" (implying
predictability from the laws ofPhysics; we opted for the "well-stirred tank"
familiar from the field ofChemical Engineering); high stability ofthe thermal
impedances; uniformity ofthe temperature throughout the volumes ofthe cells;
possibility ofnon-isothermal operation; high precision and accuracy and, needless
to say, low unit cost. These criteria dictated the choice ofisoperibolic calorimetry.
As is well-known the results obtained have been very surprising and include:
generation ofexcess enthalpy far beyond the limits ofany conceivable chemical
processes and not accompanied by the commensurate generation oftritium and
neutrons predicted from measurements of "Hot Fusion" (4), (5), the onset of
"positive feedback" at prolonged times and elevated temperatures (i.e. the increase
ofexcess enthalpy generation with increases oftemperature e.g. see (6)); "Heat
after Death" (in the most extreme form generation ofenthalpy at near zero enthalpy
input at temperatures close to the boiling points (7)).
Evidently such extravagant conclusions require careful substantiation. A
necessary first step is the investigation ofsuitable "blank experiments" to
determine the limits to which zero excess enthalpy can be measured by any chosen
calorimetric technique. For the case of isoperibolic calorimetry we observe that all
such measurements are entirely normal. Thus Fig l is an illustration of a
measurement cycle for an experiment using a Pt-cathode. Normality throughout
the duration ofthe experiment is shown by three principal signatures: first ofall
the heat transfer coefficients vary in an entirely sensible way with time, Fig 2, the
decreases being due to the lowering ofthe electrolyte level due to progressive
electrolysis; secondly, the relaxations ofthe temperature, Fig 3, can be predicted in
all regimes by an approximate analysis allowing for the normal "negative
feedback", the lowering of the enthalpy input due to increases ofthe temperature,
Fig l (see Appendix 4 of(5)); thirdly, the "point-by-point" rates ofexcess
enthalpy generation are normally distributed, Fig 4. For the particular example
illustrated, the mean rate ofexcess enthalpy generation is 79 µ W with a standard
deviation of5.87 mW. However, this standard deviation is not an estimate ofthe
accuracy because the overall thermal balance is determined by aggregating the
individual values, here 2200 measurements. This aggregate, Fig 5, necessarily
agrees with the mean, Fig 4, and this methodology shows that it is more appropriate
to use the integrals ofall the variables in the first place. This is the basis of the
ICARUS methodology (8) based on the analyses developed in 1992 (9).
The values ofthe excess enthalpies determined in "blank experiments" ofthis
kind are about one order ofmagnitude less than those for th€; reduction of oxygen
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present at the equilibrium concentration (partial pressure 1/3 atmosphere). The
reason for such low values is simple: the stream of cathodically evolved deuterium
degasses the oxygen in the boundary layer. Repeated explanations of excess
enthalpy generation in terms of such cathodic reduction are unfounded (note also
that such explanations are excluded by the material balances which have been
repeatedly measured viz. the volumes of the evolved gases and the D2. 0 additions
required to maintain the electrolyte levels as determined by Faraday's Laws of
Electrolysis).
Results such as those shown in Figs 4 and 5 are obtained using heat transfer
coefficients determined by repeated calibrations (a topic beyond the scope of the
present article). The performance is somewhat degraded if a single calibration is
used in view of irreproducibility in replenishing the cells with D 2, 0. However, the
primary reason for the repeated calibration of the cells is the monitoring of the
system behaviour. We note that whereas "blank experiments" are always entirely
normal (e.g. See Figs 1 - 5) it is frequently impossible to find any measurement
cycle for the Pd-D2.0 system which shows such normal behaviour. Of course, in
the absence of adequate "blank experiments" such abnormalities have been
attributed to malfunctions of the calorimetry, e.g. see (10). However, the correct
functioning of "blank experiments" shows that the abnormalities must be due to
fluctuating sources of excess enthalpy. The statements made in this paragraph are
naturally subject to the restriction that a "satisfactory electrode material" be used
i.e. a material intrinsically capable of producing excess enthalpy generation and
which maintains its structural integrity throughout the experiment. Most of our
own investigations have been carried out with a material which we have described
as Johnson Matthey Material Type A. This material is prepared by melting under a
blanket gas of cracked ammonia (or else its synthetic equivalent) the concentrations
of five key classes of impurities being controlled. Electrodes are then produced by
a succession of steps of square rolling, round rolling and, finally, drawing with
appropriate annealing steps in the production cycle.
An illustration of the complications observed for measurements on the Pd-D.2.0
system is given in Fig 6; this is a portion of the temperature and cell potential-time
series for the second experiment described in (9). It is found that with increasing
time and temperature the relaxations can no longer be predicted, the deviations
requiring the superposition of an endothermic absorption process on the normal
behaviour, Fig 7 (compare Fig 3 and see also (6)). In turn, this additional
absorption leads to an increase in the rates of excess enthalpy generation so that the
temperature rises due to the calibration pulse are larger than predicted, Fig.6. It
goes without saying that calibration of the cells is impossible under such
conditions: in particular, the "lower bound heat transfer coefficients" (based on the
assumption of zero rates of excess enthalpy generation) are found to be larger than
the "true heat transfer coefficients", a result which contravenes the Second Law of
Thermodynamics! (this has been pointed out repeatedly e.g. see (6)).
With the evident impossibility of"on-line" calibrations of the cells, we need to
make conservative assumptions in evaluating the excess enthalpy generation. For
example. we can use calibrations made before the onset of "positive feedback" and
ensure that the cells can never operate endothermically, compare Figs 8 and 9. We
note that even if we make an incorrect choice of the heat transfer coefficients so
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that the cell is initially endothermic (forbidden by the Second Law of
Thermodynamics), we nevertheless still observe excess heat generation beyond the
reach ofany chemical explanation even for a single day's operation, Fig 9 (excess
enthalpy per mole ofPd or LiOD.)
The development of"positive feedback" is ofcrucial importance to the social
significance ofthe topic because it shows that elevated levels ofenergy production
should be feasible at least at temperatures adequate for the generation of"low
grade heat" (say at temperatures u�;the boiling po ints ofthe electrolytes).
Investigation ofenergy production under such conditions requires modifications of
the calorimeter designs. One approach is to use the ICARUS 9 calorimeter (11) in
which a lower section mimics the behaviour ofthe ICARUS 1 type while an upper
section allows the measurement ofheat flows at the boiling points. Fig 10
illustrates a measurement on a Johnson Matthey Material Type A carried out in
1994. Such measurements have shown that it is fssible to achieve sustained high
levels ofexcess enthalpy generation (1-2 kWcm- ) at an excess of 100% ofthe
po wer input for prolonged periods ( ~ 50 days).
An alternative approach is to use an auxiliary stream ofinert gas (N2) to control
the rate of evaporative cooling ofcalorimeters operating close to the boiling point
(12). Adjustment ofthe rate ofgas flow then gives control ofthe calorimeter
constant. These measurements have shown that there is no threshold current
density for the onset ofexcess enthalpy generation above the onset of"positive
feedback", Fig 11 whereas there is such a threshold below this point (5). It is
evidently now ofcrucial importance to determine the parameter spaces at the very
least before and after the onset of"positive feedback."
There is, however, a further twist to this topic because it is found that following
operation ofthe cells at the boiling points (9), (7), or close to this temperature (12)
there is enthalpy generation even at very low or even :zero enthalpy input, e.g. see
Fig. 12. This phenomenon, which is now variously called "Heat after Death",
"Heat after Life" or "After Effect" requires intensive investigation so as to define
the limits ofthe various categories under which it might be observed and (7) to
integrate the effects with operation ofthe cells using pulsed currents (so as to
achieve energy efficient systems at high power densities). The work so far carried
out shows that it should be possible to develop demonstration devices at an early
date and having specific thermal outputs in the range 5 - 250Wcm-3 (based on the
volume ofthe electrodes). At the low to middle part ofthis range (say 5-50Wcm-3)
such devices would only find applications in niche markets; at the upper end of the
range the devices could find very extensive applications with foreseeable increases
in the world production ofPd (say, by a factor oflO). of the
It is apparent, however, that the further developmenAopic requires the
investigation ofsystems based on electrodiffusion, A above, both from the point of
view ofthe applications ofthe research as well as for the investigation of the basic
science. The feasibility ofusing such an approach is foreshadowed by the work of
Coehn who showed that hydrogen is present as protons in the lattice (13) (for a
discussion ofthe background to this topic see (14). Consideration within the
framework of Q.M. ofthe applicability ofthis approach for creating highly loaded
host lattices leads to the model illustrated in Fig. 13. However, within the
framework of Q.F.T. (15) and, by analogy to the Bohm-Aharonov Effect (for a
summary ofresearch on this effect up to 1989 see (16)) which Preparata describes
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with the epithet "Coehn-Aharonov Effect", we arrive at the model shown in Fig 14.
The electrochemical potential ofD+ in the lattice is now controlled by differences
in the Galvani potential rather than by gradients ofthis quanti� thereby allowing
the creation of much more extreme conditions than can be achieved by
electrochemical or chemical charging alone. Furthermore, such an approach leads
to confinement ofD+ within the lattice. It has been shown that excess enthalpy
generation at the level lOkWcni 3 can be achieved in thin wires in this way (and
outputs up to~ lOOkWcm-3 have been demonstrated (15)). Ifwe focus attention
once again on the social significance ofsuch results we observe that enthalpy
generation at such levels would permit the replacement ofmost existing energy
producing systems with world-wide production of Pd at the existing levels. The
scientific importance lies in the fact that whereas the Bohm-Aharonov Effect is a
clear demonstration ofthe need to replace the C.M. by the Q.M. paradigm, the
Coehn-Aharonov Effect (indee� "Cold Fusion" in general) is a demonstration of
the need to go one step further to the Q.F.T. paradigm.
Some further observations.
It will be observed that notwithstanding the wide range ofthe title, this report has
taken a very narrow "cut" through the published information (much narrower
indeed than that outlined in the Abstract). The major reason for focusing attention
on the particular aspects outlined here is my beliefthat acceptance of the topic still
awaits the construction of applicable demonstration devices. Furthermore,
restrictions on the length ofthis report requires the exclusion of most of the
published information and such exclusion can by no means be taken as a value
judgement!
The setting of an early technological target (which I believe has been a common
feature of much of the research in this field) has created great difficulties because
the knowledge base is far from complete. Thus, as far as the major signature, the
generation of excess enthalpy, is concerned we still need to establish the role ofthe
materials variables, the parameter spaces as a function oftemperature, the role of
changes in the experimental protocols, the condition required for energy efficient
operation (especially the effects ofpulse operation), the effects ofchoice ofsystem
(e.g. the effects ofchanging from B to A or C, the effects ofusing C + A or B + A),
the special requirements posed by the construction of demonstration devices and
much else! Furthermore, it is necessary to integrate all the observations (tritium,
neutrons, energetic particles, creation of elements with "unnatural" isotopic
abundances, emission of radiation), into a general scheme. We need to ask: are
these observations due to transients observed during the establishment of extensive
fully coherent states or are they correlated with the major signature? what is the
role of photonuclear reactions? will the observations of'"Hot Fusion" at low
particle energies (perhaps better described as "Warm Fusion" e.g. see (17))
converge onto those of"Cold Fusion"? can we arrive at an interpretation in terms
of Q.F.T. of the various interesting signatures which have been obtained in studies
of the application of Mechanical Forces on Lattices i.e. of C.M. (e.g. the topic of
Structure Breaking Energy Release, S.B.E.R., whose disclosure and discussion is
long overdue)? and what can we learn from the application of Q.F.T. to more
conventional problems in the Natural Sciences?
The results obtained to date lead to a set ofquestions which in many respects are
more interesting than the results themselves.
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ANALYZING NUCLEAR ASH FROM THE ELECTROCATAL YTIC REDUCTION
OF RADIOACTIVITY IN URANIUM AND THORIUM
Lawrence Forsley. Robert August1 , Jacob Jome2 , Jay Khim 3 , Fred Mis4 ; and Gary Phillips1
JWK International Corporation, Suite 800, 7617 Little River Turnpike
Annandale, VA 22003 USA lforsley@jwk.com
Abstract
A proprietary electrolytic system for the reduction of radioactivity in uranium and thorium
was evaluated from June through December 1996. An exhaustive analysis of reaction
materials taken before, during and after the experiments was carried out. These tests involved
trace metals analysis via Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA), Energy Dispersive Atomic X
ray (EDAX) analysis and Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy (ICP/MS).
Additional tests involved high resolution mass spectroscopy of evolved gasses and reaction
products, allowing isotopic differentiation, and high resolution gamma spectroscopy.
Neutrons were searched for via 235 U fission fragments and n-y reactions.
The results of over 10 series of runs were ambiguous. However, the definitive test: oper
ating a system in a low background cave with high resolution gamma spectroscopy, failed to
show any radioactive reduction of the system as a whole. Regardless of these results, the
testing protocols developed define the standard and rigor by which any proposed catalytically
reduced radioactive system must be subjected. It is crucial that statistically significant results
be obtained, including the statistical uniformity of the matrix composition, as otherwise
comparisons will be impossible and the conclusions drawn will be erroneous.
1. Introduction
J. Bochris [BOCK92], T. Claytor [CLAY90], J. Jome [JORN94], G. Miley [MILE96],
and others have presented low energy nuclear effects occurring in solid lattices. Some of these
experiments have reported elemental transmutation as well. All of these systems have either
metal hydrides, deuterides, or proton conductors in common. JWK International Corporation
and its team sought to apply low energy elemental transmutation observed in hydridcd
materials to radioactive materials, and undertook an evaluation of a proprietary system
developed to electrocatalytically reduce actinide radioactivity using a model uranium/thorium
system in a solid catalyst.
2. Catalytic System Operation
We employed a proprietary 0.25 gram matrix slightly impregnated with 235 U depleted
uranium and thorium. Uranium and thorium were chosen as test elements because they are
both radioactive and form metal hydrides. The latter condition is hypothesized as necessary
for the proposed effect at room temperature by electrolytically forming uranium and thorium
hydrides in the presence of lithium sulfate in the electrolyte. The matrix is formulated in
several proprietary steps resulting in dispersed uranium and thorium oxides. These oxides are
very stable, and should resist chemical attack in the cell.

1 Naval Research Laboratory, Condensed Matter Division, Radiation Effects Branch
2 University of Rochester, Department of Chemical Engineering
3 JWK International Corporation
4 Consultant, Health Physicist
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3. Instrumentation
Instrumentation was employed to assess the matrix and system prior, during and after an
experimental run. The goal of this instrumentation was to establish:
•
•

evidence of radioactive reduction
evidence of nuclear transmutation

This was accomplished by monitoring radiation and trace materials.
3.1 Radiation Measurements
Geiger Counters are sensitive to X-rays, beta particles, gamma rays and alpha particles.
With the exception of the gamma rays, the others are easily attenuated by the water and the
plastic components used in the system. Consequently, we observe gamma lines using liquid
nitrogen cooled Ge detectors in a low background Pb shielded cave.
235 U makes a sensitive in situ neutron diagnostic, because of its high fission cross section
to < 0.5 ev and > 1 MeV neutrons. Similarly, the lithium sulfate in the water electrolyte and
the polycarbonate housings make good detectors for neutron capture, gamma (n-y) reactions.

Only one naturally occurring isotope of uranium, 235U, with a half life of 7.04 x 108 years,
has detectable gamma lines: 185.7 and 143.8 KeV. It should be noted that the 185.7 KeV line
is easily confused with the 226Ra 186.1 KeV line. However, 238U, with a 4.47 x 109 year half
life, decays to:
234Tb + a + 'Y >
23sU >
- 234mpa + 'Y + p >
- 234U + p
Consequently, we observed two> 1 MeV y lines of 234mPa, and two> 90 KeV lines from
234Tb. 234mPa has a half life 1.17 minutes. Naturally occurring thorium, which is 100% 232Th
with a 1.4 x 1010 year half-life, decays as:
22s Ac + 'Y + P>
- 22sRa + a >
232Tb >
- 22sT h + p

We observed over ten gamma lines from 228Ac ranging in energy from 270 KeV to over 1
MeV. If the daughter products of U and Th are not in secular equilibrium with their parents,
then they would not provide an accurate measure of the parent's presence. Because of the
relatively long half-lives of two of the daughters: 5.7 years for 228Ra and 24 days for 234 Th, we
are concerned about the time required to re-establish secular equilibrium. However, we are
most concerned about breaking the 232Th decay chain since 22 8Ra may form an insoluble
precipitate, RaSO4. This is of particular concern in all electrolysis studies using both Th
and LizS04.
Alpha and beta particles were counted with a scintillator in vacuum. Using the Feather
Analysis technique, calibrated sheets of aluminum and lead were utilized to provide a known
attenuation to beta particles and X-rays [OVER60]. This was used as an ancillary monitor of
sample radioactivity.
One indication of elemental transmutation would be evidence of a K-capture of an electron
or the X-ray emission which occurs when an electron fills a new shell formed during
transmutation. Since we were not calibrated to detect photons below 90 KeV, and were not
sensitive below 40 KeV, we were unable to observe these X-rays.
3.2 Trace Material Analysis
If nuclear processes are occurring, then a nuclear ash must result. Since the overall
radioactivity may be reduced by the process, then the nuclear ash must be stable. Several
different instruments were employed to monitor trace materials, including:
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• Neutron Activation Analysis
• Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy
• Energy Dispersive Atomic X-ray Analysis
Neutron activation analysis (NAA) requires subjecting a sample to an intense neutron flux
for several minutes followed by successive counting periods where gamma ray emissions are
recorded. Not all elements can be activated by this mechanism, but for those that can be,
NAA provides an exquisitely sensitive technique accurate to parts per billion or better for
some isotopes. NAA can also be used to give isotopic data. However, care must be taken,
where assumptions of isotopic natural abundance are made, as well as where there is a
variable abundance, such as with lead. Unfortunately, mu present in the samples also fission
during NAA and its', and 238U, fission products complicate the elemental analysis. Neutron
Activation Analysis was performed in three different facilities.
Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy (ICP/MS) compliments NAA. A sample
is heated to several thousand degrees Celsius and injected into a mass spectrometer. The
technique is typically sensitive to parts per billion. Unfortunately, three orders of magnitude in
sensitivity is lost because of the small sample sizes employed. This results in a sensitivity of
about 2-5 parts per million. Although this is sufficient for many of the candidate
transmutation materials, it is insensitive at this level to the rare earths that are also candidate
transmutation products. The argon isotope 40Ar, which is used as the feed gas in the
instrument, interferes with the calcium isotope 4°Ca, and compromises the sensitivity for this
isotope.
In addition, sample preparation compromises this technique. Inductively Coupled Plasma
Mass Spectroscopy (ICP/MS) requires that a sample be dissolved in a liquid for injection.
Very corrosive acids are chosen such as perchloric acid. Unfortunately, another candidate
transmutation element, silicon, does not dissolve in perchloric acid, so "wet" preparation is
very important. The ICP/MS samples run were dissolved in perchloric acid.
A high resolution ICP/MS can be tuned to count specific ions with a particular mass. This
can be used to accurately determine the isotopic abundance of various elements.
Unfortunately, isotopes with the same mass, such as the nickel isotope 64Ni and the zinc
isotope 64Zn are indistinguishable even with the highest resolution mass spectrometer. These
isotopes require a chemical separation prior to the ICP/MS analysis.
Energy Dispersive Atomic X-ray (EDAX) analysis provides a surface elemental scan by
looking at secondary X-rays from a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) electron beam as it
is directed across a sample. This technique is sensitive to parts per thousand. However, this
low resolution is useful since an element must be in high concentration to be observed by this
technique.
4. Results of Experiments with Uranium and Thorium
Samples were taken from runs including used and unused U and Th impregnated matrix,
and used and unused high purity 1 molar LbSO4. The tubing, plastic housings and filter paper
were also analyzed. The possible effects observed included reductions in radioactivity and
elemental transmutation, however these were inconclusive because of inhomogeneous samples
and statistically incomplete sampling.
Most significantly, real-time gamma monitoring of a closed system resulted in no
reduction in gamma lines from mu, or the 238U decay chain or the 232Th decay chain. The
non-operating experiment was housed sufficiently long in the gamma detector to trap radon
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gas in a closed system and showed an increase in 212Pb and 208Tl activity, both of which are
expected in the 232Th decay chain and are radon decay products.
High resolution mass spectroscopy of the evolved gasses during experiments at the
University of Rochester (UR) and NRL showed no isotopic or gas production anomalies.
Curiously, the UR experiment, which was gas sampled, indicated radioactive reduction by
matrix measurements, whereas the NRL gas sampled experiment showed no reduction during
the real time gamma counting experiment.
U and Th were found to apparently decrease by 50%-90%, as measured in the same
sample before and after an experimental run, by alpha, beta and gamma counting. Very little U
and no Th was on the filter paper or in the electrolyte, as measured by gamma counting and
neutron activation of the electrolyte. However, it was difficult to accurately weigh the matrix
after a run because of LizS04 coatings and the possibility of washing away the matrix while
rinsing off the LizS04. It is suspected that matrix fines became distributed throughout the
system, thereby resulting in an "apparent" reduction.
ICP/MS showed an apparent increase in elemental Ba(+l 04x), Ca, Ni(+18.5x), Mg,
Zn(+ lOx), Al, Pb ( +15x) and decreases in U and Th. However, the material was not uniform,
rendering before and after run comparisons statistically impossible. Further testing is also
required to rule out contamination from handling and other sources. Various "inert"
components, such as o-rings, have been shown to be contamination sources, especially barium
[LITI98]. It is worth noting that due to the short time scales of the experiments, typically 4
hours, and the low current densities, less than 0.2 amps, an insignificant electrolytically
induced contamination concentration should occur [BOCK96].
U and Th have a neutron excess. 238U has a ratio of 146:92 or 1.6: 1, neutrons to protons.
232Th has a ratio of 142:90, also 1.6: 1. Any transmutation of these elements must account for
these surplus neutrons. ICP/MS data of possible transmuted Mg, Ni, Cu, Zn and Ba showed
no change in their naturally occurring isotopic abundances within the statistical error of the
measurement. Indeed, there were 1-2 percent changes between the used and unused samples,
as well as natural abundances, but these were all within the error bars. The inability to
distinguish between 64Ni and 64Zn leaves open the possibility that the heavy nickel isotope 64Ni
may be in higher abundance and the light zinc isotope 64Zn in lower abundance, or vice versa.
Similarly, 67Zn can not be reported because it overlaps with doubly charged 134Ba++ in the
mass spectrometer.
ICP/MS is accurate enough to correctly identify three uranium isotopes: 234U, 235 U, and
in the samples. Since we used depleted 235 U uranium, ICP/MS showed the samples
contained 0.2% 235U, vs. a natural abundance of 0.7% 235 U, which is consistent with
commercially available uranium.

238 U

EDAX analysis showed the initial matrix to consist of S, U, Cu, and Th. After a run there
was a qualitative reduction in the U and Th line heights, along with the additional presence of
Mg, Al, Si, Sb, Cr, Fe, Ni, Cu, Os, and Pt. Os may be confused with a Cu peak. S was in the
original matrix, and in the LizS04 added to the electrolyte. There were trace amounts of Cr,
Fe, Ni and Pt in the system, primarily in the electrical feed wires and Ti electrodes. Similarly,
Al and Si were present in the alumina pump head used prior to the adoption of a contact-less
peristaltic pump. However, Ti was notably absent, despite the Ti electrodes presenting the
largest surface area for contact. This may be indicative of an oxide forming on the Ti, thereby
sealing it from contact with the electrolyte, as well as reducing its electrical conductivity. It
was suggested that under these conditions the Pt feed wire provides the majority of the
surface area for electrolysis, and hence, an active source of contamination [LITT98].
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It should also be noted that the U nucleus binding energy provides on the order of 200
MeV/nucleus fission. Although these experiments were run without calorimetry, there was no
perceptible temperature increase (>5° C) associated with liberating this energy. Thorium
fission would also result in similar excess energy.
5. Statistical Sampling
The major flaw in this study was the inability to establish a normal distribution for the
radioactive matrix so as to allow random sampling to give statistically meaningful results of
both radioactive and trace materials before and after experiments. A significant effort will be
required in the future to determine the statistical distribution of the matrix components, since
ICP/MS and NAA are destructive, and comparisons require a normal distribution. Similarly,
the small sample size, coupled with the secular dis-equilibrium of the U and Th daughter
decay products, gave rise to poor gamma counting statistics.
6. Conclusion
These were the first exhaustive measurements of possible radioactive reduction attempting
to account for mass, neutron and radiation balances. Although 50-90% apparent reductions
in U and Th were indicated by a variety of analytic techniques comparing the matrix before
and after an experiment, its inhomogeneous nature coupled with possible losses through
handling, make statistically significant comparisons impossible. It is likely that fines with a
high surface to volume ratio, and consequently increased U and Th uptake during matrix
fabrication, were mechanically redistributed through the system, thereby accounting for
observed radioactive reductions. Morrison [MORR98] suggested tagging future experiments
with strong gamma emitters like 137Cs or 131 1 to track material transport. However, the tag's
chemistry will differ from that of U and Th, or their decay daughters.
There were no isotope shifts from natural abundance within experimental error for Mg,
Ni, Cu, Zn, Ba, or U. There was no evidence of >100 KeV radiation, indicating neither
radioactive fission products nor neutrons observed by n-y reactions. No anomalous gases or
isotopes were seen during two runs. Both the neutron surplus and the unseen excess
binding energy present major experimental and theoretical difficulties for the proposed
system. Similarly, the observed lack of radioactive reduction in a system undergoing real
time gamma analysis challenges claims of radioactive reduction.
These experimental protocols, monitoring energy, mass, neutron and radiation balances in
a statistically significant way, are required of all systems purporting to reduce radioactivity
using hitherto unknown physical processes.
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CAN IMPURITIES WITIDN A DEUTERATED CRYSTALLINE
LATTICE HAVE AN EFFECT FAVOURING
COLD FUSION?
Fulvio Frisone
Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita di Catania, Corso Italia 57, 95129 Catania
CSFNSM - Catania Abstract
A summarized analysis of the influence that different concentrations of impurities in
the crystal lattice can have on the phenomenon of catalyzed deuteron fusion. The
numerical calculation carried out for Pd. Pt and Ni at fixed lattice-temperatures,
varying the level of impurity between 0.28% and 0.72%, shows that increasing the
level of the impurity increases the probability of penetrating the Coulomb barrier.
This result can be interpreted by considering the trend of the potential which
describes the effective interaction between deuterons within a metal: in effect, it
shows that the coupling between plasmons and deuterons, in the presence of
impurities, is able not only to reduce the thickness of the Coulomb barrier but also
to lower its height K in various types of deuterated lattices.
INTRODUCTION
Baldo and Pucci czi have suggested that coupling between deuterons and plasmons
of a pure metal lattice can increase the rate of the fusion reaction, given that it is the
result of the effective attractive interaction between the nuclei of deuterium and so
reduces the thickness of the Coulomb barrier, that is the distance at which the
Coulomb repulsion becomes dominant. The "catalytic" effect of this coupling does
not, however, take account of other possible effects, such as those associated with
the presence of impurities or with variations in the lattice temperature.
With the aim of studying this type of phenomena, the present analysis will consider
how the concentration of impurities present in the crystalline lattice may influence
deuteron catalysed fusion. The numerical calculation, carried out for different
metals on varying the level of impurity, shows that the probability of fusion
increases on increasing the value of this parameter. This result is confirmed
qualitatively by the trend of the potential barrier which describes the interaction
between deuterons within the metal: it shows that effective coupling between
plasmons and deuterons in the presence of impurities is able not only to reduce

the thickness but also to lower the height of the Coulomb barrier K in
various types of deuteron-loaded lattices [Il.
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The calculations were developed on the model of a simple three-dimensional
crystalline lattice with central symmetry. In the model, the level of impurities
present is varied (from a minimum of 0.28% to a maximum of 0.72%) together with
the number of electrons in the "d" band, with the aim of comparing the behaviour of
Palladium and Platinum (which have cubic symmetry and, respectively, 10 and 9
"d" band electrons) with the behaviour of Nickel (which has cubic symmetry but
only 8 "d" band electrons).
The calculation involved a series of numerical simulations on the computer which
showed the trend of the probability of penetrating the barrier on varying the level of
impurity in the metal lattice, at fixed temperature.
The effects due to variations in temperature and to different lattice symmetries are
the object of a paper already submitted for publication [4].

THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL
In a three-dimensional model, the probability of fusion between free deuterium
nuclei outside the crystalline lattice of the metal, is equal to the probability of
penetrating the Coulomb barrier potential V(r), given by:
(1)

where a is between .11 and .5 A

, K(r) free is given by:
(2)

lattice has been studied from the theoretical perspective by various authors; in
particular, inc21 it was shown that, considering the interaction between deuterium
nuclei and the collective plasmonic excitation in the metal, the number of fusions
per second is a gas of N deuterons with density p is given by:
(3)

where Md is the mass of the deuterium nuclei , p is their impulse and the
parentheses represent the thermal mean.
The factor of barrier penetration B for the s wave, and the case of low energy
scattering, can be evaluated in the WKB approximation as l21:
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(4)
where e2 = 14.4 eV · A in the absolute system.
In the case of free deuterium nuclei at room temperature, the resulting
multiplication factor is about 1037.
The aim here is to demonstrate the possibility of a further effect enhancing the
probability of fusion, due essentially to the presence of impurities in the metal.
For simplicity, the effect of pressure will not be considered here.
The presence of the metal lattice has an important effect on the reaction; that of
electronic shielding, discussed by Rabinowitz et all3J • It is possible to take this
effect into account by using a model in which the negative charge is distributed
over a thin shell with a radius R.
This allows, for the interaction potential within the metal, the "shifted" Coulomb
barrier to be written as131 :
V = ( kq 2 )[ (Ilr)- (II R)

]

(5)

where q is the charge of the deuteron, r1 is the nuclear radius, and k = I I 4 rc e O •
Then V = 0 for r > R. The solution for the semi-classic tunnelling factor A is131 :

A= D exp {-2r('i)}

(6)
(7)

In equations (6) and (7), D is a numerical constant of the order of unity, µ is the
reduced effective mass of the deuteron, r2 is the classic point of inversion, and 1i is
the reduced Planck constant.
To take account of the effect of the impurities present in the metal, the constant D in
(6) can be modified by substituting the product J 11 , where J is the density of the
impurities and Tl a numerical constant, 11 = I .
Consider, in particular, the case of Palladium, in which there are 10 "d" band
electrons. Taking the centre of mass as the system of reference, the probability of
fusion within the metal can be written as:

(8)
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=

✓ 2 [ E - V(r)m

1 ] /
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2

(9)

( the region of most interest is that in which E S V (r) int
V(r)int

=

2

kq .
r

[

V(r)M -

�

)•

lim R ]

(10)

r

where k = 1 / 4n £ 0 • q the charge of the deuteron, ro the pulsation of the
deuterons in the metal, R the nuclear radius, � a parameter which depends on the
structural characteristics of the lattice (number of "d" band electrons and the type of
lattice symmetry), variable between 0.015 and 0.025.
In (10), V(r)M is the Morse potential given by:
V(r)M = ( JI Z ) exp ( - 2 X ( r - r0 )

) - 2 exp ( - X ( r - r0 )
)

(11)

In this equation, J indicates the concentration of impurities present in the metal, Z, x
and r0 depend on the dynamic conditions of the system, and ro is the pulsation of
the deuterons in the metal.
Within the metal, the probability of fusion given by (8) was evaluated numerically,
using (9) and (10) and setting, in the case of Palladium, " a. " at about .56 A,
E = 295.21 eV, J = 0.8 % and m = 0.21 Hz. The result is P;nr = 10-33
For other values of a. and ro, for Platinum, Nickel, Palladium and for the values of E
between 100 eV and 250 eV.
In Tables I and 2, the probability of fusion is obtained beginning from equation (5),
which takes account of both the impurities present and of electronic screening. Tables
3 and 4 were obtained using equations (9) and (10), which take into account only the
level of impurity.
CONCLUSIONS
This communication has presented a summarized study of the influence that different
concentrations of impurities present in the crystalline lattice can have on the
phenomenon of catalysed deuteron fusion. The numerical calculation, carried out for
Pd. Pt and Ni at fix ed lattice temperature, on varying the level of impurities between
0.28% and 0.72%, shows that the probability of penetrating the Coulomb barrier
increases on increasing the level of impurities. This result can be interpreted
considering the trend of the potential which describes the effective interaction
between deuterons within the metal: in fact, it shows that, in the presence of
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impurities, the coupling of plasmons and deuterons is able to not only reduce the
thickness but also lower the height of the Coulomb barrier K in various types of
deuterated crystalline lattices.
In the case of the metal pure to about 0.28%, in fact, this barrier is very high. To cross
it, therefore, would require a total energy greater than the potential itself as shown in
Figure 2. Under the same dynamic conditions, metals with a level of impurity of about
0.72% have a greater probability of fusion than the pure metals (Figure 1 ). Here the
total energy is lower than the potential, enhancing the tunnelling effect. Figure 3
compares the different trends found. The effects of "enhancing" the probability of
fusion within deuterated metal lattices, compared to the "free" process, differ for
different metals, as a result of their different structural characteristics. Palladium and
Platinum have, respectively 10 and 9 electrons in the "d" band and a cubic symmetry,
Nickel has cubic symmetry but only 8 "d" electrons.
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ANOMALOUS ENERGY TRANSFER
Peter L. Hagelstein
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Research Laboratory of Electronics
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Abstract
If it were possible for a large energy quantum to somehow be communicated between a
localized nuclear system and the surrounding environment, then it would follow that a
quantitative theory could be developed that would account for many of the anomalies
claimed in metal deuterides. If a large energy quantum cannot be transferred, then it is
unlikely that any theory will be able to account for the claims.
Our efforts have focused then on the problem of anomalous energy transfer. We have
developed a new theoretical description that places delocalized lattice phonon degrees of
freedom on the same footing as local residual position operators. With this formulation,
we have found that a lattice vibrational mode cannot accept a large energy quantum, as
the coupling is not sufficiently nonlinear. We propose a new set of second order reactions
in which a local exothermic reaction couples off-resonance to a highly excited phonon
mode at low order, and the phonon mode dissipates the large energy quantum through
low order coupling to endothermic channels.
Introduction
Claims of observations of anomalies in metal deuteride and metal hydride systems
continue to be reported. These anomalies include the production of excess heat, tritium,
helium, neutrons, MeV charged particles, x-rays, gamma rays, and induced radioactivity.
To account for any of these anomalies, we require that there exists some route for a large
quantum of energy to be transferred from the local microscopic scale of atoms and nuclei
to the macroscopic scale of the surrounding lattice. As a prototypical example of this,
we consider the initial Pons-Fleischmann conjecture that
d

+

d

-----,

4

He

+

Qzattice

may account for excess heat production. From our point of view, the experimental
evidence in support of this is suggestive but by no means conclusive. Our focus here is
on the theoretical aspects of this kind of conjecture.
If the energy from the d + d reaction could go into a single highly excited phonon
mode directly with some efficiency, then the overall reaction would be Dicke enhanced
( this was observed and presented by the author in April 1989; the possibility of Dicke
enhanced fusion reactions is also a key part of Preparatta's theories). Assuming that the
reaction were mediated by the strong force, the ratio of the rate of such a Dicke enhanced
reaction to an incoherent channel such as the neutron branch would be

r superradiant
rincoherent "-'

T/ ND icke

where T/ is the efficiency of the coupling to the lattice ( as measured against the kinematic
coupling associated with incoherent neutron production), and where NDicke is essentially
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the number of reacting pairs that communicate with the highly excited phonon mode.
Within such a scenario, there is no branching ratio problem, and there is no longer any
need for an enhanced tunneling effect. In the experimental claims, the observed heat to
neutron ratios are consistent with Dicke numbers in excess of 10 14.
Interestingly enough, we conclude that the major outstanding theoretical problem is
not how to elude the Coulomb barrier; and it is not how to account for anomalously low
neutron emission rates. The big issue is, and always has been, whether a large energy
quantum can be transferred efficiently from a nuclear reaction to new degrees of freedom
associated with the surrounding environment. This is true not just for heat production,
but also for tritium production, gamma emission, charged particle emission, and induced
radioactivity. Consequently, our interest must be focussed on the problem of anomalous
energy transfer.
Coupling between the Microscopic and Macroscopic

We wish to transfer a large energy quantum from the microscopic (atomic or nuclear)
level to the macroscopic (lattice) level. There is an issue as to what macroscopic degree of
freedom to couple to, as there are electronic, vibrational and electromagnetic degrees of
freedom. From our perspective, the coupling to the electric or electromagnetic degrees of
freedom is weak at best, and so we prefer phononic degrees of freedom. For the discussion
that follows, we imagine optical phonon modes, although high frequency acoustic modes
may also be relevant.
Intimate coupling between phonons and nuclei has not really been addressed previ
ously, although weak coupling between the two systems is well known (NMR lineshape
studies and nuclear acoustic resonance studies are relevant in this regard). We have re
cently proposed the use of a hybrid scheme to analyze local dynamics in a lattice with a
strongly excited phonon mode. This hybrid scheme is implemented using lattice position
operators

Rj

Rj +

Ujl]

The phonon mode amplitude here is (j, and the effects of all of the other phonon mode
amplitudes are combined into Rj . We refer to this operator as a residual position opera
tor, which differs from the position operator on the LHS only in that it does not include
the contribution of the single highly excited mode.
This formulation allows us to address systematically a variety of quantum problems
in which one or more atoms or nuclei interact in the presence of a strong phonon field.
For example, strong excitation of a high-k optical longitudinal mode will act to bring
interstitial deuterons more closely together, which provides a handle for interactions
between the nuclei and the phonon mode. One interesting problem that immediately
presents itself is the effect of such a highly excited phonon mode on the fusion rate
within the lattice. A Born-Oppenheimer type approximation

is appropriate, as the mass associated with the phonon mode is many times the mass of
a single atom or nuclei. We can study the effect of phonon excitation on the atom-atom
overlap probability by solving the two-body Schrodinger equation
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+
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v,(R 1 , R2 ; q)

As the phonon excitation brings the atoms on average closer together, the atom-atom
overlap increases. As the phonon excitation moves the atoms on average further apart, the
atom-atom interaction decreases. This dependence of the close range nuclear interaction
on the phonon coordinate provides a basic coupling mechanism that is a prerequisite for
a possible anomalous energy transfer effect. Work is in progress seeking solutions to this
equation.
There is no first order anomalous energy transfer effect
We can use the hybrid description described briefly above to examine whether energy
can be transferred from the nucleus to the lattice under various assumptions. The sim
plest possible mechanism through which an energy transfer effect might operate is direct
first order coupling, mediated by the strong force. One example of this is to couple the
dd-fusion energy directly to the lattice. We consider a highly excited lattice in which
the lattice excitation energy exceeds the nuclear binding energy by whatever factor is
required, and then calculate rates according to Fermi's Golden rule

where V represents the strong force interaction. The results are that the associated
reaction rate is very small, and we conclude that the lattice phonon mode is not able
to accept a large quantum through a first order interaction. The difficulty in conserving
energy and matching momentum at the same time lies at the heart of why first order
coupling doesn't work in this case. A large .6.E is to be transferred, but the corresponding
.6.p that can be coupled to the lattice is not commensurate.
We can develop some intuition as to what the underlying physical issue is by con
sidering a highly idealized version of the problem. The essential difficulty with a first
order anomalous energy transfer effect can be visualized in terms of a classical analog
in a reduced dimension space as illustrated in Figure 1. The axis associated with the
phonon amplitude is labeled q; in the absence of the nuclear interaction, the potential in
q is parabolic corresponding to an underlying harmonic lattice model. There are a very
large number of other axes, corresponding to the different mode amplitudes. The only
important variable contributed by all of these other modes in this problem is the relative
separation, which we have indicated schematically as a residual relative separation axis,
denoted by .6.r. Where the two nuclei come together in residual space is determined by
the mode amplitude; at zero phonon amplitude the two nuclei are normally far apart,
and at large phonon amplitude they are somewhat closer together. When deuterons ap
proach, there is an attractive nuclear potential and a repulsive Coulombic potential, both
of which are represented in the figure.
The dynamical problem of anomalous energy in this example is analogous to the
classical problem of launching a frictionless particle up the parabolic slope, and arranging
for it to come back down in the slot. For a very narrow and deep slot, there is just no
way to do it [we would need the particle to bounce off of some other potential in order to
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F igure l: Schematic of classical lattice-nuclei dynamics.
scatter into the slot - however, no other potential appears in this idealized model]. That
this is so can be seen by considering microscopic reversibility. A particle launched within
a deep slot is not going to come out on account of the relatively weak force associated
with the parabolic potential.
The extension of this basic argument to higher dimensions does not solve the essential
problem. Replacing the classical problem by the equivalent quantum problem, which
introduces a tunneling effect, also does nothing to fix the problem. A nonlinearity in
the phonon mode potential, which is known for PdD, also is not helpful. We conclude
that anomalous energy transfer to a single phonon mode by first order coupling simply
doesn't work. Extending the argument to the case of several phonon modes does not
change this conclusion.
Discussion
The basic problem with a first order anomalous energy transfer effect for a fusion
process is that the energy quantum t::.E is extremely large, but the coupling is relatively
low order in q. For example, suppose that the coupling to the phonons were first order.
The lattice can respond in this case at ±wo ( where wo is the resonant frequency, a
few 10s of meV), with some additional spread in frequency due to damping. If the
lattice response off resonance by several MeV away were finite, then we would have
reason to expect a first order transition. However, phonon-phonon coupling and phonon
electron coupling processes dominate the damping of the phonon mode, and the frequency
response associated with these mechanisms is at the sub-eV level.
A higher order initial interaction certainly helps in this regard. For example, a fusion
. reaction coupled to a highly excited phonon mode could in principle couple exchang
ing 100 phonons. The lattice response would then occur at a correspondingly higher
frequency, and damping would induce a larger spread in the linewidth. Nevertheless,
the broadening due to phonon-phonon and electron-phonon coupling is still relatively
small on a per phonon basis. Consequently, even strongly nonlinear coupling with the
associated broadening effects, is not able to do the job.
W hat we need in this context is some dissipative mechanism that transfers a large
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quantum with an associated low order coupling to the excited phonon mode. The conven
tional dissipative mechanisms of course do not work this way, but that does not address
the more interesting question as to whether there exist unconventional dissipation chan
nels with this property. Our initial difficulties arise because in coupling a fusion reaction
to a lattice phonon mode, the interaction involves large b..E with a noncommensurate
smaller b..p. Perhaps there exist other dissipative processes with similar characteristics.
For example, there are endothermic processes with low order phonon couplings and with
large b..E, such as alpha decay or recoil. If these processes are included, then the lattice
will exhibit high frequency fluctuations associated with low order matrix elements. In
this case, one would expect to see anomalous energy transfer effects.
Anomalous energy transfer with second order process

The discussion of the preceding section provides the key to what is required for models
that address anomalous energy transfer. A fusion reaction coupled to a highly excited
phonon mode that has very high frequency fluctuations can go. However, since the
requisite high frequency fluctuations have not been studied previously. we must include
them explicitly in our model. We then propose a second order model in order to describe
a first order anomalous energy transfer effect in the presence of anomalous fluctuations.
In this section, we outline the model; detailed computations are in progress.
Such a second order theory can be based on Fermi's Golden rule in the form

where Va might be the strong force interaction relevant to an exothermic fusion event,
and where ½ might be the Coulomb interaction relevant to an endothermic recoil event.
In light of our discussion above concerning fluctuations, we might also develop a
"lineshape" type of theory, based on using a rotation to replace the first order dissipative
coupling with an approximate second order "damping" term
In this case, we obtain a theory for reaction rates that is written in terms of an anomalous
lineshape
f

2

/A

1

A)

= -h im Va
Va
\ Ho + \1a + ½[E _ ilJ-1½,

In this case, the new dissipative terms appear explicitly as an anomalous line broadening
effect.
Overview of the new theory

We have specified in the previous sections a new second order theory for anomalous
energy transfer. It remains to evaluate reaction rates for specific processes to understand
the predictions of the model; work is currently in progress to do exactly this. However,
certain features of the theory are apparent and deserve comment.
W ithin the model, a highly excited phonon mode results in a coupling between an
exothermic reaction at one site, and one or more endothermic reactions at other sites.
There are three exothermic channels that appear to be most relevant: d + p - 3 He,
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d+d ---+4 He, and d+d ---+ t+ p. In all cases, the leading order microscopic interaction is

a strong force E2 phonon-nuclear coupling, where the notion of phonon-nuclear coupling
as used here is introduced earlier in this work. As the t + p channel must result in nearly
stationary protons and tritons, the final state channel is S-wave, which requires strong
force E2 coupling as the lowest order relevant interaction. There is no intermediate fusion
gamma production anywhere in this model.
The endothermic channels that are relevant (in the sense that they can dissipate a
large t::..E with a small phononic t::..p) include Coulomb-mediated alpha decay, neutron or
proton ejection, beta decay and atom-atom recoil processes (other channels are possible,
but these appear to be the most relevant for the field). These processes can be accompa
nied by x-ray or gamma emission, and in some cases by either the creation or destruction
of radioactive species.
The model gives naturally Dicke superradiant enhancement factors for reactions that
couple to the same excited phonon mode. Optical longitudinal phonon modes with
high k have the strongest phonon-nuclear coupling, but non-trivial coupling exists for
other modes. We know that the relevant optical modes are strongly damped, so that
it is impossible to obtain Dicke factors on the order of 10 14 in the absence of a gain
mechanism for the phonons. The new model is capable of providing phonon gain at low
levels, since a small fraction of the anomalous energy can be accepted by the phonon
mode. Such a mechanism is critical for addressing excess heat production within the
theoretical framework.

Limitations due to the uncertainty principle
Other issues are also of interest. One would expect that attempts to transfer a
large quantum of energy from one site to another might be exponentially damped. This
issue is often phrased in terms of a Heisenberg uncertainty argument: for a continuous
distribution of energy eigenstates, an energy transfer of t::..E is associated with a time
increment t::..t

n
t::..Et::..t > -

- 2
Speed of light limitations then produces an upper limit of distance to which the energy
can be transferred

t::..r

= ct::..t

~

nc
2t::..E

This argument is often given as effectively ruling out all theories that attempt to describe
a coupling of a large energy quantum (such as from a nuclear reaction) to the surrounding
environment. The basic argument is that there is not enough time available for the energy
to be transferred even to the nearest atom, much less to a delocalized mode.
The new model appears to be consistent with this, as long as we are careful to use
the relevant configuration space. The underlying hybrid lattice description is given in
terms of phonon mode amplitudes and residual position vectors. In this case, the relevant
spatial distance for the uncertainty principle argument is in the configuration space of
the excited phonon mode, and we require that

n,c
2t::..E
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The phonon mode amplitude cannot change by very much between the exothermic and
endothermic parts of the overall process. The same phonon mode interacts with local
systems at different sites, so that the overall interaction is real space is nonlocal.
This does not address the more interesting question of the conditions under which the
hybrid description of phonon mode plus residual position operators is appropriate. For
example, we would expect exponential damping of these effects to occur in the thermal
limit, due to destructive interference between the different modes. We might expect
that as the phonon mode amplitude increases, the importance of the phonon mode as a
quantum system increases in the problem. At some highly elevated level of excitation,
we might expect that the lattice would be able to facilitate the transfer of an anomalous
energy quantum. This issue is a very important one for further study.

Energetic protons
Kasagi reported at ICCF6 the observation of energetic protons in accelerator experi
ments in which deuterons bombarded a metal deuteride sample. This effect is conjectured
to be due to a three-body ddd-fusion reaction. The probability that two deuterons are
sufficiently close in the lattice to give rise to such a large yield is many orders of magni
tude too low (in the absence of other new physics) to be consistent with the experimental
observations. Consequently, we offer here a speculation based on the model described
above.
If we assume that in these experiments that somehow a phonon mode is sufficiently
highly excited to allow anomalous energy transfer, then it may follow that a small frac
tion of the time the lattice can transfer energy from an energetic dd-fusion event. The
probability of this will likely depend on the momentum of the bound deuteron due to
the lattice excitation compared to the relative momentum between the two deuterons.
The predominant dissipation mechanism that would involve energetic protons within this
model would be ejection of protons from the host metal nuclei mediated by the Coulomb
interaction between the bound proton and nearby nuclei. Such a mechanism, if correct,
would be observable in noncommensurate mean neutron and proton energies, in a depen
dence of the mean energy on host metal, and on secondary gamma emission. This may
provide a route to clarify basic anomalous energy transfer mechanisms experimentally.
Atomic Recoil
Atomic recoil is proposed as an important dissipation mechanism for the second order
model discussed above. Energy transfer to a single atomic recoil event would require
MeV charged particles in large quantity associated with heat production, and this is
not consistent with the experimental claims. We speculate here that there exists within
the theory pathways in which multiple recoil events occur at lower energy as well. The
motivation for this is that the longitudinal phonon modes that are effective in bringing
deuterons close together to fuse are the same modes that can bring them together to
scatter.
We are considering that for excess heat production the predominant dissipation mech
anism is low energy recoil of a large number of deuterons from each other. Mathematical
details of this model in terms of relevant collective coordinates will appear later on else
where. The ability of a lattice to dissipate energy through such a mechanism will be a
strong function of the size of the phonon mode; larger modes will have access to lower
average energy recoils.
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NUCLEAR SHELL MAGIC NUMBERS AGREE WITH MEASURED
TRANSMUTATION BY LOW-ENERGY REACTIONS
Heinrich Hora, George H. Miley*, Jak C. Kelly, and Y. Name*,

School ofPhysics, UNSW, Sydney Australia, *Fusion Stud Lab., Univ. Illinois, Urbana USA
The recently used solid state physics analysis resulted in the surprising fact that the protons
or deuterons in host metals as nickel, palladium or similars not only produce nuclear fusion but
result in other reactions with the nuclei of the host materials generating nuclear transmutations.
The resulting nuclides with atomic numbers Z are spread over the whole table of the periodic
system. Based on our models of having the protons as an exotic plasma whose most energetic
tail of about 1 to 2 eV reacts within about 2 pm distance where the Coulomb repulsion is
reduced by screening, especially in the swimming electron layer, we derive a relation to the
magic numbers of the nuclear shell model from the measured Z-dependence of the reaction
probabilities. This agreement with the magic numbers is an excellent proof of consistency for
the measurements. Furthermore, new higher magic numbers are predicted.

1. INTRODUCTION
An evaluation is presented for the measured low energy transmutation of metals such as
nickel and palladium into numerous other elements, using SIMS and NAA where some of the
new elements detected do not have the normal isotopic abundance that would have been seen if
they were merely impurities. Up to 10% of the original metal layers were converted into
other elements. Following our model, the protons or deuterons in the host metals are
considered as an exotic Maxwellian Plasma1. We have proposed a "swimming electron layers"
mechanism24 which partially shields the usual nuclear Coulomb repulsion and allows the
nuclei to approach each other more closely, thus greatly increasing the rate of long range
nuclear reactions. Recent low-energy measurements of the fusion of DD to 4He by Arata et al 5
agree with our previous estimates3 of the reaction distance of a few pm.
Our theoretical model - to distinguish from other models61012 - is based on
A) The hydrogen (or likewise deuterium or tritium) in the host metal is assumed to be a kind
of an exotic Maxwellian ionized gas1 contrary to the usual assumption of localized states
within a lattice10• 11 . A free moving strongly spin bound12 D/ may well fulfill all our
assumptions.
B) The nuclear reactions follow a long range (picometers) reaction probability (seconds to
years) derived from a semiempirical power law of hot fusion and myonic fusion21o4 where only
the energetic tail of the Maxwellian distribution of the exotic proton plasma with energies
above 1 to 2 eV will react3 . This is in contrast to all models where it is assumed that the
protons or deuterons are accelerated in cracks9 or by phonons 10 or otherwise such that the
cold fusion is a hot fusion in disguise. While the latter processes may well work to explain the
occasionally observed reaction bursts, the reactions where D+ D produces 108 times more
tritium than neutrons7 is definitely no hot fusion reaction.
It was derived as essential that the Coulomb repulsion was decreased3 by a factor of about
14. While this kind of screening is well known in the plasma state of the protons in the host
metal9 the very high value could be concluded only due to the swimming electron layer3 at the
surface of the metal or at the interface between metals of different Fermi levels. Following this
result3 •4 it was evident that multilayers of metals for high concentrations of protons had to be
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used2to4 on which basis earlier experiments with layers4 were performed and a reaction heat of
kW/cm3 was observed preliminarily by distributing the generated heat to the layers4• 13 .
The results using solid state physics are now finalized to a certain initial stage13, however
the results were completely in contrast to the initial goals where fusion reactions of light
nuclei only were expected. It turned out that nuclides form the whole range of the periodic
table are produced, what nobody could have suggested in the beginning. While the appearance
of numerous elements was initially considered as contamination only and ignored because of
this reason by several researchers, the indications that the new elements did not have the
natural abundance of isotopes as detected independently and simultaneously by different
centers 13-15, was the starting point for systematic experiments. Only when 500 to 1000
Angstrom thick nickel layers (or combination of multilayers with palladium) were used13, it
could be clarified that considerable amounts of these layers were changed by nuclear reactions
far beyond any consideration of contamination, e.g. more than 10% iron was created in nickel.
The energy gain per atom in the layers was measured and the resulting 100 keV per atom
excluded any chemical process 13.
We can relate the results to an intriguing agreement with the magic numbers of the nuclear
shell mode116. We especially note that the distance (Bohr radii) of the K-shell captured
electrons are in the range of pm (1000 Fermi) and the transition time is in the range of 103 to
106 seconds (e.g. 0.62 pm Bohr radius for 206Bi with 6.2d half life, or 2.3 pm and 3.09h for
45Ti, or 2.1 pm and 21m for 52mMn respectively).
Similar distances and reaction times have been concluded for nuclear reactions of protons or
deuterons at very high concentration in host metals at low energy3• following the relation for
the probability for the reaction time U depending on the distance d between reacting deuterons
[see Fig. 1 of Ref 3]
4

U = 8.139x104d34-8 seconds

(d in pm)

(1)

Using the probabilities of deuterium reactions in plasma loaded palladium, [see references in 3]
we found a distance of 3 pm. For the experiments of the helium production in palladium black
in the presence of deuterium gas at high temperatures we derived a mean distance for the
reaction of 1.51 pm for the result of U, evaluated form the experiments of Arata et al5. The
necessary electrostatic screening by a factor 14 at the surface of the metal or at the interface of
a layer of different metals (swimming electron layer) 18 is considered to be essential.

2. REPRODUCIBLE LOW ENERGY PROTON OR DEUTERON
INDUCED NUCLEAR TRANSMUTATIONS
Following the before mentioned result3 of the long distant nuclear reactions at strong
Coulomb screening by the swimming electron layers at the metal surfaces or interfaces, our
motivation was since 19902 to see experiments with multilayers of highly hydrogen
incorporating metals with different Fermi energies. This was actively followed up by using up
to 20 layers of iron and palladium or titanium4 where an energy production of kW/cm3 during
several seconds was estimated.
When sophisticated analysis methods were applied as Auger electron analysis, secondary
ion mass spectroscopy, neutron activation analysis etc., a very unexpected result appeared: a
large number of elements was produced, both in the case of proton incorporation into nickel
palladium multi layers 13•19 as well as deuterium incorporation using a completely different
experimental arrangement 14• . All these experiments were fully reproducible, the generated
15
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elements had isotope ratios different from the natural ratios and there was a very similar
distribution of the generation probability N(Z) on the number Z of the element with maxima
and minima at nearly the same Z-values 13 . One of the examples is given in Fig. 1. We recognize
that the maxima are decaying on Z. If we use the straight line, we find the following relation
for the maxima
N(Z)

N' exp(-Z/Z')

(2)

,018 ,---,---.,----,---r----.----,--,----,---,-----,

..,-1017
E
u

Ill

vi 1016
E
2 1015
C

C

0

:;: 1014
u

::,

ct 1013
,012----------�----�-�-�----�
0
20
40
60
80
100

Atomic number (Z l

Fig. I Measured production rate N(Z) for the nuclear transmutation on the atomic number Z for
protons in palladium13 where an exponential decay of the maxima on Z follows 1 9 a relation of Eq.
(2).

where the values ofZ'= 7.86 and N'= 3.56x10 17 atoms/cm3s are found 19. Taking the results of
6 runs 13 similar to Fig. I, the result is Z'=l0.638 ± 2.1 and N'= 3.91xl0 17 (±46%).

3. CONFIRMATION OF THE OBSERVATIONS BY CONSISTENCE
RELATION WITH THE MAGIC NUMBERS BY A 3" LAW
The following discussion of the relation of the magic numbers of nuclei with the low energy
long range reactions13-15, 19 , and the rather unexpected agreement will be a further reason to put
more attention to the phenomenon also in view of the above mentioned more general interest
in the long range charged particle interaction with nuclei.
After having seen the fair agreement of the magic numbers (2,8,20,28,50,82,126 with
exception of 20) with the maximaofN(Z) in Fig. 1, we are now elaborating this relation here in
more detail. It turns out that this exponential decay law arrives at ratios - with exception of
one case - that the sequence n (0,1,2, .. ) of the magic numbers fulfills a 3n law.
Our basis is the number Z' = 10 derived from Eq. (2) for the maxima of N(Z) in Fig. I - as
better seen in Fig. 4 of Ref. [2] with compiling a number of results of different laboratories.
We shall see that this number Z'=l0, derived from the purely empirical measurement of the
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transmutation probabilities - is essential for the relation with the magic numbers. Values for
higher or low Z' will not fit.
We give the following integers (including the zero) n =0,1,2,... for the sequence of the magic
numbers of Zn: n=0 for the magic number Z0=2; n= l for Z 1 =;=8, n=2 for Z 2=20 when related to
n= l and n=2 for Z 2=28 when related to n=3; n=3 for Z 3 =50; n=4 for Z 4=82, n=5 for Z5 =126.
The exception for the magic number Z=20 was explained before from the exceptional clear
minimum ofN(Z) in Fig. l and similar measurements. We are now calculating the ratios
(3)
We note that the exponential function could be a completely speculatively derived value, only
the Value Z' is added, and we remember that this comes from the experimental result of the
nuclear transmutation probabilities N(Z).
Table 1. Sequence n = 0,1,2... of magic numbers with the
values exp(Z/Z') and R(n) = exp[(Za+ 1 -Z0 )/Z'] of Eq. (3)
with Z'=l0 from Eq. (2) as measured.
Magic
Number
2
0
8
1
2 (as n+ 1 in (3))
20
2( as n in (3))
28
3
50
82
4
126
5

n

exp(Z/Z')
1.221
2.2225

R(n)

3n

1.822
3.321

1
3

R(n) =

I

12.1824
148.413
3640.95
296558.5

l

r/
I

;

100
C

7.389

a::

9.025
24.53
81.45

9
27
81

As shown in Table 1, the values of R(n) are very
close to the values
3°

1000

(4)

10

2

4

n

6

8

Fig. 2 Values R(n), Eq. (3) for the sequence
of the magic numbers n = 0,1,2 .. (with
some exception ofthe magic number 20) for
ratios R(n) ofN(Z)-maxima ofEq. (3) dots.
The line is the power law ofEq. (4) and the
dashed extension of the line would arrive at
further suggested magic numbers.

and as seen from the line in Fig. 2. The line is
extenuated in dashed way beyond the confinned
values and would arrive at the circled points
resulting in magic numbers 180(6), 246(7) and
324(8). In order to see the deviation of the result if another than the experimentally from
N(Z)-maxima derived value Z' would have been used, we note here the deviation for the
number for n=4: Instead ofR=81.45 (being very close to 34 for Z'=IO) we find R=224.69 for
Z' =8; R=l32.80 for Z' =9, R=54.598 for Z' =l1.

4. CONCLUSIONS
While "cold fusion" was discredited20 so much due to irreproducibility of the
measurements apart from other complexities, the extension of these processes to surface and
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interface phenomena2to4 led to fully reproducible reactions with high hydrogen concentrations
and heat generation per atom far above any chemical reaction energy. The resulting nuclear
transmutations over the whole range of atomic numbers Z resulted in another problem for
understanding apart from several exothermic transmutations or fissions which could be
explained. That these very preliminary and initial results, however, make sense can be seen
from the consistency of the measured transmutation probabilities N(Z), - reproduced at
various very different conditions - with the magic numbers for Z. The maxima of N(Z) rather
agree with the magic numbers with exception of the magic number 20 where a clear minimum
of N(Z) was observed in all cases. Further there was an exponential decay of the maxima
depending on Z derived with an increment of Z'=lO. Exactly with this Z'-value, determined
by the measurements of the transmutations, a fit of the ratios of the probabilities for the magic
numbers can be seen to be expressed by Eq. (4), with R(n) = 3n . The number 3 as basis may
be seen also in view of the 3-fold scheme of the quarks.
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PARTICLES, PRIMES, AND "COLD FUSION"
Stephen M. Hrushovetz, graduate student, Winnipeg, Canada
Various particles and interactions have been considered in explaining excess heat
and nuclear products in metals like palladium and nickel "loaded" with protons or
deuterons, with most non-chemical theories involving "cold fusion" reactions of
deuterium nuclei. This paper theorizes a role for neutrino oscillation in these
anomalies based on a numerical approach to elementary particle charges using five
sets of eight primes (2, 3, 5, 11, 149, 863, 1831, 178441) in six groups. The method
fits recognized mass ranges (some of which are known to nine significant digits) and
ratios, predicts masses of unconfirmed particles, and links gravity and electric forces.
My predicted 88.2 keVenergy difference between muon neutrino and electron neutri
nos resembles the 89± 1 keVX-rays observed in cold fusion cells by Cignini, Cozzi et
al., and it is included in my predicted down quark rest energy. Based on this and on
other ideas such as cavity quantum electrodynamics, I propose that muon neutrinos
naturally passing through "cold fusion" systems have their decays iJllo electron neu
trinos enhanced by nucleons in the metals when down quarks and other particles are
separated by integer multiples of the 88.2 keVwavelength (~0.1./ Angstroms). These
quarks are thought to absorb this energy and then release it as X-ray or thermal en
ergy and/or cause nuclear changes, such as fusion. Similar decays of tau neutrinos
with 11 x the muon neutrino mass could yield more energy and explain Lt preference.
Physics has established that particles can be subdivided into two groups based on their
quantum mechanical spin: those with odd½ ti spins (fermions, that follow Pauli's exclusion
principle) where Ii = h/21e = 1.05457266(63) x 10·34 Joules seconds, Js [l]; and those with
integer fl spin (bosons). Theory and experiment confirm that there are three families of
fermions with four distinct electric charge magnitudes, also classified as 6 quarks (each with
fractional electric charge and 1 of 3 "color" charges) and 6 "colorless" leptons, 3 of which
are neutrinos (see Table 1). Antimatter particles have the same mass but opposite electric
and color charges. There is some recent evidence of leptoquark bosons. [2] Quarks can bind
+
together to make color neutral threes (baryons) like the proton p (uull) and neutron 11°
(Ullll), or color neutral quark-antiquark pairs (mesons). Charged particles interact through
four fundamental interactions: long-range forces gravity and electromagnetism, the short
range weak interaction associated with some particle decays and that has been unified with
electromagnetism as the electro-weak force, and the strong (or color) nuclear interaction
involved in binding quarks together. Field gauge bosons (spin 1) are exchanged between
particles in these interactions: photons, y, in electromagnetism; W +, W · for left-handed par
ticles, and :C for right- and left-handed particles in the weak force; and eight gluons, g,
(which have color and anticolor charge and can form glueballs, gh [3]) in the strong force.
Charge and parity are conserved in these interactions except in some kaon decays. [./] Par
ticles with mass (energy) charge attract each other via gravity fields, hypothetically involving
the unconfirmed spin 2 graviton, g. Particles are thought to acquire mass via the spin 0
Higg's boson, H° or II'1-, that has some indirect support. [5] Desptite this Standard Model,
there does not yet seem to be an adequate theory for predicting elementary particle masses.
This paper numerically derives particle masses and looks at the role of neutrinos in "cold
fusion" anomalies. Neutrinos, v, and antineutrinos, v, are considered so weakly interacting
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with matter that the Earth is almost transparent to them. [6] It is uncertain whether v's have
mass, but if they do, they may compose the dark matter that astronomers infer from galaxy
rotations [7] and cosmology, and may oscillate between types, or "flavors", that are usually
considered conserved in interactions. It has been hypothesized that v oscillation cause the
less than expected Ve from the sun (a major Ve source) and atmospheric vµI Ve from cosmic
rays. [8] Researchers using Los Alamos' linear accelerator that produces large amounts of
2
Vµ, v;, and Ve, report oscillation evidence suggesting a minimum 0.2 eV/c mass for a v. [6]
With regard to cold fusion, Dufour [9] has proposed enhanced three-body collisions of
two hydrogen isotopes and a neutrino. within a metal where there is a high concentration of
low-thermal-energy protons and electrons under changing electric fields. I was intrigued by
the similarity between the 89 ± 1 keV X-rays observed by Cignini, Gozzi et al. in heat
+
producing D loaded Pd cells [JO] and the energy difference between two v's and within a
quark rest energy in my prime-linked elementary particle derivations. I hypothesized that
"cold fusion" systems enhance v oscillation from one or more types to lower energy types,
and-that the energy from this neutrino decay is transferred to one kind quark, which in turn
yields the various observed anomalies. Stimulated radiative decay of neutrinos ( v ➔ v' + r)
in a resonant cavity was proposed in 1992 [11], but radio/microwave photons were consid
ered (not X-rays), and neither energy transfer to quarks, nor cold fusion, were suggested.
Table 1 : Recognized Elementary Particle Charges and Ratios [ J]
Elementary Fermion Rest Energies in MeV unless noted Gauge, Heavy Boson
III
II
Rest Energies in GeV
I
?
t
charm,
c
Higg's
top,
up, u
+Z
180±12 GeV
(some '96 estimates)
3
1.0 tol.6 GeV -------------=
I 71.1±5.1 GeV [ 12] --------------2 to 8
1 --------------1-f > 60.2, �/- > 44.1
----------strange, s
bottom, b
down, d
leptoquark, LQ?
>73
and >237 for 2nd
- 3
100
to
300
5
4.1
to
4.5
GeV
to
15
and
1
1-D_
--- ----------------------------_ st_gy,nerationj
w +'electron, e ·
tau, Tmuon,µ·
+
0.51099907
-1
105.658389
80.33±0.15
1 777 . 00 030
-0.27
± 0.00000015
±0.000034 --------------,---�-- ------0 ----1----------------------T
muon neuelectron neutau neutrino, v,.
I
y, g
I
91.187 I
trino, Vµ
O?
trino, v,
±_____
0.007 J..I _______
< 24
< 0.17
< 0.000015
--six
types:
blue/antired,
blue/antigreen,
gu
(0
up
to
a
few
MeVallowed);
0
2
red/antt�een, red/antiblue, green/antired, green: antiblue Li 4]_ _____
6
(0
up to afew MeVal/owed); two types: each 3 color + 3 anticolor [ 1-1]
J:M
m u lmd = 0.25 to 0.70; n,5 /inc1 = 17 to 25 ; {ms - (mu+ mc1) I 2}/(mc1 - mu)= 34 to 51

col

el
e

-----------

)

1---

1- ______

Materials and Methods

Numerical approaches to elementary particle charges should fit the experimentally and in
directly determined values summarized in Table 1. Rest energy is linked with mass in Ein
stein's equation E = mc2 where the speed of light c = 299,792,458 mis. [l] Energies are in
MeV or GeV (106 or 109 electron volts, eV); 1 eV = 1.60217733(49) x 10· 19 J. [l] Proton
and neutron energies (each-940 MeV) are more than their 3 ''current-quark mass" sums due
to contributing kinetic and potential energies when confined in groups.
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ln any numerical approach to elementary particle charges, the prime numbers 2 and 3, are
obvious for electric and color charges, but after various trial-and-error attempts to numeri
cally simplify elementary fermion masses, other prime numbers were used. Here, electron
and muon rest masses (the most accurately known) were linked with two primes, 863 and
178441, where 863 corresponded to the mass ratio of� to muon. Three tau-mass-linked
numbers (11, 149, and 1831) were chosen for their use for deriving other masses alone (149
for muon neutrino) or in combination. The prime 5 helps complete the overall pattern of
masses so each fermion family only uses 6 primes (5, 11, 149, 863, 1831, 178441) and one
"cofactor" per family. Similarly gauge and heavy boson masses use these six primes and one
cofactor plus 2 and 3, but three other arithmetic combinations of the W'· number set are
used to derive Higg's and two g masses. Masses for y and g are assumed to be 0 The 8
prime set defining unit electric (and weak) charge, was chosen so a gravity force GN l11LQ !d2
resembles a minimum electric force (e"!#)2/4rcE0d2 where Eo is 8.85418... x 10· 12 farads/m
(exact) and� is close to the standard 6.67259 (85) x 10· 11 Nm2kg·2. [I] Unit color/anti
color charge ("i" here) is derived from the unit electric charge where+,- are switched, so the
strong force is slightly larger at unification energies. The 6 groups are outlined in Table 2.
2

The "5 x 8 Prime in 6 Group" Approach to ...
Col
.Elementarv Fermion Rest Mass
Boson Rest Mass
I
C
t
u
Higg's
z
use ---- 3 e ---5 X 1831
use W set, switch± 1------------,_ __ !_l_E __ ,.._ 178441 Yt -----------e·,
s
,I
b
LQ
but
e· I 3
178441 + e) -149 863 X 1831 5 X 863 Yt
5.z°
+11
·1-----,__ __________ 1------------- .,_
1------·----,_
w+'e5 X 11 (149 - 2)
r
µ
863
0 (863 + 3) 1831
11 (149 - 2) Z°
178441
1831 Yt
(1831 + 3) ·
X
178441
=
e·
-Table 2:
Electric

________

_______

___

--22 i

.,_

---- ----f------------ ,-.------- 1----------,0

X 3i

I

Vµ

Ve

0

Vr

I'

-

863 X 178441
11 X 149
------------0
_ _____________!I...IJ. __ use W set, but I z ____________ _
use W set, switch± and I z0
�J..1
149

Results
Table 3: Conversions (0.51099907 MeV/ 863) of Prime-Linked Charges to ...
Boson Energies in MeV
col el
Elementary Fermion Rest Energies in MeV
C
t
Higg's?
u
+Z
82,852.9925
_
l,
162.24222
_
173,174.091
5.42085340
l __
�
]_f------------_
b
LQ
s
d
1
455,915.925
**
4,
187.63738
187.127859
9.56353627
-- 3 -

'---

r-- ------------- �---------- 1-----------•

-1 ...,.
0 ----

e0.51099907

____________

µ
105.658384

W+I-

80,394.3349
t------------ __ 1,776.95574 _ >-------v,
Vµ
Ve
91,183.1850
0.970483749
0.0882257954
0
'------------f 0 __________________________________8_1,1___ 3.39011600 X lf �_
2
--g3.3
3.49379413 X 10.
6
m"/md = 0.566825 ' mslmd = 19.5668 , f ms - (mu + l11d) I 2 }/(md - m,,) = 43.3622
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Discussion

Comparison of Tables 1 and 3 shows the elementary particle charges derived from the "5
x 8 Prime in 6 Group" pattern fit the ranges and ratios recognized by the Review of Particle
Physics. [J] More precise measurements in the future may confirm or refute this approach,
and there are less ad hoc methods with similar results. For instance, my predicted u, d, and
s masses fit within the errors of three estimate methods (Gasser 82, Jamin 95 and Narison
95) [J 5], but Gasser 82 has mass ratios especially close to mine: m,.lmd = 0.57 ± 0. 0../; m,I
md = 19.6±1.5; {ms - (mu +md)/2}/(md- mu)= .:/3.5±2.2. My method may also help ex
plain CF-violating Ki° fractions [4]: the s� mass ratio = 2.052 x 10·3; this x the 5/11 ratio
4
of sand d denominators = 9.33 x 10· _ The Ki°-Ks° mass difference, (3.491 ± 0.009) x 10·12
2
MeV/c [16], resembles my predicted g3_3 rest mass, -3.494 x 10·12 MeV/c2 . Maybe 1 gluon
is involved in CF-violating Ki° decays. This g3_3 rest mass was based on a W'· prime num
ber and cofactor set sign variation. Another variation yields a g1,1 rest mass that, if multi
plied by 41 and lfil= 1,702 MeV/c2, which resembles a glueball mass. [3] (Note some su
perstring theories predict 12 hidden dimensions. [ 1./]) A third set variation predicts mass.
Other heavy bosons and supersymmetric particles may have the same masses as those de
scribed or use new sets of 8 primes, but I propose the leptoquark has the heaviest rest mass
based on my proposed link between it and the lowest electric charge (e"/#) that gives a 0.:;--='.
6.6741027 x 10·11 Nm2kg·2 which is 0.0015 x 10· 11 Nm2kg·2 or 0.02267 % above the stan
dard, and is outside the 0.00085 x 10· 11 Nm2kg·2 uncertainty [J], but note that recent physical
measurements of GN were 0.07-0.08 % below and even 0.6 % above the standard. [/7)
Non-zero neutrino masses in my method mean oscillations between types can occur which
can explain solar Ve and atmospheric v/ve deficits Their large masses may satisfy the "dark
matter" theorized by astronomy, although to what degree I am not sure. With regard to
"cold fusion", based on X-rays like the 89±1 keV photons observed by Cignini, Gozzi el al
+
[JO], I think nucleon (H , D\ etc.)-loaded metals like Pd somehow enhance vµ -> v,. decay
f
f
and transfer the prime 149-linked, v1,- Ve rest energy difference of 88.23 keV to f or f 's
d quarks whose rest energy includes -149. These energized d quarks could then transfer
thermal energy to the system, and/or enhance nuclear reactions including fusion (and related
heat), and/or emit X-rays. Radiation up to ~120 keV from cold fusion systems [18] is
probably from deuterons where 2 d (of 3 possible) quarks absorb energy from vµ ➔ v,. de
cay at about the same time and then release it as 2 x 88.23 keV x loge 2 = 122 keV X-rays,
where loge 2 (-0.693). Also, because v� has a prime-linked mass of 11 x 149 and in the
common isotope Lb 7 there are 11 d quarks (8 in four ,, o, 3 in three p+) I propose lithium can
take energy from Vr ➔ Ve decays. LiOD is the usual electrolyte in cold fusion cells, and a
loss of excess heat was reported when LiOD was replaced by NaOD. [19] Perhaps excited
Lt nuclei can release the energy in 11 separate 88.23 keV photons or all at once as the more
hazardous 0.97 MeV gamma rays --something to be wary of in the future. One can esti111ate
the energy per cm2 from Vµ ➔ Ve and Yr ➔ Ve based on Cignini, Gozzi, et al. 's 950 hour ex
periment, on total solar vflux/3 v types [20], and on (1+ 11)vµ energy: (3.42 x 106 s)(6 55 x
10 10/cm2/s)(1060 keV)(l. 6 x 10· 19 kJ/keV)/3 = 12. 7 kJ/cm2 . This value resembles the ob
served 12.0±0.4 kJ [JO], if the non-overlapping area of Pd used in their experiment was -1
cm2 . Inconsistent cold fusion results may be due to differences in areas of loaded metal fac
ing the sun (place and time-related) and in timing of a 21. 3 day solar neutrino cycle [21].
Enhanced v decays likely involve cavity quantum electrodynamics: "When the size of a
cavity surrounding an excited atom is increased to the point where it matches the wavelength
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of the photon that the atom would naturally emit, vacuum field fluctuations at that wave
length flood the cavity and become stronger that they would be in free space. This state of
affairs encourages emission; the lifetime of the excited state becomes much shorter than it
would naturally be." [22] Similarly, I propose that Vµ or vT decay is enhanced by d quark
energy absorption when they pass between a d quark and a particle with rest mass (like an
electron, quark or gluon) separated by an integer multiple ofthe wavelength of88.2 keV r
(~1.405 x 10·11 m or ~0.266 the Bohr radius) or of 11 x 88.2 keV r (~1.278 x 10·12 m)
Within the loaded Pd metals protons and electrons are at a mean distance of~2 Angstroms
and the average distance between deuterons in heavily loaded Pd is ~ l. 4 Angstroms [9]: this
+
is ~14 and 10 times the A ofa 88.2 keV X-ray, respectively. If d quarks in adjacent D in
metals are selectively energized by extracting energy from the v resource, the chance oftheir
fusing should increase iftheir recoils are oriented in such ways as to diminish electric repul
sion between the nuclei. Perhaps electrochemical or plasma discharge systems along with
cavity QED optimize fusion because ofthe role ofelectric and magnetic field vectors in par
ticuJar directions that affect u and d quarks differently, and vµ streams should enhance this.
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Abstract
A series of measurements have been performed on a thin sheet of Pd in D2 gas atmo
sphere with an electric field applied across its length. The results in terms of correlation
between the average loading ratio near the cathode and in the middle of the sheet are
reported: they indicate that under particular conditions the application of the electric
field succeeds to shorten the loading time and to obtain local D / Pd ratios higher than
the average value.

1

Introduction

Since 1994 the Torino Group has looked for the 4 He production in D / Pd systems by using
an apparatus consisting of a vacuum-proof cell, an ultra-high vacuum circuitry and a high
resolution spectrometer. Inside the cell a thin strip of Pd is shrinked at both ends by
two Cu electrodes through which an electric field can be applied. The operating principle
of the system is the following. After the circuitry and the cell have been emptied up to
a high vacuum pressure, a known amount of D2 gas is immitted into the cell at room
temperature. The deuterium, after atomization and ionization at the surface, penetrates
inside the Pd sheet until the atomic loading ratio reaches the equilibrium value. By
applying an electric field along the biggest dimension of the sheet the d+ ions are forced
to migrate toward the cathode where they accumulate. In order to avoid that this locally
high concentration causes the deuterium to desorb out, the ends of the sheet are coated
by gold which inibits the flow out. The mean value of the loading ratio of the D / Pd
system can be easily evaluated from the amount of D2 initially immitted into the cell
and from the temperature and pressure of the gas that are continuously monitored by
gauges and termocouples or thermoresistances. The vacuum circuitry provides to fill in
and empty out the cell with D 2 as well as with the other calibration gases. The high mass
spectrometer is used to detect the gas components and their amount before and after the
immission into the cell. With this apparatus a lot of experiments have been performed
in 1995 and 1996 aiming both to look for the most effective conditions (gas pressure,
electric field intensity and duration and so on) for obtaining a high loading ratio and to
detect the presence of 4 He after the operation in the cell. The results, presented at the
previous Cold Fusion conferences (ICCF5 and ICCF6) can be summarized as follows: a)
the electric field plays the most crucial role in loading the Pd sheet and b) the production
of 4 He was observed in 2 measurements over 6. On the basis of these observations, a set of
measurements were planned in 1997 with the double goal of increasing the average loading
ratio over the equilibrium point with suitable electric fields and of detecting any eventual
4
He excess inside the D 2 gas after operated in the cell. This second part of the program
could not be fulfilled due to a partial lack of the financial support which didn't allow the
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maintenance of the spectrometer; thus only the description and the results concerning the
loading technique will be reported in the following.

2

Experimental set-up and measurement procedures

The cell containing the Pd sheet (8 cm long, 1 cm wide and 100 µm thin) was accurately
emptied by means of a turbomolecular pump up to a high vacuum of 2 • 10- 6 mbar (with
running pumps): the vacuum reduces to 2 · 10- 5 mbar after the pumps are switched
off. The temperature inside the cell was monitored by 2 thermoresistances Tm and Tc
in contact with the Pd sheet in the middle and near the cathode respectively and by a
thermocouple T9 in the vacuum/gas region. A pressure gauge monitored continuously the
pressure P9 of the atmosphere around the sheet. An amount of n0 moles (11 0 = 4.89 · 10-2)
of D2 gas, corresponding to a pressure of 3.2 bar at 20° C in a volume of 373.2 cm3 , was
suddenly immitted in the cell and the absorption into the Pd matrix started. The heat,
produced in this exothermic process, was taken out by a cooling system in contact with
the lower surface of the sheet. The average loading ratio a
/)/Pd was continuously
monitored by measuring T9 and P9 and using the gas equation for calc11lating the missing
D 2 gas in the cell. Obviously, the local concentration c(x, t) along the sheet length x at
the time t could not be measured: in order to have information about it, a model of the
absorption and diffusion of the d+ ions inside the Pd matrix under the effect of an applied
electric field E has been developed. The absorption/diffusion equation looks like:

=

oc(x, t) _ o2 c(x, t) _ oc(x, t)
0el (X ) + R'(x, C) [ Cs _ C(X i
D
, ) ]
i)x2
V OX
ot
where:
l{(x,c)

= Od(x) · [ kinB

ass (cs -

c(x,t)) + koutBass (c(x,t)- cs)]

(1)
(2)

c(x, t) = local concentration of d+ in Pd at time t;
D = d+ diffusion coefficient in Pd matrix;
kin , kout = absorption, desorption coefficients of D2 in Pd;
v = ion velocity under electric field in Pd lattice;
cs = thermodynamical equilibrium concentration of d+ in Pd ( 0.67);
Oe1 ,Od(x), Oass = step functions, taking into account the field and coating geometry.
Integrating over the sheet length one obtains the average loading ratio a:

~

iL

1
c(x, t)dx
(3)
L o
The parameters D, I<;n , [{out were evaluated by fitting a to the data of 1995 and 1996:
the predictions of eq. 3 for the experimental conditions of the 1997 set-up were generally
in a good agreement with the measurements.
After 5' of absorption, an electric field was applied along the sheet length by means
of a current generator connected to the electrodes at both ends of the sheet. A general
view of the current intensity and duration along the time is shown in Fig. 1, where three
different intervals, called FIELD I, FIELD II and FIELD III, are indicated.
In FIELD I the current intensity rose up to
90 A in
10', in 3 steps, remained
constant for
15', then decreased down to 0 in
10' in 2 steps. The corresponding
a(t)

=-

~
~

~
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voltage V, measured at the electrodes, rose up to~ 0.75 V and then decreased to 0. In
this way an electric field of~ 1 V/ cm maximum was applied across the sheet length.
In FIELD II, after the generator was switched-off for~ 12 hours, the procedure was
repeated: in this case the current rose up to ~ 170 A in ~ 20' in 9 short steps and then
decreased symmetrically to 0. The electric field reached a maximum of~ 4 V/cm but
the ratio to the current didn't look constant, indicating some strong variation of the Pd
sheet resistivity.
Finally, in FIELD III, after 1 hour of switched-off current, the procedure restarted
and the current rose up to ~ 200 A in
2 hours, in 4 long steps: the electric field rose
up to~ 3 V/ cm in the first long step, decreased suddenly to~ 1.3 V/ cm during this step
and then increased as the current increased up to a value of~ 2 V/cm. At this point the
generator was switched-off and the Pd sheet cooled down to room temperature.
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Figure 1: General view of the current applied across the Pd sheet as a function of the
time.
The current generator was again switched on some times with the cooling system
switched off in order to heat the Pd and to produce a complete desorption of the ( even
tually) produced 4 He. At this stage the D2 gas ( and the produced 4 He) were extracted
for the mass analysis. As said before, the results of this analysis were affected by a large
error due to the resolution of the not maintened spectrometer. In the next section we
shall analyse only the results of the temperatures and loading ratios measured during the
application of the electric field.

3

Correlation of the loading ratio, temperature and
electric field

During the application of the current, the voltage at the electrodes, the temperatures Tm
and Tc of the sheet and the mean value a of the concentration were scanned at a frequency
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of 0.25 hz. Let's analyse the compared behavior of these variables for each application of
the electric field.
- FIELD I: the current is applied for

~ 25' in 5 steps with a maximum at ~ 90 A;

• V follows linearly the current, indicating a constant resistivity of the Pd, unless
for a short non linear behavior near the maximum current;
• a increases monotonically up to 0.4: the slope is as steeper as the current is
higher;

• Tc > Tm every where , suggesting a higher Pd resistivity near the cathode.
- FIELD II: the current is applied for ~ 33' in 18 steps with a maximum at ~ 160 A;
• V follows linearly the current before the maximum, then drops down abruptly
and becomes linear again in the last ~ 5';
• a increases monotonically up to ~ 0. 7 before the highest current step, then
decreases down to 0.4;

• Tm > Tc everywhere and both rise to 80 ° C and 190 ° C respectively when the

current reaches the maximum, then they suddenly decrease indicating that the
cooling system is not effective for fastly increasing currents; the high tempera
ture could produce some microcracks in the middle of the sheet through which
the deuterium flowed out, as suggested by the behavior of a; also the voltage
fall could be explained by these combined effects.

- FIELD III: the current is applied for~ 100' in 4 steps with a maximum at~ 200 A;

-
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Figure 2: The loading ratio a and the temperatures near the cathode (Tc ) and in the
center of the sheet (Tm ) versus time.
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• in the first 30' of the first current step the behavior of V, Tm and Tc is like in
FIELD II ; then suddenly V and a drop down and Tc becomes higher than Tm :
this phenomenon seems to indicate a recovery of the cracks; in the following:
• V increases with the current;
• Tc > Tm everywhere, indicating higher resistivity near the cathode;
• o: reaches the highest value

~ 0.8;

• it must be noticed that a rapid increase and then a decrease of Tc , like a step,
appears at the beginning of the second current step, in coincidence with a bump
of a, as can be clearly seen in Fig. 2; a possible explanation for this anomalous
phenomenon could be a strong accumulation of d+ near the cathode ( under
the electric field effect) followed by a partial desorption from the uncoated
Pd surface; of course more detailed investigations are necessary to clarify this
point.
It must be remarked that at the end of the procedures the total time for reaching
the loading value o:
0.8 is less than 17 hours, while the loading up to the equilib
rium ( a 0.67) without electric field took more than 5 days in the previous calibration
measurements.

~

4

~

Conclusions

A set of measurements of the loading under the application of an electric field across the
length of a Pd strip have been performed for the first time in coincidence with the tem
peratures in the center and near the cathode of the strip. The analysis of the correlations
among all these measured variables has pointed out the following results: i) the applica
tion of an electric field has shown the possibility of loading a Pd matrix with deuterium
well over the thermodynamical equilibrium point, up to 0.8 (averaged over the whole
Pd volume); this confirms the Coehn effect with D2 instead of H2 in Pd; ii) furthermore,
the difference of the temperature between the cathode and the middle of the Pd sheet
indicates that the loading ratio is locally higher that the average, as expected by the nu
merical calculation of a diffusion model; this temperature difference is strongly correlated
with the concentration: when the cathode is warmer than the center the concentration
increases; iii) finally, it is well established that the application of an electric field greatly
shorten the loading time.
The aim of the future work is to take advantage from these information to perform
spectrometric measurements on Pd samples loaded up to as high as possible local con
centration.

~
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Abstract
During electrolysis using LiOD heavy water electrolyte and Pd cathodes, simultaneous
measurements of nuclear products, excess heat and D-loading ratio were carried out to study
the correlation between degree of loading ratio and occurrence of cold fusion phenomena and
to seek the correlation between excess heat and nuclear products if such phenomena were
observed. Open-type electrolysis cell with two sets of X-ray and neutron detection systems
was used in this work. The measurement of excess heat was done by using the mass flow
calorimetry method. The degree of D-loading ratio is obtained by measuring the electrical
resistance of the Pd-cathode during electrolysis.

1. Introduction
As many as possible reliable parameters are needed to study the mechanism of so called
cold fusion phenomena. So we designed a new system which made it possible that
simultaneous on-line measurements of X-rays, neutrons, excess heat and D-loading ratio
during electrolysis of LiOD heavy water (about 0.04M) with rod-shaped Pd cathode (2mm <!>
X 75mm long).
Two sets of X-ray and neutron detection systems were set up with an opened type cell. As
we used two detector systems, the reliability of the measured data was improved by seeing
coincidentally happening events for two detectors. We have tried to detect characteristic X
rays (K 0 K fl :21keV-23keV) caused by slowing down of charged particles emitted by
nuclear reactions, and continuous pulse height spectra under 15keV were detected in our
previous experiments 1 l. But we had no appropriate method to identify whether it was noise or
X-ray signals at that time. So we have improved "how to detect X-rays" in this work. One of
the X-ray detectors was covered with molybdenum foil (0.05mm thickness). Since the X-ray
absoption cross section of molybdenum has a peak around 20 keV and if some signals
observed by the bare detector were originated by X-rays, the spectrum of the detector
covered by molybdenum foil show a dip around 20 keV, compared with that by the bare
detector. Then we can decide whether the signals are X-rays' or noise, by comparing the
spectrum detected by two detectors. In the case of neutron detection, if one detector detected
an increase of signal and the other one did not detect that signal, we considered that it was a
noise or statistical fluctuation. The same method was used also in the case of X-ray
measurements. CdTe detectors and NE213 detectors were used for X-ray detection and
neutron detection, respectively.
In the present work, excess heat measurement was performed by using mass flow
calorimetry method, while in our previous work 1 l we used the cell-temperature calibration
method. Degree of loading ratio (D/Pd) was obtained by measuring the electrical resistance
of the Pd cathode during electrolysis.
,

2. Experiment
2.1 Experimental System
Fig.l shows 1) schematic diagram of the measurement system 2) the structure of the cell,
and 3) the arrangement of the nuclear products detectors.
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Two CdTe X-ray detectors and two NE213 neutron detectors were set up near to the cell,
with which detected signals were cross-checked by the previously mentioned way. The X-ray
detectors were inserted into the holes made from the bottom wall of the cell in order to make
the distance between the cathode and the detectors as short as possible, preventing from
much decaying of X-rays. I3y two-dimensional pulse-shape and pulse-height analysis, noise
from the X-ray detectors was separated from the signals of X-rays. Measured energy range of
X-ray was from 7keV to 90keV. Neutron signals from the NE213 was discriminated from r rays' by the two-dimensional analysis of pulse height and pulse shape. Nuclear-products data
were sent to PCs and recorded in each 10 minutes
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Heat production in the cell was measured by the mass flow calolimetry method. Coolant
pipe was set up inside the cell, cooling water (kept at constant flow rate and temperature) was
circulated with the pump (IWAKI Hicera Pump), and heat in the cell was thus removed. Heat
recovery efficiency was about 93%. Flow rate of cooling water was measured with the flow
sensor (Tokyo Institute of Flow Meters, MFS-OAlO0). Temperature of cooling water was
measured with Pt resistance temperature device (Pt-RTD) and digital multi-thermometers
(YOKOGAWA 7563A) at the entrance and the exit point of the cell. Using these values, we
could calculate the output power. On the other hand, input power was calculated from
electrolysis current and voltage. All measured data were sent to PCs through a data logger
with pen-recorders and we could estimate excess heat production by comparing output power
with input power. The estimated error band, 3 a value of the excess heat measurement was
±3.3 J/s.
Degree of loading ratio (D/Pd) was obtained by measuring the electrical resistance of the
cathode with milliohm-meter (HP 4338B) during electrolysis and comparing with the known
calibration data (SRI International, McKubre et al.2l).
The detectors and the cell were covered by polyethylene shield (about 30cm thickness) in
order to decrease the influence of background neutrons.

2.2 Experimental Procedure
Tablel shows the used Pd-cathodes and electrolysis conditions. In the table, step-up mode
means to step up the electrolysis current density by 100 (mNcm2) per 6hours. Some of
cathodes were annealed and/or etched by aqua regia.
current modes
I
Tabl e 1 Pd cathode cond IfIODS and eIectro1ys1s
Electrolysis Current (mNcm2)
Size(mm)
Treatment
Exp.#
Step-up (100-600)
Exp.1 2mm(/)x75mm
Step-up (100-500)
Annealing
Exp.2 2mm <!> x75mm
(1173K,lh)
Step-up(l00-600)
Annealing
Exp.3 2mm <!> x75mm
(1173K,10h)
Constant (5)
Exp.4 2mm </) x75rnm
Step-up(l00-600)
Exp.5
0.5mm </)
x75mm
Step-up(l00-600)
Exp.6 2mm </) x75mm
Step-up (100-600)
Exp.7 2mm </) x75mm Annealing(ll73K,10h)+
Chemical Etching
Step-up(l00-600)
Exp.8 2mm <!> x75mm Annealing(ll73K,lh)+
Chemical Etching
0

3. Experimental Results
Fig.2 shows typical data of calolirnetry and loading ratio (Exp.8). Electrolysis current
density was changed by the step-up mode. We could see that excess power was fluctuated
around "zero-line" during thermal equilibrium and loading ratio was periodically changed as
electrolysis current density was changed. In Exp.8, maximum value of loading ratio (D/Pd)
was about 0.80. The highest degree of loading ratio in this work was 0.83 in Exp.7.
Fig.3 shows time-dependent data of X-rays and neutrons in Exp.8. Because we
unfortunately had a structural problem of X-ray detector showing sometime big noise counts,
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we could not show and discuss the data of it. We could see signals exceeded +3 a level
several times in the data of the X-ray detector B. From the consideration on the results of
pulse height analysis at that time, these signals were conceived to be within back-ground
fluctuation. In the case of neutron data, we could not see coincidental increase of the signals
between two detectors, though each one showed sometimes peaks over +3 a level.
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Fig.2 Typical data of calorimetry
and loading ratio
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Fig.3 X-ray and neutron MCS data

4. Conclusions
We could complete the system which made it possible lo measure reliable nuclear
products data, cxci:ss heat production and loading ratio simultaneously. Since the system has
been just complet�d, we have done only limited number of experiments lo see no positive
data in this work. We expected to follow up various experiments with different Pd-cathode
conditions after t1is conference.
Because we have seen some excess-heat phenomena in the past experiments') using plate
shape cathodes, '>le will change cathodes from rod lo plate again, although precise loading
ratio measurements will not be expected. There is one more reason for changing the shape of
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cathodes. T he convincing data which suggests occurrence of the multi-body deuteron- fusion
in metal-deuteride has been obtained recently by beam implantation experiments of our
group3>· 4>_ If the origin of so called cold fusion has direct relation to the multi-body fusion, it
is speculated that amount of 6Li atoms will be produced near the surface or inside of Pd
cathode during electrolysis when anomalous effects were observed5l. So we will attempt that
if anomalous phenomena will be observed during electrolysis experiment with NaOD (or
some other than LiOD) electrolyte we may detect the produced number of 6Li atoms by using
the NRA (6Li (d, 2 a )reaction)method with D-beam bombardment. It is expected that the
proposed experiment will be able to provide us some useful information to study the
underlying mechanism of cold fusion phenomena.
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Abstract
A new type of experimental apparatus is developed to induce nuclear reactions by
continuos diffusion of deuterium. Ti atoms, which cannot be explained by
contamination, were detected on the surface where deuterium atoms passed through on
Pd cathodes after electrolysis. A multi-layer cathode(Pd/CaO/Pd) is introduced based on
an EINR(Electron Induced Nuclear Reaction) model. Excess heat generations and x-ray
emissions were observed for all the cases we tried by the multi-layer cathodes. 57Fe/56Fe
ratio of Fe atoms detected on the multi-layer cathodes is anomalously large than natural
57Fe/56Fe.

1.lntroduction
Beginning in 1993, we have researched "cold fusion" phenomena to investigate its
potentiality as a new energy source. At first, we performed gas-loading experiments and
suggested that the high diffusion velocity of deuterium, in addition to a high D/Pd ratio, is
an important factor for causing nuclear reactions in solids(l)-(J). The authors analyzed
electrolyzed Pd samples by a variety of methods(4), and we conjectured that impurities in
Pd play essential roles to induce nuclear reactions. The foregoing ideas result in the
assumption that necessary conditions to induce nuclear reactions in solids are as follows:
(i) high D/Pd
(ii) enough diffusion flux of deuterium
(iii) the existence of a third element except Pd and deuterium.
A new type of experimental apparatus was developed to induce continuous diffusion
under high D/Pd conditions, in which the conditions (i) and (ii) were satisfied(S). A
multi-layer cathode composed of a Pd sheet, Pd and Cao complex layer, and Pd thin
layer is developed to meet the condition (iii). Ca is introduced into Pd cathode based on
an Electron-Induced Nuclear Reaction(EINR) model<6).
In this paper, experimental results using the continuous diffusion apparatus with both
a normal Pd sample and the multi-layer cathodes is described.
2.Experimental
Fig. I shows a cross sectional view of the continuous diffusion experimental
apparatus(3),(6) An electrolyte of IM LiOD/D2O and a vacuum chamber are separated by
a Pd plate with an O-ring gasket(KARLEZ). Deuterium atoms are loaded by
electrochemical potential into one side of the Pd sample and released from the other side.
With this composition, it is possible to control the state of diffusion of deuterium by
applied current or pressure of the vacuum side.
Excess heat is estimated by the flow calorimetry method. Heavy water (up to
99.9%) and LiOD (up to 99%) are provided by ISOTEC Inc. Electrolyte side of the
apparatus consists of a cathode of Pd plate(25x25xlmm; 99.9% Tanaka Kikinzoku
Kogyo K.K.), a circular shape of anode of platinum mesh(�0.5mm;99.98% Nilaco Co.),
a recombiner and a cooling pipe for measurement of excess heat generation.
Pressures of the upper part of electrolyte and vacuum chamber are monitored by a
pressure gauge and a BA gauge, respectively. At the beginning of electrolysis, argon gas
is filled up at 1 atrn in the upper space of the electrolyte.
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The recombiner is prepared by electroplating Pt mesh in H2PtCl6 solution. In this
apparatus, increase of pressure of the upper part of electrolyte corresponds to absorbed
deuterium. Recombiner efficiency is calculated by the analysis of D2 and 02 gases in the
upper part of the electrolyte using a quadrupole mass spectrometer(AQA-360, ANELVA).
Furthermore, temperature of the recombiner is always monitored to make sure that the
recombiner works. We confirm that the recombiner works by the temperature and gas
analysis. The usual recombiner efficiency that we measured was > 99%.
Water in

Power
Suppl Y

Gas sampling
.------► Q-mass
Water out
Cooling pipe

..

•✓

• Tout

sci.ntillaor

(X-ray3)
Electrolyte Side
Pd(400A)

Pd(lmm)

Block

Nal
scintillaor

Vacuum Side

(X-rayt)

Fig.I Continuous Diffusion Experimental Apparatus

Fig.2 Structure of a Multi
Layer Cathode

The cooling pipe is electroplated with gold(lOµm thickness) because Au is resistant
to alkaline solution and it has good thermal conductivity. Row rate of coolant (pure
water) is always measured at 2 points: inlet and outlet sides. Two thermocouples each are
provided to measure the inlet and outlet temperatures of the water . The Solution, gas,
recombiner and environmental temperatures are measured and consistency among these
temperatures is always checked. The cell of the electrolyte side of the apparatus is made
of Teflon. All experimental parts such as electric wires in the electrolyte side are coated
with Teflon. The apparatus and measuring systems are located in a clean-room where
temperature and humidity are always controlled at constant levels (23±1 ° C,40±5%).
Description on our nuclear measurement is provided in Ref.5 and 6.
The procedure
for sample preparation is as follows. Pd plates were washed with acetone and annealed
under vacuum condition (<I0-7torr) at 900° C for 10 hours. The samples were cooled
down to room temperature in furnace and washed with aqua regia(D) for 100sec to
remove impurity on the surface of the Pd samples. In the case of preparing a multi-layer
cathode shown in Fig.2, the sample was covered with a complex layer which consisted of
CaO and Pd. It was formed by simultaneously sputtering of CaO and Pd with Ar ion
beam. Thickness of the layer was set from 1000A to 3000A. A thin Pd layer(400A) was
formed on it by ion beam sputtering to avoid dissolving CaO into D 20/LiOD solution.
The complex layer is put at near surface of the electrolyte side because we assume that
nuclear reactions occur at the near surface.

3.Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the appearance of a normal Pd sample after experiments. Excess
heat of about 1 W lasted for 1 day in the case of the sample, although x-ray and neutron
were not detected. The black circle of the electrolyte side (surface A) corresponds to the
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place where deuterium atoms passed through; it is the shape of the Pt anode. Surface B is
the place where no deuterium atoms pass through. Similar black circles corresponding to
the shape of the anode are observed on multi-layer cathodes. Contrarily, the appearance
of the vacuum side of the Pd is the same as before experiments, independent of the
deuterium passage.
Surface A

Surface B

Surface C

Pd

1

\

�s�•

(a) Electrolyte Side of Pd

(b)Vacuum Side of Pd

Fig.3 The Electrolyte and Vacuum Sides of Pd

Ti

I

Surface A

29 eu
�EV2=7=-0'-----------'
2K

Fig.4 EDX Spectrum for
Surface A

Figure.4 show the results of EDX(Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometry) for the
surface A. Ti is clearly seen in the EDX spectrum. The Ti element was confirmed by
WDX(wavelength dispersive X-ray spectroscopy), AES(Auger Electron Spectrometry),
XPS(X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometry) and ICP-MS(lnductively Coupled Plasma Mass
Spectroscopy). Those results are consistent with each other. On the other hand, no
element except Pd is detected on the surface B and C.
Ti element on the black circle(surface A) was estimated 2 lµg by the lCP-MS.
Maximum quantity of Ti contained in LiOD/D2O solution and a Pt anode can be estimated
3.3 µg. The LiOD/D2O solution was kept for 3 days in the cell before analysis. Mass of
Ti in a whole Pd cathode before electrolysis is about 19µg. Therefore, the maximum total
mass of Ti is 22.3µg which is the same order of the increased mass of Ti on the surface
A.
ICP-MS analysis shows that total mass of Pt or Cu in the electrolyte, Pt and Pd is
much larger than Ti. However, Pt and Cu was not detected on the surface A. It is very
difficult to consider that only Ti elements were concentrated on the electrolyte surface
where deuterium atoms passed through by an ordinary physicochemical process. After
experiments, we keep the Pd samples in a desiccator in the clean room. The possibility of
Ti being deposited on the Pd after the experiments is extremely low. Therefore the
authors consider that Ti is formed by certain nuclear process in solids.
The experimental results using the multi-layer cathodes are summarized in Table 1.
All the samples except EV.54 belonged to the multi-layer cathodes, although thicknesses
of CaO/Pd layers were different. In the table, ox denotes standard deviation of the
background for each detector. We judge that excess heat is generated only if it exceeds
3CTH of background(Pd-H2O system). The excess heat is evaluated by the increase of
coolant temperature. Details of excess heat and x-ray analyses are described in Ref.5 and
6.
Both excess heat generation and x-ray emission were observed for all the multi-layer
cathodes as shown in Table 1. Input power ranges from 20W to 40W. X-ray emissions
were simultaneously detected by X2 and X3 counters located at the upper side of the Pd.
Maximum deviations from mean values of X2 and X3 were shown in the table. Neutron
emission of 22on was observed only in the case of EV50.
Elements on the surface A of multi-layer cathode after experiments detected by
EPMA(Electron Probe Micro Analysis) are shown in the table. The electrolyte, Pt anode,
and Pd contain much more Fe, Cu, Si than Ti. The maximum quantities of them in the
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apparatus easily exceed the quantities of detected elements on the cathode. Several
papers(7>-(9) report isotope shifts. We apply SIMS(Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy) to
the detected Fe and show that Fe, at least, can not be explained by contamination.
Mass number ratios (mass57/mass.56) are also shown in the table. For some
samples, SIMS analyses were performed at several points. The values of the table were
obtained by integrating depth profiles. It is noticeable that all the values of
mass57/mass.56 on multi-layer cathodes are distributed from 0.036 to 0.66; they are
larger than 0.023 which is obtained by Fe standard material.
We should consider the following species as the candidates of mass 54, 56, 57 and
58, because a variety of elements on the cathodes are detected by SIMS.
mass54: 54fe, 54cr,
mass57: 57Fe,56 FeH,40Ca l 6aH

mass.56: 56 Fe,40Ca16Q,
mass58: 58 fe, 58Ni, 56 FeD, 40ca16oo

Examples of Depth profile of those mass numbers are shown in Fig.5 and 6. SIMS
measurements were performed by MST(Foundation for Promotion of Material Science
and Technology of Japan) with Physical Electronics 6600. We see that secondary ion
intensity and mass number ratio of EV53 behave anomalously. Especially, mass57/mass
57 reaches 0.8, although natural 57fe/56 Fe is 0.023. On the other hand, secondary ion
intensity and mass number ratio of EV54 are distributed uniformly, which is a Pd cathode
used in a light water experiment. Depth profiles of Fe standard material are similar to
those of EV54.
.
Table 1 Summaryof MUlt1-Latyer Cathode Expenments
mass57/
Strucb.Jre of
Detected
X-ray
Excess Heat
Sample
mass56
Ca1hode
Elements
0.036
Xl : Background
Pd400A
Generation
X2,x3: Simultmeous Detection Si, Fe, Cu
EV50
O.o38
CaO/Pd 1000A (max 3.2W) X2(6.6o ).X3(6.2ox )
0.065
3
:x2
Xl : Background
Pd400A
Generation
X2,x3: Simultaneous Detection
0.24
EV51
Fe,Cu
CaO/Pd 3000A (max 1.5\V) X2(6.4a ).X3(7.8ax�
:x2

EV52

Pd 400A
Generation
CaO/Pd IOOOA (maxl.9W)

EV53

Pd400A
Generation
CaO/Pd 3000A (max l .8W)

EV61

Pd400A
Generation
CaO/Pd 1000A (max23W)

EV.54

Pd only
(light water)

Fe Standard Material

None
(<3oH)

X l : Background
X2,x3: Simultaneous Detection
X2(7.6o :x2 ).X3(8.8ax3)
XI : Background
X2,x3: Simultaneous Detection
X2(14.4a :x2 ).X3(16.6ax3)
Xl :Background
X2,x3: Simultaneous Detection
X2(6.4a :x2 ).X3(6.7ox3)

Fe,Cu
Fe.Cu
Fe,Au,Cu

X 1,x:2,X3:Background

Fe

--

--

--

0.66 0.26
0.22 0.29
0. 45
0.37
0.66
0.097
0.030
0.030
0.023
0.023
0.022

Let us consider the relation between mass57/mass56 and 57Fe/56Fe. If we substitute
0.036 of EV50 into mass57/mass.56, we obtain
mass57
mass56

57

Fe+5 <teH+40ca 16OH
Fe+40Ca1 60

56
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where all the symbols of the elements mean secondary ion intensity. Every term 1s
positive, therefore
56
40ca 160
FeH
H
< 0.036
------0.036
<
--56
56
6
40
1
16
40
Fe + Ca 0

mass57

<

mass 56
5}e

Fe+ Ca 0

57
Fe

56

Fe+ �a

+ 0.036 + 0.036

1�

<

5}

_e + 0.072
56
Fe

mass57
-- > --- - 0.072
�e mass56
If we assume that the effects of Ca are the same as EVSO, then 57Fe/56Fc of EV52 is
larger than 0.15. 57Fe/56Fe of EV53 is larger than 0.30.
According to the Tablel, we may say that 57Fe/56Fe ratios of EV51, 52 and 53 are
anomalously large. The large 57Fe/56Fe ratio and the anomalous beha\'ior of SIMS data
in Fig.5 indicate that the detected Fe atoms are not produced by normal chemical process.
Therefore it is strongly suggested that nuclear reactions occur on the multi-layer cathodes.
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ABSTRACT

There exist various phenomena for electric discharge in water, such as radiation with wide
bands, collective ion acceleration, electron degeneracy and Fermi linear atoms etc. which occur in
dense state of matter in stars. l The arcing has been created in the gap between two
purified carbon rods in de-ionized water. The original carbon rods contained a few parts per
million(ppm) iron, and carbon detritus produced by carbon arcing contained up to thousands ppm
of iron were determined by an atomic emission spectroscope. It is deduced that the plasma
filaments with superdense matter due to micropinch effect make nuclear transmutation possible.
Elements of Cr, Co, Zn etc. have been also found in the carbon detritus. The excess of iron isotope
Fe-58 comparing with natural iron was determined by neutron activation analysis.
Key words: Arc discharge Magnetic self-pinch Nuclear reaction
I . Introduction

It is well known that phenomena of electric discharges always lead to energy
concentration temporally and spatially. 1 Experiments recently carried out at some laboratories
show that the iron content in the carbon detritus after the arcing is much higher than that expected
on the chemical consideration.2.J Ratio of low-energy nuclear reactions such as electron capture,
production of virtual neutrons, internal conversion etc. Increases due to magnetic self-pinch, ion
collective acceleration, high electron density created by Fermi degeneracy etc.4 Recent studiess
show that high--energy ions with kinetic energies up to some MeV and charge state up to 40+ are
observed for Xe clusters irradiated by a peak laser intensity of 2xl 0 16 W cm·•. In the cluster the
high-temperature electrons created through laser-driven heating rapidly strip the ions by collision
ionization. The high ion energies are the results of fast electron charge separation induced
collective acceleration and rapid hydrodynamic expansion of the plasma into vacuum. How high
the energy densities of the focus of carbon arc plasma could be is unknown, however the nuclear
transmutations were assumed to occur due to the combined mechanisms mentioned above.
II . Experiment
The arcing in the de-ionized water was created in the gap between two purified graphitic
carbon rods of 6 mm in diameter. Voltage of about 20 volts of AC 50 Hz power supply is applied
to the gap through a resistor of 4 Ohms(Fig. l ). The arc discharges for 2-6 hours were maintained
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Fig. 1 Schemalic pn:scmation of experimental .etup
1. Carbon rods 2. Glass trough 3. De-ionized waler 4. Rack aod pinion
5. Autotransformer 6. ¼>ltmeter 7. Amperemeter 8. Resistor

by readjustment of the distance of the gap. The carbon detritus were collected by evaporation of
water with infrared lamp heating. The iron contents of the carbon detritus were analyzed by
atomic emission spectroscope (AES). Table I shows the experiment results of arc discharges of
carbon rods. The enhancement of the iron contents of carbon detritus occurs for different purified
carbon rods.
Table 1 Results of the lron Contoll in the Carbon Detritus before and after Carbon Arcing in Water

------...-----------------------Experiment
Number

2
3
4
5
6

Iron Content of Carbon Rods
before Arcing ( ugl g)

Iron Content of
Carbon Detritus( ugl g)

Iron Increment
of Detritus( ugl g)

2234.8
333.2
418.5
740.0
1760.0
1110.0

1837.4
-64.2
413.l
734.0
1734.8
1094.8

397.4
397.4
15.4
6.0
15.2
15.2

To verify that whether the iron contents of the carbon detritus are newly generated due to
the low-energy nuclear reactions, neutron activation analysis has been used to determine the
abundance of iron isotopes. A 0.5 % of 53Fe of the iron contents of carbon detritus has been folllld
in the case compared with nature abundance of 0.3 % of '3Fe. Elements of Cr, Co, Zn which
contents are 1130, 1.03, 500 ppm respectively by neutron activation analysis, have been also found
in the carbon detritus.
ill . Reaction Mechanism
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For the lattice structure of graphite, there exist high densities of partic1e flux with high
energies and high charge states created by plasma focus of arc discharge, in the lattice charmels
due to the effects of focusing and collimation.6 Transient electronic field gradients with high
values in H-like ions by the wake field gradient induced in the solid by the charge of the moving
ion have been found recently,7 therefore high ratio of low energy nuclear reactions including the
electron capture and the virtual neutron generation causing nuclear transmutation to take place in
the region oflattice charmels is expected.
Although the reaction scheme of the nuclear transmutations is still ambiguous, it is assumed
that the reactions start by following reactions of virtual neutrons:
1
H + e--> n • (virtual neutron)
A trapped neutron catalyzed fusion model has been proposed to analyze the nuclear transmutation
reaction in series. 8
The hypothesis of the formation of a tightly bound state of hydrogen (deuterium) due to the
magnetic self-pinch of tip-effect has been also proposed. The electron is much closer to the proton
than in normal hydrogen in such bound state.9 It is supposed that the formation of this bound
hydrogen state could occur if their spins are parallel and they get sufficiently close(IOO to 500 fin)
for one proton and one electron inside the graphite lattice. These conditions might be met at
micropinch region when a high electrical current flows through the tips of the carbon graphite rods.
Thus, it appears as if the transmutation of carbon to iron is possible through low-energy nuclear
reactions with the virtual neutrons, the tightly bound state of hydrogen etc. Such confirmation has
the potential to change radically ideas of nuclear stability.
Conclusion
Anomalous production of iron from carbon arc in water was claimed by many laboratories. l.J
Whether iron is really being synthesized through nuclear transmutation or is getting concentration
to different degrees through other phenomena is required to be further confirmed by good
reproducibility of experiment.
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Abstract
A high energy concentration in the double layer on the cathode surface is tempospatially
observed with the existence of anomalous nuclear transmutation in electrolytic cells. In view of the
fact that the energy concentration is associated with protrusions and cracks on the palladium
cathode surface, the tip effect model and related nonlinear processes are considered to accoW1t
for the anomalies of the experimental phenomena. Autoradiography exposure films illustrating the
traces oftransmutation products of a beta decay type are presented. For the highly oriented traces
ofcharged particles with the energies in the order ofkeVs, it is allowed to assume the occurrence of
tmcro
nuclear reactions(MNR) confined by lattice channeling effect of host metals The
mechanism of such MNR could be explaned by the effects of virtual neutrons and electron capture,
or the neutron transfer reactions in a lattice.
Key words: Cold fusion, Electrolysis, Nuclear transmutation
I. INTRODUC TION
Effect of electron environment at nucleus on nuclear reactions has been studied for many
years,['! one of the examples is "Effect of the chemical state on the lifetime of the 24-second isomer
of Nb90•" by Cooper et al.[ Phys. Rev. Lett. 15, 680(1965)).The weak interaction involved in
electron capture(EC), internal conversion and other forms of beta decay is of very short range. Rate
of EC is proportional to the density at the nucleus of electrons available for capture. The electron
densities at I Q30/cm3 of spark discharge excist due to micropinch contraction to a degenerate state. [21
Similar conditions may occur on the interface between the electrolyte and the cathode in a
electrochemical cell due to tip effect. [3•41
Highly oriented traces of charged particles observed by the autoradiography of Pd cathodes
indicate the occurrence of MNR confined by the focusing and collimation effects of cathode metal
lattice channels_ !�I
II EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Based on the conception that nuclear transmutations may be focused on the protrusion and
crack region, the experimental procedure has been specially decided. The Pd foil cathodes with
many edge slits surrounded by anodes of platinum wire were for the purpose of enhancing the
inferred tip effect. The electrolytes were light water and heavy water solution of0.4 mole NaOH.
The electrolysis voltage was about 20 V.
After a long electrolytic process(>200 hours), the palladium cathodes were analyzed by
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SEM(Scanning Electron
Microscope), Synchrotron Radiation Technique, and EDX(Energy
Dispersion X-ray Spectrometer) etc. Table 1 shows the anomalous element distribution on the
different locations on the cathode sutfaces by EDX. Maximal constituent element was Pd, besides,
considerable amOlmts of Mg, Si, Fe, Cu, Zn etc. were contained.
Table 1. Elemental Anomalies at the Surface of Palladiwn Cathodes after Electrolysis

A

B

C

D

E

Na

0. 2

1. 95

1. 82

0. 28

3. 01

Mg

1. 79

3. 47

Al

1.33

1. 45

Si

3. 34

1. 18

Fe

11. 66

1. 68

Location
Elements Atomic %

16. 15

0. 33

9. 86

0. 81

0. 49

Cu

8. 20

2. 35

9. 91

0. 63

Zn

17. 50

5. 09

19. 44

1. 03

Pd

52. 83

72.84

38.01

Pt

3.07

9. 99

Palladium Cathode D •

B·

4.

sz

22. 12

97. 45

0. 65

,A
E

Schematic presentation of observed locations A, B, C, Don the Pd cathode surface. E point presents the result of light water electrolyte.
Notice: the elements of C and O are not appeared iD the table.

To determine the spatial distribution of radiation active sites(RAS), black white 135
films of Tl Din have been used to image the positions of the RAS. After 1.5 year deposition of
finishing electrolysis experiments, the patterns of RAS have been clearly formed on the films after
exposure 100 hours. The bright spots corresponding to the slits of cathode edges can be seen (Fig.!)
C

'•,

.

. .,,, !
r

,'

5mm

Pig. I Alltoradiographes of Pd cathodes exposuring 100 hrs with 27 Din. Black white filas after I. 5 year deposition
of finishing electrolysis, a. Light ,rater NaOII electrolyte, A-Radiated spots, b. Heavy water NaOII electrolyte, B
-Rndiated spots, C-Trace lines, D-Folding line, c. Scheaatic presentation of the Pd cathodes with cutting slits.
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due to the tip effect. From the configurations of bright spots, one can infer that the most of RASs
are located underneath the cathode surface (to see arrows A and Bin Fig. I). Some of bright spots
with oriented thin beams (to see the arrows C) show that the RAS were located on the surface of
the cathode palladium. It is suggested that the trace beams were formed by beta decay electrons of
radiation isotopes with half life time more than one yeas, such as Tritium, Calcium 45, Palladium
I 07 etc. according to the estimation of stop ranging and spectrum of the electrons radiated from
beta decay elements. High concentration of Calcium element bas been indeed detected by EDX
on the site corresponding to the beam source location (Fig. 2). Further confirmation of the existence
of Calcium 45 should be carried out.
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Fig. 2 Spectrum of EDX of the: p,uticle indicated bv arrow C in Fig.3, b.

The effect of magnetic field on the traces of charged particle has been observed while a
magnet was put on the Pd sample exposing to a film (Fig. 3).
No Gamma ray emitted by the samples of Pd cathodes have been detected by a HPGe
Gamma spectrometer with low background.
III. DISCUSSION
The electrochemically energy concentration similar to pyrotechnic effect leads to a variety
of nonlinear processes. !•!Toe yields of transmutation products are related to the current distribution
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FIi, J Autoradiogniphy photo showing the
effect of magnetic field on radiation traces.
Sample: Pd cathode of electrolysis with
light - NaOH electtolyte.

on the cathode surface. The contact between beads coated with a thin metallic layer or multilayered
film and palladium black particles could be regarded as point cont.act similar to the tip effect. 161
The processes of nonlinear effects such as quantum tunneling and hopping of hydrogen or deuteron
and energy concentration within the cont.act points, the boundary area and the interface zones
would lead to occurrence of the nuclear transmutation for the electrolysis using both heavy water
and light water. The enhancement of the ratio of nuclear reactions due to the collimating effect and
the focusing effect of the channels of metal crystals should be further studied.
If neutron
transfer reactions occur, 171 or thermal neutrons and virtual neutrons induced by electron capture
processes of deuterons or protons Wlder the conditions of the electron degeneration are produced in
the samples, the following reactions will be expected:
(I)
A+1M= A+1M'+e+v

Z

Z+I

(2)

e

Therefore, if elements, such as Na and AI, exist in the electrodes, it is possible to expect the nuclear
transmutations generating Mg and Si to occur.181 The consumption of deuterium or hydrogen has
been observed in some experiments. An ammmt of excess heat about 7 keV per hydrogen atom
consumed was found by J. Dufour et al.191, and the formation of tightly bound state of the
hydrogen(deuterium) atom is put forward to explain the results.
The electron capture reactions could be used to explain the production of elements 104mRh, 10'Rh
etc. on the surface of palladium electrodes (Karabut et al. Physics Letter A, 170, 265( 1992)].
If incident deuterons with energies above 10 keV, many body fusion can be expected due to the
channeling effect. The experimental results with the emission of high energy charged particles by A.
Takahashi, J. Kasagi et a1-11o,u1 could be explained by the channeling mechanism.
It has been shown that the mechanism of MNR can provide plausible explanation for
nonreproducible results of electrolysis fusion experiments and other factors, such as:
• excess heat and nuder transmutation of light water electrolysis;ll21
• excess heat and radiation after switching off electrolysis voltage;
• nuclear transmutation and isotope production only minute area;
• high reaction rates along the lattice channel;
• highly orientated electron traces observed by the autoradiography;
• many body fusion along lattice channels by using deuteron beam implantation;
• time duration dependence of excess heat due to accumulation effect;
• electrolysis current value dependence of excess heat related with electrochemical
noisc.1131
• low nff ratio might be due to the confusion other beta decay elements for tritiuml141 . .
An intensive study of anisotropic property of MNRs creating the polarization and excitation
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of ellipsoidal nucleus within the crystalline channels should be carried out.
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AN OMALOUSLY ENHANCED D(d,p)T REACTION IN Pd AND PdO
OBSERVED AT VERY LOW BOMBARDING ENERGIES
J. Kasagi, H. Yuki, T. Itoh, N. Kasajima, T. Ohtsuki and A. G. Lipsons
Laboratory of Nuclear Science, Tohoku University, Mikamine, Sendai 982, Japan
$Institute of Physical Chemistry, The Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia

Abstract
Yields of protons emitted in the D + D reaction in Pd and PcK) thick targets were measured for
bombarding energies between 2.5 and IO keV. The obtained yields were compared with those predicted by
using the parameterization of cross sections at higher energies. It was found that both of the yields for Pd
and PdO are surprisingly larger than the prediction. The bombarding energy dependence of the yields are well
described with screening potential parameters; Ue = 250 eV for Pd and 600 eV for Pd0. The siginificance of
a simple extrapolation of the observed enhancement is discussed.

1. Introduction
Occurrence of nuclear reactions in condensed matter at room temperature or so
called "cold fusion" requires anomalously large enhancement of the reaction rate.
However, it is a matter of common knowledge that a huge Coulomb barrier between two
nuclei prevents them from approaching to make a nuclear reaction at ultra-low energies.
Thus, the enhancement, if exists, should be related to the reduction of the Coulomb
barrier.
As reported at the ICCF6 [1], we have started a series of measurments of the
D(d,p)T reaction in metal with the bombarding energies down to 2 keV, in order to
investigate whether the reaction rate in metal is really enhanced or not. Previous results
on Ti and Yb [1-3] clearly show that the the reaction rate is enhanced in metal and
depends on the kind of host metal. It has also been pointed out that the observed
excitation function of the thick target yield can well be interpreted by introducing a
screening potential U e; Ue = 19 ± 12 eV and 81 ± 10 eV were deduced for Ti and Yb,
respectively. However, no one can expect to observe the nuclear reactions at room
temperature from an extrapolation of the reaction rate with the screening potential
parameterization, although 80 eV of the screening potential is much larger than expected
in metal[4].
We have continued the measurements for various metals, and, recently, studied
the D(d,p)T reaction in Pd and PdO, which is one of the most important material for "cold
fusion". Our attention will be focused on showing the result of measurements, since it
seems to be very significant, although more experimental works are still in need to reach a
definite conclusion.
2. Experimental procedure
The experimental procedure is almost the same as described in our previous
work[l -3], and will be briefly described here. Deuteron beams extracted from the low
energy high -current ion beam generator were used to bombard target. In order to fix the
beam position and size for each energy, a beam collimator was used; the beam spot on the
target was about 4 mm in daimeter. Target was metalic Pd foil of 200 µm in thickness,
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and PdO/Pd/Au foil of 50 µm in thickness which was prerared as described in ref. [5].
In the PdO/Pd/Au foil, deuterium was charged before the bombardment by carrying out
the electrolysis as reported in ref. [5]. In the Pd foil, however, deuteron beams were
implanted for a long time until proton yield became almost constant. The target was
cooled during the bombardment at the temperature of about -160 °C during the
bombardments. The PdO surface side of the PdO/Pd/Au foil was bombarded with the
deuteron beam, and incident deuterons react on the deuterons before they stop in the PdO
layer of 50 run in thickness.
In order to detect protons emitted in the D(d,p)T reactions, a .iE-E counter
telescope consisting of 50-µm and 200-µm thick Si surface barrier detectors was
employed. A requirement of a coincidence between two Si detectors completely
eliminates the electrical noise and enables unambiguous identification of charged particles.
The total dose of the deuteron beam for each run was deduced from the electric current
from the target.
D(d,p)T in PdO/Pd/Au
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Fig. 1. Yields of protons per integrated beam current for 6. 5 (triangles)
and 5.0 (squares) keV measurements. Yields at 10 keV used for the
normalization are also shown with solid circles.
Deuterons impinging upon the target diffuse in the metal during the measurement,
and, hence, the number of the target deuterons may change in every moment. On the
average, however, it is considered to be equilibrated after a large quantity of deuterons are
bombarded. Nevertheless, yields at Ed = 10 keV were measured, frequently, before and
after the run to determine the number of deuterons in the target during the run, and the
yield of each run was normalized to the yield at 10 keV. Such examples for the
measurements at 6.5 and 5.0 are shown in Fig. 1, where yields of protons emitted in the
D+D reactions per beam charge are plotted with triangles and squares, respectively, for
the 6.5- and 5.0-keV measurements. Data plotted with circles correspond to the
measurements at 10 keV. It is clear that the change of the yield for different runs at
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lower energies is due to the change of the number of the target deuterons, because it
follows the change of the yield at 10 keV. Thus, the thick target yields at lower energies
were always divided by the average yield at 10 keV measured just before and after the
run.
3. Experimental result and discussion
In Fig. 2, we show thick target yields of the D(d,p)T reaction in Pd and PdO
with squares and solid circles, respectively, against bombarding energy. The data are
normalized at 10 keV as mentioned above. Errors associated with the data include only
statistical ones. Although the yields for both metals decrease very rapidly as the
bombarding energy decreases, they are surprisingly larger than those obtained in previous
measurements for Ti and Yb[l-3].
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Fig. 2. Thick target yields of the D(d,p)T reactions in Pd (squares) and
PdO (circles) against bombarding energy. The solid curve is a
calculated one without any enhancement. The dotted and dashed curves
are those with the screening potential Ue = 250 and 600 eV, respectively.
The thick target yield Y1 at the bombarding energy Ed is given as
Y1 (Ed ) = A J/d N 0 (x) cr1./E) dx = A J/d N0 (x) cr1.b(E) (dE/dx)" 1 dE,
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where Xd , N0(x), cr1.b(E) and dF/dx are the path length of incident deuteron, the number
of the target deuterons per unit area, the reaction cross section and the stopping power for
the deuteron, respectively. The solid curve in Fig. 2 is a thick target yield calculated with
the bare reaction cross section as described in detail in ref. [2,3], which represents a
standard thick target yield without any enhancement of the reaction rate. As seen, the
standard calculation completely fails to explain the data for both Pd and PdO, which are
about 50 times larger than the standard at Ed = 2.5 keV. This large discrepancy is a
surprise, because the measured yields in Ti and Yb [2,3] almost fall on the standard yield,
although a slight enhancement was deduced from the data. We, again, show thick target
yields obtained in Ti and Yb in Fig. 3 for comparison.
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Fig. 3. Thick target yields of the D(d,p)T reactions in Ti (triangles) and Yb
(diamonds) against bombarding energy. The solid curve is a calculated
one without any enhancement.
In Fig.4, the ratio of the experimental yield to the standard one is plotted as a
function of the bombarding energy; we call it enhancement. As seen in Fig. 4, the
observed enhancement increases rapidly as the bombarding energy decreases. Since this
trend is very similar to the reaction with the screened Coulomb potential, we have naively
attempted to parameterize the enhanced yield by a screening potential (UJ which reduces
the Coulomb barrier between two deuterons. We calculated thick target yields for various
values of U e as described in [2,3], and compared them with the data. In Fig. 2 and 4, a
dashed curve which reproduces the PdO data very well is a calculation with Ue = 600 eV,

ICCF-7
and a dotted curve corresponds toUc = 250 eV for Pd.
Since the screening potential caused by electrons in metal is expected to be
several tens of eV [4], the presently deduced values for Pd and PdO may not be only due
to the electron screening. However, this is very significant, since a simple extrafolation
of the reaction cross section by the screening parameterization gives a= 1040 cm for U c
= 600 eV and 1049 cm2 for 250 eV at room temperature. If a formula of the reaction rate
of thermal nuclear reactions can be applied, one can expect I 0 8 reactions/cm3 /sec for the
case ofUe = 600 eV.
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Fig. 4. Observed enhancement of the thick target yields of the D(d,p)T
reactions in Pd (squares) and PdO (circles) against bombarding energy.
The solid curve is a calculated one without any enhancement. The dotted
and dashed curves are those with the screening potential Ue = 250 and
600 eV, respectively.
At present stage, however, above argument is not definite. Major questions
which should be experimentally solved are (1) the stopping power (dFJdx in eq. 1) of
metals for deuterons with Ect < 10 keV and (2) the deuteron density distribution (N 0(x) in
eq. I) in the target metal. We are planning to measure these quantities: the experiment for
(2) has been started, already. Even if the ehancement of the reaction rate is established in
this energy region, one may naturally ask the following question: Can we extrapolate the
reaction cross sections down to 0.02 eV with the screening parameterization ? To
answer this, any data below 2.5 keV are very helpfull as well as theoretical understanding
of the enhancement.
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4. Summary
We have presented the measurements of the reaction rate of the D+D reactions in
Pd and PdO at very low bombarding energies together with the results for Ti and Yb.
Surprisingly large enhancements are observed in thick target yields of the D(d,p)T
reactions in Pd and PdO. We have attempted to parameterize the enhanced yield by a
screening potential (Ue) which reduces the Coulomb barrier between two deuterons. The
screening potentials of Uc = 250 and 600 eV were deduced for Pd and PdO, respectively.
This is very significant, since a simple extrapolation of the reaction rate allows us to
observe the nuclear reaction at room temperature. Thus, it is highly desirable to
investigate the origin of the anomalously enhanced reaction rate observed in this work.
This work is supported by the Basic Research Project of New Hydrogen Energy.
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ROLE OF CONTINUUM ELECTRONS AND CONDENSED MATTER MECHANISMS
IN ULTRA LOW ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS
Yeong Kim, E., Alexander Zubarev, L., Department of Physics, Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Indiana 47907, U.S.A.

Abstract
We examine open problems and uncertainties in the conventional theory of nuclear
fusion at low energies, and discuss possible improvements of the conventional theory
and alternative theoretical formulations, and condensed matter mechanisms including
the Bose-Einstein condensation.

1. Introduction
Since the 1989 announcements of nuclear fusion at room temperature in palladium (Pd)
and titanium (Ti) electrolytic cells using heavy water (D 2 O), there have been persistent
claims of observing the cold fusion (CF) phenomena. Recently, there have been claims of
observing also ultra low-energy nuclear transmutation (ULENT) phenomena. However,
most of the reported experimental results are not reproducible at a desirable of 100%.
Theoretical opposition to the phenomena of CF and ULENT is mostly based on as
tronomically small values of Coulomb barrier penetration probability, "Gamow" factor
(GF), between two charged nuclei. Effect of the presense of a third particle, an electron,
has not been solved rigously, but has been treated in an effective two-body approxima
tion as a simple correction to GF known as the electron screening effect. The electron
screening effect is not sufficiently large enough to explain the observed claims of CF
and ULENT phenomena. Exact quantum mechanical solutions for three charged parti
cles (two nuclei and an electron) are needed to verify the accuracy of the conventional
electron screening effect. There have been many other theoretical models proposed to
explain the cold fusion phenomena. Most of those theoretical models claiming to have
explained the phenomena appear far from accomplished their claims [l]. Therefore, we
cannot justify nor rule out theoretically the possibility of CF and ULENT phenomena.
In this paper, we examine open problems and uncertainties of the conventional theory
for low-energy nuclear fusion reactions, and discuss several possible scenarios for the
Gamow factor modification (GFM) based on plausible assumptions.

2. Open Problems and Uncertainties of the Conventional Theory
For non-resonance reactions, it is customary to extract the S-factor, S(E), from the
experimentally measured c;(E) using the following formula,
-

S(E)

<1c - � e

-2,r,,(E)

(1)

where r,(E) = Z.;Zj e 2 jnv, e-2,rr,(E) is the Gamow factor representing the probability
of bringing two charged nuclei to zero separation distance, and S(E) is expected to be
a slowly varying function of E. The energy dependence of the nuclear reaction cross
section c;(E) cannot be obtained rigorously from first principles. Therefore, one must
relay on physically reasonable nuclear reaction models, such as Eq. (1), or phenomeno
logical microscopic models, which may not be reliable nor accurate at low energies for
some cases. It should be emphasized that Eq. (1) is obtained using a semi-classical
approximation. In the following section 3.1, a derivation of c;(E) based on the quantum
scattering theory is given.
The effect of electron screening is conventionally incorporated by replacing E with
(E + Es c) in Eq. (1) where Esc is a electron screening energy (Esc � l4eV for the
deuterium atom, and Esc ;::;J 43eV for Thomas-Fermi model). With Esc � 14 eV or 43
eV, the value of GF is 10- 114 or 10-65, respectively. In contrast, extracted values of

~
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GF from the earliest claimed results of Fleischmann and Pons, and of Jones et al. are
10- 20 and 10- 30, respectively.
Leggett and Baym (LB) [2] investigated an upper bound on barrier penetration
probabilities in many-body systems and claimed to obtain the result that the rate of
tunneling of nuclei to classically forbidden small relative separation, in a fully interacting
quantum-mechanical many-body system in equilibrium, is rigorously bounded above
by a value calculable in terms of the Born-Oppenheimer potential between the nuclei.
Their upper bound corresponds approximately to GF of ~ 10-65 obtained with Esc
= 43 eV. As LB cautioned in their paper, this potential can differ from conventional
Born-Oppenheimer potential. Recently, it has been shown [3] that the exact upper
bound given by LB [2] is not valid, (i) if many-body system (electrons, nuclei) does
not form a stationary bound state, and also (ii) if the imaginary part of the effective
nuclear interaction in the elastic channel has a very weak component with a finite long
interaction-range [4], which is discussed in subsection 3.1.
3. Improvements, Alternative Formulations and Mechanisms
As discussed in the previous section, the conventional theory of nuclear fusion at low
energies is not rigorous and based on theoretical models. In this section, we describe pos
sible improvements, alternative theoretical formulations, and condensed matter mecha
nisms based on possibility of the Bose-Einstein condensation.
3.1 Optical theorem formulation and effective long-range interaction
Recently, a new improved formulation [4] has been developed based on quantum
scattering theory and the optical theorem [4], which eliminates some of the previous
assumptions made in deriving the conventional formula, Eq. (1), for GF. Assuming
that the imaginary part of the transition matrix (T-matrix) (or the effective potential)
can be parameterized by a separable form with a form factor g(r) = e- 13r, new s-wave
cross-section formula is derived,
ao

where

(E) _ So(E) 4¢,, -2-rr,,
e
e
�

k
µc2 Z-Ze 4'P'1 = exp[4a- (-' _J )tan- 1(-)]
he
k
(3

(2)
(3)

with¢= tan- 1 (k/f3).
The enhancement factor e4<1>TI can be applied to both light nuclei reactions (small Z;
and Zj ) but also to heavy ion reactions (larger Z; and Zj ) such as sub-barrier heavy ion
fusion where e4<1>11 can be very large. The enhancement factor e4<1>11 is obtained together
with the Gamow factor from our quantum mechanical derivation and can be regarded as
a modification of the Gamow factor affecting it only at low energies, or as a part of the
S-factor if we still wish to keep the semi-classical formula Eq. (1). The new exponential
factor is a new quantum effect derived from the quantum scattering theory, and may
provide new physical insights for the low-energy behavior of the reaction cross-section.
In the limit of /3 -+ 0 (a long-range limit), we have ¢ = tan- 1 (k/(3) = 1r/2, and
hence e 4<1>11 given by Eq. (3) approaches to e 2"'" which can cancel the Gamow factor
e-2-rr,,., in Eq. (2) for a0 (E). Therefore, a Gamow factor cancellation (GFC) can occur if
the interaction range 13- 1 is large (or (3 is small). If the imaginary part of the effective
potential or g (r) has a form
g(r)

= e-(hr/r + J\e-13' /r
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with /3 < /31, the second term could be dominant over the first term even if A < < 1. In
the limit of f3 -+ 0, ¢ = tan-1 (k//3) = 1r/2 and e41rl/> = e21r11 which can cancel the Gamow
factor e- 2 71 in Eq. (2). Therefore, it is important to investigate both theoretically and
experimentally the possibility of the existence of the finite long range interaction for the
imaginary part of the effective potential.
1r

3.2 Halo nuclear state fusion (HNSF)
As discussed in the previous subsection, Gamow factor cancellation (GFC) can occur
for nuclear fusion reactions if the imaginary part of the effective nuclear interaction
in the elastic channel (ENIEC) has a small component of a finite long-range (FLR)
interaction. Recently, we have obtained a rigorous derivation of a new type of FLR
interaction in the imaginary part of ENIEC for the case in which one of the final
state nuclei has an excited halo nuclear state [5]. The new FLR interaction behaves
as cos(k0r - n£n2k0r + 8)'¢n (r)/r4 at large distances, where k0 , T/, 8, and '1/Jn (r) are the
final state wave number, the Sommerfeld parameter, the phase shift, and the wave
function for the excited p-wave halo nuclear state, respectively. This demonstrates that
we cannot rule out theoretically possibility of the GFC, and that theoretical opposition
to the cold fusion and low-energy nuclear transmutation phenomena based on Eq. (1)
may be premature.
The existence of the FLR interaction in the imaginary part of ENIEC, when one of
the final-state nuclei has an halo excited state, leads to a selection rule for final nuclear
products: nuclei with halo excited states are most likely observed in the final state, while
production of nuclei without halo excited states is suppressed. This selection rule may
be applicable to low-energy nuclear fusion reaction, nuclear fission, and nuclear trans
mutation, induced by a charged nuclei (proton, deuteron, oxygen, etc.). The selection
rule should be tested by future experiments.

3.3 Continuum electron catalyzed nuclear fusion (CECNF)
Recently, we have examined another possibility of the GFM due to a three-body ef
fect involving an electron and two nuclei in continuum states, and have shown that the
conventional adiabatic (or Born-Oppenheimer approximation) solution does not match
with the exact asymptotic solution [6] if (Ee /EN ) < 10-3, where Ee and EN are ki
netic energies of electron and nucleus, respectively, indicating that the conventionally
used adiabatic approximation is not valid for (Ee /EN )< 10-3_ We have examined the
possibility of the Gamow-factor cancellation (GFC) due to a three-body effect involving
an electron and two nuclei, and developed a theoretical formulation for estimating the
three-body effect for the reaction p (pe-, ve )d in neutrino and nuclear astrophysics [7,8].
Approximate solutions of the three-body equation for the initial pe-p state show [7,8]
that GFC may occur between two protons for the energy sector, (Eep /Epp )< 10- 3, where
Eep an Epp are the relative kinetic energies between electron and proton and between
two protons, respectively. Our estimate of the GFC effect indicates that the previous
conventional estimate of the pe- p solar neutrino flux may be underestimated by at least
of two. This has important implications for the solar neutrino problem, and also for
resolving some of the other astrophysical and geophysical anomalies [7,8]. Tritium pro
duction observed by Claytor et al. [9] may be due to a similar reaction p (de-, ve ) 3 H.
Experimental tests of CECNF mechanism for p (pe-ve )d reaction can be carried out
by measuring both excess heat and deuteron concentration in light water electrolysis
experiments such as nickel water electrolysis experiments by Swartz [10].
It is shown [8] that a large enhancement of reaction rate may occur for nuclear fusion
when catalyzed by low-energy continuum electrons. Approximate solutions of the three-
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body equation for the initial continuum state of two nuclei and an electron show that
GFC may occur between two nuclei for the velocity sector, Ve < VN, where Ve and VN
are the relative velocites between the electron and one of two nuclei, and between two
nuclei, respectively. Our estimates [8] of the GFC effect for reactions D(de-,pe-)T,
D(de-, ne-)3 He, and D(de-, e-) 4 He yield the surprising new result that reaction rates
of~ 104 - 106 s-1cm-3 may be achieved at the ambient temperature with a deuteron
density of 1022cm-3 compared with the claimed experimental results of Fleischmann and
Pons, and Jones et al., ~ 10 10s-1cm-3 and ~ 1.0s-1cm-3, respectively. Furthermore,
the reaction rate for D(de-, e-) 4 He is expected to be larger than those of D(de-, ne-) 3 He
and D(de- ,pe-)T, since the overlap integral between 't/Jdd and 'lp4He is expected to be
larger than those between 1/Jdd and 'l/Jpt , and between 'l/Jdd and 'lp4He · Our theoretical
formulation and results of continuum-electron catalyzed nuclear fusion (CECNF) may
provide a consistent theoretical description of and mechanisms for some of the anomalous
effects observed in deuterated and hydrated metals.
Experimental tests of CECNF mechanism for D(de-, ne-) 3 He, D(de-,pe-)T, and
D(de-, e-)4 He reactions can be carried out by measuring the reaction yield or cross
section in laboratory two-beam experiments, using both deuteron beam and electron
beam simultaneously incident on a deuterated target. By adjusting beam energies of
electron and deuteron, the required CECNF condition (Ee d/ Edd) < 10-3 can be achieved.
If the reaction yield is measured as a function of Ee d (or Ee d/ Edd), CECNF mechanism
predicts that the yield has a maximum near Ee d :::::: 0 (or (Ee d/ Edd) << 10-3). The
above test can be done using either continous d+ and e- beams or using synchronized
pulsed d + and e- beams.

3.4 Bose-Einstein condensation nuclear fusion (BECNF)
There have been persistent claims of observing 4 He production with no accompanying
,-radiation for heavy water experiments [11-12]. Since the radiation-less fusion reaction,
D + D --+ 4 He is forbidden in free space, many theoretical explanations have becn pro
posed based on condensed matter mechanisms [14-17]. In this section, we propose and
describe an alternative mechanism based on possibility of Bose-Einstein condensation of
deuterons trapped in cavities and cracks in the cathode metal.
The concept of the Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) [18] has been known for 73
years, and has been used to describe all physical scales, including liquid 4 He, excitons in
semiconductors, pions and kaons in dense nuclear matter ( neutron stars, supernovae),
and elementary particles [19]. It is only a few years ago that the BEC phenomenon was
observed directly in dilute vapors of alkali atoms, such as rubidium [20], lithium [21], and
sodium [22] confined in magnetic traps and cooled down to nanokelvin temperatures.
If (1) BEC occurs for deuterons trapped in cavities (µm -mm size) and cracks (µm
-mm gap) in the cathode metal or in bubbles on the surface of the cathode during the
electrolysis experiment and (2) D + D --+ 4 He fusion occurs with two deuterons in the
BEC, then the BEC and 4 He in the final state can share kinetic energy and momenta
due to the Q-value of the fusion reaction, thus avoiding the need for accompanying
gamma-ray radiation.
It is known that electrolysis and ion implantation processes can create microcavities
in(cathode or target) metal, which contain high density(~ 10 22cm-3) (or high pressure)
deuterium plasma (d + , e-,D 2 , etc). (At a much higher density, a deuterium metal may
form.) Therefore, the microcavities in electrolysis and ion implantation are very efficient
traps for deuterons. Such a high density has not been achieved in other laboratory
systems.
Two essential conditions for achieving the BEC of an interacting Bose system are
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(i) that the density of the Bose system is such that two-boson separation distance is
comparable to the deuteron de Broglie wavelength, and (ii) that the temperature of the
Bose system is very low. The condition (i) can be written as
(5)
where >.dB ( = h/mv) is the deBroglie wavelength of deuteron and n is the deuteron
density. Eq. (5) can be rewritten as
V
nc 1
- � 27r(-)nJ°.
2

c

mc

(6)

For n = 1021 cm-3 and mc2 = 1876 MeV for deuteron, Eq. (6) yield v � 12 m/sec
and Erel = ½mv 2 � 1.6 x 10- 6 eV. The small value of Ere1 leads to the condition (ii).
The condition (ii) can be realized if deuterons in a cluster are moving with (nearly) the
same velocity, i.e. relative velocities of deuterons are (nearly) zero. This condition may
be achieved by applying a pulsed and/or alternating field.
For the BECNF mechanism, both D(d,p)T and D(d, n)3 He reactions can also occur in
addition to DD -+4He reaction. However, the cross-section UBEC (DD -+ 4He) for D +
D -+ 4 He reaction in BEC is expected to be substantially larger than that of D(d, 1)4 He
since the former is a strong-interaction transition while the later is a electromagnetic
transition. Furthemore, we expect also that UBEC for D + D -+ 4 He is larger than that
of D( d, p)T or D(d,n)3He since the overlap integral between the initial state 'I/Jdd and
the final state '!p4He is expected to be larger than that between 'I/Jdd and 'I/Jpt or between
'lpdd and 'I/Jn3He·
There are several possible mechanisms for reducing the Coulomb barrier of deuterons
in the BEC. One is the CECNF mechanism described in subsection 3.3 involving a
continuum e- imbedded in the deuteron BEC. The excess heat and 4He generation
observed from collapse of accoustic bubbles [23] may be due to the BECNF mechanism.
Recently, Kasagi et al. [24] has observed an anomalous enhancement of the yield for
D(d,p)T reaction with deuterated PdO target at low energies (2keV - 10 keV). A cavity
in the cathodic metal such as Pd cathode can provide an ideal trap for deuterons (D+ ).
The metal oxide cathode (such as PdO) may be more effective in trapping deuterons
in cavities because of lower diffusion rate of D in a metal oxide compared with that in
a metal. Smaller numbers of continuum electrons may be carried among these trapped
deuterons and may lead to CECNF, thus enhancing the reaction rate at low energies for
D(d,p)T in PdO as recently observed by Kasagi et al. [24]. At much lower energies, the
BECNF processes, D + D -+ 4He in addition to D(d, p)T and D(d, n)3He may start and
become a dominant process at ultra low-energies.

4. Summary
Since the claimed experimental results for CF and ULENT are not reproducible at
a desired level of 100% reproducibility, they have often dismissed as erroneous results
and/or artifacts, mostly based on theoretical opposition to these phenomena due to
astronomically small values of GF. However, the GF is derived from a semiclassical
model and is not rigorous. Three alternative formulations and mechanisms (HNSF,
CECNF, and BECNF) are investigated for possibilities of GFM or GFC.
An improved model based on quantum scattering theory and optical theorem shows
possibilities that GFM or GFC may occur if the imaginary part of the effective interac
tion in the elastic channel has a small component of a finite longe-range. This situation
can occur when one of the final-state nuclei has an excited halo nuclear state, leading to
HNSF.
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In the conventional approach, the electron screening is incorporated by adding a
screening energy to the incident energy. Effect of the presence of a third particle (an
electron) has not been solved rigorously. Approximate solutions of three-body continuum
state (two nuclei and an electron) indicates possibilities of GFM or GFC, leading to the
continuum electron catalyzed nuclear fusion. Specific experimental tests are suggested
for CECNF mechanism.
A Bose-Einstein condensation nuclear fusion mechanism is introduced to examine a
possibility of radiation-less fusion DD -.4 He, which is expected to have a larger cross
section than that for D(d,p)T or D(d,n)3 He.
Ultimately, reproducible experimental results in the future will decide whether we
need alternative formulations and mechanisms such as those presented in this paper.
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THE TNCF MODEL FOR THE COLD FUSION PHENOMENON
H. Kozima
Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Shizuoka University,
Shizuoka 422-8529, Japan
Abstract
Result of successful analysis of the cold fusion phenonenon on the TNCF model are
surveyed. Remaining problems are summarized. The physics of the cold fusion depicted
by the analysis on the model is explained.
The cold fusion phenomenon occurring in solids with hydrogen isotopes have been
explained by the TNCF model 1 ~ 10) with a single adjustable parameter nn the value of
which was between 106 ~ 1013 cm-3• The parameter nn is supposed as a density of trapped
thermal neutrons in the solids. The explained phenomenon includes various events from
the excess heat generation to the nuclear transmutation (NT) with a large shift of the
atomic and mass numbers in addition to the nuclear products (tritium, 4 He, neutron,
gamma etc.) generation and NT with a small shift of the atomic and mass numbers.
In the analyses, such proposed riddles of the tritium anomaly (imbalance of the gen
erated tritium and neutron), the excess heat anomaly (imbalance of the excess heat and
neutron), helium production (unexplainable amount of helium compared with neutron)
are qualitatively (and quantitatively in several cases) solved on the assumed premises.
The success of the model suggests that there may be reflection of truth in the model.
Investigation of premises in the model so successful in interpretation of various events
is the theme of this paper to figure out some phases of the truth of the cold fusion
phenomenon.

~

1013 cm- 3.
1. Value nn between 106
As shown in Tables in the previous papers9• 10), the values of nn determined by ex
perimental data on the excess heat, tritium, helium and/or nuclear transmutation are
consistent in each experiment with several events at its high time (when the events are
observed) and are in the range of 106 10 13 cm- 3• This is a remarkable result considering
the variety of the events including the excess heat generation, tritium, helium, neutron
productions and nuclear transmutation (NT).
Not asking the origin of the trapped neutron with these densities, the value itself is not
so large compared with the Loschmidt 's number NL = 2.69 x 1019 cm-3, the density of
an ideal gas in the standard state. Density of atoms in a solid is usually about a thousand
times higher than this value and the above values of nn are at most 10- 9 of the density
of atoms in solids.
As is well known, there are a plenty of ambient neutrons on the earth which are
an obstacle in a precision measurement of radiations including the neutron. As several
precise measurements of neutrons originating in the cold fusion phenomenon have shown,
the cold fusion events are not observed without background neutrons. All experiments
with a positive result has been done in circumstances with finite background neutrons.
These experience in addition to success of the TNCF model with nn in the range of
the above values strongly suggest us the importance of the neutron in the cold fusion
phenomenon.

~
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There remains a question about the possible explanation of existence of such a trapped
neutron in solids by the conventional Quantum Mechanics. This question lead us to a
new idea of the neutron affinity of a nucleus in addition to the not widely noticed concept
of neutron bands in solids.
2. Neutron bands in solids
The thermal neutron with energy 0.025 eV corresponding to a temperature of 300 K
has a de Broglie wave length 1.80 A comparable to lattice constants of crystals of about
3
4 A . This is the reason the neutron diffraction is widely applied in technology and
science using neutrons from the atomic pile. A neutron with thermal energy propagates
through a crystal as a Bloch wave just like electron Bloch wave widely applied in solid
state electronics. This situation also shows a possibility of neutron trapping in a crystal
surrounded by another crystal with a different energy band structure due to the difference
of lattice constants.
A simple example of such a situation to trap neutrons by the neutron band mechanism
had been shown in a previous paper11 l by a numerical calculation. Therefore, a neutron
can be trapped in a crystal surrounded by another crystal with an appropriate lattice
constant, in principle.

~

3. Neutron affinity of a nucleus
Next problem about the trapped neutron is its stability against the beta decay, its
constant in vacuum is 887.4 s with an energy liberation of 782 keV.
Let us assume that the neutron Bloch wave trapped in a crystal transforms into a
proton Bloch wave when it performs /3 decay. Furthermore, let us estimate the stability
of the neutron wave interacting with a nucleus with a neutron affinity T/ defined by the
following relation;

(1)

Here, c is the light speed in vacuum, 4M is the nuclear mass of the nucleus with a mass
number A and an atomic number Z composing the lattice nuclei.
This definition tells us that the neutron affinity is a quantity expressing an energy
difference of two nuclear states, one with an extra neutron and the other with an extra
proton. The positive value of T/ means the former is in lower energy than the latter and
is more stable. For a crystal, we define the neutron affinity of the crystal < T/ > as an
average of T/ over the lattice nuclei. Therefore, the neutron affinity of a crystal composed
of an identical nucleus is the same to that for the nucleus.
Furthermore, we may assume that when a neutron is trapped in a crystal with a
positive neutron affinity < T/ >, then the neutron is stable against beta decay. Then,
the Table of neutron affinity of elements 10""'12l shows coincidence of occurence of the cold
fusion phenomenon and the positive value of the matrix solids. Verification of the concept
"neutron affinity" is only given by such an indirect evidence as this now, the stability of a
neutron in a nucleus interacting with protons in it suggests strongly existence of a similar
effect when there is an interaction of a neutron Bloch wave with lattice nuclei.
4. Quasi-stability of the trapped neutron
The trapped thermal neutron stabilized by the interaction with lattice nuclei can
interact with a nucleus having large perturbation on the neutron. Experimentally, this
property is needed by the occurrence of the cold fusion events generating the excess heat,
tritium, helium, nuclear transmutation, and so on. The irregularity of crystal potential on
the neutron Bloch wave is large at crystal boundaries and impurity nuclei in the crystal.
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Experimental data show that many events occur in the surface region with a thickness
of about few
10 µm in, especially, electrolytic experiments. In experiments without
electrolysis, surface layers seem not decisive but volume effect in the cold fusion phe
nomenon.
In our analyses, we assumed effective interaction in volume is 1 % of that in the surface
layer, which is assumed the same as in vacuum, giving consistent explanation for all data
obtained hitherto in electrolytic and gas contact experiments. The success of the analyses
seems support our idea of quasi-stability of the trapped neutrons in volume and in the
surface layer.
The reactions induced by the trapped neutrons between nuclei in the system work
as triggers for the whole cold fusion phenomenon. The energetic products of the trigger
reactions between the trapped neutron and lattice nuclei (including those in the surface
layer) induce succeeding breeding reactions which feed neutrons for the trigger reaction
and also give results observed as events outside.

~

5. De-stabilization of nucleus interacting with the trapped neutron
The progress of the experimental work revealed vast nuclear transmutation in surface
layers with large shifts of atomic and mass numbers in electrolytic and gas discharge
experiments. From energy point of view, relevant energies in these experiment are at
most 1 eV compared with conventionally supposed necessary energy of 1 MeV for the
nuclear reactions.
An idea is suggested by the quasi-stabilization of the trapped thermal neutron. If a
neutron Bloch wave is stabilized by the interaction with the lattice nuclei with a positive
neutron affinity, a nucleus with a negative neutron affinity will be destabilized by an
interaction with the trapped neutron.
Almost all radioactive nuclei have a negative neutron affinity with rare exceptions
and therefore accelerated its decay by an interaction with the neutron in a surface layer
deposited on the material including the trapped neutron. Some nuclei in the surface layer
on such a material will suffer a decay or a fission reaction by an interaction with the
neutron. These events analyzed by the TNCF model have given the value of nn in the
range mentioned above and consistent with other events as the excess energy generation.
6. Attenuation of gamma ray in materials
There had been few observations of gamma rays from the cold fusion system and the
rareness of the observation forced people to seek some reactions with phonons instead of
photons. In these several years, however, there are some data which observed gamma ray
with energies up to 10 MeV showing a possibility to explain the cold fusion phenomenon
with the conventional physics without relying on a new principle or a new mechanism.
In the TNCF model, the fundamental reactions in electrolytic system is independent
of gamma emission and consistent with the lack of the gamma data. In the discharge
and gas contact systems with deuterium, a fundamental reaction in the TNCF model is
relevant with a gamma ray with an energy of 6.25MeV. Though this gamma ray has been
observed in recent experiments, the frequency of the detection suggests large attenuation
of the gamma ray in materials with large concentration of deuterium. Our suggestion is
the dissociation reaction of a deuteron by a photon with a fairly large cross section of
about 2 mb in vacuum for E-y ~ 6 MeV;
1+d

= p+n-2.22MeV.

If this reaction works well in materials, the lack of gamma ray in the observation and the
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breeding of neutrons in the material are both explained simultaneously.
7. Problem of reproducibility
Reproducibility is the largest tumbling block of the cold fusion phenomenon for the
skeptics. It is necessary to any theory to solve the irreproducibility of the phenomenon by
some elements in it. The TNCF model gives answer to this problem by the microscopic
stochastic nature of realization conditions for trapped neutrons in materials with hydrogen
isotopes. There is another stochastic factor of feasibility of trigger and breeding reactions
conditioned by density and distribution of hydrogen isotopes in the material even if there
are trapped neutrons. These factors having stochastic nature determine reproducibility
( or rather irreproducibility) of the events of the cold fusion phenomenon in the same
materials as seemed identical from macroscopic point of view.
We can, therefore, expect only a qualitative ( or statistical) reproducibility for the cold
fusion phenomenon but a quantitative reproducibility.
8. Conclusion
The cold fusion phenomenon had been discovered nine years ago with a sensation at
first and then decisive disbelief about its reality. There were many problems independent
of science in the process of the change of its popularity. Piling up experimental data,
we now have common confidence in its reality but no consistent explanation based on
the microscopic principles, yet. The model explanation given above will be a mile stone
to establish a complete theory of the cold fusion phenomenon, the solid state - nuclear
physics, central part of which may be the physics of thermal neutrons in solids with
hydrogen isotopes 12 l. We can give not even a fragment of its possible vast perspective at
all now.
The application of the cold fusion phenomenon is also very interesting because its
variety of events from the excess heat to the nuclear transmutation with small and large
shifts of atomic and mass numbers. Most important of them will be as a new energy source
without limit of resources. And the second will be extinction of hazardous radioactive
isotopes from atomic piles. Cooperation of science and technology will make a sound
progress, we hope.
Here, we can give some predictions on the improvement of the cold fusion experiment
based on the analyses by the TNCF model.
First of all, it is necessary to have appropriate number of thermal neutrons in the
experimental system to make the parameter nn 106 10 13 cm- 3. This value is obtained at
high time of the events and the initial value might be lower by several orders of magnitude.
Second, to maintain the cold fusion phenomenon, it is necessary to have deuterium or
alkaline metal atom ( e.g. 6 Li) in inhomogeneous regions to trigger reactions responsible
to the phenomenon. Surfaces of the sample seems to work as an effective inhomogeneous
region and surface-to-volume ratio may be an index of the reproducibility.
Third, after a trigger reaction occurred in the inhomogeneous region, the breeding
reaction seems to occur in volume too. This suggests that volume-to-surface ratio ( or
total volume) may be an index of strength of a burst of any kind ( the excess heat, tritium,
helium, neutron and so on).
Fourth, even in electrolytic system where is not expected to generate gamma ray in
the trigger reaction, the breeding reaction is feasible to generate gamma ray. It is better
to care for the radiation hazard from the cold fusion system. We have to be careful for
hazardous radiations even it will be definitely weak compared with those from the atomic
pile and plasma fusion machines.

~
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Fifth, in preparing a device for application, it is necessary to use a design easy to
replace its parts which will be damaged by nuclear reactions of several kinds in the system.
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NEW MEASUREMENTS OF EXCESS HEAT IN A GAS LOADED D-PD SYSTEM
X.Z. Li, S.X. Zheng, RF.Huang, G.S.Huang, W.Z.Yu
Department ofPhysics, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, CHINA
Abstract
3 sets of calorimetric experiment in 3 years show that there is "excess heat" in the gas
loading D/Pd systems also. This conclusion is based on the second law of thermodynamics,
and is independent of the value ofheat transfer coefficient qualitatively. Quantitatively,
two kinds of "excess heat" have been identified: i. e. low power , continuous excess heat
(<l W/c.c.), and high power, burst excess heat (�l00 W/c.c).
1. Introduction
9 years after the first announcement of "excess heat" in D/Pd system, it is still a
controversial subject: if there is really "excess heat" in D/Pd system. One of the uncertainties
is essentially related to the electrolytic system as a deuterium-loading system. There must be a
power input in order to electrolyze the heavy water; hence, we have to have a good calibration
of the calorimetric system in order to deduct this input power. This calibration restricts the
range ofscrutiny in parameter searching, and inhibits the detection of"excess heat".
Is there any way to have the qualitatively conclusion about "excess heat" without any
restriction due to calibration? i.e. Can we extract a conclusion about "excess heat" without the
exact value of heat transfer coefficient? Yes, it is possible in a gas-loading system. There is
essentially no power input in a gas-loading system because there is no need of electrolysis.
Then, any heat generated in the system may be attributed to "excess heat". We made two
identical calorimetric systems, and compared their temperatures when they were filled with
deuterium gas or hydrogen gas, respectively. We found that the temperature of deuterium
loaded palladium wire was always higher than that of hydrogen-loaded wire[l]. It was the
evidence of the "excess heat" in palladium deuteride, because we have shown that the
calorimetric features are same for these two identical calorimetric systems. The observed
values for the heat transfer coefficient are essentially same (ko=(4.18±0.03)xl04 sec· 1,
k8=(4.24±0 .04)xl0·4 sec· 1 )[1]. In this case, the exact value of heat transfer coefficient is less
important than the equality ofthese two coefficients.
To avoid any suspicion ofthe calibration between two calorimetric systems, we completed
two additional sets of experiments:(!) In the same deuterium-loaded palladium wire system,
we compared its calorimetric feature in the normal and anomalous cases; (2) In the same
calorimetric system, we compared its calorimetric feature when it was filled with hydrogen or
deuterium gas, respectively. Both sets of experiments showed that there was "excess heat" in
the palladium deuteride.
2. "Excess Heat" in Deuterium-loaded Palladium Wire System
The temperature inside a dewar, T(D), is monitored in parallel with the temperature outside
the dewar, T(W). A long and thin (250cm x ¢0.34mm) palladium wire was mounted on a
quartz frame in this dewar. After the long run ofdeuterium gas-loading in palladium wire, two
different calorimetric behaviors were observed. Fig. 1 shows the normal case. The temperature
inside this dewar(T(D)) follows the temperature outside the dewar (T(W)) as expected. When
T(W)>T(D), T(D) increase; when T(W)<T(D), T(D) decreases. Ofcourse, when T(W)=T(D),
dT(D)
,
T(D) does not change with time (t), i.e. the derivative of T(D) with respect to time,
dt

equals 0 . In other word, two curves of temperature, T(D) and T(W), intercept at the
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maximum and minimum points of T(D). This is exactly the behavior shown in Fig. I. This
behavior meant that there was no heat source inside that dewar. It also gives us the confidence
about the calibration of these two thermometers.
However, there was another behavior in the same calorimetric system. Fig.2 shows this
anomalous behavior. These two curves of temperature, T(D) and T(W), do not intercept at
the maximum and minimum points of T(D). It was clearly shown that the temperature inside
the dewar, T(D), kept going up while T(D) was higher than T(W) in the period of 1-2, 3-4,
5-6 in Fig.2. This behavior violates the second law of thermodynamics unless there is a heat
source inside the dewar. This experiment has been reproduced in the new calorimetric system
as follows.
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Fig.2 Anomalous behavior showing
" excess heat"

3. "Excess Heat" in New Calorimetric System
A new calorimetric system was built with two features:(!) Instead of the water-bath
thermostat in section 2, a big air-convection bath was built. Two electrical fans were installed
in the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively, in order to make the temperature of air
more uniform; (2) The temperature of air around the dewar might be controlled by computer
to vary as a pre-set function of time, Tw(t). In Fig.3 the dewar, which was used in section 2,
was put in the big air-bath thermostat. The electrical power in the heater was controlled by
computer, and might enhance the temperature, Tw(t), to 70 Deg.C. The Tw(t) might be
maintained as a constant with the accuracy better
than 0.02 Deg.C, or T w(t) might drop as a linear
dT (t)
c:.
=
.
.
W
.
. ht
functlon
. of time,
t. The denvatlve,
�
, m1g
be set as a constant. Usually we set the computer
program to make the temperature, T(D), up and
down along a straight line with the cycle period of 6
hours or 2 days. The hydrogen gas was filled into
the dewar first. The resistance and temperature of
the palladium wire inside the dewar were monitored
to measure the loading ratio, H/Pd (atomic ratio). In
the following experiments, the loading ratio(H/Pd)
was about 0.11 during the temperature cycle. In
Fig.4 , two curves of temperature, T(H) and T(W),
intercept at the points where T(H) reaches its
maximum or minimum. It confirms the calibration
Fig.3 Schematics for New Calorimetric System
of the thermometers in this calorimetric system.
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Then, the hydrogen gas was pumped out by mechanical pump and diffusive pump while
palladium wire was heated up to 350 Deg.C for several hours. Deuterium gas was then filled
into the dewar, and we run the same temperature cycle as that for hydrogen/palladium system.
In Fig.5 two curves of temperature, T(D) and T(W), do not intercept at the points where T(D)
reaches its maximum and minimum. Particularly, T(D) goes up even if T(D) is greater than
T(W). This confirms the existence of a heat source inside the D/Pd system. (D/Pd::,;,0.3 in
Fig.5)
In order to check the accuracy of the thermometers, Fig.6 gives the vacuum calibration
shortly before the hydrogen gas filling. T(W) and T(Pd) intercept just at the maximum point of
T(Pd) with the accuracy of better than 0.02. We may also notice a spike in T(Pd) at 63000sec.
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this is due to a little filling of hydrogen gas which causes an exothermal effect of hydrogen
absorption.
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Fig.6 T(Pd)(--) and T(W)(-) relation in vacuum shortly before loading hydrogen palladium
wire. The height ofthis spike is about 0.05 Deg.C.
Qualitatively, the abovementioned observation confirms the "excess heat" effect in the
D/Pd system. However, quantitatively, the amount of "excess heat" is very small (<l W/c.c)
because of the low loading ratio. But we observed also the burst of "excess heat" at higher
temperature. Fig.7 shows a sudden jump of the temperature of palladium wire(T(D)) in the
deuterium gas. In less than IO seconds, T(D) jumps from 71 2.1to l 76.8°C. Since we have
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Fig.7 A sudden jump of the temperature of palladium wire (T(D)) in deuterium gas, accompanied
by a pressure drop in dewar and a resistance jump of palladium wire.
measured the heat capacity of this system, it is known to be about 55 JfC. There must be a
47· ° c =25.9W. The volume of the palladium wire is
heat source of the order of 55 JfCxsec
10
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about 0.23c.c.; therefore, the power density of"excess heat" is higher than lO0W/c.c. at that
moment. The resistance of the palladium wire had a jump at the same time (from 3.90 to
4.10). This jump is partly due to the change of the temperature T(D). The temperature
coefficient ofpalladium is about 4x10"3K 1, which may cause a jump of2% in resistance. The
absorption of deuterium into palladium wire causes the jump in resistance also (3%). We
recorded a pressure drop at the same time also (from 44800 Pa to 43400 Pa). This pressure
drop in dewar just explains the remaining resistance jump. Roughly speaking, the loading ratio
change of0.1 would cause a pressure drop of5000Pa; hence, 1400 Pa drop in pressure just
corresponds to a change in loading ratio of0.03, which introduces a change in resistance by
3%. Since the current in palladium wire was maintained as a constant (I.SSA), this jump in
resistance would introduce a power jump of 0.48W which was much less than the power
necessary for this temperature jump, i.e. 4.7 Deg.C in 10 seconds. All these analysis have
shown that this temperature jump is a real physical phenomenon, not an accident error in
detector. However, it is not easy to reproduce this high level "excess heat".
4. Strategy.
In 2 years we have reproduced the "excess heat" three times in 2 different calorimetric
systems. It provides compelling evidences that there is excess heat in a D/Pd system. In order
to make it compelling, we stopped the heating power inside the dewar, this results low level of
loading; consequently, the low level of"excess heat". Roughly speaking, the "excess heat" is
�v;/ =0.00SW or 20 mW/c.c .. Ifwe accept that 3.7 kW/c.c. for 11 minutes
3 C
in palladium rod is an "excess heat" of non-chemical origin ; then, 20 mW/c.c. should last
2xl05 minutes to show its non-chemical origin. This means that we should run this experiment
at least 4.5 months.
On the other hand, we may try to identify any nuclear products to show its non-chemical
origin as well. This idea was motivated by Miley's presentation in ICCF-6, and has bee
reported else where[2].
about 0.15 °Cx
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EXCESS HEAT MEASUREMENT WITH PONS AND FLEISCHMANN TYPE CELLS'

Georges Lonchampt, Jean-Paul Biberian, Lucien Bonnetain, and Jean Delepine
Equipe Mixte de Recherche, ENSEEG-INPG, BP 75, 38402 Saint Martin d'Heres, France
Abstract:
In experiments similar to the original Pons and Fleischmann description, we have done
runs with palladium and platinum cathodes up to boiling in LiOD and Li2SO 4. We show
that up to 29% excess heat is produced at boiling, in accordance with our previous work,
and in qualitative agreement with data obtained by Pons and Fleischmann but with lower
magnitude. In addition we show that after boiling when the electrolyte is neutralized with
sulfuric acid, excess heat is systematically observed at low temperature, even with
platinum cathodes.

1-lntroduction
In their paper, Fleischmann and Pons ( 1 ) indicate that at boiling, excess heat is measured
in large quantities. These experiments have been partially reproduced (2) with lower excess
heat levels. It is the purpose of this paper to report on new boiling experiments under
similar conditions, and also new low temperature and boiling runs in LizSO4, that show
systematic excess heat, even when the experiment in LiOD was negative.
2-Experimental procedure
The details of the experiment are described in ( 1 -3), and will not be detailed here. Let us
simply emphasize that we use an open cell calorimetry. In the boiling experiments excess
heat is deduced by the measurement of the difference between the energy necessary to
evaporate the total water contained in the cell, and the energy input minus the radiated
enthalpy. In the low temperature experiments, we have compared the KRn, i.e. the
emissivity coefficient of the cell, at 200 mA and 500 mA to calibrations with platinum in
LiOD. The lower KR11, the more excess heat is produced.
3 - Experimental results
3.1 - Boiling experiments
Table 1 shows the various excess heat measured during boil-off experiments for two
different cells P2 and P3, similar to the original Fleischmann and Pons ICARIUS 2 cell( 1).
Most data are obtained with palladium samples 2mm in diameter and 12.5 mm long.
However we have indicated in the table data obtained with a 1mm diameter cathode, and
with a 20 cm long 125µm in diameter palladium wire. In order to be as close as possible
from the symmetrical electric field obtained in the normal operation mode, we have winded
the palladium cathode cylindrically. Externally we have winded the first part of the
platinum anode, the second part being an axial wire, so that the field comes both from the
inside and the outside.
Table 1 shows that excess heat up to 29 % has been measured during boil-off.
Experiments P97, Pl 14, and Pl 15 have been brought to boiling twice, once in LiOD, then
in LizSO4• The thin palladium wire experiment has produced an excess heat of 9%, similar
to the average value. It can be seen that we systematically observe no excess heat with
platinum, but we almost always measure excess heat with palladium cathodes.
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Boiling Experiments in LiOD
Cell P2
Cell P3
XSH

Experiment

Cathode

88

Pt

80

Pd

12°/4

91

Pd

200/o

95

Pd..ce

5%

98
107

Pd
Pd1mm

14%

109

111

115

Experiment

Cathode

93
86

Pt

0%

XSH
0%

Pd-Rh

8%

Pd

7°/4

Pd U2S04

9%

99

Pd

14•/4

5%

106

Pd.Pt-Cu

11%.

Pd

12°/4

108

Pt

0%

Pt

0%

112

Pd

0%

Pd

15%

Pd

29%

Pd Li2S04

13%

Pd Li2S04

0%

97

114

9%
Pd wire
116
Table 1 : excess heat observed during boil-off with Pd and Pt cathodes

3.2 - Experiments in Li2S04.
Tables 2 and 3 show KRn for the two cells P2 and P3, respectively in LiOD, then in
Li2 SO 4 for the same samples as in the above section. We must notice first that there are two
values of KR for platinum, i.e. the blank experiments at 200 mA and 500 mA. We do not
have an exact explanation for this behavior, but we do not think that the temperature
gradient in the cell is the cause, since we have made measurements at various locations in
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observing any significant temperature variation. A more realistic reason being that there is
also some conduction at the top of the cell that we have neglected in the theoretical
approach of the operation of the cel1(2). However we believe that a direct comparison
between data at similar currents is valid. To check the influence of the temperature on the
operation of the cell, heat has been added in order to increase the temperature of the cell
without changing the current intensity. No significant variation of the KR11 has been
observed.
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Table 3: KR11 of cell P3 at 200 mA and 500 mA in LiOD and LiiSO4.
From data shown in tables 2 and 3, it appears that in Li2SO4 there is excess heat even at
low current, for palladium cathodes, but the big surprise is that platinum shows also excess
heat. This result is in agreement with those obtained by J. Dash (4). One reason could be
that platinum can absorb deuterium under certain circumstances.
4 - Conclusion
We have shown in this work that at boiling we observe excess heat of up to 29 %, in
qualitative agreement with Fleischmann and Pons ( 1 ). However the magnitude of the
excess heat measured is less important than what they observe. Their analysis of the
boiling off in two periods, assuming that the vast majority of the excess heat is produced at
the end of the experiment is difficult to evaluate. In our previous work(\ this has been
done, and has shown more dramatic numbers for the excess heat. In the present work we
have not tried to evaluate the data this way. The boiling experiment deserves more
attention, as shown by Roulette et al. (5) who demonstrated that more excess heat could be
obtained that way. We have in progress a similar experiment, but with mass flow
calorimetry that will simplify the possible calibration errors. Blank runs with platinum
have already been done showing that this type of calorimetry has a sensitivity better than
2%.
The experiments in Li2SO4 are surprising since they seem to show that the palladium is
more active, and that even platinum is active, in agreement with Dash (4).
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At this point no nuclear ash has been observed, but experiments with ICP-MS are under
way to analyze the samples.
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EXCESS HEAT MEASUREMENT WITH PATTERSON TYPE CELLS
Georges Lonchampt, Jean-Paul Biberian, Lucien Bonnetain, and Jean Delepine
Equipe Mixte de Recherche, ENSEEG-INPG, BP 75, 38402 Saint Martin d'Heres, France
Abstract:
We have measured excess heat in a Patterson type cell doing electrolysis oflight water in
Li2SO4 with a cathode made of0.6 mm nickel palladium beads and a platinum anode. The
cell employed is similar to the CETI cell, the main difference being its increased diameter,
allowing the use ofmore beads and a larger current with a relatively low current density.
The experiment lasted 90 days. We show that a total excess energy of800 kJ is produced,
and cannot be explained by a chemical reaction. No nuclear ashes have been searched for
at this stage.
1 - Introduction
Following the discovery of"Cold Fusion" in 1989 by Fleischmann and Pons ( 1 ),
numerous techniques have been proposed to duplicate this original work. In particular
Patterson (2) developed an original method using 1 mm diameter polystyrene beads
covered by a palladium layer sandwiched between two layers ofnickel. Each one ofthese
films being about one micron thick. The technique has been described in details in
patents(2 ). The purpose ofour work is to verify Patterson's claims and to try to understand
the possible reactions involved, including transmutation as proposed by Miley (3). In this
study we will only deal with excess heat measurements, the transmutation work being still
mprogress.
Initially we started with two cells from CETI, 19 mm inner diameter. As the results were
positive but small we decided to build a larger cell, 30 mm inner diameter. Also in the
beginning we worked with CETI' s beads destined for transmutation work, but seeing the
difficulty ofthe work, we switched to heat measurement. CETI gave us beads having the
three layer structure, nickel, palladium, nickel, but we were unable to get any large excess
heat using these beads. We therefore made our own beads with similar composition by
electrodeposition, which we used in this large cell with the following results.
2 - Experimental procedure
Figure 1 shows a schematic ofthe system. The cell consists ofa cylinder of30 mm ID,
the cathode (a nickel mesh) is at the bottom, and the anode (a platinum mesh) at the top.
The beads (0.6 mm diameter, 3.3g) are located above the cathode. The cathodic and the
anodic compartments are separated by a nylon screen. The anodic volume being filled with
ion exchange resins (3.2 g).
The cell is mounted inside an insulating enclosure to ensure minimum exchange between
the cell and the room. Temperatures are measured at the inlet and outlet by calibrated
thermistors. In order to avoid errors in measurements, the thermistors are placed inside a
3mm glass tube filled with oil, which penetrates 15 cm inside the Teflon tubing. The
electrolyte circulates thanks to a rotating piston pump (FM!). A flowmeter is located after
the pump for a gross estimate ofthe flow rate. A more accurate measurement is made daily
by weight. At the output ofthe cell, the electrolyte and the gases are separated in the gas
liquid splitter, and volumes ofgases are measured daily.
The beads are made by electrodeposition ofthin films (about one micron each) ofnickel,
palladium and nickel on polystyrene beads (0.6mm in diameter), precovered by a thin film
ofcopper.
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Figure 1: Experimental set up.
3 - Experimental results
3.1 - Calibration
A calibration experiment without beads has been performed that showed no excess heat,
and no oxygen hydrogen recombination.
3.2- Experimental procedure
Experiments have been performed at various currents and flow rates, ranging from 20
mA up to 800 mA and flow rates from 5 ml/min up to 40 ml/min. Temperatures are
measured continuously, and stored in a computer. Flow rates as well as gas volumes are
measured daily. The experiment lasted altogether 90 days, even though only the last 60
days results are shown. In fact at the beginning there were errors due to accidental heating
of the cell by the environment, and therefore an insulator has been added around the cell to
isolate it from the room.
Recombination varies depending on current intensity, flow rate and level of water in the
gas/liquid splitter. At low current (20 mA), there is almost no gas produced, oxygen and
hydrogen are recombined.
3.3 - Results
A total of 800 kJ has been produced in the course of the experiment. Figure 2 shows a
plot of excess heat versus time measured daily at various currents and flow rates.
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Figure 2: Excess heat versus time (in days) at various current intensities and flow rates.
Left scale is excess heat in mW, and current in mA. Right scale is flow rate in mVmin.
Figure 3 shows the excess heat versus input power. There is scattering of the data which
has several sources. At 4 Watts (800 mA), the temperature difference between output and
input is noisier because of the bubbles fonned when larger quantities of gases are mixed to
the electrolyte. This explains in part the larger data scattering at higher power. Another
source of scattering in the data comes from the measurement of the flow rate, and finally
there is a heat loss from the cell to the environment that depends on the input and output
temperatures. When the temperature difference between output and input is large, at low
flow rate, or high power, this heat loss becomes larger.
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Figure 3: Excess heat (in Watt) versus input power (in Watts).
Figure 4 shows the percentage of excess heat versus input power. The relative excess
heat is close to 100 % at low current, and levels off at about 8% at high power. However
the uncertainty at low power is large due to the small temperature increase produced in the
cell.
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4 - Conclusion
We have shown in this 90 days experiment that excess heat is produced in a cell similar
to the Patterson cell, using our own beads. Care has been taken to measure accurately the
input and output temperatures, and volumes of gases have also been measured for taking
into account recombination. We have measured excess heat up to 400 mW, but our
numbers are smaller than those shown by Patterson. However the trends are similar, i.e. the
yield is high at low input power, and low at high input power.
This particular experiment was not designed. for careful transmutation analysis, but new
experiments will be performed to look for possible new elements production.
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PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF THE "KINETIC FURNACE" OF KINETIC
HEATING SYSTEMS, INC. -AN APPARENTLY MASSIVE EXCESS ENERGY
PRODUCING TECHNOLOGY EMPLOYING UNKNOWN NON-CHEMICAL
REACTIONS OF WATER IN CONTACT WITH METALS
Eui:ene Mallove and Jed Rothwell
Cold Fusion Technology, Inc., P.O. Box 2816 Concord, NH 03302-2816 (USA)
http://www.infinite-energy.com
ABSTRACT
The Kinetic Furnace is an energy-from-water machine invented and patented by Eugene
Perkins and Ralph E. Pope of Kinetic Heating Systems, Inc. of Cumming, Georgia (USA). It
has been under development since the early 1980s, predating the Fleischmann-Pons
announcement by many years. It produces robust, kilowatt level excess heat. It has been con
firmed in independent testing by at least two industrial corporations and at least three inde
pendent engineering firms that specialize in measuring the performance of heating and air
conditioning systems. We recently confirmed the excess heat in a preliminary on-site test. We
plan to do additional tests with much more sophisticated instrumentation in the near future.
This is a preliminary report to assess the excess energy produced by the Kinetic Furnace and
the potential of this technology for new scientific investigations.
History and Patents
Since the announcement by Fleischmann and Pons of anomalous nuclear-scale excess ener
gy in heavy water/palladium and platinum electrochemical cells in 1989, a number of other
excess-energy phenomena have emerged. Among them are confirmed reports of excess ener
gy in ordinary-water electrochemical cells, often with a variety of high surface area cathode
materials. Excess energy-from-water claims have also included reports of activation of reac
tions by both ultrasonic transducers and rotary cavitation generators. Linked with all the
above have been reports of nuclear reaction products formed at low energy. This indicates that
the origin of the excess energy may lie within a previously unidentified category of nuclear
reactions.l
The Kinetic Furnace creates heat by generating turbulence and friction within fluid-filled
chambers in which a rotor spins in close proximity to stationary surfaces. This generates
intense ultrasound. There are a few dozen United States patents on similar machines.2
However, the development of the Kinetic Furnace, first by Eugene Perkins and during 15
years of collaboration with Ralph Pope, has led to the most successful embodiment of such
heaters to date. Because the Perkins-Pope device generates kilowatt levels of excess heat, it
may turn out to be an excellent test bed for determining the origin of the excess-energy reac
tions at the subatomic level. The magnitude of the energy release is so immense and sustained
that the device can potentially produce large quantities of reaction products for analysis.
The first U.S. Patent, #4,424,797 for "Heating Device" was awarded to Eugene Perkins,
January 10, 1984 (filed October 13, 1981). The patent abstract states:
"A heater for heating a liquid including a housing defining a closed elongated heating
chamber therein with a cylindrical chamber surface, a rotor body rotatably journalled in the
heating chamber with a cylindrical peripheral surface thereon concentrically of the cham
ber surface so as to define an annular space between the chamber surface and the peripher
al surface on the rotor body, drive means for effecting relative rotation between rotor body
and the housing, and pump means for circulating the liquid through the annular space so that
the rotation of the rotor body heats the liquid passing through the annular space."
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A second generation patent by Perkins, US Patent #4,483,277 "Superheated Liquid Heating
System" was granted November 20, 1984 (filed June 2, 1983). A third iteration of the inven
tion appeared in U.S. Patent #4,501,231 by Perkins (filed June 2, 1983), "Heating System
with Liquid Pre-Heating." The present embodiment of the device appears in U.S. Patent
#5,341,768 (filed Sept. 21, 1993) by Ralph E. Pope of Cumming, Georgia, "Apparatus for
Frictionally Heating Liquid." This version of the invention has a rotary pumping element
spun by an electric motor within a water-filled chamber.
Throughout the history of this development, excess energy has been confirmed by inde
pendent consulting engineers. This inspired the inventors during difficult times. Obviously,
the application of conventionally understood physics prohibits the creation of excess energy
in such a simple device. The electric input power would normally exceed the heat output of
the device due to the inefficiency of the electric drive motor and, in the limit, the device would
approach C.O.P. (Coefficient of Performance; output divided by input)= 1.0. With a normal
electric water heater, power input is always slightly greater than the heat added to the water,
because of unavoidable heat losses. The C.O.P. approaches 1.0, never reaching or exceeding
it. With this device, however, a C.O.P greater than 1.0 is routinely obtained. Extensive test
ing with water and air flow calorimetry has shown a profoundly significant excess-energy
anomaly.
Prior Testing
Compared to most most (not all) electrochemical cold fusion cells, the Perkins-Pope sys
tem is robust: it works consistently on demand. And it produces much higher absolute excess
power; kilowatts versus watts or tens of watts - in a C.O.P. range from 1.2 to 7.0. Some cold
fusion cells have a better input to output ratio, however. Indeed, some have operated for
extended periods with no input, in "heat-after-death" reactions.
The latest embodiment of the Perkins-Pope device usually operates at a C.O.P. of around
1.5. Excursions to 1.8 are not uncommon. Four kilowatts of electric input power drive a 6
HP-rated AC motor (3450 RPM). Based on previous performance tests, it is expected that the
machine can be improved to produce a much larger C.O.P. reliably. The inventors understand
which parameters must be improved to achieve this. For example, by testing for wear on the
steel inserts, they determined that in rotors with 12 holes, often only one or two holes gener
ate ultrasound. If all 12 holes could be "turned on" the rotor would probably produce much
more excess energy. Research in fluid dynamics will be needed to address this problem.
The dimensions of the Perkins-Pope unit in its present configuration sheet metal housing
are: 67.3 cm W x 44.8 cm H x 113 cm L; its weight is about 90 kg.
The authors tested one Kinetic Furnace on-site in Georgia and have purchased this unit for
permanent testing and demonstration to all serious interested parties at its lab facility at the
Bow Technologies Center, Bow, New Hampshire. We intend to post test results openly on the
World Wide Web at frequent intervals and work with others to get to the bottom of the ener
gy anomaly. Perkins-Pope have already empirically discovered parameters that make the sys
tem work and ones that lead to failure.
Reliance Electric of Indiana has tested an earlier prototype of the machine at its facility and
determined it was over-unity.3 Operating units of the General Electric Corporation have found
the device to be over-unity. Both of these companies have supplied Kinetic Systems, Inc. with
free electric motors to continue their ground-breaking work.4 These companies did not file
formal reports, but other groups have and we will reproduce them in detail in Issue #19 of
Infinite Energy (May, 1998).5
One of the best reports was by Air Techniques, Inc. of Marietta Georgia, which in the fall
of 1983 determined after several days of testing that C.O.P. 's of 1.21, 1.54, 1.98, and 1.64
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had been conservatively measured. This is a testing company that routinely deals with the
evaluation of heating and ventilation systems, which is the type of analysis required on a
device of this sort.
Calorimetry is straightforward. The rotor drive motor consumes electricity and heats water
in a closed recirculation loop. Part of this water-loop passes through a heat exchanger, which
resembles an automobile radiator. An electric air blower motor pushes air across this radiator
as well as across the entire rotor and electric motor heating assembly. The air enters a rec
tangular exit port duct with a 1.0 ft2 cross section (12 inches x 12 inches). Essentially all the
heat produced is transferred to the air. The output of thermal power is determined by mea
suring the mass flow of air exiting the device and the air temperature increase from the inlet
(ambient ) value. The specific heat of air was taken from the Dwyer tables. We did not mea
sure barometric pressure in these tests. We used the average value recommended in the Dwyer
tables.6
Dunn laboratories, Inc. of Atlanta Georgia measured a C.O.P. of 1.54 in testing carried out
on December 6, 1982.
Diversified Engineering Services of Dallas, Texas analyzed test results of August 26, I 983
obtained by Dunn laboratories, Inc: 3.38 KW input, 9.96 KW output, for a C.O.P. of 2.95. It
commented also on the tests of Cerny and Ivey Engineers, Inc. of July 11, 1983, finding a
C.O.P = 1.64.
The Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory (Atlanta office) in August 1986 tested the system and
found an average C.O.P. of about 3.1 with an input power of 4.6 kW.
The above list of results is presented here merely to substantiate that a variety of indepen
dent testers have found the same general over-unity results. Raw data from these tests will be
published and critiqued in a future issue of Infinite Energy.
Testing in April 1998
The authors visited the Kinetic Systems, Inc. testing facility in Georgia on April 9, I 998.
The day before our arrival, Pope reported that two of their units were operating, one at C.O.P.
= 1.32 and the other at 1.38. We tested only one unit, for two and a half hours. We attached
an Amprobe DM-11 electric power data logger to the single-phase, 230 volt AC motor leads.
Samples were recorded at 1 second intervals throughout the entire duration of the test. The
approximate average real electric input power, automatically corrected for the power factor
was 4.27 kW.
After an initial heat-up time of 8 minutes, operation of the cooling fan was initiated. (The
input power collection system was active during this 8 minute start-up transient. The total
input electrical energy recorded during the entire 2.72 hours of data collection was 11.6
kWH.) The temperature between ambient input air and output air dropped as expected from
a �T of 22 °P to 14.2 °P within about six minutes. Thereafter the �T varied from a low of
13.4 °P to a high of 15.4 °F. In this preliminary test the �T was recorded manually in a lab
notebook every three to five minutes. In the future it will be recorded automatically on a com
puter. The average of 31 readings taken at irregular intervals over this period was 14.4 °P
with a standard deviation of 0.46 °F.
The air velocity in the exit duct was approximately I 125 feet/minute as measured by a new
factory-calibrated electronic anemometer from Davis Instruments: Anemometer/
Thermometer Data Logger (Model DTA4000). This confirmed the conventional nine-point
average air velocity in the duct as measured by a Dwyer Durablock Manometer and probe.
The average C.O.P. based on the temperature �T and average input power was 1.19. The
peak was 1.27. However, the system was clearly not displaying its full heat generation capa
bility. The side panel had been removed to expose the very hot rotor chamber and radiator
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(water egress temperature was 170 °F as measured by a dial thermometer in the fluid}---thus
there were considerable convective and radiative losses. In future tests we will insulate the
machine and its exhaust duct to prevent this and other loses. After the tests, Pope and Perkins
determined that there was a small gap between the unit and the cardboard duct, caused by
loose duct tape, so it is possible that a significant heat loss was occurring there also.
During this test period voltage, current, temperature and air speed were measured and cross
checked with redundant, independent instruments. Air speed, the most difficult parameter to
quantify, was measured with two instruments based on different physical principles. It is high
ly unlikely that a combination of errors produced an artifactual C.O.P. greater than 1.0. More
likely, the excess was seriously underestimated.
Future Testing
We will establish a permanently operating test bed machine. We may require more machines
for factorial experiments. One of the first priorities will be to examine how the machine per
forms with heavy water. We will begin by mixing a small amount of heavy water with ordi
nary water, and then we will increase the concentration in steps. We will test water from a
variety of different sources. We will check the rotors for anomalous deposits of metals and we
will perform autoradiographs. We will monitor the water for gas build-up. elemental change,
and tritium. SEM examination of the rotor surfaces will be useful.
Pope stated that these machines have run continuously for 3 to 4 months at a C.O.P. of -1.5.
It is instructive to apply these numbers and speculate about possible low-energy nuclear reac
tions. The machine holds approximately 4.7 liters of water in the chamber and heat transfer
loop, or -263 moles. This includes 4.05 x 10-2 moles of D2O, or 2.44 x 1022 pairs of
deuterons. If D-D fusion at the metal surface were the source of the excess energy, there
would be 9.13 x 10 10 joules of energy available with
the reaction path D + D ➔ 4He + 23.8 MeV (thermalized). When the excess power is 1,000
watts thermal, the deuterium fuel would last 9.13 x 107 seconds, or 151 weeks.
The Kinetic Furnace is known to operate for a very long time on a single charge of water.
Other nuclear reactions involving hydrogen and rotor metal (mainly aluminum with Fe-alloy
for orifice-surround strengthening inserts) might yield an even longer operating period. We
emphasize however, that no investigations of the nuclear hypothesis have been performed yet.
It is obvious that sustained 1,000 watt excess energy cannot possibly come from chemical
reactions in the chamber. In point of fact, there is no accepted chemical reaction in the cham
ber (such as from standard water corrosion) that could account for even one minute of 1,000
watt excess power.
Perkins and Pope found that the source of the water is important. Water from different
sources has widely varying efficacy. The best water is from a well over 100 meters deep,
extending below granite formations. Distilled water produces excess energy, but not as much.
Atlanta city water does not produce any excess. These differences are probably due to trace
amounts of gas or mineral contamination that either enhance or corrupt the reaction. If these
performance differences can be confirmed, they will be an important clue about the nature of
the reaction on the microphysical level. It is well known, for example, that the sonolumines
cence phenomenon is connected with the gas content of water.
Pope says he has tested fluids other than water in the device to see whether they generate
excess energy. He found that various oils used in place of water do not produce excess ener
gy. He tested mineral oil, automobile transmission fluid, and thermo-oil used in pumps (Shell
and Exxon). Pure ethylene-glycol does not appear to produce excess energy, but mixtures of
ethylene-glycol and water works. Tests with other fluids and with water that does not work
constitute control runs. Pope has not calibrated with a joule heater. We plan to do this. We will
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install a joule heater in the equipment cabinet near the device, turn off the device, and run the
joule heater and the air blower at 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 kilowatt power levels.
The temperature of the water in the chamber has reached as high as 600 °F in some tests,
although it usually remains below 200 °F. The cause of occasional sudden rapid rises in tem
perature is not known. Additional evidence of high heat is seen in the fact that the aluminum
rotors sometimes partially melt.
The rotors are generally made of aluminum, with steel inserts that harden the walls of the
peripheral holes. When steel inserts were not used, the aluminum was severely damaged by
melting after about 10 minutes of operation. Deposits of copper-colored material have plated
onto the aluminum after prolonged use. It is not clear whether these deposits are contaminants
from the heat exchanger, steel, aluminum, or the water itself. An EDS (energy dispersive
spectroscopy) analysis of the deposit was performed and the following element composition
was found:
Sm22th Ar�a of R2t2r Nodule Area 2f R2tor
Al
Cl
K
Ca
Fe
Cu
Zn

74.08 %
0.93
0.15
1.03
14.52
0.95
7.82

73.19%
0.74
0.55
2.68
13.14
0.58
7.76

A subsurface sample of the aluminum was tested, and only low levels of contamination were
found. This analysis was performed by a university chemist who wondered how the material
were deposited on the rotor. The material looks as if it was electroplated to the aluminum sur
face, but there are no known electric currents in the water to drive electrolysis. The analysis
of changes in materials before and after the operation of this machine will require consider
able effort.
Conclusion
The Perkins-Pope Kinetic-Furnace produces massive excess energy, as shown by extensive
testing over twenty years. It shows great promise as a research tool for investigating the class
of reactions that produce nuclear-scale excess energy in more traditional cold fusion cells.
The reactions responsible for the excess energy in the Perkins-Pope device may be novel
nuclear reactions or the tapping of energy reservoirs that others have proposed (e.g. new
hydrogen energy states or zero point energy). There is no possibility that this device can be
explained by chemical energy or "storage energy." The Perkins-Pope device is also a near
term excess energy technology that will have application in water and air heating, and per
haps in self-standing electric power production and rotary mechanical power production.
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VERY THIN NICKEL LAYERS HEATED OVER CURIE TEMPERATURE SHOW HIGH
TEMPERATURE SPOTS IN HYDROGEN LOADING EXPERIMENTS.
Ubaldo Mastromatteo - STMicroelectronics; Via Tolomeo, 1; 20010 Cornaredo; Italy.
Abstract
With the purpose to study the behaviour of thin Nickel layers in presence of hydrogen, a
prototype microcell has been designed using a silicon chip of about 6 mm2 size. On one side
of the chip it has been realised a structure including a low electrical resistance polysilicon
heater (anode), a high Hydrogen content dielectric layer and a 0.1 µm thick Nickel resistor
(cathode).
Several experiments using that cell prototype have pointed out that it is possible in certain
conditions of temperature and electrical biasing, the activation into the metallic lattice of
Hydrogen absorption able to modify the electrical resistivity of the layer and also generating
large fusion spots in the Nickel layer due to high and fast temperature rising. This high
temperature is not explained by chemical exothermic reactions or by external power input
instability.
If those should be led, as calculation about specific power needed to have such fusion spots
say, to coldfusion phenomena, then a different configuration of the cell, more suitable for
heat extraction and robustness of Nickel layer should be easy to prepare for excess power
measurements and quantification.
We are actually working on the design of a new cell configuration with a completely
integrate calorimeter (microbolometer) able to detect any small temperature increase (even
locally) through thermal emissions measurements. This control system may be in the same cell
environment and electrically connected to the input power control system to guarantee
maximum system stability.
The actual cell dimensions are in the range of a small integrate silicon chip, because the
purpose of the experiments is to realise a power generation device suitable for portable electric
apparatus, but it is in principle completely scaleable for high power generation.
Introduction: solid and gaseous Hydrogen sources have been used to study the behaviour
of thin Nickel film layers heated over the Curie temperature in presence of Hydrogen.
The structure showed in the enclosed schematic cross section (Fig. 1 ), has been realised on
the surface of a small silicon chip of 2x3 mm2 area. On a side of the chip there is a heater
resistor done by N+ doped polysilicon deposited on 2 µm of silicon dioxide. On that heater,
separated by a 2 µm of silicon nitride layer, there is a 0.1 µm thick Nickel resistor. On the
other side of the chip there is, directly deposited on the same silicon dioxide, an identical
Nickel resistor (used as reference).
Heater
(P doped Si)

Nickel

reference

Si02 -- - •

Si ---

►

Fig. 1

Cell cross section as described above.
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The electrical connection allows to heat the silicon chip using either the silicon resistor or
the Nickel resistors having so several biasing conditions. To reduce at minimum the power
dissipation, the chip is suspended into a ceramic minidip package using only the aluminium
bonding wires without any kind of die attach between the silicon chip and the ceramic
package.
A suitable hermetic stainless steel chamber has been set up where is possible to put the
sample and reduce the pressure below I 0·3 torr; in this way it is possible to minimise the power
needed to reach the working temperature.
In these conditions using a power rump up and monitoring the Nickel resistance it is possible
to calculate easily the Thermal Resistance of the system and correlate the heating power with
the temperature. The power usually needed to increase the temperature of I °C has been
around 0.5 mW.

�ickel R/Ro versus Powe1
3 .----------------,
2.5

&
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2
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Fig. 2
The curve has been plotted using a power rump up and monitoring the electrical resistance of
the Nickel resistor placed just over the heater. The power needed to reach the transition point
a/lows an ea� calculation of the eel/ thermal resistance Rth.
It is useful to remember that the system, as it has been realised and because the material
used, does not work if there is not extraction of hydrogen from the solid source material
included between the heater and the nickel layer. This extraction is activated by the
temperature [l],[2].
Experimental design, procedure, results.
The aim of a first group of experiments was the study of several aspects of the Nickel
behaviour when the temperature activates the Hydrogen release from the solid source.
1. Nickel resistivity versus temperature.
It is well known that Nickel shows a non linear behaviour from temperature below 20 °C till
360 °C, where is positioned the Curie temperature (Tc) and where the Nickel looses the
ferromagnetic properties [3]. Over that temperature the resistivity continues to rise linearly.
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Just using the power needed to reach the Curie temperature it is quite easy to determine the
thermal resistance (Rth) and then the temperature ofthe nickel as function ofthe input power.
In fact it is not more possible to use the resistivity ofthe Nickel to know the temperature
because it changes when the Nickel Hydrogen absorption begins.
2. Resistivity variations with hydrogen absorption.
Once the cell temperature has been fixed, the resistivity variation, ifno oxidation phenomena
occur, should be due to the hydrogen absorption in the Nickel lattice; hydrogen being available
from Si-H and N-H broken bonds. In the plasma deposited silicon nitride the amount ofthese
bonds is very high (more than 10% oftotal bonds) [2].
The high temperature ofthe cell is necessary to have enough H+ generation in the solid
source.
Ifwe suppose an exponential generation rate like:
G(H+)=Go exp -Ea/KT and the main part ofH+ produced being absorbed by the Nickel, we
should have an exponential variation ofthe resistivity versus the temperature and a linear
variation versus the time. This has been observed in our experiments and the value ofthe
activation energy Ea is closed to what reported in the literature (0.5 - 0.7 eV) [2].
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Fig. 3
Using a.fixed stressing time of 600s it has been stressed at three d�fferent temperatures the
structure heater/solid source/Nickel resistor. Going back to the ambient temperature it has
been measured the R/Ro value for the Ea calculation. It is in the range of 0. 5/0. 7 e V.

3. Nickel stability versus thermal cycles.
The reference Nickel resistor realised directly on silicon dioxide reaches the Curie
temperature with the same power of the resistor on the silicon nitride. This means that the
temperature over all the chip is uniform (the system under vacuum helps for that).
Taking as reference a first cycle as showed in Fig. 4 a new identical cycle is shifted towards
R/Ro higher values (Ro is the initial value ofthe first cycle).
The reference resistor after identical thermal cycles does not show the same shift because
higher distance from the hydrogen solid source. Some shift has been noticed only after long
time at high temperature correlated with crystallographic modification ofthe layer structure.
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Fig. 4
After a rump up to 500 °C and stressing for 600s the solid source cell a second cycle is
shifted towards higher R/Ro values indicating a resistivity change of the layer.
4. Nickel cell behaviour in Hydrogen atmosphere.

With the purpose to confirm what observed in the experiments with the hydrogen solid
source, a second group of experiments have been performed filling the chamber with Forming
gas (5% ofH2 in N2) and monitoring the temperature and the resistance of the Nickel
resistors. In this case the absorption can occur also at lower temperatures being the Hydrogen
available in the gaseous phase.
The tests done with H2 gas source required much more input power to reach the same
temperature used during solid source experiments. This was due to the increased gas pressure
inside the chamber that reduced of about one order of magnitude the thermal resistance Rth of
the cell.
In spite of that, together with the modification of the nickel resistance, indication of
hydrogen absorption, in all the experiments occurred high temperature spots breaking the
resistor under test. The sudden occurrence of the resistor interruption did not allowed
quantitative measurements neither of excess heat production nor of activation energy. The
nickel resistor usage as heater seems to accelerate the hot spot occurrence.
By the way the hot spot occurred also in resistor branches where no current was flowing.
In all cases, especially when the resistor interruption is in areas where no current was flowing,
it is impossible to justify the observed melting of the Nickel layer (1453 °C) thinking to a
temperature rising through chemical reactions. It is necessary an energy density 2/3 order of
magnitude higher.
From this point of view the cell prototype used for these experiments, designed to point out
only the electrical Nickel behaviour and not excess heat coming from nuclear reactions, was
very useful to analyse the resistivity of the Nickel resistor versus the temperature, but
extremely fragile versus excess power occurrence, at such a point that was impossible to
maintain the cell working as long as we need to try different bias control conditions.
The design of the cell was really bad concerning the possibility of power extraction from the
Nickel layer: the layer is between two very low thermal conducting materials.
We are actually working on a new cell design to overcome this kind of concern.
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Conclusions

The experiments performed using the cell prototype described above showed that is
possible,under certain temperature and biasing conditions, to induce absorption of Hydrogen
into the lattice of a thin Nickel layer. The Hydrogen can be absorbed from a solid source or
from a gaseous source and it changes the electrical resistivity of the Nickel layer. In all the
experiments we had, early or late, the physical interruption of the Nickel resistor due to the
melting of part of it. These phenomena can not be explained thinking to instability of power
supply or exothermic chemical reactions. If, as calculation about energy density authorise to
hypothize, this power spots may be attributed to "cold fusion" phenomenology, the design of a
new cell suitable for excess power extraction should be quite easy.In that case having thin
layer over a more efficient heat sink material should be the ideal condition for very high yield
and controllable "cold fusion" processes.

Fig. 5
Nickel resistor showing melted area.
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IN THE NHE PROGRAM
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l. Introduction
A research and development project, referred to as the "New Hydrogen Energy" project,
started in Japan in November 1993 with the main goal of reproducing and verifying the
existence of excess heat generation, and of nuclear products during electrolysis in Pd-LiOD
systems. A new laboratory was set up in Sapporo with researchers and experts from Japanese
leading private industries and research institutes in abroad. The four years project consisted of
a national project supported by Ministry of International Trade and Industry, Japan and one
by twenty Japanese private industries, was extended one year to Fiscal 1997. About ten
laboratories in Japanese universities were to support the experimental works in the NHE
Laboratory and to conduct fundamental research to clarify the anomalous reaction mechanism
by private funds.
2. Excess Heat Measurement
Four credible prior arts of excess heat measurement systems as indicated below have been
introduced to the NHE Laboratory. Numerous and detailed experiments have been conducted
using these reported systems together with many Pd material research and modifications.
Simultaneously, a NHE type mass flow calorimetry system (NHE-FCS) with long period of
stability and reliability has been developed to confirm and verify absolute excess heat effects.
Total number of electrolysis experiments with those systems is about five hundred, and each
experiment consumed one month in average. Therefore total electrolysis time summed up to
about fifteen thousands days and there would be no comparable series of systematic approach
in this field.
Electrolysis cells, which were employed and developed by the project, and its brief
features, are summarized as follows;
(1) Open Cell (ICARUS=F/P Cell): developed by Prof. Fleischmann and Prof. Pons.
Possible heat balance during electrolyte boiling by weighing condensate.
(2)

Fuel Cell Type Cell (F/C=I/J Cell): developed by IMRA-Japan. Employed gaseous
diffusion film electrode as anode without oxygen generation.

(3)

SRI-FCS: developed by Dr. McKubre et. al. A mass flow calorimetry system with
recombination of generated hydrogen and oxygen in gas phase. Estimate the amount of
D-absorption into Pd by resistivity measurement.

(4)

Electromigration Cell/Flow Calorimetry (INFN-FCS): developed by Dr. Celani et. al.
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(5)
(6)

Enhanced deuterium absorption through voltage drop between the both ends of Pd wire.
°
NHE-FCS: A mass flow calorimetry system developed by NHE Laboratory with
emphasis on rigorous thermal insulation and stable coolant flow rate.
1/J-FCS: 1/J cell with cooling tube around closely, set into NHE-FCS.
Excess heat levels of eight to eighteen percent of the input power have been observed with

the 1/J-fuel cell type system with relatively high reproducibility as reported in ICCF-6. There
were some other data showing anomaly, but the causes often could be explained
quantitatively. The obvious and consistent "excess heat" was observed only with 1/J Cells. To
verify this excess heat measurement at the same electrolysis conditions, the NHE-FCS has
been applied with emphasis on maintaining the electrolysis temperature of the 1/J Cells.
However, these experiments revealed the fact that the measured excess heat by the 1/J Cells
was not absolute or real excess heat. The temperature of the measured point in the 1/J cell
certainly increased, but no net heat output was observed by the mass flow calorimetry (Fig. 1).
The sensitivity and accuracy of the NHE-FCS and systematic error factors of the 1/J-cell have
been examined. It is found that the features of 1/J-NHE-FCS on sensitivity of less than 0.1 W
and response time of 1.7 hour should not give any difficulty to identify the "excess heat" of
about 0.5 W for more than one week of the 1/J-cell (Fig. 2). Furthermore, temperature
distribution in 1/J cell was found to fluctuate with time and the cause of higher temperature
was presumed to be due to the change of effective electrolyte volume and current density
distribution.
· CONCLUSION OF EXCESS HEAT MEASUREMENTS AT NHE
(1) No apparent excess heat measurement observed over instrumentation limits after about
five hundreds of electrolysis experiments by some kinds of well-developed cells.
(2)

Therefore, it means that we failed to verify the existence of excess heat of which level
was expected at the beginning of the project. We concluded that it is hard at present to
utilize the "new hydrogen energy" for practical purposes with the present science and

(3)

technology in this field.
Of course, we are not to deny the possible existence of solid state nuclear reactions
unknown up to now and its possible trace amount of heat, however the phenomena still
remains within a scope of fundamental research where the diamond mine may exist.

3. Nuclear Detection Experiment
Detection of nuclear products such as ; -ray, neutron, charged particles, and QMS
analysis for T, He-4, and He-3 have also been performed to identify whether nuclear reactions
were happening or not. On the other hand of those off-line instrumentation, two-parameter X
ray measurement system has been employed in-situ to detect any X-ray generated during
electrolysis. Detailed QMS measurement of the out-gas from heated specimens of deuterated
Pd have been conducted to detect any nuclear products. Summaries of the results are;
(1) No ; observed over back ground level from electrodes after electrolysis, which means
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that no anomalous radionuclides existed. It can be said that the electrolysis at NHE Lab.
did. not produce detectable amount of high-energy particles such as neutron.
(2) No excessive tritium detected by liquid scintillation counter from electrolyte and
electrodes after electrolysis.
(3) Mass number 5 detected by QMS from electrolytically deuterated palladium, which was
suspected to be DT, corresponds with DOH+ estimated by ion-molecular analysis.
Recovered amount of tritium stayed reasonably within original amount of it in electrolyte.
(4) No X-ray observed during electrolysis by CdTe detector with two-parameter
instrumentation of pulse height and shape.
In order to verify the anomalous radioactivity from deuterated heterostructure palladium
(Au/Pd/PdO) reported by Dr. A Lipson, Institute of Physical Chemistry of Russian Academy
of Science, the specimen were provided to the following instrumentation in different places in
Japan, including NHE Laboratory. Summaries of results are;
(1) Neutron detection; Forty independent instrumentation by two systems of NE213 with total
one million seconds showed neutron peak at about 2.5 MeV that seems statistically
meaningful. [Collaborative research with Hokkaido University]
(2) Proton; Charged particle around two to three MeV were detected slightly over statistical
error. [Collaborative research with Osaka University]
(3) Deuteron bombardment; Detection of 3 MeV proton from low energy (2.5 to 10 keV)
deuteron bombardment to Au/Pd/PdO showed enhancement of nuclear reaction rate which
suggests further increase at lower energy. [Collaborative research with Tohoku
University]
One of the clear evidence of fusion reaction might be existence of helium-4 in the system
although air contamination should be taken into account carefully. Original objectives for
helium-4 detection in NHE Laboratory were instrumentation of helium-4 from electrodes that
showed "excess heat". However, because there were no obvious excess heat-generating
electrode, only four electrodes were examined for helium-4, mainly for instrumentation
system function test. One out of four specimens, one-hundred-micron diameter palladium
wire used for EM-FCS, or one out of two palladium wire from EM-FCS, showed existence of
helium-4 (Fig. 3). Air contamination should be impossible, and detectable amount of helium4 existed surely in the chamber probably from the electrode. Number of helium-4 was
estimated to be about 4xl0 13 from the peak current and its converted pressure in the chamber.
Assuming the helium-4 generated by D-D reaction and total amount of helium-4 was 10 15, the
corresponding heat would be about just lkJ, which would not be detected by our calorimeter.
Only one time detection makes us hesitate to report with confidence, but it may be suggested
to conduct some more careful instrumentation of palladium wire for EM experiment.
4. Conclusion
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Even though we could not produce a set of firm evidence of anomalous reactions after
four years and four months of focused effort, the latest observations suggests that there needs
some more fundamental research especially with respect to condensed matter or system.
Another suggestion from the project might be the necessity of rigorous and careful
experiments.
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CARBON TUBES AND FILMS PRODUCED IN A LEAD ELECTRODE
TAKAAKI MATSUMOTO
Department of Nuclear Engineering, Hokkaido University, JAPAN
Abstract
Experiments of underwater spark discharges were performed with a thin lead wire. Dis
charges were made under two modes of DC and pulse AC. Ordinary water mixed with po
tassium carbonate and hydroxide were used as electrolyte solutions. Products were observed
with SEM, and those elements were analyzed with EOX and EPMA. Many remarkable pro
ducts were obtained: interconnected electrons, transmuted products, thin C tubes, thin C
films and hollow Pb balls. Here two processes of nuclear transmutation were separately ob
served: sequential e/p captures and nuclear collapse. The C tubes and films were produced
by the nuclear collapse in the Pb balls. It would be amazing that the conventional light ele
ments such as C, 0 and Fe were regenerated by the nuclear collapse.
1. Introduction
The Nattoh Model proposed that during electrolysis and discharges, the electro
nuclear reactions(ENRs) could be induced in a special state of hydrogen clusters, itonic
clusters. The details were described in Refs. 1 and 2. Several kinds of ENRs were found so
far: a newfusion reaction of producing• He from two deuteriums(with no gamma rays), the
nuclear transmutation(EN7), the generation of multiple neutron nuclei, the electro-nuclear
multiple fission reaction(EMF), and the nuclear collapse(ENC). Usually those reactions para
llelly occurred but the occurence probability sensitively depended on the current density. The
most remarkable reaction, ENC, frequently occurred in a high current density. The mehtod
of underwater spark discharges(USD) was very effective to induce ENC. Then extraordinary
products such as carbon tubes and films were observed during previous USO experiments(3
- 6), even when a carbon-free device was used. This paper describes USO experiments with
a lead wire electrode, in which many extraordinary products were obtained as the results of
ENC.
2. USD Experiments
The USO experiments were carried out to induce ENC under continuous DC and
pulse AC modes. The electrode of a thin lead wire(l mmq,) was inserted in electrolyte solu
tions of ordinary water contained in a glass petridish(60 mmq,). The effective length of the
electrode which was attached with the solution was about 2 or 3 mm in order to increase the
current density. A reference electrode was a box(25 mm cubic) of 5 or 6 copper plates(0.2
mm thick). There was a hole(about 5 mmq,) on the top plate through which the lead wire
electrode was vertically located. All of the copper plates was polished like a mirror with dia
mond pastes and washed in methanol with ultrasonic vibration. Two electrolytes were used:
potassium carbonate and hydroxide(about 1.5 Mol/1). Later cesium carbonate(0.6 Mol/1)
was used to examine effects of the electrolytes. When the potassium hydroxide soltution was
used, the system was perfectly carbon-free so that very useful to examine the carbon genera
tion as will be mentioned later.
Discharges were employed between the lead electrode and the copper box mainly
under the pulse AC mode(l20 V, 20 to 800 msec ON and about 1 min OFF, fixed phase
with O degree). Lightning was observed with a microtelescope, and reaction products caught
on the copper plates were examined with an optical microscope(OM) and a scanning elec
tron microscope(SEM). Element analysis was carried out with an energy dispersive X-ray
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spectroscopy(EDX) and an electron probe microscope analyzer(EPMA).
3. Reaction Products
A lot of extraordinary products were observed on the copper plates. The details
were described in the review paper(2). Photographs of the products were also presented else
where(?). Several kinds of itonic clusters were found: itonic electrons, itonic hydrogen clus
ters, itonic electrolyte clusters, itonic electrode clusters and their mixtures. In some clusters,
different kinds of ENRs occurred.
The first was tiny itonic Pb balls. Many tiny Pb balls were generated during the
discharges. Although some balls were just molten Pb materials, others were itonic Pb balls
those electrons were strongly interconnected. A typical picture of the itonic Pb balls is shown
in Fig. 1. Here needle like products appeared on the Pb surface, which was partially break
up of itonic electrons. Alternatively, when the itonic Pb was completely broken up, star like
products of Pb were generated, as shown in Figs. 9 to 10 in Ref. 7. They were interconnect
ed needle products of Pb. These pictures clearly indicated that an explosive reaction took
place in the itonic Pb ball.
The second was thin carbon films which were generated in the itonic Pb balls.
Some films emerged from the itonic Pb ball, as shown in Figs. 2 to 4. When carbon films
were first discovered as shown in Fig. 23 in Ref. 7, it was not clear how they were generat
ed. Since many similar C films which emerged from Pb balls were found this time, the
mechanisms for the generation of the films were clearly understood. The EDX analysis indi
cated that the films consisted of mainly C but other elements such as 0, Na, Mg, Al, Si, S,
Cl, K, Ca, Ti, Cr and Fe were sometimes involved. The element distribution seemed uniform.
Although no lighter elements than B were detected by this EDX, it would be reasonable to
consider that other light elements such as H could be generated(2). Since the C films were
generated even in the carbon-free system, it was obvious that the C atoms were not impurity
but generated by ENC in the itonic Pb.
The third was hollow Pb balls, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. They were also generat
ed by the compression of the itonic Pb cluster(Fig. 5). The carbon film was ejected from
another hollow Pb ball(Fig. 6). These pictures indicated that the compression by the itonic
bonding induced ENC to generate the C films near the center and made a lot of tiny Pb
grains. The hollow Pb ball was ejected from the itonic Pb ball like popcorn. However, when
the compression was sufficiently strong, no hollow Pb balls were formed, as shown in Figs.
13 to 15 in Ref. 7. The hollow Pb ball sustained its spherical shape by the thin C films coat
ed inside the ball, as shown in Fig. 18 in Ref. 7.
The fourth was thin carbon tubes(5). Figure 7 shows one example of the tube pro
ducts. It was already made clear that the tubes emerged from the itonic clusters, as the
carbon films did(4). The tube also consisted of mainly C and less 0. The element distribu
tion for the tube was different from that for the C films. Near the surface of the tube, lighter
elements such as C and O were predominately observed. On the other hand, near the center
of the tube, heavy elements such as K, Ca and Fe were more involved.
The fifth was assemblies of itonic Pb clusters which were obtained with the cesium
carbonate solution, as shown in Fig. 8. Thick layers of itonic Ce, C and O clusters perfectly
covered the Pb balls. The assemblies of the itonic Pb balls very well resembled to "ferment
ed soybeans(Nattoh)" as predicted by The Nattoh Model(l, 2). Figure 8 shows a C tube
which could be generated from one of the itonic Pb clusters.
The sixth was itonic electrolyte clusters, which suggested the structure of the itonic
states. The itonic Ce clusters showed lattice like structure, as shown in Figs. 11 and 1 2 in
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Ref. 7. On the other hand, the itonic K clusters had a different structure as shown in Ref. 5.
The structure seemed to have depended on the valence electrons which detemined the num
ber of water molecules associated with the electrolyte ions.
The seventh was itonic hydrogen clusters. One example was shown in Fig. 27 in
Ref. 7. Elements such as Ca, S and Ti were found, which were generated by ENT of se
quential e/p captures. This time it was confirmed that ENT and ENC took place in the
different itonic clusters.
4. Discussion
The preceding chapter described a very important discovery: the tubes and films
consisting of the conventional elements such as C and O were regenerated from ENC of the
itonic Pb balls. The process could be called "Electro-Nuclear Regeneration(ENG)." ENG
should be strictly distinguished from ENT which had no process of the nuclear collapse.
This experiment successfully observed that ENT and ENG took place in the different clus
ters, respectively. The comprehensive explanation for ENC including ENG was made by
The Nattoh Model elsewhere(2). Briefly saying, the Pb ball was strongly compressed by the
itonic bonding to induce the nuclear collapse. Then tiny black and white holes were formed,
in which they were interconnected each other with a worm hole of an extremely thin dia
meter, 10 _,, cm. From the white hole, completely collapsed materials were emitted as a thin
carbon tube. Light elements such as C and O were concentrated on the surface of the tube
by some centrifugal effects and heavy elements such as Fe in the center, respectively. On
the other hand, when the itonic bonding was stronger, for example, with the cesium carbon
ate solution, too much collapsed materials could not penetrate the worm hole instantaneously.
Then the broken materials were exploded back from the black hole. Here the film products
appeared, over which the elements were uniformly distributed.
During the USD experiments, several curious phenomena were observed. For exa
mple, ball lightning phenomena and a new kind of the electrical current. The details were
described in Ref. 2.
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Fig. 1: Itonic Pb ball

Fig. 2: Carbon film generated from itonic Pb ball

Fig. 3: Carbon film generated from itonic Pb ball

Fig. 4: Carbon film
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Fig. 5: Hollow Pb ball

Fig. 6: Carbon film ejected from hollow Pb ball

Fig. 8: Assemblies of itonic Pb clusters

Fig. 7: Carbon tube
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MATERIALS ISSUES OF LOADING DEUTERIUM INTO PALLADIUM AND THE
ASSOCIATION WITH EXCESS HEAT PRODUCTION
M.C.H. McKubre and F. L. Tanzella
SRI International, 333 Ravenswood Avenue, Menlo Park, CA
Abstract
The ability of palladium cathodes to attain and maintain high loading levels, at high
current density and for long times, is controlled by two factors: the condition of the
electrochemical interface which allows the attainment of high deuterium activity; the defect
density and mechanical condition of the bulk material which permits the Pd lattice to withstand
and contain high bulk deuterium activities when these equilibrate to produce extreme pressures
of deuterium gas inside closed incipient voids within the metal.
Examples are given from a set of 26 intentionally similar current ramps which show
three distinct Modes of loading performance: Mode A - a linear decrease of Pd resistance,
beyond the resistance maximum, with logarithmic increase in electrochemical current; Mode B
an initial log-linear decrease on the Mode A trajectory, followed by a rapid increase in resistance
when the resistance falls below a critical value; Mode C - a shallow decrease in resistance with
approximately symmetric increase as the [log] current density is increased beyond a threshold
value similar to that for Mode B. Mode A is most frequently associated with the appearance of
calorimetrically determined excess heat.
1. Introduction
The initial conjecture which supports the search for excess heat in the D/Pd system is
that palladium is capable of achieving high concentrations or activities of deuterium, under
conditions of electrochemical loading. After nine years of intensive study and consideration it is
clear that factors in addition to loading are important in excess heat production. A more
sophisticated, although still empirical conjecture on the circumstances which give rise to an
apparently anomalous excess heat following electrochemical insertion of D into Pd, may be
expressed as follows: "High D/Pd ratios (loading or activity) must be maintained at hiih
electrical currents and/or electrochemical current densities, in the presence of high rates of
deuteron flux, for times ( hundreds of hours) sufficient to produce a new state or phase which
gives rise to an anomalous excess heat ( and, possibly, a nuclear process or processes)".
In previous publications 1 -4 we have sought to express this conjecture in the form of an
equation which attempts to correlate the rate of excess heat production with the magnitudes of
the important variables (excluding time). This attempt, while quantitative, remains empirical,
since the roles of the variables remain unspecified. More importantly, the elements of the
empirical model are not orthogonal: the current affects the current density, the flux affects the
loading, and the relationship between current density and loading evolves with time.
In the present paper we are concerned with quantifying, and specifying with greater
rigor the conditions necessary for the appearance of excess heat, and the interrelationships
between the (apparently) controlling variables: D/Pd loading, current, and time.
2. Experimental
Data have been analyzed from 12 calorimetric experiments selected according to the
following criteria:_ 1) ca�h??es subj��t to slowly ranwed increasing currents (25-50 �our)
from a well established 1mt1al cond1t10n (33 mA cm- ); 2) measurements mclude reliable
resistance ratio and high accuracy calorimetry; 3) similar electrolytes, additives and surface
condition; 4) well characterized and similar Pd metals stock; 5) near ambient temperature and
pressure conditions.
A total of 26 current ramps were performed in the 12 experiments specified in Table l .
Given the similarity of these experiments, the sometimes multiply repetitive nature of the current
ramps, and the scrupulous care taken to establish and maintain procedures for electrolyte
preparation, cathode fabrication and surface pretreatment, and cell assembly and operation, one
would expect the results of these 26 current ramps to be closely similar.
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Table 1
Exper iment Bath Electro
#
Temp -lyte:
P 12
P 13
P 14
P 15
P 16
p 17
Ml
M2
M4
LL5
LL 18
LL28

(°C)

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
20
22

1.0M

Addit Cone. Elect
Length
-tive (ppm) -rode
(cm)
Source

Al 200
LiOD
LiOH
Al 200
LiOD
Al 200
Al 200
LiOD
Al 200
LiOD
Si 200
LiOD
Al
200
LiOD
Al 200
LiOD
LiOD Cu,Al 200
Al 200
LiOD
LiOD none
LiOD none

E#l
3.0
E#l
3.0
E#l
3.0
E#l
3.0
E#l
3.0
E#l
3.0
JM"Z" 3.0
E#l
3.0
JM"Z" 10.0
E#3
3.0
3.0
IMRA
3.0
IMRA*

Dia.
(cm)
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

*Air cast

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.20
0.28
0.10
0.28
0.10
0.20

Anneal: Time Surface
Temp. (h)
treat
-ment
coq

800 3
800 3
800 3
800 3
800 3
800 3
800 3
800 3
800 3
800 3
as rcvd.
as rcvd.

1,2,4
1,2
1,2,3
1,2
1,2,3
1,2
2
1,2
1, 1,2
1,2
none
2

Surface Treatment: l=Surface Machined; 2=Aqua Regia rinse; 3=3He implant; 4=4He implant.
Figure 1 plots the measured resistance ratio corrected for temperature, versus current density,
for the 26, nominally similar, current ramps. In instances where excess power was observed in
the SRI mass flow calorimeter,1•5 at levels more than 3 times the uncertainty, data are shown as
solid points. The divergence of results, not only of resistance ratio which we seek to associate
with D/Pd loading and excess heat production, but also in cell or cathode overvoltage and
interfacial impedance (not shown), is seemingly incomprehensible. The data differ markedly in
their initial values at low current densities, their initial slopes, and in their final trajectories.
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Figure 1 Resistance ratio versus current density.
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The initial value of i0 = 33 mA cm-2 was selected to be sufficient to load even poor Pd
specimens to the right side of the resistance maximum. Thus, a trajectory to lower resistance can
be interpreted as the absorptive uptake of deuterium. There are, however, may other effects on
the palladium resistance which are not directly related to deuterium uptake: (a) temperature; (b)
electrosorption of light element; (c) absorption of H; (d) hydrogen chemical processing;
(e) dimensional changes and cracking.
For the reasons outlined above, and others, it is very difficult to ascertain the relevant
value of R0 to be used in calculating the resistance ratio for experiments that last sometimes weeks
or months. A significant factor in the dispersion of data in Figure 1 is the incorrect assignment of
R0 as it changes by a variety of mechanisms during the course of prolonged electrolysis. We have
adopted a new normalization of data, intended to remove this effect from consideration. In order
to eliminate R0 , we divide the resistance ratio by its value at a reference electrochemical condition
R
RJRO
at the begmnmg
. . of each current ramp;
oe
[RJRO l i = ;oo
R
2
00
Since the value of i (= 33 mA cm- ) was chosen to be sufficient to drive loading to the
right side of the resistance maximum, all resistance reduction during the course of a current ramp
can be attributed to deuterium uptake. We consider the rapid effects (such as protium uptake) to
have fully equilibrated before the start of the current ramp, and the slow effects (absorption and
release of light elements and dimension change) not to occur significantly on the ramp time scale.
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All data
10
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Figure 2 Renormalized resistance ratio versus current density
.
Figure 2 shows a plot of relative resistance ratio versus relative current density,
constructed from the data in Figure l _ Before rendering judgment it should be noted that the data
in Figure 2 are constrained to go through the point [1, l], and that the ordinate scale is
logarithmic. Nevertheless, the data in Figure 2 can be grouped with modest precision into three
distinct modes of response:
Mode A; an approximately linear decrease in resistance with logarithmic increase in current
density (see Figure 2A). This trajectory is followed by the light water cell, P13. When followed
to a sufficient degree in heavy water cells, the Mode A response results most often in excess heat.
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Mode B; an initial log-linear decrease on the Mode A trajectory, followed by a rapid increase in
resistance when the current density exceeds a critical value (or the resistance falls below a critical
value - see Figure 2B). In one instance (P12-4) excess heat was observed at high currents during
the abrupt de-load process.
Mode C; a shallow decrease in resistance with approximately symmetric increase as the [log]
current density is increased beyond a threshold value similar to that for Mode B (see Figure 2C).
3.

Discussion

We have postulated the need for high loading at high current densities to increase our
probability of observing excess heat. This criterion is compatible only with Mode A behavior,
and it is important that we understand the circumstances that give rise to this behavior or cause a
departure from it. In answering the latter question we need to explain two effects:
(i) What precipitates the abrupt de-load which transforms Mode A behavior into Mode B?
(ii) What factors cause the poor loading characterised by of Mode C?

Here we explore the hypothesis that the rapid de-loading behavior of Mode B is a
consequence of mechanical disruption of the palladium lattice caused by cracks which nucleate
by internal pressure. Incipient closed voids within the cathode will attain a pressure of D 2 gas to
equilibrate their activity with that of the atomic D within the Pd lattice. If we ignore the surface
free energy considerations important for very small voids, the pressure achieved under
equilibrium conditions in such voids is that required to attain the measured value of resistivity in
gas loading experiments. When this pressure exceeds the yield strength of the palladium host
material, cracks will form, ultimately connecting to the surface and providing a conduit for
molecular deuterium to leave the cathode. The dimensions of these cracks are such that
electrochemical processes cannot procede effectively within them, and molecular D2 thus leaves
the cathode with no effective means of replacement, resulting in rapid de-loading.
The vertical scale superimposed on Figure 2B shows the equilibrium D2 pressure
calculated from the data of Baranowski6 assuming that at the reference current condition
(i00 = 33 mA cm-2) the resistance ratio RJR00 = 1.96 (the maximum value). The units of pressure
are megapascals. The break towards higher resistance in Figure 2B clearly occurs within a
narrow range of equilibrium pressures; 300 < Pmax < 500 MPa. This range conforms with that
expected for the yield strength of palladium deuteride (although this number is undetermined,
experimentally). We conclude tentatively, therefore, that the failure in Mode B is mechanical.
The resistance minimum occurs at approximately the same current density in Modes B
and C. As shown in Figure 2c, however, Mode C behavior is characterized by a much
diminished deuterium absorption. The failure here appears to be at the interface, either due to
blockage and restricted diffusion, or to electrochemical conditions which are not conducive to
the attainment of high surface activity.

It is clear, therefore, that at least two factors must be controlled in order to obtain Mode
A behavior which leads to high loading at high current densities (and, potentially, to the
observation of excess heat:
(i) the electrochemical condition of the surface;
(ii) the mechanical properties of the bulk.

Because of the high permeability of D in Pd, in order to obtain the desired Mode A
behavior, the surface must be everywhere in the desired electrochemical condition and the bulk
metal must be homogeneously sound. We might imagine a two dimensional matrix reflecting
the soundness of the surface and bulk conditions.

Table 2

Sound Bulk
Condition
Homogeneous
:I
Heterogeneous

Sound Surface Condition
Homogeneous
Heterogeneous
Mode A
M4-1
Mode B
Mode C

I

I

I
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Most of our results clearly fall into three quadrants of this matrix. Current ramp M4- l
exhibited a log-linear decrease of resistance, with slope much less than Mode A, and showed
evidence of excess heat. We interpret this to mean that only a small section (calculated to be
-20%) of the cathode had both surface condition and bulk properties sufficient to sustain high
loading.
4. Conclusions
We are able to interpret, systematically, apparently disparate results of intentionally similar
loading experiments, by a new normalization procedure intended to eliminate the effects on
palladium resistance that are unrelated to deuterium uptake. The variability which remains can
be accounted for satisfactorily in terms of two essentially orthogonal variables:
(i) the condition of the electrochemical interface which allows the attainment of high deuterium
surface activity;
(ii) the defect density and mechanical condition of the bulk material which permits the Pd lattice
to withstand and contain high bulk deuterium activities.
Only cathodes which are homogeneously sound in both dimensions are capable of sustaining
high loading at high current densities. Only when we are able to achieve and maintain these
conditions reliably and repeatedly, will we be able to test satisfactorily the hypothesized
association of the high-current/high-loading condition with the appearance of anomalous excess
heat production.
5.
1.
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RADIATION MEASUREMENTS AT CHINA LAKE: REAL OR ARTIFACTS?
Melvin H. Miles and Benjamin F. Bush*, Chemistry and Materials Branch, Research
and Technology Division, Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division, China Lake,
CA 93555-6100 USA
ABSTRACT

Anomalously high radiation counts were observed using several different Geiger
Mueller (GM) detectors as well as sodium iodide (Nal) detectors during electrolysis
experiments with palladium cathodes in heavy water. These high radiation counts
were often observed in co-deposition experiments where palladium metal is deposited
from a D20 solution onto a copper cathode in the presence of evolving deuterium gas.
The anomalous radiation counts reached values as high as 73 sigma above normal
background counts. The anomalous radiation would appear within a few hours in the
co-deposition experiments where the palladium is loaded with deuterium as it deposits
from solution. In contrast, the appearance of anomalous radiation required days of
electrolysis for the palladium rods that load much slower. The real or artifact question
stems mainly from the fact that two similar GM detectors often gave different results
in monitoring the excess radiation. A few experiments, nevertheless, gave
simultaneous anomalous effects from two different radiation detectors.
INTRODUCTION

Anomalous radiation at China Lake was first detected by the exposure of dental X
ray film in two experiments producing excess power (Ref. 1 ). Anomalous radiation
counts were simultaneously observed with a GM detector during the time of the dental
X-ray film studies (Ref. 2). There was no exposure of similar X-ray film and no
anomalous GM results in more than 20 following experiments where no excess power
was detected (Refs. 2, 3).
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

Radiation monitoring was imposed due to safety concerns about our experiments.
The detection of anomalous radiation generally involved the use of a thin end window
GM alpha-beta-gamma detector (Ludlum model 44-7) positioned within 6 cm from the
tops of the electrochemical cells. According to the tube manufacturer (LND, Inc.), the
energy response for this detector shows a peak in the relative count rate for photon
energies near 60 to 80 keV. Photon energies below 40 keV can enter the detector only
through the thin end window and would not escape from the electrolysis cell
submerged in a water bath to reach the detector. Several different Ludlum model 44-7
detectors were used in our experiments as well as GM detectors from another
company (TGM Detectors, Inc.). There was considerable variation between
supposedly identical GM detectors with regard to their voltage plateau (Ref. 2) and
sensitivity. Sodium iodide (NaI) gamma scintillator detectors (Ludlum model 44-2)
were used in some experiments. The selected detectors were connected to scalar
ratemeters (Ludlum model 2200) and printers (Casio model HR-8A).
*present address: Department of Chemistry, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712,
USA
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RESULTS

The Ludlum GM detector (model 44-7) used in most experiments gave a mean
background of 31296±275 counts per 12 hours (Ref 2). Most Pd-D2O+LiOD
electrolysis experiments gave normal counts with all results falling with ± 3cr of the
mean background (Ref 2).
Our exploration of the co-deposition method reported by Szpak et al. (Ref 4)
produced the rapid appearance of anomalous radiation counts as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Anomalous radiation counts observed during a palladium-deuterium co
deposition experiment. The black circles show radiation counts during electrolysis.
This method involves the simultaneous deposition of palladium metal and deuterium
onto a copper cathode from a D2O solution containing 0.05 M PdCh and 0.3 M LiCI.
The first 12-hour count after switching on the electrolysis current (6mA) gave an
anomalously high value that was 73 sigma above the normal background count
(Figure 1). The anomalously high counts continued for several days before returning
to normal. Several other co-deposition experiments gave similar anomalously high
count rates shortly after switching on the electrolysis current (Ref 3).
In an effort to identify this anomalous radiation, two experts in radiation studies
brought X-ray and germanium detectors from the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)
to China Lake. We could never reproduce this effect during these visits. An example
of five short experiments during one of their visits is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Five successive palladium-deuterium co-deposition experiments that
showed no anomalous radiation. The same GM detector as in Figure 1 was used.
NRL X-ray and germanium detectors placed near the cells also showed no anomalous
radiation.
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the NRL X-ray and germanium detectors actually
blocked some of the background radiation to give unusually low counts for our GM
detector.
We later realized that the faster we set up the experiments, the less likely it would be
that the anomalous radiation effect would appear. We always performed experiments
as rapidly as possible when the NRL equipment and experts were available. This
''NRL Effect" was probably related to the presence of residual chlorine in our system.
The use of the PdCh-LiCl-D20 system produces chlorine gas as well as oxygen gas at
the anode. This chlorine gas would linger in the tubing connecting the cell to the oil
bubbler and would affect the next experiment if it were not flushed out or given
sufficient time to dissipate. In experiments that were conducted quickly where there
would be chlorine in the system from the previous experiments, we observed no
anomalous radiation in eleven experiments (0/11). These experiments included all the
studies where NRL equipment was used. Studies that involved a N2-flush of our
system to remove chlorine or no prior experiment with that system gave anomalous
radiation in five out of eight experiments (5/8). Whenever we allowed three days or
longer between experiments, anomalous radiation was observed in three out of five co
deposition experiments (3/5). It is unlikely that this relationship to the presence of
chlorine and the anomalous radiation would be observed if our measurements were
due to some experimental artifact. The chlorine present in the system can passivate
the copper cathode and hinder the palladium deposition.
There was no obvious correlation between the anomalous radiation effect and excess
heat measurements in the co-deposition experiments. However, the volume of the
deposited palladium was less than 0.002 cm3 based on the amount of the palladium
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chloride that was present in the solution. Assuming that the excess heat effect would
be in our usual range of 1 to 5 watts per cubic centimeter of palladium, the amount of
excess heat would have been too small to be detected by our calorimeter(± 20 mW
sensitivity). Excess heat was measurable in only 2 out of 34 co-deposition
experiments(Ref. 3).
Anomalous radiation effects were also observed using palladium rod cathodes in
LiOD-D2O electrolysis(Ref. 2), but this effect appeared much less frequently than in
the co-deposition experiments. For example, there was one period of time lasting
almost a year where there was no anomalous excess heat or radiation from our
experiments. A major difference for experiments using palladium or palladium alloy
cathodes was that a week or two of electrolysis was required before the anomalous
radiation counts appeared. An example of this is shown in Figure 3 for a Pd-Ag alloy
cathode. This experiment also demonstrates anomalous radiation counts from both a
GM detector and a sodium iodide detector. This experiment involved two cells run in
series with the GM detector near Cell A while the sodium iodide detector was placed
near Cell B(Ref. 3). Although, the detectors were focused on two different cells, they
were both above the same water bath and less than 30 cm apart. Many of the peaks for
anomalous radiation seemed to occur simultaneously for both detectors as seen in
Figure 3. The radiation counts returned to normal for both detectors when the
electrolysis was turned off(Figure 3). There was no excess heat detected in either
cell.
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Figure 3. Anomalous radiation during Pd-Ag alloy experiments in D2O+LiOD using
two different detectors. Both the GM detector(bottom curve) and the sodium iodide
detector(top curve) showed anomalous radiation after 8-15 days of electrolysis.
The question whether these anomalous radiation measurements are real or
experimental artifacts stems from the fact that two similar detectors often gave
different results in monitoring the excess radiation. One GM detector would measure
anomalous radiation while another GM detector would be "blind" to any anomalous
effect. A few experiments such as the one shown in Figure 3, nevertheless, gave
simultaneous anomalous effects from two different radiation detectors.
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There was always a decrease in the anomalous radiation when the detectors were
moved away from the electrolysis cells (Ref 5). There was no observable change in
the anomalous radiation when the scalar ratemeters used in these experiments were
switched to battery power and disconnected from the electrical lines. No anomalous
count rates were ever observed when the electrolysis experiments were off
CONCLUSIONS

The question posed in our title concerns whether the anomalous radiation effect is
real or due to experimental artifacts. The arguments for artifacts are that the effect
was never reproducible and that many GM detectors were blind to the anomalous
radiation counts being measured by another detector. Furthermore, the anomalous
radiation counts often did not correlate with the detection of excess heat in the
experiment. There are stronger arguments, however, that the anomalous radiation
effects were real. First, the radiation was observed by several techniques including X
ray film exposure, several different GM detectors, and by sodium iodide detectors.
Second, there was a decrease in the anomalous radiation when the detectors were
moved away from the electrolysis cells. Third, the anomalous radiation appeared
within a few hours of starting the electrolysis for co-deposition experiments where
there is rapid loading of deuterium into the palladium. Fourth, the anomalous effect
required one to two weeks of electrolysis for solid palladium rod cathode materials
where the loading is much slower. Fifth, no anomalous radiation counts were ever
observed when the electrolysis experiments were off Perhaps the strongest evidence
that the anomalous radiation effects at China Lake were real comes from later
experiments conducted at another Navy laboratory. The anomalous emission of low
intensity X-rays during the cathodic polarization of similar Pd/D systems was reported
by Szpak et al. (Ref 6) using special cell designs that allowed the positioning of X-ray
and y-ray detectors close to the cathode.
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PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS AND ENERGETICS IN THIN-FILM ELECTROLYSIS
EXPERIMENTS
Miley, George H.
Fusion Studies Laboratory - 100 NEL
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
103 S. Goodwin Avenue
Urbana, IL 61801 U.S.A.
Tel. (217) 333-3772 Fax: (217) 333-2906 email: g-miley@uiue.edu
Abstract
Measurements of isotopes produced in electrolytic cell experiments using cathodes coated
with thin metallic films ( order of 500 A, using variously Ni, Pd and Ti) are reviewed.
Emphasis is placed on factors that reinforce the conclusion that the isotopes cannot be
accounted for by impurities. The characteristic "signatures" of the isotope array observed in
these experiments are discussed, along with speculations about reaction mechanisms.
Introduction
The original Pons-Fleischmann "cold fusion" experiment was intended to create D-D
reactions by loading deuterium (D) into a palladium lattice by electrolytic techniques (1 ). In a
subsequent meeting, Miley and Ragheb proposed that the palladium itself might be involved
via an Oppenheimer-Phillips type reaction (2-3); however, only circumstantial evidence of this
( e.g., via shifts in palladium isotope ratio) was reported from early experiments.
Subsequently, Miley, Hora, et al. introduced the concept of enhancing reactions via the
Swimming Electron Layer (SEL) created at interfaces between multi-layer thin films
composed of metals with differing Fermi levels (4,5). Initial experiments to demonstrate the
SEL were reported in ICCF-5 (5), but failure of the films to adhere to a flat substrate caused
the experiments to be inconclusive. Meanwhile, a variety of experiments by cold fusion
researchers suggested that the host electrode material (not only Pd, but Ni, Ag, etc.) might be
involved in nuclear reactions, creating new elements by transmutations of the host material
(6). Then, in 1996, the author and collaborators reported data based on a combination of thin
film electrode technology and high precision analysis techniques based on a combination of
SIMS and NAA to obtain a quantitative measurement of the new elements observed in
electrodes after electrolysis (7-10). These results are thought to be significant for unraveling
the mechanism involved in the reaction since the results provide quantitative estimates of the
isotope production rates and also provide insight into "signatures " of the reaction such as the
"four peak" yield curve in mass number and lack of hard radiation (vs. soft x-rays and betas)
stressed in Refs. 7-10. Subsequently, at ICCF-7, a variety of observations have been reported
by others, supporting the hypothesis that transmutation of the electrode material is possible
(e.g., 12-17). Most recently, a startling experiment by Oriani (18) suggests the creation of
large mass neutron-rich elements in such experiments. All of these results suggest that a
striking new phenomena, termed "low-energy nuclear reactions" (LENR's) is real, and that it
should assume a place as a separate area along with the Pons-Fleischmann D-D reactions for
research on nuclear reactions in solids.
Experimental Apparatus and Analysis Techniques
A flowing packed-bed type electrolytic cell with 1-Molar LiSO4 in light water was
employed, the cell being packed with small (1-mm diameter) plastic beads coated with a thin
film (-500-1000 A) of metal, (e.g., Ni, Pd or Ti) sprayed on with a special sputtering
technique. Cells were typically operated with 2-3 volts and 1-5 mA applied. At the start of a
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run and following a 3-4 week operation, the beads were removed and analyzed for isotopic
composition using high precision analytic techniques including NAA, SIMS and ICP-MP. The
cell, its operation, and the analyses have been described in detail in earlier papers (7-10). The
key finding from these studies has been the observation that a large array of "new" elements
(i.e., different from the bead coating), many with significant deviations from natural isotopic
composition, appear after the run. Great care has been made to insure that these elements are
distinguished from impurities by use of a "clean cell" with high purity components/electrolyte,
in addition to prior and post-run analyses. In the cases discussed here, the key elements
observed occur in quantities significantly exceeding their amounts prior to electrolysis,
typically with statistically significant deviations from natural abundances(7-10). Thus, we
assume here that these elements were created by nuclear reactions(transmutation of the
original bead coating) and focus on some key "signatures" or characteristics of these
phenomena plus speculation about possible mechanisms.
Signatures
The key characteristics observed in these studies to date include the following:
• New elements appear with masses lying well above and below that mass of the
metallic coating on the beads.
• Reaction rates as high as 10 16 atoms/s-cc are obtained for high-yield elements.
• The highest yield elements typically fall into mass bands lying at A~ 22-23, 50-80,
103-120 and 200-210.
• The mass bands are similar for the various metals studied, but the relative yields in a
band depend on the metal.
• High yield elements generally exhibit statistically significant shifts from natural
isotopic abundance, but of smaller magnitude than shifts for select low yield elements.
• The mass band peaks occur in an ordered fashion that has been identified with a
magic number sequence(11).
• The reactions and subsequent products release little high-energy radiation but exhibit
lower energy(~ 20 keV) X-ray and/or beta emission.
Based on these observations, a semi-empirical theory termed RIFEX(7-10) was proposed to
explain the reaction characteristics. This theory assumes multiple body fusion-type reactions
of the proton-metallic lattice form a complex intermediate nucleus that subsequently fissions.
producing the observed product array. The small excess energy involved in the fission reaction
allows formation of nearly stable products with little hard radiation emission. To further
explore this concept, the energetics involved in the process is reviewed next.
Energetics
The run with Ni coating is considered here to illustrate some key aspects of RIFEX. Most
important is the formation of products with masses well above Ni. With its high binding
energy per nucleon, Ni-based reactions pose energetic issues. Direct reactions, i.e., protons
plus single or multiple Ni atoms to build up mass would be highly endothermic. While
reactions producing products lying around Ni can be exothermic, there does not appear to be a
possible route to transfer energy from them to "drive" the endothermic reactions. However, an
array of products originating from fission of a single "complex" nucleus is allowed
energetically, in effect "sharing" the formation energy of the complex. Consider, for example,
the complex nucleus(X*-313) of mass A ~ 313, identified from the fission yield shape of the
reaction products from Run #8 lying at A= 103 - 210(see Refs. 9-10). (This specific value is
an example; the complex appears to cover a range of masses in this region.) The reaction
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23n* + 5 Ni-58 = X*-313 corresponds to 8.2 MeV/nucleon for the reactants. (Here, n*
represents a virtual neutron created via an e + p reaction). Ifthe yields ofall observed products
lying in the range 103-210 are multiplied by their appropriate binding energies and divided by
the total number ofnucleons involved, a value of7.89 MeV/nucleon is obtained, suggesting a
net increase in binding energy of0.l MeV/nucleon for the complex. While this result contains
considerable uncertainties due to the error range in the absolute yields, it does vividly illustrate
the relatively small excess energy involved in this unique type of fission process (cf. the large
energies associated with the well-known neutron-induced uranium fission). This same
calculation can be extended to the other complexes identified in Refs. 9-10, the overall
energetics being illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Binding Energy Curve and Reaction Pathways Including Postulated Complexes.
RIFEX assumes that in addition to direct fission, an alternate breakup pathway involves
splitting into pairs or triplets ofthe low mass complexes. Thus, tertiary breakup gives; X*313 = X*-170 + X*-104 + X-39. In any case, as seen from Fig. 1, the binding energy
calculation for measured products lying in the mass range covered by the fission yield curve
for each ofthe lighter complexes gives binding energies/nucleon of8.8, 8.9, and 8.6 MeV for
X*-170, -104, and -39, respectively. Assuming that the complexes are loosely bound, their
total binding energies are thought to only be slightly above these values.
In summary, these results illustrate how the formation and subsequent fission of
complexes allows an effective "polling" ofreaction energy such that products otherwise
involving endothermic reactions can be obtained. The energy balance around X*-313
suggests that, as anticipated, the complexes are only loosely bound, allowing fission with a
minimum release ofenergetic radiation and favoring nearly stable products. The radioactive
neutron-rich products appear to largely decay to stable products by beta emission, possibly
explaining the detection of low-energy radiation from the beads clays after completion of a run
(see Ref7).
These calculations are also consistent with the overall energetics ofthe cell. As reported
in Refs. 7-8, the single film Ni runs produced an excess power of 0.5 ± 0.4 W with an input
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power of 0.05 - 0.0 I W. As shown in Fig. 2, if all of the -70 individual product reaction rates
(atom/sec-cc) for Ni Run #8 are multiplied by their respective binding energies, and the same
is done for the n*-Ni reactants (assuming nucleon conservation), an average excess power of
0.9 W is obtained, in reasonable agreement with the experimental observation. Similar
analyses have been done for runs with different metal coatings. While the results vary, excess
power up to several watts is predicted while experimental measurements remained close to the
0.5 ± 0.4 W range. In view of the uncertainties involved in both reaction rate measurements
and in excess power calorimetry, these results are not conclusive, but they are encouraging
relative to the consistency of the overall energetics.
RUN8,Ni
# of nucleons of metal in cell before-after run =
BE/nucleon of {Ni+n*} (MeV) =
# of nuleons reacted in run =
Energy produced (1fJ =

6.140E+20
8.602E+00
2.685E+20
J.90

Fig. 2. Overall Energy Balance for Ni Run 8.
Conclusion
The energetics discussed here provide a view of the consistency of the RIFEX concept of
the formation and fission of complex nuclei. This analysis does not, however, address the
vital issue of how the reaction originates in view of the large Z, hence, the large Coulombic
barrier involved. The RIFEX model postulates a virtual neutron initiation (9). In fact, this is
not too different from the electron-proton capture theory proposed by G. Stoppini (19). In that
theory, the capture energy plus polarization energy due to the neutron clusters formed within
the nucleus, provides the necessary kinetic energy and configuration to drive the initiation
interaction, including both direct fission and multi-body reactions. Further, Stoppini shows
that the systematics of this reaction sequence could lead to the characteristic peaks observed in
the experimental yield curve. However, in this view, only the higher mass peaks involve a
fission process, the other products resulting from direct reactions. A yet different approach
proposed by J. Fisher (20) builds up massive neutron-rich elements through polyneutron
formation and their reactions. While he shows that this theory is consistent with the
characteristic peaked-yield curve, it would require a modification of the element identification
to include stable neutron-rich products. The elements identified in the thin-film experiments
with SIMS and ICP-MS were based on a mass determination and not on Z; hence, such an
ambiguity would be possible for them. However, the NAA measurements (9 elements, see
Refs. 7-8.) involved their nuclear energy level structure (via n,y, reactions) ruling these
elements out as being part of the proposed ultra-neutron rich products.
In closing, the product characteristics observed in the thin-film electrolysis experiments
provide important bench marks for prospective theories. While several feasible theories have
already been proposed to explain some of these characteristics, further benchmarking of
theory and experiment is required to distinguish the various possibilities.
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Abstract
Probability of the production of neutrons was discussed during electrolytic discharge at
high voltage in a light and heavy water solution containing an alkaline ion. We employed a He-3
neutron detector and a NE-213 scintillator to measure neutron emission and energy distribution.
We counted up to several million neutrons per second. High heat output of the order of several
hundred watts was observed from input power of tens of watts
The neutron counts detected by the He-3 detector increased with discharge time after an
induction period, and showed radical fluctuations. Absorption of neutrons by cadmium showed
them to be thermal. Copper and iron showed no count changes. The rate of neutron emission
increased with the input volt Moreover, the rate was increased with the concentration of the ions
and their mass number. Their rate was ten times higher in heavy water than light water solution.
The neutron emission rate corresponded linearly with the input current, except at the low input
coulomb range due to induction time. From this linear relation, it was observed that the typical
dependence of neutron emission/current during I hour was 1000000 /s/A/cm2 for a platinum
electrode in 0.5 molar potassium carbonate of heavy water solution.
We can conclude that a nuclear reaction would be induced by the electric discharge on
the metal surface in the solution. The reaction probably took place in the thin layer between the
electrolyte and electrode.
1. Introduction
Many researchers have reported nuclear reactions m a solid electrode at ambient
temperatures since 1989( 1-3 ). Replication of the process requires highly sophisticated control
techniques. This complication, coupled with inexplicit understanding of cold fusion reactions
generally has resulted in the reality of the phenomenon failing to achieve wide acceptance.
Early researchers seeking to replicate the results Fleischmann and Pons achieved in 1989 may
have been too rigid in their experimental procedures, using exclusively the materials specified
by that particular experiment, or only using other metals with high hydrogen absorption
properties.
In our experiments we used electrodes constructed from Ti, Ni and the alloy LaNi,
preferring to use an alkaline Li solution as the electrolyte for the purpose of maximizing the
potential of the electrolytical reaction. Generally, we measured the current density in the
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electrode area to be several hundred milli amperes with an input of several tens of volts.
Subsequent researchers, assuming their observed reactions to be nuclear fusion,
concentrated their efforts solely on the detection and measurement of the daughter products of
fusion such as thermal heat, high energy neutron, tritium charged particles and radio emissions.
The only reaction they considered was fusion. We did not restrict ourselves to seeking only
fusion by-products, carefully measured and noted all observed effects, frequently even adapting
our measurement technique to ensure accuracy and precision.
If an electrochemical process induces nuclear reactions, there ought to be clear
evidence of radiation or isotopic changes and it would be possible to define such effects in terms
of accepted theory. We have demonstrated that isotopic changes occurred within the reaction
products deposited on the electrode surface. Such transfigurations cannot be regarded as the
result of impurities within the system, the total amount of which had been carefully measured
prior to and following experimentation. We attempted to explain the production of these
anomalous products within the framework of the accepted theory. In this way we show the
relationship between production of heat, neutrons and other products following the electrolytic
process.

2. Experimental
The Pt wire and mesh electrode was of the highest quality (99.99% pure, supplied by
Tanaka Precious Metals LTD). The heavy water used (99. 75% pure, supplied by Showa Denko
LTD) contained 0.077 micro Curie dm·' tritium, was purified in a quartz glass distiller before the
addition of high purity alkaline reagents. On the other hand, the light water was purified through
a milli-Q filter up to 18.3 Ohm-cm of resistively.
The electrolytic cell and measurement systems are shown schematically in Figure 1.
The cell measured 6 cm in diameter and 15 cm in height. The cathode comprised a rectangular
Pt plate (0.5 cm x 1.0 cm) and incorporated a 15-cm length of Pt wire. The anode, also
rectangular Pt had an integral lattice constructed using a 15-cm length of O .1 cm-dia. Pt wire.
Teflon tubing encased the adjacent
+
DC power
swfaces to prevent any explosive H
O recombination reaction occurring
within the cell. The cell had a Teflon
Computer
cap with openings to allow the
Heater
cables
insertion
of
and
NE.213 Photo.
thermocouples
mul.
A Teflon-coated stainless
He-3
the
calibrated
heater
steel
Counter
temperature: power-input ratio.
Mag.Stirrer
Heater output was typically 300
Fig 1 Schematic drawing of experimental apparatus. watts and temperatures ranged from
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45 to 95 deg C. The homogeneity of the electrolyte was facilitated by use of a rotating Teflon
encased iron stirrer driven magnetically from beneath the cell. The temperature: power-input
results obtained from this arrangement were correlated with those of previous experiments using
The thermal effects of vapor release from the top of the cell had not been allowed for during
calibration, therefore, at higher input levels, with the attendant possibility of electrical discharge,
it was necessary to under-estimate heat output levels. Three K-type thermocouples sheathed in
Teflon film recorded the temperature levels at distinct points within the cell Temperature levels
were collated by a computer-linked data logger (R7326B, made by Advantest LTD).
Environmental conditions were regulated by encasing the cell within an incubator (Yamato IL61) which maintained a constant temperature of 23 deg C.
We used a Takasago Products LTD, EX-l 500L unit to supply de power ranging
upward to maximum levels of 25A and 240v The logger converted input levels into a digital
format acceptable to the computer software and the input voltage was directly measured
between the two electrodes of the cell. Heat created by the power supply during lengthy neutron
detection runs, was dissipated by means of an electric fan. We carried out a trial run of 30-min
duration with input levels of 60v and 3A in order to remove impurities from the electrolyte.
Measurement of neutron levels was carried out by a He-3 survey meter (TPS-451S,
Aloka LTD) at energy dependencies of 1.5 s· 1 /rnicro Sv/h· 1 from 0.025 eV of thermal and 10
keV A substantial increase was noted in the fast neutron range of 15 MeV The detector is
spherical in shape, with a diameter of 30cm, and has a block of controls to the front of the device.
The signal is output through a counter scalar. Measurement of the neutron energy spectrum was
handled by a NE-213 scintillator, previously described (4). The detectors were calibrated to the
standard level of 20 micro Curie using a Cf-252. The total efficiencies including intrinsic and
geometrical factors for He-3 and NE-213 system were 0.001 and 0.07 respectively for the
calibrated energy range.
We employed the rise
time
discrimination
technique to
b
';' 10
eliminate noise induced by gamma
"
< 8 r---t-----,.--011'---;----1,---t--+-----tradiation, electrical and thermionic
-� 6 ___,___+--+---11+--t--+-i---+----t--r--1
side effects of the photomultiplier.
A transducer was used to reduce
-.: 4
"
'i ----t- -··'
'
emanations from the two power
!
8 2 - ·r-r7--·-:
supplies in order to prevent noise
;
1
I
l
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240
pollution from that source
Vol tage/V
interfering with the neutron
Fig2. Current-voltage relation of cathodic discharge in
measurement apparatus. A li·qui·d
sodium carbonate solution.
scintillator of NE-213 (proton
recoil detector, 12.7-cm diameter x
12.7-•cm length) analyzed the
energy spectrum of the neutrons. Thermal neutron absorption was facilitated by the use of a
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metal sheet plated with an alloy of cadmium, copper and iron, 30-cm x 30-cm x I-mm thick.
This had the added advantage of also acting as an electrical noise shield.

3 Results
3 .1.

Electrolytic light emission
Figure 2 shows a typical correlation between applied voltage and current in 0 I mol of
sodium carbonate solution. Cathodic current increased linearly to IO A/cm2 with an input power
of 80 volts. At around the I00 volt input level, a considerable quantity of hydrogen gas and
vapor was expelled from the cathode, the electrode emitted a resounding rumble and the current
became very unstable. At just over 120 volts the current decreased sharply and, simultaneously,
the electrode became bathed in an intense yellow light Typical light emission levels are shown
in Figure 3; spectroscopic examination of the sample plate confirms these radiance levels. This,
previously observed, electrolytic light emission was reported by Jasnorodski (5), Polakowski (6)
and precise details of the mechanism of the phenomenon were reported by Owaku and
Kuroyanagi (7) in the l 950's.
3.2. Neutron emission
Figure 4 shows characteristic
neutron measurement results. Neutron counts
were taken at I0-second intervals from the
data collected by the He-3 detector Count
levels showed a gradual increase with time at
the onset of electrolytic discharging and then
changed radically. An iron and copper plate,
used to shield the detector from electric noise,
did not alter the count levels achieved before
its installation. However, the substitution of a
0 3-mm thick cadmium sheet caused a steep
decline in the order of I/10th of previously
recorded levels. It can be said, therefore, that
electrolytic charging induced the slow
neutron emission. At the same time, the NE- Fig.3.
213 detected values of 0.048 count/s, 30% in discharging of platinum plate in sodium
excess of the 0.036 count/s background level carbonate light water solution.
Thus 0 14 counts per second of high-energy
neutron emissions were observed from the
electrode above the 0.7 MeV level This value is calculated allowing for counting differences
and detector efficiency The ratio of fast to total neutrons, measured by the He-3 and NE-213
detectors, is of the magnitude 10--1
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From these data, we
calculate the average
Fig.4. Time change of the counting rate ofHe3 detector.
number of emissions/hour
where electrical input to
the electrode is 1.0 A/cm2 . The criterion used for neutron emission calculation was the same as
that for the electron (5.6x10· 16 cm2), assuming electron discharge at the electrode surface was the
impetus for the reaction. On this basis, we can calculate a typical reaction cross-section
estimated from current density in the order 5 6xl08 .
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higher in heavy water than that of in light water solution. Generation of excess heat also
fluctuated considerably. The reaction is 100% reproducible.
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Abstract
Radiation emission, heat generation and detection of elements were confirmed during
electrolytic discharge at high voltage in a light and heavy water solution containing an alkaline
ion from the platinum electrode. We employed simple temperature measurement techniques, the
He-3 neutron detector and a NE-213 scintillator to measure the emission and energy distribution,
energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX) and secondary ion mass spectroscopic measurement
(SIMS) for the elements isotopic distributions. We counted up to several million-radiation
emissions per second by the counter. High heat output of the order of several hundred watts was
observed from input power of tens of watts. Moreover, many elements were detected on the
after electrolytic discharge platinum electrode.
The detected counts by the He-3 detector increased with discharge time after an induction
period, and showed radical fluctuations. The counting rate were decreased 1/10 by cadrniwn
shield, meanwhile the Copper and iron shield showed no count changes. The rate of emission
increased with the input volt. Moreover, the rate was increased with the concentration of the ions
and their mass number. Their rate was ten times higher in heavy water than light water solution.
The emission rate corresponded linearly with the input current, except at the low input coulomb
range due to induction time. From this linear relation, it was observed that the typical
dependence of the count/current during l hour was 106 /s/A/cm2 for a platinwn electrode in 0.5
molar potassium carbonate of heavy water solution.
We can conclude that a nuclear reaction would be induced by the electric discharge on
the metal surface in the solution. The reaction probably took place in the thin layer between the
electrolyte and electrode.
1. Introduction
Many researchers have reported nuclear reactions in and on a solid electrode at ambient
temperatures since 1989(1-3). Replication of the process requires highly sophisticated control
techniques. This complication, coupled with inexplicit understanding of cold fusion reactions
generally has resulted in the reality of the phenomenon failing to achieve wide acceptance.
Early researchers seeking to replicate the results Fleischmann and Pons achieved in 1989 may
have been too rigid in their experimental procedures, using exclusively the materials specified
by that particular experiment, or only using other metals with high hydrogen absoll)tion
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properties.
In our experiments we used electrodes constructed from Pd, Ti, Ni, Pt and Au, preferring
to use an alkaline solution as the electrolyte for the purpose of maximizing the potential of the
electrolytical reaction. Generally, we measured the current density in the electrode area to be
several hundred milli amperes with an input ofseveral tens ofvolts.
Subsequent researchers, assuming their observed reactions to be nuclear fusion,
concentrated their efforts solely on the detection and measurement of the daughter products of
fusion such as thennal heat, high energy neutron, tritium charged particles and radio emissions.
The only reaction they considered was fusion. We did not restrict ourselves to seeking only
fusion by-products, carefully measured and noted all observed effects, frequently even adapting
our measurement technique to ensure accuracy and precision.
If an electrochemical process induces nuclear reactions, there ought to be clear
evidence ofradiation or isotopic changes and it would be possible to define such effects in terms
of accepted theory. We have demonstrated that isotopic changes occurred within the reaction
products deposited on the electrode surface. Such transfigurations cannot be regarded as the
result of impurities within the system, the total amount of which had been carefully measured
prior to and following experimentation. We attempted to explain the production of these
anomalous products within the framework of the accepted theory. In this way we show the
relationship between production of heat, neutrons and other products following the electrolytic
process.

2. Experimental
The Pt wire and mesh electrode was of the highest quality (99.99% pure, supplied by
Tanaka Precious Metals LID). The heavy water used (99.75% pure, supplied by Showa Denko
LID) contained 0.077 micro Curie dm-3 tritium, was purified in a quartz glass distiller before the
addition of highest purity alkaline
reagents (Merck Co.). On the other
+
OC power
hand, the light water was purified
through a milli-Q filter up to 18.3
Ohm-cm ofresistively.
Computer
The electrolytic cell and
Heater
measurement systems are shown
schematically in Figure 1. The
cell measured 6 cm in diameter
and 15 cm in height. The cathode
comprised a rectangular Pt plate
(0.5 cm x 1.0 cm) and
Fig. 1 Schematic drawing ofexperimental apparatus. incorporated a 15-cm length of Pt
wire. The anode, also rectangular
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Pt had an integral lattice constructed using a 15-cm length of0. lcm--dia. Pt wire. Teflon tubing
encased the adjacent surfaces to prevent any explosive H-O recombination reaction occurring
within the cell. The cell had a Teflon cap with openings to allow the insertion of cables and
thermocouples.
A Teflon-coated stainless steel heater calibrated the temperature: power-input ratio.
Heater output was typically 300 watts and temperatures ranged from 45 to 95 deg C. The
homogeneity of the electrolyte was facilitated by use of a rotating Teflon-encased iron stirrer
driven magnetically from beneath the cell. The temperature: power-input results obtained from
this arrangement were correlated with those of previous experiments using. The thermal effects
of vapor release from the top of the cell had not been allowed for during calibration, therefore, at
higher input levels, with the attendant possibility of electrical discharge, it was necessary to
under-estimate heat output levels. Three K-type thermocouples sheathed in Teflon film recorded
the temperature levels at distinct points within the cell. Temperature levels were collated by a
computer-linked data logger (R7326B, made by Advantest LTD). Environmental conditions
were regulated by encasing the cell within an incubator (Yamato IL-61) which maintained a
constant temperature of 23 deg C.
We used a Takasago Products LTD, EX-1500L unit to supply de power ranging
upward to maximum levels of 25A and 240v. The logger converted input levels into a digital
format acceptable to the computer software and the input voltage was directly measured
between the two electrodes of the cell. Heat created by the power supply during lengthy neutron
detection runs, was dissipated by means of an electric fan. We carried out a trial run of 30-min
duration with input levels of 60v and 3A in order to remove impurities from the electrolyte.
Measurement of the emission of radiation levels was carried out by a He-3 survey
meter (fPS-451S, Aloka LTD) at energy dependencies of1.5 s· 1 /micro Sv/h· 1 from 0.025 eV of
thermal and 10 keV. A substantial increase was noted in the fast neutron range of15 MeV. The
detector is spherical in shape, with a diameter of30cm, and has a block ofcontrols to the front of
the device. The signal is output through a counter scalar. Measurement of the neutron energy
spectrum was handled by a NE-213 scintillator, previously described (4). The detectors were
calibrated to the standard level of 20 micro Curie using a Cf-252. The total efficiencies including
intrinsic and geometrical factors for He-3 and NE-213 system were 0.001 and 0.07 respectively
for the calibrated energy range.
We employed the rise-time discrimination technique to eliminate noise induced by
gamma radiation, electrical and thermionic side effects of the photomultiplier. A transducer was
used to reduce emanations from the two power supplies in order to prevent noise pollution from
that source interfering with the neutron measurement apparatus. A liquid scintillator ofNE-213
(proton recoil detector, 12.7-cm diameter x 12.7-cm length) analyzed the energy spectrum of the
neutrons. T hermal neutron absorption was facilitated by the use of a metal sheet plated with an
alloy ofcadmium, copper and iron, 30-cm x 30-cm x 1-mm thick. This had the added advantage
ofalso acting as an electrical noise shield.
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3. Results
3.1.

Electrolytic light emission
Figure 2 shows a typical correlation between applied voltage and current in 0. l mol of
solution.
carbonate
sodium
Cathodic current increased linearly
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Fig.2. Current-voltage relation of cathodic discharge in volts the current decreased sharply
and, simultaneously, the electrode
sodium carbonate solution.
became bathed in an intense
yellow light. Typical light
emission levels are shown in Figure 3;
spectroscopic examination of the sample
plate confirms these radiance levels. This,
previously observed, electrolytic light
emission was reported by Jasnorodski (5),
Polakowski (6) and precise details of the
mechanism of the phenomenon were
reported by Owaku and Kuroyanagi (7) in
the 1950's.
3.2. Neutron emission
Figure 4 shows characteristic
neutron measurement results. Neutron
counts were taken at 10-second intervals
from the data collected by the He-3 detector.
Count levels showed a gradual increase
Fig · 3 · Typical radiation during electrolytic
with time at the onset of electrolytic
discharging of platinum plate in sodium
discharging and then changed radically. An
carbonate light water solution.
iron and copper plate, used to shield the
detector from electric noise, did not alter
the count levels achieved before its installation. However, the substitution of a 0.3-mm thick
cadmium sheet caused a steep decline in the order of 1/10th of previously recorded levels. At the
same time, the NE-213 detected values of 0.048 count/s, 30% in excess of the 0.036 coW1t/s
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exponentially with the level of input volt, as shown in Fig. 5. These rates show strong
dependency with alkaline ions and the concentration. Moreover, the rates are ten times larger in
heavy water solution than the light water solutions. From these data, we calculate the average
number of emissions/hour where electrical input to the electrode is 1.0 A/cm2• The criterion used
for radiation emission
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3.3 EDX measurements
Figure 6 shows the EDX measurement of platinum surface before and after the
electroly tic discharge. We confirmed many elements after electrolysis, for example, Fe, Ni, Cu,
Mn, Ca, Kand Cl. These elements were contained as the impurities as follows; Fe: 5.3 X 10-8,
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Ni: 1.6 X 10.s, Cu: 5.2 X 10·9, Mn: 1.1 X 10.s, Ca: 1.1 X 10·7, K: 1.6 X 10-0 , and Cl: 1.1 X 10·5 gram
in the solution. However, the total depositions for each element on the platinum surface were
estimated from the analysis as follows; Fe: 1.9 X 10·1, Ni: 9.7 X 10·9, Cu: I. I x I 0-8, Mn: 9.1 x 10·
.s
.s
9
-8
, Ca: 1.3 X 10 , K: 1.0 X 10 , and Cl: 1.2 X 10 gram. Here, Fe and Iron were 3.6 and 2.1 times
higher than the impurities.
4. Conclusions
We can confirm
from data gathered on
"
radiation production and heat
"
measurement
during electric
•
�
discharge of a Pt electrode in a
"
carbolic acid heavy and light
water solution the following:
The emission of radiation
IE.03 li.L.w,ww,,ww,IWWLLW1WJWW.Ww.lw.lJw..!wiwwLu.w.w.w,,w.wil.w.llJIW11WWi..WW'1ww.w.lli.l<.ww&J.UWW following
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discharge was noted after
Fig. 6 EDX spectra for the platinum surface.
I several tens of seconds of
I
�------------------�. discharging. Emission levels
fluctuated greatly and energy estimated from the counting rate of the each system extended in
wide range. The emission rate was increased with the concentration of the alkaline ions and their
mass number. Their counting rates were ten times higher in heavy water than that of in light
water solution. Generation of excess heat also fluctuated considerably. The reaction is 100%
reproducible. We can say that the behaviors of the emission indicate as the neutron, however, it
needs more extended measurements to show the emission to be the neutron.
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THE EVIDENCE OF NUCLEAR TRANSMUTATION PHENOMENO IN Pd-H
SYSTEM USING NAA(NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS)*
D.W.MO, Q.S.CAI, L.M.WANG, IS.Z.Wangl,(INET Tsinghua University),
X.Z.Ll(Department of Physics Tsinghua University) Beijing 100084
Abstract
Phenomenon of nuclei transmutation in Pd-H(Pd-D) system was confirmed with
NAA technique. The zinc-main product of nuclei transmutation was measured in the
samples.
This experiment was repeated, the results are the same . the highest content of
zinc-main products of nuclei transmutation is about 30%(atom). The different of
isotopes content of zinc was observed in experimental samples.
1.

Introduction

Phenomenon of nuclei transmutation in Pd-H(Pd-D) system has been researched for a
long time by usPJ ,[ZJ .In past several years, We concentrated our attention to search
charged particles, precursor and got some positive results.C 11·P1• But it is difficult to
repeat them any time and any where. Recently, We concentrated our attention upon
nuclei transmutation of metal Pd in Pd-H(Pd-D) system [41 .Through a long term
treatment, Pd in Pd-Hor Pd-D system created nuclei transmutation. the products of
nuclei transmutation are various, but Zinc is one of main products. For confirmation
of it, especially for Zinc, a lot of experiments had been done. This paper reports about
using NAA methods to confirm the nuclei transmutation phenomena.
2.

Experimental condition

Six metal samples were sampled. No.1,3,4,5 came from Pd-Hor Pd-D system,
No.2 is original Pd. No.6 is pure zinc. Their weight of every sample is about 10mg. All
samples were cleaned, sealed in a small quartz ampoule respectively, then put them into
vertical neutron beam channel which was located in reflector of Tsinghua University
pool-reactor. The thermo-neutron flux is 10 12n/sec.cm; in the reflector. they were
irradiated for one and half hours, then took out from reflector ,and 'cooling' it for 72
hours. Their activity were measured with pulse-height(energy) spectroscopy with a
HPGe Gamma Ray detector produced by EG&G ORTEC. The certified peaks of 65Zn
( l.1155MeV) and 69mZn(438.7KeV) y-ray were measured and analyzed.
3. Experimental results
*Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of china.
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The first results was shown in Table. I.
Table. I.activities of 65Zn and 69mZn
sample
No.l
No.2
No.3
No.4
No.5
No.6

area of 65Zn(Ll155MeV) area of 69mZn(438.7KeV)
467+23
21+10
0
0
713+27
45+17
201+26
1683+42
2291+49
254+18
4072+68
492+26

ratio of area
22.2+11.8
15.84+4.40
8.37+1.29
9.02+0.82
8.28+0.57

from table 1, we can see the areas of samples Nol,3,4 69mZn(438.7KeV) are so small,
that the error are too large. Owing to the long cooling time, the 69mZn(438.7KeV)
decayed too much to measure it.
The second time experiment was done with shorter 'cooling' time the results was
shown in table 2.
Table. 2.activities of 65Zn and 69mZn
sample
No.1
No.2
No.3
No.4
No.5
No.6

area of 65Zn(l.l155MeV) area of 69mZn(438.7KeV)
143+12%
980+3.25%
0
0
245+16 %
1157+2.74 %
531+7.54 %
2352+2%
999 +3.76%
5277+1.44 %
1492+2.81%
9217+1.05%

ratio of area
6.85+15%
4.7 ± 17%
4.43+8.0%
2.938+5.0%
6.18+3.5%

The data of table 2 can tell us that the area error of the 69mZn(438.7KeV) are smaller
than first experiment. Owing to the different cooling time, different irradiating time
and position, different neutron flux, and different order of measurement with first time
experiment, the results of second time experiment can not be compared with first
experiment data. The data of table 2 has to be generalized to data ofNo.6 experiment
data(second time) . The first time experiment ratio of area of No.6(pure Zinc)has to
be equal to second time experiment ratio of area of No.6.(pure Zinc). The computed
results were listed in table 3.
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Table. 3. The generalization of second measured activities of 65Zn and 69mZn to No.6
sample
No.l
No.2
No.3
No.4
No.5
No.6

area of 65 Zn(l. l 155MeV) area of 69mZn(438.7KeV)
342+3.32%
30.9+17.3%
0
0
409.5+2.74 %
58.8+16 %
1010.6+2%
130+7.54 %
1807+ 1.44 %
246.7+3.76%
3081 +1.05%
373+2.81%

ratio of area
11.1+2.o
8.3 +1.34
7.7+0.61
7.32+0.27
8.26+0.24

The table 3 tell us the generalized results , we can compare it with table .1.

4.

discussion
4.1 experimental environment

all of the samples were cleaned ,packed, and sealed in super clean condition, all
of interference source of zinc were removed. As a result, the peak of 69mZn(438.7KeV)
and 69mZn(438.7KeV) were not observed from data of sample ofNo.2( original Pd).
4.2 Confirmation ofzinc
Sample No.6 (pure zinc) supplied the position and intensity of certified peaks of
Zn(l .1155MeV) and 69mZn(438.7KeV). the products of Pd nuclei transmutation of
sample No.1,3,4,5 were measured ,there are the same position of certified peaks (see
fig.I). but their areas are different, because the quantity ofthe products of Pd nuclei
transmutation is different.
In fig 1, the highest peak of curve is Sample No.6 (pure: zinc), the peak of curves of
sample No.5, 4, 3, 1 go down in proper order. The peak of natural zinc was show in
Fig .2, the peak of sample No.5 was given in Fig.3 . In Fig 1, 2, 3 the left peaks are
69
mZn(438.7KeV), the right are 65Zn(l.1155MeV). the zinc content was estimated, it is
about 30%(atom) in sample No.5. The peak position of products of Pd nuclei
transmutation is the same with pure zinc without any different. After one month, the
samples had been measured once again. The area of the certified peak had changed,
according to the decay constant of zinc. So they are conformed. They are zinc!
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4.3

the ratio of zinc isotope
6

64

the ratio ofarea in table.3 give us an infonnation: the ratio ofisotope 8Zn and Zn
is different in sample No. l, 3, 4. 5 and different with sample No.6(natural zinc). This is
a collateral evidence, which conformed the zinc comes from Pd nuclei transmutation
do not come from environment or contamination.
5.

conclusion

These results told us:
1.)Zinc is dominate products of Pd nuclei transmutation. In sample No.5, the zinc
content is about 30%.
2.)The ratio of area difference between No.6 sample (pure Zinc) and others means that
every sample is possessed of himself ratio of isotope(65 Zn,69Zn) .i.e. products of Pd
nuclei transmutation have different ratio of isotope between natural Zinc.
3. )The experiment is reliable, zinc dose not either come from contamination or natural
. environment. The zinc comes from Pd nuclei transmutation
4.)There are some other peaks ofGamma Ray appear, for example 187W, 192Ir etc. these
elements were not discovered in No.2 sample(original Pd),
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NUCLEAR TRANSMUTATION PROCESSES OF
LEAD,SILVER,IBORIUM,URANIUM.
Roberto A.Monti
Istituto TESRE-CNR Bologna Italy
Burns Developments . Delta B.C.Canada.
Abstract.
The possibility to cause nuclear transmutation of stable isotopes by
means of ordinary chemical reactions (1) suggested the possibility to
cause nuclear transmutation of unstable isotopes (2).
A first series of experimental tests was made from 1993 to 1995 with
positive results (3) .
In 1996 an industrial reactor was built in Canada and sent to Italy for
a new series of independent tests at ENEA (Italian National Laboratories).
In these tests the production of Silver from Lead was used as a driver
of the nuclear transmutation of Thorium and Uranium (4).
A new series of tests has been performed at the ENEA Laboratories,
starting October 1997.
Introduction.
After experiments made at Texas A&M and Engelhard Laboratories in
1992 it was clear,in my opinion,that Alchemy is an experimental science.
As a consequence,following the Principle of Banality (5),throughout my
tests,! used one only method:"Solve et coagula" (desolve and coagulate),
together with"the right fire and the favourable constellation"(6).
Independent tests : First series (1996-97).
The experimental results of my tests from 1992 to1995 were so
astonishing that they could not be accepted by the scientific community.
As a matter of fact my papers :"Low energy transmutations" (ICCF3,
Nagoia Japan 1992) (7),"Experiments in cold fusion and cold fission"
(ICCF4,Maui Hawaii 1993) (8),and :"Variation of the halflives of
radioactive elements and associated cold fusion and cold fission reactions"
(ICCF5,Monaco 1995) (9) do not appear in the Proceedings of these
Conferences.
Consequently I was compelled to have these tests validated by an inde
pendent laboratory (10).
EUCAN Technologies Gmbh signed a contract with ENEA in order to
carry out Low Energy Transmutations and product characterization (L.E.T.
Proyect).
An industrial reactor was built in Canada and sent to Italy.
The laboratory has carried out the following activities
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1) A complete characterization of starting materials.
2) Two "cold" tests (without radioactive elements) in order to evaluate
the performances of the reaction,the gas production,the gas speed,the
smoke production,the reaction time,etc.
3) An evaluation of the best assembling of the reactor in order to quanti
tatively recover the powder in the smoke fraction.
A first report to EUCAN was delivered in December 1996.
Second Report.
In May 1997 an hot test with Thorium (in the form of Th nitrate) has
been done and the recovered materials have been caracterized.
The components for the reaction,except Th supplied by the ENEA labora
tory,were given by EUCAN.
The results were the following
Elements

Total in
Firing mix
(g)

Slag
(g)

Out
Cupel
(g)

Total out

Water
(g)

(g)

Pb

314.36

53.66

199.05

12.03

264.74

Ag

89.61

12.6

167.60

0.00

180.20

Th

2.26

0.24

0.00

0.04

0.27

Lead was reduced by 50 g ,Silver increased by 91g and Thorium
reduced by about 2g (an 88% reduction).
Third Report.
In June1997 an hot test with Uranium (in the form of Uranium oxide U3 08)
has been done and the recovered materials have been characterized.
The components for the reaction,except U supplied by the laboratory, were
given by EUCAN.
The results were the following
Element

Total in
Firing mix
(g)

Slag
(g)

Out
Cupel
(g)

Water
(g)

Total out
(g)

Pb

314.83

32.12

165.79

6.04

203.95

Ag

89.84

1.42

173.46

< 0.01

174.88

u

4.20

0.03

0.12

2.81
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Lead was reduced by 11 lg ,Silver increased by 85g and Uranium reduced
by 1.2g (a 30% reduction).
Independent tests: Second series (1997-1998).
Fourth report .
After the positive results of the first series of independent tests the com
ponents for 25 new tests were prepared. I decided to concentrate the at
tention on Uranium and to prepare two different compositions of Fusion
Mix: F.M.1 and F.M.2. 10 preparations were sent to Italy. 5 with F.M. l
(the same used in the first series) and 5 with F.M.2 (prepared for the
second series). Uranium (in the form of Uranium nitrate) was given by the
laboratory.
The first test, using F.M.2, was made on January 8,1998.
This period is not under "the favourable constellations for the wise
Alchemist" (11).
The results were the following
Element

Total in
(g)

Total out
(g)

Pb

291.86

227.06

Ag

160.81

169.97

5.34

5.08

u

Lead was reduced by 64.8 g ,Silver increased by 9.16 g , Uranium
was reduced by 0.26 g (a 5% reduction,which is within the experimental
error).
The "seasonal effect"which I had already previously observed showed
itself once again.
Even if! knew it I had never written about it before.
It was alredy difficult for the scientific community to get acquainted with
the idea ofLow Energy Transmutations. Imagine how easily a"seasonal
effect" in nuclear reactions could be accepted!
Fifth report.
A new test using F.M.1 was made on March 12,1998 near the end of
the"wrong"season.
The results were the following
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Element

Total in
(g)

Total out
(g)

Pb

292.92

269.65

Ag

163.02

163.23

u

4.72

3.95

Lead was reduced by 23 g, Silver did not change, and Uranium was
reduced by 0.77 g (a 16% reduction).
Sixth report .
A new test using FM1 was made on April I, 1998 at the beginning of the
"right"season.
The results were the following
Element

Total in
(g)

Total out
(g)

Pb

290.32

261.12

Ag

158.01

158.39

4.72

3.26

u

Lead was reduced by 29 g, Silver did not change,Uranium was reduced
by 1.46 g (a 30% reduction).

Conclusion .
All the tests made since 1992 show that the Alchemic hints are always
correct,proving that Alchemy is an experimental science.
Even the "seasonal effect" seems to be a correct hint.
This time further tests,all equal,will follow during the whole year,and
new hints will be tested.
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PRODUCTS OF NUCLEAR PROCESSES CAUSED BY ELECTROL
YSIS ON NICKEL AND PLATINUM ELECTRODES IN SOLUTIONS
OF ALKALI-METALLIC IONS
Reiko Notoya, Toshiyuki Ohnishi and Yoichi Noya
Catalysis Research Center, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060-0811, Japan

ABSTRACT
During electrolysis in 0.5 M K2CO3 solution of light water by use of nickel
and platinum electrodes, the simultaneous observation of gamma spectra
revealed the generation of following radio isotopes from platinum as one of the
electrode material: 1930s, 192Ir, 191Pt, 197Pt, 195mPt, 199Pt, 190 Au, 198Au, 190lr,
199Au and 190Ir. Further more, two peaks of gamma-ray attributed to the natural
decay of 43K and the decrease of peak at 2225 k eV due to thermal neutron
capture of hydrogen were observed during electrolysis in this system as well as
the peaks of gamma-ray attributed to the decay of 4°K and some nuclear
products from nickel, and that at 511 k eV due to positron annihilation which
had been observed by the authors.

INTRODUCTION
In recent 6 years since one of the authors proposed the generation of 4°K[1]
and calcium[l] by electrolysis in K2CO3 solution of light water by use of a
porous nickel cathode, several evidences for the low temperature nuclear
reactions caused by electrolysis were provided by observation, such as heat
evolution, tritium generation, gamma spectra and ICP-MS during electrolysis or
after electrolysis in various alkali metallic ions solutions of light or/and heavy
waters by use of porous nickel or platinized platinum as a cathode. The
following radioactive substances were determined as the products of nuclear
reactions quantitatively or semi-quantitatively: 3H[2], 22Na[3], 24Na[3,4],
89Rb[3,4], 92Sr[3,4], 134Cs[3,4], cesium, barium and lanthanide elements of
atomic mass number of 130 to 140[3,4], 56Co[3,4], 64Cu[3,4] and 65Zn[3,4].
Further more, the presence of a peak at 511 k eV on the gamma spectrum
proved that the positron annihilation[3,4] was occurring during electrolysis in
all alkali metallic ions' solutions described above.
The central aim of this work was to find evidence of some nuclear reactions
of platinum caused by electrolysis by means of gamma spectroscopy.
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EXPERIMENTALS AND RESULTS
The electrolytic cells used in this work and the experimental procedure
were practically the same as described in the previous papers[l ~6]. As
mentioned in the preceding introduction, it has been found that nickel as
cathode material is undergoing some nuclear reactions. In all experiments done
by the authors even in the case of using a nickel cathode, two platinum wires
were always used as a anode and a hook of the cathode which was polarized
cathodically as well as the nickel cathode. In previous works, some peaks
attributed to the nuclear products from platinum often appeared on gamma
spectra. The following two series of the observation were carried out: the
former was a series of the experiments repeated more than ten times choosing
attention to the accuracy and the reproducibility and the latter, a longer time
measurement of gamma-ray at the constant energies by use of a platinized
platinum cathode expecting larger increase of the peaks ascribable to the
nuclear products from platinum.
Before the series of experiments, the background was measured in the same
situation except for an open circuit. Before each experiment, the electrolytic
cell was cleaned by concentrated sulfuric acid and pure water, very well and a
nickel cathode and electrolyte solution were exchanged for new ones. A typical
gamma spectrum is shown in Fig. 1, which was observed during 24 hours'
electrolysis in 0.5M K2C03 solution of light water by use of a porous nickel
cathode and a platinum wire anode.
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Fig. 1 Typical gamma spectrum obtained by 24 hours' electrolysis in 0.5M
K2C03 light water solution by use of a porous nickel cathode and a platinum
wire anode, corresponding to the data Experiment 1 in Table 1.
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Table 1 exemplifies the numerical data obtained by a series of 24 hours'
experiments by use of a nickel cathode and a platinum anode. The remarkable
peaks were observed in a series of the 24 hours' experiments as partially shown
in Fig. 1 and Table I, which could be attributed to the nuclear products from
platinum, together with positron annihilation, thermal neutron capture of
hydrogen and those from nickel and potassium. In comparison with the
background spectrum, these peaks show sufficiently meaningful increments in
accuracy and in reproducibility, because of the consideration of the several
nuclear reactions occurring in parallel.
Table 1. Observation of gamma spectra during 24 hours' electrolysis in 0.5 M
K2C03 solution of light water by use of porous nickel cathodes and a platinum
wire anode a)_
Background
0
0

Experiment
Current, I(A mp)
Potential dif., E(Vl)
Peak position
Energy c), (keV)
50.0
73.0
77.0
92.0
185
295
352

511
609
1117
1461

A ssignment
199Au
193 Os
191Pt
67Cu,67 Ga,195mPt
67Cu,199Pt
192Ir 190Au
'
191Pt
e + annihilation
190Ir

65Ni 65Zn
)

40
K

a): carried out in Hokkaido University,
b): + 0.2 V,
c): resolution < 2.3 k eV,
d): error < 15.00%.

4.7
2.2
3.7

2
0.4
4.7

3
0.4
4.7

Count's rate d)
cps X 103
2.3
1.4
1.5
2.3
7.5
6.8
4.3
4.8
2.7
3.8
4.1
6.8
5.7

2.2
7.0
4.2
2.0
4.0
7.2

1
0.3
4.5

2.4

3.0

3.0

3.6

3.7

0.6

2.8

3.4
4.0
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Table 2. Gamma-ray measurement at constant energies during 84 hours'
electrolysis in 0.5 M K2C03 solution of light water by use of a platinized
platinum cathode and a platinum wire anode a).
Experiment
I&E

Background b)

Electrolysis
0.2amp, 3.5V

Increase

Energy region, Ascribable
Counts
(k eV)
source
Counts
cps x 103
43 K
13242+162.5 6949+ 117.6 1.21+0.34
368.3~377.3
407.7~416.7
19sAu
10912+147.8 5717+106.7 1.02+0.31
+
e anni. 15495+155.2 8252+113.2 1.85+0.37
506.2~517.0
19lpt
6073+110.6 3160+79.2
534. 9~543.8
0.49+0.23
4810+98.4 2664+73.3
43 K
613.7~622.6
0.93+ 0.21
9894+110.5 5952+83.9
40K
1457.2~1466.2
3.48+0.31
2218.4~2229.2 n+p�d+y 928+37.7
370+25.3
-0.38+0.08
a): carried out in New Hydrogen Energy Laboratory in Sapporo, by use of a
Ge-gamma spectrometer(Seiko EG&G, 7800-8B2),
b): 168hours' measurement.
Table 2 shows the quantitative data obtained by a gamma-ray measurement
at constant energies during 84 hours' electrolysis in the same solution as
described in Table 1, by use of platinized platinum as a cathode. From this table
it was found that the nuclear products 198Au and 191Pt were increasing during
electrolysis. Furthermore, two noteworthy findings are shown in this table, one
of them is the appearance of the two peaks ascribable to 43K, and another, the
decrease of the thermal neutron capture of hydrogen during electrolysis, i.e., the
decrease of neutron in the cell by electrolysis.
DISSCUTION AND CONCLUSION
On the basis of the results of the observation of the gamma spectra, at least
the following a parallel reaction scheme of nuclear products from platinum can
be easily deduced by use of the well known processes occurring in a nuclear
reactor and successive natural decay of the products, respectively:
(1)
(2)
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1 920ss(n, 'Y )1930s- /3 - _ 193 Irs,
19 6P s
t (n, 'Y ) 197Pt- /3 - _ 191Alls,
19
1 9sP s
t (n, 'Y ) 199 Pt- /3 - _ 1 99Au- /3 - _ 9if&,

(3)
(4)
(5)

where the subscript s denotes stable.
The reaction scheme of potassium also became clear, if the peak due to 42K
appeared. The little peak at 1525 k eV was often observed on the gamma
spectra during electrolysis in K2C03 solution; this is now under investigation.
The decrease of the counts at 2225 k eV seems to be caused by some
neutron capture occurring during electrolysis. The decrease of 3.8 x 10-4 cps
found to be corresponding to 3 events/sec. taking account of the efficiency of
the used gamma spectrometer for the neutron capture equal to 10-4_
The peak due to positron annihilation at 511 k eV appeared became larger
clearly with greater duration of electrolysis in both cases of using a nickel
cathode and a platinum cathode. It was possible that /3 + decay substances was
produced by nuclear reactions of platinum, for example, 1 88Ir and 190Au, but
now it is also under investigation in detail.
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MEASUREME1NT OF HIGH-ENERGETIC PARTICLES FROM TITANIUM SHEETS
IMPLANTED WITH DEUTERON BEAM
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Department of Nuclear Engineering , Osaka University, 2-1 Yamadaoka, Suita, Osaka, Japan

Abstract

To look for the signature of coherent multibody fusion, we have carried out the
experiments of D-beam implantation using a highly preloaded TiDx (x=l.4) target and a
counter-telescope of �&E charged-particle spectrometer. As a result of the experiments,
helium-3 (4.75MeV) and triton(4.75MeV) from 3D-fusion proposed by new class of fusion
theory in solid[l-3] were repeatedly observed. W e identified the two unique charged
particles as products of the reaction channel of 3D ➔ t + 3He + 9.5MeV by the
combinational analyses of one-dimensional and two-dimensional data. Experimentally
obtained 3D fusion rate was in the order of 103 f/s that was surprisingly large value and was
enhanced about 1026 times, compared with the traditional theory of D-D reaction process.

1. Introduction

Multibody deuteron fusion model in metal-deuteride (especially PdDx and TiDx)
has been proposed[l-3],to explain anomalous results which have been reported in world
wide cold fusion studies[4]. The model assumes that the coherent motion of 3-4 deuterons in
some local points in metal-deuteride lattice may induce strongly enhanced multibody
deuteron-fusion rates under transient dynamic conditions. The excitation screening model
[2] for enhancing drastically the Coulomb barrier penetration probability in fusion process
has been proposed by the authors. Clustering of deuterons in coherent motion was conceived
to be stimulated by electrolysis, deuteron-beam implantation and so on.
Using implantation method for Ti or Pd pure film with low-energy deuteron-beam,
we have tried to find the evidence of 3D fusion and could few times observe isolated peaks
at about 7.5MeV [3]. Recently we have first time observed [5] some anomalous peaks in the
improved experiment using a sophisticated charged-particle detection system with a two
dimensional �E&E counter telescope and highly D-preloaded target conditions. We are
convinced that these peaks are events of 3D fusion. In this paper we show the results of our
second experiment with the advanced analyses for the experimental data and we will show
much more aefinite and strong evidence for the drastically enhanced- events of 3D fusion, by
the successful detection of 4.75 MeV triton and 4.75 MeV helium-3 from the 3D➔ t + 3He
+9.5 MeV channel.

2. Experimental Method and Procedure

Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the experimental apparatus installed in a
beam line of the deuteron accelerator, OKTAVIAN. A specially designed cylindrical vacuum
chamber ( 30 cm diameter, 40 cm height) was made of stainless steel. It is equipped with
flanges, metal-gaskets for vacuum seal, feedthroughs for electric measurements and water
cooling channels. Pressure of the vacuum chamber was kept to be about 10"6 Torr by a
turbomolecular pump. We have used a highly preloaded TiDx plate sample (x=l.4; 1 mm
thick, 15 mm x 30 mm wide) mounted on a Peltier device which cooled the sample plate.
We bombarded the same point of the TiDx sample with the previous experiment[5]. Beam
current was kept to about 30µA. The temperature of the sample was monitored with a
thermocouple and was kept to be 5-15degree C during the experimental runs. We have used
the sophisticated charged-particle spectroscopy system with a two-dimensional LiE&E
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counter telescope set up at 90deg and
three one-dimensional spectrometers of
Deuteron beam
150-JOOkeV, IO-IOOµA on the target
LlE-detector (26 µm thickness Si-SSD;
transmission type), E-detector (150 µm
Si-SSD) and Ek(total-energy)-detector
(200 µm) at 120deg.
An aluminum foil (3 µm thickness) was
set up in front of the ilE- and Ek-detectors
to reject scattered deuterons from the
sample. All SSDs were covered with
aluminum cylinders for electro-magnetic
shielding. Absolute counting efficiencies
of the detectors were about 0.1 % which
were estimated by taking into account the
detector solid angles with 25 mm
effective surface areas. We have made
precise analyses of spectral data in
combination of one-dimensional (anti
coincidence + coincidence events) data of
�E, E and Ek and two-dimensional data
(coincidence between ilE and E detector
signals) from ilE&E two-dimensional
Fig.1 schematic drawing of the experimental apparatus
MCA.

3. Results and Discussions

Figure 2 shows measured Ek-spectra from TiDx (x=l.4) plate implanted with
Second experiment Febr. 18-20, 1998
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Fig.2 Charged-particle spectra from TiDx plate under deuteron-beam stimulation;
where p2 and t2 denote protons and tritons by normal D-D fusion; 2D -> p + t
+ (4.03MeV), C denotes proton by the 12C-D nuclear reaction and pp at about
6MeV denotes double pile-up signals of p2. Two strange shoulders (t3), (h3)
and a-peak are different from pile-up components.
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deuteron beam ((a)150 keV and (b)300 keV). About 2.8 MeV proton peaks (p2) and 0.3-0.5
MeV triton peaks (t2) are normal D-D reaction products. It is thought at the moment that 2.5
MeV proton peak (C) is 12C-D reaction product emitted from thin carbon layer deposited on
the target surface during beam implantation. The peak at 5.5 MeV(pp) is easily recognized
as a peak of p2 double pile-up signals. We immediately notice "two strange shoulders" (h3
and t3) which are obviously different from pile-up components [5] and making a dip at
around 3.7 MeV. Furthermore, other peak at 6.5 MeV(a) can be seen. What these spectra are
is solved in the following.
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Fig.4 The spectrum by one-dimensional MCA for 6.E-detector;
h3-dash denotes nominal "4.75MeV-helium" emitted from
Active zone by 3D-fusion.

Figure 3 shows the spectrum by one-dimensional MCA for E-detector. We can
recognize the same strange shoulder (t3-dash) as t3 in Fig. 2. As compared with t3 (edge at
about 4.3 MeV), the central energy 3.4-3.6 MeV of t3-dash is reduced by about 0.7-0.9 MeV
which corresponds to the triton energy loss by the thickness of �E-detector (Si 26 µm). In
view of the energy-loss (about 0.4-0.5 MeV) by Al foil and depth in TiDx sample, we can
regard t3 and t3-dash as nominal "4.75 MeV-triton" of 3D fusion: 3D ➔ t(4.75 MeV)
+3He(4.75 MeV); emitted from the deeper place than the previous experiment. "Active
zone" is conceived to exist in the depth of 3-4 µm from sample surface and over the incident
d- beam range of about 2 µm for 300 keVdeuteron beam in TiDx sample. We speculate that
the Active zone has moved from shallow depth in the first experient [5] to the deeper place,
since we bombarded the same place of the sample and the shallower place would be
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damaged. Now we have to see the partner particle of 3D-fusion, i.e., "4.75 MeV-3He".
Figure 4 shows the spectrum by one-dimensional MCA for AB-detector. This spectrum has a
3.4 MeV-broad peak (h3-dash), over the region of pile-up signals caused by D-D reaction
(Ap2 and At2) signals. The peak energy of h3-dash broad peak corresponds to nominal "4.75
MeV- 3He- particles" emitted from the Active zone in TiDx sample, by adding energy loss
of about 1.4 MeV by Al foil and depth (3-4 µm) of the Active-zone. In Fig. 2, we can also
confirm that the h3 shoulder energy corresponds to the energy of h3-dash peak and so h3 in
Fig. 2 is by "4.75 MeV- 3He-particles" produced by 3D fusions. We might regard the h3
edges as "3.5 MeV a-particles" by D + T➔ a + n + 17.6 MeV reactions, by either
secondary D + T reactions ([h3]/[p2]: constant) or direct D + T reactions ([h3]/[p2] will
decrease when we increase deuteron-beam energy) with contamination tritium. However h3
�--.- Triton 4.3MeV
Pile-up profile (pp) by p,

---

1.E+03

2

Bk: 4B+

6 .4
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B energy

8.2

(Me\,)

99
·
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Fig.5 The contour map (t.E v.s. t.E+E) by two-dimentional MCA for t.E and E coincident signals

is not due to these D + T reactions, since[h3]/[p2] ratio has increased by about 20 times from
150 keV (a) to 300 keV (b) deuteron energy. Both of t3 and h3 count-rates by 3D fusion
were obtained as about 103f/sec. Compared with the proton count-rate by normal D-D
reactions, the ratio of count-rate [3D]/[2D] equals to -10-3• It is shown that 3D fusion rate
was surprisingly enhanced by about 1026 times, compared with the traditional theory of D-D
reaction process[5]. Figure 5 shows the contour map (AE v.s. AB+B) by two-dimensional
MCA with coincidence for AB- and E-signals. Though the 3He (h3) profile is not included by
the full-absorption with the AB-detector, it is seen that the spectrum of triton (t3) is separated
from proton pile-up profile (pp) clearly in the present experiment. In Fig. 5, we can
recognize a-peak as the same peak as the peak at about 6.2 MeV in Fig. 2. We consider
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about the origin of the a-peaks in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5. Initial kinetic energy of this a-particle is
estimated to be about 7.6 MeV, by addingl.4 MeV energy loss by Al foil and the depth in
TiDx. One possibility is a 7.9 MeV a-particle from another 3D branch; 3D➔d(15.9
MeV)+4He(7.9 MeV), although we could not detect 15.9 MeV-d in this experiment. We also
guess that it may be indicating the strong enhancement of higher energy a-particle emission
by 4D fusion[5]. Furthermore, we have a doubt for the spectrum of 12C-D reaction in Fig. 2,
which might be "cold D-D" reactions due to its peak energy and broadened width.
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STRONG EXCESS ENERGY EVOLUTION, NEW ELEMENT
PRODUCTION, AND ELECTROMAGNETIC
WAVE AND/OR NEUTRON EMISSION IN
THE LIGHT WATER ELECTROLYSIS
WITH A TUNGSTEN CATHODE
T. OHMORI, T. MIZUNO*
Catalysis Research Center, Hokkaido University, Kitaku, Sapporo 060, Japan
*Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Kitaku, Sapporo 060, Japan

ABSTRACT
Strong heat evolution enough to
incandesce the electrode was observed by
applying a high electric power. The excess
energy amounts to 183 W which is 2.6 times
the input power. At the same time strong
electromagnetic wave and/or neutron
emission reaching 60,000 counts/sec by a
neutron counter was observed. During the
electrolysis considerable amounts of new
elements, ie. Pb, Fe, Ni, Cr and C were
produced. The distributions of Fe, Cr and C
on/in the electrode were overlapped. The
isotopic distribution of Pb deviated greatly
from the natural isotopic abundance. These
results show that the nuclear transmutation
reaction took place on/in the tungsten
electrode during the electrolysis.
INTRODUCTION
In several reports published recently, it
has been demonstrated that many kinds of
new elements, e.g. Hg, Os, Kr, Zn, Cu, Ni, Fe,
Cr, Si, Mg with anomalous isotopic contents
were produced during the cathodic
electrolysis in N�S04 and Na2C03 light
water solutions [1-7). We concluded on the
basis of these results that some nuclear
transmutation reactions take place, which
initiate by an interaction among protons(or H
atoms), electrons and electrode material
atoms via neutron formation, and the
products successively disintegrate to form
above elements. In order to withdraw greater
nuclear energy utilizing these reactions it
seems favorable to select a metal with high
mass number as an electrode material since it
has a smaller binding energy per nucleon.

In the present study we chose tungsten as an
electrode material and conducted light water
electrolysis by applying a high electric power.
To our surprise, we observed a strong excess
energy evolution to such an extent that the
electrode became incandescent and an intense
electromagnetic wave and/or neutron
emission occurred concomitantly. In addition,
fairly amounts of C, Cr, Fe, Ni and Pb were
produced on/in the electrode during the
electrolysis. In this report we will show the
results and discuss about some possible
nuclear reactions.
EXPERIMENTAL
The electrolytic cell was a flat-bottomed
fused quartz vessel with a silicone rubber
stopper equipped with a working electrode, a
counter electrode, a thermocouple and an
alcohol thermometer. Tungsten electrode
used was a flag formed plate connected with
a tungsten lead wire. The counter electrode
was a platinum gauze. The electrolyte
solutions were 0.5 M N�S04 . Besides, 0.5
M K2C03 was used in the analysis of the
emission from the incandescent electrode.
Both solutions were prepared from Merck
sprapur grade reagents and Milli-Q water.
The impurities containing in the Na2 S04
solution are Ba(0,2-0.l ppm), Si(0.1 - 0.01
ppm), K(0.01 - 0.001 ppm), Li, Mg, Ca, P,
Sr, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Hg, Pb
(0.001- 0.0001 ppm), Ti, Mn, and Cd (<
0.0001 ppm). The impurities containing in
the platinum gauze are Rh ( l 8ppm), Pd, Cr,
Si(2ppm) Cu, Fe, B, and Ca(< l ppm). The
amounts of Fe and Cr in tungsten are 0.003
and 0.001 ppm, respectively. The volume of
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the electrolyte solution is 120 ml. Tue
electrolysis was conducted in an air
thermostat controlled at 20 ± 1 °C. Tue
temperature of the solution was followed by
both thermocouple (alomel-chromel type)
and alcohol thermometer. The former was
inserted into a quartz glass sheath containing
silicone oil at the bottom and the latter was
coated with Teflon film. Tue electric power
was supplied by either of the regulated DC
current/voltage supplies with 160 V or 240 V
maximum output potential. The analysis of
the emission from the electrode was made
using a portable neutron REM counter (Fuji
Electric NSN-10014) which was placed at a
distance of 30 cm from the electrolytic cell.
The product elements were analyzed by
energy dispersive X-ray analyzer (EDX),
electron probe micro analyzer (EPMA) and
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS).

temperature of the solution just before the
ignition of the electrode was 80 - 85 °C,
which, after the ignition, started to increase
sharply and reached the boiling point within
80 sec. This phenomenon was easily
reproduced. The recording of the solution
temperature using the thermocouple became
impossible after the ignition owing to a
strong noise. The far the thermocouple was
separated from the electrode, the smaller was
the noise level. Perhaps, this has relevance
to an induction of electromagnetic wave
accompanying with the emergence of the
glow as will be described later in detail. It is
considered that the electromagnetic wave is
caused by plasma emerged by some nuclear
reaction. It is surprising that the plasma was
formed even in such a liquid phase. The
increase in the temperature of the solution
after the ignition was followed by the
alcohol thermometer.
In order to estimate the excess energy
evolved, a calibration curve was measured
under the same electrolysis condition as the
practical electrolysis by introducing a
Nichrome-heater into the solution of the
electrolytic cell. The rise of the solution
temperature was followed by applying an
input electric power, 112 W (0.7 A x 160 V),
identical with that applied after the ignition
of the electrode. Figure 2 shows

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Under the electrolysis condition at
potentials below 120 - 140 V only a
conventional evolution of H2 gas was
observed from the working electrode.
However, as the potential exceeded above
values the electrode began to occur a spark
discharge. When the electric power increased
up to 160 V the electrode was heated
incandescently and reddish purple glow
emerged in the solution around the electrode.
Figure 1 shows the incandescent condition

90
t
<l

50

Fig. 1. Toe incandescent coµdition of �e
electrode. The white sphere m the
middle is the glow.

100
t / sec

Fig. 2. Experimental and calibration curves
between solution temperature and
input power: <•) experimental, (0)
calibration.

of the electrode. The current density was 1.4
± 0. 2 A/cm2 (0.7 ± 0.1 A of current
intensity). Such a condition was kept nearly
steadily during the electrolysis. Tue
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experimental and calibration curves in the
temperature range corresponding to that
risen after the ignition. The rate of the
temperature rise of the experimental curve is
0.15°C/sec, being ca. 3 times greater than
that of the calibration curve, 0.057 °C/sec.
Thus, the rate of the total energy evolved
from the tungsten electrode after the ignition
is estimated at 295 W from the product of
the input power and the ratio of the rate of
the temperature rise of the experimental
curve to that of the calibration curve, i.e. 112
W x 0.15 I 0.057. Therefore, the net-rate of
the excess energy evolution (hereafter we
will call as excess energy) is estimated at
183 W, being 2.6 times the input energy.
This result has an important significance in
that the excess energy of some 100 KW is
easily obtainable if we use an electrode of ca.
1000 cm2 and an electric source of 100 KW
order.
Under the incandescent condition of the
tungsten electrode strong electromagnetic
wave and/or neutron emission was detected.
These intensities against input potential
observed in the electrolysis in 0.5 M Na2S04
and 0.5 M K2CO3 solutions are shown in Fig.
3, being in the range of O - 15,000 counts/sec
for Na2S04, and of O - 60,000 counts/sec for
K2C03 . It is noticeable that the intensities, if
they are due to neutrons, are 5 - 6 orders of
magnitude higher than the natural value.
The emission intensity in K2C03 is ca. 100
times that in Na2S04 at a potential of 140 V,
which, in both cases, tended to increase
nearly exponentially with input potential.
Similar behavior was observed in the
electrolysis with platinum electrode [8].
When the potential was reduced to 120 V (for
K2CO3) - 140 V (for NaiSO4) the glow
em1ss1on disappeared (although spark
discharge still continued) and the neutron
emission nearly ceased.
Naturally, the electrode surface after the
electrolysis revealed quite different structure
from that before the electrolysis. Figure 4
shows a scanning electron micr()scope (SEM)
image of the tungsten electrodes after the
electrolysis. One can see that the whole
electrode surface changed into a lava-like
structure. This shows that the tungsten layers
close to the surface have melted as a result of
the incandescence. May be, the temperature
rose up to 3000 °C or more. In addition,

considerable amounts of several new
elements were detected on/in the electrode.
Figure 5 shows typical EDX spectra obtained
from the tungsten electrodes before and after
the electrolysis. One can see that significant
amounts of Fe, Cr are formed on/in the
electrode after the electrolysis (Fig. SB).
Whereas, only signals of W are observed
on/in the tungsten electrode before
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Fig. 3. The intensities of emission counted per
second from the incandescent electrode
using REM neutron counter.

the electrolysis (Fig. SA). Figure 6 shows
EPMA images of the distributions of C, 0,
Cr, Fe and W on/in the electrode shown in
Fig. 4. As seen from the images the
distributions of C, Fe and Cr are overlapping
and concentrate at the center part of the
crater-like structure (point A) visible in the
middle of Fig. 4. The ratios of Fe, Cr and W
to all of the constituting elements are
estimated at 67.4, 16.9, and 7.9 at. %,
respectively, the contents of Fe and Cr being
much greater than W. However the content
of these elements markedly decreases with
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leaving the center of the crater-like structure
and consequently the ratios of Fe and Cr are
6.7 and 1.9 %, respectively, at the edge (point
B). It should be noted that Fe and Cr, which
are present infinitesimally in the present
electrolysis system, are distributed locally
only at the center part of the crater-like
structure and, besides, exceed by far the
amount of W of the electrode material. As
have mentioned already, the contents of Fe
and Cr are in the range of0.01 - 0.001 ppm in

convenience. Contrary to the expectation
from the results obtained in light and heavy
water electrolysis with gold, nickel and
palladium electrodes [1-9], the isotopic
distributions of Fe and Cr are not so much
deviated from their natural isotopic
abundance. Only the isotopic contents of Pb
comprising ca. 1 % of the constituent
elements ofthe electrode surface are deviated
markedly from the natural values. This result
shows that the major nuclear products of the
nuclear transmutation reaction occurred on
the tungsten electrode are 56Fe and 52Cr. In
view of the overlapping of the distributions
of Fe, Cr and C at the center part of the
crater-like structure, it is natural to consider
that the Fe, Cr and C atoms were produced
concomitantly.
The facts that a large amount of excess
energy evolution enough to incandesce
tungsten
electrode
and
a
strong
electromagnetic wave and/or neutron
em1ss1on were observed simultaneously
supports strongly that some nuclear reaction

Fig. 4. SEM image of the W electrode surface
after the electrolysis.

,=lA

the tungsten and platinum materials used as
the working and counter electrodes and in the
range of 0.001 - 0.0001 ppm in 0.5 M
Na2SO4 solution. Such amounts ofFe and Cr
are undetectable by EDX measurement with
moderate sensitivity even if all these atoms
are deposited on/in the tungsten electrode
surface. Therefore, it is natural to consider
that these elements are not impurities but
products from some nuclear transmutation
reaction. In addition, the overlapping
distribution of these elements is not
understandable in terms of the electro
deposition from impurities.
The isotopic distributions of Fe and Cr
present within the depth of 160 A of the
electrode after the electrolysis are 6.1 (4.31),
79.l (83.75), and 12.4 (9.55) % for 50Cr, 52Cr
and 53 Cr, 91.0 (91.66) and 2.9 (2.19) % for
56
Fe and 57Fe, and 38.5 (25), 55.0 (22), 6.5
(52) % for 206Pb, 207Pb and 208Pb, respectively
(the numerical values in the parentheses are
natural isotopic abundance). In this
calculation the isotopic contents of 54Cr and
54
Fe are regarded as to be equal to their
natural isotopic abundance for the sake of
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Fig. 5. Typical EDX spectra on/in the W
electrodes before and after the
electrolysis: A before the electrolysis,
B after the electrolysis.
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occurred during the electrolysis. Besides, the
thing that these results were obtained in the
light water electrolysis has a very important
significance in that the major nuclear reaction
occurring in the electrolysis system is not
conventional 2H-2H or 2H-3H reaction.
As a most feasible starting nuclear
reaction, it is expected that the following
electron capture reaction takes place at the
electrode-solution interface [4],
proton (or H) + e- - neutron

exuded by tunneling through the wall of the
electric field may happen to have a chance to
be captured by protons or hydrogen atoms,
although an overwhelming majority of the
electrons are consumed by the conventional
hydrogen gas evolution reaction. With
increasing the electric field the reaction (I)
would rapidly accelerate, which may be
possible to cause the exponential increase of
the neutron emission as shown in Fig. 3. The
greater part of the neutrons thus produced
would be captured by tungsten atoms of the
electrode material, for example, as follows,

(l)

Under a strong electric field across this
interface a small fraction of the electrons
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Fig. 6. EPMA images of the distribution of C, 0, Cr, Fe and Won/in the electrode after the electrolysis.
EDX spectra, A and B, correspond to those at points A and Bin Fig.4, respectively.
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Only part of neutrons emit out of the
electrolytic cell if the emission detected by
the neutron counter is due to neutrons.
The 182-+nw" thus produced is unstable,
disintegrating immediately to form Fe, Cr
and C, for example, by the following
reaction.

From the EPMA images shown in Fig. 6, it is
clear that these nuclear transmutation
reactions have occurred locally on/in the
tungsten electrode and, as a result, the crater
like structure has been formed at that part.
Perhaps, the reaction (1) would occur at a
specific part of the electrode where the
electric field is forming extremely strongly.
It is expected that a fairly amount of X-ray
emits out of the electrolytic cell if the
reaction model is valid. So far, some reliable
X-ray observations were made for Pd and Ni
electrodes [6, 11-12].
The reality ofthe low temperature nuclear
reaction in the light water electrolysis system
is strengthened to a great extent by the
present study. To draw a crucial conclusion
for this issue, more detailed analysis of the
emission from the incandescent electrode is
absolutely necessary.
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Abstract
The key parameters for the occurrence of the anomalous phenomena, especially the excess
heat generation and the emission of the excess neutrons, have been investigated through a
series of electrolysis in Pd-LiOD(H) systems. The 7 points of key parameters are identified. In
the present work, a series of systematic experiments has been carried out under some param
eters fixed. Under controlling the key parameters completely, the anomalous phenomena with
appreciable correlation between the excess heat generation and the excess neutron emission
can be replicated successfully.
Introduction
The reproducibility of the anomalous phenomena, especially the excess heat generation and
the emission of the excess neutrons, was reportedr 1 ir2n 3U4l, where we insisted that the complete
control of the 7 key parameters occurred in Pd-LiOD electrolysis was essential to attain it. The
7 key parameters have been selected as follows:
I: Purity of Pd cathode
2: Shape and size of Pd cathode
3: Processes of pretreatment of Pd cathode
4: Electrolysis mode
5: Electrolyte
6: Purity of the medium
7: Initial Open-Circuit Voltage
In the present work, the coincidental electrolysis operation of the foreground runs with the
heavy water and the background runs with light water are carried out under the same con
trolled conditions except for the electrode, LiOD(H), to realize the correlation between the
excess heat generation and the excess neutrons. The depth profiles of the hydrogen isotopes
are also analyzed with Elastic Resonance Detection Analysis (ERDA).
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Polyethylene
blocks

Polyethylene
blocks

B.G. (Pd-Pt-LiOH)------- F.G. (Pd-Pt-LiOD)

Temperature: 24.0 ±1 'C
..______________
_ Humidity: 30 ± 10%

1----------------'

Fig.1 Coincident operation system

Level
adjustment

I

P.C. computer
GP-1B
controller-----

DC

Digital
thermometer

Fig.2 Schematic view of the electrolysis cell and
the electrolysis control and data acquisition system
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Experimental
The coincident operating system is il
lustrated in Fig. I, which is the same sys
tem reported in our previous paper [ll _ The
preparation of the NE-213 system are
also same methods. The ambient tem
perature is controlled at 24 ± 1 °C by the
two air conditioners. Fig.2 shows the
schematic view of the electrolysis cell
and the electrolysis control and data ac
quisition system. The temperature of the
cooling water is kept at 24 ± 0.1 °c. The
level of the electrolyte is kept constant
by the level adjustment equipment. The
experimental conditions are displayed in
Table1. The 4N Pd cathodes which are
manufactured by Tanaka Kikinzoku Co.
Ltd., are used. All the Pd samples are pre-
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treated by the mechanical pol
Table1 Experimental conditions
ish and annealed at 850°C for
Period
Cathode
Electrolysis mode
Bectrolyte
10 hours in vacua. The light wa Run No.
ter and heavy water are distilled
6 weeks
3
Pd plate
Foreground run
with potassium permanganate
Pulse mod e
0.6X10X25 High/Low
_.. 1.0M UOD
as a strong oxidation reagent.
5 weeks
[mm]
4
600 I 20 [mAcm·2J
The concentration of the elec
3/ 3 [hours ]
Background run
5
weeks
5
trolyte is I.OM LiOD or LiOH.
_.. 1.0M UOH
The pulse mode electrolysis is
performed with 3 hours repetition time. The current density of the high mode is 800mA/cm2
and the low mode is 20mA/cm2 , respectively. The electrolysis experiments are operated for
five weeks or more. The excess power evaluation is performed by means of inner standard
calibration method reported in our previous paper(ll _ The neutron emission is evaluated by
calculating the neutron ratios between the neutron counting rates in the background run and
these in the foreground run.
Results and discussion
Excess power and excess neutrons
Fig.3, 4 and 5 show the neutron ratio and the excess power in each week ofRun3, Run4 and
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Runs, respectively. The physical definition of the excess heat generated and the excess neu
trons emitted are as same as those used in our series of the previous papersPl[21 . The generated
excess power are demonstrated by the histgram of the lower side ofFig.3, 4 and 5. As has been
reported, this two anomalous effects could not be confirmed evidently in all the background
runs in Run3, 4 and 5. These two parameters are depicted in each one week operation for each
foreground run. Evidently from these figures, the appreciable correlation between two these
anomalous effect can be confirmed in time sequences and also in its magnitude.
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In Fig.6, the correlation be
tween the excess power and the
neutron ratios are displayed to
clarify this very important corre
lation. Very clear correlations are
found in Run3 and Run4, and
similar correlation in Runs. The
correlation coefficient is estimated
to be about 1. 5 X 107 J/neutron ra
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Fig. 7 The depth profile of the loading ratio
in the foreground runs

tio and this coefficient was almost
constant in the present study.
Depth profile analysis
The typical depth profiles of
Run3 and Run4 obtained by
ERDA analysis are shown inFig. 7
and Fig. 8 for the foreground run
and the background run, respec
tively. The loading ratio reported
in our previous paper[5l is almost
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Fig.a The depth profile of the loadingratio
in the background runs
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0.9 which is determined by the electroresistance measurement. A remarkable fact depicted in
Fig.7 is that the deuterium loading ratio on the Pd surface in the foreground run is exceeds the
magnitude of 1.5. The hydrogen loading ratio is only 0.6 and the hydrogen isotopes loading
ratio of the short time experiment is almost I l6l. It is now obvious that the deuterium accumu
late much higher than the hydrogen on the Pd surface by continuing the electrolysis for about
one month.
These experimental facts indicate that all the anomalous phenomena take place simulta
neously. Namely, the 3rd week after the electrolysis is the initiation point and the excess power
is related to the excess neutron emission in the present experiment. The deuterium accumulate
much higher than the hydrogen on the Pd surface and the hydrogen isotopes accumulate in
creases with increasing the electrolysis time. The accumulation of the hydrogen isotopes is
decreased after the anomalous phenomena is terminated.
Conclusion
A series of electrolysis in Pd-LiOD(H) systems has been operated to confirm the reproduc
ibility of the anomalous phenomena under control the 7 key parameters.
The 7 key parameters have been discussed to find the anomalous phenomena with adequate
successful reproducibility. In the present work, by the quantitatively complete controlling of
the three parameters connected strongly to the materials, the reproducibility of the anomalous
phenomena in Pd-LiOD electrolysis system can be realized with the clear appreciable correla
tion between the excess heat and the excess neutrons.
In the further study, the dynamic atomic interaction of the three elements, Pd-Li-D, in the
Pd cathode will become very significant to elucidate the mechanism of the anomalous phe
nomena as mentioned above.
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ABSTRACT
In an effort to test the polyneutron theory of low-energy nuclear reactions, a technique
was applied to four electrolysis cathodes which produces essentially only oxides that are
stable at about 1030° C and are volatile at room temperature. High resolution mass
spectroscopy of the resulting gas at room temperature revealed 23 masses between 222 and
351 AMU that cannot be ascribed to known compounds. Analysis by the Poisson
distribution function shows in particular that the masses found between 231 and 241 AMU
cannot be ascribed to random signals. This group of masses corresponds to CO2 the carbon of
which is the neutron-rich nuclide predicted by the polyneutron theory.
INTRODUCTION
Many diverse theories have been proposed to explain "cold fusion"; most of these depend
on a variety of ideas addressing the Coulomb repulsion between particles of like charges.
Other theorists avoid the Coulomb repulsion by invoking neutral species as one of the
reactants in low-energy nuclear reactions. Among these is Fisher (1,2) who considers
polyneutrons as the active agents in these reactions. The neutron clusters are supposed bound
by a BCS-type of interaction. Their multiplication and growth to very large sizes produce the
thermal energy detected by many investigators, and their decay by �-emission and fission
produces the nuclides found after electrolysis by Miley et al. (3) and by Mizuno et al. (4).
This is the only theory that is compatible with the gaps in the distribution of nuclide masses
observed after electrolysis both by Mizuno et al. and by Miley et al.
One of the predictions of Fisher's theory is that heavy nuclides rich in neutrons should be
generated. Because the electronic properties of such nuclides are not known it seems best to
use a purely chemical technique to detect their existence. This paper reports a chemical
procedure to try to verify the generation of neutron-rich carbon isotopes.
EXPERIMENTAL
The present technique consists of heating in oxygen gas a metal cathode previously used
for electrolytic deposition of deuterium or of hydrogen. If neutron-rich carbon was produced
during the electrolysis, at a sufficiently high temperature it should diffuse to the sample
surface and there be oxidized to form CO2 which can be collected in a portion of the apparatus
maintained at liquid nitrogen temperature. The cathode sample, cut into small pieces, is placed
in a silica tube wound by chrome! heating wire itself enclosed by thermal insulation. About
0.8 atm of oxygen is introduced and the contents are heated to between 1020 and 1050° C for
10 hours or longer. The heated zone produces continuous convection that takes volatile
products of the oxidation to the neighborhood of a side-branching tube (the "cold finger")
which is kept immersed in liquid nitrogen. From that point a diffusive flux is generated
through an open valve towards the frozen condensate within the cold finger. After 10 to 12
hours the system is pumped out, leaving the condensate in place. The valve of the cold finger
is then closed and the cold finger is removed from the apparatus. The same procedure is then
applied to pieces of the same metal as is the cathode but which has not served as a cathode in
electrolysis. The contents of the cold finger from this second extraction serve as the blank
against which the result of the oxidation of the cathode is compared. The contents of the cold
fingers, now at room temperature, are examined sequentially in a Finnigan MAT-95 high
resolution mass spectrometer. Signals produced by contaminants should appear in the blank
which is analyzed first before the result from the cathode sample. Only signals which do not
appear from the blank but do appear from the samples, as well as those which appear strongly
from the sample but appear only insignificantly in the blank, are counted as significant. Figure
1 shows typical examples of both categories. The efficacy of the described procedure to
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extract ordinary carbon from a metal was verified by the successful generation of ordinary
CO2 from a sample of mild steel. The CO2 was identified by the mass spectrometer.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The described procedure has been applied to four metal cathodes and their corresponding
blanks. The palladium sample designated 0-113 was shown (5) calorimetrically to have
generated excess thermal power during electrolysis. Those designated by T-4 and T-7 were
obtained from Prof. A. Takahashi, Osaka University. Both samples generated excess thermal
power, as described in ref. (6). The nickel sample served as cathode for the electrolysis of
H2O plus D2O (with the Pd cathodes only D2O was used). The Ni/H2O, D2O experiment
was patterned in part after the work of Patterson (7) who showed that excess thermal power
can be developed with Ni/H2O electrolysis. However, during our electrolysis, which lasted 16
days, no attempt was made to ascertain whether or not excess thermal power was developed.
Mass spectroscopic analysis of the blank (non-cathode metal sample) was carried out
first, immediately followed by the analysis of the cathode sample. Multiple mass scans were
made on each and the scans were averaged by the instrument in order to reduce the effect of
instrumental noise. The averaged mass spectrum from the cathode was carefully compared
with the averaged mass spectrum from the corresponding blank, and the individual mass scans
were also examined for consistency in displaying a mass appearing from the cathode specimen
but not appearing in the blank. The results of these examinations are shown in Table I. The
Table I. Significant Masses Found in Room Temperature Gas Resulting From Oxidation at
1020-1050°
Pd.0-113

238

T-7
(212)
(216)

(236)(mS)
237
240
(241)

272(S)

299

292

T-4
222 (S)
(233)(S)
234
(235)(SS)
238(SS)

238

247
(252)
(254)
(275)
277(SS)

351 (S)
Notes:

Ni

315
316.5
330
{3602

A conservative estimate of accuracy of these masses is± 0.2 AMU.
Mass values in parentheses are those for which the mass signal for the cathode
sample was much stronger than the very weak signal in the corresponding blank (see
Figure 1). Mass values without parentheses are those that do not show any signal
at all in the corresponding blank (see Figure 1).
S signifies a strong signal, SS very strong, mS medium strong. The others represent
weak signals but still significantly above noise.

ICCF-7
enclosed in parentheses are those for which a signal somewhat above noise level
mass values
_
appears m the blank mass spectrum but for which the line for that mass in the cathode
spectrum appears much stronger. Figure 1 shows a typical example. The mass values in
Table I not in paren�eses ai:e 1?,os� for which �0.1::ace at all app�ars in the corresponding
blank, thereby effectively elrrnmatmg any poss1b1hty that these Imes arise from contamination.
Figure 1 shows a typical example of this category also.
234.9
I

L 9-----1---232.J..,

237.9
I
249....!
248�

231...Q,

('< ..
i i-�'iJ: "'.l"'[' 'ri

I
220

..,'-,
M "' .,

I. 9

230

'"�f,,

220

240

Figure I. A segment of the mass spectrum from specimen T4 (the upper figure) juxtaposed
with the corresponding segment of the blank spectrum. The line labeled 238 AMU is an
example where the spectrum of the blank shows only noise at a mass value at which the
specimen exhibits a strong signal. The lines labeled 233 and 235 are only slightly above noise
in the spectrum of the blank but are quite strong in the spectrum of the specimen.
To see if the mass values in Table 1 can be ascribed to known compounds we have
searched the literature for compounds having molecular masses within 0.9 AMU from the
mass values in Table I. Candidate compounds must be stable at 1020°C and be sufficiently
volatile at room temperature. With these conditions the only possible ordinary compounds
that may be responsible for some of the masses listed in Table I are Ru(CO)5,C2Cl6 and
05 04. Setting aside the improbability of having chlorine, ruthenium, or osmium as impurities
in the samples but not in the blanks, the only masses in Table I that might be ascribable to
normal compounds are 237,241,and 254. Omitting these,the remaining 23 mass values of
Table I either correspond to species that formed and are stable at 1020-1050°C and that are
volatile at room temperature, or represent random, fortuitous signals.
To distinguish between physically significant and random signals we apply the Poisson
distribution function (8) to our data. We divide the entire range of masses investigated,200 to
400 AMU, into 20 subdivisions, or bins, and we count the number of significant masses that
appear in each bin (see Table II). If we assun1e that the probability of a random signal is
independent of the mass value, then on the basis of pure chance, the average population of any
one bin would be 1.15 mass values. From the Poisson distribution function it follows that the
probability of finding by chance 8 or more mass entries in any one of the 20 bins is 0.7 x 10-4.
This strongly suggests that the mass values in the 231-240 bin are physically real. The other
mass values in Table I,particularly those not in parentheses,may also be real but our data are
too sparse to make any claim at this stage.
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Table II. Assignment of Found Significant Mass Values to Subdivisions by Decades of the
Examined Mass Range

Mass Bracket
201-210
211-220
221-230
231-240
241-250
251-260
261-270
271-280
281-290
291-300
301-310
311-320
321-330
331-340
341-350
351-360
361-370
371-380
381-390
391-400

Number of
Significant Mass
Values
0
2
1
8
1
1
0
3
0
2
0
2
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

Fisher's theory holds that polyneutrons that have grown to large atomic masses can decay
by �-emission and by fission until the number of protons and the number of neutrons
correspond to the bands of stability shown in Figure 2. In which band a polyneutron ends its
decay and exactly which atomic weight it acquires depend on the particular chain of �-decay
and fission that it happens to follow, and thus is a stochastic process. Hence, there is no
theoretical necessity that every experiment should give rise to the same mass distribution,
although the masses that appear must lie within the bands of stability (Figure 2). In the
present stage of development of the theory, the decay ending with six protons, therefore
carbon, can have various numbers of neutrons such that the atomic mass of neutron-rich
carbon can be 187 to 208 AMU. If correct, this means that heavy CO2 can range between 219
and 240 AMU. It is interesting and provocative that the mass bracket 231-240 lies within the
range that Fisher's theory predicts for CO2 the carbon of which is a stable neutron-rich
nuclide. It cannot be claimed that our work has proven the existence of neutron-rich nuclides.
It is believed, however, that this work provides ample reason to take seriously the
polyneutron theory of cold nuclear reactions and to attempt to devise an experimental
technique to provide positive evidence for neutron-rich nuclides.
A publication (9) was recently brought to my attention by Dr. S.L. Kaufman that
describes the measurement of the isotopic mass shift in the frequency of an optical transition.
Apparently, the change in an optical frequency due to a change in isotopic mass can be fairly
reliably calculated, especially for alkali metal atoms of low atomic number. Hence, it appears
likely that the described laser spectroscopic technique can be applied to detect super-heavy
lithium. Although difficult, the search, if successful, would be very rewarding because a new
branch of physics will thereby be established.
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Figure 2. Nuclear charge vs. atomic mass ("valley of stability") of the ordinary nuclides and of
the neutron-rich nuclides according to the theory of Fisher (1,2). (After ref. 2).
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ABSTRACT

The heat balance during the electrolysis using Pd cathodes in IM LiOD heavy water
solution has been measured using the flow calorimeter system. We used two systems; one
is the high accurate system where the experimental error was reduced to ± 1.5%, the other is
the high heat recovery system. Using these systems, we did 79 experiments since 1989.
Among them we detected the heat burst 3 times and the steady state excess heat several times
using different kinds of Pd cathode. However, most of the steady excess is very small and
the excess was not obtained with reproducibility.

INIRODUCTION
Many positive or negative reports have been published since the announcement of
MFleischmann and B.SPons about the excess heat production (the cold fusion) by the
electrolysis in LiOD heavy water solution using Pd cathode in 1989 1)_ However,
the phenomenon is not clear or has not confirmed yet because it has been hardly reproduced
and the definite method of heat measurement has not been established. If the excess heat is
enormous, like the first report by MFleischmann and B.SPons, it is easy to confirm
this phenomenon by using any kind of heat measuring system. However, if the excess value
is small (less than 10% of input power), the quality of the heat measurement is important.
The flow calorimetry that is close to the absolute measurement would be the best among
the proposed methods of heat measurement2~4l. In addition, the thermochemically closed cell
is better than the open cell that needs the estimation of the energy of output gases.
Considering these factors, we have developed the method of heat measurement system using
the flow calorimetry and the closed cell.
In this paper we will summarize our 9 years results of the heat measurements during the
electrolysis inLiOD heavy water solutions usingPd cathode.

EXPERIMENTAL

The accurate heat measurement during the electrolysis is very difficult. Since the
isoperiboric calorimeter is relatively simple, many goups use this system. However, the
isoperiboric calorimeter needs the reference and the suitable reference for the water electrolysis
is not clear. Therefore, the flow calorimetry that is close to the absolute heat measurement
was applied to the heat measurement during the electrolysis. Cooling water was made to
flow to pick up the generated heat through the copper tubing that was surrounded the
electrolysis cell. The increase of the temperature of cooling water was measured by C A
thermocouples or Pt resisters. The generated heat during the electrolysis cell was calculated
from the increase of the temperature and the flow rate of cooling water.
The electrolysis cell was closed type. The recombination catalyst was placed on the
upper part of the cell where the recombination reaction (D2+02 ) proceeded completely up to a

current of4A. The recombination catalyst was PTFE ( polytetrafluoroethylene ) treated fine
Pd powder on alumina By the use of this closed cell, all the input electrical energy converts
into thermal energy without any conversion into chemical or mechanical energy. The heat
balance for the combination ofthe flow calorimetry and the closed cell could be expressed as in
the following equation.
Heat balance = Wout. /Win ( Wout /W : output power, Win / W : input power )
W0ut.= v X �TX d X Cp / f
( v / cm3s· 1 : flow rate ofcooling water, �TI K : temperature difference ofcooling water, d / g
cm·3 : dencity of cooling water, Cp / J K" 1 mol" 1: heat capasity of cooling water, f: heat
recovery factor)
Win is given by the input voltage and the electrolysis current. The output power was
obtained by temperature difference between the inlet and the outlet of the cooling water and
the flow rate of cooling water using the heat capacity and the heat recovery factor. The heat
recovery factor is the ratio of the heat energy that could be picked up by the cooling water
during the electrolysis. Theoretically the heat energy of cooling water loses its energy to
some extent and 100% heat recovery is impossible. In order to measure the output
energy precisely, the calibration for the heat recovery was conducted using the resistance
heater or Pt cathode and the heat recovery factor was obtained. The constant power
electrolysis was applied in order to �t clear heat balance using a constant power �nerator.
When the heat balance exceeds 100%, the excess heat generates in the electrolysis cell.
The electrolysis cell was made by acrylie resin in order to avoid the effect of alkaline
solution. In the electrolysis cell, the Pd cathode that was in the center of the electrolysis cell, a
Pt anode that was surrounded the Pd cathode, a CA thennocouple for measurement of
electrolyte temperature, a resistance heater to produce joule heat and a Pt cathode for heat
recovery calibration were placed. The electrolyte was mostly IM LiOD heavy water
solution which was prepared from LiOD-D2O(99.3 at%D) powder and heavy water(99.9
at%D).
Two types of the heat measuring system have been constructed. One is "the high heat
recovery system". In this system the electrolysis cell was fully covered by ceramic wool
insulator where the heat recovery was close to 99%. However, the characteristics ofthis heat
measuring system chan� with the room
condition, such as room temperature. For
the precise measurement the electrolysis
temperature needs to fix and, for this purpose,
Cooling water
inlet
the temperature of the cooling water was kept
at a room temperature. The ceramic wool
insulator sometimes loses its quality
Heater
during long time electrolysis. Considering the
fluctuation ofroom temperature and the output
data scattering, the error ofthe heat recovery of
this system was estimated at ± 6% of the
input power (mostly 5W).
The other is "the high accurate system"
which was the cell placed in the newly
Fig.l Fine controlled
developed fine temperature controlled bath.
temperature bath. Figure I shows this system. The bath
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consists of three walls whose temperature are controlled separately. With the use of this
bath the inside temperature was controlled ±0.0lK at the temperature range from 283 to
333K. This heat measuring system is stable for a long period of time and the error was
estimated at about ± 1.5% of the input power. The error was mostly came from the
stability of the flow rate of cooling water. The heat recovery was from 90 to 96% at this
system.
We used several types of Pd cathode: heat treated Pd, mechanically treated Pd, Ag
containing Pd, B containing Pd and surface modified Pd. The cathodes were mostly rod
shape; 2 mm ct, X 15mm or 4mm ct, X 15mm. These materials were obtained from IMRA
Material(IM) and Tanaka Kikinzoku Kogyo(TNK). These cathodes were used after
degreasing and degassing.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table I shows the results of heat measurement using B controlled Pd. HR in the first
column means the heat measurement using the high heat recovery system and NI and N2
means the heat measurement using the high accurate system. Among them a heat burst was
observed one time and the steady state excess heat was observed for 6 experiments out of 14
for B controlled Pd, which was 3-6% of the input power. The correlation between the
excess heat and the B content in Pd was not observed. Although the steady state excess heat
was observed in some cases, the value was so small in most cases that it is hard to draw
the positive conclusion, considering the accuracy of the system.
Figure 2 shows the results of the run Nl-03. During the run Pd cathode contained
500ppm B. The heat recovery is 90%, being rather low compared with other runs.
Table 1 Results of electrolysis using

B containing Pd.
(W)

Heat
balance
Ave.(%)

Excess heat

750~300

5

103.5

0.29

B 127ppm (TNK)

850~440

5

99

29

B 500ppm (IM)

750~360

5

101

0.22

31

B 267ppm (TNK)

900~540

5

101

0.14

33

B 500ppm (IM)

740~660

5

102

0.14

37

B l000ppm (TNK)

1040~950

5

100

48

B 500ppm (IM)

910~840

5

101

49

B 500ppm (IM)

1020~900

5

99

Nl·03

B 500ppm (IM)

590~560

5

101

Run

Pd sample

Current
density
(mNcm2)

Win

23

B 500ppm (IM)

25

(W)

Max

Tempera·
ture

('C)

23

0.16

1.8

15

(burst)
N2·01

B 267ppm (TNK)

810~780

5

99

N2·02

B 500ppm (IM)

640~320

5

100

23

N2·03

B 500ppm (IM)

750~700

5

100

15
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One can see two heat bursts from this
figure, one is that observed after
N1-03
� 1.5
225h(lW), and the other is that after
Heat burst
1020h(l.8W), both of which continue
for a half hour.These output heats
were larger than input power without
: 0.5
considering the heat recovery of the
(J
electrolysis cell. The 1.8 W excess
is the largest excess value of our
0
lJ.J 0
study. In this case the increase of
the electrolyte temperature and the
-0.5
decrease of the cell voltage were
1000
1000
0
500
observed
simultaneously.
time / h
These phenomena might be closely
Fig.2 Excess heat of Nl-03 related to the excess heat production.
(B 500ppm). After the electrolysis, the Pd
specimen was removed from the cell
and the T -ray from the Pd was investif'flted by Ge semiconductor detector. No new peak
was observed and the evidence of a nuclear reaction could not be obtained. This kind of
abrupt heat burst was not observed for other runs. The heat burst could not be reproduced
even using the same Pd specimen and the same apparatus. There might be other factors that
control the heat burst from the electrolysis cell.
2

.....--

With the Ag containing Pd the heat burst was observed 2 times out of 8 runs. Figure 3
shows the heat burst of Run No.HR-14. The heat burst continued for more than 200 h.
The maxi.mum excess power was 1.3 W and the integated excess heat was 3.6 MJ. This
value cannot be explained by any possible chemical reactions. With using surface modified
Pd (Pd black or Ni coated Pd) small excess heat was observed at 7 runs out of 16 runs.
However, all of the excess was very small (less than 6 %).
We conducted 79 runs using
1. 5 .--------------�
several
types of Pd cathode. Figure 4
0,
shows the summary of the heat
measurements of our goup since 1989.
3: 1
0 Heat burst
The excess heat could not be obtained
for most of the study. We detected
0
�0.5
excess or excess like phenomena at 22
0
0
(,')
runs. However, most of excess heat is
Cl.)
very small and near the error limit.
0
><
The
clear excess was observed at only 3
UJ
runs in the burst form and their
-0.5 .__ __._
_,_
.._ __...__ __.
maximum excess was 1.8 W. We could
500
1000
1500
2000 2500 not find any correlation between the
0
time / h
excess heat and the characteristics of Pd
Fig.3 Excess heat of HR-14 cathode.

HR-14

8

_

__ __

_

_

( Agl0%,quench ).
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Total

Fig.4 Wattage of observed excess heat experiments.
CONCLUSION
Whenever the excess heat is discussed, the accuracy of the system should be counted at
first. Our g-oup developed the high accurate heat measurement system that was composed of
the closed electrolysis cell, the flow calorimeter and the fine controlled temperature bath.
Including this system we conducted 79 runs for the heat measurement during the heavy water
electrolysis using several types ofPd cathode.
We observed the steady state excess heat several times and the heat burst at 3 runs.
However these excess heats were far smaller than those of M.Fleischmann and B.SPons.
Considering scientific importance of the excess heat generation, it is necessary to obtain more
clear and more reproducible data.
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Abstract
The electrolysis in Pd-LiOD(H), NaOD(H) and KOD(H) systems are carried out to clarify
the specific role of the lithium for tremendously high density and the dynamic movement of
the deuterium on the surface of thePd cathode. Only for LiOD system with the pulse mode
current electrolysis ,the anomalous high density of teh deuterium and the lithium, and the
dynamic movement of the deuterium are observed on the surface of the Pd cathode. Clear
difference in absorption, desorption and depth profiles between LiOD(H) and NaOD(H) or
KOD(H) system with the pulse mode current electrolysis, is identified. This difference is at
tributed to the lithium accumulation structure on the Pd surface; only the pulse mode current
electrolysis of Pd-LiOD system brings about the anomalous phenomena.
Introduction
The tremendously high density deuterium and its dynamic movement have been discussed
as one of the key factors of the deuterium based nuclear phenomena in condensed phase which
have been reported by us[ll and srur 21. To realize the anomalous nuclear phenomenar 3n4n5 1,
three key points are picked up as follows;
1: Low-High pulse mode current density (800-20mA/cm2)
2: 3 hours repetition time which is enough to attain the equilibrium in the Pd bulk phase
3: Lithium as the electrolyte.
The high density accumulations of the deuterium and the lithium are not observed with the
constant current electrolysis. The lithium ion is the smallest ion of the alkaline ions, which can
easily be absorbed in the Pd bulk phase and accumulated on the Pd surface. The lithium also
generates the particular intermetallic compounds with Pd and D (H), as the Pd-Li-D(H) struc
ture. The experimental conditions except for the operation time are just as same as our series
of electrolysis which gave anomalous deuterium based nuclear effect in Pd-Li-D. To realize
the dynamic movement and the high density deuterium accumulation of deuterium based on
the nuclear phenomena, the present series of experiment is carried out
In the present study, the alkaline ions are used as the electrolyte. The loading ratio transition
of absorption and desorption has been measured to clarify the roles of the lithium by compar-
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ing the data of the alkaline ions. The depth profiles analysis of the hydrogen isotopes and the
alkaline ions has also been done by means of Secondary ion mass spectrometer (SIMS) and
Elastic resonance detection analysis (ERDA).
Experimental
The two same sets of the experimental system have been modified to be able to perform the
separate operation. The electric resistance has been measured using the milli-ohm meter
PH4338AHEWLETT PACKARD Co. Ltd. which was reported by our previous reportl 1 l . The
electrolyte volume in the electrolysis cell has been kept to be 400mQ employing the electrolyte
level adjustment system. The configurations of the electrode and the electrolysis cell were also
reported in our previous paper [!l_ The size of the Pd electrode was 25mm X 10mm X 1mm.
The Pd plates have been polished mechanically and the Pd plates and the Pt wire have been
°
annealed at 850 C for 10 hours before electrolysis is started. The electrolysis has been per
formed for 2 days. All the concentration of the electrolytes was 1 mo!/ Q .Two electrolysis
modes, the constant current mode and the pulse current mode, have been adopted. The current
density of the constant current is 800mA/cm2 and those of the pulse mode have been 800mA/
cm2 in the high mode and 20mA/cm2 in the low mode with 3 hours repetition in square pulse.
The loading ratios have been evaluated by use of the calibration curves reported by Kunimatsu
et all6l, which is the same as our previ
ous reportl 1 l.
After finishing the electrolysis, the Pd
cathode has been installed in the quartz
glass holder. The amount of the hydro
gen absorbed by the electrolysis has
been measured by use of the Gas Pres
sure Measurement System which is il
lustrated in Fig.4. The Gas Pressure

Mass

I.G. : loninzation gauge
P.G. : Pirani gauge
I.P.: Ion pump
T.M.P.: Turbo molecular pump
O.R.P. : Oil rotary pump

Measurement System has been evacu
ated bef ore installing the Pd samples.
The pressure data has been acquired by
Fig.1 Gas pressure measurement system
a personal computer in every thirty minutes for 2 days. After measuring of the pressure distribution for 2 days, the Pd plate has been
annealed at 850 °C for l Sminutes to measure the total amount of the absorbed hydrogen iso
topes.
The depth profiles of the alkaline ions have been analyzed using the Secondary ion mass
spectrometry (IMS-4f, CAMECA Co. Ltd./France ). The 0/ ions have been employed as the
primary ions and irradiated to the surface of the samples. The depth profiles of the hydrogen
isotopes have also been examined by means of the Elastic resonance detection analysis (ERDA).
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Results and discussion
Dynamic movement of the hydrogen isotopes
The loading ratios using LiOD(H), NaOD(H) and KOD(H) electrolytes with the constant
current electrolysis are shown in Fig.2. The loading ratios obtained in the deuterium based
systems are smaller than those obtained in hydrogen based systems. In the constant current
electrolysis, the loading ratio of hydrogen system is about 0.9 and that of deuterium system is
about 0.8. This is well-known hydrogen isotope effect. Fig.3 shows the loading ratio with the
pulse mode current electrolysis. The loading ratio using LiOH with the pulse mode electroly-
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Fig. 2 The loading ratio transition with constant current electrolysis
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Fig. 3 The loading ratio transition with the pulse mode current electrolysis
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Fig.4 The loading ratio transition after the constant current electrolysis
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Fig.5 The loading ratio transition after the pulse mode electrolysis

sis is achieved almost 0. 9 and is higher than those of NaOH and KOH in the initial step. The
absorption rates have been calculated from the initial slopes of each loading ratio with the
constant current electrolysis. There is no remarkable difference in the absorption rate in the
hydrogen isotopes. Looking at the pulse mode current electrolysis, the loading ratio of deute
rium system can acquire about 0.85. The loading ratios of the pulse mode current electrolysis
can acquire higher than those of the constant current electrolysis indicating that dynamic move
ment could be realized by the present pulse mode current electrolysis.
The loading ratios of the hydrogen isotopes after the constant current electrolysis are dis
played in Fig.4 and 5, respectively. In the constant current electrolysis system, the loading
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ratios with LiOH and NaOH electrolyte are converged to around 0.6 in a short time. The
loading ratio of the deuterium with the Li electrolyte is smaller than those with the Na and K
electrolyte. The discrepancy of the loading ratios between LiOD system and NaOD or KOD
systems is attributed to the absorb ability of the alkaline ions and affinity of the Pd and the
hydrogen isotopes. The bond energy of the lithium with deuterium is larger than that with the
hydrogen.
Depth profile of the alkaline ions
and the hydrogen isotopes
The depth profile analysis of al
kaline ions in Pd samples for the

7

LI with LIOD electrolysis

pulse mode electrolysis have been
39
.,__
K with NaOD electrolysis
performed by means of SIMS.
Fig. 6 and 7 show the depth profiles
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D�pth / µ. m
of the alkaline ions in Pd samples
Fig.6 The depth profiles of the alkaline ions in each electrolysis
(Deuterium based system)
with LiOD(H), NaOD(H) and
KOD(H) electrolysis, respectively.
Comparing these three profiles of b
-�
the alkaline ions, the tendency of -�
7
LI with LiOH electrolysis
the lithium curve is clearly differ- -�
Na with NaOH electrolysis
ent from those of sodium and potassium curve. Only lithium ions
39
K with NaOH electrolysis
appear to accumulate on the near
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
D�th / µ.m
surface area( ,...., 1 µ m) of the Pd
Fig. 7 The depth profiles of the alkaline ions in each electrolysis
samples.
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In the lithium system, the deuterium ions also accumulate in the Pd surface which is shown
in Fig.8. The amount of the hydrogen absorbed is not so large comparing to that of the deute
num.
To determine the absolute quantity of the hydrogen isotopes in the Pd surface, ERDA tech
nique has been applied. The depth profiles of the hydrogen isotopes in Pd surface using LiOD(H)
by ERDA are shown in Fig.9. The loading ratios of LiOD and LiOH electrolysis reach 1.1 and
1 on the Pd surface, respectively. The total loading ratio of the hydrogen isotopes determined
by the electroresistance measurement is around 0.85. The loading ratio is also converged to
0.6 for 2 days after the electrolysis. These facts indicate that the loading ratios of the Pd
surface are higher than those of the Pd bulk and the accumulations of the hydrogen isotopes
are confirmed clearly.
Conclusion
The electrolysis of the constant and the pulse mode current has been performed for three
electrolyte solutions: Pd-LiOD(H), NaOD(H), and KOD(H). The depth profiles of the alkaline
ions as well as those of the hydrogen isotopes near the surface of the Pd electrode have been
measured and analyzed using SIMS and ERDA techniques. Only for the Pd-LiOD experiment
carried out by the pulse mode current electrolysis, we have observed that the lithium ions and
the hydrogen isotopes, especially the deuterium, are accumulated markedly on / near the Pd
surface. It is concluded that the 3 elements, Pd-Li-D, system appears to be an extremely inter
esting combination initiating the anomalous phenomena in the dynamic electrochemistry.
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SEARCHFOR NUCLEARREACTIONPRODUCTSIN HEAT-PRODUCINGPd
Thomas 0. PASSELL
Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, California 94303
ABSTRACT
This paper compares measurements on cathodes that successfully produced excess heat
with the same measurements on virgin material from the same batch of palladium. The
analytical method used is known as prompt gamma activation analysis (PGAA) using a
thermal neutron beam from a research reactor. Most isotopes capture neutrons with the
emission of several unique gamma rays, so any isotopic ratio changes from heat production
could change the ratios of gamma rays. Such ratios have been measured to an accuracy around
1% using germanium detectors. One such ratio is that of boron-10 to palladium-105. Boron is
present in most Pd as an impurity up to several hundred PPM by weight. Significant
depletion of the B-10 isotope has been observed in a number of cathodes relative to that in
the virgin material. Conventional explanations of this result such as natural variation within a
given batch are not yet resolved.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper reports PGAA results from several cathodes from the same batch of Pd, E-1
(1,2) plus four cathodes and the corresponding virgin material provided by Pons from the
IMRA effort. Cathodes were also received from the NHE project, Mizuno at the Univ. of
Hokkaido, and Gozzi at the University of Rome. For the measurements reported here, the
boron impurity level ranges from ~30 to ~100 PPM although a few samples were boron-free
to the limits of reliable detection for this particular configuration of the method (~5 PPM).
This work hypothesizes that the heat is from B-10 + D => He-4 + Be-8 =>2He-4. The
heat produced per reaction is l 7.81 Mev or 2.85 picojoules. For excess heat of 0.1 megajoule,
one expects the disappearance of 3.5El6 atoms of B-10, and the appearance of l.05E17
atoms of He-4. In a Pd cathode of 1 gram and 100 PPM boron, there exist ~ 1E18 atoms of
B-10. The expected percent B-10 depletion is ~3.5%. This becomes 35% for 1.0 megajoule
of excess heat. Depletion percentages can vary further if the cathode activity is nonuniform.
2.EXPERIMENT AL METHOD
The configuration of PGAA was given previously (3). The sample is exposed to a flux of
~1E8 n/cm2-sec. The gamma ray intensities are proportional to the product of the number of
each isotope times its n capture probability. A high resolution (~2.0 kev at 1.1 Mev) Ge
detector resolves the gammas and the integral counts in the photoelectric peaks quantify the
parent isotope. Ratios of each pair of gamma rays give a sensitive measure of any changes in
isotope abundance since the ratios of peak integrals are not affected by most sample
differences. If the samples differ in thickness significantly, gamma self-absorption effects can
affect the ratios. Such effects are minimized by choosing gamma ray pairs as close to the
same energy as feasible.The main advantage of PGAA is its ability to analyze the entire
contents of a sample nondestructively. Most other methods observe a small volume of
material near the surface or are destructive. If it is suspected that the surface region is the
only part of the cathode that is active, the surface can be mechanically separated and run
independently. Only a few l O's of milligrams of material are often needed for a reliable
measurement, depending on the beam flux.
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Boron-IO gives only one prominent gamma ray upon capture of a neutron for the (n,alpha)
reaction to lithium-7. The normally sharp photopeak is doppler broadened into a "rectangle"
with sloping sides some ten times wider than the normal gaussian as shown in Fig. 1. Some
B-l 0 counts are in the background (Fig. 2) which, after normalization using the cadmium-113
peak, have been subtracted, from a given sample's boron signal. Appearing in this same
region of energy from 467 to 487 keV is a peak at 472.4 keV from Na-23 (see Fig. 1).
3. RESULTS
A number of sample cathodes have been generously contributed for analysis by this method
by Pons, Asami, Gozzi, Mizuno, George, and McKubre and their colleagues. The samples
provided by Asami and George contained no boron-IO detectable above the background.
Table 1 summarizes the results of PGAA measurements of the B-IO/Pd-105 ratio for most of
the boron-containing cathodes received. In some cases, we have calculated the ratios using
two or three different gamma rays from Pd-105. The largest depletions of B-10 are to be seen
in the cathodes from Gozzi and coworkers (4,5).
Table 1. Ratios of Integral Photopeak Counts of Neutron Capture Gamma Rays for B-10 /
Pd-105
Cathode Description B-10/Pd-105 One cr
477.6/511.8)
0.002
0.147
1. SRI E-1 Virgin
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

SRI P-12
SRI L-13
SRI P-13
SRI P-9
Pons H Virgin 4 E
Pons E
Pons G Virgin
for A,B,&D
9. Pons A
10. Pons B
11. Pons D

B-10/Pd-l 05 One cr B-10/Pd-l 05 One cr
(477.6/616+622)
(477.6/717)
0.02
1.07
1.155 0.015
0.02
0.007
0.005
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.03

0.136
0.139
0.133
0.142
0.042
0.038
0.048

0.002
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.004

1.17
1.065
1.022
1.07
0.317
0.28
0.35

0. 031
0.041
0.046

0.003
0.003
0.004

0.27
0.03
0.03
0.30
0.33
0.03
(477.6/616)

0.03
0.30
0.33
0.03
0.36
0.03
(477.6/717)

1.40
0.89
0.54
0.72
1.18
1.02
1.08
1.21

1.23
0.80
0.47
0.65
1.05
0.89
0.95
1.07

12. Gozzi B l
Virgin for ABCDF
13. Gozzi B
14. Gozzi D
15. Gozzi F
16. Gozzi A
17. Gozzi C
18. Mizurno Virgin
19. Mizuno Active

0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01

1.26
1.20
1.15
1.21
0.36
0.33
0.37

0.02
0.01
0.03
0.06
0.02
0.01
0.03

0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

The energy of the gamrna rays chosen from Pd-105 neutron capture are: 1) 511.8 keV; 2)
the 615.9 keV and 622 keV pair, and 3) 717 kev. - shown in figure 3. These gamma rays were
chosen for their prominence and clear separation from interferences or variable background.
For the 511.8 keV gamma, the slightly variable background due to the prominent radiation
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from electron-positron annihilation at 511.0 keV had to be properly subtracted since its
energy difference from the 511.8 keV gamma ray is too small to be resolved. The extremely
high count rate at 511.8 keV compensated for this need to subtract the background, resulting
in higher statistical accuracy than was obtained from the other two "cleaner" photopeaks of
lower intensity. Also the 511.8 keV gamma ray energy is nearer that ofthe B-10 477.6 keV,
reducing any differences in selfabsorption from sample thickness variability.
Each PGAA run reported here required 12 hours ofon-time in the neutron beam. However,
small differences were present among the separate sample exposures. In order to properly
subtract the two significant background peaks for the 477.6 keV gamma of B-1O and 511.8
keV gamma of Pd-105, some means of normalization between a given exposure and the
separate sample-free background run was necessary. The 558.5 keV capture gamma of Cd113 within the cadmium shield is the most unambiguous of the possibilities for this purpose.
Such normalization was unnecessary for photopeaks having no similar component in the
background.
4. DISCUSSION
The boron impurity content ofotherwise pure palladium is the remnant of materials added
during the final pouring of the ingot to remove oxygen, calcium boride (CaB6) being the
primary constituent. Since boron was so ubiquitous in normally pure palladium, as well as
quite variable -from a few to several hundred PPM - it was the first trace impurity to be
suspected ofcausing the widely observed batch effect. These results show an approximate 5
to 80 percent reduction in B-10 in the active cathode relative to Pd-105. It is encouragingto
note that the percent depletion in B-10 corresponds in a few instances to the B-10 depletion
expected from the excess heat observed. This hypothesis of B-10 as the heat source fuel is
not yet confirmed.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Suggestive but not fully definitive evidence has been observed for the involvement of B-10
in producing the excess heat previously observed in several cathodes from the SRI,
International, (1,2) Gozzi and coworkers (University of Rome) (4,5) , and Pons (IMRA
Europe) series ofexperiments. The reductions in B-10 content in the active cathode materials
relative to its concentration in the virgin material, if confirmed by additional analyses, may
indicate that the (d,alpha) reaction is a significant heat producing nuclear reaction in highly
deuterated palladium. One could ask "Why should the nuclear reactions in Pd be restricted to
those producing only stable isotopes?". Under some rare circumstances such as those
achieved by Wolf(6) and Will (7) radioactive species are indeed apparently produced.
A review ofthe overall EPRI program on this topic and an early attempt at PGAA on used
cathodes can be found in references (8) and (3), respectively.
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Table 1. Integral Counts Ratios for B-10 and Pd-105 Neutron Capture Gamma Rays
Fig. 1. Doppler-broadened "rectangular" B-10 gamma peak centered at 477.61 keV with the
commonly observed sodium capture gamma ray at 472.4 keV resolved. This spectrum is
from a 12 hour background run.
Fig. 2 Background Spectrum taken with all conditions the same except for the absence of the
PalladiumSample.
Fig. 3. Spectrum showing the three chosen Pd-105 gamma rays at 511.8 keV, the pair at
615.9 keV and 622 keV, and 717 keV. Also apparent are the B-10 rectangular peak and the
cadmium-113 capture line at 558.5 keV, the latter used for normalization between runs of
slightly different length for the two peaks requiring background subtraction (511.8 and 477.6
rectangle)
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NUCLEAR PRODUCTS IN A GAS-LOADING D/PD AND H/PD SYSTEM

G.S.Qiao , XL.Han , LC.Kong , S.X.Zheng , H.F.Huang
Y.J.Yan , Q.L.Wu, Y.Deng, S.L.Lei , X.Z.Li
Department of Physics , Tsinghua University , Beijing 100084 , CHINA
ABSTRACT
In a gas-loading D/Pd or H/Pd system, the nuclear products have been identified using
mass spectroscopy, scanning electron microscope, electron probe microanalysis, and solid
state nuclear track detector. In contrast with the electrolytic cell in most of the "cold fusion"
experiments, gas-loading system has the advantage of less contamination, and provides one
more compelling evidence.
1. Introduction
9 years after the first announcement of Fleischmann and Pons experiment, cold fusion
community has confirmed a single fact: that is "excess heat" with no strong neutron and
Gamma radiation. Two different conclusions were extracted from this single fact: (1) "excess
heat" is a mistake because most of physicists believe that "excess heat" has to have strong
neutron and Gamma radiation; (2) "excess heat" is a real phenomenon , because the
experimentalists persist that their instruments and observation are reliable, although they do
not understand the mechanism of this phenomenon.
The key issue to reconcile these two different conclusions is to find any nuclear products
other than neutron or Gamma radiation. The low energy nuclear transmutation is an important
object for this purpose.
The nuclear transmutations in the "cold fusion" experiments have been reported in gas
discharge and electrolytic systems, but it was not paid enough attention until a series of
quantified measurements were presented in the Second International Low Energy Nuclear
Reactions Conference and ICCF-6 in 1996. In order to confirm these low energy nuclear
transmutations , the exclusion of any possible
Manometer
contamination was essential. Our gas loading
experiment has the advantage of less
contamination; therefore, various technologies
were applied to our gas loading D/Pd and
H/Pd systems to identify any possible nuclear
products.
Pt
Tungsten
2. Helium in the Gas-loading D/Pd System.
Among the possible nuclear products,
helium is the first object based on the D+D
reaction. Miles and Arata showed that there
were helium generated in the heavy water
electrolytic system when the "excess heat"
was generated . Hence, the gas in our gas
loading D/Pd system was analysed using mass
spectroscopy (NG-1000).
In order to distinguish the helium from
the D2 gas(m(4He)=4.00260, m(D2)=4.02820)
, high resolution mass spectroscopy was
314

Thennometer

Palladium

Fig. l Schematics of Gas-loading System
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applied. The resolution, (m/Lim), has to be greater than 156; however, the resolution of the
mass spectroscopy in our experiment(NG-1000) is greater than 700.
The gas-loading system has been described in details in the proceedings ofICCF-6 [l]. To
avoid the contamination from the air, we detect the ratio of 4He to 2°Ne of the sample gas in
the dewar in parallel with the air sample. Fig.2 shows the signal diagram in this experiment.
We took the sample gas from the gas-loading D/Pd dewar, where the "excess heat"
experiment were done for more than one year. The ratio of 4He/2°Ne in this sample gas was
0.55. This ratio for the air sample was measured just before and after the sample test. This
ratio of 4He/2°Ne for the standard air should
be 0.318, and this ratio for our air samples
are 0.296, 0.299, respectively. Thus, the
Ne-20
accuracy is good enough to show there is a
Ne-20
"helium" source in the deuterium gas-loading
Ne-20
dewar . We analyse the helium components
l.
in the original deuterium gas also. The
l
.�.,
J,
absolute value of helium component is very
·;
4
low; however , the ratio of He/2°Ne=0.318
is very close to that of standard air. This
Ne-20
He-4
confirms the conclusion that the "helium"
source is associated with deuterium plus
r,_
palladium system.

r

I·

He-4 J:
3. Nuclear Products in the Hydrogen
�T
loaded Palladium
In our gas-loading system, the H/Pd
system was used as a control for "excess
D
Air
Air
D+Pd
heat" measurement. Now it turns out to be a
good system to detect the nuclear Fig.2 Mass-spectroscopy measurement of the
ratio of Helium-4 to Neon-20 for pure
transmutation as well. After one year of
deuterium gas, air sample before test, gas
loading experiment, Zinc was found on the
sample from D/Pd dewar, and air sample
surface of hydrogen-loaded palladium wire
after test .
(Fig.3) [2]. In order to exclude the
possibility of contamination , we searched the rare-earth elements among the other nuclear
products. Terbium(65Tb) on the surface of the hydrogen-loaded palladium was found (Fig.4
and Fig.5) [3] . Now we report the nuclear signal emitted by hydrogen-loaded palladium thin
film.
The solid state nuclear track detector (CR-39) was used to detect any energetic charged
particle from the surface of palladium thin film. Fig.6 shows that a piece of hydrogen-loaded
palladium thin film was sandwiched in between two pieces of CR-39 detector. 5½ months
later, CR-39 was etched in 6.8N NaOH solution at 70 °C for 5 hours , under the microscopy
the etch pits were clearly shown. There is a big difference between the area covered by
hydrogen loaded palladium film and the area not covered by hydrogen loaded palladium film.
The number density of the pits is 30 times greater than that of background.
An interesting signal was found in a pair of CR-39 numbered lAl 78 and 1Al48. The
signals appeared in the same position with the similar pattern. It reveals that there might be an
active region on the palladium thin film, which emitted energetic charged particles in both
directions. Since the thickness of the thin film is about 1 micron, it gives an estimation of the
energy of the charged particle also, which must be in the order ofMeV.

�Jb
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4. Discussion
Zn components appeared in the Pd electrode in the early literature on cold fusion research
also. It was considered as a contamination. Indeed this was one of the important evidences for
nuclear signal. However, it means that "cold fusion" is just a part of this new category of
anomalous phenomena in D/Pd, H/Pd or Hydrogen/Metal system. "Cold fission" might be
another part of this anomalous phenomena. The three body (3D) nuclear reaction[4] is also a
part of this anomalous phenomena. However, they might be all predicted by the selective
resonant tunneling model.[5].
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showing Terbium distribution on the surface of palladium wire loaded with hydrogen in
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TRITIUM GENERATIONS IN NETALS AT THERMAL .AC'IIVATION
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The researches of thenoo-activated tritium generation is oooducted, ari
sing at high t.esq;,erature in metals interacting with hydrogen isotops and
the nature of this generation is discovered. The .researches are conducted
on sanples of iroo. and its alloys as well as on sanples of titanium and ni
obium at interaction, basically, with o.rd.inar,y hydrogen. It is established,
that the soort-tem hlrsts of tritium generatiai, arising at interaction of
hydrogen isotops in which is inmersed, previously heated up metal sanple,
are oamected with outpit tritium, early acx,mdated, owing of effects iso
tops.
1. IN'I'B.DX!TIOO
In [ 1,2 ] was sh)wii, that the outpit tritium nan metals is possible
not cnly at effect of accelerated ialS, bit also in media of deuterium and
ordinazy hYdrogen (protium + 0,015 % deuterium) at thernel activation. The
se ex.perim:mts have revealed the ca1Plex kinetic of tritiUID acx,:nulation in
the plasma-forming gas, even at use, as active media, ordinazy hYdrogen ai
ly. At caaparable total acx,ml];:tted of tritium, in conditiais of thernel
activation, :registered the generatioo. rate cotld be even greater ( wffl-w11
at/s), for :reason of short time (0,25-5 mmrt.es) [ 2 ] . In �imi Jar exper.i
DBl.ts was :received the exponential increasing of tritium generatioo. rate
versus teqleratnre, dependence on :reduction of the tritium generation rate
versus pressure of gas and is soown, that optinon on tritium generatioo. ra
te have 10 % deuteritRD, for mixes � is in region.
The present work is devoted to s1lldy of trititRD generation, arising at
thermal activation in net.al sanples at effect of hydrogen isotops and de
termination the nature for tritium generated on variaJS stages of experi
nert.
2. �AL DESIGN AND mx!EOORE
In quality of the first sanples for new techniqµes used large, the hol
low cylinder of alloy Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti (71-18-10-1). weight about 10 kg and area
2

of surface about 2 m (Fig. 1).
The .sanple 1 have placed is coaxial in the vacuuam chamber 3 with water
cooling 4. The sanple 1 heated up with help .resistive heater 2 of m:.>lybde
mun wire, with capacity of supply to 5 KW. The chamber 1 was ccoled by wa
ter for protection of elastic hennetically seales fian aver-heating. The
taq;,erature of sanple, during preliminary heating, .reached 670 K. The expe
riment conducted as follows. In the beginning the worlrl.ng chamber was punp
out, the sanple heated up to given taq:ierature and have caxiucted it
out-gas:i.ng at pressure P < lfif1 Pa, during 1 -2 h. Then in chamber filled the
hydrogen to pressure (5 - 60)· iJi3 Pa and maintained the definite time (0,1!:0 h). Further the hYdrogen p.mp out in .rubber volume for subsequent rur--
ning, p.reparatiai of tests water and analysis by liquid, scintillatiai .met
hod. For experiments used .mixbJre of isotops with ooocentratiai nan 0,015
% deuterium in protium (ordinary�) to 95 % deuterium and 5 % proti
um (technical deuterium). The measurement of contents tri ti.um in plas-
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3

Fig. 1. The scheme of experimental instal.latioo for study tritium
genaratiai by thennal act.ivatiai.
1-sanple; 2-resistive heater; 3-chamber; 4-cools of chamber.
ma-forming gas Wlsnede en fulfilled program with erzor was not exoeed :!:� %
(1-3].
For devel.�t of thenn-activatiai technique inside to sanple of al
loy Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti (71-18-10-1) had displac8Dellt the new saaple of technical
inn ( C< 0,1 %) sizes 2 x � x 1� DD. The Fe sanple was displacement
coaxial to sanple of alloy Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti (71-18-10-1), was heated up by stra
ight miss of electric rurrent to �ture 7f::r0 K and, actnalJ.y, it was as
additiaial heater for sa111:>le of alloy Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti (71-18-10-1). For subse
quent researches at t.eaperatures to 9120 K sanple of Fe was nede as zigzag,
and after the sanple of alloy Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti (71-18-10-1) was reaoved :fran
chamber of the installatioo. Similarly the new sanple was then nede of alloy Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti (71-18-10-1), caisi.sting :fran plates of thlckness about 0,5
DID, which were set up in secti.ai :fran 3 to 6 pieces. The size of cme piece

1.flll1lr

was equal 0,5 x � x
DID. The .lllaXllBl. tanperature of such sanple �
ached 9120 K, at rolling up its in spiral could be within the limits of
lliD-1� K. <kl described sanples the experiments were oooducted, basi.ca.1ly, at shnt-tem p.rocessis. The�. deuterium or their mixes filled
in chamber, with heated up to NOiking tanperature sanple, and then, <DlS.is
tently, selected the tests of gas as at switcbed off, as at included hea
ting of sanple. The part of similar experiments oooducted in therno-cycl.es
.regime ( about 10 cycl_es) , with periods of heating and cooling to several
tens of minutes.
3. �TS
The rate of sanples cooling of Fe and alloy Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti (71-18-10-1) af
terwards filled of hYdrogen and switching-off of heating in coaxial geanet
.ry was great sufficiently and it had cooling in duratioo about 0,5 h to ro
an taq;Jerature.
The schedules for dependence of gas test acti.viqr oo trititn versus ti
me, after heating of sanple in hydrogen media as well as afterwards filled
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of hydrogen in chancer with heated up sanple and subsequent switching-off
heating, are shown an Fig. 2. It is visible, that the activity .reaches the
maxi.num during 15-m s and then slowly drops. This appreciably, that hea
ting of sa111.>les together with hydrogen (Fig. 2; 4,5,6) gave nuch no.re les
ser the level of activity an size, in calP'll'isan with prel.iminary heating
of saoples in vactUD ( Fig. 2; 1,2,3). It is possible it happened because
of nm:-e low �ture of sanples, achievable during heating ( determined
t1
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Fig. 2. The dependence of gas activity tests for h,drogen versus
the, for various tecbn:i.(1..leS of heating sanple. 1,2,3-- p.re.l iminary heating
of saq;>le in vacuum; 4,5,6- heats of sanple together with�increased heat-transfer of h,drogen an sy:sten of cooling).
The typical dependence of h,droeen acti.Yity versus ti.a} of experiment is
s1om an Fig. 3. Appreciably, that heating of sanple to �ture about
8!i0 K in vacuum with constant detectian of activity , does not result in
significant tri ti.um outprt :fran sanple, and only afteNanJs filled of �
rogen in chancer the activity was increased nearly an three order. Follows
to � attentian, that for sul�eqneot 3t h the activit¥ has decreased in 7
the.
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Fig. 3. T:he change of activit¥ of hYdrogm an various st.ages of
experiment.
'nlernD-cycles of sanples has allOAed to establish, that the increase of
gas acti.vity happened not at the time of heating, hit in during cooling of
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saaples ( Fig. 4). It is naturaly for saoples of alloYS Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti
(71-18-10-1), as in its the solubility of � at .redJcti.on of �
ture was decreases.
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Fig. 4. The change of �ture .for sa111Ple and ll,drogm activity at
thenoo-cycles (sanple: FEralloy Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti (71-18-10-1)) .
1-te:.111:>erature; 2-pressure; 3-activity.
The sanples which was made as zigag and rolli.ng up in spiral have�
aled, that after hlrst of activity the recessicn happens faster with heated
up saq,le. Already on Fig. 5 appreciably, that the :recessiai of activity
happened is DO:re sharp at increase of heating duraticn for sanple w.ith h,d
ro,Jell.
It is .repeating of thei:mo-cycles has shown, that the triti.um generation
DD:re depends .f.ran the h,drogen pressme in chamber, than .fran �ti ty and
parameters therm:rcycl.es. The aijority of experiments denoistrated the inc
rease of tritium generation .rate, at short-term processis, with .reduction
of h,drogen pres5Ure in chaniler (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 5. The dependence of activity for hydrogen tests versus tine, cn
various stages of experiment ( sanple: FErzigzag).
1-�ture; 2-pressure; 3-activity.
The .results the nost of characteristic experiments en tri titm1 generaticn
are adduced in Tab. 1.
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4. DISCCESIOI
Found out 1¥ us, the effect of short-tem outpit tritium fran heated up
sanple at interact:i.oo with h,drogeo and deuterium interesting 1:¥ theme,
that the time of outpit for main quantit;y is very small (15-311 s). The sub-
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Fig. 6. The dependence of triti.um geoeratioo rate ven;us pressure
of h,drogeo, at thernn-cycles (saaple:Fe-all.F�Mi-Ti(71-18-�1)).
1-03.02.97; 2-11.02.97; 3-11.00.97; 4-17.00.97.
Table 1.
Tte characteristic results of experinerts on trltun generaticms,
with ordinary mix of � i.satops as active ne:lia, for new saaples

Curri- of
al heat

Na-

te- rent
A

Tem- Time Time 6
of
a
pe- of
re- heat pro- s
tucesre
sis
h
K
h

Fe
Fe
Fe

Pre-

Trititmt
c1f- r�erassu- �
re ic
lOll
ac- rate

Pa x Pul/ Atom/s AVs·g At[s·
cmh
10'3 100s

1200 1020 0.4 0.035 H 30
1200 1020 0.3 0.02 H 30
1300 990 0.3 0.1 H 10
All. 1200 850 14
H 68
All. 13fJO 870 3
0.1 H 30

Ti

Nb

1190 1370 0.2
1300 1370 0.2

tive

Specific
tritilDll
generation
rate

1398 2.6·1088 8.1·10� 6.5·10�
1758 6.7·f0 2.1·10•:J4 1.6·10·-'4
884 6·10
1.9·10 1.4·10

3fJ02 6.5·1088 3.3·10 44 3.2·1044
3913 3.4·10 2.1·10 2.1·10
c::

2.5 H 90 1092 3.8·107 2.3·10•:J 2.6·104

13.5 H 79

c::

332 2.2·1o•J 1.4·103 4.7·10 2

sequent decrease of activity happens 100:re slowly, bit can be significant on
size and enxagh fast (minute, lnlrs) at sanple heated up. These features
for interaction of hydrogen isotops with heated up metal sanple can render
the influence on final results of experinerts, especially short-term ones.
Such effect can be useful to use for cbmbnn of initial tritium concentra
tion in the sanple at long-term experiments. Then carry cut it is previoos
ly one or sane filled of hydrogen on hot saaples with subsequent cntpn
ping.

ICCF-7
The tritium out.pit for sanples of ircn and alloys as stainless steel was
ob5erved at down:tum of �ture, that, obviously, is connected with
decrease of hydrogen solubility (Fig. 4). For hYdridefo.nning of metals and
alloys the return dependence should be observed and tritium £ran sanples
should leave when heating.
The researches have shown, that the new sanples, early not take part in
experiments an tritium generatian, bad enough the low soort-term activity
(Tab.1), which, thereto in due cour.se decreased. This fact, as well as that
the tritium generation rate was increased at reducti.cm of hydrogen pressure
(Fig. 6) and, practically, did not depend £ran the thenoo--cycles parame
ters, yes and tendency of soort-term activity (Fig. 2, 5) in due cour.se to
decrease nearly to initial cxmdi.tion (at teat:ed up sanple). unequivocally
prove the unnuclear nature of opened phenanenon. It is this possible to
conclude, that the effect s�rt-term of activiv change for bydrogien iscr
tops, at their interacti.oos with heated up metals, teioe, and i.nc:rease ac
tiviv (tritium generation), is ooonected with mtprt. early acnwdated of
tritium nan sanple and sub;equent its absozpt.j.on in the same sanple and
envizaJmental surfaces of installation. Obrioosly, such bebavicur of tri.ti um is connected with dynamic displaing of isotops effect, fixed in [ 4 ] .
<Al all visibility, change of activity in .results by O..ReifenscbNeiler is
ooonected just with transfusioo of triti.um £ran sanple in envi..rammtal at
.mspbere and back, at changes of t.elll)erature [ 5 ] .
The possible useful use, opened by us, displaing of bydrogen isotops ef
fects, can ooo.si.st that at <111.y out.pm(>ing of gas cm rursts of activity is
possible to be .reduced the initi.al ocm.centratiai tritium in sanple, for
increase of accuracy and rel.iability of :further researches.
5. CXHUJSIOO
5.1. It is established, that the soort-term rursts of tritium generati
an, arising at interact.i.an of l:\ydrogen isotops in which is .inmersed, previ
ously heated up, metal sanple, are camected with out.pit, early aco11111J ;<tted
of tritium, owing to isotops effects.
5. 2. It is necessary to take into accol.Ult the large opporbmi.ties of
these effects, in case of use for 5a111.>les with crlnixture of tritium, since
they can affect the final resu.l ts of experiments.
5. 3. The possible useful use displaing of hYdrogen isotops effects, can
calSist that at duly Ol.lqU!ping of gas cm b.u:sts of activity is possible to
be redilCEld the initial concentratian tritium in sanple, for increase of ac
curacy and reliabi.lity of further researches.
�
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Hlml-TBFERATIJRE NUCLEAR REACTIONS IN CONDflfSED MEDIA
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Am'l'Rl£T
The research of triti.um generatial was oooducted at radiatial of rota
ting metal sanples Qr' plasma of IJ()1Nerful. gla, discharge al � iso-
tops. The new pbeoamnm of shift for maxim• teapnature in directi.al of
rotatial al metal sanple, al relatial to discharge axis al b,droeen isotops
is foond out. This shift testifies about excess heat at .increased tenpera
tures, which can be oc•mected with in:eversible processes ( for �le Qr'
.nuclear react.i.ais or reactioos with formatioos of heavy oa11>leJreS).
The lllf'M:banism of la, energy .nuclear reactiais in ocl'W'05ed media (Nlllf)
is offered, one of certificates for existence which shlul.d be the .registra
tial of X-ray- radiatial.
1. nm«.DX;l'l<lf
Karly Qr' us is .revealed, that one of the mast sigr,ifi.cant, al quanticy,
proclxrt;s of nuclear reacticms in ooodensed DBlia (HID!), arising at la,
energy interactial for charse particles of }vdrogai .isotops in .radiaticm
ocmditioos
aocelerated ioos at high tall)erawres of t.ar,Jet, is the tri
tium [1-3]. Triti.um pl.a7s the role of indicator, describing availabili1¥ of
NIOI. If is p.reseot the sufficient quanti1¥ of triti.um for sure registrati
al in process experiment-means is possible to be assumed the availabilicy
of ahxmnal. nuclear reactioos, and if is not present of sure registraticm
for tritium-means and is not present menti.ooed reacticms.
The registratial cm1J, of hlgb--energy neutnms, game;--�radiatiais
and
charse particles for identificatial of gi'ftD -cypes reactims is obri.ously
1U)!Q1fficleot, as far as can characterize the lmoRn bigb-eoergy processes,
it is cas,aJ arising ciJring experiment.
Last experiments al triti.um generaticms from metal smples, located in
enri.n:nnents of l\,droeerl .isotops, at thenal. acti:vatial receive the experi
mental depenienoes for tritian generati.cm rate fram .re-tum tenperature
(Fig. 1), proporti<mal depenieooe al .i.ocrease of tritium generaticm .rate
from pressme of gas in lcmg experiments ( Fig. 2 [7]), and is sh.Jim, that
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Fig. 1. The dependence of triti1B generatial .rate fram teapnature for
ordinary mix of l\,droeerl isotops and alloy Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti.
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optinum on tritium generation rate is in .regicn 10 % deuterium for mixes of
proti.lD-deuterium ( Fig. 3 [ 4)). At the same time, at present all proofs of
availabilit.Y NRo.l have the statistical nature, and resu1.ts of separate ex
periments is not identical. Therefore, cme of main tasks, is the search and
developnent of new experimental techniques, the .Dait total accounting reve
aled features of low energy .reactions and admi.tting unequivocal interpreta
ti.cn of the resu1.ts. The present work is devoted to .research of new techni que of experiment with rotati.cn of sanple and discussion of the theoretical
JOOdels, enabling to explain above the menti.aoed features NRo.l and gi.ve the
direction of :further researches and perspective searches .
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Fig. 2. The dependence of triti.um generati.cn rate :fran hydrogen pressure
(sanple-alloy Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti (71-18-10--1), 3 sections, T= 9m K) .
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Fig. 3. The dependence of triti.um generati.cn rate :fran stnicture of mix
� ��l!i fo.r sanple Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti

(T=520 K, t-=U,1 h).

2. EXPERIMm'I'AL Dl!SIGN AND PROCEOORE
The technique of experiments an triti.tBD generations and .registration is
described early in [ 5,6 ] . In experiments with rotations of sanples (Fig.
4) were used plates and cylinders :fran zirconium and niobium, thickness of
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Fig. 4. The she.me of experiment with rotation sanple.
1-sanple-catlxxi; 2:-anod; '3-discharge regi.on.
0,8 DID and diameter of·MD-182J DID. The speed of rotatioo. set in limits £ran
0,5 to 40 rot/minuts. At .rotatioo of sanple the heating happened oo.ly for
effect of plasma glow- discharge oo. ordinary bYdrogen (p.rotium + 0,015 % de
ut.eri.um). The p,ressure of p)asmaformi.ng gas was supported in limits
(20-60)·w3Pa. The current of glow- discharge made 2-2.5 A, and voltage
a!D-lim V. The t.eq,arature of sanple, in location of discharge ocooentra
tion oould reach the 't.enl>erature of melting point, that oould result in the
instability in control and destruction of saaples. The caitrol of tri titun
contents in plasma.forming gas was made on fulfilled technique, with error
not exceed ::!: 50 % [5].
3. RHSOLTS

The experiments an .rotating sanples oooducted, exclusively in plasna of
glow discharge oo. ordinary bYdrogen and mixes with deuterium. Not oo. enough
large pressure, �tores and densiey- of currents, to reach of the lai:ge
tritium generation rate, was not managed. It is possible when cyclic hea
ting happens the triti.um to primar:y was &>lution in saaple, that requires
the additi.anal researches. Experiments on pure deuterium with .rotation
sanples until caiducted. The results of the JIKllSt characteristic experiments
on tritium generation are adduced in Tab. 1.
At execution of experiments with .rotatioo.s of sanple, in envi.ralment of
ord.:inar.y hydrogen, the phenanenoo. of 't.enl>erature maxim.Jm displacement ahead
on course of .rotatioo is found out. The size of this displacement is incre
ased at increase of .rotation speed and at given parameters of glow dischar
ge was about 5-10 mn. This displacement indicates on ocan-renoe of excess
heat at increase of sanple teoperature and hydrogen desorption. Wootber is
this excess heat by consequence of delay for convertible PI."00e5ses or this
certificate to appearance of excess heat, arising for :reasai of irreversib
le processes ( for exanple of :mJClear :r:eactioo.s), will be possible to found
out afterwards neasurenerts of lEat balance installati<Xl.
4. DisaJSSIOO
The shift for area of nax:i.ml 't.enl>erature £ran heating area glow disc-
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Table 1.
'lbe characterl.st:ic results of experiments. ocnmct.ed with ord:inar,y mix of
b:vdt:ce,:n isotops as active envinnnent and rot.a.ting saaple

Date

19.12.W
24.12.W
05.01.98
15.01.98
12.03.98
12.03.98

Ro- Tem- Time Pr- Di- Dite- ta- pe- of es- SC. SC. �
c1fri- tion re- pro- SU- vo- cu- ic
al spe- tu- ces- re lt- rr- acage ent tive
ed re sis
RoV K
h Pa·3 V
A Pul/
min.
10
100s

Ma-

7 33 500 2.3
Nb 16 1570
Nb 9 1170 12 41 1000 2.2
Nb 4 1370 166 26 800 2.3
Nb 3 1420 96 33 900 2.3
Nb 1 1270 26 20 500 2.5
Nb 0.7 1200 24 7 300 2.9

21.01.98 Zr

1070

3

Tritium
ff!Rera100
rate

Specif.
tritium
E!neraf10n
rate
Atom/s At/s·g

131 1.6·1045 4.2·1023
80 5.8·10 7.4·10..,
1.29) 6.5·10 4 8.3·10�
426 3.8·1044 7.3·10;
102 3.4·105 2.2·102
366 1.3·10 8.5·10

14 24 700 2.5 168 1·105

1. 7·103

barge an appreciable size is testifies abart existence of additional pro
cesses with allcx:atian of heat at increased tenperatures. 'Ibis can be the
nuclear :reactions, proceeding in :zones of increased t.e:nperatm:es and suffi
cient ocncent.rat.i.an of hydrogen. At furtrer increase of talperature the so
lubili-cy of hydrogen decreases and reaction ceases. Early the conduct.ed ex
per:i:nents was slDJed, that the maximal quanti-cy of tritium is formed at use
of mixes protium-deuretium, indicates an primaey t.ritium formation not from
reactian D + D, and from react.ian:

P

+

e

+

D - T (-6 keV)

+

v (~5,98 MeV).

Such :record :reflects the known propert;y of hydrogen isotops to deep of
penetrate in elect.ronic srell of CXJDnect.ed at.ans for a solid [6]. As far as
the DBin energy in such react.ian go art. by neutrino, clearly, wl\Y to heavy
was registered of aocoopaeying heat, ganma-radiation or neutroos. ObviaJSly
also, the energy can be transformed in heat an]y from tritons, which, app
roximately, an three order less, than is allocated in majority of thermo-
nuclear reactions. It is possible it explains the reason of difficulties in
receiptioos of stable the:rne.l effects.
Fran said the i.nportant CXXJSeqUeDOe follows vezy. At work with con
centration of deuterium in proti.um less than 10 % the main react.ian, an an
opinion, can be the interacti.an:

P + e

+

P - D (~2 keV)

+

v (~1,95 MeV).

This reaction is :remarkable by theme, that the wastes are aAaY' radioac
tive. 'lbe power :regi.stered of this reactian also. approxiDately will an
three orders below. versus majority of thernoBlclear react.ions. 'lbe speed
proceeding of such :react:i.an will be possible precisely to be det:erm:i.ned on
aocxmpanying of tritium generati<m. rate or mass-spect.raEter nethxi, an
cliange of peaks size of 3-6 nesses [2]. If such reactions are possible,
then the definite probabi.li-cy of :reactions proceeding in oonderised. ned:ia
and with relium fornatian is not excluded:
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p + e + T -

411

-it.e

(-15 keV) +

V

(-19,8 lleV)

(~15 eV) + p- (~15 keV)

Thls, fian features of procbrt.s received in NIDf, it is possible to as
that the DBin problElll of rnclear reactions in oc:ndensed media ocm
si.sts not in searohes energy sufficient for interact:i.cn of particles on
knoMn mechanism (is not p.resent of hanl radiatioo.). and in searohes of ap
portunizy for radical decrease of the Caul.alb barrier in a solid, for inte
racting of b.Ydm8en i.sotops. The offerred mechanism of fonmt:i.oo. for excess
heat can be and not '&rln, IDJeYer on given staee of :researches is very im
port.ant to be ocufi.rmed the ava:ilabili.zy for exoess hea:t Qr' calorienetry
and to prt. oo. :reoom X-ray radiaticn. The reg:ist.ration of X-ray radiation
is o:mpd smy oooditicn for proof of existence of similar mechanism NIDt.
Sllllle,

5. <na.cJSIOf
5.1. 'l'be new :(DDWBiat of shift far teaperatme mximn in di.recti.ai of
.rotatiai .aetal saople, an relatiai ro ax.is of glow discharge an h,drQOeD
isotops is .feud out. This .shift testifies about excess heat at increased
�b.m!:s. which can be ocmnected Ai th i..r.reversible processes (for
exa111Ple by nuclear reactions or reactions Ai th .funmtions of heavy cxapl�
.x.es).
5.2. The .mechani.sm of low energy� is offerred, ooe of certificates
of exi.steooe .fur Nb.i.ch should be the .registratiai X-� .radiati<D.
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NUCLEAR REACTIONS IN CONDENSED MEDIA AND X-RAY
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AffiTRACT
The study of tritium generation narure in seoood, sla,ed down stage is
cx:nducted, and the registration of X-ray is executed, which can arise at
interacti.an of hydrogen isotops in metals with thermal activation.
It is shown, that seoood, sla,ed down stage of trititDD acr,mulation in
gas at laig interaction of bydrogen isotops with heated up sample can be
connected with nuclear reactions since is experimentally shown, that at in
teraction of heated up metal sanples with hYdrogen isotops the triti.um con
centration in gas was decreases for .reasai of tritilBD transition in sample,
stiptlated by isotops effects. It is established, that at laig interaction
of hydrogen isotops with heated up metal sanple the tritium generation rate
is increased of direct proportionally to increase of the hydrogen pressure,
in contrast to thernv-activatian �. � tritium generation rate

w4-lllf

a:t/s. The darking of X-ray
which was registered an this stage has
films, which was disposed inside of chamber, while should not wiequ:ivocally
to be camected with X-ray radiation.
1 . IH'.lmre.l'IOO
At excitation of nuclear .reactions in condensed media betAeen of charge
particles with low energy interacti.an (NROI), ooe of nein, registered pro
ducts is the tritium (1-3]. The ratio of generatian rates for various of
reactioos products which generating in the sanple with hydrogen by means of
bcnbardme:nts ions £.ran plasne of the poAlerful glow discharge has for neut-7
-9
for
charge
particle/triti.1.BD,
about
ralS/tritium, about 10 -10 ;
�
�
�
�
10 -10 ; for ganma-ray/trit.i.um, about 10 -10
[2,3]. It is th.is possible to ocnclude, that at occurrence NR01 an hYdrogen isotops, basically, can
be generated and to be registered ally triti.lBD alooe. In [4, 5] was shown,
that the tri ti.um generation £.ran metals is J:X)SSible not only at effect of
accelerated ions, bit also in envirooment of ordinary bydrogen (proti.1.BD +
0,015 % deuterium) and deuterium at thernel activatian. Two stages of such
processes are revealed: first-fast and seoood-slowed down, which have the
basic di.stinctian an properties.
Such characteristic features of NR01 is renDYe, at present, the problem
to study for � generation of low energy charge particles and
X-ray .radiation an first location. Ckt all visibi.licy-, for mentioned process
X-ray radiatian is the unique kind of radiati.an, which can be safe-cy fixed
in process NR01.
The present work is devoted to study of triti.um genera.ti.an narure in se
cond, slowed down stage and approachs to .registration of X-ray .radiation at
interacti.an of hydrogen isotops in metals by thmnal activatian.
2. �AL Dl!SIGN AND �
The experiments oo interactions of hydrogen isotops in metal sanple:s at
t.mxmal activation was oanducted similarly to description in [5], bit with
additi.alal, laig endurance of heated up metal sanples in envirooments of
bydrogen isotops.
The samples were made of alloy Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti ( 71-18-10-1 ), in kind of
plates with thickness of 0.5 mn, which were set up in section :fran 3 to 6
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pieces and developed as zigzag (Fig. 1). The size of coe piece nede 0,5
x aE x 1'm nm3 . The maximal tesq;ierature of such sanple reached 900 K, and
at rolling up its in spiral could be within the limits of ll.02J-laE K.
The experiment oonducted as follORS. In the beginning the working clan
ber was i;unp out, heated up the sanple to given telq;lerature and caxlucted
gas out of working chamer at pressure P<10-3 Pa! 1durlng 1-2 h. Th:n in
_ Pa and enduranced the
chamer fill up the � to pressure (5-00) · wdefinite tine (0,1-50 h). Further the hydrogen pmp cut in rubber volume
for subsequent bnn:ing, preparation of water tests and analysis by liquid,
scintillation method. For these exper.i.ments used mbrure of hf'drogen isotops
with ooocentration from 0,015 % deuterium in protium (ordinary hf'drogen),

Fig. 1. The scheue of experiDental installation witn sanple heating up
by straight miss of electric rurrent.
1-sanple; 2--current supply; 3-vactllll chamber.
to 95 % deuterium and 5 % protium (technical deut.erium). The neasurement of
tritium ocntents in plasma-forming gas nede on fulfilled technique, with
error which was not ex.oeed :!: 50 % [2,3].
After has becaue clearly, that the slnrt-tenn hlrsts of tritil.DD ooooent
ratiai an the first stages are stipulated, basically, by thermal activaticn
early acam1lnted, began to conduct in additiai the loog endurance in byd
.roge.!l of sanple heated up to working telq;lerature (DDre often maximal), with
subsequent gradual selection of gas for analysis en the tritium in seoond
stages. '.l'hJs the initi.al stage was oonducted as with cold, as with heated
up sanple. The loog experiments oo seoond stages conducted as caitinuation
of short-tenn experiments, as a:ftei:wards them, at total :[llllJp-OUt of gas
with increased activity. The similar experiments with thermal activation
were then conducted on short, cne plates sanples from titanium and niobium,
where the teoparature reached 15'0-17021 K.
X-ray films, which was wrap up in tNo-three layers of dark paper, disper
sed on distance of fi0-aE nm from sanples. Sanetimes in addition had estab
lishing attenuators from aluminium-10 mkm, 1W mkm or berillium-lW mkm.
The films was enduranoed in chamber in duration of whole e:xperinent (some
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tens of h:iurs) and afterwards its tenni.natian di.splayed the hidden image.
3. RFSULTS
The sbort-tenn effects of bydrogen isotops on heated up sa111>le permit to
lONer to m:injnnm the initial activity in .sanple (quantity of tritium) befo
re subsequent laig experiments (first two points on Fig. 2). At subsequent,
laig endurances of sanples in envirooments of hydrogen isotops the activity
is gradually increased. The oh5ervabl.e increase of rate is obviously con
nected with gradual reductian of quantity of gas in chaniJer at each probe
out ( Fig. 2). The construction fran given this experiment of specific cha
racteristics shows, that the tritium generatian rate was drops in due cour
se (Fig. 3; 1). This the absolute gain of activity versus to time (without
interaction of pressure ) even is increased ( Fig. 3; 2). The tritium gene
ration rate is close to di.:rect proportionality fran pressure of bydrogen
(Fig. 4), in against to htrsts of activity in slx>rt-term experiments [ 5 ] .
The results the 11K>St of characteristic experiments an tritium genera
tion are adduced in Tab. 1.
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Fig. 2. The dependence of probe b,ydrogen activity fran t:iJDe at laig
experiments (alloy Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti (71-18-10--1), 3 secticns, T= 9m K.
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Fig. 3. The dependence of tritium generation rate and specific gain of
hYdrogen activity fran time of experiment (alloy Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti (71-18-10--1),
T::91i1J K).
!-tritium generation rate; 2-gain of probe specific activities.
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Fig. 4. The dependence of triti.um generation rate f.ran pressure of hyd
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Table 1.
The characteristic results of experi.nents en tritium generations,
o:rd:inary mix of � isotops as active environment

Ma- Cur- Tem- Ti- Pro- Di- Di- Pr- � Trititnn
te- rent pe- me ces- SC. SC. es- c1f- r�erari- of re- of ses vo- cu- SU- ic
100

with

Specific
tritium
generation
rate

al heat tu- he- time lt- rr- re ac- rate
re at
age ent
tive
A
h h
V A Pa·3 Pol/ Atom/s At/s·g A�s·
K
10 100s
cm
All 1350 8'10 1.4 2"
64 3675 1.3·1066 1.3·102 1.1·10�
All 1350 1020 4 21
90 .f083 1.7·10 1.4·102 1.4·10 2
Ti 1190 1370 0.2 2.5 -- -- 90 1092 3.8·107 2.3·1053 2.6·1042
Ti 1040 1470 0.1 18
1141 5.5·10� 2.a-10 3.2"!0
- - 75
Ti 1270 1470 0.2 11
82 446 3.5·10;J 2.6·103 3·10

- 79 332 2.2·105 1.4·103
Nb 1300 1370 0.2 13.5 70 17l9 7.6·1054 4.7·10?2
20
Nb 1800 1470
25 600 2.3 21 126 4.1·10 2.7·10
Nb 900 1570

-

4.7·10,_2
1.6·1o·J
9.4·10 1

X-ray films, located en cooling bottan of chantier with d:istanoe
2l1E nm to sanple, after laig exper:inelts ( sooe days) was not
dark. The films located oo. di.stance abc:ut l.'20 11111 f.ran sanple was dark,
however in this case should not to be excluded the influence of ther
nal heating, f.ran which the films also can was dark.

abcut

4. DISCUSSIOO
The second stages of triti.tn accuouJ�ti.on in hydrogien isotops at inte
raction with heated up metal sanple, representing in OOQllariscn, slow lif
ting of triti.tan concentration (Fig. 2) can be connected Jrlth nuclear reac
tions. &ich opinion Re state becaiase. in first, as was established fran
slx>rt-tenn experiments that the tritimn corx,entrati.oo in gas which interact
Jrlth heated up sanple is fast decreasing and reached of .minimJm equilibrum
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ooooentration by given ocmditi.ems. So is displ..a,,ed the effect isotops di
rect, when nnre heavy isotope heavier introdused in metal, hJwever it there
and better is kept, in coopariscn with nnre lights isotops. Re.sul ts in
that, that the triti.um ooncentration in metal is :i.ncl'eaMng, lowering its
ooooentration in envircOleita.l gas (Fig. 5 [6]). Stationazy ocmditicms have
not the reasoos for spontaneous allocation triti.um :fran metal, neverthe
less, at long endurances of heated up metal sanples in envi.rooments ordina
i:y hydrogen
(protium + 0,015 % deuterium) or deuterium, the triti.um con
centration in gas by gradually is inoreasing. As far as in gas the triti.um
is not present, growth of tritium ccnoentration in gas can be only by con
sequence for increase of equilibrum oancentration triti.um in metal sanple.
Hence, growth of tritit.ti ooncentration in gas and metal sanple, at long en
durances can happen only for reason of updating :fran nuclear reactions on
hYdrogen isotops in metal sanple. In secood, in contrast to the first
short-term phases of the tritium generation rate on given stage was increa
sed of direct proportiana]Jy :fran hYdrogen pressure (Fig. 4 and [3]).
The researches with X-.rqy films are vei:y i.np:>rt;ant in scientific plan
for possible ackrialledgement of availabili-cy for nuclear reactions of low
energy. These researches also can be first stage for begini.ng of study
X-ray radiation by spectroscopy methods. However it is acknowledgement of
availabili1:¥ X-ray radiation in low energy experiments tmtil was received
and required the further researches on divisions of thermal and X-.rqy ef
fects on X-ray films.
5. CXHilJSIOOS
5.1. The seccod, slOAed down stage of triti.um acx:unul ation in gas at
long interaction of hydrogen isotops with heated up sanple can be camected
with nuclear reacti.<ms since is experimentally shoHn, that at interaction
of heated up metal .5a111:>les with � isotops the trititn ooncentration
in gas decreases for reason of tritium transi ti.cm in sauple, stiptlated by
isotops effects. It is established, that at long interaction of �
isotops with heated up metal sanple the triti.um generation rate is increa
sed as di.l.'ect proportionally to increase of l\vdrogen pressm:e, in contrast
to thernn-activa:tion processes. Registered of the tritiDn �tion rate

on this stage has 1IBde w -uf' at/s.
5.2. The darldng of X-ray films, which was placed inside of chcmi,er,
while it stntld not uaegui.vocally to ooonect with X-ray radia:ti<XIS.
4
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF HEAT EFFECT IN VARIOUS CATHODE
MATERIALS EXPOSED TO GLOW DISCHARGE.
Savvatimova .I.B., Korolev V.Ul.
SIALUTCH
Zheleznodoroznaya St., 24, 142100, Podolsk, Moscow region, Russia

The comparative enthalpy generation in the various cathode materials during Deuterium
and Protium Glow Discharge (GD) is offered. Enthalpy results in Pd and its alloys (PdPtW,
PdRu, PdNi) and also for pure metals ( V, Nb, Zr, Ag ) are presented for equilibrium (constant
temperature and current density) and non - equilibrium experimental conditions (during
increment of the cathode temperature).
The heat efficiency measurements in Pd alloys may be ranged on decrease in the
following way: PdPtW, PdRu; PdNi; PdCu. Such measurements in other pure metals may be
presented in the following way V, Zr, Ag.
Heat effect shows good correlation with maximum of the elemental and isotopic
content. The maximum heat output correlates with the maximum elemental and isotopic change
for fixed experimental conditions.
Estimation of the heat efficiency cathode materials in the dynamic equilibrium and
nonequilibrium conditions show that there are two regions with a different mechanism of heat
output are observed in the low and high temperature and current density area . The first
maximum depends on loading Hydrogen and the second maximum does not depend on
Hydrogen desorption and depends on the crystal lattice property and the interaction of the
electric and magnetic fields (internal and external).
INTRODUCTION
After the announcement of the M. Fleishmann and S. Pons result of their experiments,
the most attractive aspects of Cold Nuclear phenomena for all people are represented by the
discovered anomalous heat effects exceeding the expended electric energy and the
transmutation effect resulting in the new elements yield.
In our previous experiments excessive heat and nuclear products were registered . The
emission of gamma - quanta, neutrons and charged particles were registered in the Glow
Discharge and under certain conditions excess heat was observed /1, 7/. This brief report
summarizes the progress achieved in 1997-98 during research on comparison of heat for
different cathode materials in the GD. The effort was focused on heat output in the Pd and Pd
alloys with elements Ru, W, Pt, Ni and group of the pure metals ( V, Zr, Ag, Mo). We looked
for optimal GD conditions, tested new cathode designs and various cathode materials. More
than 50 different experiments were carry out and the comparison of heat effective coefficient
were made. The comparative enthalpy generation in the cathode materials were studied.
Recently obtained data can help interpret the previous results and understand of the problem
clearer.
GLOW DISCHARGE METHOD
The Glow Discharge installation represents a vacuum chamber with volume of 2-10-3
3
m • A water cooled changeable anode and cathode units, gas pumping and filling systems,
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power supply were also incorporated into the chamber. The installation was provided with a
set of instrwnents to register the process parameters ( current and voltage, residual and
working gas pressure) and for temperature estimation (the thermocouples with devices KSP4). The chamber pressure was down to 10 -4 Torr for evacuation up to 5 -15 Torr, when filled
with working gas, respectively. Protium and deuterium were used as working gases. The
samples were irradiated with the current density of 10-50 mA·cm -2 and voltage of 10-1100
Volts, the time elapse lasted from 4 to 10 hours. The samples measured 20 mm in diameter,
50-1400 µkm in thickness, with the exposure area of 1 cm 2. Various cathode units somewhat
different in their design were used to improve the heat efficiency evaluation and make the
results more informative. Cathodes were made ofPd, Pd alloys, V, Ag, Zr and other materials.
Changes of temperature in the cathode unit and the cooled water were used to register the
positive enthalpy effect.
ENTHALPY ESTIMATION.
The distribution ofthermal flows for an evaluation ofa thermal balance in a cathode had
made for four designs ofcathode units. The sample heat balance may be represented as:

m-Q +n•Qeff =Oc1 +Qc2 +Og1 +Qg2 +O,ad1 +Qrad2

(l),

where: Q =I•V - Glow Discharge input power; I, V - GD current and voltage(measured
parameters); m - GD input power fraction, released upon the sample surface; Qeff- power of
positive (excess) effect; n - fraction of positive enthalpy effect power, released upon the
sample surface; Qcl - heat flux between the sample and insert; Qc2 - heat flux ofleakage from
the sample into the nut during the contact heat exchange; Qgl - heat flux from the sample into
the spacer via gas under possible blistering ofthe sample; Qg2 - heat flux of leakage from the
irradiated surface via gaseous medium; Qrad1 - heat flux between the sample and insert in the
area of zero contact between them; Qrad2 - heat flux as a result of radiation from the
irradiated surface ofthe sample.
After transform ofexpression(1) a formula ofthe positive enthalpy effect are suggested:
f=

kJ.

Q

(2)

The heat resistance in the contacts between sample and cathode unit detail and the
cooling system case was taken into account.
The temperature measurements of two thermocouples in the insert and cooling water
allowed introducing ofthree coefficients ofheat efficiency.

'u1
1
Tu -·
k =-=
i
R.
R.
Q

ms

ms

r,

(3)

Above estimate was made for equilibrium conditions experiment( under constant
temperature and constant current density) Fig. 1-4.
Another estimate ofthe heat output was made for non equilibrium conditions during
temperature increase. This estimate was made on the base �T/�. data and was shown on the
Fig. 5,6. Where �T/�. - increasing ofthe temperature(�T, °C ) for time(�,, minutes) .
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I. EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS. The dependencies ofsample temperature upon the
Glow Discharge input power, obtained in two experiments with a Pd-sample in H2 and D2
( the same experimental condition) are displayed in Table 1.
Table 1
Heat Efficiency fcoefficients - Versus from Glow Discharge Power
Pd in H2 and D2 under PH2= 7.5 Torr, PD2 = 7.5 Torr (Set 1)
10 20
50
100
Q,W
0.55
0.58
0.47
0.40
fiI2
0.70 0,65
0,57
0.47
fo2
1.27 1.12
1.22
1.18
fo2/fil2
f- efficiency in the experiment with D2 exceeds its value in the experiment with H2 for
same ranges of gas pressure and GD input power. As follows from Table 1, under practically
equal gas pressure PH2=PD2 � 7.5 Torr and Discharge Power, FD2- coefficient exceeds 4-12 by
� 20 % under Q= l 0-100 W.
The approximation of thennal effectiveness coefficients k with temperature increase for
all materials was observed (table 2). It is possible to assume that modification of thermal
effectiveness coefficient k relates with temperature increase, and correspondingly to another
mechanism of heat output which is not connected with an exit earlier absorbed deuterium.
Heat efficiency coefficient k has the very strong difference for various materials under
temperature less 150-200 °C and depends on deuterium adsorption and desorption.
Table 2
k2- coefficient ofHeat Efficiency in D2- Medium (3 Set)
PdPtW
Nb
PdCu Pd
PdNi
Mo
Material
160
105
90
90
115
55
Thickness, µm
=
13.6
12.9 16.6
15.5
6.8
13.2
k2(Tu 50 °C)
12.8 14.0
14.7
15.3
10.3
7.4
k2(Tu=100 °C)
14
13.5
10
7.7
12.4 13.2
k2(Tu=150 °C)
=
9.7
12.1
12.4 12.5
8.1
8.1
k2(Tu 200 °C)
11.8
12.9
12.4 8.9
9.0
k2(Tu=300 °C)
9.1
10.3
10.3
k2(Tu=400 °C)
Stability of the heat efficiency coefficient of alloy PdCu in the temperature range 503000C attracts attention by itself. Conservation of K2 was indicative of the influence of
stabilizing additives by rarity earth elements.
In the fourth set of experiments the PdRu alloy samples have shown the most high heat
efficiency in the temperature range of50-300 °c.
It is necessary to note that four series of heat effect measurements results with different
cathode material in the Glow Discharge have a lot of peculiarities that can not be described in
one paper (did not include the data on swelling, blistering ofthe samples and saturation by the
hydrogen and deuterium). The main aim of the paper to focus one's attention on the
comparative evaluation ofmaterial by their heat efficiency.
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The heat efficiency of Pd, its alloys , and other material to Mo with increased
temperatures were become closer to each other (Fig. 1, 2, 3). The Mo coating (from separate
atoms to mono layer) on the sample surface from cathode holder in the result of the high
temperatures and big time of the experiment can be the one reason of this result ( Mass spectrometry analysis)
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The following order for metals are given in a decreasing heat efficiency K3 under the
same conditions - Fig. 4.: V, Zr, Ag .
The row of the enthalpy effect for different alloys and metals was various for different
cathode units design. The following is a row of alloys given in a decreasing order of heat
efficiency: Pd.Ru, PdNi, PdPtW (Fig. 2, 3, table 2). It should be noted that the highest heat
effect was observed in alloy samples which shown the lowest transmutation effect (the lowest
quantities of impurities yield) for low temperature.
It is most likely that it is the state of crystal lattice and the metals electron structure that
plays the most important part within the said processes under high temperature.
2. UNEQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS The estimate of the enthalpy was made for non
equilibrium conditions during temperature increase on the base of the derivative AT/A, and
was introduced on the Fig. 5, 6. The AT/A, character shows the good reproducibility after
second switching on of the Glow Discharge (Fig. 5). It is clearly shown that there are two
maximum for AT/A, dependence. The first maximum relates with loading output deuterium.
Another maximum do not dependent from gas loading and is observed under high temperature
and current density.
The comparison of the enthalpy effect was made for the dynamic equilibrium and the
dynamic nonequilibrium condition
dT/ dt Dependence as Current Density Function for
Pd at Deuterium Glow Discharge
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DT/Dt (temperature/time) from current density
for the Ag at Deuterium Glow Discharge
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DISCUSSION
1. Series of experiments on heat efficiency estimation of various materials on the Glow
Discharge installation with cooled cathode were carried out.
2. Received preliminary given on heat efficiency a palladium and its alloys with Pt, W, Cu, Ni,
Ru.
3. It was discovered that Pt and W additions may raise the cathode working temperature,
causing shift in the maximum excess heat area toward higher temperatures .
4. The summed up heat measurements in Pd alloys and the measurements of the elemental and
isotope content may be ranged in the following way: PdPtW, PdRu; PdNi; PdCu.
5. In the main cases the heat effect showed good correlation to the quantities of the impurities
yield for low temperature region.
6. Conducted evaluation of heat efficiency of the metal row under decrease : Nb, V, Zr, Mo,
Ag.
7. It is shown the possibility to raise a working temperature of cathode material for creating
special property: for stabiliz.ation working temperature, prolonging working time.
8. Different mechanisms of the excess heat output during deuterium irradiation in GD are
present. Heat output relates with deuterium output (previously loading) for certain current
density and cathode temperature. Heat output increasing is not essential depend on
implanted deuterium for big current density and cathode temperature, but only from other
fine property of the material.
9. Method of comparative evaluation of heat effect in conditions of irradiating by Hydrogen
and Deuterium ions in the Glow Discharge was suggested for equilibrium and non
equilibrium dynamic conditions.
10.Dynarnic non-equilibrium conditions of experiment:
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carried out with the help of dynamic characteristic - AT/At , which is described by a
cathode temperature increment in a time interval for a defined fixed current density.
• T/At dependence have the peaks of the current density during the Pd cathode irradiation at
the Glow Discharge: first - for density 15, 45 mA/Cm2 and second - for 100-150 mA/Cm2 •
As can see AT/At from same current density was repeated after Glow Discharge switching
off and following switching on.
• The experiment with Ag confirmed the independent /1T//1t maximum from deuterium
loading for high current density and big temperate, that corresponding with another
mechanism heat output.
CONCLUSION on heat efficiency:
1. Glow Discharge method is a relatively simple and express for various materials
comparison.
2. It is possible to increase the working temperature using addition of the impurity
elements.
3. It is possible to stabilize the property of the cathode materials and to enlarge the
time of the cathode life without loss of the properties, using the supplementary impurity
elements.
4. Estimation of the heat efficiency cathode materials in the dynamic equilibration and
non-equilibration condition show that there are two areas with a different mechanism of heat
output:
• The first maximum of thermal effect are observed during an exit of preliminary
absorbed gas (hydrogen or deuterium) in the area of the small current density and low
temperature.
• The second maximum of the thermal effects (big output of the enthalpy) are
observed in the high temperature and current density area and do not depend on hydrogen
desorption and depends on the solid state lattice condition and electric or magnetic fields
interaction.
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TRANSMUTATION EFFECTS IN THE CATHODE EXPOSED GLOW DISCHARGE.
NUCLEAR PHENOMENA OR ION IRRADIATION RESULTS?
Irina Savvatimova
Scientific Industrial Association "Lutch"
24, Zhelesnodorozhnaya St., 142100 Podolsk, Moscow Region, Russia
The elemental and isotopic structure of the cathode materials before and after Glow
Discharge (GD) experiments were analyzed by SNMS, EDS and SMS. The isotope shift
tendency in Pd and Pd alloys and Ag was observed. The comparison of the quantity of
impurity elements change and generation was made. The four same groups of certain
impurities were repeatedly formed after Deuteron irradiation in similar conditions : light with masses of 6, 7 10, 11 19, 20, 22; of middle masses near 0,5 matrix element; (± 10) of
matrix element - Cd, Sn, Ag and of heavy masses 120-140 ( Sn, Te, Ba). The essential
isotope shift (mass account) for the elements with 181-199 masses was noticed.
The quantity of additional impurities, which was found after ion irradiation in Pd and Pd
alloys, can to show in the following row with decreasing: Pd, alloys PdPTW, PdNi, PdRu,
PdCu.
The qualitative correlation of the maximum increase of impurities in the cathodes with the
maximum heat output during GD experiment was noticed for temperature interval less
200°c.
INTRODUCTION
The positive results obtained by researchers in various countries in generally confirm the
existence of Cold Nuclear Fusion phenomenon. Obviously the place of the said phenomenon
among particular fields of science and technology has not yet been clearly defined.
There are a lot of interesting results and theories explaining in part this phenomenon at
present. But "Cold Nuclear Fusion" phenomenon turned out to be a more complex one than
it seemed at first. It is very difficult to explain all aspects of it by D-D reactions only. The
synthesis-decay conception still seems attractive at present /1/. This hypothesis was
put forward in the Proceedings of the Nagoya Conference /2/. The likely reactions on the
Pd cathode at Deuterium Glow Discharge installation are as follows: d + d; d + d + d; nd; d
+ Pd, 2d + Pd, 3d + Pd; etc. and Pd = A + B.
In previous works the elemental and isotopic composition changes on Pd cathodes after
deuteron irradiation during GD was studied /3, 4, 6/. Low radioactivity of the samples
(including foils of Pd, Ti, Ag, Nb and other materials) was observed. The presence of the
high - and low-energy radioactive isotopes in Pd cathode after ion irradiation in GD was
found by radiography analysis /3-6/. Isotope shift tendency and helium generation in Pd
cathodes after deuterons irradiation was shown in same works / 3, 5 /. Some emission of
gamma - quanta, neutrons and charged particles were registered during the glow discharge,
and the low gamma - emission after termination of the discharge and under certain
conditions excess heat was observed / 4/. Observable effects were suggested to be possibly
due to fission-fusion reactions (disintegration of the excited palladium, generation of Pd +
xD complexes and lighter elements )/ 2/.
The effort in this paper was focused on various comparison of cathode materials in low
energy Glow Discharge irradiation mainly by means of SNMS mass - spectrometry. The
specific area of our research was elemental and isotopic composition of Pd, Pd alloys ( with
Ru, Pt, W, Cu) and Ag before and after the deuterium experiments, for Pd cathode the
comparison after deuterium and protium irradiation was also included.
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GLOW DISCHARGE AND ANALYSIS METHODS
The glow discharge installation represents a vacuwn chamber with a capacity of 2·10·3 m3
. A water cooled changeable anode and cathode units, gas pwnping and filling systems,
power supply were also incorporated into the chamber. The installation was provided with a
set of instruments to register the process parameters ( current and voltage, residual and
working gas pressure) and for calorimetry measurements (the thermocouples and the
temperature measuring devices KSP-4). The chamber pressure was down to 10-4 Torr for
evacuation and up to 5-15 Torr when filled with working gas, respectively. Protiwn and
deuteriwn were used as working gases. The samples were exposed to irradiation at the
current density of 10-50 mA-cm·2 , voltage of 10-1100 Volts, the time elapse from 4 to 10
hours. The samples measured 20 mm in diameter, 100 µkm in thickness (mainly), with the
exposure area of 1 cm2
Analysis of isotopic structure cathodes were conducted before and after experiments
using the following method: Mass Spectrometer INA-3 Leybold AG (defind below as
SNMS. SNMS method provided the depth of each scan equal to 150 Angstrom, the
scanning velocity was 1,5 Angstrom/sec. The distance between first and second scan was ~
1 µkm. Krypton beam had 400 eV energy. Spot diameter was 3 mm.
RESULTS.
Isotopic structure change of the Pd cathode after Deuteriwn and Protiwn Glow Discharge
experiment presented below for identical conditions using SNMS method .
Pd isotope structure change after Deuteriwn and Protiwn glow discharge experiment has
very noticeable difference, when heat output difference was more than 30%, and small
isotope difference was observed, when heat output had small distinction, (when we used the
special cathode unit with the very small thermal leakage and equal heat output during the
Deuteriwn and Protiwn GD experiments).
The structure change in the Pd cathode after Protiwn experiments was shown below in Fig. I.
In the experiment with Pd samples and H2 environment the following effects were observed:
• 107 and 109 masses have changed in quantity;
• 102, 104, 105, 106 , 110 masses have slightly changed or remained almost unchanged.
Deviations from initial 100% Pd isotopes were 102 - 2%, 104 -10%, 105 -7%, 108 -13%,
110+5%.
• 105, 108 masses have been decreased,
• 110 mass remained practically unchanged (without change >3%) ,
• 101 (0,01%), 103 (0, 1%) masses have appeared probably due toRu andRh;
• 111, 112, 114, 116, 118, 120, 121, 122, 124 (~0,1 atomic per cent for each ) masses
correspond to Cd and Sn groups.
• Good coincidence isotope contents for both first and second scans.
The minimal structure change in the Pd cathode after deuteriwn experiments with small
thermal leakage and small heat output difference in comparison with protiwn GD experiments
are shown below. This experiment correspond the high temperature interval (Fig. 2). Mainly
decreasing 105 and 108 masses were observed after Deuteriwn GD at the first scan. This
104 mass decreasing was < 10% and about 15% for 105 and 109 masses at the first scan
and more 30 % at the second scan (after 1 µcm deleting). 106 mass decrease was found
only at the second scan. So 104 -106 decrease was 30-50 %, 102 increase was up to 250 %
(if initial content take as 100%).
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ISOTOPE SHIFf IN PALLADIUM AFfER HYDROGEN GLOW
DISCHARGE (SNMS)
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As can be seen, Pd isotope structure change after deuterium experiment had essential
difference for essential in the heat output difference (Fig. 3).
• 110 mass value did not change.
• 105, 106, 108 masses value decreased.
• The formation of Cd isotope group with 110, 111, 112, 114, 116 masses.
It was noticed that the SNMS analysis revealed that a great deal of Mo sputtering on the
Pd surface from the Mo cathode holder in this experiment. In the experiment with PdRu
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samples and D2 environment was observed in the Pd isotope structure: 105, 106 and 108
masses diminution; 102, 101 masses increase; 110 masses constant;
111-112, 113, 114 , 116, 122 masses increase by 5-10 times; 115, 117, 119, 124 varied a little;
118, 120 (Sn); 126, 128, 130 ( Te) were reduced ( Fig. 4 ).
The main result for PdPtW alloy after experiments are as follows (Fig.5, 6): 105,104 masses
decreased; 107, 109 masses decreased also; 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 32 masses disappeared; 6, 18,
20 masses appeared; 112,113,114,116,117,118, 120, 122, 125 ( Cd, Sn) and Te groups were
formed from 0,06 to 0,6 at. %; 136, 137, 138 - Xe, Ba were detected too.
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The main note for PdPtW alloy after experiments (Fig.5, 6): 105,104
masses decreased;
107, 109 masses decreased also; 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 32 masses
disappear; 6, 18, 20 masses appeared; 112,113,114,116,117,118,
120, 122, 125 ( Cd, Sn) and Te groups were formed
from 0,06 to 0,6 at. %; 136, 137, 138 - Xe, Ba detected too.
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ISOTOPE STRUCTURE in PdPtW BEFORE and AFTER GLOW
DISCHARGE EXPERIMET (SIMS)
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ISOTOPE STRUCTURE in PdPtW BEFORE and AFTER GLOW
DISCHARGE EXPERIMET (SIMS)
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The main results for CuPd alloy (Fig. 7) is that after the experiment
the next groups of the masses were observed :112-124: 112,113,
114, l l 6(Cd); 117,118,119,120,122, l 24(Sn);l 32 (Xe);l 38 (Ba);
164-177: 167,168 (Er); 169 Tm; 171,173 (Yb); l 75(Lu)?.
This masses with close value of the impulses were detected at the
second scan of the CuPd alloy too!!!
ISOTOPE AND ELEMENT CHANGE IN CuPd BEFORE AND AFTER
GLOW DISCHARGE EXPERIMET (SNMS)
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As it is seen in Fig. 8 the masses l 08, 110 (AgH, Cd) and small
quantities of some other isotopes were formed in the Ag ( 99,99%):
111, 112, 113, 114 - isotopes of the Cd group, 120, 122
isotopes of the Sn group.
ISOTOPE AND ELEMENT CHANGE IN Ag BEFORE AND AFTER
DEUTERIUM GLOW DISCHARGE EXPERIMET (SNMS)
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DISCUSSION

It is necessary to note that various effects of the cathode material
measurements in the G D have a lot of peculiarities. It is impossible
to describe in the such a small paper all the details.
The main changes were observed as follows:
• The isotope's structure changes in the analyzed row of material

were decreasing from Pd to Ag: Pd, PdPtW, PdRu, CuPd, Ag.

• l l 0 masses value did not change in all the experiments with Pd
and Pd alloys.
• The decreasing l 05 masses in all the palladium alloys (PdRu,
PdPtW, PdCu) and Pd after deuterium Glow Discharge.
• Appearing of Cd, Sn isotope groups in all cases for Pd, Pd alloys
and Ag were observed
• A constancy of 110 mass value can be possibly explained with Cd
isotope group formation with masses of 110, 111, 112, 114, 116,
which were observed usually after experiments.
• Value of the isotope change depended of experimental condition:
the grater isotope shift was observed for higher parameters ( current
density, duration, temperature).
• Current oscillation demonstrated high influence upon isotope
change and new elements generation.
• It is most likely that it is the state of crystal lattice and the
electron structure of the metals that plays the most important
part in the said processes.
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• The change of element and isotope composition of material
depends on scanned layer depths and glow discharge parameters
Maximum amount of impurity elements is found in shallow
layer of 1 5 nanometers depth.
Close results of measurements of element and isotope
composition for palladium
alloys are also illustrated. The
correlation of analysis data by methods SNMS( depth analyzed layer
was 1 S nanometers) and SMS ( depth analyzed layer was 1 0
microns ) was observed.
The disperse of the microprobe x-ray analysis for some elements
witnesses preferably spotted processes of nucleus reactions on the
surfaces and shallow layers.
Comparison of impurity elements composition after irradiating
with the Protium and Deuterium ions
speaks about preferred
formation of definite elements.
It is practically impossible now to include the data on swelling and
blistering and , saturation with Protium and Deuterium.
• The following is a row of alloys given in a decreasing order of
transmutation effect PdPtW, PdRu, PdNi, CuPd. Ag structure had
less changes.
In all the cases Mo was be sputtered from the cathode holder. But
the Ag cathode used had no Mo sputtering on the surface.
The ions with large radius (for example, Sn, Te) are supposed to
diffuse into a surface. However, the inverse picture is observed.
It is necessary to note that the change of element and isotope
composition of material depends on scanned layer depths and glow
discharge parameters . Amount of impurity elements usually
increases with increasing a temperature and length of experiment.
However, an oscillation current gives even more vast influence.
CONCLUSION.
Recently obtained data on Pd, Pd alloys can help to interpret the
previous results and understand clearer of the problem.
1. Transmutation effect exists in the Glow discharge experiments.
2. Deuterium and Protium experiments confirm that conclusion:
2.1 . There is a small difference in the transmutation results of the
Deuterium and Protium experiments, when the heat output in these
experiments did not differ.
2.2 .There is a noticeable difference in the transmutation results in
the next cases:
• new elements were formed and isotopic shift in the matrix and
other elements was observed when enthalpy measurements for D
and H experiment differed more than 30%.
• for experiments with the longest time elapse, current density,
high current or other oscillation.
3. The reproducibility:
3. 1 . repetition of the isotope shift for Pd and Pd alloys:
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• 105 mass decreased in all the experiments (the values were
identical for Pd and PdRu alloy with small impurity addition);
• mass 110 remained constant in all the experiments.
3.2. the first and second SNMS scans gave the equal quantity for
isotopes Pd in the pure Pd and Pd alloys, 165-175, 180-200 masses,
equal change in the Ag experiments.
3.3. different samples showed the analogous results for Pd and Pd
alloys experiments under equal conditions;
3.4 repetition of the Pd, Cd, Sn and other isotope shift after various
experiments.
3.5 four groups of the elements formation in the analyzed samples
after experiments for Pd and Pd alloys was repeatedly noticed:
• isotopes of the light masses;
• isotopes of the middle masses;
• isotopes near main matrix element ±(5 -10) - Ag, Cd, Sn.
• isotopes of the heavy matrix element + (10-20)- groups Ba, Te, Xe,
and Ta, W, Hf group.
Comparison of composition of the impurity elements after
irradiating with Protium and Deuterium ions speaks of preferred
forming the definite elements.
For the correct interpretation of the
phenomenon ,
understanding the mechanism of process and the direction of
later research a more full kit statistical data for revealing the
perspective material is required.
Undoubtedly, light, middle and heavy element formation implies multi
- stage and multi-body reactions. The grate isotope shift of many
elements simultaneously and frequently, new element (light, middle,
near matrix and heavy) appearance illustrates that the observed
elements are reaction products, as it was confirmed in the reports by
Miley G. and Mizuno T.
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SURFACE STUDIES OF PALLADIUM AFTER INTERACTION
WITH HYDROGEN ISOTOPES
David S. Silver and John Dash, Physics Dept., Portland State University, P.O. Box 751,
Portland, OR 97207, U.S.A.
Abstract: Several pairs ofcold rolled palladium cathodes (40 µm thick) were electrolyzed in
series for various times up to six minutes. One ofeach pair was in light water electrolyte and
the other in heavy water electrolyte. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies performed six
months after electrolysis ofthe heavy water cathodes revealed asperities, craters, and nodules,
suggesting that localized melting and recrystallization had occurred, as we reported
previously on specimens electrolyzed for longer times. AFM studies 1.5 years later revealed
loose, nanometer-sized particles, indicating that the heavy water cathodes continued to
change during storage, long after electrolysis was performed, which we also reported
previously on other cathodes. The morphology of palladium cathodes electrolyzed in light
water electrolyte remained nearly identical to that of the unelectrolyzed control, even two
years after electrolysis.
Introduction: Pons and Fleischmann reported that heat not only is generated during the
electrolysis ofheavy water with a palladium cathode, but also afterward, a phenomenon
known as heat after death.1 In our own research, we have studied the surface topography,2
thermal output and microchemical composition ofpalladium3 and titanium cathodes4
subjected to electrolysis in heavy water. We have found localized concentrations of
unexpected elements,3-5 and an inversion in isotopic abundance at the surface ofa
palladium cathode.5 We have also found that changes in surface topography and
microcomposition continue long after electrolysis with a palladium cathode has ended. 4
Here we will report further results on surface topography obtained after electrolysis
with palladium cathodes.
Experimental Methods: The electrolyte for this experiment contained 20 ml D2O and
3.5 ml H2SO4 in one cell and 20 ml ofdeionized H2O and 3.5 ml H2SO4 in another. The
components ofeach solution were allowed to equilibrate for a minimum of24 hours. A
palladium foil (AESAR lot#Dl2E06 and stock#l1514) was cold-rolled into a strip of
thickness 40 µm from its initial thickness of510 µm. Six pieces of2 cm by 0.8 cm were
cut from this, and one end ofeach piece was spot welded to a long platinum wire, flattened
at one end. The foils were utilized as cathodes, three for the light water cell and the other
three for the heavy water cell. An extra piece was cut from the palladium foil to study as
a control piece. Platinum foils were used as anodes.
Before electrolyzing, the palladium cathodes were ultrasonically cleaned in methanol for
eight minutes, after which they were rinsed in deionized water and blown dry. A portion
ofeach cathode was above the electrolyte solution, and a strip oftape was applied above
the solution line to prevent the electrolyte from creeping upward.
Each experiment used two cells linked in series, one containing D2O electrolyte and the
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other containing H2O.3 These cells were connected to a constant current DC power supply
(Harrison 6202B) to produce an ionic current through the solutions. One pair of cathodes
underwent electrolysis for six minutes before manual shut down. A second pair of
cathodes was afterwards electrolyzed within the same solution for four short periods
totaling 1 minute and 45 seconds. A third pair of cathodes was electrolyzed for slightly
above three minutes. Upon terminating the experiments, the palladium cathodes were
ultrasonically cleaned in methanol, rinsed in deionized water, dried, and stored in petri
dishes. AFM studies were performed six months later for all cathodes, which were then
returned to their petri dishes, until 1.5 years later, when each was once again studied in
the same way on both sides.
Observations were made on a Nanoscope III (Digital Instruments) in air at room
temperature, using both height-mode and force-mode methods. The height mode allowed
for quantitative measurements for the vertical scale. A resolution of 50 nm was typically
achieved to image nodules and other features. A metallurgical microscope (AH-2
Olympus) was used in support of the AFM for low magnifications.
Results and Discussion: All D2O cathodes bent toward their anodes during electrolysis.
The submerged cathode ends were between 45 ° and 90 ° to their unsubmerged parts. The
H2O cathodes bent only slightly toward their anodes.
Metallurgical microscope photographs (produced 2 years after electrolysis) illustrate the
differences between a sample electrolyzed for six minutes in H2O electrolyte and a sample
electrolyzed for six minutes in D2O electrolyte (Fig. 1 ). The parallel lines from cold rolling
are readily apparent in the former (similar in appearance to the unelectrolyzed sample) but
not in the latter. The pitting observed for the palladium cathode electrolyzed in D2O
electrolyte suggests extensive erosion during electrolysis in the heavy water electrolyte,
implying that the metallic bonding of this palladium cathode is lessened by electrolysis in
D2O. There was no chemical dissolution of palladium during immersion in the H2 SO4-D2O
solution for one hour at 27 °C.2 Therefore, the erosion during electrolysis in heavy water

Figure 1. Metallurgical microscope images comparing surfaces electrolyzed for six
minutes in a light water solution (a) and a heavy water solution (b).
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electrolyte must be caused by the deuterium produced at the cathode and absorbed by the
palladium.
An AFM force-mode image and section profile of the palladium cathode electrolyzed for 1
minute and 45 seconds (Fig. 2a) shows an asperity, which appears to be the result of localized
surface melting followed by recrystallization. This is similar to features observed on a 12
minute palladium cathode after electrolysis in D20 electrolyte.2 The angle, 70.5 ° , between
the two sets of parallel lines suggests that these are traces of { 111} planes. An AFM section
analysis (Fig. 2b) indicates that this feature rises about 1 µm above the surrounding surface.
Comparing a second set of AFM images taken 1.5 years later than those taken originally
from the six minute electrolyzed sample in the D20 solution, we observed changes of surface
characteristics (Fig. 3). In addition to the surface anomalies observed six months after
electrolysis, there are now high concentrations of particle debris, an effect likely associated
with the 'heat after death' phenomenon.1 The three minute heavy water electrolyzed sample,
which originally showed fewer topographical features than its corresponding six minute heavy
water sample, also contained particle debris after two years, but to a lesser extent. The sample
electrolyzed repeatedly for 1.7 5 minutes total in heavy water also acquired granularity after
two years. Grains easily detached from the palladium surface were affected by the relative
movement of the AFM atomically sharp tip. These grains moved in response to its linear
motion. Real time grain motion appears as 'skid marks' viewed on the video screen (Fig. 3b
and 4a). High scan frequencies usually resulted in a destroyed tip. Subsequent ultrasonic
cleaning removed the observed loose grains from the heavy water samples. None of the
palladium samples electrolyzed in H20 solutions, in contrast, exhibited any granularity
during any of our studies (Fig. 4b), even after two years.

Figure 2. An AFM force-mode image (a) of the palladium cathode side facing away
from the anode, electrolyzed for 1 min, 45 sec. Angles of facets suggest the traces of
{ 111} planes. A section (b) analysis indicates the asperity rising about 1 µm above the
surrounding surface.
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Figure 3. An AFM force-mode image of the D20 electrolyzed sample (a) 6 µm area, and
(b) 8 µm area two years after electrolysis, illustrating an increased granular texture.

Figure 4. An AFM force-mode image of the six minute sample electrolyzed in (a) D20
electrolyte shows 'streaks,' unlike that exposed to the (b) H20 electrolyte.

Figure 5. Intensive granularity imaged from both the (a) force-mode and (b) height-mode
AFM scans for the six minute D20 sample two years after electrolysis.
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Secondary ion mass spectrometry has also been performed on the H2 O and D2 O samples
electrolyzed for six minutes. Inversions of isotopic abundance were observed for the D20
but not the H2 0 sample. 6
Conclusion: Macroscopic and microscopic deformation of the palladium is produced from
the beginning of electrolysis. The prominent microscopic features are: a) micron-sized
craters,b) surface asperities,such as nodules,c) crystal planes,indicating melting,
evaporation, and recrystallization. Pit formation followed by an increase in asperity and
loose particle debris suggest continuous evolutionary changes over the surface.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OPEN-CIRCUIT-VOLTAGE AND HEAT PRODUCTION IN A PONS·
FLEISCHMANN CELL

Edmund Storms, 2140 Paseo Ponderosa, Santa Fe, NM 87501
INTRODUCTION

Lack of reproducibility is still the major reason CANR is not generally accepted
and has not advanced into commercial use. The ability to reproduce any phenomenon
depends on knowing the major variables and conditions required for the events to
operate. In the case of cold fusion, even fundamental factors such as the D/Pd ratio
and the crystal structure of the nuclear-active regions are not known. It is the intent of
this paper to demonstrate several techniques for obtaining such information and the
results obtained from their application to the Pons-Aeischmann Effect.
Reproducibility is a materials problem. The nuclear reactions only occur when the
required chemical environment is created, the so-called nuclear-active-state (NAS).
Some techniques and environments create these conditions more easily than others.
This paper will address the electrolytic method of reacting deuterium with palladium.
Considerable experience now demonstrates that a critical D/Pd ratio is required for
anomalous energy to be produced. It is also clear that this critical composition first
occurs in the near-surface region of the Pd cathode. The composition that can be
reached in this region depends on a number of factors including surface barriers and
surface penetrating cracks. I would like to discuss several methods used to investigate
the characteristics of the surface region and the understanding obtained therefrom. In
addition, I would like to show the results of a direct measurement of the near-surface
composition.
The average bulk composition can be measured in several ways. However, this
quantity is only indirectly related to the near-surface composition where the nuclear
reactions actually occur. The problem is to determine the surface composition more
directly. This can be done in a relative way using the open-circuit-voltage (OCV),
which is proportional to the Gibbs energy of deuterium. While the exact relationship
between Gibbs energy and composition is not known in the high deuterium region, the
relative behavior of the OCV is useful in understanding the behavior of the surface.
This composition also can be measured directly using thin films of palladium depos
ited on an inert substrate as will be described in this paper.
Another useful property is the loading efficiency. This quantity is sensitive to the
presence of surface barriers, hence can quickly identify material which is not capable
of achieving high compositions.
The final method uses the deloading behavior. This quantity is sensitive to the
presence of cracks as well as to surface impurities which affect the ability of deuterium
to leave the sample. The deloading rate used in this paper is obtained by taking the
slope of D/Pd vs -Jtime.
The rate of gain competing with the rate of loss determines the ultimate limiting
composition. Therefore, factors that affect both sides of the equation must be under
stood. Techniques for measuring each variable will be discussed.
This work is described in more detail in a paper soon to be published in J. Alloys
and Compounds as well as in publications listed at the end of this paper.
APPARATUS

The samples are electrolyzed in a gas-tight, Pyrex cell held at constant tempera
ture by a surrounding jacket through which water flows from a constant-temperature
bath. The OCV is measured between the cathode and an external platinum metal
gauze, through a Luggin capillary terminating within 1 mm of the surface. Even
though the reference electrode is not bathed in hydrogen, it is sufficiently stable for the
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purpose of this study. A second capillary is located on the other side of the sample
such that the average behavior of the cathode surface is measured. Measurements are
made while the loading circuit is opened for 1 to 5 sec. The cell also contains a recom
biner catalyst. Graphite impregnated with Pt is used as a catalyst when the sample is
large (1-2 g) and a heated Pt wire is used when vary small amounts of palladium are
studied. The cell communicates with an oil reservoir which deposits oil onto a balance
(±0.01 g) as unrecombined oxygen builds up within the gas space. An oil weight of
7650±25 g is equivalent to 1 mol of deuterium loaded into the cathode. For large sam
ples (2 cm x 1 cm x 0.1 cm), the D/Pd ratio is based on the oil displacement measure
ment during the run corrected by the weight gain measured after the run. All data are
taken by computer using Labview©.
RESULTS
Loading Efficiency and Composition Limit
The loading efficiency is the ratio of deuterium atoms dissolved in the palladium
to the number of atoms presented to the surface by the current. This ratio is determined
at 5 minute intervals. Figure 1 shows the loading behavior of a Pd plate as delivered
and after Aqua Regia treatment. Removal of the surface barriers clearly improves the
loading efficiency. Loading efficiency increases as the current is increased, at least up
to 50 mA/cm2.
The composition limit increases with current up to :::-0.1 A/cm2 and remains con
stant thereafter. It also depends
on temperature (Fig. 2), and on
the nature of the palladium.
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dients are introduced which
modify this ideal behavior.
Upon deloading, the OCV shows the reverse behavior and returns to near zero after all
deuterium is lost This behavior shows that the OCV is being influenced by the average
composition in a very direct way, hence can be used to understand composition
changes at the surface.
U:
tb 0.3

Deloading
Deloading follows a✓ relationship regardless of whether it occurs within the cell
(Fig. 4), in air, or in acetone (Fig. 5). The slope of the initial rate when plotted as a
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the gas to allow catalytic
recombination to equal the
increased D +02 production rate. The amount of displacement produced by the
platinum catfiode was subtracted from the displacement produced by the electroplated
sample to calculate the amount of deuterium taken up by the Pd layer The calculated
D/Pd ratios for various current densities are shown in Fig. 6 where they are compared
to the behavior of a 1 mm thick sample. A 50 µm foil showed behavior similar to the 1
mm sample. A large scatter in the data is partly caused by changes in the loading
properties of the palladium layer. The OCV of the 2 µm sample was only 0.9 V at the
highest composition which indicates that its surface was still too low in composition to
;
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initiate a nuclear reaction. Therefore, the necessary surface composition is in excess of
a D/Pd ratio equal to 1.5.

CONCLUSIONS
The first problem is to find simple methods to identify palladium that is capable of
achieving a high surface composition. Once such methods are available, acquiring
active palladium by sorting through available palladium or by modifying production
methods will become practical.
The OCV, loading efficiency, and deloading rate are powerful tools for studying
the behavior of palladium. Material having a good chance of making excess energy
will have (1) a OCV well above -1.06 V (relative to Pt), (2) a loading efficiency near
100% until the sample converts completely to the �-phase, and (3) a deloading rate
that is low compared to normal palladium of the same composition.
This and other studies indicate that essentially all deuterium presented to a clean
Pd surface will be taken up by the metal, even after the compostion has become con
stant. This is not completely true when the surface is "dirty". As the composition
increases, causing an increase in the gas pressure within cracks, an increasing fraction
of the applied deuterium will leave the sample as gas through surface-penetrating
cracks. This process creates a concentration gradient between the surface and the bulk
material. Gradually, as impurities deposit on the surface of crack-free material, this
gradient becomes larger until the surface acquires conditions required for energy pro
duction. Samples having a high crack concentration or a "dirty" surface will not
achieve this condition.
A thin layer (�2 µm) of Pd plated on Pt can acquire an average composition as
high as D/Pd=l.5 at 25° C but with an OCV less than that needed for nuclear activity.
This behavior suggests that the surface composition required for nuclear activity is
well above D/Pd=l.5. Until the true composition and structure of the nuclear-active
regions are known, there is little hope of achieving reproducible excess energy produc
tion or useful explanations.
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PREDICTABLE AND REPRODUCIBLE HEAT
Roger Stringham, John Chandler, Russ George, Tom Passell, and Richard Raymond
First Gate Energies, Mountain View, CA, USA
The application of transient cavitation bubbles, TCBs, in conjunction with metal foils has
proved to be a good scientific probe or tool for the predictable measurements of excess heat
Q(x) and heat-after Q(a) [I] at steadystate temperatures. The TCB jet produces a high
density coherent flux of o+ that is injected into the foil lattice with a flux density of about
1024 D+ /cm2 in a few pico seconds and at 40 KHz billions of TCBs are formed on the lattice
each second [2,3,4,5,6,7]. The data is measured at 5 min. intervals over a period of 24 hours
in a static device with some 43 sonication runs and an equal number of calibration runs. A
Joule heater is included in the piezo driven reactor to calibrate all runs. It was found from
earlier unpublished work [2] that a number of foils will produce both Q(x) and Q(a) in D2O.
The Q(a) is different in a mixture of light and heavy water. Q(a) is divided into two distinct
processes; Q(al) involving just deuterons and the larger Q(a2) involving both deuterons and
protons. The knowledge gained from 43 experiments reported on in this paper were
completed in the period of Feb. to Apr. of 1998. The energy values for Q(x) and Q(a)
outputs vary from 40 KJ to mega Joules with rates that vary from I to 15 watts depending
on the conditions. The one parameter that is not predictable at this point is the duration of
Q(a).
Introduction
The first observation of heat-after was in Los Alamos in Apr. of '94 examining the data
from a Ti foil run in the M2 device after an experiment at the LANL. We were looking for
any sort of long range radiation products and He production. This heat-after was overlooked
- the event was at least 0.5 hours before removal of the foil from the reactor and the data
supporting the heat- after was superimposed on the M2 cooling curve - and was brought to
mind as the heat-after was found to be very reproducible during these current experiments.
Also looking at the data from the M3C reactor with circulating D2O some temperature
measurements of the body of the reactor were made just as a check and were never looked at
closely and indicated the same heat-after for most of the metal runs. These metals include Ti,
f3Ti, NiTi, Ag, Cu and SS [8]. So we can say that this phenomena is not unique either to the
place, foil or device. The current M3S device is static, there is no D2O circulation, and it is
easy to operate runs of 24 hours which reach steadystate temperatures during a period of 2
hours. The mass of the device is about 6 kilograms and the heat-after must heat this mass to
register the delta temperatures, /1T. The steadystate /1 T for the heat-after varies from Oto 10
�K for periods of I to more than 24 hours depending on the metal and the D2O/H2O ratios
(These need further study.).
Experimental design & Procedures
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The M3S device is a concentric 6 kilo aluminum device with a 15 cc reactor in the center
containing the foil. The reactor is 0.6 cm thick with one piezo device pulsing the 500 µ
stainless steel disk on one side of the D2O and foil and a similar piezo device on the other
side acts as a receiver and monitors the input acoustic energy. The procedure for setting up
the run starts with placing the foil in the reactor, testing the vacuum, loading with D2O, and
adding several atmospheres of Ar. The Ar pressure is the same in the reactor as the backside
ofthe piezos. An acoustic pulse from 4 to 128 cycles with variable off time (a variable duty
cycle) can be used to input acoustic energy, A, to the reactor. For this example say the 32
cycles on and 128 cycles off is the duty cycle used making the average input (A+B) equal to
13 watts. The input (A+B) is the total heat input to the 6 kilo device and is distributed
between the piezo, B, and the D2O, A', and the TCB production, A", and heats the device to
its steadystate. The run is begun by turning on the signal generator and power supply to the
single 40 KHz broadcasting piezo device for any length of time but we usually use a 4 hour
period which gives the device enough time to reach steady state temperature. Coiled in the
reactor is a calibrating Joule heater (JH) which is preset to match the heat input to the piezo
(A+B). After 4 hours (A+B) is turned off and the matching JH is turned on. (Both (A+ B) and
JH are buried deep in the Al reactor) The established � T should not change but surprisingly
it rises 5 ° K following the heating curve of the 6 kilo Al device. After several hours at
steadystate temperature the � T drops following the cooling curve of the device to the
expected and original steadystate temperature. The result when looking at the data is a 300
kilojoule lump of� T from some energy source superimposed on the expected constant � T
data. This is a reproducible process with 43 such expected events in 43 tries all measured in
conjunction with the JH reference runs. This process is shown in figures 1 and 2 but the
results become more complex as one exchanges some ofthe D2O for H2O.
Results
The data which was logged every five minutes monitored 11 data inputs. There were 4
reactor volume output TCs (K type thermocouples), 2 ambient temperature TCs, 2 reactor
containment TCs, output from 2 3400A HP voltmeters measuring the input volts and amps
(A+B) to the reactor, and output from a Semitronics wattmeter measuring the watts to the
JH, a resistance heater supplied by ARI. The pressure ofAr is measured at the cylinder and
the oscilloscopes measure the output from the pulser , a tone burst generator produced by
General Radio Co., and the output from the piezo receiver.
The JH data is collected as the average of 4 TCs with a maximum deviation between them
of 1 °C. Figure -1 shows the steadystate � T generated for a given JH input to the reactor and
follows the expected curve. In the figure are the Q(a2) data points from the experiment
M3S1M represented as black circles and do not follow the JH curve. The difference between
these two curves indicates the Q(a2) increases exponentially as the � T increases. This raises
still more questions and needs confirmation.
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The two boxes in figure - 2 duplicate the data in the 5 runs and are identical but stress
different aspects ofthe data. The left side is the data as logged on the PC with the exception
of the dotted line and indicates the point of the removal of D2O and the addition of H2O.
The right side indicates when and how much Q(x), Q(al) and Q(a2) is produced as compared
to the expected steadystate value of/'J,. T.
Figure- 1
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Figure - 1 shows the calibration data from JH measured from 4 TC inserted into the Al body
ofthe reactor. The dark circles are the Q(a2) data from M3SIM.xls shown in figure-2.
A description follows that progresses with time and tracks the experiment. Before zero
time the reactor JH was turned on to preheat the reactor. At zero time (A+B) was turned on
and the JH turned off After five hours the (A+B) was turned off and the JH turned on to its
predetermined level for 20 hours (note the production of Q(al)). The JH was turned off and
(A+B) turned on for 3 hours then turned off as the JH was turned on for 20 hours (note the
smaller production of Q(a2)). At this point, after a total running time of 2 days or 2880
minutes, there was an exchange ofH2O for D2O (dotted line). JH was turned off and (A+B)
turned on for 4 hours and then turned off as the JH was turned on to 2.8 watts and the reactor
cooled to about 8 °C (note the production of Q(a2)). The JH was increased to an input of 28
watts without the intervening (A+B) ( note the continued production of Q(a2)). The total
running time was about 5760 minutes and the (A+B) was turned on for about four hours then
turned off and the JH was turned on 2 hours into the sonication (A+B) (note the production
Q(a2)). At this point the run continues to produce this type of excess heat in various
amounts as the reactor conditions are changed There was one more Q(a2) starting where the
water exchange occurs at 2880 minutes and was the first appearance Q(a2). This Q(a2) also
follows the heating curve ofthe device.
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Figure - 2
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Figure - 2 shows left - the data as collected from the spreadsheet and right - the same data
with the isolation of Q(x), Q(al) and Q(a2) using figure l calibration data.
Discussion & Conclusion
With regard to cavitation methods most foils are active in producing Q(x) and Q(a) and the
traditional formation of a metal hydride is not necessary. A transient hydride such as Ag
works fine. The foil purity is not necessary. The acoustic input imposes the foil's resonant
frequency in the lattice which depends on the foil's physical characteristics. There are
transmutations and He and T production. The ejecta sites are not unique to Pd and are not a
major part of the excess heat production. Q(x) and Q(a) can be produced without visible
damage to the foil. The Q{al) shows coherence as it shuts down and the Q(a2) shut down has
not been observed. The acoustic piezo reactor arrangements are numerous such as single,
opposed and coupled as transmitter and receiver. The acoustic input may be pulsed or
continuous wave. The energy input must fall between the minimum and maximum cavitation
requirements for TCB production that are controlled by the external pressure, temperature,
and acoustic input (A+B). The cavitating liquid can be D20, H20 or a mixture. Cavitation
systems producing excess heat are very reproducible.
It appears that many metals are active and will produce Q(x) including those that do not
produce stable hydrides. It is safe to assume that most, if not all, metals under the right
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conditions produce Q(x). Furthermore, it may be possible that crystals such as Si, SiO2, and
D2O as well as ceramics may also produce Q(x). If water crystals work, then one could look
at biological systems. Perhaps what the present cold fusion community is struggling to
describe is some fundamental mechanism that occurs naturally in all matter at a very low rate
and may be explained by quantum mechanics or QED or some other theory that will reveal
nuclear level interactions that leave little or no ash.
It is clear that there are many systems that will produce Q(x) and Q(a) and many pathways
to achieve similar results. Currently, each research group progresses along its individual
pathway toward an uncertain end. If one assumes a single phenomenon that manifests itself
in many disguises for currently unknown reasons, it is no wonder that we find ourselves
misunderstood by the larger scientific community. When many paths dilute the
measurements of our results so that only the least traceable product of anv path, which is the
heat, appears to be the common factor, the scientific community is loath to give its blessing
or to provide a collegial atmosphere in which to further discussion or collaboration. There
appears to be chaos in these studies but resolution is very close. Perhaps that is as it should
be and let those who take the risk have the enjoyment of working in this fertile area. Finally,
it will be critical to investigate issues that relate to ethical and social consequences which
will have sweeping impact once this emerging technology is recognized and is taken to the
next step.
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CALORIMETRIC ANALYSES OF THE EXCESS HEAT GENERATED
FROM Pd:D AND Pd:H BY THE 'In-vacuo' METHOD
Hiroshi SUGIURA 1 and Eiichi YAMAGUCHI 2
IMRA Europe - Centre Scientifique
Sophia Antipolis, 06560 Valbonne, FRANCE
Abstract
We developed an evaluation method for the excess heat generated from 'in-vacuo' Pd:D
(Pd:H). Using this method, we quantitatively analysed the excess power including the
endothermic contribution in de-loading D 2 (H 2 ) gas and confirmed the 100% reproducibility
of more than 100% excess heat generation from Pd:D (Pd:H).
1. Introduction
Since 1990, Yamaguchi and Nishioka[l-4] have reported that, with their original 'in-vacuo'
method, they observed gigantic excess heat evolution from deuterated Pd covered by Au.
However they have not quantitatively evaluated the excess heat. The purpose of the present
work is to develop a method for the quantitative evaluation of excess heat from Pd plate
samples. In Section 2, we explain the measurement configuration and technique. In Section 3,
we formulate the equation for the excess heat evaluation. Section 4 presents the results and
conclusion.
2. Experimental Technique
Figure 1 shows the detailed configuration of a sample, a W-needle and two K type
thermocouples.
(a)

1

(b)

Thermocouple

�'"""1"-Pd sample (Au deposited side)
W-needle

Thermocouple
Sample holder

½

Pd

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic configuration of the sample holder and (b) calorimetric
model of the heat balance.
The sample Pd plates ( 30 x30 x lmm 3 : supplied by IMRA Material ) were prepared as
described in Ref. 5, and set on a sample holder made of Mo. The Mo holder was attached to
the manipulator installed on the vacuum chamber (analysis chamber as shown in Ref. 5).
Present address: Aisin Seiki R&D Center, Kariya, Aichi 448-8650, Japan.
Present address: NTT Basic Research Labs., Atsugi, Kanagawa 243-0198, Japan.
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One of the thermocouples touched a specified point on the sample surface and the other
touched a specified point on the Mo holder, to measure the sample temperature Ts and the
holder temperature Th . The temperatures were recorded as a function of time by the data
logger(Yokogawa: HR2300).
A W-needle touched the center of the sample surface as an electric feed-through. The
electric current was applied through the W-needle to the sample under the constant power
l a), in order to heat the contact point. Here, we note that
U:n ) condition, as shown in Fig. (
we applied at most 1.5 W for P;n throughout the present experiments.
3. Excess Heat Evaluation
The W-needle has a dominant resistance(> 90%) in the electric circuit configured as
shown in Fig. (
l a). As a result, the input power P;n is mostly consumed by the W-needle.
When expressing the power consumption in the W-needle and its supporting jig as Pw , the
net input power to the sample(P;:) can be given by
(1)

As shown in Fig. (
l b), the income P;: is then spent on increasing the sample temperature
Ts as well as transferred to the environmental gas and the sample holder, also to the chamber
wall by radiation. Considering the heat balance, the excess heat P,., produced from Pd:D
(Pd:H) sample can be defined by
(2)
In Eq.(2), Cv = 2.59J IK and is the heat capacity for Pd(10.6 g). The function J(T,, Th )
represents the heat transfer to the sample holder which must depend only on the sample
temperature T, and the holder temperature Th . The function g( T,, Tg , p) represents the heat
transfer to the environmental gas, where ½ and p are the D 2 (H 2) gas temperature and
pressure. We note that this function excludes the exothermic and endothermic contributions
at D 2 ( H 2 ) loading and de-loading. The fourth term represents the thermal radiation to the
chamber wall, where k is the effective radiation coefficient and T, is the room temperature.
First, we measured the sample temperature at t ➔ 00 on pure Pd plates, T, (00), as a
function of D 2 pressure p for various
constant electric powers, in order to
contribution
of
the
investigate
90
P;,, = 2.5W
g(T,., Tg ,p). The results are shown in
Fig. 2. It can be seen from this figure that
80
------)
the contribution of g(T,., Tg , p is almost
-4

negligible when p < l0 Torr . Even when
4
p > 10- Torr , the excess heat P,., can be
underestimated by ignoring g( T,, Tg , p) .
Next, we measured the sample
temperature at t ➔ oo, T, (oo), as a function
of the electric input power P;n , in order to
investigate the contribution of thermal
radiation. Figure 3 shows the result. As

60
50L.J....L.J...J...U-J.,.J....J...-'..................

-8

-7

-6

..l.-J..-J................................................

-5

-4

-3

log (PRESSURE / Torr)

Fig. 2 Pressure dependence of the sample
temperature at t ➔ oo, T, (oo).
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shown in this figure, T, (oo) is proportional to the electric input P;n for P;n < 4W, hence the

( -

thermal radiation term k T,4 T,. ) in
Eq. (2) can be ignored in the present
experimental condition. In the case that
T, exceeds 180 °C due to the excess heat
generation, this term cannot be ignored.
However even in that case, the excess heat
P.x can be underestimated. Consequently
we obtain
pex

= Cv aJ', + J(T,, T,. )dt

4

I';:

(3)

with a reasonable approximation. With
this equation, Pex will be underestimated
4
for p > 10- Torr or P;n > 4W . When
P,x = 0 , Eq. (3) can be expressed as

180 ,........-.-........-.-.-,.......,.-.-.....,.._,....,._....,...,...........,
160
140
� l20
..._ 100
80
E-- 60
40
20 .___......___.___......___.__.....
0
1
2
3
5
4
p /W
in
Fig. 3 Input power dependence of the sample
temperature at t ➔ oo, T,(oo).

:E�

(4)

J,

we measured
Now, in order to investigate the behavior of the function J(T,, T
(Cv · dT,/dt)/I';. as a function of (T, - Th )/Pin for various I';. for pure Pd samples. Figure 4
shows an example of the results (No. 62). It is shown in this figure that the values
(Cv ·dT,/dt)/P;. are expressed as
0.1

(5)
with a good approximation, where a and
h are constants independent of I';•. In this
example, a and h are estimated 0.075 and
3
6.9xl0- W/K. Using Eq. (4) and Eq. (5),
a can be given by

=

l
P* .
a =p
p J(Ts• Th•· t ➔ oo\� ..J!!...
in

in

Equation (5) can then be rewritten as
C

V

dT
, =P*-LIT-T.).
in
Tl\ s
h
dt

.5

0.08

a =0.075
h=6.9e-3

0.06
f-,

0.04
0.02
0

(6)
Fig. 4

0

2

4

6
8
(Ts-TlP in

10

12

Plot of (CvdTs/dt)/P.m vs (Ts-Th)IP.m

in the experiment No. 62.

(7)

when P.x = 0 , where h is the heat transfer coefficient between the sample and the holder.
Therefore the function J(T,,Th) can be given by

J

J(T,, T = fi._ T, - T,,).
Substituting Eqs. (8) and (6) into Eq. (3), the excess heat

(8)
P.x

can be expressed as
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P.x

al'

(9)

= Cv �
+ h(T, -T,,)- aftn •
dt

In the present work, we used this equation to evaluate the excess heat Pex . It must be noted
that, since the values a and h depend on the W-needle contact state, we measured these
values after every experiment on keeping the configuration of the W-needle.
4. Results and Conclusion.
A typical result of the experiments (No. 93) are shown in Fig. 5. Here the sample
temperature and pressure in the analysis chamber are shown as a function of time in the
upper part and the input and output power in the lower part. As shown in this figure, when
starting to apply the electric input, the sample temperature starts increasing. After 300
minutes (that depend on the experiment), the sample temperature T, suddenly increases with
steeper slope. At this time, the pressure also increases as well. Simultaneously the output
comes over the input, that indicates the excess heat generation. The excess heat exhibits a
peak at 510 minutes, and then decreases. Finally the temperature goes to steady state, in
which the sample temperature is determined by P;.
We have done 29 experiments and successfully obtained the conditions for 100%
reproducibility of the excess heat generation. Table 1 shows the summary of all the experiments
for which we evaluated the excess heat generation.
We note that in some experiment,
SiO/Pd:D/ Au (No. 93)
Si02 film was deposited on naked
U
100
r--T""..,....,.....,.....,.....,....,._,...,-,-,-,-.,.........,....,....,...,.__ -3
side of the sample surface. As shown
0
in Table 1, however, it seems that
- 90
Sample
the deposition of Si0 2 does not gives
80
-temperature
-4
rise to remarkable effect on the
0
excess heat generation.
7
<i:: 60
In the experiment No. 94, we
� 50
deposited Ag film instead of Au film.
-5
,,:,
This heterostructure exhibited
Pressure
� 40
maximum amount of energy per D
i:i:i 30
atom (see Table 1). However, more
f-< 20 ------------- -6
experiments are needed to conclude
effects of Ag, in which the transport
� 1.5
properties of D (H) atoms are
opposite from that in Pd.
� Output
In conclusion, we developed an
� 1
evaluation method for the excess heat
generated from 'in-vacuo' Pd:D
0. 5
(Pd:H). Using this method, we
quantitatively analyzed the excess
power
including
endothermic
300
600
1200
900
contribution in de-loading D2 (H 2 )
TIME/ min.
gas. Finally we confirmed the 100%
reproducibility of more than 100%
excess heat generation from both
Fig. 5 Time evolution of the sample
Pd:D and Pd:H.
temperature, pressure, input and output.
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Exp.
No.
54
55
56
57
59
61
62
63
65
67
68
69
70
75
76
77
78
79
81
82
86
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

Sample
structure
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:H/Au
SiOJPd:D/Au
SiOJPd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
SiOJPd:D/Au
Pd:D/Au
SiOJPd:D/Au
SiOJPd:D/Ag
SiOJPd:H/Au
Table 1

Loading
ratio

Net
input

72
80
75
76
75
80
75
76
72
36
67
64
67
64
67
66
62
60
62
64
62
64
44
76
64
64
53
53
31

0.14
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.10
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.19
0.12
0.07
0.15
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.01
0.10
0.09
0.10
0.07
0.10
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.13
0.09
0.18

(%)

(W)

Maximal
Total
excess
excess
power (W) power (k.J)
0.25
1.53
0.17
0.72
0.10
0.43
0.10
0.22
0.11
0.65
0.63
3.54
0.24
0.50
0.14
0.90
0.22
0.39
0.33
2.12
0.21
1.9
0.17
0.55
0.07
0.11
0.49
2.99
0.23
2.20
0.25
3.3
0.06
1.28
0.03
2.66
39.3
8.0
0.23
1.23
0.14
0.74
0.44
6.21
0.35
2.40
0.19
0.76
1.56
10.4
0.29
1.51
1.70
4.78
3.92
36.9
1.60
6.21

Excess power
/atom
{eV/atom)
0.30
0.13
0.21
0.06
0.21
0.55
0.13
0.13
0.09
1.1
0.42
0.16
0.04
0.74
0.45
0.68
0.25
0.69
7.9
0.22
0.23
1.6
1.1
0.21
2.5
0.64
2.0
10.3
5.0

Summary of the experiments.
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RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON EXCESS HEAT VS. NUCLEAR
PRODUCTS CORRELATION AND CONCEIVABLE REACTION MODEL
Akito Takahashi
Department of Nuclear Engineering, Osaka University, Yamadaoka 2-1, Suita-565, Japan
[Abstract] Summary results of 5 years study are presented about excess heat and nuclear
products by three kinds of experiments, namely open-cell D2O/Pd electrolysis, closed-cell
D2O/Pd electrolysis and D-beam implantation experiments. Positive results for excess heat
generation were obtained for 7 out of 31 experiments. No direct correlation between
excess heat and radiations (neutrons and X-rays) were observed. Two clear and four
marginal positive results for He-4 production were obtained in 11 closed-cell
experiments. Proposed model of coherently-induced 3D fusion in metal-deuteride, for
underlying physics of cold fusion, was first-time confirmed by D-beam implantation into
highly D-loaded TiDx sample. Nuclear products of "calm" 3D and 4D fusions are
concluded to be Li-6 and He-4.
1. Introduction
Under the NHE (New Hydrogen Energy) Basic Research Project for last 5 years, we
have done systematic studies on the correlation between excess heat generation and
nuclear products (neutron, X-ray, tritium and helium) by using three kinds of
experiments, namely, twin-type open-cell D2O/Pd electrolysisn 2 1, closed-cell D2O/Pd
electrolysis3> .•> and D-beam implantation experiments1> .6>.1>.s>. We have looked for the
possibility of "non d-d type fusions", e.g., coherently-induced 3D and 4D fusions in
lattice dynamics5> which would emit mostly charged particles as main nuclear products.
We have planned to detect X-rays by the slowing down of high-energy charged particles
in on-line correlation with excess heat generation by the open-cell electrolysis
experiments, have tried to catch He-4 atoms possibly accumulated in the closed-cells in
off-line correlation with excess heat generation and have tried to find the evidence of
occurrence of non d-d type fusions in solid by observing charged-particle spectra from
metal-deuteride samples under low-energy D-beam stimulation. Neutron measurements
were done for both electrolysis experiments, aiming at detection of the minor or
secondary neutron generation from cells.
We have thought that we can draw some conclusions, on the existence of non d-d
type fusions in solid, from the consistency of results obtained by three kinds of
experiments. In the following, we summarize the 5 years studies and will conclude on the
conceivable reaction model of cold fusion in solid.
2. Open-Cell D2O/Pd Electrolysis Experiments
1

Twin-type experimental system was developed > as reported in ICCFS, using two
identically designed electrolysis cells and two identical sets of measuring systems for
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calorimetry (cell-temperature calibration method) , 2-dimensional neutron spectroscopy
(pulse height and pulse shape, for NE213 detector) and X-ray spectroscopy (by CdTe
detector with pulse shape discrimination) . One cell system was set up for the
foreground runs (Pd cathode and/or heay water) and the other cell system was set up for
the background runs (Ni cathode and/or light water). The water-cooling line for two
cells was connected in series via a constant-temperature (15 deg or 20 deg) bath to
provide same conditions for calorimetry. We could find excess heat only for foreground
runs. Summary results of open-cell experiments are shown in Table-1.
Table-1: Open-Cell Experiments; Statistics of Positive Results
Total No. of Exp.
20

Excess Heat

Neutrons

3

1

X-rays
5

We have observed clear excess heat over +3 a confidence level for 3 cases out of
20 experiments. Excess power level was about 3-5 watts for 40-50 watts input power. We
have tried various kinds of Pd cathode materials (cold worked, annealed, surface-layered
(Cu and Ti), impurity-contained (boron, Rh, etc.), and so on), and dynamic modes of
electrolysis (Low/High current mode and Step-up current mode) together with constant
current mode. Up to now, we have not been able to fix experimental conditions to
reproduce excess heat. Time histories (MCS counts)of neutrons (1-10 MeV) and
X-rays (20-25 keV for Pd-characteristic X-rays) have been compared with background
counts, and only one burst-like event over +3 a confidence level was observed in the
same time-band where significant increase of X-ray counts was also seen. Independently,
continuous pulse height spectra of X-ray detector below about 15 keV were observed for
5 cases as burst-like events. Identification of these "soft X-ray" signals has not been
successfully done up to now. In three cases where we could see excess heat over +3 a
level, we could not see meaningful (over +3 a ) increase of either neutrons or X-rays.
3. Closed-Cell Elecrolysis Experiments
In-situ measurements of correlation between time-variation of D/Pd ratios, excess
power (by mass flow calorimetry) and neutrons (measured by a He-3 counter) and
off-line detection of tritium (by liquid scintillation method) and He-4 (by Q-MAS:
quadrupole mass analysis system) have been done using a closed cell D2O/Pd
electrolysis system3 J,9 J. Results are summarized in Table-2. Four positive data out of 11
experiments were obtained for excess heat generation; in two cases of which we could
observe clear excess heat (about 5 watts) over +3 a confidence level. We could not
detect directly-correlated increase of neutrons, but in one case we detected bursts Cover
+5 a ) of increased neutron counts. No meaningful increase of tritium level
(comparing before and after electrolysis run) was found. For 6 cases, we could detect
increased number of He-4 atoms in the upper-cell gas, and two cases (Exp.8 and Exp.9)
gave significantly (3-15 times)increased data of He-4 atoms compared with those before
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electrolysis runs. For recent 4 experiments, we have used an improved Q-MAS to higher
sensitivity of He-4 detection, by collecting deuterium and hydrogen with a SORB-AC
system. These results are shown in Table-3. Slight excess heat was seen for Exp.8, but
was under +3 a level.
Table-2: Summary of Closed-Cell Experiments; Statistics of Positive Results
Total No. of Exp.

Excess-Heat

Neutrons

Tritium

4

1

0

11

Helium-4
6

Table-3: He-4 Detection for Closed-Cell Experiments After ICCF6
Exp. No.
8
9
10

11

No. of He-4(Before)
4.9E+15
4.9E+15
4.9E+15
5.0E+15

No. of He-4(After)
7.4E+16
l.7E+16
5.8E+15
9.2E+15

Difference
7.0E+16
I.2E+16
8.8E+14
9.2E+15

4. D-Beam Implantation Experiments
To look for signatures of non d-d type fusions in solid, we have carried out two
series of D-beam implantation experiments using 20 to 300 ke V accelerated D+ beam
5
and TiDx or PdDx targets. In the first series experiment J , we used thin (3 to 20 micron
thick) foil-targets of pure metals which were self-loaded with deuterium by D-beam
implantation to form TiDx or PdDx targets. We have looked for high-energy
charged-particles (detected by Si-SSD), except 3MeV protons and 1 MeV tritons by the
known reaction; D+D - p + t + 4.03MeV. In some cases, we observed 7.4 ± 0.5MeV
a -particle peak which might be produced by the 3D reaction; 3D - d + a (7.9MeV)
+ 23.8MeV.
9
In the second series experiments1J ,s J, \ we have used a highly preloaded TiDx (x=l.4)
plate target with much larger (1mm) thickness being set up on a Peltier cooling device
and a sophisticated charged-particle spectrometry system with a two-dimensional
delta-E&E counter telescope and three one-dimensional spectrometers of delta-E detector
(26micron Si-SSD), E-detector(150micron Si-SSD) and Ek (total energy)-detector
(2mm Si-SSD). We have made precise analyses of spectral data in combination of
one-dimensional (anti-coincidence + coincidence events) data of delta-E, E and Ek and
two-dimensional data (coincidence between delat-E and E detectors signals) from
delta-E&E two-dimensional MCA, to identify types of particles and their initial kinetic
1>
energies. We have first-time clearly detected ,s > both of 4.75 MeV triton and 4.75 MeV
He-3 from the 3D fusion; 3D - t + He-3 + 9.5MeV. Observed 3D fusion rate [3D]
for this channel was in the order of 1,000 f/s ( 1 count per sec by 0.1 % efficiency
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Si-SSD) and [3D]/[2D] ratio was 0.001 to 0.0001. Calculated [3D]/[2D] ratio by
8
proven theory > of random nuclear reaction process of D-beam-target interaction was
about 1.0E-30, which failed to explain the observed result with the underestimation of 26
,__, 27 orders of magnitude. To explain the observed anomalous enhancement of 3D
fusion, we have to assume the existence of "coherently-induced 3D fusion in lattice
8
dynamics" > .
An example of observed Ek-spectra Cl-dim. data) by Ek-detector, from our second
experiment, is shown in Fig.l, where Ek = delta-E + E.
Second ExperimentFebr.18-20,1998
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Fig.1: Charged-particle spectra from TiDx (x=l.4) plate under D-beam stimulation;
where h3 and t3 denote He-3 and t by 3D -+ He-3 + t + 9.SMeV, p2 and t2
denote protons and tritons by 2D -+ p + t + 4.03MeV, and a denotes
a -particle with about 7.6MeV initial kinetic energy. Energy-losses of particles
before entering Ek detector were estimated by assuming that particles were
produced at about 4 micron depth (for 120 deg) in TiDx plate. Peaks (pp)
at about 6 MeV are due to double pile-up signals of p2.
5. Discussions and Conclusions
We can conceive that coherently-induced 3D (and 4D) fusion in metal-deuteride
lattice dynamics5> may be the underlying physics which links between electrolysis and
beam implantation experiments as stimulation conditions, as discussed in the following.
We can draw now the outgoing channels of 3D fusion as:
3D

-+

Li-6* (Ei=25.3MeV;4-)

Li-6* (Ei=2.18MeV;3+) +El-photons (23.lMeV)
� Li-6 (g.s.:1+) + E3-photons (25.3MeV),
(3D-1)

-+
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3D --+ t (4.75MeV) + He-3 (4.75MeV)
3D --+ d (15.9MeV) + He-4 (7.9MeV)
3D--+ n + p + He-4 + 20.lMeV

(3D-2)
(3D-3)
(3D-4)

where El and E3 photons (more than 1000 photons in QED coupling with plasmon)
can transfer nuclear energy directly to lattice vibration, since life time about 1.0E-15 sec
of Li-6* is long enough to propagate QED photons to lattice. In our experiments, we
observed clearly the (3D-2)channel and possibly, for about 8 MeV a -particle, the
(3D-3) channel with about 0.01 relative BR (branching ratio) and the (3D-4) channel
with less BR. As seen in proven tables of isotopes, Li-6* (Ei=25.3MeV) may have odd
(-) parity and should selectively transit to ( via El or E3 transition) lower even (+)
parity states. Therefore, the (3D-1) channel is conceived to be the major channel. To go
to the minor channel of charged-particle emission (3D-2), 3D admixture (Li-6*) may
have even (+) parity with very small quantum-mechanical probability (for instance, BR
= l.0E-5 to l.0E-7). We may then speculate BRs as: [3D-1]/[3D-2]/[3D-3]/[3D-4] =
1.0/1.0E-6/l.0E-8/l.0E-9.
In our latest experiments1·9>, we have observed 3D fusion rates by the (3D-2)
channel of l.0E+3 f/s (or l.0E+7 f/s/cc-TiDx). If the (3D-1) channel is major one, we
may consequently expect that Li-6 production rate by (3D-1) would have been about
1.0E+9 f/s (or l.0E+13 f/s/cc-TiDx). Noting that 1 watt nearly equals to l.0E+11 f/s for
3D fusion, we can speculate that the level of 3D fusion rate stimulated by D-beam would
have been already so high level as we could detect excess heat if we could stimulate the
same reaction rate in the whole volume of TiDx sample plate by some other stimulation
method (electrolysis?).
In our experiments1 ·9 >, we have obtained indication of very enhanced 4D fusion rate
(0.7E+3 f/s)to produce widely spread (in 3-lOMeV) a -particle spectra. The virtual
compound nucleus 4D to Be-8* (Ei=47.6MeV; 3-) should transit by El photons to lower
even party states (2+ or 4+), from where Be-8* decays to two a -particles. We can also
expect there that most energy of 47.6 MeV is directly transferred to lattice to make
"calm" reactions. Thus, main nuclear products of "cold fusion" are speculated to be He-4
and Li-6.
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PROPOSAL OF MICRODROPS-IN-BUBBLE MODEL FOR EXCESS
HEAT,COLD FUSION AND RELATED PHENOMENA
Ryoji TAKAHASHI
(University of Tokyo)
Setagayaku Seta 2-26-21 Tokyo,Japan
Abstract
This paper shows why and how the microdrops-in-bubble model explain
the excess heat and the cold fusion. The thermodynamic properties of the
microdrops in a bubble,where the pressure is 1 atm,is represented by
Laplace's equation,i.e. the pressure(P)-volume(V) curves for various
temperatures and the pressure-temperature(T) curves for various volume are
drawn. The P-V and P-T curves demand the presence of the surface
structure of the liquid and is named here as super water. The P-T curve
shows a negative slope increasing as the volume decreases. This property is
analysed by the third Maxwell's thermodynamic equation that the entropy is
negative. When a microdrop receives a negative pressure the phase change
from the normal water to the super water occurs and heat is generated. As
the actuation is not by energy,the heat is excess heat. This occurs in both
light and heavy water. The cold fusion arises in the minimum microdrop of
heavy water under high actuation,as the super liquid is supposed to be
liquid plasma and violent concussion is given there. Another effect of the
negative pressure to the microdrop is to make it work by increasing the
volume like an engine. An actuated microdrop synthesizes a new material
whose resolution heat is equivalent to that released in the absence of the
synthesis.
1. Introduction
Since the observation of the microdrops under an electronmicroscope in
1982(1),the surface structure of the liquid(2) and the negentropy(negative
entropy) of the microdrop(3) were investigated. The explanation of the
cold fusion by the negentropy theory of the microdrop(4) was tried ,but it
was incomplete because of the lack of the experimental data. After carrying
out the experiment by the electrolysis method using charcoal cathod,the
synthesis effect(5)and an anomalous excess heat(6) were detected. Recently
it was found that the excess heat is also caused by the immersion of the
charcoal disc. (7) Throughout these experimental facts the microdrops-in
bubble model came up. This paper shows why and how the model explains
the excess heat,cold fusion and related phenomena.
2. P-V and P-T curves
The thermodynamic variables P,V and T of the microdrops in a bubble
rising up in water under latm,as illustrated in Fig.l, are related by
Laplace's equation as,
P(atm) =

t (dyn/cm2)/50.646R(micron)

+ l(atm),

(1)
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where '( and R represent the surface tension and the radius respectively.
The P-V curve is drawn for a constant temperature by Laplace's equation
and the curve at O °C is shown in Fig.2 as an example. This figure also
shows a phase diagram,i.e.the inside water is represented by the curve,the
outside gas phase is shown by the straight horizontal line and the space
between the inside water and the gas is occupied by the super water.This
expression is true because the microdrops(the metaphosphoric acid-water
mixture) were observed in vacuum under an electronmicroscope,showing that
the inside pressure is held by itseli.(1) So the presence of the surface
structure is essential,and it is named here as super water.In the same way,
the P-T curves for different R by using the values of t at various
temperatures are shown in Fig.3. The each curve shows a negative slope,the
smaller the R the larger the slope.The space between the P-T curve and
the horizontal axis in Fig.3 is occupied by the super water,the key sub
stance in this problem. The negative slope of the P-T curve was analysed
to have negentropy(3)by the Maxwell's third thermodynamic equation shown
below Fig.1. The negentropy is the second key factor. Next how does the
normal water change into super water in the microdrop? The answer is to
give a negative pressure,as the difference between the state of the normal
water and that of the super water is the pressure. The negative pressure
arises from making vacancy. So it can exist in a short time like a pulse.
The negative pressure is the third key factor in this problem. There are
many ways of making vacancy,such as ionization,electric polarization,mecha
nical vibration and chemical reaction. It is easily noticed that the
efficiency of making vacancy is high for the small volume.
3. Excess heat
If a negative pressure - A P is given to the minimum microdrop
(R=0.5µm)as shown in Fig.3,under the condition that the volume is constant,
heat is generated by the phase change,due to the negentropy,and the
temperature rises by AT. If this actuation is repeated,the temperature
rises along the P-T curve. Therefore,the temperature rise is proportional
to the frequency in some moderate range. Now it is to be noted that the
negative pressure is not energy,so the released heat is excess heat. Also
it is to be added the actuation should be small,as the volume change is
restricted. It is predicted that the excess heat arises in both heavy and
light water ,because there is little difference in the two cases of the
phase change. This agrees well with the experimental results.(6)
4. Cold fusion
If the microdrop is moderately large and the actuation is also high,the
microdrop is divided into small ones,as illustrated in the top of Fig.2,
under the condition that the temperature is constant.The actuated microdrop
is not spherical and unstable and it is divided into spheres,as the energy
levels of the newly born microdrops are low.In this way the actuated micro
drops tend to be minimized(R=0.5pm).
Now it is concluded that the minimum microdrop is qualified to produce
the cold fusion from the following reasons. 1.The super water is supposed
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to be liquid plasma.(2) 2.It has the largest negentropy.3. The actuation is
the easiest. 3. The occupation of the super water in the microdrop is the
highest. 4. The pressure change in the actuation is the highest when
actuated(violent concussion arises). The cold fusion is supposed to occur
for heavy water not for light water. The feature of the minimum microdrop
when actuated is illustrated in Fig.4.
5. Work
When the microdrop is actuated in Fig.2, the volume increases by AV,
and gives out work like an engine. As discussed in 3. the work is said to
be excess work,just like the excess heat.
6. Synthesis
As seen in 3, the actuated microdrop in Fig.3 releases heat. However,if
favorite materials are included,a new material whose resolution heat is
equivalent to the excess heat must be synthesized. In another words,the
excess heat is stored in the synthesized material by the actuation.
7. Summary and discussion
The mechanism of the excess heat and that of the cold fusion are differ
ent:the former arises under the condition that the volume is constant, and
the latter occurs under the condition that the temperature is constant.The
synthesis and the work belong to the former and the latter types respect
ively. It is surprising that a single microdrop responses in various ways
even to the faint actuation and to the violent one. It is imagined that
microdrops-in-bubble evolved themselves to a living cell. The study of the
lethal effect of heavy water to the mouse(8) showed that it is radiomimetic
substance,i.e.the organs were damaged as if the cold fusion had occurred m
the cell. So we obtain the scheme that the present model is situated at
the starting point of the evolution of the living material as illustrated
in Fig.5.
8. Conclusion
The explanation of the excess heat,the cold fusion and related phenomena
using new key words were successful. It is to be added the excess heat
caused by the electrolysis and by the immersion(7)is explained by the
microdrops-in-bubble actuated by the electric polarization and by the
mechanical vibration respectively.
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EXCESS HEAT CAUSED BY ELECTROLYSIS FOR DRILLED
CHARCOAL CATHODE AND HEAT WITHOUT POWER
INPUT BY IMMERSION OF CHARCOAL IN HEAVY
OR LIGHT WATER AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES
Ryoji TAKAHASHI
(University of Tokyo)
Setagayaku Seta 2-26-21 Tokyo,Japan
Abstract
This paper shows that there are two kinds of excess heat,the one is by
the electrolysis and the other is by the immersion of the charcoal in hot
water heated higher than 90"C. The both phenomena suggested much about
the mechanism of the excess heat. Various data of excess heat including as
high as 250 % were obtained for the former method for the drilled charcoal
cathode by concentrating the current. It was found that there were strong
correlation between the data and the each temperature rise in the beginning
short time, suggesing that the excess heat is due to the same mechanism.
Throughout the many experiments it was recognized that the active bubbling
is essential for the excess heat creation,so another experiments as stated
by the immersion type was tried. As expected the excess heat was detected
also.From the both experiments, microdrops-in-bubble model was proposed
for the excess heat and cold fusion.
1. Introduction
The high loading of deuterium into palladium seemed to be promising
to get excess heat,but this was denied in the last meeting ICCF-6. The
author has been continuing the work on the excess heat standing on the
basis that it is a problem of the liquid states.(1-3) The electrolysis work
using the drilled charcoal cathode showed clearly the high excess heat.(3)
The present paper shows the improvement of the preceding work,i.e. various
data of the excess heat, as high as 250%,were obtained for different
experimental condition. It was found that the data are due to the same
mechanism,and the active formation of the bubble is essential in creating
the excess heat. So a second experiment was attempted such as to detect the
excess heat at high temperatures where the bubbling is active,only by
immersion of a charcoal disc without the electric power input. The trial
was successful as expected,at the temperatures closely under the boiling
point. The both types of the experiments provided a model,microdrops-in
bubble,for the excess heat and cold fusion.
2. Electrolysis method
2.1. Sampling of charcoal
The kind of the charcoal used for the cathode was a very hard type and
sliced to a thick disc as shown by the right side in Fig. l. The cross
section(S-plane) and the longitudinal plane,right-angled to the S-plane,
were respectively used for the electrolysis as represented by vertical and
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horizontal method shown in Fig.l. A single hole was drilled in the plane
against the anode wire. A number of experiments were carried out by varying
the diameter D,the thickness h,the hole size and the hole location to find
out the optimum condition for getting high excess heat.
2.2. Decision of excess heat
The excess heat was decided by the temperature rise in the 20 minutes
after the start by means of the calibration curve shown as Joule heating
in Fig.2. The excess heat is represented as,
Excess heat = L1 T2/ lY. Tl

(1)

2.3. Results
The temperature rise of the cell in the two minutes after the start of
the electrolysis is shown by the curve T in Fig.3. The time derivative of
the temperature is shown by the bottom curve in Fig.3. This shows that the
generation of heat shows the highest value at a short time after the start.
The experimental data of the excess heat obtained for the various condition
were plotted against the temperature rise in the initial one minute. The
results are shown in Fig.4, representing that the data are distributing on
one broad line. From this fact it is deduced that the excess heat is due to
the same mechanism.
3. Immersion method
3.1. Experimental
The experimental method is shown in Fig.5. The cell containing 50 cc
of liquid is heated and kept constant at To by flowing a constant electric
current to the heater. After assuring the temperature reached to a station
ary state,the cover of the cell is quickly interchanged with another cover
mounted with a charcoal disc and a thermistor thermometer as shown in the
right top. The final set of the cell after the interchange is shown in the
bottom. The temperature measured by the thermistor thermometer after the
immersion of the charcoal approaches to To as time elapses,but it can not
exceed To if there is no creation of excess heat,and vice versa. So the
excess heat produced by the immersion method is shown by the temperature
rise over To,by LlT. Cares were taken to minimize the drift of To.
3.2. Results
Some examples of the measurement are shown in Fig.6. The charcoal disc
used were sliced from the same lot and has the same thickness,3mm. The
excess heat took place clearly at temperatures higher than about 95 "C, the
higher the more,almost independent of the kind of water and the amount of
the inclusion. The result of the temperature rise were listed in Table 1.
4. Mechanism of excess heat
The role of the microdrop in the cold fusion was already treated,(!)
but the theory was incomplete to explain the present experiments. As
reported previously (3),the vessel of the charcoal has microholes inside
the surface. So when a bubble is formed inside the vessel,either by the
electrolysis or the vaporization, microdrops are injected into the bubble
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FORMATION OF MICRODROP-IN-BUBBLE

with a high probability as illustrated in Fig. 7. In this way the
microdrops-in-bubble model was obtained. The detail is described elsewhere
in this proceeding.(4)
5. Discussion
The heat after death reported by Pons(5) was very striking but it has
been left unexplained. Now it is shown that it is a special case of this
immersion method at 100 °C, Le.the excess heat creation is still continued
by the vaporization or the bubbling after the cessation of the electric
power input,so the decay time is much prolonged.
6. Conclusion
The experimental work on the excess heat using the charcoal cathode
showed that the phenomena are faint,delicate and mysterious and the
optimum condition for the maximum yield is not yet obtained. However,this
work provided a mechanism for this phenomena as named microdrops-in
bubble model.
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METHODS FOR OBSERVING ANOMALOUS ENERGY TRANSFER IN
SOL IDS
F. L. Tanzella and M.C.H. McKubre, and P.L. Hagelstein (MIT)
SRI International, Menlo Park, CA, USA
ABSTRACT
Based on one of the author's (PLH) theoretical predictions 1 concerning the experimental
observation of the consequences of anomalous energy transfer in suitably configured solids, a
series of experiments was performed. This theory predicts the production of conventional
nuclear products, such as y-rays, a- and B-particles and other charged particles in suitably
defined solids, when the energies are modulated on the chemical, rather than nuclear, energy
scale.
Experiments were carried out in four categories. In one set of experiments, those
designed to detect the emission of charged particles during the rapid deloading of metal hydrides
on heating, results which may be attributable to anomalous charged particle emission were
observed; however, at the present time, mundane experimental artifacts cannot be ruled out as
sources of the observed signal. No other anomalies were observed.
INTROD UCTION
It has been claimed by Drs. A.G. Lipson2 (Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia) and
A. S. Roussetsky (Lebedev Physical Institute, Russia), and others, that charged particles may
be detected when well-loaded, coated palladium specimens are subject to relatively rapid
heating. The Lipson-Roussetsky experiment was of interest because the proponents claimed
that the experiment was reproducible and the results provided evidence from three different
diagnostics (SSD, track detection and a scintillator). It was also similar in many regards to
previous experiments claiming such an effect. Our experiments were designed to re-create most
closely the experimental criteria set out by Lipson and Roussetsky.
Prof. R. Notoya (Hokkaido University, Japan) has been experimenting with the
electrolysis of light water electrolytes using Ni cathodes for many years, and has claimed a
variety of anomalies, including excess heat, tritium and gamma emission. We were particularly
interested in her claims3 of gamma emission anomalies, i.e. the anomalous time-dependence of
the 511 ke V annihilation line in a variety of experiments, and that the 1461 keV line showed a
factor of two decrease in intensity in experiments using electrolytes containing potassium
carbonate This 1461 keV line intensity reduction, which appeared to be readily amenable to
experimental verification,
would be a signature of a lattice-induced enhancement of the electron
4
capture decay of °K which might be expected at an energy transfer of less than 100 keV.
It is expected that the lowest energy process that would result from an anomalous energy
transfer effect is the ejection of monatomic, charged hydrogen ions from an excited metal
deuteride. Such an effect has been observed4 by Smullin in the thermal deloading of VDx
samples, and Dickinson in the fracture of TiD2 samples, although the effect in this case was
attributed to other mechanisms. In experiments performed on VDx in 1994, a charge emission
effect appeared to be present when deuterium gas-loaded vanadium samples were heated and
out-gassed. In one of these experiments where the largest charge emission effect was observed,
a Nal(Tl) gamma detector registered a 20 % increase in the integrated emission nearest to the
sample, relative to counts taken on either side of the sample. We are considering the possibility
that charge emission may be a signature of the onset of an effect in which anomalous energy
transfer occurs. Hence, we performed similar experiments on H(D) loaded V and Pd samples.
As a consequence of the model for anomalous energy transfer proposed here, it is be
hypothesized that roughly equimolar quantities of hydrogen and deuterium adsorbed into a
metal, therein highly ordered while at high concentration, will produce interactions which are
predicted to yield high energy (>1 MeV) gamma emission, among other products and by
products. This hypothesis was tested by electrochemically loading Pd in a mixed electrolyte of
H20 and D20 in an electrochemical cell operated within a gamma spectrometer. Simultaneously
this cell was operated as a heat flow (and mass flow) calorimeter.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
Lipson-Roussetsky Experiments
A series of tests were peifonned where coated, electrochemically-loaded palladium foils
were heated in vacuo with simultaneous charged particle detection. For most of these
experiments a detector optimized for beta emission was employed. For two experiments, an
alpha detector was used.
In tests with no sample present heater operation occasionally caused spurious counts
below 300 keV, in the recorded B spectrum. Thus peaks or counts below 300 keV were
considered inconclusive. In a control experiment (LRl), a sample of uncoated Pd foil (supplied
by Aithaca, 100 µm) was loaded electrochemically with deuterium for 20 minutes and
transferred to a vacuum chamber. Inside the chamber, the sample was located in proximity to a
tungsten wire resistive heater which was employed to heat the sample under vacuum to -60°C in
-20 minutes. In experiment LR5 a palladium sample coated with both gold and oxide to
produce the structure Au-PdO-Pd-PdO (supplied by A. Lipson) was loaded electrochemically in
1 M LiOD!Dp for 20 minutes and heated to 70°C for 30 minutes in vacuo adjacent to the beta
detector.
In experiment LR6 a second sample with the LR5 structure was loaded and heated in
vacuo to 70°C in 18 minutes. This sample was once again loaded electrochemically and
thermally deloaded in front of the alpha detector. The beta spectrum recorded while heating LR5
under vacuum was compared with the spectrum for the control (LRl). Above 300 keV, no clear
evidence is present for the production of charged particles during heating. For LR6, the alpha
particle spectra showed no peaks above background.
Notoya Experiments
These experiments were undertaken at SRI International under the personal direction of
Dr. Notoya using her own apparatus and experimental protocols. An electrochemical cell was
run in the presence of both high purity germanium (HPGe) and Nal detectors. The latter was
expected to be the more useful tool for detennining any change in the concentration of 40K
during electrolysis owing to its intrinsically higher sensitivity coupled with superior counting
geometry in the arrangement used at SRI. The inferior resolution of the Nal detector was not
expected to be a problem for the detection of the 40K peak.
With the cell in place, but no current applied, the background gamma spectrum was
recorded for 17 h. The gamma spectrum was also recorded for 17 h with the cell, containing
0. 3 M !½CO/HP in place and 0.3 A (-3.7 v) constant current applied. The difference spectra,
generated by subtracting the instrument background-corrected spectrum collected with the still
cell from that for the electrolyzed cell, shows no evidence for a significant change in 40K
concentration upon electrolysis. After electrolysis, the porous cathode alone was counted with
the germanium detector and the resulting spectrum compared with that obtained prior to
operation. No significant difference was observed.
Charge Emission Experiments
Eight charge emission experiments were peifonned in similar vacuum chambers. In
early experiments, the metal under test was wound around the a central Cu pole, where charge
was measured between the center pole and the vessel's copper outer wall. In later experiments,
an arrangement shown in Figure 1 was used, where thin copper foil was spot-welded to center
pole and used as the counter electrode, while the metal turnings contacted the outer wall, acting
as the other electrode. In experiment CE8, a rigid Cu screen was attached mechanically to the
Cu center pole and acted as the counter electrode. The polarity of the reported measured current
is given as that of the center pole relative to the vessel's case.
After the sample was placed in the vessel the manifold and vessel were evacuated using a
liquid N2-trapped mechanical pump (-25 millitorr). The sample was heated to 400°C in vacuo
twice with the vessel back-filled with N2 between heat cycles. The vessel was then evacuated
and filled with 3 atmospheres of the experiment gas - H2, D2, N2, or some mixture of the three.
The pressure was reduced as the sample absorbed the hydrogen isotopes. After the pressure
stabilized the vessel was heated to 400°C for the chosen period of time for the experiments
designated "sealed cell". In some experiments, designated as "dynamic vacuum" the vessel was
open to the vacuum system concurrent with heating or after the attainment of steady-state
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Figure 1. Charge emission apparatus
Exp.

Metal

Gas

Loading

Results

CEl
CE2
CE3.l
CE3.2
CE4

V, lll11Il x l m
Pd, 40 x 20 x O.lll11Il
V, 12 7µm x 2m
V, 127µm x 2m
V, lll11Il x Im
Pb210 <10 0 nCi

D2
D2
D2
H2

V/D
Pd/H
V/D
V/H
V/D

1/0.2
1/0.4
1/0.4
1/0 .4
1/0.4

No emission above background
No emission above background
No emission above background
No emission above background
No emission above background
-15 to - 60 fA

1mm Pd turnings
1mm Pd turnings
1mm Pd turnings
1mm Pd turnings
lll11Il Pd turnings
Imm Pd turnings
Imm Pd turnings
lll11Il Pd turnings

H 2/D 2
H 21D 2
H 2ID 2
H 2/D 2
H2
H 2/N 2
N2
Dz
N2
Hz
Dz

Pd/H/D 1/.35/.25
Pd/H/D 1/.35/.35
Pd/HID 1/.35/.35
Pd/HID 1/.35/.35
Pd/H 1/.7
Pd/H 1/.7
None
Pd/D 1/.7

lll11Il Pd "beads"
1mm Pd "beads"
Imm Pd "beads"
lll11Il Pd "beads"
1mm Pd turnings
1mm Pd turnings
Imm Pd turnings
1mm Pd turnings
1mm Pd turnings
Imm Pd turnings

Nz
Hz
D2
D2
H2

None
Pd/H 1 /.6
Pd/D 1/.6
Pd/D 1/.6
Pd/H 1/.7
Pd/D 1/.6
Pd/H 1/.6
Pd/D 1/.6
Pd/HID 1/.3/.3
Pd/D 1/.7

<5 fA
20 fA spike
4 pC, 5 fA max
No emission above background
2 pC, 10 fA max
120 pC, 7 fA max
No emission above background
20 pC, 50 fA max
No emission above background
No emission above background
No emission above background
No emission above background
No emission above background
No emission above background
No emission above background
2 5 pC, 7 fA max
25 pC, 5 fA max
2 pC, 13 fA max
2 pC, 10 fA max
No emission above background
No emission above background

210

Pb
CE5.l
CE5.2
CE5.3
CE5.4
CE5.5
CE5.6
CE5.7
CE5.8
CE6.l
CE6.2
CE6.3
CE7.l
CE7.2
CE7.3
CE7.4
CE8.l
CE8.2
CE8.3
CE8.4
CE8.5
CE8.6

D2
H2

D2
Hz
D2
H 2ID2
D2

Table 1. Charge emission data.
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temperature, pressure and, electrometer current. Temperature, pressure, and electrometer
current were recorded via computer.
In experiment CE5, a Pd wire (99.+%, Aithaca Metals, 1 m long, 1mm diameter) was
aqua regia etched, wound around a 3 mm dia. form, cut into 5 mm long turnings, and placed in
the bottom of the pressure vessel. In experiment CE8, the same Pd sample used in experiment
CE5 was placed in the bottom of the pressure vessel. Gas loading and charge emission results
are shown in Table 1. Representative data for the variations of temperature, pressure and
current with time are shown in Figure 2. Charge emission at above background levels was
apparently observed, for the (single) Pd sample used in experiments CE5 and CE8, with both
light and heavy hydrogen at levels up to 120 picocoulombs (pc).
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Figure 2. Electrometer current, temperature and pressure for experiment CE5.3
Mixed Hydrogen-Deuterium Experiments
The experiments were run in a cylindrical cell approximately 10 cm diameter and 15 cm
tall. The electrolysis chamber filled the lower 10 cm of the cylinder. A 2 m long spiral-wound
0.5 mm diameter Pt wire, suspended on a cage of quartz rods, served as anode. The cathode
was a 2.7 mm diameter x 2 cm long piece of Engelhard lot 3 Pd with 3 Pt leads attached on one
end and 2 attached to the other end of the cylinder. One of these leads was used to supply
electrochemical current while the other 4 were used to perform 4-wire resistance measurements.
RfRo (the instantaneous axial resistance divided by the resistance at zero loading) is a measure of
the Pd's HID loading according to the published response curves. The electrolyte consisted of
140 ml of lM LiOD/020 plus 1 ml of distilled H20.
A polyethylene cooling coil was wrapped around the outside of the cell. Cooling water
was pumped through the coil at a constant rate using a constant displacement pump. Inlet,
outlet, and air temperatures were recorded The cell/calorimeter assembly was placed inside the
Nal(Tl) annulus and sat on top of the HPGe spectrometer head. The HPGe head and the bottom
of the cell were separated by 5 cm of polystyrene foam to prevent heating of the spectrometer.
This complete Nal/HPGe spectrometer system was surrounded by 10 cm of shielding, except
for a 10 cm hole in the bottom through which the HPGe head protruded. The inlet and outlet
temperatures were measured just at the outside of the Pb shielding. The air temperature was
measured inside the Nal(Tl) annulus.
Since, in the system PdHxD i -x with unlimited access to both H isotopes, light hydrogen
rich solid solutions are strongly favored, a mixed electrolyte was prepared that was H-content
limited. That is, 0.25 moles of H20 (0.5 moles of H) for each mole of Pd was added to a IM
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LiOD/02O solution. Hence all of the H would be adsorbed into the Pd before any significant
amount of D was adsorbed. The goal of the experiment was to compare the HPGe and Nal(TI)
spectrometer spectra recorded during times of high loading/flux to those recorded during times
of low loading/flux.
The experiment was run for 31 days. The electrolyte was added with a fixed 2 V bias
(the Pd being held cathodic) and with D2 flowing through the cell. The current was then fixed to
0.2 A and the cell pressurized to 1.4 atm D2. During the course of the experiment the current
was raised to 2, 3 and 5 A. After prolonged electrolysis at high currents the Pd was held at
open circuit for several hours and/or at 0.8 V anodic for several minutes. The experiment was
terminated after three current-step cycles.
Spectra recorded by both the Nal(TI) and HPGe spectrometers during times of low
current (less than 1 A) were compared with those collected at high current (5 A). No change in
gamma emissions was noted when comparing gamma spectra collected during periods of high
loading (and current) with those collected during low loading
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
To-date, encouraging results concerning the observation of anomalous energy transfer in
solids have been obtained at SRI in one class of experiments only (charge emission) and, within
that class, from only one sample, although the anomaly was observed on several occasions, as
described in Table 1. In addition, it was discovered during the course of these experiments that
certain mechanical effects, arising during rapid evacuation and filling of the sample chamber,
could generate spurious electrical signals, which arose presumably from deformation of the
dielectric ferrule which isolated the two electrodes. These effects were, however, short-lived
and could, with care, be avoided. Nonetheless, this observation, compounded by the lack of
reproducibility of the apparent charge emission phenomenon, causes us to continue to seek
alternative mundane explanations.
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STUDY OF EXCESS HEAT AND NUCLEAR PRODUCTS WITH CLOSED
ELECTROLYSIS S YSTEM AND QUADRUPOLE MASS SPECTROMETER
S.Ueda, K.Yasuda and A.Takahashi
Department of Nuclear Engineering, Osaka University, 2-1 Yamadaoka, Suita, Osaka, 565,
Japan
[Abstract]
Using a closed-type heavy water electrolysis system with Pd cathode, deuterium
loading ratio D/Pd (using gas pressure method), excess heat (using mass flow calorimetry
method) and neutron (using 3 He proportional counter) were measured in�situ
simultaneously. Tritium increase between before and after electrolysis was measured by
liquid scintillation counting method. After electrolysis, gas sample from upper-room of cell
was transferred to the mass analysis based on the Q-MAS (Quadrupole Mass Analysis
System) to determine quantity of 4 He atoms in sampled gas. Remarkable correlation
between excess heat and nuclear products was not obtained, through 4 He increase was
observed.
I. Introduction
In the authors' group the experimental verification of cold fusion has been tried for
several years. The generation of nuclear products (neutron, tritium, 4 He etc.) during D2 0
electrolysis with Pd-cathode has been reported ii~si_ Electrolysis experiments using an
open-type cell 6l and a closed-type cell 7l have been done. In the following sections,
experimental results using a closed Di O system are reported. The aim of this work is to
clarify the correlation between excess heat and nuclear products (especially helium) in
metal / deuterium systems.
In earlier stage experiments until Exp. 6 SJ the discussion of 4 He-quantity determination
in gas of upper-room of cell after electrolysis could not be precisely undertaken. This time
the quadrupole mass analysis system (Q-MAS) was modified to improve the efficiency for
determining quantity of 4 He atoms in gas sample. In recent experiments (Exps. 7,8,9 and
l 0) 4 He determinations were attempted for samples before and afier electrolysis with the
improved Q-MAS.
Computer
Mass Analysis System

Pump

Hc-J Counter

Stainless

M.C.A
Pressure Sensor

Steel Dewar

hermocouple Thermostat Bath

Fig.1 : Electrolysis System
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2. Electrolysis Cell
The experimental system of electrolysis and measurements is shown in Fig. 1. The
electrolysis cell was closed-type cell made of stainless-steel. Excess heat was measured by
using the mass-flow calorimetry method. The cell was put in a dewar for heat insulation.
The inside of a cell (upper-room) was filled with ---..,3 atom Dz gas and a recombiner set.
D/Pd ratio was measured in-situ by the Dz pressure variation in the upper-room. Neutrons
were monitored by a He-3 counter system. Palladium plates (lmmX2.5cmX2.5cm) were
used for cathode and electrolyte was 0.2M LiOD. Used electrolysis current modes were
Step-Up mode and Low-High mode. The current density in the samples was accordingly
changed from 80 to 420 (mNcmz ). For Exp.3 through Exp. 6, two cells were used with
twin conditions, i.e. electrolysis was started simultaneously and run equally. After
D.G
• LG.
Electrolysis, sampled-gas from
upper-room
of
cell
was
transferred to Q-MAS and
analyzed. After Exp. 7, improved
determination of 4He quantity
was done.
3. Mass Analysis System and
Determination
Helium
of
Quantity
The mass analysis system
(Q-MAS), as shown in Fig. 2,
was used in continuous-flow
mode. If relationship between

Fig.2 : Mass Analysis System
+ measured data
x result of calibratio� •

+ measured data
x result of calibration

/

i(.

10-5
1 o-6
He Partial Pressure(Torr)
Fig.3-1
Figs.3-1.2.3 : Results of Calibrations
1.02253 l 02.410
·
[Torr · I/sec]=[Torr]
(Forfig.3-l)
10144
21359
[Torr]=[Ion Current(A)] · · 10 ·

6
104 10He Partial Pressure(Torr)
Fig.3-2

4

(For Fig.3-2)

,-,.10()
<U
(/)

2

· l 0-3
I::

x result of calibration
,._:r;

10Eventually
1.0372 104.6543
[Torr· 1/sec]=[Ion Current(A)] 1 0372
10-8
10-7
24_203
[molecules/sec]=[lon Current(A)] · · 10
Peak Ion Current(A)
(For Fig.3-3)
Fig.3-3
Q-MAS output (peak ion current) and 4He flow rate (Torr· I/sec) at analysis chamber was
determined, quantity of 4He in sample could be obtained from Q-mass output by using the
4
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following equations

[flow rate]= F(Ion Current)
[quantity of

4

He]=

J[flow rate �t

= J F(Ion Current )cit

At first we sought the relationship between 4 He partial pressure (Torr) in the analysis
chamber and 4 He flow rate (Tow I/sec) through the chamber. Secondly the relationship
between 4 He partial pressure (Torr) in the analysis chamber and Q-MAS output (A). From
these equations, 4 He flow rate was estimated by using Q-MAS output.
The improved mass analysis system equipped a Sorb-AC pump and could analyze 4 He
easily in high deuterium density atmosphere, as shown in Figs. 4-1 and 2. In Figs.3-1,2 and
3, calibration carves are compared with measured data for ion current, evacuation speed
and pressure.
[ x IO - 10 1.5 ,--,---.---.--r--.----,--, [ x I -1 i J 4. o ,--,---.----.--r----.-��
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1
:
• /D2
4H
• ,-,-- e
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' l

•

2.0

�� �;

,•

£

1.0

•
•

.,

'.
. � ..
'

'

'

'

• • '9

4.0
111/e
O.O 3.96
.00
4.04
m/e
O .
.
2) with Sorb-AC Pump
l ) without Sorb-AC Pump
Fig. 4-1 and 2 : The Effect of Sorb-AC Pump for 4He Analysis
4. Detection of tritium
Before and after electrolysis, electrolytes were sampled (1ml, everytime). Tritium
activities of these samples were measured by a liquid scintillation counting method and
tritium concentrations in electrolyte were determined. From these results, possible
increment of tritium atoms was deduced.
Experimental No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table-I: Sample Condition
Batch
Pre-condition
Nilaco
Annealed
TNK
Cold Worked
IMRA
Pd-B(0.2at%)
Cold Worked
IMRA
Pd-Rh(10at%)
IMRA
IMRA
Pd-B(0.2at%)

Weight
7.4628
7.3139
7.0615
7.5045
6.7882
7.3600

Cold Worked
IMRA
7.2620
IMRA
Etching
7.2541
Annealed
IMRA
7.4592*
7.2484***
Ti vapor
IMRA
10
7.2553****
deposition**
*After Annealed, **Ti: 0.36mg/cm2 , ***Before vapor deposition, ****After vapor deposition
7
8
9
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5. Experiments and Results
T he following Table- I shows type of Pd samples. In ten experiments, excess heat was
observed in two cases (slightly in Exp.3, remarkably in Exp.6). As regard to neutrondetection, counts over the +3 a confidence line of background level was observed in one
case. Form recent experiments, a typical electrolysis result (Exp.9) and neutron count data
(Exp.8) are shown below in Figs.5 and 6.
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Fig.5 : Result of Electrolysis (Exp.9)
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For tritium analysis, remarkably
increased
between
tntmm-act1v1ty
samples before and after electrolysis were
not observed. In Q-MAS after electrolysis,
on the other hand, helium peaks, which
were not observed in other experiments,

u 5

4

were observed in Exp.2 (out of Exps. l "'

back-ground
0 '-'--'---'--'----'-_...__.__..__.___,
6). Significant level of 4 He increase which
140 150
160 170
180 hour
had possibility of nuclear reactions was
u
Fig.
6
:
Result
of
Ne
tron
Eetection
(Exp.8)
observed in Exp.7. In Table-2, results of
4
He-quantity determination are shown.
Initial numbers of 4 He molecules (before
electrolysis) were estimated by using
initial gas in upper-room of cell, which
was thought to be pure D 2 gas.
Table-2 Results of 4 He determination (numbers of molecules)
After electrolysis
Increase
Before electrolysis
Experimental No.
16
15
l
7
6.95X 10 16
4.85XI0
7 .44X 0
16
15
1
l.68X 0
8
1.19X 10 16
4.90X10
15
15
9
5.79X10
8.82X 10 1 4
4.91Xl0
1
1
1l
l
10
9.23X!0 l
9.23XI0
4.97X 10
6. Discussion and Conclusion
We discuss here about recent experiments (Exps.7, 8, 9 and 10) which were done with
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the improved determination of 4 He quantity by a modified mass analysis system. No clear
and remarkable correlation was seen between excess heat and nuclear products in all
experiments, although significant 4 He atoms were detected in Exp.7 (equivalent to .......,
700kJ by assuming d+d- 4 He+23.8MeV.) The long running time (720 hours) for Exp.7
might smear low level excess power to be difficult to detect, and might accumulate 0.7MJ
excess heat for 720 hrs. A significant result out of 10 electrolysis experiments was obtained
in Exp.8 which generated neutrons over the +3 a confidence-line of background as shown
in Fig. 6. About tritium analysis, meaningful increase of tritium level was not detected for
all cases. In all the experiments (Exps.7, 8, 9 and l 0), slightly (Exps. 8, 9 and 10) or
remarkably (Exp. 7) increased data were obtained for 4 He. Causes of 4 He increase may be
attributed to the following two effects;
A: actually 4 He-level increased as a result of nuclear reactions in metal/ deuterium.
B: gas in the upper-room of cell might be contaminated by air of experimental room
which might leak into the electrolysis cell during the experimental run.
If the increase of 4 He were due to air contamination, initial air pressure in a cell should be
0.78atm (Exp.7), 0.1 Jatm (Exp.8), 0.0099atm(Exp.9) and 0.10atm (Exp. IO), respectively.
With regard to Exp. 9, contamination by such level can be conceived to happen. Also much
larger contamination as Exps. 8 and 10 might happen. If so, the percentages of
contaminated air to gas in the upper-room of cell were 4.7% (Exp. 8), 0.35% (Exp. 9) and
3.6% (Exp. l 0), respectively. Regrettably present system might not prevent such level
contamination. As regard to Exp. 7, this high level of detected 4 He can not be considered as
contamination, since the percentage of contamination (if so) was 28% of whole gas and
unbelievably large level. There is a probability that this 4 He increase resulted from nuclear
reactions (cause A). Anyhow we can not make definite conclusion on whether 4 He increase
resulted from nuclear reactions or not, because distinct correlation between heat generation
and nuclear products was not observed within the uncertainty of present experiments.
To reduce and stabilize contamination of air are tasks in future. And to electrolyze for
long time is considered to be effective for 4 He analysis because electrolysis times were 720
hours (Exp. 7), 160 hours (Exp. 8), 220 hours (Exp. 9) and 280 hours (Exp. 10),
respectively.
[Reference]
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EXTENDED ANALYSIS OF THE LATTICE RADIO-FREQUENCY TRAP AS
POSSIBLE COLLISION MECHANISM BETWEEN NUCLEUS IN CONDENSED
MATTER
V.Violante
Associazione EURATOM ENEA sulla Fusione, Centro Ricerche di Frascati,
C.P. 65 - 00044 Frascati, Rome, Italy
Abstract
A considerable research activity has been carried out in the last years in order to better
investigate the field of nuclear reactions in solids. Results concerning the reproducibility of the
phenomena, theoretical studies and certain unknown nuclear effects in metal-hydrogen
systems have been published by several authors. It has been shown that positive ions (i.e.
deuterons) confined by means of a quadrupolar electro-dynamic containment around palladium
lattice tetrahedral sites (lattice ion trap) can dramatically decrease their mean distance [1]. In
the proposed picture the coherent oscillations of the Fermi level electrons of the metal atoms
seem to have a dominant role in the deuterons dynamics.
In this work the dynamics of the particles is studied in the trap coordinate system, rather
than in the particles relative ones, since in this way it is possible to follow the position of a
moving particle (e.g. deuteron or proton) inside the metal lattice cell. The lattice e.m. signal has
been described as an oscillating dipole one.
Such a description allows us also to study the behaviour of the moving particles when their
trajectory is close to the metal lattice atoms.
The calculations confirm the collision mechanism and show an interaction effect between the
moving particles and the metal lattice atoms.
Introduction
A wide effort has been carried out in the last years in order to better investigate the field of
nuclear reactions in solids. A study of the lattice confinement effect on the dynamics of ions
embedded within metals, like palladium or nickel is described in this work. The model of the
"lattice radio-frequency trap" has been proposed to identify a possible mechanism responsible
of a strong reduction of the mean distance between deuterons in the palladium lattice [l],[2].
The study takes advantage of a similarity between the lattice space around tetrahedral sites,
with cylindrical symmetry (see fig.l a), and the radio-frequency traps for ions. Such a
similarity is created when coherent oscillations of the metal atoms electrons, close to the Fermi
level, take place. The electron motion can be traced back to an oscillating electronic cloud that
produces an electric field because of the charge separation due to the oscillation. A coherent
mechanism for the electron clouds is proposed for the model, since no phase is subject to
random noise. This coherent behaviour of the electrons has been observed and investigated
near the metal/electrolyte (or metal/gas) interfaces and a region of several hundreds of
angstroms from the surface seems to be involved [3]; a correlation with the surface roughness
has also been identified. The hydrogen isotopes within a metal lattice like palladium or nickel
can be considered as ions because of the higher electro-negativity of the host metal atoms. The
effect of the electro-dynamic containment on the ions dynamics is studied by means of the
motion equations. The palladium atoms, oscillating at acoustic frequency, are supposed to be
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at the rest compared with the deuterium atoms, which oscillate in the range of the optical
frequencies in the metal-hydrogen lattice. However the plasma frequency of the deuterons is
about two order of magnitude less than the electron plasma frequency. Therefore their
dynamics is studied only by considering the forces acting in the lattice space around the
tetrahedral sites. The forces are produced by the charge separation due to the electron cloud
oscillations. In other words, the electrons are seen by the deuterons just as an alternating
signal. Fig. l a shows the palladium lattice cell: the octahedral sites (occupied by hydrogen
and/or its isotopes in beta phase) are in the middle between the vertexes of the cubic structure,
the tetrahedral sites, that could be available for deuterons above x=0.95 belong to the
intersection between the (101) and (10T) planes. The electron clouds spatial oscillations
around the palladium atoms produce,in both planes, an oscillation of the charge density that
creates an electric field(see Fig.l a). For simplicity's sake we consider that the charges acting
in the(101) plane are the midway between palladium atoms 1 & 2 and 3 & 4 and the charges
acting in the (l 0T) are just the atoms 5 & 6. Let Ez and Er the effective components of the
electric field for ions dynamics in the [101] and [lOT]directions respectively. The electric field
in each plane achieves its maximum value when it is minimum in the other one, because of the
orthogonality of the planes. Such a situation leads to sinusoidally time varying forces whose
strengths are proportional to the distance from a central origin(i.e. the intersection between
the rand z axes). In the previous work the radio-frequency signal has been approximated by a
circular symmetric one while in the following such a signal will be described by an oscillating
dipole. The motion equations will be solved in the trap coordinate system rather than in the
particles relative one, since in this way it is possible to study the position evolution of a
moving particle compared to a target that can be also a metal lattice atom.
Modelling

A system of one or two particles moving inside the trap will be investigated. For a charged
particle i(i=l,2 points out the shot and target particles respectively) subjected to the trap
signal and to the interaction potential with an other near charged particle the forces balances
leads to:
2
m. d .;i _ ncCoul + pTrap
I
�i
dt2 -,..,�9

(1)

m; is the i particle mass,; the space coordinates from the central origin(; = r,z), t the time,
F�oul the radial or axial component of the Coulomb force, B the Thomas-Fermi screening
factor, FJrap the radial or axial components of the trap force. The expressions for the forces
are:

(2)

where q; and q1 are the charges of the particles, (1 G=1,2 and j:;ei) are unit vectors pointing
from particle 1 to particle 2 and vice-versa. Some tedious but needful calculations, leads the
following expression for the trap force components:
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(3)
where .1.= (1 -a) if �=r and .1.=a if �=Z, o:s;a:s;l takes into account the electron clouds
oscillation direction effect on the peak value of the signal in each plane, e is the charge of the
electron, N is the number of oscillating electrons for metal atom, y is a shape factor (~1)
required to avoid the singularity points effect at the trap edges and /0 is the system
characteristic length. The frequency of the alternating signal can be evaluated by means of an
approximation to an ideal electron plasma Q (e/m�12 )n 112 10 16 s-1 where m� is the
electron mass and n is the electron plasma density. In this calculation, we shall assume, as
mentioned before, that only the electrons close to the Fermi level participate in the
oscillations. Considering that the number of electrons at the Fermi level is equal to the density
of state at such a level we have ~ 7 electrons for atom in palladium and ~ 10 electrons for
atom in nickel [4], then n ~ 1023 • Fig 1 b shows the potential shape within the trap along one
plane at a certain time. The Dirac's delta like behaviour at the middle of the system is due to
the other charged particle. By introducing the dimension-less variables
r = r/10,z = z/10,x = nt/2 , the motion equations, in dimension-less form, become:

=

=

2(1+r·t2)
4..
�--r·lk..
Ne
d ri =2(1-a) i ()
1•1 J 'J
I
cos(2x)+ q,qJ2
q
/3
O
i
2
2 2
dx2
2
2]3' 2
m-!
m-.a
[
1
( ifi -lo )
'
(ri-r;) +(zi-z;)

(4)

(5)

Results and conclusions

On the basis of the system of differential equations (4-5) we can study the dynamics of one or
two particles in the trap. Fig. 2a shows the distance evolution between two deuterons
embedded within a Pd lattice. The target particle is supposed to be initially at the rest within a
tetrahedral site while the initial conditions of the shot are able to produce a strong approach
with the target (t=0 r1 = -0.5,z1 = l,r2 = -0.5, z2 = 0). The target particle starts to move
when its interaction energy with the shot exceeds the bond energy with the lattice (~ 1 eV).
The initial energy of the shot is close to the thermal one since it is supposed to enter in the
trap simply by diffusion; the considered value of a is 0.95. We can see that the distance
decreases at 0.02 A and then increases again since after the "collision event" both particles
move in different directions and escape from the trap. From fig 2b we can see that the shot
particle gains more than 3 keV because of the radio-frequency trap force. During the
"collision" the shot particle energy reduces at about 2.5 keV . Fig 3a shows the evolution of the
distance between a deuteron and the nucleus of a Ni atom of the host lattice. The deuteron
enters from the top of the trap ·at the thermal energy (t=0 r1 = -0.98,z1 = 1,r2 = 1, z2 = 0). It
has been assumed that the electron clouds oscillations develop roughly along the (101) plane
direction (a =0.99). The distance between the deuteron and the Ni reduces below 0.09 A. Fig
3b shows the evolution of the shot particle energy, in this case the shot gains an energy larger
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than 4 keV because of both the more effective oscillation direction of the electron clouds and
the higher density of the electron plasma in the nickel compared with the palladium one [3]
which reflects on the trap signal and on the frequency. A similar behaviour has been obtained
by studying the proton trajectory. Fig 4a shows the distance evolution between an alfa
particle, produced within an Ni lattice, and a Ni nucleus. The considered initial conditions are
the same of the previous case. We can see that the light particle approaches the Ni at a
minimum distance which is bel9w 0.09 A, like in the previous case, even if the repulsive effect
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is higher since the alfa particle charge is twice the charge of the deuteron. On the other hand
also the trap signal effect is higher,because of the higher value of the alfa particle charge,then
the shot gains an energy about twice the energy gained by the deuteron as can be clearly seen
in fig. 4b. The calculations show that the shot particle, during its trajectory maintain an energy
ranging from some hundreds of eV to some keV, then the particle gains many photons from
the trap as the electro-magnetic signal frequency is l 0 16 s· 1• Therefore the proposed model
allows us to have a satisfactory description of the dynamics by means of the classical
approximation. On the other hand,as can be easily verified,the number of photons in the trap
is larger than l 0 5, because of the very high value of the peak signal of the electric field,
therefore also the field can be classically approximated. The shot particles gain enough energy
to produce ionizations and defects in the lattice. The model shows that the signal produced b y
the charge density oscillations around the metal atoms produces interesting trajectories o f the
deuterons within the metal lattice. The combined effects of the trap force,screened Coulomb
interaction and non linearity give,under proper initial conditions, an interesting "collision
effect" between the particles. During their dynamics the particles approach one to the other at
a distance which results to be well below their average distance into the lattice . Interaction
between deuterons (or protons) and alfa with the metal atoms can not be excluded in principle,
and the energy gained by ions with higher charge could be responsible ofX ray emission from
the investigated system.
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SYNTHESIS OF THE THEORY OF dd FUSION WITH THE SOLID STATE THEORY OF
BIPOLARONS
James T. Waber 2651 Caminito Carlitos, Santa Fe, NM87505

INTRODUCTION

The fusion cross-section analysis of Hale and collaborators
shows that the R-Matrix method yields information about reaction channels. Working with
Shadow poles in the Reimann momentum plane, dd fusion could lead to the formation of
an alpha particle without the release of a gamma ray or other charged particles.
provide for the
Current bi-polaron theories of high temperature superconductivity,
proper quantum mechanical preparation
of the deuterons in the lattice.
In free space, there is no way to offset the repulsive potential of the bare charged
particles and it can only be overcome by the kinetic energy of the particles, i.e., by Gamow
penetration. is involved. The compound nucleus cannot alone take up the momenta of the
impinging deuterons. It must disintegrate into two fermions carrying away the momenta.
However, in a solid state environment this is not case. The repulsive dd potential is offset
by the enveloping electron cloud. The local potential at a deuteron site is highly screened.
Two electrons in the bi-polaron theory, may form a highly localized pair occupying the
same or nearby site.

FUSION-COLLISION THEORY

have studied systems with 4 to 7 nucleons and in
Hale and collaborators 1 ,2
particular, states of the alpha particle. The ground state of 4He is very symmetrical and
tightly bound. But calculations for excited states complex and difficult.
Their R-Matrix analysis reveals 15 to 20 resonant leve!s3 in the energy interval up
to 30 MeV, see Figure I. None of these states are bound but are subject to break-up.
Isospin mixing between T = 0 and T = 1 states is poorly understood.
R-matrix analysis rests on least squares fitting of scatterring and reaction data
to obtain the best fit. The data for 4He pertain to the 0.1 to 12 MeV energy range. Only
data are available for < 10 Ev namely two measurements
in which polarized thermal
neutrons were transmitted
through polarized 3He .

CONCERNING THE R-MATRIX

This section is a paraphrase
can be expressed as

of a paper by Hale and Talley (cf ref.2). The R-Matrix

Rc ,c C �) =( C'I (.7{+£fft - E]-I IC)

=L ). (C'l1)(1IC)/( El::. - E)

where the channel-surface
projections
of the Green's operator for the total system
Hamiltonian,
reduce to simple pole terms due to the expansion in terms of eigenvalues E1
and eigenfunctions
P.). The addition of so-called Bloch operator S!'B to the Hamiltonian
.7{
restores the hermiticity
for the finite nuclear region, by imposing boundary conditions
(1) on solutions of Hat the channel surface.
Hale and Talley transformed
this R-Matrix into one for scattering theory dealing
with outgoing and incoming waves, i.e., a S-matrix theory including (I) its complex time
dependent poles and (2) the Bloch operator S£8. This involves logarithmic derivatives of the
outgoing waves. A very important point is that the R-Matrix is easily modified to handle
nuclear reactions which occur in solid state environments.
Boundary values of S£8 Including long-range external potentials which interact
between fragments in the channel region. This treatment can be generalized to include the
potential outside the range of nuclear forces which can be represented by an effective
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dd potential is screened out by the
body potential.In the solid state case, the interatomic
surrounding electrons.
The poles of this composite-system
S-matrix include the effects of both the longrange external and the short-range internal Hamiltonians. Near one of these poles

where the partial

and solutions

width amplitude

of channel

C is given by

for �) are complex energies, ER =Ee - ½ir11

SHEETS OF THE RIEMANNN SURFACE
The poles occur both on an unphysical sheet of the multi-channel
of the Riemann
energy surface and on the real axis of the physical sheet. The fonner case pertains to a
resonant or virtual state, while the latter pertains to a bound state.
These complex energy and momenta poles make important contributions
to the
time-dependent
wave functions. The latter is given by exp(-i r11t). The poles with r11 >0 are
associated with decaying states and channels with t >0.
The time-dependent
description
of the scattering process is the only valid
description. The related wave function is given in tenns of the retarded Green's Function
at time t � 0
a± (t) =(-1/2 ,r i) f dE exp(-Et) G±-{E)
This integral is to be evaluated over the energy interval (- oo to -fo>}: note that this integral
however vanishes for t <0. Hale and Talley (cf ref.2) use a modified approach, namely
integration taken over momentum (K) rather than over energy (E).
The poles enclosed are outgoing in channel 1 and ingoing in channel 2. The poles
below the channel 2 threshold are conventional, whereas those above it are shadow poles.
Figure II indicates the allowed regions for decaying-state
poles in the complex momentum
plane.
Hale and Talley calculated the rates from the continuity equation of for ingoing
and outgoing waves. The pole r11 =(1-0.2i) is for an outgoing wave in channel 1. However
for the ingoing wave, the rate is negative; that pole is located at (-1 + 0.2i) and the particles
would never be observed.With regard to the R-matrix description of the 4He; closest to the
d+d threshold channel is a shadow pole and an excited state of the « particle, namely o + .
Such states exist in the 4He plus lattice system.
CONCERNING dd FUSION
If the overlap occurs primarily for the 1 " =01t, no gamma ray production will be
allowed, since the transition from this excited state to the ground state. would be an
electric monopole · (E0) transition. In order to get fusion without particle or y-ray emission,
Hale and Talley state " it is necessary to have

' .... o + states that are outgoing only in the EO channel. No
such states have been sought or found in the 4He system.
However, the search for ... photon emission should
continue, because the amount of energy released in
radiationless fusion should be sufficient to excite
energetic phonon modes in the lattice, with X-rays, and
possibly high-energy (conversion) electrons.'"
BORN-OPPENHEIMER

For any deuteron

SEPARABILITY

located at or near

site S, the wave function
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Tatomic (r•rcm) = •nucl (r · r cm,s) • elec<r cm,s)
where rcm = (rP + r0)2 - � is the center of mass of the deuteron
located within a small radius of the center of mass of the zero-point motion in cell s and
•elec is the usual electronic part. The nuclear part is governed by the highly localized, i.e.,
short ranged tnucl which "vanishes" when the range exceeds a few Fennis. Note that •c1ec
is slowly varying on this scale and relates to deuterons in neighboring cells.
Chubb and Chubb3 have shown that a non-separable nuclear-electronic
11'atomic is
prohibited and it is impossible to construct non-vanishing
fonns when these fields are
of each other.
quantized and in which both sets of functions evolve independently
are
constrained
to be
Consequently
the short ranged nuclear wave functions
tnucl
independent only during an intermediate
stage when 1jr involves bosonic neutron-proton
potentials. The Born-Oppenheimer
separation problem requires knowledge of the potential
in the nuclear region.
These are opposite ends of the same problems. Overlap of the continuation of the
reaction channels onto external surface channels and the limitations of the BornOppenheimer separation problem requmng knowledge of the potential in the nuclear
region {which has been ignored in solid state physics).
CURRENT THEORY OF SOLID STATE SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
(HTSC) since 1995, goes beyond
High Transition Temperature Superconductivity
the Bardeen, Cooper Schrieffer (BCS) theory and forms a combination with Bose-Einstein
condensation in the Ogg-Schrafroth
theory4. In the current physically interesting view of
the superconductive
state, the latter is controlled by boson condensation
and leads to
rather high Tc values.
The current view of (HTSC) superconductors
involves a mixture of itinerant
electrons (Fermions) with highly localized and tightly-bound electron pairs (Bipolarons i.e.,
Bosons). This mixed (BF) model was introduced to describe the cross-over regime between
adiabatic and non-adiabatic
behavior. See Figure III
Ranninger
and Rabin5 , solved the boson-fermion
(BF) problem fully selfconsistently and obtained the Green's functions for both fennions and bosons. The model
developed by Ranninger with bipolaron formation, allows the pairs to be either on-site
or inter-site. The boson in the Ogg-Schafroth theory is a composite body of electrons bound
to postive holes. The type in the mixed (BF) state is spin-paired electrons. Fujita and
Watanabe6 note that correlation among pairs of negatively or positively charged species
tends to cancel out the Coulomb repulsion. Ranninger has noted that the stability of the
pairs can be influenced by phonons.
Fermi-Dirac stat1st1cs does not prevent one from putting many pairs into a single
one-pair state <l>(k1 ,ki) and the Pauli exclusion principle is not a hindrance but offers a
positive influence to condensation into pairs. Energy may be saved by putting many pairs
into a single state.
However, there is nothing in the Ranninger theory which requires that only the
electrons can be closely paired. Deuterons are also candidates; they are the carriers in the
present case, are shown in the electromigration
work of Coehn7 . Thus they could be
localized very near a single site and be spin paired as well.
Uemara8 has presented a graph of the effective critical temperatures as a function
of the renormalized carrier density. In Figure III, TB is the Bose temperature, Tc the usual
(BC) critical temperature
and TF is the Fermi temperature.
The left hand side of this
figure was taken from muon spin relaxation data and the right hand side are based on
electron spin relaxation data assembled by T. J. Elifritz9.
There is abundant evidence that the Pons-Fleischmann
phenomenon
is real.
McKubre et al 10 reported the results of long experiments which produced excess heat.
The principal
product was 4He. Storms reviewed many papers plus 30 worldwide
experiments
which gave excess heat. His11 recipe for reproducing
the effect is now
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available. An important confirmatory
experiment has been reported.
Miles et al 12 obtained both 4He and heat with the heavy water, but not with H20. Their
heat and helium evolved and concomitantly.
The ratio of 4Fe/3He found us 100 times to
4
high. The Nei He ratio is incompatible with diffusion through the glass.
The possibility that 4He found in the metal could have been there initially has been laid
to rest.
Arata and Zhang 13 conducted an experiment inside a sealed lead vessel pressurized
with D2 _ The PdDx is sealed in a platinum bottle with an electrical lead. This serves as
the cathode and the deposited D atoms diffuse into the bottle and fonn D2 gas. After 2
to 3 weeks heat is evolved; the integrated heat is about 5 kWh per gram of deuteride. The
reaction products were analyzed. Residual 4He and some 3He was extracted from the
powder at high temperatures. The initial palladium showed no 4He content. There can no
longer be any reasonable doubt about this matter.
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Figure II, Allowed regions for decaying-state
poles on the complex momentum plane and
traveling waves characteristics.
The Riemann
are labelled by the signs of the imaginary parts
of the momenta in the channels. (After Hale
Talley)
Figure III. Originally due to Uemara (ref. 2
Right hand was modified by Elifritz (Ref. 13
to include electron spin relaxation data. T8 is
the critical Bose temperature,
Tc is the usual
BCS and TF is the Fermi degeneracy
temper ature. T h e upper scale is t h e
renormalized
density (ns 0%/m *).
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THE PATHWAY TO COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS
The Deuterium-Palladium System
by Joseph L. Waisman & Richard H. Swnmerl (Seep. 6)
Abstract: A "macro view" of the cold fusion process in a Deuterium-Palladium System is

presented which embraces the idea that there is both an enabling process and a heat
producing process. The enabling process is non-nuclear and is one of controlling the
Deuterium (D) chemical potential. After surpassing a high threshold D chemical potential,
some of the true deuterium reactants, Dx's, are able to form. The formation of the new Dx's
involves a change of state of the D's which reduces their repulsion forces and increases the
probability of spontaneous fusion events. Once some of the Dx's are in place, there, indeed, is
coupling between the non-nuclear and nuclear processes as shown by the experimental
measurement of the heat produced.
In this paper, existing experimental data are used to show how to enable and control the heat
producing process. A gas-loading technique is employed to achieve the required high
D chemical potential and a reactor design and development program is outlined.

Introduction: The economic viability of 'cold fusion' lies in: (1) achieving high power

densities (greater than 1 kw/cm3 ) and (2) eliminating the continuous use of expensive power to
generate an 'excess heat', or X-heat. Of the huge number of experiments completed, only a
very few produced power densities suitable for commercial exploitation. These few instances,
for the most part, were unintentional in the beginning although some were intentionally
replicated later on. We refer to Fleischmann & Pons' 'boil-to-dry'Rff 1 and 'one centimeter
cube ignition'Ref 2 experiments. We believe the conditions that prevailed during this high
density power production can be replicated, controlled and consistently repeated.
1. A 'Macro-View' of the X-Heat Processes: To set the stage for X-heat, we
take a macro-view of the processes: (1) the Enabling Process and (2) the Heat-Producing
Process. The enabling process is non-nuclear and is one of loading the D's into the Palladium
and controlling the Deuterium (D) chemical potential. At a high threshold D chemical
potential, a new reaction begins to take place (Reaction X). 1 Some of the D's are now able to
enter a new state and become "Dx's" which have greatly reduced repulsion forces. When the
new Dx's are in place, the probability of spontaneous nuclear events is increased and the heat
producing process begins. Experimental evidence supports the premise that increasing the D
chemical potential above the threshold increases the rate of the reaction.

2. Selecting the Control Variables: For a system in equilibrium, the values of

three properly selected fundamental variables completely describe the thermodynamic state
of the system. The thermodynamic state is the net effect of all reactions, including nuclear. A
great amount of data about the hydrogen-palladium system has been developed, over the years,
1
Talbot & Scott Chubb theoriz.e that, at some threshold D chemical potential, some D entities begin to

delocalize and fonn band state D's, or Dx's_Ref 3 According to Edmond Storms, the system undergoes a
second phase change forming gamma phase D's.
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in terms of the fundamental variables: (1) Pd temperature, T, (2) H/Pd Concentration, C,
and (3) H2 gas pressure, P. Virtually all of these data, in the temperature range of interest,
were produced by 'gas loading' the
metal. Figure 1, the D-Pd TCP Isotherm
Diagram, is a composite of seven such
sources of hydrogen and deuterium TCP
data. It was created by the authors to
give insight into the thermodynamic
conditions that existed when commercial
levels of X-heat were produced. This ca
en
zone of interest is off scale on all other c,
N
available data plots. The source data o
were replotted on a single common
format, smoothed, interpolated and
Concentration (0/Pd)
extrapolated.
The D-Pd Isotherms ,_________F_i_gu_ r_e_
l---'-----'-------'
provide a convenient format for plotting
(1) experimental data and (2) chemical potential as noted in the next section. It is on this
format that the System Free Energy relationships that must exist to achieve commercial levels
of X-heat are revealed.
For gas-loaded systems, Gibbs Free Energy is the applicable 'fundamental' expression for
energy.Rff 4 Chemical Potential, µ, is the change in the system's Gibbs free energy that
occurs when one additional mol of gas is added to a large system while keeping temperature,
pressure and the concentration of other species constant. Chemical potential is given by:

Equation [1]: µ = 0.5 R • T • Ln(P/P0) where: R = the Gas Constant (Joules/mol°K); T =
temperature (K); P = D2 gas pressure (atm); and P0 = 1 (atm). It can be seen in this equation
that controlling the D chemical potential is accomplished by controlling the Pd temperature
and the D2 gas pressure. It is well to note that increasing temperature is a far more effective
way of increasing the D chemical potential than by increasing the pressure because the pressure
term is a logarithmic function.

3. Determining the Required Values of T & P: Thresholds, To determine

the value of T & P required to produce high X-power densities, it is first necessary to identify
the D chemical potential thresholds that are apparent from experimental data. We define the
threshold D chemical potential as that D chemical potential existing at the onset of X-heat
production. We believe that threshold values are tied very closely to the metallurgy of the
form of palladium tested. The metallurgical characteristics which are most likely to have the
greatest influence on the threshold are: crystal size and regularity; purity; population of
dislocations, cracks and flaws; the metallurgical process used for installation in a reactor; etc.
Measurement of the threshold D chemical potential for any candidate form of palladium is
essential to the design of X-heat reactors.
Ran2e of Threshold Chemical Potentials. The procedure for determining these near
threshold chemical potentials is started by plotting existing experimental data on the D-Pd TCP
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Isotherm Diagram. If the heat measurements are valid, then the D chemical potentials identified
are close to the threshold for that particular material form. An example of this procedure is
shown in Figure 2. The McKubre,
et al, data involved a series of
electrolytic experiments, using a
selection of bulk Pd materials.Ref 5
In this series, each sample
produced a low-level heat at 30°C
and at D/Pd concentrations that
ranged from 0.85 to 0.95. These
data are plotted in Figure 2. Since
each of these data points has an
associated equivalent pressure,
that indicated pressure and the
noted temperature are used to
calculate the operating chemical
potential using equation [I]. At
the low power level noted, this
calculated chemical potential is taken to be near the threshold.2 The approximate threshold
chemical potentials for the bulk materials tested ranged roughly from 10,000 to 16,000 J/mol.
Arata & Zhang tested powdered palladium (Pd black) in their hollow Pd cathode design.Ref6
In their case, the powder inside the cathode was gas-loaded at 30°C and low level heat was
produced at D2 gas pressures of about 800 to I 000 atmospheres. These data are also plotted
in Figure 2. The threshold D chemical potentials for this powdered form of palladium range
from about 8,000 to 9,000 J/mol.
From these plotted data points, it is now possible to illustrate how effective a temperature
increase is in achieving and exceeding threshold D chemical potentials. Back again to Figure 2,
the highest points of both the McKubre and the Arata data were selected and the operating D
chemical potentials were calculated. From each of these two points, a constant thre shold
chemical po tential line was constructed by calculating a new pressure for each incremental
increase in temperature using Equation [I].3 It is now clear that only modestly high pressures
are required at elevated temperatures to reach and exceed threshold D chemical potentials. For
example, equivalent pressures approaching 150,000 atmospheres are required at 30°C to create
a D chemical potential of 15,000 J/mol. At 400°C, a pressure of only 200 atmospheres is
required to achieve the same D chemical potential.
High operating chemical potentials above the threshold drives the enabling process to increase
the X-power density. A properly equipped gas-loading laboratory can produce operating D
chemical potentials in the range of 30,000 J/mol using readily available hardware. This value is
2
The actual threshold µ values may have been higher than calculated. This is because, in electrolytic
experiments at steady state, there is a non-unifonnity cf chemical potential near the surface a the metal due to
surface cracks. This non-unifonnity distorts the 'average' concentration measurements quoted
3
Since the metallurgy of palladium does not vary greatly over the temperature range d interest, we speculate
that the threshold chemical potential will also remain relatively constant over the same range of temperatures.
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about twice that achievable by electrolysis because of it's limitations.

4

Have Economically Viable Levels of Heat Been Produced in the Past? By making event
simulations and some deductive guesses, it is possible to indicate the probable operating zones
for the Fleischmann & Pons' 'run away' experimentsRff 1 & 2 on the D-Pd Isotherm Diagram.
Figure 3 shows a typical constant.-------------------------.
threshold D chemical potential
line and the F & P 'high-heat'
operating zone is noted. Also on
the same diagram, the Liaw
molten-salt experimental results •;
are noted. Ref 7 In Liaw' s case, e
the operating temperature was ';
a,
100
450°C and their cell produced o
about 640 w/cm3 of Pd. While ·c§
Liaw's work does not meet the .!
commercial viability criteria, it
0.1
well illustrates the significant
effect
of high operating
temperatures.
Figure 3

a

Conclusions Thus Far.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

It may be concluded from the above discussion that:
Controlling the D chemical potential is critical to producing high X-heat.
The control variables are the Pd temperature and D2 gas pressure.
High chemical potentials are achievable by gas loading.
The economic benefits of gas loading are that: (a) it is the only method of
loading that does not require the continuous application of expensive power
to sustain the process, & (b) high X-power densities can be obtained.

4. Reactor Design and Development: The cornerstone of'power' reactor design and

development is the testing program. It must address two important factors: (1) proof of
principle and (2) characterization of the heat produced in terms of the two control variables.
It must first be demonstrated, beyond a shadow of doubt, that gas loading can be made to
produce heat. In the minds of many, Arata & Zhang proved that gas loading will produce heat.
The proof is not absolute, however, because the D2 gas which loaded the palladium powder
was produced by electrolysis and skeptics are concerned that the presence of the 'electricity'
was essential in some way.
Also, in the minds of some, the amazing repeatability achieved by Arata & Zhang can be
attributed primarily to the unusual properties of the palladium powder. There is, however, an
equally strong case for their good repeatability being attributed to gas loading, where the
• Chemical potentials much above the thresholds are not generally available from electrolysis because <i
competing processes and destructive pressures in voids near the surface which cause cracking.
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palladium black was isolated from the many unstable processes that are responsible for non
reproducibility when using electrolytic loading directly. If gas loading overcomes the non
reproducibility problems, then bulk
powdered palladiums are both good candidates for
making X-heat, and the range of applications is broadened.

m

Positive proof that gas loading will produce heat may be accomplished in a simple reactor
(with no heat transfer system, stability control or refined calorimetry) which allows adjustment
of the two control variables, Pd temperature and D2 gas pressure. Minimal instrumentation
must be arranged to detect X-heat at it's onset. This 'proof test will be more convincing if
positive temperature feedback can be induced and the temperature measurements are robust. 5
This same simple reactor, we call a 'scanning' reactor, can be used routinely to measure the
threshold D chemical potential of various materials. It will provide a 'fundamental' material
property which sums the effects of the many metallurgical variations and it should provide a
suitable means of ranking materials.
Power Reactor Development. A 'power' reactor is the antithesis of a 'scanning' reactor.
Besides control of the D2 gas pressure, the power reactor relies on being able to control the
temperature of the palladium lattice on the inside of the reactor. 6 While positive
temperature feedback and power run away are welcome in a scanning reactor, it is undesirable
in a power reactor. In a power reactor, the only way to control the temperature of the
palladium is through a properly designed heat transfer system. This now places the power
reactor into an integrated system where: (1) the temperature of the heat transfer fluid is
controlled and (2) the heat transfer rate (fluid velocity) is also controlled. Stability is ensured
only when the rate that heat is being transferred out of the reactor is equal to the rate that it is
being generated.
Total System Development & the X-Power Production Simulator. To develop an
integrated stable reactor, heat transfer and control system, it is extremely helpful to be able to
predict X-power densities over a broad range of operating conditions. The authors have
developed a flexible power production equation which is used as the algorithm for a computer
'simulator'. It is designed to receive: (1) threshold D chemical potential data and (2) actual
selected prototype X-heat measurements. An algorithm for the effect of increasing the D
chemical potential above the threshold has been assumed in the prototype simulator. When
this effect is characterized by laboratory test, there may be a basis for adjusting that algorithm.

The output of the simulator is a set of parameterized power production predictions which
are essential to conducting the tradeoffs that lead to an efficient total system design. A typical
simulator output is shown in Figure 4 (p. 6) where X-Power Density is plotted as a function of
the palladium temperature for various constant pressures.
The simulator described is
applicable to 'pressure controlled' reactors. Another prototype simulator has been developed
Several investigators in the U.S contemplate conducting experiments to prove gas loading will produce X
heat. Results should be forthcoming later in 1998.
• Effective control of the palladium temperature can only be achieved from the outside of the reactor if the
thermal conduction paths between the Pd lattice and heat transfer surfaces on the outside offer a very low
resistance to heat flow both into and out of the reactor.
5
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for sealed reactors.

7
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successful experiments.
The
proper system control variables (Pd temperature, T, and D2 gas pressure, P) have been
identified. The range of values for T and P necessary for production of high power density is
indicated. A program for X-heat reactor design and development has been presented.
G)

Control of the D chemical potential using a gas loading technique is the first step on the
pathway to commercial applications ofthe "cold fusion' phenomenon. Such applications need
not await an understanding of the micro-physics of' cold fusion'.
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EXCESS HEAT AND NUCLEAR PRODUCTS FROM Pd:D/Au
HETEROSTRUCTURES BY THE 'In-vacuo' METHOD
Eiichi YAMAGUCHI* and Hiroshi SUGIURA""
IMRA Europe - Centre Scientifique
Sophia Antipolis, 06560 Valbonne, FRANCE
Abstract

We report a recent progress on the experimental studies of excess power and the search
for nuclear products from Pd:D/Au (Pd:H/Au) or SiO/Pd:D/Au (SiO/Pd:H/Au) hetero
structures by the 'in-vacuo' method. The excess power generation correlated to the sample
distortion was observed with 100 % reproducibility. The peak excess power was estimated
as much as 8 W with the input being O .1 W. The total amount of excess power was at most
39 kJ, indicating that the energy generated was of the order of 1 eV per D (H) atom.
Nevertheless, None of the nuclear products was detected clearly. This result suggests that the
highly reproducible excess power observed in the present experiment is correlated to the
structural phase transition at the Pd surface. We discuss the origin of the anomalous heat
generation within the condensed matter physics.
1. Introduction

In 1990, Yamaguchi and Nishioka[l] reported that excess heat generation, explosive
release ofD2 gas and biaxial plastic deformation were observed at the same time from Pd:D
plates with heterostructures set in a vacuum chamber. They also detected simultaneous
emission of neutron burst. Since then, many efforts have been devoted to reproduce this
anomalous phenomenon and also to search for the reality of nuclear fusion at low
temperatures by using their 'in-vacuo' method[2-8]. The present work is an extended
continuation for increasing the reproducibility of the excess heat generation as well as for
searching nuclear products to clarify the origin of the excess energy.
2. Experiment

The experimental setup was carefully designed to avoid any artifact, and constructed
from scratch (see Fig. 1). The system made of stainless steel (RIBER: custom made)
consists of four ultra high vacuum (UHV) chambers; (1) an entry chamber, (2) an
evaporation chamber, (3) a gas-loading chamber, and (4) an analysis chamber, as shown in
Fig. 1. All of the chambers are connected with UHV gate valves, through which the sample
can be transferred anywhere in the UHV system without breaking the vacuum by four
magnetic transfer rods.
First, a Pd plate (99.9 %; 3.0x3.0x0.lcm3 ) pre-annealed at 1000 °C for 24 hours was
inserted into the entry chamber. After the evacuation up to UHV, the sample was
transferred to the UHV gas-loading chamber. The sample was then annealed at 600 °C for
more than 2 hours in the vacuum, in order to degas adsorbed impurities. After cooling
• Present address: NTT Basic Research Laboratories, Atsugi, &nagawa 243-0198, Japan.
•• Present address: Aisin Seiki R & D Center, &riya, Aichi 448-8650, Japan.
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Fig. 1: The experimental setup for preparing the heterostructure and for the
measurement without breaking the vacuum.

down the sample, D2 (H2) gas was introduced up to 630 - 650 Torr at room temperature.
By leaving the sample in this D2 (H2) gas at room temperature for 3 - 5 days, D (H) atoms
were spontaneously loaded in the Pd plate with the loading ratio being 60 % on the average.
Second, the sample Pd:D (Pd:H) was transferred to the UHV evaporation chamber. A
thin Au film with the thickness of 1500 A was deposited on one side of Pd:D (Pd:H) plate by
the electron beam evaporator. A thin SiO2 film with the thickness of 100 A was then
deposited on the other side of the surface for some samples.
Third, the sample was finally transferred to the UHV analysis chamber and then attached
to the manipulator. The manipulator enabled us to precisely locate a W needle as the
electric feed-through and two K-type thermocouples on specified points of the sample
surface, as shown in Ref. 9. Electric current was injected through the W needle to the
sample. The time evolution for injected currents, voltages, temperatures and pressures
were recorded by the data logger.
The analysis chamber contained two Si SSD (Canberra: PIPS, active area=4.5 cm2, active
thickness=500 µm) and a CdZnTe SSD (eV Products: eV 180) to measure the energy spectra
for charged particles and X-ray, respectively. Part of the gas de-loaded from the sample in
the analysis chamber was collected through 1/4 inch flexible stainless steel tube (1 m length)
and introduced into the high resolution quadrepole mass spectrometer (Balzers: QMA 410).
Four independent He-3 neutron detectors were set at the outside wall of the analysis chamber
to measure the time evolution of the neutron emissions. A liquid scintillator (IO-inch
diameter; Bicron BC501A) was also set at the wall to discriminate the contributions of
neutrons and y-ray and to measure the energy spectra of them.
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Fig. 2: Time dependence of the sample temperature, pressure, input-power, and output-power
for (a) Pd:D/Au and (b) Pd:H/Au samnles under the condition of free external force.
3. Results and Discussion

We have performed 95 experiments for various conditions, and finally obtained 100%
reproducibility for the excess heat generation. Typical examples for the results on Pd:D/Au
(No. 67) and Pd:H/Au (No. 68) heterostructures are shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b), where the
input- and output-power, the sample temperature and the pressure in the analysis chamber
are plotted as a function of time after injecting the electric current. The detailed method for
evaluating the input- and output-power is described in Ref. 9. It can be clearly seen from
these figures that the excess power was generated in the intermediate time region. The total
amount of excess power was estimated to be approximately 2 kJ for both cases, indicating
that the energy generated was approximately I eV per D (H) atom. It must be noted here that
all the samples were biaxially bent, due to the uniform shrinkage of Au deposited side, as
shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 1, where the radius of the curvature R was estimated 10 cm on the
average. This plastic deformation always occurred within IO seconds when the sample
exhibited the maximal excess power. In both cases for Pd:D/Au (No. 67) and Pd:H/Au
(No.68), the sample was set on the Mo holder under the condition of free external force; i. e.,
the holder give no external stress to the sample. Therefore it can be considered that the
biaxial deformation is caused by the formation of 13 phase layer near the expanded Pd
surface.
Nevertheless, the mass spectra measurement around nominal mass 4 amu revealed that no
evidence was clearly observed for detecting 4He (4.0026 amu). Therefore, we have to
conclude that the observed 4He peak as shown in Ref. 4 may be an artifact due to 4He
adsorbed at the sample surfaces. However, since the resolution of the mass spectrometer
used in the present experiment is less than half of that used in the experiment in Ref. 4,
future investigation must be needed to draw a definite conclusion for 4He production.
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(a) Pd:D/Au (No. 81)
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Fig. 3: Time dependence of the sample temperature, pressure, input-power, and output-power
for (a) Pd:D/Au and (b) Pd:H/Au samples under the condition of suppressing the
spontaneous biaxial bending.
Simultaneous observations of the energy spectra for charged particles, neutrons, y-rays
and X-rays as well as ofthe time evolution of neutron counts also revealed that no evidence
was clearly found for these nuclear products. These facts suggest that the anomalous
excess power generation observed in the present experiment can be related to structural
phase transition under high stress field, instead ofnuclear fusion. Assuming that the biaxial
distortion with R being lO cm is caused by p phase formation at one side ofthe surface, we
can estimate the stress at the surface as 9. 6 GPa and the thickness ofp phase layer as 51 µm.
Here, in this estimation we used the equation ofmechanical equilibrium[lO] with the lattice
constant of a and P phase being 3.886 A and 4.019 A. Therefore, we expect that the
enlarged surface stress will enhance the anomalous heat evolution.
Motivated by this expectation, we performed the experiment in which the sample was set
on the holder so as to suppress the spontaneous biaxial bending. The observed results on
Pd:D/Au (No. 81) and Pd:H/Au (No. 95) are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). It is shown in
these figures that the excess power generation is strongly enhanced with increasing the
internal compressive stress at P phase layer. The maximal stress evaluated by measuring
the degree of plastic deformation is 15 % larger than in the experiment shown in Fig. 2,
while the peak power for Pd:D/Au is more than 10 times larger than shown in Fig. 2(a).
Now let us consider possible origins of the anomalous excess power. The energy
diagram for H at the interface ofPd and the vacuum is schematically shown in Fig. 4, where
the thin and thick solid lines represent the potential energy for H atoms and H2 molecules per
atom. In this figure, the energies are measured from the vacuum level, i.e. the energy ofH2
in the vacuum, where Edis = 2.24 eV/atom (dissociation energy for H 2 ➔ 2H ),
Eads= 0.6eV/atom (adsorption energy at Pd surface), Edif = 0.25 eV/atom (diffusion
energy for H atoms in Pd) and E s = 0.2 eV/atom (absorption energy for H atoms into Pd).
Since the Fermi level for H atoms in Pd is lower than the vacuum level by � E s, the
ab

ab
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Interface
vacuum
Pd
1s
reaction
Pd: D ➔ Pd+ D 2 /2 + Mis
endothermic with Mis being-IO kJ/mol.
I\ I\ I\
In the present experiment, however,
----1--+--+-i-+-+------Y H2
thin � layers are compressed by the
internal stress as much as 96 kbar. A
simple calculation has revealed that the
H in distorted i!:i I
potential minima for H in Pd (octahedral
2.24eV
PdH
I
sites) come to increase and are likely to be
fl I
Eabs = 0.2 eV
unstable under such high pressures[l,2].
Suppose that all the potential minima are
occupied by H atoms locally.
Then,
posterior H atoms must pass along new
potential minima formed by the pseudo
=0.6eV
ads
potentials of PdH, the energy of which is on
ij\ ; E = 0.25eV
dif
the order of 1 eV/atom (see dashed line in
Fig. 4). The atoms can produce the excess
Fig. 4: Energy diagram for H at the
energy Eex at the surface.
interface of Pd and the vacuum.
Finally, the accelerated out-transport of
H atoms along the new potential minima gives the repulsive force enough to break the Pd
bonds. The SEM measurement showed the existence of enormous number of deep cracks in
the expanded side after the plastic deformation. This must be a ruin for the sudden bond
breaking. The X-ray analysis revealed that the lattice constant of the layer became that of
pure Pd after this plastic deformation. At the very time of the bond breaking, H atom can
obtain the kinetic energy of the order of 1()2 eV from Pd lattices, according to the coherent
phonon mechanism[ll] or 'musical chairs' mechanism[l,2].
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ICCF-7
NEUTRON GENERATION AT ULTRASONIC CAVITATION
OF SOME LIQUIDS
Bazhutov Yu.N., Koretsky V.P.
"Erzion" Center, P. 0. Box 169, 105077 Moscow, Russia

Abstract
Neutrons were recorded during 20 hours on the level of 30-100% background excess and
statistical reliability from 3s to 12e after 131 hours of ultrasonic cavitation of some salt
water solutions and liquid mixtures. The duration of the neutron generation changed in 0,5
8 hour period and the neutron intensity ranged up to 10 n/s. the order more than our
predecessors achieved. The event trust was confinned with the impulse spectrum of the He-3
neutron counter.

I .Introduction
In previous works [ 1,2] we registered neutron generation (yield - y~ 10 neutr./s, duration from 50 s to 5000 s). This effect was interpreted as the start-up of the Erzion-cathalitic
nuclear transmutation during the intense cavitation of working liquid and the leap forward of
pressure in the system. According with the Erzion model [ 3,4] the neutron generation was
observed only when tritium or lithium was presented in the working liquid. The prerequisites
of such interpretation (besides of the long-known sonoluminescence phenomenon) were the
registration of the X-ray radiation with the energy up to 10 keV [5] and He-3, He-4 and
excess heat generation in R.Stringham&.R.George experiments [6]. In the works of
academician B.V.Deryagin group [7-9] the low neutron generation was demonstrated (y~ 1
neutr./s) at ultrasonic cavitation of heavy water. But these works were suspended because of
the low reproducibility of results and long training period ( near 20 hours). Our work has
been undertaken to achieve higher effect using the Erzion model predictions in choosing the
working liquid composition.
According with the Erzion model [4 l the neutrons may occurre in the process of cold
catalytic nuclear transmutation on three isotopes only - H, D, Li6 - in reactions:
H(3",3°)n+ l,65MeV;
0(3",�)n+ 5,6MeV;
Li6(3",�)He4+n+4,2MeV.
As the equations indicates the neutron generation may occur only when negative Erzions 3·
generates. But 3· may generate on extremely low number of isotopes, for example - T3, Li7,
F 19 [ 4]. That is why we used the fluorine-contained additions in all working liquid solutions.
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2.Settina-YP ofthe experiment.
The experimental arrangement consisted of the ultrasonic generator (frequency 20 kHz,
power 35 Wt) with the titanium tip (1) as in [7-9], the cell with the working liquid (2), the
thennal neutron detector (TND) (3) created on the basis of He-3 proportional counter, and
the control domestic dosimeter (4). He-3 proportional counter has been placed in the centre
of the paraffin cylinder with diameter 30 sm., which was covered with I-mm cadmium sheet
from outside. Efficiency ofTND was equal to 1,25±0,25%, its working phone was equal to
0,09±0,01 imp.ls. The TND efficiency was measured with cf'2 source located in the centre
of working cell in 5 sm. distance away from Cd sheet. The TND signals was registered
continuously with the counter device (CD) and sometimes - on the 128-channel amplitude
analyser to tune and check the system.
The TND characteristic amplitude spectra are shown on fig.2 and fig.3 in 'on" and 'otf'
ultrasonic generator and with Cf52 source and natural neutron background. The counter
device threshold was established in the middle of amplitude interval between the noises and
the ntutron peak. As seen from fig.2 and fig.3 the generator does not distort the ntutron
amplitude spectrum and does not add the radiotechnic noise under the counter device
threshold. The counter readings have been taken each 5 f'1in.utes to fonn about 30 events - it
was convenient for prelimenary control of the arrangement. At the same time the ultrasonic
generator amplitude which provide the effective cavitation of the working liquid was
registrated.
Unfortunately the titanium tips were very short lived and they had to be chenged very
often.The tip parameters are presented in Table 1 in experimental period 27.09.96 to
23.12.96. Here T • duty and A • amplitude of the effective work, when "stired up" of
cavitating liquid created under the lower butt-end of tip and typical hissing sound was heard.
The tips with numbers 1-3 were used to adjust the experimental arrangement and they were
not encluded in the Table 1.
Table 1.
,._,v of the tio work.
Tip number
A(rel.un.)
T<min.)
4
320
35,5-24
5
250
35-26
6
870
35-27,5
7
525
36-26
8
660
34-28,5
9
290
38-27
36-31
10
1570
11
26-30
330
26-28
120
12
27-30
650
13
28-26
390
14
28-26
90
15
23-23
30
16
25-27
105
17
28-28
190
18
28-27
19
240
28-26
630
20
30-26
21
120
26-26
30
22
29-27
450
23

s ..,..
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As the Table indicated, some tips (N!!l6, 22) were not effective and worked only 30 minutes.
Other tips (.N'!!l0 for example) worked more with high amplitude (A>30) up to 1570 minutes.
Such spread of efficiency was concerned with the distinctions in tip fonn and length. Full
working time of all tips was 131 hours. The control domestic dosimeter did not indicate any
considerabl eeffect and its results were not encluded here.

3. Results ofexperiment.
The composition of working liquid was modified during the experiment to optimize the
neutron yield. Different tipes of dissolvents (H2O, DiO, GeC4. C..F2a, CHCh, CDCL3) and
solts (LiCl, NaF, KF) were used. Maximum result (doubling under background with
statistical reliability from 3o to 12G) has been achieved with solutions OiO/KF and
GeCIJCDCL3'C..F2n..
Figure 4 illustrates the histogram of neutron count, under it - the synchronous plots of
ultrasonic generator amplitude for ten intervals for tip .N'24. The intervals 2, 4 and 6
corresponded to neutron background when the generator was tum off: in another intervals
the generator was on. The cell with solution H20(20%)/Di0(800/o)/ KF(1S%) and volume
140 ml was used in intervals 1 and 3. In the next intervals the experiment was carried out
with distilled water HiO (100%,) with volumes: 5 - 140 ml, 7 - 38 ml, 8 - 8 ml, 9 - 140 ml.
The data of-statistical handling of this experiment are listed in Table2, where: n - the quantity
of events which were registrated with the counter device in each time interval; &i - its
background excess� &J/a - its quantity of standart deviations; &1(%) - its percentage excess.
Table 2.
The experimental results with the tip .N'!4.
Time interval
n, neutr/Smin.
!\n. neutr/5min.
&J/a,rel.un.
&1(%)

I
261
99,S
6,1

62

2
198
-17
-1,2

-8

3
270
108,5
6,5
67

4

163
1,5
0,1
0,9

5
454
212
9,8

6
58
4,2

88

8

O,S

8
7
9
188
66
64
26,S -14,75 -16,75
1,9
-1,8
-2,1
-18
16
-21

As may be seen from Table 2, the neutron count in intervals 1 and 3 more then 60% of
background excess with 6o statistical reliability. But the higher effect (90% excess at 100')
was observed in interval S with cell containing light water H2O (1000/o). This surprising effect
does not observed of our predecessors [7-9] and it will be explained below. This effect did
not reproduce later (intervals 7-9). We emphasize that the neutron generation has been
observed if titanium tip began to work in H2O. It should be pointed out that in interval 5 we
observed an increase of neutron generation when generator amplitude A reduced. This
demonstrated again the absence of ultrasonic generator influence on the effect appearence.

Fig.S and Table 3 demonstrates the results of long-tenn experiment with cell containing
solution H20(73%)/D2O(27%)/KF(20%) with 250 ml volume. One can see an absence of the
effect in the first day, on the next day - it appeared with high reliability 6a and background
excess 52%, and on the third day - the absence of the effect again. The dissignations in Table
3 are the same as in Table 2 and index "-." marks the maximum value of neutron count in
0,5 hour during experiment, n., is a phone of neuton count in experiment day.
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The experimental results with the tip .N"26.
Date of exoeriment
n..i....., • neutr/5rnin.
n, neutr/Smin.
�n, neutr/5rnin.
�o, rel.un.
An(%)
n,_, neutr/5rnin.
An.....y. neutr/Smin.
An,.ax./o, rel.un.
dn111ax (%)

18.10.96
133 3±4.0
145.7 ±4 0
12,4±5,6
2,2
9,3
160
26,7±13,3
2,0
20

21.10.%.
155.1±4,2
192.2±4,9
37,2±6,4
5,8
2,4
236
80,9±15,9
5,1
52

Table 3.
22.10.96.
160.0±6.3
146.8±6.l
-13,2±8,8
-1,5
-8,3
152
-8,0±13,9
-0,6
-0,6

But the maximum result was obtained on the cell with oxigen-free working liquid GeCIJ
CDCh/C..F2n - Fig.6, Table 4 (the dissignations are the same as in Table 3). At the end of the
first day only the hint effect was obtained (l,80). On the next day the effect reached 120 and
114% of value excess. At this day the excess was more then 2a in seven series of eights. On
the third experiment day much less demping effect was observed - 2a and 58%.
The experimental results with the tip N!?l0.
Date of experiment
n..i,.,,,1 , neutr/5rnin.
n, neutr/5min.
� neutr/5rnin.
�o, rel.un.
An(%)
n-, neutr/Srnin.
�. neutr/5rnin.
An»�xlo, rel.un.
An,.ax (%)

24.10.96
126,0±3,4
126,9 ±4,0
0,9±5,2
0,2
0,7
148
22,0±12,6
1,8
17,5

25.10.%.
112,2±3,4
181.5±4,8
69,3±5,8
11,9
62
240
127,8±15,8
8,5
114

Table 4
28.10.96.
127.0±3.6158,5±4.5
31,5±5,7
5,5
25
201
74,0±14,6
5,1
58

4. Conclusion.
The obtained data allowed to establish with reasonable reliability the fact of neutron
generation at ultrasonic cavitation of liquids with special containment. The registrated
neunron intensity - near 10 neutr/s - is more then order of magnitude higher then our
predecessors had recieved. The generation duration varies in vide range from 0,5 hour to 10
hours. This generation may reproduce within three days when ultrasonic generator is turned
off. The extension of neutron generation in cell with H2O (1000/o) indicates that the neutron
source most probably be placed in titanium tip. This assumption is in complete agreement
with the Erzion model predictions.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental arrangement:
1 - titatnium tip;
2 - cell with the working liquid;
3 - He-3 proportional counter:
4 • gamma-counter;
5 - block of paraffin;
6 - Cd-sheet.
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INFLUENCE OF SPIN AND PARITY PRESERVATION LOWS ON
ERZION MODEL PREDICTIONS IN COLD FUSION EXPERIMENTS
Yu.N.Bazhutov
Erzion Center, P.O.Box 169, 105077 Moscow, Russia
ABSTRACT
Spin and Parity Preservation Lows were used for erzion-nuclear reaction
probability analysis. lt was shown for instance on some nuclei that not all erzion
nuclear reactions can run with zero spin and in this case cross-sections of such
reactions become rather small. This analysis is able to divide all of them by
priority degree. As supposed before it was found that erzion-nuclear reactions on
deuterium, protium and tritium have best priority degree what is in best
accordance with all Cold Fusion experimental results. Some recommendations on
best chemical elements for using in Cold Fusion experiments are done.
INTRODUCTION
Erzion Model of Catalytic Nuclear Transmutation (Cold Fusion) based on
hypothesis of new hadrons existence constructed of new heavy antiquark ( U ).
Only three of them: meson doublet, negative charged and neutral erzions
(3- = {Ud}; 3° = {Uu}) and barion singlet, enion (3 N = {Uuudd}) - are stable
[l ,2,3,4}. The rest more heavy erzion nuclei are nuclear unstable. Enion can be
presented as bounded state of either neutral erzion-nucleon pair (3° n), or charged
erzion-nucleon pair(3-, p) with their bound ener!:,'Y (En, Ee) accordingly.
Therefore 6 erzion (enion) nucleus exchange reactions can take place (3N ➔3° ;
3 N ➔3-; 3°➔3N ; 3°➔3-;3-➔3,v; 3-➔3 ° )with any nucleus. In the erzion
exchange (local nuclear transmutation) nucleus or add or give back nucleon (ti.A=
± l ), (u = 0 ,± 1) or change its charge at stable nucleon number (ti.A = 0 ,u = ±I).
Erzion Model test to erzion-hydrogen reactions with neutron yield ban provides
us to find bound energies (Eu, Ee) and with their help to find all yield energies for
all erzion-nucleus reactions for all known nuclei [5,6}. The most part of such
erzion nucleus reactions are endothennal and can't be running in natural (cold)
conditions. Such way Erzion Model can predict what nuclei can provide us such
reaction runnmg, but can't predict us their intensity. To decide this problem we
must take into consideration the Spin and Parity Preservation Lows except
Energy Preservation Low used before. Especially I paid attention to this problem
because in our previous experiments [7} we find that the same allowed (3, Li)
reaction intensity is rather smaller then (3,D) reaction intensity and in our
another experimental work [8} we could not register very energetic y-rays
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(Ey ~ 8 MeV) during tritium water electrolysis. Both these problems can be
explained by means of this investigation.
UTILIZATION OF SPIN AND PARITY PRESERVATION LOWS FOR
ERZION MODEL PROGRESS
Erzions (3) are pseudoscaler mesons with spin and parity quantum numbers
co-) and enion (3N) is barion with quantum numbers (t). For example let us
write all exothermal erzion nucleus reactions on hydrogen and lithium nuclei.
H(3-,3N)y
H(3-,30)n
D(3N,3°)T
D(3°,3N)H
0(3-,3N)n
T(3N,3-)4He
6Li(3N,30)7Li
6U(30,3N)5Li
6Li(3-,3N)5He
7Li(3N,3-)8Be

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

7,8 MeV
1,65 MeV
0, 1 MeV
3,9 MeV
5,6 MeV
12,0 MeV
1,1 MeV

+
+

3,2

0,5
9,5

MeV
MeV
MeV

+
[½ ➔i-J
+
+
[½ ➔½ ]
+
+
[I ➔½ ]
+
+
p ➔½ ]
+
+
p ➔½ ]
+
+
[½ ➔O ]
+
[1 ➔i-1
(l + ➔�-]
+
[l ➔t]
[t➔O+]

l

(I)

0
0
0
0
0

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

As you can see all reactions on deuterium (D), tritium (T) and reaction (2)
on protium (H) are running with orbital quantwn number I= 0, but on lithium and
reaction (1) on protium - with orbital quantum number I= 1 (placed in the third
column of reaction table). In the second column you can see spins and parities of
the daughter and mother nuclei.
Running of the reaction with orbital quantum number I is equivalent of erzion
(enion) passage through the centrifugal barrier of such value

V = ,l l(I + t)
2MR 2

( 11)

where Mis erzion (enion) mass and R is nucleus radius
If we assume that the smallest possible erzion mass is equal to Mel
= 100 GeV [ 1-4] we can calculate for l = I on hydrogen and lithium following
barrier values:
V(H) = 200 keV; V(Li) = 55 keV.
These values are not such small as you can suppose at first sight. If you
calculate their burning energies from "cold" (1-10) reactions you can receive such
burning erzion (enion) energies:
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E(3N) � 40 keV
E(3°) � 3 keV,
for (3,4) reactions
E(3N) � 24 keV
for (7,8) reactions
E(3°) � 72 keV,
for (6) reaction
E(3- ) � 450 keV
.;
E(3N) � 150 keV
E(3 ) � 700 keV,
for (9,10) reactions
Although negative erzion have rather big burning energy (450 or 700 keV in
(6) and (9) reactions) its ionization loss energy is such grate that its free length
becomes less than A ~ l mkm. So if it is not captured by nucleus with running of
(3- ,30) or (3- ,3N ) exchange reactions it decays by such way
°

3- ➔ 3 +

e- + v

(12)

In hydrogen matter burning 3- loses its energy very fast, then it captures
proton and turns into erzioatom (3-, p) in S-state with atom bound energy Ea ~
20 keV and then decays according to (12) reaction.
CONCLUSIONS
Utilization of Spin and Parity Preservation Lows in Erzion Model provides us
to explain some problems in Erzion Model predictions to our previous
experimental nuclear transmutation results on using of lithium instead of
deuterium and in search of energetic y-rays during electrolysis of tritium water.
This investigation demonstrated us particular role of deuterium and tritium in
erzion nucleus exchange (3,4,5,6) reactions as absolutely allowed according to
Spin and Parity,Preservation Lows and deuterium as unique (l = 0) converter for
(3° ➔3N ) reaction from only 11 isotopes-converters (Li6, C 13, 0 17 et al). In
according to this fulfilled analysis (Spin and Parity) we can recommend as best
3- generator and so as neutron generator in hydrogen matter except mentioned
above tritium the fluorine too that was confirmed in our next experiments [9].
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Change of Isotopic Composition of Metals at Deuterium
Charge
I.P.Chernov, N.N.Nikitenkov, L.N.Puchkareva, Yu.R.Kolobov
Tomsk Polytechnical University, Tomsk, Russia

Introduction

In recent years in a series of publications it was reported that
occure modification of isotope natural abundance of metals and alloys
both matrix elements, and impurities at hydrogen saturation [1 -6]. As
a rule, the authors of these publications try to explain the observed
modifications

by nuclear transmutation hypothesis. However, there

are objections against this hypothesis according to reasons present
below. At first, the scale of transformation of an isotopic composition
is so great, that it cannot be explained on the basis of cross section of
nuclear reactions. Secondly, the radioactive isotopes are not produced
(at least

there are no reliable information on such production), but

only redistribution of the natural isotope composition takes place.
This is why we assume that along with nuclear processes by the
reason of isotope transformations can be other mechanisms. In
particular, it can be a mechanisms connected with a diffusion
processes in solid state. Such processes stimulates by hydrogen
migration which activates the motion of defects and impurities[?]. The
task of the present work was deriving a new experimental results on a
isotope composition transformations of a metals at their saturation by
hydroqen isotopes and the educidation of a possibility of

isotope
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effect at diffusion on grain boundaries. For this purpose the isotope
composition

of

titanium-, niobium-, and system «thin film of

titanium on ceramics» samples under deuterium saturation and
secondly the transformation of the cooper isotope compositions at its
diffusion on a grain boundaries from an external source

(cover) in

nickel have been investigated.
Materials and Technique of Experiment
The measurements of an isotope compositions in the present
work have performed by Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS)
method of device

l

5-72011 . The ions beam Ar + by the energy 6 keV,

by the current density 0.1 mA/sm2 , the area section by surface - 2,5
mm2 was used as probing. The analysis of a samples was carried out
at a continuous registration of signals of secondary ions currents with
a level-by-level resolving about 5 nm, at the sensibility at the least

5610- 3 At.%. The level-by-level removal of surface layers by an
electro-chemical polishing has carried out at researches of a diffusion
on depths more than 1 micron. The thickness of deleted layer was
measured by the dot indicator to an accuracy of 0.5 µm.
The concentration of isotopes presented below in tables and on
figures was calculated by division of the ;-isotope line intensity of any
element on a sum of all line intensities of the same element. The
registrated time of all isotope lines of one element at every
registration of mass spectra did not exceed 1 5 seconds. The curves
presented

on the figures was obtained by

normalization of

experimental concentration on natural abundance of corresponding
isotooes
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The reduced below results of the isotopic composition of cooper
in nickel have been obtained on cooper-nickel diffusion pairs made
by an electrochemical sedimentation of cooper layer with a thickness
of 10 microns on pure nickel plate with a thickness of 0.5 mm. The
diffusion of copper in nickel took place at a temperature between 423
and 873 K with a load of 20-25 kgf/mm2 with a duration of more
than 3 hours. The experiment was carried out in a vacuum furnace
PW- 3012 under a pressure of 2• l 0- 2 Pa. One can suppose that the
hydrocarbon component is entirely decomposed at a temperature of
about 60 K, and the partial pressure of the hydrogen hardly differs
from 10- 2 Pa.
The saturation of metal samples and structures as "titanium
ceramics" with hydrogen isotopes was carried out by using a
conventional electrochemical cell. The samples have been determined
with the electrolyte LiOD+D2 0 and with a current density of 10
mA/cm2 . The "titanium-ceramics" has been developed by means of
vacuum-magnetron-separation of titanium on the slided surface of
the ceramic plates.

Experimental results and discussion

Considerable changes in the isotopic composition of the matrix
elements as well as of the admixtures are significant. So, the
maximum deviation of the

Ti - concentration is 33.3%. At the same

48

time content of the other isotopes is increasing; for

Ti and

49

Ti by

50

8.6 and by 17.8%. In copper, which is contained as an admixture in the
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niobium samples, the content of
content

65 Cu

63 Cu

increased by 9. 7% and the

decreased by the same value.

Fig. l. shows the dependence of the titanium isotopic deviation on
depth.

The

strongest

deviation of the isotopic
composition

from

the

natural

abundance

occurred in the near
surface sample area. This
difference is decreasing
with the distance of the
surface. In a certain depth

o

m

JD

:m

4D

im

drm

on the duration of the
hydrogen saturation, the

isotopic
Fig.1 .
comes back to the level of the natural composition.

distribution

Other authors came to similar results. In [5], in electrolytic cell,
there have been described strong changes in the isotopic composition
for more than 30 elements and admixtures in structures of thin nickel
foil on plastic balls under hydrogen saturation. In [2,3] considerable
change in the isotopic composition of Ti-, Cu-, Zr-, Ge-, Se
admixtures in palladium has been observed after saturation with
deuterium.
The experiments carried out by us and other scientists
demonstrate that a change in the local distribution in the matrix
atoms and in the atoms of admixtures takes place of hydrogen
saturation of metals.
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In order to clarify this effect, the isotopic distribution of copper in
nickel under thermo-induced diffusion in nickel with and without
additional mechanical stresses in the sample has been investigated.
The thermo-induced atom diffusion in the stressed metal initiates
processes with occur under hydrogen saturation, because migratory
hydrogen promotes the atom diffusion of the matrix. Its storage leads
to considerable stresses in metals.
Fig.2 shows the dependence of the isotopic distribution of copper
in
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isotopes.
The comparison Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 reveals a qualitative similarity in
depth changes

of titanium isotopic composition during hydrogen

saturation of a system «titanium - ceramics» and cooper at thermo
induced

diffusion. In both cases the effect is observed only in a

surface layer. Apparently, the limiting depth (300 nm), where the effect
of a isotope composition change of titanium has place is connected
with influence of a surface on diffusion redistribution of isotooes. At
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diffusion cooper in a nickel the isotope composition change has a place
on depth from a surface approximately corresponding to diffusion
zone.
Conclusion
The obtained results apparently suggests that changes of isotopic
composition of metals at deuterium saturation can be connected not
only with nuclear processes occuring at low energies, but also with
diffusion processes. Therefore discussion about the mechanism of
isotopic

composition

changes

should

include

arguing

both

mechanisms of nuclear transmutation and mechanism of cold,
hydrogen-induced diffusion of atoms.
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THE ROLE OF THE ENERGY FLUCTUATIONS IN THE POSSIBILITY OF
NUCLEAR REACTIONS IN CONDENSED MATTER
Chicea Dan
Physics Dept., University ''Lucian Blaga" of Sibiu, Romania.

Abstract
In many experimental papers concerning experiments of loading certain metals like nickei
palladium with hydrogen isotopes low radiation levels have been reported. A simple model to
describe the energy fluctuation of a deuteron trapped in a lattice, considering elastic collisions
in one dimension with the ions is presented. The energy fluctuations, combined with the
increase of the Coulomb barrier penetration probability produced by the electron screening
effect, might lead to a very small and unsteady rate of low energy nuclear reactions produced
by the hydrogen isotopes in condensed matter.
Introduction
In many experimental papers [1,2] concerning the behaviour of certain systems consisting of
metals, like palladium or nickel, highly loaded with hydrogen isotopes, it is stated that low
levels of nuclear radiation have been detected, which suggests the existence of very low rate
nuclear reactions in condensed mater. The possibility of nuclear reactions in condensed matter
is commonly denied, because the Coulomb barrier between two approaching hydrogen
isotope nuclei is impenetrable at very low energies. The energy fluctuations of the deuterons
are analysed further on.
The computed energy distribution
The cteuteron trapped in the metallic lattice will interact with the ions in the elementary cell
where it is located, as a general rule. Still, some metals like palladium present a very high
value for the diffusion constant. The high values are explained by Bush in the frame of the
TRM model [3, 4], involving a solid state effect produced by the periodical potential barriers,
which makes the deuteron to "flow" resonantly through them, for certain values of the
velocity.
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With this considerations, a deuteron has been considered to interact with the ions of the
metallic lattice through elastic collision in one dimension, therefore the shape ofthe screened
coulomb barrier does not change the results. The number ofthe ions the deuteron collides has
been considered to be larger then the number of the low order neighbours, because the
deuteron travels through the metal, as explained in (3, 4].
A number of63981 target ions have been considered to form the statistical collection. First
the energy range between 0 and 9k6T has been divided in 1000 intervals and the number of
ions having the energy in each interval has been computed, so that they obey a Maxwell
distribution for their velocities. Then the energy of each target ion has been registered in a
file.
The deuteron has been considered to have an initial energy of 3ksT/2, where ks is the
Boltzman's constant and T the temperature ofthe presumed sample, and it collides the target
ions in a succession chosen randomly by the computer, which makes this simulation to be ofa
Monte - Carlo type. The target energy after the elastic collision in one dimension has been
considered as the initial target energy in the next collision ofthe deuteron with that particular
ion and has been recorded back in the file. The deuteron velocity and energy after each
collision have been recorded in another file and considered as the energy and velocity for the
next collision. The total number of collisions of the deuteron with the target ions was
1279620, so that, as an average, each target ion has been collided twenty times.
Energy fluctuations

During the computer experiment the values of the energy of the deuteron have been
recorded after every collision. Ifwe define an energy fluctuation to be the sequence when the
deuteron has a higher energy then Emm and is remains so over the time of at least Nmin
collisions, it can be identified from the record of the values of the energy of the deuterons
after each collision. The number Nn of the energy fluctuations which occurred during the
computer experiment concerning collisions with ions having the mass number A=I00, for
several values ofthe above-mentioned parameters, are presented in the table I.
As expected, the number of fluctuations occurring in a system containing deuterium and
ions with a larger atomic number, is lower as the lower energy limit considered for the
fluctuation is higher and as the minimum time considered for the fluctuation to be counted is
larger. Still, accordingly to the first row of the table, over at least 353*200 collisions the
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deuteron presented a kinetic energy higher than 1.55 eV, which means more 5.5% of the
whole time.
Emm,eV

Nmm

Nn

1.55

200

353

1.55

300

43

1.61

60

310

1.61

100

26

2.07

10

604

2.07

20

128

2.07

30

27

2.07

40

7

2.33

5

35

2.33

10

6

Table I
Discussions

The simple model presented in this article predicts the existence of the energy fluctuations for
a considerable time inteival. A more realistic model, considering realistic collisions between
the deuteron and the target ions have been published [8], and the prediction of energy
fluctuations is also stated. Still, it would be premature to use the energy distribution predicted
by the simple model presented here in assessing the low energy nuclear reaction rates in
condensed matter.
It is worth noticing that in condensed matter nuclear reactions are produced in a different
manner because the nuclei approach in a rich negative charge environment. If the metallic
lattice is loaded with deuterium at a loading ratio close to 1, as the sample is electrically
neutral, for each deuteron an electron is added to the sample, therefore the concentration of
the ''free" electrons in the conduction band should be considered to be double relative to the
normal one [9]. As it has been presented in many published works like [5 - 7], the electrons
are screening the Coulomb barrier of the two approaching nucle� which considerably
increases the barrier penetration probability.
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The effect of the energy fluctuations, combined with a considerable increase of the
Coulomb barrier penetration probability might lead to a very low and unsteady rate of low
energy nuclear reactions produced by the hydrogen isotopes in condensed matter, in the
classical known manner.
It must be underlined that the nuclear reactions "catalysed" by the rich electron
environment, presenting a very low rate, enhanced by the energy fluctuations, are not
responsible for the low energy nuclear transmutations and for the excess energy reported in
many experimental papers [l] but they can be the source of the very low levels of nuclear
radiation which accompany the processes, still incompletely understood, connected with
hydrogen isotopes loaded in certain metals at very high ratios.
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ABOUT DEUTERIUM NUCLEAR REACTION RATE IN CONDENSED MATTER
Dan Chicea
Physics Dept., University ''Lucian Blaga" of Sibiu, Romania

Abstract

The Coulomb barrier penetrability of two approaching nuclei is computed in the frame of
the W.KB approximation. A simple model for describing the screening effect of the
Coulomb nuclear barrier by the high electron concentration in condensed matter is presented.
The nuclear reaction rate of the hydrogen isotope nuclei, trapped in a metallic lattice is
assessed, both for the unscreened and for the screened Coulomb barrier, averaged by the
Maxwell distribution. The model predicts that, in certain circumstances, for porous or grainy
samples, which are subject to a negative electric potential and are heavily loaded with
deuterium, very low nuclear radiation level might be detected. The results are discussed in
connection with some of the very successful experiments like Miley' s metal-coated spheres.
Introduction

The announcement of Drs. Fleischman and Pons, early in March 1989, that nuclear fusion
reaction between deuterium nuclei occurred at the room temperature [ 1] marked the
beginning of a long saga. Thousands of experiments, of an ove1whelming variety [2],
starting with the simple one to reproduce the electrolysis experiment and ending with
complex multilayer cathodes, have been performed all over the world, in the effort to
understand all the odd aspects of the phenomena, whose existence is no longer questioned
[3]. Many articles like [4], [5], [6], [7], point out that nuclear transmutations should be
associated with this peculiar behaviour. The possibility of two nuclei to undergo a nuclear
reaction in condensed matter is analysed further on.
The Nuclear Reaction Rate

For the beginning the volume nuclear reaction rate of the bare deuterium nuclei trapped in
a metallic lattice is assessed, in a simple manner, considering that half of them are incident
toward the others /8/:
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where P(v) is Coulomb barrier penetration probability, PM(v) is the Maxwell distribution of
the deuterons, v is the velocity, and cl the pre-exponential factor, as described in [8], where:
a 0 = 10·24 cm 2 for reactions (a,b) and a 0 = 10·30 cm 2 for (a,y)

(2)

The reaction rate has been integrated using a computer programme written for this
purpose. A value of the magnitude 10·211 reactions /m3 ·s has been found for the bare
deuterium nuclei. This cvasi-null reaction rate is obviously not detectable by any of the
available procedures; it is considered that the lower detectable limit for a nuclear reaction
rate is 10·3 cm·3.s·1 [8].
The Effect of th.e Electron Screening

The approaching deuterium nuclei trapped in a metallic lattice will move towards each
other in a rich negative charge environment caused by the cvasi - free electrons in the
conduction energy band. A simple model to describe the screening effect of the Coulomb
barrier caused by the electrons in a metal is presented.
The Debye length 10 in a plasma is the size of the possible displacement of a layer of
electrons which moves aside from the layer of positive ions as the result of a fluctuation and
can be assessed by equalling the electric potential energy to the average thermal kinetic
energy. It can be found [9] that:

where k is the Boltzman' s constant, e the electric charge of the electron, no the "free"
electron concentration and Eo is the permittivity of the free space.
The potential used for the screened Coulomb barrier, inspired from [10], is plasma - like
screening potential, where the screening parameter is the Debye length. The screened
Coulomb potential between two approaching deuterons will be:

V(r)= e

2

41l'e 0 r

•exp(-�)
Iv

(4)

where r is the distance between the nuclei and lo is the Debye length, given by [9]:

where k is the Boltzman' s constant, e the electric charge of the electron, no1he "free" electron
concentration and Eo is the permittivity of the free space. The effect of the increasing the
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''free" electron concentration is to reduce the Debye length and therefore enhance the
screening effect and increase the nuclear reaction rate.
The penetration probability is strongly enhanced from 1o-soo at thermal kinetic energy for
-38

28

for a normal concentration of n = 6,25·10
o
''free" electron concentration in palladium

the bare deuteron, to 10

m-3, which is the

It is worth noticing that that when a metal is loaded with hydrogen isotopes to a loading
ration of one deuterium atom to one metal atom, as it is reported in many papers on the
subject [ l ], because the sample is electrically neutral, the concentration of''free" electrons is
29
approximately double, so a value ofn0 = 1,25·10 m-3 should normally be considered in the
calculations. Also it should be noted that higher ''free" electron concentration zones can exist
near the surface of a metal which is the subject of a negative electric potential, due to the
capacitor effect, as is presented in [11, 12].
The nuclear reaction rate of the deuterons encountering a screened electric potential in a
metal's lattice, is assessed in the same manner as for the unscreened Coulomb potential,
using (1), and the results are presented in table 1.
-

n,m 3

6.25·1028

R, m-3·s-1

1.64· l f -6

f

8·1028

1.·1029

1.25·1029

2·1029

3.12·10--6

2.94·10-2

2.11

8.32·103

Table 1
Discussions
The computed values of the nuclear reaction rate in condensed matter presented in the
table reveal that the rate increases very fast with the ''free" electron concentration, actually it
increases 106 times when the electron concentration doubles it's value from the normal one.
Above all, the nuclear reaction rate predicted by this model can reach high enough values to
be detectable, in certain regions where the electron concentration is high enough.
The model strongly overestimates the nuclear reaction rate, because the screening
parameter is very small and because it uses an approximation for the low energy reaction
cross section, as presented in (2), therefore the results presented here should be considered
only as a simple estimation ofthe reaction rates. With this in mind, it is worth noticing that
the nuclear reactions at very low energies, in condensed matter, should be considered in a
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completely different manner than in free space between heavy ions, and that, in certain
circumstances,for porous or grainy samples which are subject to a negative electric potential
and are heavily loaded with deuterium, very low nuclear radiation level might be detected
[11, 12]. Such regions with high electron concentrations can represent a significant part of
the cathode volume in systems like the Miley - Patterson metal coated beads, either simple
coated,represented by the layer near the surface where the excess negative electric charge is
located in,or the multi-layer beads,where a region with high electron concentration exists at
the contact between different metals due to the different Fermi levels [4 - 7].
The very low value of the nuclear reaction rate could stand for the very low tritium
and neutron levels detected in some experiments, but not for the excess energy which
accompanied the loading of deuterium in palladium or titanium, in many experiments [2].
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SOME PROBLEMS IN SOLAR PHYSICS AND ASTROPHYSICS
Runbao Lu
Institute of Applied physics and Computational Mathematics,
P.O.Box 8009, Beijing 100088,China
Abstract
The problem on solar flare mechanism is still open. On the basis of model of
"electron-ion bound state and its introducing of nuclear fusion" it is given that there
are two kinds of X-ray emission processes in solar flares: soft X-ray emission with
energy~l 2.5Kev X-ray (p-e-p) and hard X-ray emission with energy~25Kev (d + -e-d +)
and r -ray. Meanwhile there are (d,d) fusion in hard X-ray burst events.
On the basis of measurements of X-ray spectrum the author points that X-ray emission
from CYG X-1 (black hole candidate), 4U0115+63 (neutron star), and SN1987A
(supernova) may be like it from the solar flare. In the high state of black hole it may
correspond to soft X-ray flare, and in the low state it may correspond to hard X-ray
flare. In the 4U0115+63 events, it may not be absorption lines at 12Kev and 23Kev,
but the emission lines at~l 2.5Kev and~25Kev. In the SN1987A, X-ray souree comes
from p-e-p ~12.5Kev and d + -e-d + ~25Kev and y -ray. The author suspects where so
many atoms of56 Ni and 56 Co come from. I think the X-ray spectrum of SNl 987A is
similar to the X-ray spectrum in solar flare.

I, Introduction
The mechanism of releasing energy in solar flares is still
unknown.There are obviously contradictions between predictions from
"thermal" or "nonthermal" models and actual observations from a set of
flares.
Thermal model predicted the plasma with temperature of 10 8 10 9 K.Result observed with high-energy resolution detectors are disagree
with this "nonthermal model" or "thick target model" prodicted that soft
X-ray comes from plasma which was heated by driven beam of
nonthermal electrons. This is typical model which has been wide
acceptted by solar physicists and was coined "the evaporation model of
solar flare." However,because of the low-radiation efficiency of electrons,
to avoid exceeding the total flare energy budget, virtually all the flare
energy must reside in the radiating electrons. Futher, to remain within the
energy constraints the electron spectrum must have a low-energy cut-off
in the 20-25Kev region. Such a cut-off is ad. hoc. and is directly
Contradicted by some observations,as results from S.R.Kane who found
that nonthermal electron spectrum seems to extend down to ~2Kev [7].
II, On solar flare
Below are summaries of different opinions based on electron-ion
: ...

. <·.,· .. ,
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bound state model.
I.The soft X-ray (<12.5Kev) and hard X-ray (>13Kev) are independent
from each other in solar flares.The fact was found by Feldman but the
reson was not pointted out.[7]
2.There are soft X-ray events with line emission of about 12.5Kev.
3.There are hard X-ray events with line emission of about 25Kev.
4.ln the solar atmosphere there is (d,d) fusion in hard X-ray events.
5.There are not nonthermal electrons as source of hard X-ray emission.
6.The escape electrons are Compton electrons produced by hard X-ray or
r -ray.
These conclusions are in contradiction to current theory proposed by
almost astronomers.
Any one of the above points would have been enough by itself to
discredit the current model which has been accepted by almost
astronomers.
III . The star flares
On the basis of measurements of X-ray spectrum the author pointed
out most star bursts must be as samilar as the sun's flare, In this section
several examples were given .The detailed analysis and interpretation of
the observation are outside the scape of this sort paper and will be the
subject of further study. Following I listted the some simples that were
called "black hole condidata", "neotron star" and "supernova". I suposed
this concept was variously impossible, inprobable or doubtful.
3.1 CYG X-1. [11,12,13,14]
There are lot of observations on CYG X-1 which was known as "black
hole candidata". The author studied the X-ray emission spectrum [11,12]
and pointed out this spectrum is not thermal spectrum but is as samilar as
spectrum of solar flare spectrum.Some papers give the period of 50day
emission [13,14]. The author thinked this is not true. The emission
behavior is random . Hydrogen is much more than deuterium in CYG X1 atmosphere. The X-ray spectrum observed for CYG X-1 is not
spectrum produced by accretion.
3.2 On neutron star
In this section I give three results on neutron star based on which a
short discussion was given.
3.2.1 On 4U0115+63 [15]
N.E.White et al discrebed on neutron star 4U0115+63:
"The pulse phase spectra of 4U 0115+63 first reported in Rose et.al.are
reexamined, and it is shown that there are electron cyclotron lines at 11.5
and 23Kev that appear to be in absorption at the pulse peak and m
emission during an interpulse".
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On basis of "electron-ion bound state" model the author supposed there
are not "electron cyclotron lines" at 11.5 and 23Kev,but there are two
peaks of line emission at ~12.5Kev (p-e-p) and ~25Kev (d + -e-d + ).
Compton scattering produced the valley at ~12Kev and ~23Kev
(12Kev = ~12.5Kev-0.5Kev,23Kev� 25Kev-2.3Kev)
3.2.2 On Cen X-3 [16]
The binary X-ray pulsar Cen X-3 was observed during 1982 March 1630. R.Lieu et.al. pointed out "This can not be fitted with a simple model
spectrum." There are not period emission showed in Figl.[16]. In Fig3
shows that there is a hint of an excess emission at 11-12.4Kev. This is
obviously evidence for existance of line emission (p-e-p~12.5Kev). The
samilar example was given in paper of W.Lewin et.al.[17]. X-ray
spectrum of 1747-214 shows the line emission at~12.5Kev(see Fig4.4).
3.2.3 On the precursors to X-ray bursts [18]
Current theory on neutron star mechanism was based on fact that the
X-ray emission has the behivar of period. I give a contradictory
phenomenon. In Figl W.Lewin et.al.given the precursor curves of
Mx1716-31 of 1976 June 28 event and 1977 February 7 event. In Fig2
W.Lewin et al. also given the curves of the first 620s of the 1977.2.7
event. (a), (b) and (c): Count rate curves in three energy channels: (1.56Kev, 6-14Kev, 10-43Kev).From these plots one can find that the
precursor burst emitted X-ray with 6-14Kev or 6-1lKev! This is the
evidence which produced in p-e-p process (~12.5Kev). This result is
contradictory from currut theory on neutron star mechanism. The author
predicted that behavior of variation of neutron star emission must be
different between their emissions in high energy range(>13Kev) and low
energy range (<12.5Kev) during long· period. These evidences were
given by W.Lewin et al in [17] (see Fig 7.2 and Fig 7.3 for MXBl730335) [18] .
3.3 On Supernova
Several authors have given the observations on SN1987A. All of them
thinked that the X-ray emission comes from radioactive decay of
56
Ni➔ 56 Co➔ 56 Fe and radioactive decays are powering the optical
emission of SN 1987A.The author argue against for this conclusion.From
Figl in [19], Fig4 in[20], Fig3 in [21] one can find that spectrum of
SNl987A is very like to the spectrum in solar flare. The soft X-ray
comes from p-e-p with about 12.5Kev and the hard X-ray comes from
d + -e-d + with about 25Kev and r -ray. Especially, the results of
observation by the Ginga [20] show that the spectrum in the range of 430Kev is very similar to the solar flare spectra which was given by Nitta
et al. [23] The spectra of the X-ray has a peak in about 25Kev and is flat
in range of 10-40Kev. This is similar to the spectra of SN1987A which
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was given by T.Dotani et al. [20] Meanwhile one can find the difference
between spectrum from R.Sunyaev et.al's one and from T.Dotani et. als
one. This shows the two events have different component of hard X-ray
(>13Kev) and soft X-ray (<12.5Kev). The author predict that supernova
is the star like the sun. The "supernova" is a big flarring event which is
produced by remote star.
3.3.2 On supernova A.D.185 [24,25,26]
The supernova A.D.185 recorded by Chinese astronomers in 185 A.D.
Authors given examination on the "guest star" recently and pointed out
this is supernova remnant RCW86 or MSH 14-63. [24], [25],[26]
The author point out that the terminology "remnant" may be not
suitable. This is a star in which flare was occured. The spectrum of MSH
14-63 measured by MIT OSO-7 shows a spectrum like to one of solar
flare. The spectrum in range of 0.5-3Kev and 3-30Kev comes from the
flare which produced soft X-ray and hard X-ray. In the low energy range
X-ray was emitted from atom absoption lines for example
C.N.O,Si,Ca .... There radio emission and filaments was observed also.
Detailed observation ofsupernova on radio, microwave,X-ray and y-ray
even energytic particles will give the results which presents that the
supornova burst is similar to solar flare.
3.3.3 On Nova in musca (GRS 1124-68) [27]
GRS 1124-68 (X-ray nova Muscae) was discoverd by all-sky monitors
on board GRANAT and Ginga on 1991 January 8. From Figl, Fig3, Fig4,
Fig5 and Fig6 one can note the following:
1. The behavior of flux-time variation is similar to the solar flare.
2. Soft X-ray and hard X-ray emission spectrum has a break point at
about 12.5Kev.
3. there is line emission of0.51lMev from (e + ,e- ) annihilation.
4. The spectrum curves is near parallel in range of>l3Kev.
In Fig6 three spectrums of nova musca, VuLx and Gs2023+338 was
given. They are all similar to the solar flare spectrum.
IV. Summary
This paper sortly described the problems in solar physics and
astrophysics and given simple explanation based on "electro-ion bound
state and its introducing of nuclear fusion" model. Meanwhile the proof
of existance of so called "cold fusion" was given in a new field.
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Summary:
Biology in order to explain the trans-membrane potential of the cell -TMP
adopts an unproven hypothesis of a procedure in which sodium Na is
exchanged with potassium P inside and out of the cell. This assumed
exchange in Biology is called the sodium-potassium pump. The SPP leads to
elementary contradictions, known in the literature. However, the SPP is the
best choice hypothesis based on the exclusion, assumed impossible, of cold
nuclear fusion of sodium to potassium in the biological cell level.
In this paper, we prove that the SPP process in Biology is actually a cold
nuclear fusion and transmutation of sodium to potassium in the presence of
oxygen-SPT. In the paper, we also present, for the first time, the relevant
nuclear endothermic equation and its important relation to the cell
parameters and needed energy resources.
The SPT is the most important process to sustain the living cell and its
physiology. The complete physiology of the sodium and potassium of the cell
and in extension of the sodium-potassium physiology of the human body is
understood and explained without not understood artifact mechanisms and
contradictions. The SPT and fusion is the basis of understanding several
other mechanisms and similar cold nuclear fusions and transmutations in
Biology and Medicine. The SPT nuclear process takes place continuously in
the human body. It is the basis for the continuous function of the heart, and
the key for the metabolism of all cells. It is clearly understood why the excess
of Potassium in the blood stream prohibits the SPT nuclear reaction, leading
immediately to heart arrest and death.
The basic cell physiology is presented in terms of standard osmosis, nuclear
transmutation,and the physicochemical properties of Na and K,only.
Introduction:
1. In 1964, G. Oshava and M. Torii 1 (OT) proved in an experiment that cold
fusion of Na to K is possible. OT took 2.3 mgr of Na, put it in a vacuum tube of
20 cm long and 2 cm in diameter, and sealed it. They ran electrical discharges of
60 watts through it for 30 minutes. After stopping the discharges, they inserted
Oxygen in the sealed tube with the electrically treated Na. A second later Na
transmuted K, according to the endothermal equation:
• I E nergy + s 0 16 = 19 K39
11 Na23 + Electnca
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This experiment proves that if Na is first treated electrically, apparently its
nucleus gets into an excited state, and secondly, when exposed to Oxygen, fuses
with it to Potassium.
2. In 1955, an assumed process related to the same elements of Na and K for the
cell, was suggested by Hodgkin and Keynes2 under the name of Sodium
Potassium Pump-SPP, in order to explain the trans-membrane potential of 0.07
volts that exist between the interior of the cell and its environment. This potential
is also related to the cell content of K. According to this process, Na is assumed to
be continuously exerted from the cell and simultaneously K to be continuously
inserted. Since then, this "hypothetical" process of exchange is regarded in
Biology as "truth" and its results elevated to "findings". According to Harold
Hillman3 , Biology in this case, does not distinguish between hypothesis, truth and
findings.
For SPP, a mechanical action of the cell membrane is assumed to selectively pick
up 3 atoms of Na out, and simultaneously 2 atoms of K in. This assumed artifact
process is also called the active transportation of the cell membrane. It is also
assumed that the specific rates of the "in" and "out" exchange of Na and K are
different for the two atoms. Specifically for 3 atoms ofNa out, 2 atoms of K come
in, by an artificially assumed specific "picking up" structure of the cell
+
membrane. Therefore, it is believed that more positive Na ions come out than
+
positive ions K go in. Thus, it is assumed that a net of positive charge is coming
+
out at a rate of 3/2 for every K going in. Standard Biology attempts to explain the
+
cell's trans-membrane potential and its relation to the content of K inside the cell
+
as a difference in the "in and out" rates for Na and K\ and by an artifact
"picking up" mechanism of the cell membrane.
It is also experimentally found that for the charge of the trans-membrane
potential, energy is required, as it should be expected. This energy was found
(Skou2 1957) to be supplied by an exothermic consumption of a substance inside
the cell called ATP. ATP is produced or actually reformed by a reverse process of
energy which is supplied by the so-called Kerb's circle. Kerb's circle is powered
by the burning of glucose inserted to the cell by insulin.
However, the actual active transportation ofNa-K was never proved, but, remains
as an unjustified hypothesis in Biology, see H. Hillman3 , and H. Hillman and P.
Sartory4 for a relevant analysis. Besides, contemporary University textbooks in
Biology admit that the assumed process is not understood, for example, ibid. page
541, "Molecular Cell Biology by James Darnell, et al 5 , "The activity of this
(sodium-potassium pump) and other cellular ion pumps is closely regulated by
mechanisms presently unknown ... "
By the assumed Sodium-Potassium pump or exchange, saturation of K should
eventually occur inside the cell, which has a finite volume, At the same time, Na
inside the cell should eventually be completely depleted. The sodium potassium
exchange should be over and terminated after a finite time depending on the
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initial concentration of Na inside the cell, and the available space inside the cell to
be filled with K, a fact that is against observation.
+

+

3. It is also known that the correct concentration of Na and K inside and outside
the cell is responsible for the normal trans-membrane potential 60 to 70 mvolts
and the normal vitality of a cell. A dead cell equalizes by osmosis alone the "in
+
+
and out" Na -K concentrations and drops its trans-membrane potential to zero.
The normal in and out the cell concentrations are:
Out (blood)
In (cell)
T
Na
145
mM
12
T
K
4
139
mM
4.
Lois C. Kervran5 established after many years of observation and
experimentation that there is a continuous intake of Na by humans and animals
and a continuous exertion of K by urination, published in his celebrated book
"Biological Transmutations", Swan House Publishing Co. NY 11223, 1972.
Kervran also established that with the intake of Na, K also increases. The ratio
Na/K. remains constant with or without intake of K, which is a generally known
phenomenon in Biology.
Now it is very well known that for people with kidney deficiency, potassium
increases continuously in their blood stream regardless of the food intake of K.
From time to time, they have to go through a process, called blood dialysis, in
order to remove the excess K among other toxins from their blood stream,
otherwise, they die. It is also known that excessive concentration of K in the
blood stream for any reason, instantly causes heart's function arrest.
5. Pappas 7, since 1989 and for 10 years of continuous observations and systematic
research, established that the K concentration in the blood increases, when human
or animal cell's are exposed to the PAP-IMI Device (PAP-Ion Magnetic Inductor)
- a generator of pulsed magnetic induction field, causing to the exposed tissue, an
instant electrical potential per meter (potential gradient or electrical field
volts/meter) of a fraction of the normal trans-membrane potential gradient of the
cell, which is of the order of 10 MVolts/meter5 •
6. The phenomenon7 of K increase by PAP IMI exposures is found to be more
enhanced, when cells are in a state of edema or inflammation which are known to
contain higher concentration of Na inside the membrane of the cell. At the same
time, a drastic reduction of edema and inflammation is found to occur, which
indicates a drastic reduction of sodium and a simultaneous increase of K inside
the cell. These findings make the device characteristically known to be associated
with one of the most, or in certain cases, the best anti-inflammatory and edema
reduction method. In exposed inflammatory or edema cases, excess K accelerates
in the blood stream, which under normal kidney function is exerted from the body
by kidney function and immediate urination.
This is a decisive phenomenon for our paper, for it clearly proves a
significantly increased production of K, in case of an increased concentration
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of Na, under an inflammation or edema, and which is treated by appropriate
electrical pulses!
The Equation of life:
Under the observation and the circumstances of 1, 2, 3,4 and particularly under
the findings of 5 and 6, we come to one unique conclusion that the unproved
hypothesis of Biology2• 5 for the so called sodium-potassium pump is a wrong
hypothesis, just because of a "having no means of explaining the phenomenon"
excluding as unthinkable, the case of cold fusion inside the human and animal
cell. On the other hand, a continuous transmutation of Na to K inside the cell
seems to explain all the Na-K physiology of the cell and the Pappa's related
electrical findings for the cell. The exchange of Na to K which logically
contradicts all findings6, and in particular the known physiology of Na and K is
totally wrong and a forced assumption based on the ad hoc assumption of no cold
transmutations may occur in Biology.
We propose for the first time, the Pappas' equation of fusion on the level of the
living cell, indicating its relation to the involved vital energies as an endothermic
reaction:
16
23
+ Electrical Energy + ATP Energy = 1 9K39
11 Na + 80
The exact role of the membrane's electrical energy or the externally supplied
electrical energy, the separate role of the ATP energy, as well as the role of K to
the trans-membrane potential-IMP of the cell, the relation of TMP to the cell
metabolism and proper function, will become clear in the following.
It is well known that though K is a bigger atom than Na, its mobility is much
higher than Na which hydrates with 6 atoms of H20, thus becoming extra large.
Thus once Na is inserted by osmosis into the cell and transmutes into K; the
naked K escapes by osmosis more rapidly though the cell membrane, due to its
smaller size and thus higher mobility. This causes an imbalance to the electrical
charge concentrations, for positive ions may escape faster out under the vehicle of
K ion, than they may be inserted in under the vehicle of Na ion. This naturally
explains why the cell looses positive charge and becomes more negative with
respect to its environment, until it reaches an equilibrium value of negative
+
+
potential to retard the exit of K and increase the input of Na .
The trans-membrane potential difference, thus created, enables metabolism for the
cell by electrostatically attracting other materials into the cell- a generally known
phenomenon from elsewhere as electroinsertion. Further, the trans-membrane
potential enables the nuclear transmutation of Na to K by preparing the Na
nucleus during its crossing the field across the membrane, in case of a normal
TMP present of the order of 10 MVolts/m.
SPT maintains TMP, and TMP maintains SPT in an auto-catalyze, maintain
or enhance one another mode.
A cell is in the state of death -known to have no trans-membrane potential, may
not initiate Na to K fusion and may not acquire the lost potential. Thus, the state
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of death with no trans-membrane potential for the cell is an irreversible state of no
metabolism.
The role of insulin enhanced by adrenaline, secreted from the adrenal gland on the
top of kidneys is better understood, as a mechanism of controlling ATP, which
complementarily controls the fusion of Na to K, thus controlling the rate of
metabolism and the rate of vitality of the cells of the body, in respect to the
adrenaline triggered by the state of the brain and eventually the state of mental
perception and will of activity.
In an increased cell activity of SPT caused by the adrenal gland, kidneys are also
required to be alerted by the same mechanism that triggers adrenaline, to quickly
dispose the expected increased quantities of K away, as nuclear ash, to maintain
the balance of low K concentration in the outside the cells environment, in order
to prevent reinsertion of mobile K into the cells by osmosis, thus preventing the
annihilation of TMP, and thus cell death. This makes understandable the
positioning of the adrenal gland on the top of kidneys.
This basic mechanism of cold fusion explains the simple wisdom and physiology
of the cell and the miracle of life, without unknown, magical and mysterious
mechanical functions for the cell membrane, contradicting the elementary logic of
saturation and depletion for finite volume cells.
Conclusion:
It has been shown that the assumption of nuclear fusion in Biology is not
contradictory, but leads to the understanding of biological procedures free of
contradictions. In particular, from over 10 years observations of the PAP IMI
electric exposures on living cells, we are led to the correct assumption that the
process known today in Biology as the Sodium-Potassium pump is incorrectly
assumed a molecular exchange, but actually it is a nuclear process of fusion under
an electrical excitation of the nucleus of Na, firstly by the charged cell membrane,
and secondly via an endothermic catalytic action of ATP. The electrical excitation
of the Na nucleus may be assisted externally by appropriate electrical pulses. ATP
seems to control this fusion reaction which otherwise could exponentially increase
under the self catalytic excitation of the trans-membrane potential-IMP which is
related with a positive feedback reaction to the fusion of Na to K in the presence
of 0. The role of ATP, related mitochondria, Kreb's circle, insulin, glucose,
adrenaline, adrenal gland and kidneys is better understood as a co-mechanism to
control this nuclear fusion which otherwise may increase exponentially or die out.
The irreversibility to life from the death state for the cell is clearly understood.
The fusion of Na to K by Oxygen seems to be the most important function of the
cell and the key to its metabolism. A great number of other biological and medical
functions and malfunctions are better understood via this nuclear fusion and
standard osmosis mechanism alone, and will be presented elsewhere.
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Abstract
Emission of protons and neutrons was observed in deuterized
PdOIPd structures. T'he ratio of proton and neutron fluxes was
estimated as NpINne 1. T'he neutron emission was measured by
two types of detectors: (1) by plastic §Cintillation detector
with C'd and (2) by detector based on He -counters. Charged par
ticle emission was measured by t'he CR-39 plastic tracR detec
tor. T'he results of e�riments with different detectors are
in good agreement with each ot'her. The data obtained allow us
to rncike a conclusion, that (da)-fusion reactions taRe place
in deuterized PdOIPd structures.
1. INTRODUCTION
As it was shown in [1], the heat burst and the neutron emi
sion take place in the process of deuterium escaping from de
uterized PdO/Pd/Au heterostructure. In [2], it was also shown,
that the neutron emission take place in the PdO/Pd/Au:Dx samples subjected to external deformation. The experimental goal
of the present work is investigation of (dd)-fusion reaction
products in the deuterized Pd/Pd heterostructures.
The PdO/Pd/PdO and PdO/Pd/Au samples were prepared in the
Institute of Physical Chemistry Russian Academy of Sciencies
from 30, 40 and 60 µm Pd foils by the method described in [1]

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
are:
As we know, the (dd)-fusion �eaction channels
d + d -->n(2.45 MeV) + He (0.82 MeV)
( "'"'50%)
(1)
d + d -->p(3.02 MeV) + T(1.01 MeV)
( 50%)
(2)
Two types of neutron detectors were used for investigation
of the channel (1). The first detector consisted of 8 scinti
llation counters (Fig.1�. Each counter had polystyrene-based
scintillator (5x5x30 cm ) wrapped with 0.5 mm Cd foil and
two end-view PMTs operating in coincidence. T�e detector was
surrounded by the moderator blocks (5x5x30 cm polystyrene).
A fast neutron from reaction (1) is recorded by the recoil
proton sygnal in one of eight scintillation counters. Then,
the neutron loses its energy in the collisions with polystyre
ne atoms and is slowed down to thermal energy (En=0.025 eV).
The thermal neutron is captured by Cd with emission of 1-qua
nta. They can also be detected by the scintillation counters.
The neutron detector has the efficiency of� 1% measured with
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the Po-Be neutron source placed in the central cell.
The second neutron detector consisted of 12 He3 -counters pla
ced in the polyethylene moderator, as is shown in Fig.2. The
sample was placed between 1-st and 2-n�¥oups of counters.
The efficiency of this detector with Cf
neutron source
placed in the sample position was e 10%. For 1-st and 2-nd
groups of counters separatevely, the efficiency was e 7%.
The CR-39 plastic track detector was used for investigation
of the charged particle emission. Charged particle tracks° be
came visible after etching the detector in 6N NaOH at 70 C
during 7 hours. The shape of tracks makes it possible to iden
tify the type of a particle. The callibration of The CR-39 was
carried out by a-particles and protons.
The 1M NaOD solution in D2 0 was used as electrolyte. The
current density was j � 20 mA/cm2 . The sample was used as a
cathode. Pt was used as an anode. The time of electrolysis
was 10-20 min. After electrolysis, the sample was washed
with pure D2 0 and dryed by the filter paper. Then the sample
was placed on the CR-39 detector and cormnpressed between two
plates by the screw. Furthemore the sample was placed near
one of the neutron detectors, as is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RF.SULTS
3.1. Measurements of the neutron emission by the scin
tillation detector with Cd.
The measurements were carried out° under different conditions:
(1) the sample was heated up to 50 C during the exposure time
(2) the sample was irradiated by the thermal neutrons;
(3) the sample was under constant compression between two
plates;
(4) as (3), but under
the thermocycling (5 min °- the
°
heating up to 50 C,5 min - the cooling up to 20 C). The time
of each run w,s 100 s. The time of one cycle of measurements
was (4-12) 10 s. The background measurements were carryed
out with the unloaded sample both before and after each cycle.
The results are presented in Tabl.1. The excess of the effect
above the mean background level during the experiment was
analysed. In the case of deuterized sample, the events when
the effect exceeds the mean background level by 20,30 and
40 are more frequent than in the case of both the unloaded
sample and the Poisson distribution. This result allows us
make a conclusion, that, in the case of deuterized sample,
we observed the neutron emission, that is nonuniform in time.
In the case of excess of 30 above the mean �ackground level, we have so called neutron "burst""' 10 n/100 s. The ex
cess of 2cr-level, which takes place more frequently, may be
caused by the weak, but more uniform in time, neutron emission.
The maximum effect was in the case of deuterized sample with
uniform compressing and thermocycling. In this_ c��e, the mean
background intensity was¾= (4.65 ± 0.12) 10 2 s , while
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the mean effect was n0 = (5.70 ± 0.13) 10-2 s-1 . The measurement time was tm = 33000 s. The mean neutron flux was N0 =
(1.1 ± 0.2) n/s into 4� sr. The multiplicity distribution of
events for this case is presented in Fig.3.
3.2. �asurements with the neutron detector based on
He -counters.
To verify the results mentioned above, we carried out the
experiment with uniformly compressed deuterized sample ,ith
thermocycling using the neutron detector based on 12 He counters
(Fig.2). The time of one run was 100 s. The time of one cycle
of runs was 3000 s. For 4 c�t1 s (12000 s), the mean backgro
und was r,, = (6.8 ± 0.2) 10 s , and the mean foreground was
-2 -1
� = (8.7 ± 0.3) 10 s . This corresponds to the mean neutron
flux N0 = (0.27 ± 0.05) n/s into 4� sr. At the time of neutron
"burst", the mean background level was exceeded by th� factor
of 12. In this case, the neutron flux was Nnb� 1.2 10 n/s
into 4� sr.
3.3. The measurements by the CR-39 track detector.
The irradiation of the CR-39 detectors was carried out du
ring measurements with neutron detectors. The background was
measured on the same CR-39 plate, that was in contact with the
unloaded sample. The distribution of the track densities ver
sus track dimeter for the case of the sample subjected to
compression and thermocycling is presented in Fig.4.
The callibration measurements and the data of [4] show,
that the track diameters of 3-10, 7-12 and 9-15 µ.m correspon
ded to protons, tritons and a-particles, respectively� The 2
track density of protons was estimated as np $ 7.7 10 1/cm .
The mean proton flux during the exposure time was estimated
as·NP = (1.0 ± 0.1) 1/s into 4� sr. The distribution of charged particle tracks over the detector plate was quite uniform.
However, areas were also observed with a diameter 300 µm,
in which the proton track density was much higher than the
mean density. For example, there were 110 proton-like tracks
in one of these areas for the mean background equal to 5 (See
Fig.5). Taking into account the detectig-i efficiency, we ob
tain the total number of protons NP� 10. Comparing this value with the number of neutrons in the neutron "burst" (N0 $
103), we arrive at the relation NP/Nn$ 1. The same result was
obtained for the case of uniform proton and neutron emissions
for all the exposure time.
To observe the products of reaction (2), we investigated
the events, where proton ( N 4-5 µ.m) and triton ( N 7-12 µ.m)
tracks are closely spaced and orriented to one point of the
sample. The percentage of this events among all proton-like
tracks was 0.7%, because a triton from reaction (2) (Er=
N

N
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1 MeV) has the range
1 µmin Pd. Thus, such a triton can
be detected if the reaction (2) takes place in very thin
(less than 1 µro) boundary layer of the sample. The microphoto
graphs of these events are presented in Fig's Gp,b,c. The den
sity of these pT-events was npT= (50 ± 10) 1/cm . The foreground/background ratio for this case was ~9.

4. CONCLUSION
It was observed, that nuclear reactions take place in deute
rized PdO/Pd samples. These reactions are accompanied by pro
ton and neutron emissions. This process can be uniformly dis
tributed in both time an�sample volume, or be in "burst" re
gime with emission of ~10 particles during short period of
time (less than 100 s) from the local area of sample. The
ratio of proton and neutron fluxes both in the case uni
formly distributed and "burst-like" emissions was estimated
as NP/Nn� 1. The double particle tracks directed from one
point in the sample were also observed. The charachteristics of this tracks corresponded to protons (E � 3 MeV) and
p
tritons (Ry,< 1 MeV). It allows us to identify this events as
the products of (dd)-fusion reaction (2).
Thus, the results of experiment reconfirmed the previous
data [3] and proved the existance of (dd)-fusion reactions (1)
and (2) in deuterized PdO/Pd structures. The factors, that
influenced on the reaction process, are: heating and cooling,
external deformations, thermal-neutron irradiaton of deuteri
zed sample.
In conclusion, the author would like to express sincere
thanks to Dr. A.G.Lipson and B.F.Lyachov for their help in
sample preparation and for consultations. He is also thankful
to Dr. A.M.Marenny and N.A.Nefedov for their help in perfor
ming measurements with the CR-39 detectors, and also to Dr's
V.A. Ryabov and A.P.Chubenko ;or their help in measurements
with the detector based on He -counters. Separatively, he would
like to thank Dr. G.I.Merzon for his support and fruitful
discussions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig.1. Neutron detector based on scintillation counters with
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Cd foils. (1) sample with CR-39 detector; (2) Cd layers;
(3) polystyrene blocks; (4) sc�ntillators with 2 PMTs.
Fig.2. Neutron detector based on He -counters. (1) samp1e with
CR-39 detector; (2) polyethylene moderator; (3) He counters
Fig.3. Distribution of counting rates per 100 s for the neutron
detector based on scintillation counters with Cd versus
event multiplicity. (---)- PdO/Pd/PdO+D sample
with
°
°
°
constant compression and thermocycling (20 c, 50 c, 20 c)
(---)- PdO/Pd/PdO sample without Deuterium under the same
conditions. The number of runs is N = 330.
Fig.4. Distribution of the track density versus the track
diameter for CR-39 detector. The exposure time is 20 h.
Fig.5. Microphotograph of the proton "burst" recorded in the
CR-39 detector.
Fig.6a,b,c. Microphotographs of the double pT-tracks in the
CR-39 detector.
Tabl.1. Results of measurements with the neutron detector
based on plastic scintillation counters with Cd foils

Sample and type Total number Number and (%) of runs with
the excess
of runs N
)20
of experiment
)40
>30
360
12(3,3%) 5(1 . 4%) 2(0.56%)
PdO/Pd/Au+D
°
at 50 c
450
38(8.4%) 12(2.6%) 3(0.7%)
PdO/Pd/Au+D at
thermal n irr.
200
PdO/Pd/PdO+D at
18(9%)
2( 1 %)
compression
390
33(8.5%) 6(1.5%)
PdO/Pd/PdO+D at
°
°
compr. 20 /50
6(2.5%)
240
PdO/Pd/PdO+H at
°
50 c
1(0.1%)
Backgr.-PdO/Pd
880
18(2%)
without D
(2%)
(0.1%) 0.0035%)
Poisson distr.
probabilityes
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The Theory of Excess Energy in PAGO reactor (Correa reactor)
Lev G. Sapogin
Department of Physics, Technical University (MADI)
Leningradsky pr. 64, A-219, 125829 Moscow, Russia
E-mail: sapogin@cnf.madi.msk.su
Tesla and Tandberg in their already old works have first discovered generation of very short and
powerful bursts of electric current with an absolutely unknown nature under some certain conditions
of a gas discharge on direct current. One did not pay any serious attention to that phenomenon. And
only in the recent works of Paulo and Alexandra Correa ii was shown that by creation of the
conditions for abnormal gas discharge (PAGD - Pulsed Abnormal Glow Discharge) on direct current
powerful bursts of alternating current appear. The energy of these bursts exceeds several times the
consumed energy (up to JO times). In this experiment one can observe that a part of electric current
carriers (obviously electrons) gain high velocities being the reason for excess energy generation.
According to the unitary quantum theory it possible to explain easily the generation of excess energy
/I, 7,8]. The electrons can oscillate with a high plasma frequency relatively to very heavy positive ions.
Their behaviour is possible to explain as oscillations in a potential well with the rims of various
height. At some certain values of initial phase the approximate equation of the unitary quantum theory
with an oscillating charge can yield the "mathemity home" solution [l. 7,8). As a result of the
e/ectrones having gained a high energy with a high velosity they fly out of the wells, and always in one
direction. It is the energy generation process - and not nuclear reactions - that are responcible for
excess energy creation. The mathematical process model is created as well as an approximate solution
of the non-linear differential equation is achieved. The range of values of initial phases allowing the
energy generation process is determined. Jfthe experimental research of Tesla, Tandberg and Correa
are correct then there is no doubt the future power industry would be developing in this direction and
not in today's fashionable direction of the cold nuclear fasion.
Fantastic phenomena at certain gas discharge regimes (the anomalous gas discharge close to the arc
regime) were discovered as far back as 1929 by Nicolas Tesla [2]. It was revealed that due to some
unknown reason within a powerful pulse gas discharge in the course of one pulse very many extremely
short current spikes occur (see Fig.I). According to Tesla's estimation the energy resulting from these
spikes exceeded the energy of the applied electric pulse. This fact was not paid much attention to at the
time, because it was contrary to the existing physical thought. Tandberg was the next (3) to uncover
this phenomenon, but he had related it to some mysterious processes taking place in the cathode. He
had staged a number of experiments but did not manage to illucidate the nature of the phenomenon.
Still later Prof. V.I.Chemetskij [4) (and also Manfred fon Ardenne,- Germany physics (privet
communication)) performed some calorimetric measurements within the deuterium-lithium discharge
(see Fig.2).
It was cleared out that the heat generated in a jug with plasma appeared to be 1.5-2 times greater than
the applied energy. Chemctskij had associated this excess heat with nuclear reactions allegedly taking
place in the deuterium-lithium plasma, but neither neutrons, nor trithium was discovered, though these
products were expected to be found in abundance.
Later Dr.P.Correa in Canada had built a reactor prototype, which generated excess pulse electric
current [5].
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Correa's objective, as could be inferred from his patents [5], was to create an effective gas-discharge
direct-alternated current energy amplifier to use in electric motocars with the help of common
relaxation generator on the basis ofa neon lamp. It was assumed that the electric motor operation was
to be effected by changing the power voltage frequency, which from the energy viewpoint is more
effective than the rheostat control (handling) ofthe direct current engine. In the course ofthe research it
was discovered, according to Correa, that the relation ofthe output electric power to the input amount
exceeded 10 times (see Fig.3).
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In its original fonn the Correa reactor has three electrodes, the two of which are absolutely identical
and works in a two-cycle regime. The original design is the following (see Fig.4). A bit embarrassing
seems a two-accumulator system, in which one of the accumulators maintains the anomalous gas
discharge and discharges, while at the same time the second one is charged, then the accumulators
exchange their places.
From the physico-mathematical viewpoint it is clear that ifthe "maternity home" solution is realized in
a symmetrically parabolic potential well with identical walls, then there will be no excess electric
current, as halfofthe electrons, having acquired energy, will flow to the left while the second halfwill
be directed to the right (see Fig.5) and these currents will compensate for each other. But ifwe take the
well walls to be asymmetric, all the electrons subject to the "maternity home" solution will flow to the
left and contribute to the quickly alternating excess electric current component (Fig.6).
In so doing the evident inequality should be fulfilled (see Fig.6 ):
W<<U1 -U2
(I)
where W is the energy obtained by the electrons in the "maternity home" solution within one period of
oscillations.
We shall show that in a gas discharge plasma the situation described in Fig.6 is possible. Let us
consider the uniform plasma layer of / thickness and transfer all the electrons to an x distance. We
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U -U. Excess energy
2 1 > in period
0
Fig.5.Plasma oscillations. Excess power is absent.

Fig.6.Processes in PAGD discharge.

shall arrive at a plane capacitor with an electric field between the plates

u
E=-4Jl'&&0

Where u is the charge surface density

u= en_x

Then

E=

en_x
47l'&G0

This uniform electric field affects both electrons and ions, but the latter will be at rest because of their
big mass, so their motion can be neglected.
The force acting upon the area unit in a layer of / thickness is equal to the product of the layer's
charge Q value by the field voltage
e 2 n 2 lx

F =-QE =-en- IE =----=-kx
41l'&&0

This force acts upon the M mass of all electrons available on the area unit

d 2x

M-=-kx
2
where

dt

M = n_m_l. Of course

and then
[t)

n_e 2
m_

41r&&

0
=--�p

The obtained frequency of plasma or Langmuir oscillations is usually within the limits
109 - 10 13 .Such plasma oscillations differ from the wave process as they do not spread out in
environment, in other words, some local disturbance remains local in character. The obtained
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differential equation for the plasma oscillations coinsides with the conventional hmmonic oscillator
equation.
It is clear, that in the electrons collective movement each of them is also subject to this equation and
due to this I can now use the main oscillating charge equation [1, 7,8). Proceeding from simple physical
reasoning it becomes evident that if the current flows it means that the potential well has a wall.
Although the well is symmetric by nature, it will become distorted in strong electric field conditions, its
appearance reminding of that shown in Fig.6. Such a potential can be easily simulated by a simple
function:

U(x) =ax+ barctan(x2 )

Then the main equation to describe processes taking place inside the Correa reactor will assume the
following form [I, 7,8]:

d 2 x{t)
x(t)
) 2
m--;ii2 = (a+2bl
4 cos
+x(t)

((dt(t))
�

2

mt
dx(t) m
- x(t)-;j,h+¢, )
h
2

(2)

The digital mathematical simulation results are presented in Fig.7:
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The results show that there is a certain region of initial values in which all the electrons, accelerated by
the "maternity home" solution will flow in one direction. These very fast electrons will be responsible
for the anomalous excess heat on the anode (discovered by Chemetskij and Correa), it is the current
spikes at the top of the pulses that contribute to the excess useful electric current component.
Accmate analytical solution for this very complicated equation is hardly possible. Yet it became
possible to obtain an analytical solution in the form of a series.
Let us found equation (2) solution in a form:
x(,) = (1 +J(t))cos(m t)
After substitution in to equation (2) we have a new equation for

,1,(I) :

d 2 l(t)
d l(t)
d l(t)
-cos(mt)+ 2 cos5 (mt)-cos 5 (mt)w 2 -cos(wt)w2 +4
l(t)cos5 (wt)+
2
dt
dt
dt
2
d½(t) 5
d½(t)
d
l(t)
4
3
2
6
cos (mt),1,(1) +4
cos5 (cot)l(t) + 2 cos5 (cot)l(t) -5cos5 (mt)m2 l(t)dt 2
dt 2
dt
3
4
5
2
10cos 5 (wt)m2 J(t) -10cos 5 (wt)w 2 ,1,(t) -5cos5 (wt}w2 ,1,(1) -cos 5 (wt}m2 J(t) dl(t)
dl(t) .
cos(wt)a,2 l(t) +QA 2 a -2�sin(a,t)mcos4 (wt)-8�sm(wt)mcos4 (mt)l(t)2

2

--2
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dl(t )

dl t

2
sin{wt}@cos 4 (wt)l(t) -8 ( ) sin(wt)wcos 4 (wt)l(t) t
d
dt
)
4
2 d!t sin(mt}@cos4 (�)J(t) + QA2acos4 (mt)+ 4QA2acos4 (wt)i(t) +

12

3

6QA 2 a cos 4 (mt)i(t) 2 + 4QA2acos4 (mt)..i(t) + A2 Qacos4 (wt)l(t) + QA 2 bcos(mt)+
d2( t)
QA 2 b cos(mt)..i(t)- 2 �sin(mt)o, = 0;
(3)
3

4

A= cos (B2 t - 8(1+ ..i(t))cos(mt)m+ ;) and
d..t(t)
B = dtcos(wt)-(1+ 11,(t))msm(a,t)
dl(t = 0)
O
The series solution of equation (3) for natw'al case i(0) = 0,
dt
where

2

2(t) = (- '; cos (;) + �
a

2

- �bcos2 (;)}2 +

have a form:
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In a Fig.8 plot surface for A. . If A >O then take place "mathemity home" processes. if ,i < 0 then
take place "crematorium" solution. For good excess of electrical energy we must choosen area where
A >O and suppress of a "crematorium" solution.This is a veiy complex problems!
Add to amplitude

Fig.8. The surface for add to amplitude.
For researchers studying the Correa plasma reactor this theory gives opportunity to make the following
important statements:
l . The cathode processes have nothing to do with excess heat, therefore of the [3]-type research is
useless.
2. Inequality (1) is possible at big enough currents, which are easier obtained in a pulse regime.
3. The plasma composition is not veiy essential, ionization potential serving as a single criterion of
importance, but it is desirable to choose this one being as small as possible.
4. At big currents cathode electrode dispesion is inevitable, which leads to the metal erosion and its
settling down on the flask (retort) walls, which shortens the device life. Correa had used Alluminium
for the electrodes and this was not a very successful decision. Use of liquid metals (for instance, Hg mercury with a sufficiently small output work) for the electrodes seems to be more expedient. Having
been condenced on the walls it would flow down to the liquid electrodes. Such electrodes would have a
veiy long service. It is natural that further recommendations could be made after big precise
experiments only.
I wish to express my gratitude to my collegues Ryuichi Kubota (Japan), V.Dzhanibekov, Mike
Carrel) (USA), Dr.P.Correa (Canada) and professors V.S. Barashenkov, AP. Buslaev and M.A.
Mokoulsky.
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"LIGHT ELEMENT FISSION"
THE LITHIUM - FAST PROTON NUCLEAR REACTION
Harry Taplin
Crystal Energy Inc. 127 W. Janss Rd., Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
The basic reaction is Li+ H* ➔ 2He+ 17.3 MeV of energy. (Alphas). This nuclear
reaction was first discovered in 1932 by Cockroft and Walton and is one of the earliest
observed and studied .They observed single collisions of elements using tracks in a cloud
chamber.
During early laboratory experiments starting in 1989, in a departure from the two
dimensional configuration which had constrained this experiment in the past, a three
dimensional vapor or gas phase was used. A high voltage electric probe was used in the
flame envelope of propane and diesel fuel to initiate a chaining reaction producing He and
"Extra Energy." Early runs of purposely limited size produced alpha counts over 1,000,000
per minute. Because of the combustion zone, extensive shielding had to be used to protect the
alpha detection instruments, severely limiting the full count of alphas from being measured.
Even with this heavy water cooled shielding and a very small detection aperture, about 4cm
by 0.5 cm, several experiments produced extrdonary high levels alpha counts producing a
blur of digital numbers up in to the millions. According to one of our primary investigators;
Dr. William Gwinn, Emeritus Professor of Chemistry, University of California at Berkeley,
the lithium-proton reaction had the equivalent energy of over 9 billion Btu per pound of
lithium.
We were approached by an inventor, Dr. Szilard Berenyi, during 1988 who had been
experimenting with a lithium based reaction in combustion processes since the 1970s. His
stories were quite remarkable, if not bordering on the unbelievable. Unfortunately, there was
little evidence of scientific methodology to support the claims of "Extra Energy" being
produced. The laboratory experiments of 1989, described above, were the initial phase of a
program to either prove or disprove the claims being made.
After ten years intense work, involving various forms of testing, experiments and case
studies have produced a patent and proven that , indeed Dr. Berenyi had made a significant
break.through in energy production and pollution reduction. There is still much to learn about
deriving the best benefits from this reaction. Experiments have been conducted on various
sized boilers up to 500 million Btus/hr with consistent results with regard to producing extra
energy, in some cases up to 15% above design criteria. Several heavy-duty Diesel engine
dynamometer tests produced improved fuel consumption (BSFC) as well as significant
pollution reduction in the form of nitrogen oxides, 30% for sure and maybe as high as 50%.
The South Coast Air Pollution District (SCAPCD) of Los Angeles provided a grant which
provided for extensive testing of automobiles. Again, significant numbers emerged indicating
improved miles per gallon (MPG) and reduced emissions. One of the alpha testing apparatus
was brought out of mothballs recently and demonstrated at the Cold Fusion Laboratory in
Bow NH. Testing is incomplete at this time but results look quite favorable with regard to
duplicating the alpha production experiments of 1989 - 90.
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Clearly there is a significant discovery here, related to Cold Fusion. Evidence to date points
to the above lithium reaction. However, we suspect there may be several levels of reactions,
both chemical and subatomic, involved. The important aspect of this program is its
immediate benefits to energy production as well as pollution reduction.
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Abstract
The deuterium cluster ion beam (D3+) and deuteron beam (D+), which energy was
adjusted from JOkeV to JOOkeV per deuteron, were alternately implanted into
palladium target, in order to study the atomic and nuclear cluster effect in the
interaction between cluster ion and solid. The differences between the application of
these two kind beams were obtained by comparing the radiation yields of X-ray,
gamma-ray, charged particle and neutron induced by each deuteron of two kinds of
beam at the same velocity. The fusion rate induced by each cluster-deuteron in the
energy region below 40keV/d was higher than that induced by each isolated deuteron at
the same velocity. However the fusion rate induced by each cluster-deuteron was less in
the energy region above 50ke Vld. Ratio of the fusion rate induced by each cluster
deuteron to that induced by each isolated deuteron was energy dependent. The yield of
X-ray induced by each cluster deuteron in the energy region from JOkeV/d to IOOkeV/d
was higher than that induced by each isolated deuteron at the same velocity. The
average ratio of their X-ray yields is about 2.6. Based on above results, it is considered
there might be an enhancement of interaction cross-section in both nuclear and atomic
levels in lower energy region. If the size of cluster ion is grown, the enhancement might
be increased more. Therefore, the concentrated deuterons (deuterium in larger cluster
state) could have some relations with "cold fusion" phenomena in high loading metal.

Introduction
The study on the features of cluster ion is a new physical research field. Especially
the impact of deuterium cluster ions on solid has shown some different features from the
impact of isolated deuteron on solid < 1•2l. These might produce quite different effect in
both of nuclear and atomic level interactions. The effects could make significant
influence in the fusion engineering <3- l_ Although some approaches with heavy water
cluster ion (few case with deuterium cluster ion) have been performed since 19g9c1 .2 ,4, l,
the cluster effect in nuclear level is still mysterious and difficult to be understood. There
is almost no data existing for the behavior of deuterium cluster in high loading solid
matter <6·1l. Therefore, the research on the deuterium cluster is very important to
understand its reaction mechanism as fundamental research for fusion science. At the
same time, it is also very necessary for understanding the anomalous nuclear or atomic
interaction that might have any relation with the phenomena so called as 'cold fusion' <6• l.
4

5
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Experimental procedure
The experiments were preformed in OKTAVIAN laboratory, Osaka University. The
schematic view of our experimental system is shown in Fig. 1.:

SSB detector
d, d3 ion beams
eltier cooler

Colimate

+-Target
Chamber
Beam current�--�
._____--1 Recorder

�
�

Fig. I. Schematic view of the experimental system
The deuterium ion beam produced with a duo-plasma ion source contained isolated
deuteron and deuterium cluster ion (e.g. D/). The cluster ion and deuteron beam could be
easily separated with the magnet analyzer before acceleration. The ion beam was high
pure beam (purity >99%) after separation. The beam current and energy could be
adjusted between 10 µA, 20keV and 300 µA, 300keV, respectively. In our experiments,
the cluster ion beam (D/) and deuteron beam (D+) were alternatively implanted into
metal targets. The beam energy was adjusted from l0keV/d to l 00keV/d in the step of
SkeV/d each time. When the beam energy reached l00keV/d, it was adjusted back with
the same step down to 10keV/d, after exchanged the alternated implantation order. Most
of the experiments t was done with a high pure (99.99%) palladium target (five microns
foil). A Peltier device was used to cool the target under room temperature. A Silicon
Surface Barrier Detector (SSBD) was employed to detect the charged particle in target
chamber. An NE213 neutron detector was set up under the target chamber to measure the
neutron spectra in the experiment. At the same time, an X-ray detector and a High Pure
Germanium (HpGe) gamma detector were employed to detect the X-ray and gamma ray
emissions during the implantation respectively. The ion beam currents on both of targets
and the collimator were automatically recorded. All the charged particle, neutron, X- and
gamma ray spectra and other experimental data were measured simultaneously. The
difference in both of nuclear (fusion) and atomic interactions were obtained by
comparing the fusion reaction rates and X-ray emission induced by the implantation of
two kinds of beam at the same velocity, respectively. All the final results were normalized
with the amount of implanted deuterons.

Experimental Results
A. Nuclear cluster effect
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The nuclear interaction of deuteron and solid can be reflected in D-D fusion reaction
in experiment. There are two main D-D fusion reaction channels: D(d,p)T and D(d,n)3He,
the ratio of these two channels keeps almost constant in general situation. Therefore, both
of the results from proton and neutron in our experiment should be corresponded each
other, but the results from charged particle spectra should be more reliable considering of
the actually conditions. The experimental results have shown above deduction, both of
proton data and neutron data have shown following results:
Fusion rate induced by each cluster-deuteron in the energy region below 40keV/d
was higher than that induced by each isolated deuteron at the same velocity (Fig.2).
While the fusion rate induced by each cluster-deuteron was less in the energy region
above 50keV/d (Fig.2). The ratio of the fusion rate induced by each cluster deuteron to
ed by each isolated deuteron was Tg�de ndent (F�gj3;_.
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Fig. 2. The fusion rate induced by each
deuteron vs. deuteron energy

B. Atomic Cluster Effect
The emission of X-ray reflected the atomic interaction. Therefore, the integrated
intensity of X-ray emission from 3keV to I00keV in spectra was used to study the atomic
cluster effect. The curves of X-ray yield vs. deuteron energy is shown in Fig.4. It is very
clear, that the yield of X-ray induced by each cluster deuteron in the energy region from
1 0keV/d to_ 199_k_eV{�. \\o'_a�_!l!_ghe��cl!_l that induced _ b y e_���_isC>la!��-���t�ro� (Fig.4).
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The ratio of X-ray yield induced by each cluster deuteron to that induced by each isolated
deuteron is weakly energy-dependent (Fig.5). The average ratio of X-ray yields is about
2.6 in energy region from IOkeV/d to IO0keV/d (Fig.5).

Discussion and Conclusion
A. General Discussion
Cluster ion is consisted of a few deuterium atoms or deuterons (three deuterons in our
case) as a bound particle. The distances between the atoms in cluster ion are much
smaller than their distances in general free state < 1, ,sJ_ In this case, the cluster should show
some kind of integral action in the Coulomb interaction of cluster ion and target atom (or
nucleus). However the distance is still a few order larger than the nuclear interaction
range, the cluster effect in nuclear level should be very weak and difficult to be measured.
Considering deuteron is a bare nucleus, it could have some different behaviors in both
nuclear and atomic interactions. Therefore, the deuterium cluster, which is consisted with
three deuterons, should have some different features from normal atomic cluster. These
might be the original cause of the experimental phenomena.
B. About Nuclear Cluster Effect
The nuclear cluster effect, which was shown in experiments, could be caused by two
reasons. One is the true enhancement of fusion reaction directly induced by cluster ion;
Another is that the enhancement is just an indirect action of atomic cluster effect, because
the atomic cluster could make some influence in the energy deposition of cluster ion in
solid. It is quite possible and reasonable, the nuclear cluster effect observed in
experiments was caused by both of above two effects.
C. About Atomic Cluster Effect
The atomic cluster effect can be easily interpreted with the increase of Coulomb
interaction, when the cluster ion is applied. However, there is almost no data existing.
The enhancement of the cross section of atomic interaction is needed to study
systematically in future.
D. Conclusion
The cluster effects of deuterium cluster ion in both of nuclear and atomic level were
observed in the experiments. The atomic cluster effect can be interpreted with the
enhancement of Coulomb interaction by applying the cluster ion. However the cluster
effect in nuclear level is difficult to be interpreted with existed knowledge, because the
atomic cluster effect could affect nuclear interaction and many other factors could be
involved in the solid environment. If the enhancement of D-D fusion in solid could be
induced by direct nuclear interaction, it could imply a kind of relation with the anomalous
fusion in solid (cold fusion), since the deuterium in high loading metal might be existed
as larger cluster (someone call it as plasma crystal state).
3
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Abstract

A broad unknown peak, which appeared between triton peak (}MeV) and proton
peak (3MeV) of D-D reactions, was frequently observed in our deuterium ion beam
implantation experiments with large current on metal targets (e.g. Pd). The peak could
be seen in almost every run of experiment. The counts of this peak kept almost constant
ratio (about 0.07) with the D-D proton peak that took place within the deuteron
implanting·range. Therefore, this unknown peak was considered as charged particle
from unknown reaction (e.g. proton from D-D fusion) that occurred deeply (beyond the
deuteron range) inside the palladium target plate. The reaction should be induced by
some other trigger conditions except the direct beam-target effect of deuteron
implantation. Similar phenomena were also observed, while the 1i. Fe, Ni. Cu and Mo
foils (plates) were applied as targets, but the depth profiles of the reaction zones were
quite different for different targets. Temperature of target has made some influence on
reaction place. Both of cluster ion (D/) and isolated deuteron (D-) beams were applied
to the experiment. The results have shown that each isolated deuteron could induce
higher rate of unknown reaction, compared with each deuteron of cluster ion beam.
The experimental results show that the unknown reaction had some kind of
dependence on ion states, target materials, temperature, deuterium loading ratio, etc.
conditions. These factors are similar to the usually considered key factors in other type
cold fusion experiments. There might be some relations between this unknown reaction
and Cold Fusion phenomena, but further identification is necessary to find the origin
of the peak and the relation with CF phenomena.

Introduction

The low energy nuclear reaction in solid has been studied world widely, since 1989 °However, the original mechanism of the reaction in solid is still mysterious now <24l_
Because the nuclear reaction were usually occurred in very extreme conditions, for
example, very high loading ratio of deuteron in metals, special treated materials, trigger
of current or others etc., the experimental phenomena are very difficult to be reproduced.
Many different physical and chemical methods are applied to study the nature and
mechanism of the anomalous low energy nuclear reaction in solid (l-4)_ The ion beam
implantation experiment is one of the direct methods to study the phenomena and
mechanism. Some approaches have been made in different laboratories, but there are still
no conformable results <H>l_ Otherwise, there are also requirements on the plasma-material
interaction data for mixed plasma-face materials (7)_ Based on above purpose, a series of
deuterium ion beam implantation experiment on different metals were preformed. Some
new phenomena were observed, the possible nature of the phenomena are discussed. The
phenomena might have some relation with low energy nuclear reaction (cold fusion) in
solid < 5- 6 l_

3l _

Experimental Procedure

The implantation experiments were preformed in the OKATAVIAN facility of Osaka
University. Schematic view of our experimental system is shown in Fig. 1. Both of
deuterium cluster ion (D/) and atomic ion (D+ ) beams were applied to implant into high
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pure Pd, Ti, Mo, Ni and Fe targets. The energy of isolated deuteron and cluster ion beams
could be adjusted from 20keV/d to 300keV/d and lOkeV/d to lO0keV/d, respectively.
The
beam current was adjustable from 10 µ A to 300 µ A Targets were cooled with a Peltier
device to under room temperature, and the target temperature was monitored by a
thermocouple. A Silicon Surface Barrier Detector (SSBD) in target chamber was
employed to detect the charged particle emission during the implantation. An NE213
neutron detector was set up under the target chamber to monitor the neutron spectra and
flex in the experiment <6l. At the same time, a High Pure Germanium (HpGe) gamma
detector was employed to measure the gamma ray emissions during the implantation. The
ion beam currents on both of target and the collimator were automatically recorded. All
the spectra and other experimental data were measured simultaneously.

---------------Target
Chamber

Fig.I. Schematic view ofthe experimental system

Experimental Results

A broad unknown peak, which appeared between triton peak (lMeV) and proton peak
(3Me V) of D-D reactions, was frequently observed in the experiments with large current
on metal targets-(Fig.2).
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The peak could be seen in almost every run of experiment. The count of unknown
peak kept almost constant ratio (about 0.07) with the D-D proton peak that took place
within the implanted deuteron range near the surface of palladium target (Fig.3) .
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Both of cluster ion (D3.,") and isolated deuteron (D+) beams were applied to the experiment. When
the reaction rate of unknown peak was normalized to each deuteron with the amount of
implanted deuterons, the results have shown that each isolated deuteron could induce higher
reaction rate of the unknown peak, compared with each deuteron of cluster ion beam (Fig.4, 5)
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Similar phenomena were observed, while the Ti, Fe, Ni, Cu and Mo foils (plates)
were applied as targets, but the depth profiles of fusion reaction zones were quite
different by using different targets. Even if using the same target, the depth profiles
changed also. The temperature oftarget made also some influence on reaction position in
experiment.

Discussion and Conclusion

Base on above experimental results, it is considered that the unknown peak should
have some hind relation with D-D fusion reaction in target. It is possible that the peak is
just proton ofD-D fusion reaction occurred deeply (beyond the deuteron range) inside the
palladium target. Its peak shifted to low energy and became wide due to the absorption of
the target layer between the detector and the occurrence place. If so, the absorption layer
should be thicker than the implantation range, because the implantation range of 80keV
deuteron is only about 0.35 micron in palladium target, but the layer for absorbing 3MeV
D-D proton to about 2.5MeV need to be thicker than five microns 181. It is very difficult to
image that the 80keV deuteron can direct induce the unknown fusion beyond its
implanting range in target. If it is due to the channeling effect in target. the target should
be perfect crystal, but it was not. Otherwise, the channeling effect could not be so strong,
because ofthe quite wide detection angle.
The difference of the unknown reaction rate between the application of isolated
deuteron beam and cluster ion beam supported the conclusion of the reaction occurred in
deeply inside target; and at the same time, it implied that the reaction was beam-target
effect. Refer to the deduction in last paragraph, this kind beam-target effect should be
indirect. What is the mechanism of the indirect beam-target interaction is mysterious,
maybe the implantation ofion beam is just a kind oftrigger.
The shift of the unknown peak implies that the occurred place of the unknown
reaction changed in experiments. Because the depth profiles were different in the
experiments, the peak shifted from the maximum (about 2.4MeV) to near surface
(3.0MeV). This phenomenon might show that the reaction has some kinds of relation
with the temporal distribution of deuterium in target. The distribution of deuterium in
solid is associated with material structure, temperature, loading ratio of deuterium and
many other parameters. Therefore, the dependence of unknown reaction with above
experimental conditions was shown in the experiments. Such environmental conditions
are also mentioned as the key factors in other type CF experiments. Thus, there might be
some relations between this unknown reaction and Cold Fusion phenomena, but further
identification is necessary to find the origin of the peak and the relation with CF
phenomena.
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Abstract

Low energy (l-300keV) deuterium ion beam implantation experiment on Palladium
and titanium foil (plate) were preformed, in order to study the nuclear and atomic
interaction in solid. X-ray, Y ray, charged particle and neutron ware measured
simultaneously. A series of anomalous experimental phenomena ware observed. A clear
peak at 3.2MeVwas observed, when a pre-loading 1iDx was applied. This peak became
evidently, following the implantation dose. Therefore, it is considered as the alpha peak
from D-T secondary reaction. Its maximum ratio to D-D reaction reached 0.0015. This
ratio was much higher than prediction value based on the secondary reaction of D-D
fusion. Some unknown high energy counts located from 3.5MeVto 17MeVin charged
particle spectra has been observed for many times. Sometimes the counts concentrated
in limited area, which appeared like a peak but poor statistics. The phenomena were
dij]icult to be reproduced. In the X-ray spectra, there were many characteristic peaks
from Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Zr, Ru, Pd etc elements. The gamma radiation up to 30MeV
was measured with a HpGe detector. Comparing to background, the intensity of
foreground was a few orders higher. There was also a few counts distributed around
17MeVand 24MeV, which might be the gamma ray from D(d, Y )'He reactions.

Introduction

Ion beam implantation experiment was used to study the beam-solid interaction in
atomic and nuclear level < 1-3i_ Especially for the study of nuclear reaction mechanism in
solid, it plays a very important role as one of the most effective methods. Deuteron
reactions (e.g. D+D and D+T etc.) have been studied very intensively due to their
application possibility. Since 1989, the interaction of deuteron and solid became a staring
point of science, because the claim of cold fusion phenomenon <4l_ At the same time, there
are also urgent requirements on the data of interaction between plasma and facing
materials for the hot fusion engineering purposes, since there are almost no such data
existing now (5l_ According to above background, we have studied the deuterium ion beam
implantation experiment on different materials. A series experiments with deuterium ion
beams (D+ and D3�) were preformed in China and Japan (6-IOJ_ Some interesting anomalous
phenomena were observed. The results on the emission of anomalous high energy charged
particles have shown the possible existence of unknown nuclear reaction in solid. The
characteristic peak from some elements might be correlated with the phenomenon of
nuclear transmutation in solid. The enhancement of D+T reaction may be associated with
the anomalous breeding of tritium in solid. All the above experimental phenomena may
have some kinds of relation with the cold fusion.

Experimental Procedure

Many runs experiments were preformed in both Chinese and Japanese laboratory. The
schematic view of the experimental system in China is shown in Fig.1. Pre-loading TiDx
target with the loading ratio x� 1.6 on the base of 0.8mm stainless steel was applied as the
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target for the experiment to study D-D fusion in solid. Another run experiment was done
with a blank palladium foil with the thickness of five microns.

Water

Fig.]. The schematic view of the experimental system
The TiDx target was cooled with high pressure (four atms.) cooling water. The
charged particles from D-D reaction were measured with two SSB detectors. One was set
up on the 135 ° direction with the ion beam for monitor the fusion reaction rate, it
detection distance is fixed at 110cm. Another was set up on the 90 ° direction for
measuring the charged particle spectra, and its detection distance was only about 8cm.The
ion beam could be adjusted in the energy region between 60keV to 400keV, and the
density of ion beam current could be adjusted between 10 µ A/cm2 to 500 µ A/cm2 . The
deuteron beam with 96keV and 70 µ A/cm2 was applied in our experiment. The charged
particle peaks were identified by change the effective thickness of SSB detector, and the
spectrometer was calibrated with a The-The' alpha source.
The experiment about the gamma and X-ray emission was done in OKATAVIAN
Facility, Osaka University in Japan. The experimental system in Japanese laboratory may
refer to the Fig. I of reference 8 <&>_ HpGe gamma detector was set under target chamber in
distance about 70cm. The other sides except to target chamber were shielded with 10cm
lead bricks. The background spectrum was measured before and after experiment. A 100
microns beryllium plate was used as the window for X-ray detection.

Experimental Results
Results on charged particles

A clear peak at 3.2MeVwas observed, when a pre-loading TiDx was applied (Fig.2).
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Fig.3 A charged particle spectrum with some
Fig.2 A charged particle spectrum from
anomalous high energy counts
both ofD-D and D-T reactions
This peak became evidently, following the implantation dose. Therefore, it is
considered as the alpha peak from D-T secondary reaction (T(d, n)4He). Its maximum
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ratio to D-D reaction reached 0.0015 after about one hundred hours experiment. This ratio
was much higher than prediction value based on the secondary reaction ofD-D fusion.
Some unknown high energy counts located from 3.5MeV to l 7MeV in charged
particle spectra has been observed for many times. Sometimes the counts concentrated in
limited area, which appeared like a peak but poor statistics. The phenomena were difficult
to be reproduced and identified.

Results on X-ray emission

Many X-rays peaks were observed during the Ed=240keV deuteron beam implantation
on Pd. Some of the peaks were correspond to the characteristic peaks from Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn,
As, Zr, Ru, Pd etc elements (Fig.4). In other run of E<18keV deuteron beam implantation
experiment, very high intensity of low energy X-rays were observed (Fig.5). At the same
time, there was a peak located in the energy region a few times higher than deuteron beam,
and its location shifted regularly with the change ofdeuteron energy.
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Results on gamma ray emission

The gamma radiation up to 30MeV was measured with a HpGe detector. Comparing
to background, the intensity of foreground was a few orders higher (Fig.6). There were
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many transient gamma rays were observed. Most of them might from the neutron reaction.
There were also a few counts distributed around 17MeV and 24MeV in the spectrum,
which might be the gamma ray from D(d, y )4He reactions.

Discussion and Conclusion
About the charged particles

The alpha peak of D-T reaction corresponds to an anomalous tritium content in target.
Usually the tritium in target should be from the accumulation of D-D fusion products.
However in the case of our experiment the tritium content was one to two orders more
than the accumulation of D-D fusion product. One possible cause is due to the tritium
pollution during preparation of the target. However, the count rate of 3.2MeV alpha peak
was increased with the implantation dose, thus the tritium was breed up during the
experiment. Because the tritium breed up rate was higher than the accumulated rate of
tritium from D-D reaction, there must be other source of tritium in the experiment.
Another source might be from the accumulation of tritium from other unknown reaction,
for example the tritium from multi-body reaction of three deuterons,
(D+D+D=T+3He+9.5MeV) <9i_ If so, we should measure 4.75MeV charged particle peak
in the spectrum, but we did not measured any clear peak except some counts in that
energy region, which could not be a proof for this assumption because of poor statistic.
The counts that distributed from 3.5MeV to 17MeV seemed to be something, but no
peak could be confirmed in this energy region. Although there was no peak existing, the
count rate was much higher than any possible disturbance signal (e.g. cosmic ray). The
nature of the high energy signals is need to be identified further.

About the X-ray emission

The characteristic X-rays from many elements were anomalous, because the target was
high pure (99.999%) palladium foil and the content of pollution elements should be less
than 1 0ppm. However, the intensity of most peaks was more intensive than the palladium
peak, thus their contents should be comparable with the content of Pd. That meant there
were quite high ratio of pollution element in target. Where were these elements from? A
possible cause was the nuclear transmutation reaction in solid. However, it is just a
deduction, more reliable proofs are needed.
The anomalous peak in Fig.5 was very mysterious. It might be not X-ray peak,
because it shifted with growth of deuteron beam energy. What is its nature is not yet
identified < 10l.

About the gamma ray emission

The problem with gamma radiation was rather complex. Although there were no
neutron-charged particle reaction could be induced by D-D neutron, the neutron inelastic
scattering and neutron-gamma reaction could be induced. Therefore, there were many
possible reactions could be induced by D-D neutron in surround environment. In this case,
there were too much disturbances, no anomalous gamma in the spectrum could be easily
identified in experiment. The counts located around l 7MeV and 24MeV might imply
some relations with D( d, Y )4He reaction, but the counts had no much scientific meaning
due to the poor statistics.

Conclusion

Some anomalous experimental phenomena were observed in deuterium ion beam
implantation experiments. Most of them could have some relations with the CF
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phenomena observed by other researchers. However, most of the results are still
preliminary, it might be useful for reference purpose, but for getting a scientific
conclusion, the results need to be improved and further proved.
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ICCF-7 PARTICIPANTS BY COUNTRY

REGISTRATION

COUNTRY

AUS TR ALIA .................... 4
BAH AMAS ..................... 1
C AN ADA ...................... 14
CHIN A ....................... 14
FR ANCE ....................... 8
GERMAN Y•..................... 6
GREECE ...................... 1
INDIA ......................... 1
INDONESIA .................... 2
ITALY ........................ 15
JAPAN ....................... 30
THE NE THER LANDS ............. 1
POLAND ....................... 1
ROMANIA ...................... 1
RUSSIA ...................... 14
SOUTH KORE A ................. 1
S PAIN ......................... 1
S WITZER LAND ... .............. 2
TAIWAN ....................... 1
UNITED KINGDOM ............... 3
UNITED S TATES OF AMERIC A .... 98

TOTAL ...................... 206
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